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PREFACE, 

Iw presenting our readers with the Szconp VotumeE of the 

FroricuLtturaL Canpinet, which is completed with the present 

Number, we feel that a heavy debt of thanks is due from us, and 

which we unfeignedly offer to our numerous subscribers and con- 

tributors ; for we believe no other periodical work on Floriculture 

er Horticulture has ever reached so extensive a circulation, oy 

enjoyed so large a portion of public patronage as our own. 

At the conclusion of our First Volume, we pledged ourselves 

that, with the valuable assistance of our numerous contributors, 

we would, endeavour to render this our Second Volume still more 

worthy of the support of our friends ; and we think the increasing 

demand which our work experiences is sufficient evidence that 

our pledge has been fulfilled, and that our labours are approved ; 

and we’ have no hesitation in affirming, that such a body of 

Florieultural intelligence as is contained in the CaBinet will 

not be found in any other existing publication. 

For a large portion of the valuable and important information 

which our pages contain, we are indebted to our numerous kind 

and liberal contributors. We are grateful for their assistane, and 

respectfully solicit their continued aid; feeling quite confident 

that, with such support, the succeeding Volumes of the CABINET 

will be presented to our readers. equal, and in some respects 

superior, to those already published, and still more deserving of 

their patronage. 

Wortley, Nov. 20th, 1834. 
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THE 

FLORICULTURAL CABINET, | 

JANUARY Isr, 1834. 

abe al roy snblet _sttthelt bone Gane 

PART I. 

——— 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

— 

ARTICLE I.—On Forcing the Rose, more particularly 

the Rose du Roi, or King of the Roses. By Mr. 

Wiiitam Woop, Nurseryman and Florist, Wood- 

lands Nursery, Maresfield, Sussex. 

On a perusal of the Ploricultural Cabinet, I observe one of its 

correspondents requests information on the best method of foreing: 

Roses, (Vol. I., p. 165,) and other persons I see wish to know 

the best sort of Rose for the purpose. I feel much pleasure in 

not only having it in my power to. communicate a method of 

culture which I am certain will amply repay for the attention given 

it, but also to add my first mite of contribution to the deservedly 

popular Florist’s Magazine. 

Before I detail my mode of culture, I beg to remark that the 

Rose du Roi, or King of the Roses, is perhaps the best Rose 

known for the purpose of forcing ; in fact, out of twelve hundred 

kinds which I grow, I have not one more deserving of general 

cultivation, nor do I believe a better Rose exists in any other 

collection. It continues to bloom in the open border for eight 

successive months; the flowers are of a fine bright deep red, very 

showy, with a fine dark green foliage, closely attached to the flower, 

two of which will form a beautiful bouquet ; the flowers are also 

Vou. II. B. ; 
- 



2 ON FORCING ROSES, 

very fragrant. With attention a succession of flowers may be 

obtained, so as to have them all the year. This rose ought to have 

a situation in every flower-garden. 

TO HAVE THEM IN BLOOM AT CHRISTMAS. 

Culture-—About the first week in November, I plant them in 

pots of the 24 size; the soil I use is a good strong Melon mould. 

After potting, I give them a good watering, in order to settle the 

soil around the fibrous roots. Having a deep frame provided for 

the purpose, a quantity of old tan or rotten leaves is thrown into 

it ; the pots are then plunged therein, taking care to plunge them 

so deep that the rims are two inches at least below the surface. 

The frame is formed with sides like lattice-work ; it is constructed 

in this manner for the purpose of admitting heat to be applied, 

No bottom heat is required. 

After having plunged the pots, I keep the frame-lights off for 

ten or twelve days, and during that time, if no rain falls, I give 

them two or three good waterings. At the end of that time, I cut 

the shoots back to two buds. In performing this operation, care is 

taken to hold the plant firm, so that the roots are not disturbed by 

it. The sashes are now put on, and covered with mats; a good 

lining of hot stable-dung is also placed round the frame. I allow 

the mats to remain on ten or twelve days. By this time the 

plants will have pushed shoots two inches long. I then take the 

mats off in the day-time, and raise the lights about two inches, 

for the admission of air; this is increased as the strength and 

growth of the plants advance, observing to give the most air when 

the weather is fine and mild. In five or six weeks from the time 

of applying the lining of dung, I have the plants in full and 

vigorous bloom. Water is applied when found necessary, using 

it in a tepid state. Witiiam Woop. 

Woodlands Nursery, Nov. 17th, 1833. 

ARTICLE IL.—On Forcing Roses. By Mr.J.R. Wi1uuts, 

jun., at Messrs. WHITLEY, Bramxrs, & MILNES’s, 
Fulham Nursery, near London. 

I am much pleased to observe that the culture of that univer- 

sally esteemed genus of plants, in all its fragrant and brilliant 
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varieties—the Rose, begins to occupy a place in the pages of the 

Floricultural Cabinet. From the vast extent of species and vari- 

eties which the genus includes, the splendour and abundance of 

the flowers, and their exquisitely refreshing fragrance, we may very 

certainly calculate that remarks upon their culture, &e. will occa- 

sionally be presented for insertion in the Cabinet. To add my 

mite on the subject, I herewith transmit some brief particulars on 

foreing the Rose, elicited by the query of a correspondent which 

is given at page 163, (Vol. I-) 

In the first place, collect an equal portion of good substantial 

loamy soil, well-rotted leaves, and very rotten dung from an old 

eucumber-bed, mixing them well together; having done this, 

procure some pots from nine to twelve inches in diameter, placing 

three plants in each pot. The plants that were forced in January 

and February I repot about the latter end of August. I then let 

them remain in the open air till December, when I remove them 

into the hothouse. Before I take them to that situation, I cut 

back the young shoots to two or three eyes from the old stem. 

After being thus pruned, for the first three weeks I keep the house 

to from 60 to 70 degrees of heat, and then increase it to from 80 

to 90 degrees. The plants have plenty of drainage given in the 

pots at the time of potting, so that water will pass off freely ; thus 

a proportionate supply of fresh water being required, the plants 

are benefited by it. Whilst in high temperature, it is advantageous 

to the plants occasionally to syringe them over the tops. 

I would advise not to foree very rapidly at the commencement, 

otherwise the buds will push weakly shoots, which will produce 

few, if any, flowers, and those even very weakly. Begin with the 

low temperature, and gradually increase to the degrees stated in 

the period above described. If this, with the other particulars, be 

attended to by the correspondent who, in page 163, asks for in- 

formation, he will be amply repaid with a good bloom. , 

Oct. 25th, 1833. J. R. Wiis, Jun. 

ARTICLE IIL.—On Striking Pelargoniums. By Snow- 

DROP. 

Cuttings of Pelargoniums and Geraniums succeed well under 

. 
. a 

very simple treatment, and, although complicated means are gene- 
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rally recommended, yet I can vouch for the following method 

being equally successful, and the trouble is certainly next to nothing. 

In June take off cuttings at the third or fourth joint, cut the stem 

across through, or immediately under, the joint, and take off the 

lower leaves close to the stem. Choose a situation in the open 

border, or under a wall, either quite or partially shady, and prick 

out the cuttings three or four inches apart ; water as occasion may 

require. When the plants appear to be rooted, pot them in 60's 

in compost well incorporated of equal parts loam and very rotten 

dung, which has become quite mould, and about a sixth part of 

silver or pit sand. If a frame be handy, the plants will be bene- 

fited by being placed therein for a few days, or until they strike 

fresh root. SNowDRop. 

ARTICLE IV.—On the Failure of Ranunculuses. By 

Kate B. 

In the September Number of the Cabinet, Vol I. p. 148, an ar- 

ticle appears on the failure of Ranunculuses during the last year, by 

the Rev. Josrru Tyso. In perusing it over, and comparing his 

remarks with my practical observations and experience, I cannot 

avoid stating, that although Mr. Tyso’s paper contains some 

excellent remarks, yet some parts of it are calculated to mislead 

the readers of the Cabinet into an erroneous method of cultivating 

this beautiful flower, and consequently to meet with disappoint- 

ment. To prevent this, is the object of my forwarding the present 

remarks for insertion in the Magazine. 

After stating the causes of failure, Mr. Tyso says, that “ the 

only means of preventing a like failure in similar seasons will be, 

copious waterings and a cool shade.” Now upon this I beg to 

observe, that there is no more effectual way of preventing the 

blooming of any plant whatever, than placing it in a cool shade, 

Every florist knows that the sun, the bright sun, shining hot upon 

the bed throughout the day, is indispensible to a profuse bloom in 

any description of plant. I therefore recommend every cultivator 

of the Ranunculus to make his bed in that part of his garden 

where it will have no shade whatever. 

Mr. Tyso is correct in stating that the failure was very general 

last season; but such failure should be attributed to neglect alone. 
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I had a most abundant bloom, and my bed was quite exposed to 

the hot glowing sun from morn till night. Should it be inferred 

that my plants must have been burnt up, I reply not atall. I did 

not neglect them—that is to say, I made it a practice, every morn- 

ing on rising, to give the bed a very plentiful supply of water 

between the rows, and repeated the same after the sun had set. I 

never missed a single day; so that, notwithstanding the long 

drought, the soil was like a swamp, or marsh, and such is just 

what it ought to be. I must not omit to mention that I laid cow- 

dung between the rows, by which little moisture was lost by evapo- 

ration ; and from gratifying experience, I can assure the readers 

of the Cabinet, that an abundant and vigorous bloom can far more 

easily be secured in a hot dry season, than in a cloudy wet one ; 

as there is no difficulty in supplying moisture, but we cannot 

conveniently find a substitute for the glorious orb of day. I regard 

soil as quite a secondary consideration. Karte B. 

Wandsworth-Road, Oct. 4th, 1833. 

ARTICLE V.—A few Remarks on the different Varieties 

of Magnolia. By MAGNOLIACEE. 

Having seen the different varieties of Magnolia growing with 

great splendour in their native climes, and also in some parts of 

England, induces me to send afew remarks upon the different 

species, in hopes the same may be a stimulus to their introduction 

more generally into our pleasure-grounds, where I am confident 

they would thrive exceedingly well, if properly planted and 

secured. 

The Magnolia grandiflora, Big Laurel and Large Magnolia of 

America, and Laurier tulipier of the French,—is first seen in 

North Carolina, near the river Nuse, in the latitude of 35° 31’; 

and proceeding from this point, it is found in the maritime parts 

of the Southern States, and of the Floridas, and as far up the 

Mississippi as Natcher, 300 miles above New Orleans, which 

embraces an extent of 2,000 miles. According to Micuavp, the 

Magnolia grandiflora claims a place among the largest trees of the 

United States, as it sometimes reaches ninety feet in height, and 

three in diameter ; but its ordinary stature is from sixty to seventy 

feet. Its trunk is commonly straight, and its summit nearly in 
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the shape of a regular pyramid. Those who have seen this tree 

in its native soil, blooming with its large white fragrant flowers 

disposed amidst the rich foliage of the tree, agree in considering 

it one of the most beautiful productions of the vegetable kingdom. 

In Carolina it blossoms in May, and the seeds are ripe in October: 

In its native climate it grows only in cool shady places, where the 

soil is composed of brown mould, and is loose, deep, and fertile. 

The most northern point in which this tree passes the winter in 

the open air, is about Nantes, in lat. 47° 13’; but it begins to 

bear ripe fruit about Grenoble, in lat. 45°. In England the Mag- 

nolia grandiflora is more injured by being planted in an ungenial 

soil than from the severity of the climate; the fact is, the soil 

should be that above described, but not an insulated portion, as is 

mostly the case in practice, by digging a hole and supplying it to 

the plant merely to that extent, whereas it should be general over 

a large extent of surface, so as to affect the atmosphere by its 

peculiar exhalations, thus acting on the leaves as well as on the 

roots. The Magnolia grandiflora was introduced into England 

about 1731. 

Magnolia cordata, Heart-leaved Cucumber Tree, in its native 

soil of the banks of the river Savannah, in Upper Georgia, attains 

to forty and fifty feet in height, and from twelve to fifteen inches 

in diameter. The leaves are from five to six inches in length, 

and from three to five in width. The flowers, which appear in 

April, are yellow, and are nearly four inches in diameter. The 

tree is very hardy and ornamental. Introduced into England in 

1801. 

Magnolia tripetale, Umbrella Tree, is found in soils deep and 

fertile in the northern parts of New York, and is common on some 

of the islands of the river Susquehanna. Near the great swamps 

of South Carolina and Georgia, it is almost invariably accompa- 

nied by the Magnolia grandiflora and Swamp Chesnut Oak. It 

is of humbler growth than the M. grandiflora, seldom attaining to 

thirty-five feet in height, with a diameter of six inches. The 

leaves are eighteen or twenty inches long, and seven or eight 

broad. The flowers are white, and seven or eight inches in dia- 

meter. The fruit is four or five inches long, and two inches in 

diameter. The tree is highly ornamental, and very hardy. In- 

troduced into England in 1752. 
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Magnolia glauca, Glaucous-leaved.—This tree is found common 

in Lower J ersey, but is also found in latitude 45¢ 50’, near Cape 

Anne, in Massachussets, North America. It generally attains to 30 

feet in height. At New York it yields fruit at the height of six feet. 

The flowers are fragrant, and the bark of the roots has an aromatic 

odour and a bitter taste. Introduced into England in 1688. 

Magnolia acuminata, is common in all parts of the United 

States of America, where it is generally known under the name 

of the Cucumber Tree. Its stature is similar to the Magnolia 

grandiflora, rising to seventy feet, and sometimes even as high as 

ninety feet. It is found as far north as the 43rd degree of north 

latitude. The trunk is perfectly straight, of an uniform size, and 

often destitute of branches for two-thirds of its length ; the summit 

ample, and regular shaped. The flowers are from five to six inches 

in diameter, of a bluish white, having a feeble odour ; but as they 

are so large, and are numerous, they have a fine effect in the midst 

of the upper foliage. In England this tree is perfectly hardy, 

and attains to a considerable size. Introduced into England in 

1736. 

Magnolia auriculata, Long-leaved Cucumber Tree, is equally 

remarkable with the Magnolia tripetale, for the beauty of its 

foliage and the size of its flowers, which are also of an agreeable 

odour. Itis found only in a small tract far retired in the country, 

at the distance of 300 miles from the sea, on a part of the Alle- 

ghany mountains. In its native soil it attains to fifty feet, and 

a diameter of fifteen inches. The leaves are of a light green 

colour, of a fine texture, eight or nine inches long, and from four 

to six inches broad. The flowers are white, and from three to 

four inches diameter. Itis a hardy tree, and very ornamental 

for pleasure-grounds. Introduced into England in 1786. 

Magnolia macrophylla, Large-leaved Cucumber Tree, is more 

remarkable for the superior size of its leaves and flowers than any 

other species of this genus. It resembles most the Magnolia 

tripetale in its general habit of growth, and is generally found 

growing in company with it. The leaves are sometimes thirty- 

five inches long, and nine or ten inches broad. The flowers are 

white, fragrant, and larger than those of any other species of 

Magnolia, being sometimes eight or nine inches in diameter. 

The buds are compressed, instead of being rounded at the end, as 
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in the Magnolia tripetalz, and they are covered with a soft, silvery 

down ; this circumstance affords a ready distinction between these 

species at that season when the flowers and leaves are absent. 

The tree is highly ornamental. In its native soil it grows to the 

height of forty feet. Introduced into England in 1800. 

The other species of Magnolia in the gardens of England come 

at present, or as far as experience of their habits in this climate 

indicates, exclusively under the head of dwarf ornamental plants or 

shrubs, and for the present they are omitted in this enumeration, 

but I will ere long send you a few remarks upon them; also, at 

the same time, I will give you my opiniou of the method which 

should be adopted in planting the seven varieties already enume- 

rated. MaGNOLIACER. 

ARTICLE VI.—Remarks on the Colours and Properties 
of One Thousand Species and Varieties of Roses. 

By Sr. Patrick. 

I have very frequently felt the want of a list of Roses, which 

should contain a description of the colour of the flowers, &c. 

This deficiency, I am pleased to say, I had most agreeably made 

up a few days since, by having a catalogue put into my hands of 

a thousand sorts cultivated by Mr. Woop, Nurseryman, Wood- 

lands, near Maresfield, Sussex, and of Paris. The description in 

the catalogue pleased me so much, and afforded me information at 

once so useful and interesting, that I resolved on arranging the 

kinds alphabetically, which is not done in the catalogue, and for- 

warding the list for insertion in the Cabinet, believing it would be 

found of use to a great portion of its readers. 

GARDEN VARIETIES, 
NAMES, . DESCRIPTION. 

MTADCRES. oS iaklcan abled celtceisis tole ctttecere teuBhtiblushic 
er ADUNUANE. sie ciseesis<s ciate one 4 0 clade se 4... GLUE DErple: 
oD, RCHBM i ccaceaan dsiasavecentits s «cn scose spice cata) Purples 
4 Achille» .....05 osc cesses ,osieescorssssee ees Beautiful globe,, bright redé 
5 SenanaaWisidattasdnse cita'se cosnsiy aie seaertieW, DIIE RG TNT 
6 Actavit eee ees ne eset sees... Fine cherry red. 
7 Adelaide d’Orleans .......+...++.+0+++..-Large bright pink, 
8 Adéle Heir ...........+eceeeeeeeseseeees Fine close deep crimson. 
9 A Feiulle de Letus ..........++++++.0. Bright pink. 

10 A Fleur renonculle ...+....+++++++++e++Small drooping. 
I] African Black,....ececeescceree oveseee- Deep crimson. 
12 Agathe ....sececccseveveseseeeecseeeyFine deep blush. 
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NAMES. DESCRIPTION. 
13 Agathe carnée....--secseees ceeeseeee ese e5mall pink blush. 
14 des Dames ...-.e.e++e+++++ee bright shaded crimson. 
15 de Francfort ........00+.-+++ «Pine light crimson. 
16 du Portugal ............+++.ees5carlet and purple mottled 
17 Aimable Ami .....ee0.-5 ecoe--se ee Very pretty light pink. 
18. ———_—— beaut o sciveep see e'e's's owe Pale-blush. 
$9 ———— Noir.......0+s22.-.+-+++e00+Deep dark velvet. 
20 ———— Princesse......+++++....+...-Large deep pink. 
QL ——— violet ........-e0+2ee02 -++ Good violet. 
22 A la creme .. oro ccooee edu edin's ete's's coves Cream colour. 
Rede 1G) MOGE:2. .cc0-ece00 oslors slelele ticles wlaosNeW, Feds 
24 ———— de Paris............++ seevee Very brilliant red. 
25 NOUVElle. ...esees eevee eeeeeeeeFine purple. 
26 A PAngloise ... s.s.sseeeseeeeeeesseees Pinkish red, very double: 
27 Alaturzi nouveau ..-...eeeeeee.eeee-Lizht and dark purple. 
28 Alexandrine .....esecceee cceeeeereeseeeeeFine spotted purple. 
29 Alexandrian .......eeeceeeeeee oveeeeeebeautiful fine red, very double: 
30 Alphonse........0..eeeeeeeeeeeeeeFine double, bright small red. 
SL Alam cassie. a sieve ci cc sis vuase'e sideene eee Light:red purple; 
BZ Amalade ........csseseeeeeeesereee coors es + Delicate and ehanging pink. 
33 Ambroise de Lamela ...--....60. .seseeses REA. 
SE AMEND | .ceesesccccse cc svevcccvccoss cc coveve Variegated red, 
SD AMINE . seve sce concce ccc ecdsceecsscovses Light purple. 
SMO MTIO ND Sa! s'sap oieibs's daveb a eSewiite vcd. coupes DOW, -CFIMSOI: 
3F Anna Maric. ....cecccce cece cccccers soseblush. 
38 Anemoniflora ......sssseceeeeseeeeee «e+e 5mall pink blush, pretty. 
39 Augustine ...ccscccccsecccsereeesses Large double red. 
40 ANION oss. cooceces ce cscsececccevce ++ Pale blush. 
41 Antrobus « ..... .csceeccseeeeeeeeeees seeeLight red and crimson. 
42 Archevé que de l’Amberge..............Purple and scarlet, dark. 
MR PAR ID e's aos \aicoe wlclos! 008 sv vind 6 cosvee oss SCarlets 
44 Superbe..,ocvcesscecccess ever beautiful large red. 
45 Aristide .....-csscseee vecseereceeeeseeeeLight pinkish red. 
46 Assyria... . sesscoeesceeeseeecesceseeeeomall fine pompone blush. 
47 Athalante......ccceee cocceees cocvceccoeseeveek ale blush. 
48 Athemien 24. ssee. essere e seseeees eeeeeeess Beautiful pale large blush. 
49 Atrosanguinea .......cceeecceeeevesees « New, very dark. 
5O Aurelius .....0++.ececcesceesveescveeeeeebine bright crimson. 
51 ——_ Lue o aeseesececcecssesee sees Red. 
52 AUPOTE 6. eee ecceseecerscccceeeccceeensLarge pale blush. 
53 SUPCIDE oesecevsseceee verses seer Large mottled red. 

54 Bacchus .......cccccscere svovsseseoe sees sFine light red. 
55 Barbanegre ...eeseeeeceeeeeeeeeeeeees eChangeable scarlet mottled. 
56 Baron de Stael ...eeeeeeee eee eeeeeee «sClose light double blush. 
57 Beau bicolor «6. ..sesceceseeeseesee ++ Bright crimson and light blush. 
58 DIJOU cevccecesccces viveveeceee Fine bright red. 
59 TOUGE ceveeveccersecccereerseeeees Fine light crimson, late, clusters. 
GO Beaute .....ceeccseececcssssseeeeee sees Large splendid rosy scarlet, 
61 Hortensia....0+...0++++++...-. Elegant flesh colour, 
62 Surprenante oo eeeeceeeeccevsees RUDY. 
63 Beauty of Flora ....0..00 seers ee eeeeees Beautiful large lilac. 
64 Belle Angustids ...soeessccseseeeee eeeeePretty blush. 
65 AIMOING .. 46-00 coos eeceeeeesees Fine purple. 
66 AMSCNE ++. seevecesveneessereeeeeees Light and dark purple. 
67 —— Antolnette ....++.see.seseeeecceerale blush. 
GS —— Bichoune «.eceseesceeeseeee «+-line dark purple. 
GI —— Bleu .seeoeseesseovecocceesseveesLight blue purple. 
70 Brilliante .eseccseeeseeecceeeeeeeeee beautiful blush, very double 
71 Camille ..e000 covccvesccseesrsoees Deep pink. 
TZ —— Catelle sccccocsscccccsssoccc cee Large red, 

Cc 
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73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
99 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
ill 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 

ON THE COLOURS AND PROPERTIES OF ROSES. 

NAMES. DESCRIPTION. 
Belle couronne .....esseeee++e eeee9emi-double purple. 

cramoise .... eseeeeeeeeeeeExquisitely fine bright crimson. 
d’Auctroi ......6. +o eee-Semi-double blush. 
Dauphine ........+-...++:.-Double crimson. 
@Autiene .. .......2...+..New, fine small light pink. 
de Beauce.......+.ses0-e0eeeeFine double. 

Siecemeteecices « sINCW,, fine. crimson, 
Beauvais .+.e.se0 ..-.-Cherry red. 
Dieppe ......+..++..--- Beautiful blush. 
Fantaisse ........+....Fine deep pink. 
HI@SSCs 2.0 soses 6 #0000 Deep blush. 
Kennedia ........+++...Curly, fine red. 
la borde ...........+...Fine pink mottled white. 

Chine ....+.. ooees--Fine pale red. 
— dOlymphe ...........Large double rose colour. 
——— de Passi..:.....+.+e:ese-0eFine double bright red. 
-~—__—— Province .............Pale red. 

Drlaia (ances titles Semi-double deep scarlet. 
Trianon ...........Pretty small pink. 
Tumis ....es0e+eeeee8eRich crimson. 
TVIE ceacte cle useaer pens Pinkish crimson. 

—— Elize .J....c...00006.++s2eeeFine double bright deep pink. 
Escarmoise ...++..++ee+e....5ingular semi-double pink purple. 
et Bienfaite .........++.--Fine large semi-double purple in clusters. 

—— Fille ...ccccccaccicecees Beautiful large blush. 
gracieuse 4..+.-+e+++-..Light changeable purple. 
Helene sss censscees seioieoe, eo» CHETTY. Ted. 

—— Hermoine........-.....Large bright red and pink. 
—— Leloise . 6sse0.secceeceee» Very, double red. 
——— Liloise’ .0.....00.sceseceseea.eFine light, blue. 
—— Nanette nouveau ......Large fine bright crimson, changing purple. 
—— Negre ...+..-..++++.+eeDark crimson, nearly black. 
—— MOIPEs oo ncscseee ss cteenee Nearly black, 

[POVCIO| eesste vexieeeveeteeesyend OU 0ple. 
Bellerophon ....++++++....++Purplish light crimson. 
Relle Rosine .......+s0+++.+--Semi-double red. 

TOULE , hiclse Warcceeease « «.OKIPbt scarleg. 
—— sans flatterie.........++++..Variegated pale blush. 
—— VICLOITC.....eseeeeeseeeee eee Fine double purple. 
Bicolor varie ....scs0+++ #++ee++Close scarlet and purple. 
Bijou..... sleceieaecccegeee) sovesee kine small red. 
Bijoux des Amateurs ...........Red. 
Black Brunswick .. «esses Nearly black. 

— Damask ...........-.. «Very dark velvet. 
— Mottled ....cseecoeesseceeee Very fine. 

Blancard .....cce+eeeceseeeeesFine deep red. 
Blane changeable........+.....Changeable white. 
——- de Belgic ..... ..+«.+.-..Good white in clusters. 
Blandine .....+.eee+eeeeeeeFine large deep pink. 
Blas de Santillane ..........Large rich velvetty crimson. 
Bleu atheral ....+++e+.+e+e+..Pretty curious blue. 
Boila..seesevcececceeveoe+s Light rosy purple. 
—— de la Faye ...........-Gay scarlet globe. 
Bolina sseeeesseeeeceee see Fine large bright pink. 

(TO BE CONTINUED.) 
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PART IL. 

—_ 

REVIEWS AND EXTRACTS, 

REVIEWS. 

A Treatise on the Artificial Growth of Cucumbers and Melons, 

conjointly with that of Asparagus, Mushrooms, Rhubarb, &c. 

Comprehending Observations on the Methods now in use for the Growth of 

Cucumbers, with a full Explanation of an Improved Mode of Culture, 

by which, with a much less quantity of the fermenting substance, anda 

tithe of the care and attention which is generally bestowed upon them, 

not only is success rendered certain, even in the most adverse season, and 

Fruit of the finest appearance produced, but Asparagus, Mushrooms, 

Rhubarb, &c. are at the same time produced, of exellent quality, and 

with the greatest possible celerity; to which are added, brief observations 

on the Growth of Early Potatoes. With three plans of a Hot-bed. 

By Mr. Joun Smiru, nearly 20 years Gardener to DykEs 

Arexanver, Esq., Ipswich.—12mo. pp. 58. Price 7s. 6d. bds. 

We noticed this publication, and made an extract from it, in our December 

Number of the Gardener’s and Forester’s Record. Our opinion is, that on 

the subjects treated upon, the remarks and instructions are plain, sensible, 

and excellent. If the directions be followed, there will be no disappointment, 

The Irish Farmer's and Gardener's Magazine, and Register of 

Rural Affairs. Conducted by Martin Doyie, Author of 

« Hints to small Farmers,” “ Practical Gardening,” &e., and 

Epmuunp Murpeny, late Acting Secretary to the Horticultural 

and Arboricultural Societies for Ireland. No. I., November, 

pp. 56. Price Is. (To be continued Monthly.)—Curry and 

Co., Dublin; Simpkin and Marshall, London. 

That Horticulture has not made greater progress in Jreland, is not for want 

of a suitable soil or climate, such advantages being ample for the successful 

operations of gardening in all its branches; yet under the most favourable 

circumstances, generally speaking, little has been attempted beyond the culti- 

yation of ordinary fruits and vegetables. We therefore hail with pleasure the 

eppearance of this publication, and from its being uuder the management of 

such eminently practical individuals, the result of their efforts, we are per- 
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suaded, will fully justify us in asserting that they will prove essentially useful, 

and give a rapid taste for Horticulture, Floriculture, Arboriculture, &c. in 

their more refined operations in that country. What we know of Farming 

operations is from observaticn, consequently theoretical; but in the Number 

before us there are some useful hints, and from being connected with Gar- 

dening in the Magazine, perhaps one may assist to make known more exten - 

sively the other, and be a greater advantage to Ireland than if published 

separately. 

The contents eonsist of four papers on Horticulture, two on Arboriculture, 

four on Agriculture, with Miscellaneous Remarks, Accounts of Horticultural 

Society’s Meetings, &c. &c. 

Hortus Woburnensis: A descriptive Catalogue of upwards of Six 

Thousand Species and Varieties of Ornamental Plants, culti- 

vated at Woburn Abbey. With numerous illustrative Plans for 

the Erection of Forcing-Houses, Green-Houses, &c.; and an 

Account of their Management throughout the Year. By James 

Forses, A.L.S., C.M.H.S., &c., Gardener to his Grace the 

Duke of Beprorp, K.G. 8vo, pp. 440. 26 Lithographic 

Prints. London, 1833. Medium paper, 2Is.; royal paper, 

with proof prints, £2 2s.; royal paper, with proof prints, 

coloured, £2 12s. Gd. 

In looking through this publication we have been much pleased, and we 

think the object with which the Author sets out, as stated in the prefatory 

observations, is most fully and satisfactorily accomplished. Mr. Forpes says, 

“The first part of the work contains a descriptive catalogue, in abbreviated 

terms, of the generic and specific character of upwards of 6,000 plants, such 

as are best adapted for the green-house, plant-stove, or decoration of the 

pleasure-ground, or such as appear the most interesting to the botanist and 

amateur in the British flower garden ;” the descriptions of which, although 

much compressed by being within a small compass, will render considerable 

assistance in the identifying of the numerous genera and species, These dis- 

tinguishing peculiarities will, it is hoped, characterise the arrangement of the 

plants in this work, from those of any other catalogue. The accompanying 

Glossary (of terms used), will elucidate the various abbreviations in the cata- 

logue part of the Work. The Second part of the Work, comprises the Plans 

of the Parterres, Pleasure Grounds, Greenhouses, Plant Stove, Heathery, and 

other erections, with a description of the different subjects enumerated; the 

soil, and the general management best adapted for the growth of the Cape, 

Botany Bay, and other exotic plants. The Third part is confined to the plans 

and details relative to the Kitchen Garden department, with lists of the fruits 

cultivated; and comprisvs numerous designs for the erection of Porcing Houses, 
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Culinary Pits, &c. with an account of the materials best adapted for their 

erection, and mode of heating by hot water, &c.; and lastly, the general 

routine of culture pursued throughout the year, in the Forcing Department. 

The Title Page expresses that the Catalogue contains the description of 

upwards of 6,000 ornamental plants, which are cultivated at Woburn Abbey.” 

It is atranged according to the Liunzan system of classification, and in the 

following manner: 

Systematic English Formof Colour of Month of Native Year of Soil and 

name. name. leaves. flower. flowering. country. Introd. propagation. 

Canna Indian Shot. Calyx of 3 leaves. Cor. of 6 petals. Style, club pet Stig. obtuse. 

Indica. Indian, acum. nervy. Red. 1—12. W. Inds, 1580, 8 Sandy loam, 

smooth. seed & cuttings. 

Asa catalogue of the plants it contains, it is, as our readers will perceive, 

very clear, expressive, and well arranged. The species and varieties being 

alphabetically placed, makes the reference to individual species easy to be 

found: This attention is not paid in any other catalogue we have seen. We 

hesitate not in stating that it is every thing the author professes it to be. 

In the second part of the book are fifteen remarkably well- executed copper- 

plate and lithographic impressions. The subjects are—!. South- West View 

of Woburn Abbey; this is placed asa very neat frontispiece.—2. Entrance 

Gate, &e. to the Park.—3. A Plan of the Pleasure-Ground. Letter-press 

illustrations, descriptive of—A covered Walk 1342 feet long, open on,one. side, 

supported by pillars adorned with creepers; Sculpture Gallery, Greenhouse 

for Pelargoniums, Riding House, Tennis Court, Stable Courts, Chinese Dairy, 

Larders, Rock-work, Willow Garden, American Bank of an acre extent, 

Garden for Hardy Heaths, Cape Heaths when exposed, collection of Hollies, 

Rosarium Scoticum, Grass Garden, Menagerie, Canary Room, &e.—4, The 

Duchess of Bedford’s Flower Garden, in front of the private apartments, and 

Parterres in front of the Libraries. The description consists in detailing the 

disposition of plants, &e. in the garden,—5. Parterres in front of the Sculp- 

ture Gallery; description of plants disposed in the beds.—6. Ground plan, 

front elevation, and section of the Greenhouse. Description of the construc- 

tion of the Greenhouse. Management of the Greenhouse and Conservatory. 

—7. Ground plan of a Pinery, of two pits heated by one boiler; section and 

ground plan of the Plant-Stove,—Description. Construction of the Plant- 

Stove. Management of Hothouse Plants.—8. Plan, elevation, and section 

of the Heath House,—Description. Management of the Heaths, Propaga- 

tion.—9. Hardy Heath Garden; List of Heaths, &e.—10. Menagerie, De- 

scription of.—11. Outer and Inner Entrances to the Menagerie.—12. Gardens 

of the Duke’s Children when young, designed by Mr. Ruprron,—Description 

of.—13. Drakeloc Pond, the Chinese Temple and Evergreens, Description of, 

Holly Hedge 500 yards long, &e.—14, Henry the Seventh’s Cottage (Gothic), 

at the extremity of Apsley Wood, Description of.—15, Labyrinths at Apsley 

Wood. 

The descriptive remarks following the plates are very interesting. The 

observations on the management of plants are judicious, concise, and useful. 

We subjoin an extract, on the propagation and culture of Heaths, that our 
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readers may judge of the propriety of our remarks. The descriptions of the 

plant houses, mede of heating by hot water, are also practically plain, and 

contain some valuable hints, and other particulars, which would be found of 

much utility to persons constructing houses. 

The third part of the work is Horticulture. (This we shall extract from 

and insert in our Record Magazine.) There are eleven plans of hot-houses, 

&e., with remarks on heating and otherwise constructing them. The letter- 

press descriptions consist of details concerning the buildings, management of 

them, planting and pruning fruit trees, forcing the cherry, strawberry, &c. 

The instructions given relative to the culture of the fruits and vegetables 

included in the third part of the work, are plain, sensible, practical remarks, 

and, as implied in its Title, they are doubtless the results of the practice of 

Mr. Forses, and, we confidently add, of a very clever gardener; and we 

hesitate not to assert, that those who follow them will not be disappointed. 

We most cordially recommend the work, as being both interesting and useful. 

“ On THE PROPAGATION AND CULTURE OF Cape Heatus.—Cape Heaths 
being of much shorter duration than most other cape plants, it is necessary to 
have constant recourse to propagation, in order to keep up the collection, 
which should be increased by cuttings, and seeds; the latter forming the only 
means of procuring new varieties. They should be both introduced direct 
from the Cape, and saved frum those plants that perfect their seeds in the 
heathery or greenhouse, in this country, collected as they ripen, and a general 
sowing made in the ensuing February, or March. The pots intended for the 
seeds should be filled about half full with the drainage, and the remaining 
space with the soil, which should be intermixed, so as it may consist of half 
peat and half sand, finely sifted, for the depositing of the seeds, and rendered 
perfectly level, when the seeds may be sown, but observing not to bury them 
too deep in the soil; a very slight covering will be quite sufficient. In short, 
if they are merely covered, it will be all that is necessary. After the seeds are 
committed to the soil, they should have a gentle sprinkling of water, to settle 
the soil about them; which must always be given to the seed-pot by a very 
fine rose on the watering pot. The seed-pots should then be placed ina cool 
frame, where they can be shaded from the mid-day sun, and the soil in the 
pots kept in a moist and vegetating state. As soon as any of the seeds begin 
to vegetate, and make their appearance through the soil, a little air ought to 
_be given, which will prevent the young plants from being drawn up weakly, 
and damping off. When the seedling plants have attained the height of two 
or three inches, they should be put into small-sized pots, in the same soil as 
was mentioned for the sowing of the seeds in. Five or six plants may be 
round the edges of each pot, which should be again replaced in the frame, aud 
kept shaded, until they begin to strike root in the fresh soil, when they may 
be gradually exposed to the sun and air; and after they appear to have got 
well rooted, and are growing freely, they should be put out singly into small- 
sized pots, with as much of the soil attached to the young fibres as possible. 
When the plants are young, they will require to be frequently shifted; but 
this operation must be performed according to their growth, and as they fill 
their pots with young roots. 

“ But the most general method of increasing the Heath in this country, is 
by propagating from cuttings of the young shoots, which should be taken off 
when the wood becomes of a firm texture, when it will not be so liable to be 
injured by damp, as is frequently the case when put into the cutting pot in a 
tender state. ‘I'he best season for putting in Heath cuttings, is from March to 
July; but the operator must be guided in this by the state of the shoots which 
are intended for this purpose. In fact, most of the species will strike root if 
put in at any time of the year, provided the cuttings are taken off when in a 
fit state. To procure shoots of the less free growing sorts, they may be as- 
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sisted by placing the plants in a little artificial heat, at the early part of the 
season, which will be the means of furnishing good cuttings; when they should 
be carefully stripped of their leaves to about half the length of the cutting, 
with a sharp knife or scissors, and the end cut clean across. They will then 
be ready for inserting into the cuttings pot, that should be previously pre- 
pared, and filled withia a couple of inches to the rim with the drainage; and 
then have a layer of the fibrous parts of the soil placed over the cracks, when 
the remaining space should be filled up with sharp pit sand, well washed, and 
cleared from all earthy matter, &c. The sand should, lastly, be well watered, 
and made perfectly firm and level, when it will be fit for the reception of the 
cuttings, which should not be inserted deeper in the sand than is necessary 
for the fixture of them, to avoid being displaced in the watering, which should 
be liberally supplied while they are striking root. 

*€ Many of the sorts will have formed good rootsin the course of eight or ten 
weeks, whilst others will require as many months. In autumn and spring the 
cuttings should be placed in a shaded part of the stove; but in the summer 
season, they will succeed equally well in a cold frame, shaded from the mid- 
day sun. Mr. MurrueEapD, a very successful propagator of the Ericez, for- 
merly plunged his pots in coal ashes, behind a north wall, in the summer 
season, where they were covered with hand-glasses, and removed in autumn 
to the pine stove. The cuttings will, in general, strike root more readily by 
being covered with bell glasses, the size of which should be regulated by the 
pots, and be occasionally wiped when there appears an accumulation of 
moisture on their inner surface; but these glasses may consist of those with 
holes in their tops, which will permit the moisture to evaporate, and prevent 
it, in @ great measure, from injuring the cuttings. Mr. M’Nas, however, 
and the Messrs. LoppicEs, both consider these glasses unnecessary, except for 
afew sorts. When the cuttings begin to grow freely, it is generally a sure 
sign of their having made roots; they should then be taken carefully out, and 
put into the smallest sized pots ‘that are made, placing four or five round the 
sides of each, and then placed under a hand-glass, and shaded, until they be- 
gin to make young roots in the fresh soil, when they may be gradually exposed 
to the sun and air; and when they appear to be of sufficient strength, and 
their roots well established in the soil, they should be planted singly into small 
pots, and afterwards treated in every respect the same as was mentioned for 
the seedlings, 
“The culture of the Ericew is rendered more easy by their being seldom 

attacked with insects ; the green fly will occasionally infest some of the plants, 
but it is easily eradicated by fumigation, or by dipping the infested shoots 
into a decoction of tobacco-water. Some of the species are also subject to 
mildew ; but this is likewise readily subdued, by dusting a little sulphur over 
the affected parts; the most effectual preventative for the latter disease, how- 
—_ is a free circulation of air amongst the plants.” 

(TO BE CONCLUDED IN OUR NEXT.) 

EXTRACTS. 

Plants figured in the following Periodicals for December :— 

Curtis's Botanical Magazine. Edited by Dr. Hooxer, King’s 

Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow. Price 

3s. 6d. coloured, 3s. plain. 

1. Lupinus incanus, Hoary Lupine. Class, Diade]phia; order, Decandria ; 
natural order, Leguminosw. The beautiful genus of Lupine, of which the 
greater number of species, hitherto enumerated in our Universal Floras, are 
natives either of the South of Europe or of the Andes of Peru, has been 
greatly increased by the discoveries of Mr, Doveras on the north west coast 
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of America, where that indefatigable naturalist has detected no less than 17 
species in his first visit to the shores of the Columbia, and several have re- 

warded him on his second visit, as well as in California. Thus the genusmay 
be considered to have its maximum on the western side of the Cordillera of 
North America. The present very handsome species is a native of South 
America, and was raised by Mr. Neti, from seed sent by Mr. TweEpie of 
Buenos Ayres, and flowered freely in the greenhouse at Canonmills, in Jane, 
1833. The plant is suffruticose, (somewhat woody,) erect, branched. Leaves 
(about six inches across) digitate, Jeafets about nine, linear-lanceolate, silky 
on both sides. Flowers: corolla, pale lilac; vexillum, orange, and slightly 
spotted in the middle; keel, of a deep purple at its point. Culture: hardy, 
growing in any good garden soil. Increased by seeds, or division of plant. 
Lupinus from Lupus, a wolf; supposed to destroy the fertility of the soil. 

2. Anthyllis Webbiana, Rose-coloured Kidney-Vetch, or Lady’s Finger. 
Diadelphia, Decandria. Leguminose. Root, perennial. Stems, one or more 
from the same root, erect, six to eight or ten inches high, branched. This 
species was communicated by Mr. Cameron in May last, from the Botanic 
Garden of Birmingham. It has been introduced from Tenerifie by Pup 
BaRKER WexBB, Esq. Tt is indeed an extremely delicate and pretty plant. 
Flowers: terminal, in compound heads, rose coloured. It ishardy. Culture: 
increased by division. Soil: it should be cultivated ona dry soil. Anthyllis, 
from Anthos, a flower; and ioylos, a beard, or down, in consequence of the 
hairy or downy calyces. The most popular of its English names has been 
given froma fancied resemblance in the bracteas to the fingers of the human 
hand; hence Lady’s Finger (not Ladies’ Finger, as commonly written), the 
fingers of our Lady, the Virgin Mary, to whose honour many plants were 
dedicated by our forefathers. 

3. Grevillea arenaria, Sand Grevillea. Tetrandria, Monogynia. Proteaceae. 
This plant is an old inhabitant of the English gardens, flowering freely in the 
spring months, only requiring the shelter of a well-lighted greenhouse. It is 
found in the alluvial, sandy banks of the Hawksbury River, in the colony of 
New South Wales, where, however, it appears to have a limited range— 
Flowers: bluish purple. Culture: increased by seeds or cuttings. Soil: 
loam and sandy peat. Grevillea,in compliment to C, F. GREVILLE, a patron 
of natural science. 

4. Andromeda salicifolia, Willow-leaved. Decandria, Monogynia. Ericez. 
This plant is an inhabitant of the tropics, and not in elevated situations. It 
was first discovered in the Mauritius by CommMERSON, and we are informed 
by Mr. TELrarr that it is plentiful in the woods of BelomPre. Messrs. HEL- 
sincBoke and Bosgr gathered it in hilly places on the banks of rivers in the 
province of Emirena, Madagascar. It was introduced to the garden of the 
late Ronert Barctay, Esq. by the lateMr. TELrair. (The latter gentleman 
died, after an illness of five days, on the 14th of July.) The plant is of a low 
shrubby growth, glabrous throughout. The colour of the flowers is of a 
greenish hue, partaking little of the fine purple so remarkable in drawings 
from living nativespecimens. Culture: it requires the protection of a warm 
greenhouse, and should be cultivated in soil containing a considerable propor- 
tion of peat. Increased by layers. Andromeda, from the Virgin Andromeda. 

5. Nuttallia Papaver, Papaver (Poppy) like Nuttallia. Monadelphia, Po- 
lyandria. Malvyacez. This plant, it appears, has been sent from the Southern 
States of North America. There are three species now introduced into this 
country, (see page 125, Vol. 1.) The species are hardy, ornamental, and pe- 
rennial, “ appearing to afford an additional link of connection between the 
Genera Sida and Malva;” for whilst the present species has all the habit of 
the other Nuttallias, there is the involucre of a Malva. The plant has nu- 
merous stems arising from the crown of the root, ascending, slightly hairy. 
Flowers: corolla of five petals, campanulate, large, red purple, pale towards 
the centre of the flower. Nuttallia, in honour of Mr. Tuomas NurTrTatt, 
Professor of Mineralogy, Cambridge. 

6. Pimelea graciliflora, slender flowered. Decandria, Monogynia. Thymelez. 
Of this genus the species are very difficult to be distinguished, and at first sight, 
the present plant might be easily taken for the P. sylvestris, (see Vol. 1, 
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p- 231,) it flowers at the same season; but the leaves of the present species 
are narrower, are marked with impressed dots on the upper surface, and the 
flowers are pure white, with a much slenderer and more filiform tube. Itis 
extremely pretty, flowering freely in the greenhouse in common peat soil, and 
retaining its snowy blossoms for a considerable length of time. _ It was raised. 
from seeds sent by Mr. Baxter, from King George’s Sound. Pimelea, from 
Pimele, fat. f payee 

7. Marsdenia fiavescens, yellowish flowered. Pentandria, Digynia. Ascle- 
pidew. This species was found by Mr. Aran CunNINGHAM, who discovered 

it in New Holland, on the sea shore, at the Illawana district, in lat. 34 s, 

whence living plants were imported to his Majesty’s gardens at Kew, where 
they flower throughout the summer months. It is a climbing plant, with 
yellowish green flowers, of little merit, Marsdenia,so named by Mr. Brown, 
in compliment to Wrtt1aM MarspEN, Esq., an encourager of botany, and the 
able author of a History of Sumatra. 

Edwards's Botanical Register. Edited by Dr. Linpixry, Pro- 

fessor of Botany, in the University of London. 4s. coloured, 

3s. plain. , 

1, Liberlia formosa, handsome Libertia. Monadelphia, Triandria, Iridex. This 
plant was found by Mr. James ANDERSON, in the Island of Chiloe, growing 
on the sea shore, within reach of the waves. It isa half hardy herbaceous 
plant, flowering in May; stem, rises about one foot four inches high, with 
about three stem leaves; root leaves from half to one foot long, sword shaped. 
Flowers capitate, from eight to ten in each head, white. The plant is in- 
creased by dividing the root stock. Libertia, so called in compliment to 
Mademoiselle M. A. Lipert, a learned Belgian botanist. 

2. Combretum grandiflorum, large flowered. Decandria, Monognia. Com- 
bretacez. This is one of the many noble plants in which the colony of Sierra 
Leone abounds. Jt is not a climber, as it is sometimes called, but rather a 
scrambling plant, raising itself upon other plants by means of a very curious 
kind of hook with which itis supplied. At first sight one would wonder what 
this hook can be; for nothing like spine or prickle, or tendril, can be dis- 
covered upon the branches; for want of these, it is necessary that their place 
should be supplied by some special provision, which is of the following kind. 
When the leaves are first fully formed they are seated upon a footstalk of a 
very common appearance; but after a time they fall away, leaving the leaf- 
stalk behind; the latter does not wither up, but gradually lengthens, hardens, 
sharpens, and curves, till at last it becomes a powerful hook, admirably adapted 
for catching hold of the branches of any tree that it may be near, and thus 
elevating the plant from the earth.—In this country it can only be cultivated 
in the stove, where it forms a bush of a few feet in height; and where its 
hooks are not produced—they appear only in its native woods, where it is more 
vigorous, and where alone it has occasion for them.—It flowered at the Duke 
of Buccleugh’s, in 1832, for six weeks at least, producing at least one hundred 
clusters of its splendid red flowers. It is a most desirable plant, and ought to 
be in every collection of stoye plants. Culture, increased very readily by 
cuttings. Soil: a rich mould. Combretum, a name applied by Pliny, toa 
climbing plant. 

3. Pultenea subumbellata, Subumbellate Pultenwa. Decandria, Mono- 
gynea. Leguminose. Itis a hardy greenhouse plant, a native of Van Die- 
man’s land. It is cultivated in Mr. Lowe’s nursery, at Clapton. A pretty 
small narrow-leaved plant, producing its yellow flowers in terminal heads of 
numerous blossoms, Culture inereased by cuttings. Soil: sandy loam and 
peat. Pultenea, in compliment to Dr. Writt1AM PULTENEY, a botanical 
author. 

D 
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4. Passiflora kermesina, crimson Passion flower, Monodelphia, Pentandria. 
Passifloree. This species was brought to the London Horticultural Society’s 
Garden, by Mr. BentuaM, in 1831, from Berlin Garden. It has been almost 
ever since in flower. It is beyond all comparison the most beautiful species 
in cultivation, except P. racemosa. Its flowers have a purple crimson richness 
of colour which art cannot imitate; they are produced in great abundance at 
almost all seasons. Unfortunately it is propagated with considerable difficulty, 
no part of the stem striking from cuttings except what is very woody and com- 
pletely formed; and this, which is always at the bottom of the stem, can 
scarcely be procured without cutting down the whole plant. The plant requires 
a hot and damp stove. Passiflora, from Flos, flower, and passio, passion ; 
flower appendages. 

5. Passiflora gossypiifolia, cotton leaved Passion flower. Monodelphia, 
Pentandria. Passifloreze. A native of several of the tropical parts of America. 
It has been found by Dr. Haminton in the West Indies, and by Messrs, 
Derre and ScuieDE, in Mexico. About Lima, in Peru, it seems to be com- 
mon. It is grown in the Horticultural Society’s Garden, where it flowered in 
1832. It is not a plant of much interest, unless minutely examined. Flowers : 
white, small. A perennial stove plant, increased by cuttings. Passiflora, see 
No. 4 above. 

6. Anthurium gracilé, slender. Pentandria, Monogynia. Aroidee. Syno- 
nyms, Pathos, gracilis. This species is a native of the tropical parts of 
America. It has been sent from Demerara to Mr. RicHaRD HARRISON, through 
the assistance of THomas Moss, Esq. of Liverpool. It has little beauty when 
in flower, but its spikes of crimson berries give it rather a pretty appearance 
when in fruit. It requires a stove heat, and a treatment similar to that of 
epiphytal orchideous plants. Anthurium, from authos, a flower, and rium, a 
tail; in allusion to the form of the spadix. 

7. Gesneria Suitoni, Captain Sutron’s Gesneria. Didynamia, Angiosper- 
mia. Gesneree. For the communication of the drawing and following ac- 
count of this new plant, we are obliged to Mr. W. B. Boorn, Gardener to Sir 
Cartes Lemon, of Carclew. We owe the introduction of this fine plant to 
Captain Sutton, of his Majesty’s Paeket Establishment, at Falmouth, who in- 
forms us that he found it growing in a wood, on asloping hill, near the Bay of 
Bomviago, Rio de Janeiro, at an elevation of between 30 and 40 feet above the 
level of the sea, and not exceeding 40 yards from the water. Its beautiful 
flowers attracted his attention, and induced him to dig up the plant and bring 
it home. On his arrival in England,in March, 1833, he presented the choice 
collection of Orchideous, and other interesting plants he had found, to Sir 
Cxartes Lemon, Bart. M.P., and GEorGE CROKER Fox, Esq. Grove Hill, 
Falmouth, in whose garden the present plant flowered under the judicious 
management of Mr. Fr1END. It has some resemblance to Gesneree bulbosa, 
but differs from it in foliage, as well as in the flowers, which are larger, and 
have a broader outstretched upperlip. Flowers: of a fine scarlet outside, in- 
side of a yellowish red. It is named in compliment to Caprarn SuTTon. 
Culture: it requires the constant heat of the stove, and a strong rich soil. In- 
ereases by cuttings. 

8. Cyrtochilum flavescens, straw coloured. Gynandria, Monandria, Or- 
ehidece. A native of Mexico, whence it was imported by Mr. Tatr, about 
three years ago. It flowered for the first time in the collection of RicHarp 
Harrison, Esq. of Aighburgh, to whom we are indebted for a specimen, along 
with a sketch from Mrs. ARNOLD Harrison. Flowers: sepals, yellow; label- 
lum, yellow, with blood-coloured spots. Cyrtochilum, from Kurtos, eonvex, 
and cheilon, a lip; in allusion to the form of the labellum. 

Sweet's British Flower Garden. Edited by Davin Don, Esq., 

Librarian to the Linnean Society. Coloured, 3s. ; plain, 

2s. 3d. 

1, Clematis campaniflora, Bell-flowered Virgin’s Bower. Polyandria, Poly- 
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gynia. Ranunculacex. ‘This very distinct species was discovered by the late 
Professor BRoTERA in hedges on the road leading from Coimbra to Oporto, 
flowering in June and July, and first recorded by him. Its habit is entirely 
that of C. viticella, to which it also comes nearest in affinity, but the much 
smaller flowers, and pointed sepals, connivent below, will readily distinguish it. 
The plant appears to be perfectly hardy. Flowers: fragrant; white, with a 
slight shade of purple. Increased by layers or seeds. Clematis, from Klema, 
a vine branch, in allusion to the climbing habit of most of the species of this 
genus. 

2. Gilia aggregata, Tufted flowered. Pentandria, Monogynia. Polemoni- 
acez. A native of the north-west coast of America, whence it was introduced 
to the Garden of the London Horticultural Society by Mr. Dovuetas, in 1827. 
When in blossom, few plants of this family surpass it in beauty. Leaves, 
deeply pinnatifid. Flowers: copious, fasciculate, often disposed in a diffuse 
panicle; of ascarlet colour, with the mouth of the tube marked with nume- 
rous white spots. It isa very desirable plant for the flower-garden. The 
drawing was taken from Mr. KnicHt’s collection at Chelsea, in July last. 
The plant is biennial, but will bloom the first year, as well as the second. 
Gilia, so named after Signor Giz, a Spanish botanist. 

3. Salvia angustifolia, Narrow leaved. Diandria, Monogynia. Labiate. 
Synonyms, S. virgata, S. virgala. A native of dry mountainous places in the 
temperate parts of Mexico, whence it was introduced into the Royal Gardens 
at Madrid in 1795. Flowers: of a deep azure blue. It grows well in any 
light soil, and is readily increased either by seeds or cuttings. It will flourish 
in the open ground in summer, but requires protection in winter. If not 
taken up, it perishes. Salvia, from salvas, safe, medicinal qualities. 

4, Calceolaria sessilis, Fragrant Slipperwort. Diandria, Monogynia. Scro- 
phularine. Synonyms, C. sessilis suffruticosa. We are indebted to Mr. 
Kyicut, of the Exotic Nursery, King’s-road, Chelsea, for the fine specimen 
from whence the drawing was taken. It had been raised from seeds collected 
in Chile by Mr. Cumine. It requiresa light sandy soil, and is easily increased 
by seeds and cuttings. This species is nearly related to C. integrifolia. The 
flowers are yellow, crowded into a thyrsiform panicle; they are also fragrant, 
with a faint resemblance to that of the Garden Hyacinth. Calceolaria, from 
ealceolus,.a slipper, referring to the form of the corolla. 

The Botanical Cabinet. Edited by Messrs. Lopp1cxs’s. Coloured, 

5s.; partly coloured, 2s. 6d. 

1. Aconitum Stoerckianum, Stoerck’s Aconitum. Polyandria, Trigynia. 
Rananculacee. A native of Austria; hardy perennial; and a very showy 
plant, flowering in August. In a pot it grows a foot and a half in height, 
but planted out in the open border, will attain to twice or thrice that size. 
The flowers are of a blue purple colour. It may be increased by separating 
the roots, which are knobby, and will grow in any good garden soil. Aconi- 
tum, from Acona, several varieties being plentiful about Acona in Bithynia. 
Stoerckianum, from Baron Von Storrck, a celebrated physician. 

2. Erica Ewerana pilosa, Ewer’s pilose-leayed. Octandria, Monogynia. 
Ericew, A native of the Cape of Good Hope, introduced in 1800. The 
flowers are a beautiful pink, with green ends; they come out in July and 
August, and last a considerable time; in a pot it will attain the height of two 
or three feet. It requires the usual airy greenhouse protection, will increase 
by cuttings, and should be potted in sandy peat earth. Erica, from Ereicks, 
to break; fragality of the branches. : 

3. Erica procumbens, Procumbent Heath, Octandria, Monogynia. Ericez. 
A native of the Cape of Good Hope, introduced a few years since; it pro- 
duces its pleasing pink flowers during the summer months. It requires the 
same treatment as the above variety. 

4, Villarsia Chilensis, Chili Villarsia, Pentandria, Monogynia, Gentianes. 
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This plant isa native of Chili, and has been very lately introduced. It 
flowers in June, with a stem about a foot in height; the flowers are very 
pretty, of asulphur colour, and open a few at a time in succession, each lasting 
but ashort while. It will increase by separating the root, and should be potted 
in rich loam, with a pretty large allowance of water. Villarsia, from VILLaRs, 
a distinguished French botanist. 

5. Hibiscus Liliiflorus, Lily-flowered Hibiscus. Monadelphia, Polyandria. 
Malvacee. This elegant plant, of which there are many varieties, was intro- 
duced a few years since by Mr. Barciay. It is necessary to preserve it in the 
stove; it grows freely, and flowers during the summer. The flowers are of a 
bright rosy lilac; it is necessary to preserve it in the stove, as it is a native of 
the Mauritius. It will increase readily by cuttings, and should be potted in 
loam and peatsoil. Hibiscus, from Ibis, a stork; said to chew and inject as 
a clyster. 

6. Linum Cumingii, Cuming’s Flax. Pentandria, Monogynia. Caryophyllez. 
This pretty little plant is a native of Chili; it was introduced in 1830, by 
Mr. Cumine. It is very dwarf in its growth, not much exceeding six inches 
from the ground; and its brilliant yellow flowers are produced during nearly 
the whole of the summer. It requires the greenhouse, may be propagated by 
cuttings or seeds, and should be potted in light loam, Linum, from Llin, a 
thread. 

7. Lantana involucrata, Involucrate Lantana. Didynamia, Angiospermia. 
Verbenacee. A native of the West Indies. It has been long known and 
cultivated, but has never become very common. It requires the stove, and 
bears its pretty flowers throughout the spring and summer; the colour of 
the flowers is lilac, with a yellow eye. There is no difficulty in increasing 
it from cuttings; the soil should be rich loam. 

8. Leptospermum ambiguum, Ambiguous Leptospermum. Icosandria, Mo- 
nogynia. Myrtacew. A native of New South Wales, and was among the early 
introductions from that productive country; it grows to the height of four or 
five feet, and is well furnished with pendulous branches, which, loaded with 
its pale yellow flowers, are very ornamental; the season of flowering is June 
and July. It requires the greenhouse protection, and is increased with facility 
by cuttings; the soil should be Joam and peat. Leptospermum, from Leptos, 
slender; and sperma, a seed. 

9. Cirrhea Warreana, Warre’s Cirrhoeea. Gynandria, Monandria. Orchi- 
dee. This is a native of Brazil; it was discovered by Mr. WaRRE, who 
kindly communicated it to Messrs. LoppicEs’s. It bears a strong resemblance 
to the other species; they are all highly interesting and curious plants, well 
deserving every care and attention, Flowers: yellow, red, and dark purple. 
The plant succeeds well in the stove, planted in moss, with potsherds, and a 
little sandy peat soil. Like the others, it will admit of occasional increase by 
dividing the bulbs. Cirrhaea, from Kirrhos, yellow, flowers. 

10. Cynoches Loddigesii, Loddiges’s Cynoches. Gynandria, Monandria. 
Orchidezx. .This extraordinary plant is a native of Surinam. It was sent to 
Messrs. LoppicEs’s in 1830, by Mr. Lance; and it flowered in May, and again 
in the winter of 1832. Flowers are green, whitish, with chocolate spots, very 
singular in its appearance, and very handsome. It is cultivated in the stove, 
suspended from a rafter, and planted in moss and broken bits of pot. It has 
not yet increased, 

The Botanic Garden. Edited by My. B. Maunp, F. L.S. 

Coloured: 1s. 6d. large; 1s. small. 

1. Madia elegans, elegant Madia. Syngenesia, Superflua, Composite. This 
newly introduced annual is a native of America; and though not of an exceed- 
ingly splendid character, attracted considerable attention during the last 
summer. It was introduced in 1831. Its flowers are really pleasing; of a 
yellow colour, with a circle of red towards the centre; its petals, when fully 
exposed to the sun, curl and twist, exhibiting a curious though half withered 
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appearance; it usually grows to the height of two feet; and flowers from July 
to September. It requires only the usual treatment of annuals, giving it a 
shady situation, that its flowers may the more regularly continue expanded, 
The generic name, Madia, is from the word Madi; a term employed by the 
Chilians, to distinguish one of the species of this genus. 

2. Pentstemon Richardsonii, Richardson’s Pentstemon. Didynamia, An- 
giospermia, Scrophularine, A uative of Colombia, introduced in 1825; pe- 
rennial ; grows to the height of eighteen inches; flowers from July to August, 
of a pinkish purple colour. It does not admit of division at the root, and 
should be increased by cuttings, about Midsummer, which readily strike root. 
Penstemon, from Pente, five; and stemon, stamea. Richardsonii, from the 
name of an English botanist. 

3. Centaurea Crocodylium, blush Centaury. Syngenesia, Frustranea. Com- 
posite. A native of Levant; introduced in 1777; grows to the height of 
eighteen inches; flowers, July to August. This plant, asan annual, affords a 
pleasing variety in the borders, continues long to produce its delicate pink 
flowers, and does not become straggling and obtrusive. It requires only usual 
treatment. Centaurea, from the Greek Kentauros, signifying a centaur. 
Crocodylium, is said to have been applied to this plant from some fancied re- 
semblance of the spines of its calyx to the claws of a crocodile. 

4. Delphinium Consolidi, branching Larkspur. Polyandria, Trigynia. Ra- 
nunculacez. A native of England, grows in corn fields; rare; annual, grows 
two feet high; flowers, from June to August. Delphinium, from the Greek, 
Delphin, dolphin; supposed resemblance of the nectary. Consolida, from the 
Latin consolidare, soldering, or closing up a wound. 

PART III. 

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE. 

QUERIES. 

1 am afraid you will think me troubling you too much, concerning the cul- 
tivation of plants; but your Magazine is so entertaining, and has created such 
a zeal for flowers in me, that I cannot resist requiring it. Would some of 
your correspondents favour me with the best manner of cultivating that beau- 
tiful class of flowers, the Bignonias, and Staphelias. I should feel much gra- 
tified also, with the proper quantity of water, on an average, Greenhouse 
plants ought to have in winter, and the best temperature of the house during 
that season. Bio Ws Zi. 

I shall feel greatly obliged to any of your readers who will inform me, 
through the medium of your Magazine, the manner of propagating the Big- 
nonia, as [ have tried several ways without success. E. 

Limehouse, Nov. 15th, 1833. 

Will any of your readers be kind enough to inform me what culture Myr- 
tles require, so as to make them produce their fragrant blossoms? 

Oct. 22nd, 1833, T..GiS, 

I frequently see, in the Floricultural Cabinet and other works, mention made 
of 48’s and 60’s sized pots. It would be very satisfactory to myself, and 
perhaps to many others, if thyself or some correspondent of the Cabinet 
would inform us the size in inches of 32’s, 48’s, 60’s, &c. &c. &e. 

Truro, 11th Mo. 7, 1833. A SUBSCRIBER. 

I should feel obliged if you or any of your readers would describe the best 
way to cultivate that noble flower the Dahlia from seed—I mean the most 
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approved method to obtain fine double flowers—whether cross fertilization 
should be resorted to; if so, what kind of blossoms should be made choice of, 
and how the pollen is to be applied, and whether any dependence can be 
placed on the progeny partaking of the properties of its parent. Being fond 
of a garden, but not having much skill in the science, I am anxious to acquire 
a little knowledge therein. A LEARNER. 

August 9th, 1833. 

I shall be obliged if the Conductor of the Cabinet, or any of its readers, 
would give a few instructions on the culture of the Double Anemone. 

Norwich, Nov, 28th, 1833. Benoa N. 

ANSWERS. 

In your last Number of the Floricultural Cabinet, 1 see a Query signed 
Amicts, in answer to which I beg to call his attention to a very pretty yellow, 
dwarf, free-blooming flower, the Linum arboreum, It would look well in a 
bed, and would form a very pretty variety with the Verbena Melindris, and the 
Lobelia Gracilis. Van THOL. 

In reply to the inquiry of Amicus, in your Number for November, allow 
me to say, that I visited the nursery grounds of Messrs. MILLER and Co. at 
Clifton, and found one portion of their garden was laid out in small compart. 
ments, each allotted to a particular plant; such as the Anagallis monelli, 
Verbena melindres, &c. &c. Amongst the rest, the Thunbergia alata, attracted 
my attention, asI had only seen this plant previously trained as a climber, but 
there it covered the whole bed, and flowered profusely.—If the delicate yellow 
of this beautiful plant, would afford the contrast your correspondent desires, I 
should recommend the plan, of having slight willow rods bent across the bed, 
at a few inches above the surface, and training the plants along them; this 
would prevent their flowers being so much dashed by the soil in wet weather. 
—I feel greatly interested in the success of your useful little Cabinet, with 
which I am much pleased. 

Nov. 5, 1833. META. 

REPLY ON GRAVELLY SorLt.—I beg to inform Mr. STEPHEN Cannon, that 
the cheapest and best way of rendering the soil he mentions productive, is to 
cover it over a foot thick with mud and marl; about three parts of the first, 
and one of the latter, with a good coat of rotten dung, and afterwards to spade 
it over three or four times before planting it. This will last but a certain 
number of years, unless fresh soil be added with every coat of dung. When 
brisk earth and rotten horse litter in equal parts, and well mixed, are the best 
that can be used. 

Dec. 9, 1833. INNOVATOR, 

— 

REMARKS. 

New AND SuPERB Dauttas.—We have made applications to the most 
renowned Dablia cultivators, for information as to which are the most perfect 
and splendid kinds that will be offered for sale the coming season. For this 
Number of our Magazine we insert a list of sorts which are in the possession 
of Mr. Wipnatt, Grantchester, Cambridge. Mr. WiDNALL informs us that 
he has proved all the kinds, and that the descriptions as to height and colour 
are correct, and that the kinds enumerated possess a superiority of properties. 
From a knowledge of Mr. WipNav’s judgment of a Dahlia flower, we can 
most confidently recommend the kinds in the annexed list to our readers. 

Names. Description. Height in ft. 
Alba fimbriata..........-Delicate white, with fringed petals........ 3 to 4 

purpurea..... eee+.- White and purple .........ecescccsccee 3 
Belladonna .......+..++-Ruby, purple and white .. ....+esseee oe 3 
Felgatis’s INGGTO! sa01.0 es o VERY GEMK. sehsecccveccesubo..q0'c sospaaetiaawann stim, 
Foster’s Erecta ........Crimson, with black stripe.... 20+ scessscece 3 

Nepress?s59 so. Pe Fine dark 6 iac.ii. a dive cdadt’ adddewssugete wows 3 
Grand Duke of Tuscavy.. The finest black ever seem si... seers veneers 3 tO 4 
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Names. : Description. Height in ft, 

Jeaune Insurmountable .. Fine yellow .....sscsssecsecsorsseeecsetessences & tO 

King of the Yellows .... Primrose yellow «..... sseseeeeee eee esos 
Lady Grey «+++eeee+e+-Striped shaded rose and white «ss+ss+++++000 

Lord Liverpool ......«-Fine dark peuce «+.seee cesseceseseneeacees -e4e 

Marchioness of Abercorn..White and purple, mottled .....ssesseeseeeee 

Metropolitan ...+++e0++FIMe TOS .++ seseerereceeerenensesssenennersecers 2 to 

Neptune ...... .+--.--Superb large lilac (best known)...-++++++ 3 to 

New Scarlet Turban ....Fine deep scarlet.....ssecseseseesecer coos 

Pencilled White ........Beautiful cupped petals..s+.-.seerrseee 3 to 

Pothecary’s QueenofShebaFine violet ..ssesesseeseeeseee sees eceece 

Picta formosissima...... Bright pale orange, with bright scarlet stripe 4 to 

Queen of Dablias ......Pure white, with beautiful rusy lilac edge— 
a very superior kind .svessssseeeeeres 

Shannon 22.0 -eeeeeeees Dark CrIMSOD 1. eee es eee es ereceren cence 
Sir Robert Peel ........Fine buff ......cee cece ee seweeseorrenes 
Springfield Rival........ Dark rosy crimson, beautiful globular shaped 
Widnall’s Black Prince ..Rich crimson, with black stripes ..+++-++ 

Carna.......-Large beautiful purple, ...+ .ssseeeees cove 
———— Cleopatra ....Beautiful French lilac 1... essseeeeeeeees 

Comus .....-.Fine primrose yellow ...cseccaserese seers 
Diana........Fine rose, with beautiful cupped petals .. 
Duchess of Bedford, Fine vivid scarlet.....esee++cerseseeceeet® 

~ Enchanter ....Shaded buff and lilac 2... cee cssecseeseecees o# 
Golconda .... Beautiful mottled white and purple ......+++ 
Granta ......Dark claret, extra fine shaped, with beauti- 

ful cupped petals. -.....0.+.caseecersee ces 
Iris .......++» Purple, shaded or striped with red «.....0.. 
Jason seeeeeee Bright golden yellow .... cesses cecsenerecsesess 
Othello ......Superb dark peuce, very fime.. .r.ssecsssseees 
Perfection ....Superb bright rosy crimson  «..esesseeeee veer 
Remus ....+e-Fine light scarlet......cecsovceere covssscesccoeee 
Rising Sun.... Large dark scarlet, extra fine... 4 to 5 
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On Cornus CAPITATA, OR BENTHAMIA FRAGIFERA.—I send you a few 
seeds of the Cornus capitata of Dr. Wax.icn, or the Benthamia fragifera of 
Dr. Linptexy. This very valuable addition to our collection of hardy shrubs 
was raised in the garden of J. H. TREMAYNE, Esq. at Heligan, Cornwall, by 
Mr. Roserts, the gardener, from seed sent from Nepal, by Sir A. BULLER. 
It is a most beautiful evergreen shrub. The largest plant of it in Europe is 
now at Heligan, growing most profusely in the shrubbery at that place. It 
is seventeen feet high. It has flowered for several seasons, but was more mag- 
nificently in bloom this summer than I ever saw it before. In autumn the 
shrub has a most splendid appearance, by being loaded with large, globular 
shaped, reddish fruit. The shrub is readily propagated by seeds, cuttings, or 
layers, put in under a hand glass, having a light loamy soil. The berries 
ripened, for the first time, at Heligan, last autumn, and Mr. Ropers has 
some young plants raised from the seeds. I should feel pleasure in seeing a 
coloured figure of the plant in the Cabinet. 

St. Austle, Sept. 23rd, 1833. RicHARDvS. 

[Nore.—We have the figure in the course of preparation.—ConDvcTor. ] 

On THE PROPERTIES OF THE HyacintH.—1. The stem should be strong, 
tall, and erect, supporting numerous large bells, each suspended by a short and 
strong peduncle or foot-stalk, in a horizontal position. 

2. The whole should have a compact pyramidal form, with the crown or 
uppermost bell perfectly erect. 

3. The bells should be large, and perfectly double, well filled with broad 
bold petals, appearing to the eye rather convex, than flat or hollow; they 
should occupy about one half the length of the stem. 

4. The colours should be clear and bright, whether plain, white, red, or blue, 
or variously intermixed or diversified in the eye; the latter gives additional 
lustre and elegance to this beautiful flower, 
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REFERENCE TO PLATE. 

Levick’s BEAUTY OF SHEFFIELD.—This very handsome and most profuse 
blooming Dahlia was raised from seed in 1832, by that most successful culti- 
vator and raiser of this King of flowers, Mr. Levick, of Sheffield. We saw 
a number of the plants beautifully in blossom last August. It grows from 
two to three feet high. 

MONTHLY FLORICULTURAL CALENDAR FOR JANUARY. 

Dauntias.—When it is desired to propagate extensively any particular sort 
of Dahlia, the root should be excited by being placed in a hot-bed frame or 
a hot-house, by the middle of the month, or even earlier where practicable. 
Dahlia seeds may also be sown by the end of the month; the best method to 
adopt, is to sow the seeds in pots, place them in moist heat till the plants are 
up, and then gradually inure them to the greenhouse temperature. 

DiRECTIONS FOR THE PLANT STOVE.—This department very often contains 
plants of a large size, handsome flowering, &c.- As the houses are constructed 
on a variety of principles, the inmates of course require different modes of 
treatment. Some cultivators grow the plants plunged in tan, others on stages 
or shelves. Some houses are heated by means of fire flues, others by steam 
or hot water. In all cases, however, the temperature should be kept from 60 
to 65 degrees by night, and from 70 to 75 by day, during this month. The 
surface of the pots should frequently be disturbed by means of a flat peg. 
All filth that may accumulate or gangrene on the top of the pots must be 
cleaned off as soon as perceived, and some fresh soil be given if required. 
Upon attention to these particulars in a great measure depends the healthi- 
ness of exotic plants. Watering should be carefully and duly attended to, 
never suffering the plants to droop for want of it. If the plants are plunged 
in tan, they will require less water than when placed on a stage, for if too 
much be given the plants will rot. Care must be taken not to water the tan 
in the least degree, or it will be an eacouragement for worms, and these gain- 
ing admission into the pots, are very injurious to the plants, If any plants 
be infested with the mealy bug, white or brown scale, let them be washed with 
a weak infusion of sulphur and tobacco, and after applying it, be instantly 
removed, and be well syringed with clear water of the same temperature as 
the house. When air has been given during the day, let the house be closed 
early in the afternoon, whilst a portion of the warm air remains. 

DIRECTIONS FOR THE GREEN-HOUSE.—Very variously constructed are the 
buildings in this department, but the best mode of heating them is by means 
of fire flues, as the least damp is very hurtful to the plants. The tempera- 
ture should be regulated by the outward atmosphere, air being given at all 
times when mild, in order to keep the plants from being drawn; even in severe 
weather, admit a little air in the middle of the !day, particularly after the 
house has been heated during the night. At night the front sashes should be 
covered with mats to exclude the cold air, and when frosty, or very foggy and 
damp, fire heat must be applied, keeping the heat from 43 to 48 degrees. 
Watering during the month must be very carefully performed, none being 
watered but what necessarily require it, taking care, however, not to allow any 
to droop. The same attention to cleanliness must be given as directed for 
the stove plants. 

PLANTS IN FRaAmMES.—These require air at all times in dry weather, unless 
in intense frost, when the lights must be covered with mats and long litter; 
but if the nights be mild, the lights alone will be sufficient protection. Water 
must be given very sparingly. All appearance of mould or rottenness must 
be instantly removed. Bulbs that have been put in pots, may this month be 
removed to the stove, be regularly watered, and tied to suitable sticks as the 
flower-stems push forth. 

The Flower garden requires little or no attention this month, excepting that 
Tree Peeonies and other gross plants should be protected from frost by means 
of mats. F, F, ASHFORD. 

Dee. 13th. 
RIDGE, PRINTER, SHEFFIELD. 
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PART I. 

ORIGINAL .COMMUNICATIONS. 

ARTICLE I.—On the Culture of the Auricula. By 

INNOVATOR. 

In forwarding you for insertion in your Magazine my method 

of treating the Auricula, I must confess I do it with reluctance ; 

but as none of your other correspondents have treated on it, and 

requests are made for a mode of culture, I send it, hoping it may 

prove serviceable. My reluctance arises from the ill success that 

attended the first seven or eight years of my growing; this I 

attribute to the excessive richness of the compost I then used, 

being composed principally of old night-soil, sugar-bakers’ scum, 

blood, and old cow and goose dung, with a small proportion of 

loam and sand. I had generally to buy in a fresh stock every 

year; some few lived to flower two years, but they generally died 

off in the autumn, after they had been repotted. They certainly 

flowered superior to any I have since had, but they were sure to 

die. This loss, added to the advice of a Lancashire grower, 

induced me to alter my compost, and render it more simple; and 

I believe mine are now as healthy as any grower’s in England. 

The situation where I keep them is an airy part of the garden, 

where I have built a wall six feet high, and eight yards long; this 

[have ornamented at the top, which is a great improvement. This 

wall runs from south-east to north-west. At 18 inches from the 

ground are built in five eross pieces of three-inch deal, and 7% feet 
Vor. II. E 
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long, so that they project 3 ft. 3im. on each side; the ends of 

these are morticed into ten upright posts 22 ft. long; these stand 

a foot above the cross pieces, and are connected together at their 

tops by a long rail; this serves for the lower edge of the lights to 

rest upon. At four feet from the ground are built in a sufficient 

number of wood bricks, in each of which is an iron hook ; to these 

are hung glazed lights 4 ft. by 3 ft. Across the pieces that project 

on each side the wall are nailed six splines, 3 in. broad and 12 

thick ; these, should be of sufficient length to reach from one end 

to the other, as they will bear the weight of the pots better. The 

space that remains open below the lights may be closed by shutters, 

or a piece of thick canvass, in case of severe frost or wind. I 

hope I have made this intelligible, as it is by far the most conve- 

nient of any repository I have ever seen, for it serves both as a 

summer and winter situation; besides, the south-west side serves 

to flower many plants in after the Auriculas are removed to the 

north-east. A building of this sort costs about £10, but they can 

be made to any size, and are cheaper than any other repository. 

The compost I now use is made as follows :—Fresh and rather 

sandy maiden loam, two barrowsful, finely powdered ; two-year-old 

night-soil, a barrowful ; leaf mould, white sand, and rotten decayed 

bean-stalks, of each a barrowful ; mix these well, and they are fit 

for use. All Auricula composts should be kept dry, as they retain 

their goodness longer. : 

The beginning of August shift and repot your plants ; remove 

as much of the old soil as possible, and where the tap root is long, 

shorten it; remove all such slips as have got roots, but no others ; 

put in the bottom of the pot a small oyster-shell, and upon this a 

handful of small cinders; then a sufficient quantity of compost, 

that when the plant is put in and moulded up, there is near an 

inch of the pot without mould. Water them, and return them to 

their places, where they may remain till December, keeping them 

moderately moist with rain water. In giving this, be careful not 

to pour it upon the leaves ; and if, after you have given them the 

benefit of a gentle rain, any should settle in their crowns, extract 

it with a common syringe. About the beginning of December, 

remove them from the north-east side to the south, where they 

may remain till the end of March or beginning of April. During 

December and January, give but very little water; the drier they 
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are kept the better. They will now require to be covered at night 

with mats; this must be continued till after full bloom, as any 

frost would injure the colours, and spoil them. Give them all the 

warm rains that fall in February, but not longer than six hours at 

atime. About the middle of, February top-dress them with the 

following compost :—Take of two-year-old night-soil and cow- 

dung, of each a barrowful; old hotbed leaf-mould and sand, of 

each half a barrowful : mix these well together. Remove as much 

of the old soil from the tops as can be done without disturbing the 

roots, and fill up close to the leaves with the above compost. Cut 

off all offsets, and pot them in sixties. Once a week in March 

and April, give them manured water, made by steeping pigeons’ 

dung and sheep-droppings in rain water. By the middle of April 

the flower-stems will have risen sufficiently to thin out the pips to 

five, seven, or nine; this must depend upon the sorts; the middle 

pips are those to be clipped out. As soon as the bloom is over, 

unless you wish to save seed, break off the flower-stem, but leave 

at least two inches attached to the plant. If any of your flowers 

bloom in the autumn, pinch off the pips, but leave the stem to 

wither ; for if broken close to the plant, it is a great chance but 

you lose it. . Supply them with plenty of rain water all summer, 

and you will succeed. 

There are some few particulars that I did not mention in the 

description of the repository, such as having a piece of thin board 

on each light to overlap the space, to prevent the rain dropping 

through ; besides hooks and eyes, &c., to fasten the light up and 

down. But these things will easily suggest themselves. 

Dec. 2nd, 1833. INNOVATOR. 

ARTICLE IL—On the Culture of Justicia flavicoma, 

and interesting Remarks connected with its Botanical 

Character and Habits. By the Author of ‘The 
Domestic Gardener’s Manual,’’? C.M.H.S. 

Justicia, as a genus, has derived its name from an eminent 

horticulturist of Scotland—Jamxrs Jusvicr, whose work, “ The 

Gardener's Director,” was published in 1784. It contains a great 

number of species, above sixty of which are enumerated in the 
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latest publication of “The Hortus Brittanicus.” The genus, or 

family, forms one of the members of the tribe Acanthacez, con- 

stituting the 145th order of the sub-class Thalamiflore, in the 

natural classification. 

Acanthus is the type of the order, and the term is derived from 

a Greek word which signifies a plant or shrub abounding with 

thorn (Axav$z). The plants of this tribe, however, are peculiarly 

noted for the elasticity of their seed-vessels (capsules), and the 

curiously hooked processes by which the seeds are attached. Their 

stems also are swollen just above the axils of the leaves, and these 

swellings give them a yery peculiar appearance ; cuttings at these 

joints strike with facility ; generally speaking, this may be consi- 

dered as the fact. 

In the Linnzan system Justicia belongs to Class II. Order I. 

Diandria Monogynia ; and is found in the second section of that 

order. The flowers are inferior, monopetalous, and irregular. 

The calyx is five parted, tubulous, equal. Corolla ringent, or 

gaping, divided into two nearly equal parts ; the upper part or lip 

arched, and often reflexed ; the lower lip divided into two or three 

equal parts, which are more or less reflexed or curled backward 

and inward. Anthere, two-celled; style, long and’ protruding. 

Capsule bilocular, elastic, with two seeds fixed by little hooks. 

Justicia flavicoma, or rather, I should say, flavacoma—that is, 

“ Justicia with a yellow lock,” or yellow tufted,—presents all the 

above essential generic characters, with the specific peculiarity of 

having the divisions of the calyx terminated by very long bristly 

points. Its flowers are produced in a close terminal spike, the 

whole of which is of a pale; yellowish, slightly green tint. This, 

with the tufty form of the spike, gives the name to the species. 

The spike is formed of a series of spikelets ; each pair is opposite, 

the one to the other, and the pairs are in alternate order, at a right 

angle with the pairs above and below. The leaves also are in pairs, 

and in the same cross or rectangular order with themselves and 

with the flowers that terminate them. These leaves, in the plant 

at least now before me, assumed an appearance of similar interest. 

As the flower-spike advanced, and became well developed, from 

being flat and extending horizontally, they gradually curled in a 

curious direction towards the stem, some even bending almost 

spirally downward. They are large, very handsome, ovate-cordant, 

a 
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highly glazed, and somewhat resemble the leaves of the Horn- 

beam, with the gloss of the Beech. 

The plant is a ready flowerer. Mine is now scarcely six inches 

high : it showed bloom when less than half its present size, but 

as the roots were feeble, the shoot failed, and another was produced. 

I kept it in the pine-stove, wherein, throughout October and No- 

vember, the heat during night ranged between 53 and 62 degrees. 

Late in November, I perceived that several unopened flowers fell 

off: I therefore removed the plant to a sitting-room. Some blos- 

soms expanded in the course of a day, and now, exposed as it is 

to vicissitudes of temperature,—open windows in the morning, 

confined close air in the evening, &c.,—it continues in health and 

bloom. Thus, this sfove plant appears to be semi-hardy ; and 

being of ready culture, growing well in a mixture of sandy loam 

two parts, old decayed wood-earth and leaf-soil each one part, it 

merits general culture and attention. In Loudon’s “ Hortus 

Brittanicus” it stands as an under-shrub of the stove, growing two 

feet high, with yellow flowers: introduced from Brazil in 1825. 

Dec. 7th, 1833. Grieg: 

ARTICLE Ill.—ZJnteresting Remarks on British Ferns, 
No. I. By M. 

This beautiful tribe of plants has until lately obtained but little 

attention from those who pursue the study of Botany merely as a 

relaxation, or as imparting additional interest to a residence in 

the country. One reason has been that the Ferns, as well as the 

' other orders of the Cryptogamonus class, present greater difficulties 

to the botanical student from the nature of their fructification than 

most other classes ; and another obstacle has arisen from the cir- 

cumstance, that the terms used in defining the Ferns were so vague 

and scientific—hotanists themselves differed so widely in the names 

they assigned to them, that how was the student to decide “ when 

doctors disagreed ?” 

But the progress made in the science of Botany has extended 

even to the formidable 24th class, each order of which has in its 

turn received elucidation, while microscopic observation has de- 

tected the mystery of their reproduction. ‘The seed of the Ferns, 
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though very evident by the aid of a microscope, is so minute, that 

it was formerly considered invisible, or “ only to be discovered at 

the precise hour of the night on which St. Joun the Baptist was 

born”; while superstition invested it with the power of rendering 

its possessor himself invisible. SHaksPzaRE, and other poets of 

the “ olden time,” allude to this: 

“ We steal as in a castle, cock sure: 

‘“‘ We have the receipt for fern-seed— 

“ We walk invisible.” SHAKSPEARE. 

“ Pll seek the shaggy fern-clad hill, 

“ And watch, ’mid murmurs, muttering stern, 

“‘ The seed departing from the fern, 

“ Ere wakeful demons can convey 

“ The wonder-working charm away.” LEYDEN. 

But though the investigations of science have stripped the 

Ferns of their magic influence, they have acquired far higher 

attractions ; and it is to our countryman, the late Sir J. E. Smrru, 

that we are indebted for an arrangement which greatly facilitates 

their classification: and the elegance and variety of their forms, 

and minuteness and beauty of their structure, will amply repay a 

little trouble bestowed upon their investigation. They also present 

another inducement to those who are fond of collecting and pre- 

serving botanical specimens: for while the gayer daughters of 

Flora lose much of their beauty of form and brilliancy of colour 

when preserved in the Hortus Siccus, these retain both, and are 

not subject to the attacks of those insects that frequently commit 

devastation in the Herbarium. 

To the gardener I would plead, that the British Ferns would 

occupy and ornament those shady nooks and banks in his demesne, 

that are shunned by the brighter denizens of the parterre, while 

the numerous and beautiful species of foreign ones would diversify. 

the collections of his stove and greenhouse. 

If you consider the subject worthy a place in your pages, I will 

send a few hints upon the cultivation of Ferns, as well as some 

remarks upon SmirTu’s arrangement of the British species ; and 

I offer the foregoing observations in the hope that some of youy 

correspondents may favour us with their practical suggestions upon 

the cultivation and propagation of Ferns, both those of our own 

country and the beautiful strangers from warmer climes. 

M. 

ii 
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ARTICLE IV.—On the Culture and Propagation of 

Plants, arranged according to the Natural System. 

No. I. By Mr. F. F. Asurorp. 

I have for some time past fostered the intention of commencing 

a seriés of communications on the propagation and cultivation of 

plants arranged according to the natural system, but until now 

have been deterred from so doing by private and unforeseen events. 

To the practical man they may probably be of but little use, but 

to the rising generation of young gardeners, and those persons 

who take delight in watching Flora in all her stages, from the 

vegetating of the seed to the maturation of the fruit,—to this class 

of persons they may be of some utility in the management of 

plants committed to their care; and if you think they merit in- 

sertion in the valuable pages of the Floricultural Cabinet, they 

are entirely at your service, and shall be followed up by others as 

opportunity permits. 

As the great Author of the Universe created nothing in vain, 

surely he must be an unconscious observer of nature that does not 

discover in every walk, and every where, the goodness of an all- 

wise Providence in clothing the fields with verdure and the earth 

with beauties innumerable, for the support of animated nature— 

all tending to the advancement of our thoughts to that Being who 

created them. 

I do not propose taking the orders as they are placed in the 

system, but to notice those first that are the most extensive, or 

containing genera most worthy of notice : commencing, therefore, 

with the order of Legumitiose, ranking the 67th in the system of 

Jussieu, not only being the most numerous in genera and species, 

but one of the most useful to mankind. 

Leguminous plants are immediately recognised by their papi- 

lionaceous flowers in a large number, pods and pinnate leaves 

constituting the remainder. As objects of ornament, many are 

possessed of unrivalled beauty : for example—among hardy tlow- 

ering trees, the Robinia and Laburnum; for the flower-garden 

borders, the various species of the Cytisus, Caragana, &c. ; among 

hardy climbers, the far-famed Glycinias of China and North Ame- 

rica, with the herbaceous Vicia and Lathyrus; and lastly, among 

hardy herbaceous plants, the genera of Lupinus and Astragalus. 
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Great, however, as is the beauty that can brave the inclemencies 

of Northern Europe, they must give way to the beauty and ele- 

gance of their brethren of the Tropics. The flowers of the 

Erythrina are of the deepest crimson, and borne on some of the 

loftiest trees of the forest. ‘I'he Bauhinias, with their snake-like 

stems and twin leaves, hang in festoons of flowers from branch to 

branch of other trees, and are only rivalled by the less vigorous 

and elegant, but more richly coloured, blossoms of the Carpopo- 

gons. But all these, with their broad heavy foliage and gaudy 

colours, are far surpassed by the rugged trunks, trembling airy 

foliage, and golden flowers of the Acacias. While the forests of 

hot countries are thus indebted to Leguminose for their timber, 

the meadows and pastures of the’ same latitudes are enamelled with 

myriads of Hedysarums and others too numerous to recite : even 

the gayest part of the scenery of Britain is indebted, in many 

respects, to the yellow flowers of Spartium and Ulex. 

The arrangement of this tribe of plants is attended with much 

difficulty. By Lrynmas and others, the number of genera was 

much smaller than those admitted by botanists of the present age : 

many additions have been made since the discovery of New Hol- 

land, and a large number of sub-divisions in old genera have beer 

from time to time introduced by different authors. To combine 

these scattered improvements under one head, has been attempted 

by M. Drcanpo.tE, whose system is here adopted. He divides 

Leguminose into two grand divisions—the first, named Curvem- 

brie, consisting of plants the radicle of whose seed is carried back 

upon the edge of the cotyledons; and the second called Rectem- 

brie, whose radicle and cotyledons are straight. In the former, 

certain diversities in the structure of the calyx and corolla again 

divide into two principal forms—Papilionacee, comprehending 

all the genera with butterfly-shaped flowers ; and Swartziez, con- 

sisting of an obscurely lobed calyx, and corollas with one, two, or 

more petals. This last is not again divided, but the former resolve 

themselves into two great tribes—those with fleshy cotyledons and 

eatable pulse, Sarcolobe; and those with foliaceous cotyledons 

and seeds which are not eatable, Thyllolobe. Each of these is 

divisible by three. In Rectembrize two suborders are formed, 

Mimose and Ceesalpineze, upon variations in the estivation of the 

calyx and corolla. In the former it is valvate ; in the latter imbri- 
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cate. The first constitute a single tribe; the last divide into 

three, distinguished by less momentous peculiarities of structure. 

Having premised so far, the following table will be intelligible : 

Orv. LEGUMINOS2, Gen. 246, Sp. 2517. 

1. Curvempriz, gen. 194, sp. 1930. 
a Papilionacee. 

Tribe 1. Sophore. Pod continuous. Stamens distinct. Gen. 
31, sp. 190. 

A-Phyllolobz, | Tribe 2’ Lote. Pod continuous; stamens united by fili- 

ited ments. Gen. 85, sp. 1058. 
id b Tribe 3. Hedysarex. Pods with transverse articulations; sta- 

mens mostly united by the filiments. Gen. 32, sp. 234. 

Tribe 4. Viciex. Pod polyspermous, detriscent ; leaves cirr- 

BiBasolobes hous, the first alternate. Gen. 9, sp. 181. 

Gen. 45 * | Tribe 5. Phaseolew, Pod polyspermous, detriscent; leaves 

ey, AAT not cirrhous, the first opposite. Gen. 29, sp. 227. 

iat Tribe 6. Dalbergiew. Pod one or two seeded, ‘indetriscent; 
_ leaves not cirrhous. Gen. 7, sp. 39. 

b Swartziee..Tribe 7. Swartziex. Gen. 2, sp. 4. 

2. RecTemsBri#, gen. 50, sp. 583. 

a Mimosa....Tribe 8. Mimosa. Gen. 12, sp. 236. 
ae 9. Geoffrex. Sepals and petals intricated in xstivation ; 

Pia stamens variously connected by filiments. Gen. 6, sp. 11. 

b oe he Tribe 10. Cassiez. Sepals and petals intricated in estivation ; 
a ‘ stamens distinct. Gen. 31, sp. 235. 

| Tribe 11. Detariez. Sepals before expansion indistinct ; 
calyx bladder-like. Gen. 1, sp. 1. 

Having thus given, at one view, a tabular explanation of the 

sub-orders and their divisions and sub-divisions of this immense 

order, I think it will be loss of time and waste of paper to add a 

list of the generic names, which will appear at the description of 

each genus. 

Diy. 1, Curvembria. Sub-order 1, Papilionaceze. Sub-div. I, 

Phyllolobe.. Tribe 1, Sophore. Genera 1, Anagyris, or Bean 

Trefoil. Class 10, order 1, species 3. Le bois puant, Fr. ; Der 

stinkbaum, Ger. Small shrubs of not very hardy growth, and 

very often killed back in severe winters. It is therefore best to 

protect them by means of hoops and mats, or in cold frames, where 

they will survive. Increased by layers, seeds, or cuttings of 

young wood. Anagyris, so named by Tournerort, from Ana, 

backward—gyros, a circle; alluding to the pods being curved 

inwards. 

Genera 2. Aotus. Class 10, order 1, species 3. Small ever- 

green shrubs with yellow flowers, from New Holland, and thrives 

best in an equal mixture of Joam and peat. Increased by young 

cuttings planted in sand under a bell glass, and seeds when pro- 

Vou. II. Fr : 
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duced. Aotus, named by Sir J. E. Smrrn, from a, privative or 

wanting—ous, an ear; in allusion to the want of appendages to 

the calyx. 

Genera 3. Baptisia. C. 10, or. 1,sp. 9. Herbaceous plants 

of easy cultivation, and as ornamental border flowers, which will 

succeed well in any tolerably good soil. They sometimes ripen 

seeds, by which they are easily raised, and also increased by 

dividing the roots. _B. perfoliata being a native of Carolina, 

should be kept in the greenhouse. Baptisia, from bapto, to dye, 

alluding to the blue tincture that is extracted from the leaves of 

some species ; named by VENTENAT. 

Genera 4. Brachysema. C. 10, or. 1, sp. 2. Handsome 

climbers for a conservatory, thriving well in an equal mixture of 

sandy loam and peat, and readily increased by layers, seeds, or 

by cuttings planted under a hand-glass in sand, which will root 

freely. Brachysema, named by Brown, from brachys, short— 

sema, a standard; from the standard or vexillum of the flower 

being very short. 

Genera 5. Burtonia. C. 10, or. 1, sp. 3. A genus from New 

Holland, which, as Sweet observes in the Botanical Cabinet, 

251, requires more than ordinary treatment to keep it in good 

health. An equal mixture of very sandy loam and peat is the 

most suitable soil, the pots well drained with potsherds, that the 

water may pass off freely, as nothing is more injurious than to be 

sodden with too much water. Young cuttings are not difficult to 

root, planted in sand under a bell-glass; it may also be raised 

from seeds, which are sometimes produced. 

Nov. 20th, 1833. F. F. AsHForp. 

ARTICLE V.—Remarks on the Colours and Properties 

of One Thousand Species and Varieties of Roses. 

By Sr. Patrick. 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10.) 

NAMES. DESCRIPTION. 
127, Bonito, wigisisieBialaivieiela’ss «,<{6 2 eieeleforera Light purple and pink. 
128 Bonne Generaire ....... +e eeeeeeeLilac blush. 
129 Boquet charmante .........- eceees Small pretty light purple. 
130 TOYA. eeviciecevns +eeeeee Bright purple. 
TSE MOWES POUNDIE: s vatelasigem vies 056s : Dark purple globe. 
TBD erm TOOTH. Ms Oataceielvets oc Vives « Fine globe scarlet. 
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NAMES. DESCRIPTION. 
133 Bracelet d’Amour ....+++e+e-+-+---Small pale blush. 
134 Brown Superb ........++-+--++++Light blushcrimson, very splendid 
135 Bruis Klean .....02+++e++++eee8e+Crimson. 
136 Buonaparte.......+0+.++++0+-eee Very brilliant red. 
137 Burning ...sse.eecceeceeeeeeceeeeLight red, very bright. 
188 Burning coal .....+..--- s+eeeeeee Bright red, very double. 

T39 Carsarese ss cccccecssidcisvieee-seeeekine crimson blush. 
140 Camille Bohlin ............+++.. Bright scarlet, curled. 
141 Candide ........000 eeeeeeeeeeesFine large crimson. 
142 Candidus .........0.20++-+e+e0ee5mall rich purple. 
143 Capricorne......+eeeeees +++ ++++Fine curled double deep red. 
144 Cardon bleu ...........+.0+++++~Large double blue purple. 
145 Carlo dolci.......eeeeseee+e+--+-Good purple and scarlet. 
146 Carnation .........cceeeceeee eee Fine striped. 
B47 Carnea seed ooo s co clsisles seeeeee) »« Beautiful flesh colour. 
148 Cassivelanus ...2.sceeeceeeeeeees bright red, very large. 
149 Catelle .....000scscceeeeeee+ee.Semi-double red. 
150 Celeste ..ceccee s.s-ccceccceeeee Pale blush. 
151 Celestial .....ecees sees ceeeeeeeeeSemi-double light blush. 
152 Celestine.......+e+eeeeeeeeee++-+ bright deep blush. 
153 Cent Feuille d’Orticule............Deep red. 
154 —————— Platte ...........-..Large bright pink. 
155 Ceries curla cesessssccccveee +e e-Deep pink, pretty. 
156 Cerotris ........0+ee00-++++02+0--Double purple. 
157 Champion .......+.2eeeee++ee+e-Curled scarlet and pink. 
158 Champion, Fiery ................Large red. 
159 Chapron..........e.0+0e00.+0+++bright deep crimson velvet. 
160 ———— rouge ...........+.e.+..Fine rich crimson. 
161 Charles Auguste........+..++++ »» Very splendid large double pink. 
162 Charles the First .........+-.+-.+.-Large double red. 
163 Charles the Second ..............Fine bright pink, in clusters, 
164 Charlotte de la Charme............Large pale blush. 
165 Rousseau .....++++e...5emi-dble. bright scarlet in clusters. 
166 Charmante de Montrieul .......... Variegated light pink. 
167 Ecossaise.............. Beautiful deep blush. 
168 ————— Irlandaise ............Bright crimson. 
169 ————— Pivoine ....... ......Bright blush scarlet. 
170 Chrysolora ....e+eeeeceeeeseeeees Large deep purple. 
171 CicerO..s.seeeeceeesceeesseeeeee Light and dark purple, very curious. 
172 Claudius Cassius ... ....++..2+..+Light crimson and blush. 
173 Claire .....eeeeeeeeeeceeeeeseees Small travsparent pink. 
174 Clara ....seeseccccecceccceeeeeeClose pale blush. 
175 Clarisse 6.042. .e.eeeeeeeeeee+se«Fine scarlet and purple. 
176 Clemantine ...+00...seee+0e0++-Large blush. 
177 Clementia . 406 oseeicess o.+0.000002New, reddish blue. 
178 Cleonise.......0.0++ce0eceee+--. Beautiful blush. 
179 Concarde .....sccesesiveee o20«eFine deep blush. 
180 Copenhagen .....0+..2s00+++++++ Fine deep scarlet. 
181 Cordon Pourpre........+++++..+-++Fine purple. 
182 TOUQCs sdio's\e d/o visie cle eve ace eDeep red. 
183 Coronation Nouveau.............+-Immense large purple. 
184 Corvisar .....-0..00-e0e0e0000Deep scarlet, tinged with purple. 
185 Couleur dufen alumnant ..........Fine red and purple striped. 
186 Countess d’Albemarle ............Semi-double red and purple. 
187 Countess of Munster..........+.+..Fine large scarlet and light blush. 
188 Craculatum .....+...+0e++++++. Beautiful pink blush. 
189 Cramoisi.....---seseeeeeeeee+0. Beautiful shaded scarlet. 
190 Cramoisi royale.....eseee++.++e++Fine crimson, tinged with light 

blush, very splendid. 
191 Cristata ....cceeeesseeeeeeeeeeesLight purple, tinged with crimson. 
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NAMES. DESCRIPTION. 
CLOWN o..«:cesiretes sales velel@ieie)o/e's'e « DouDIe red. 

Cumberland ........- +eeeeeeeeeeFine pale pink and purple. - 
Cupid ...ecesces cece oseeeceeees solmall blush. 

Dageraad nouveau ..... +.+++-+.Large fine crimson. 
Damas boquet ......++.++++++--+Light blush, in clusters. 

unique ......eceeee+ «e+ Deep velvet purple. 
Daragonssssiccieleseies sccecesees Light red. 
Dauphinoise .........++0e++ee0++New. The best dark purple. 
Decomets .....eeeeeeceeceeeeee+ Bright blush. 
Decora .ssseesesceeeeeeeseeeessFine mottled purple. 
De France. iiss. clsceeclevccecesess VETY tine white. 
Dejanice......e.ceeceseeceeeee es Large deep lilac blush. 
De la porte ......e.eeeeeeee++e~ Light purple, 
DelCC vera e © «0 6% se eeeececeeeeees Fine deep scarlet tinged with purple. 
Deliceosa, \oiajeiis0 o civic vie'e's eewew ere bale.red. 
Delphine  ....ceeeses ee eee seer eee e Fine double dark purple. 
Diana.....eccccescescccesevees Cream colour. . 
D’ltalie ...eeeeeeeeseeveseees+s» Large bright deep pink. 
Domminante ......++ sleis vs ote we se Llebt enumson- 
Don Baltazer...% ss .0eess0s0seeee5mMall blood red. 

PEQYO ciaiain a lnsoniotn sie seeneeees.Pink, mottled with crimson. 
—— Quichotte ........00++...-..Bright dazzling searlet velvet, semi- 

; double. 
—— Vans. ae miele vee eeeeeeee. Lilac turning pale. 
D’ Ofieala cota Faves Soe tes seeeeeeeSmall blush, 
Double Musk ...... ohare achiceen White. 

Sweet Briar’ ........-.00«» Light pink. 
Duc d’Angouleme ..........ee+e..Fine cream colour. 
—— de Brabant.,........... «+++ Very double bright red. 

Bordeaux ....,...ccceeeesFine mottled pink. 
, New ...... ++ Blush, 

— Grouchie .... .....++....Semi-double, large blush. 
= GUIChe Ss WU Soedeens oe 00s sarge brightouds 
Lerma) Sc eich Noes a wis)s xO tplishticrimesn, 
—— Malmaison ... .......... Fine bright red. 
——— Penthiere ........ el Wie lavas Fine red. 

7 ——— Wellington ..............Fine large deep scarlet. 
228 Duchesse d’Angouleme............Beautiful brilliant red. 
229 de Bordeaux ............Large fine bright. scarlet. 
230 —————— Normandie ..........Light lilac. 
231 Duchess of Kent ................+ Large cherry red, 
232 — Oldenbourg ..........Light red. 
233 = [PATMAY stevie alsin yn ...Crimson purple. 
234 — Rutland cece... .++-Blazing pink blush. 
QI Dirfay . .. «Het Mastaseh as oeeeeeee es Light bright red. 
236 Duke of Devonshire ..............Small scarlet, mottled with purple. 
237 Du Luxembourg <.....5.-.2 ++ ee Deep red. 
238 -—= PAPE. 0’. Vulclsee clelal atts p svetclaberere Small bright red. 

239) Bark Grays os. ceed seks wearer. Light pale red. 
240 Elentheria ........ SSM ++ess-..Scarlet and pink. 
241 Elize d’Otieul ...... Sat oie ra wtoneres OTIMSOD. ‘ 
242 Emilius 1.0.4... 2002+2ee00..0+..Small pink blush. | 
243 Emmicus ..... ot eee 08 weieieve ee Fine mottled purple. 
244 Empress of Russia, ............Light purple. 
245 Enfans de Crave ..  ........+...Fine large double deep pink. 
26 Enfant de France (0 silicide vereren Bright scarlet, very double. 
QAT Enforbdiag ee. 0 i'eu sis 23% 000 e0eees Cured red. 
248 Entreprise ..... Oh ea ea soelilie s Good pink. 
249 Erasmus d’Oviedo......,5.+.+.....Small pink, semi-double. 
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NAMES. DESCRIPTION. 
250 Escarlate admirable .............--Beautiful curled scarlet. 
Sak Etna, wsis\ne\0'eis,<,0\0\ 00.0 eee ee eeeeees Fine crimson blush. 
252 Eucharis.........2se0e+eeee+..++Fine purple tinged with blue. 
253 Eucres mouvelle........--- eeeee--Pretty lilac. 
254 Eugene d’Orleans ..++.+......+++-Small white, evergreen. 
255 Eveque -..e.eseesoeeeeeeeeeess+Changeable purple and scarlet. 
256 Exornatum........+++s+eee+-e+++Dark and light purple. 

257 Fabrice .....seeseseeseeeeees--Pink with white spots. 
_258 Fairly Cunningham ..,...........Fine scarlet, tinged witb purplish 

: blue. 
ZOO Falcata wvsecenevececsscecece eePurple. 
260) Fanny 2 2. 6. ele See os oe oelco ees s Dark purple. 
261 ——— Bease .........+20e.+--+-Fine large pink. 
ZOD Fans scscccccccces eocceceeees+Curled red. 
263 Favourite des Dames.............+-Large blush. 
264 Felicite perpetuelle ............+.+Pale pink, in clusters. 
265 Ferucite ......0.00.000see006 0--Fine purple. 
266 Feux nouveau de Beauman ........Fine light purple and red. 
267 Flambeau ante ...........++++...Small scarlet. 
268 Flava charmante ..... oeeeeeeeeee Large scarlet. 
269 pourpres ...+esss++..-.... Very large purple. 
270 Flemish Mottled ...4-.... -++«e+eFine large semi-double red., 
271 Fleur de Parade......+.++eeeeee+-Light pink. 
272 Flora fantasio ......+..+..+--+..Fine curled pink. 
273 —— perfecta.........-.+..++++.-Dark and light blue purple. 
274 Florida ......seceeeceeeceeess ss Semi-double scarlet. 
275 NOUVE....eeeeeeeeee++++e8emi-double deep purple and red. 
276 Friolette...........see+ee++-0+..Semi-double light purple. 
277 French Glory of the, Gardens ......Fine blue purple. 
278 rose de quatre saisons ...,..Semi-double light red. 

279 Galinnira .... -..00ee+ss+0e++ Mottled white. 
280 Galliga ..2..0..5..'. ocesveeeeeees Fine large scarlet. 
281 MOUVA sesees overeasssseFine bright blush. 
282 Gaufree .... cscs cece eeeeeeeeeeesFine deep mottled purple. 
2BS Gay.... see -ceceeeecsee+seeeeee Fine bright pink. 
284 General Blucher........+++..+.++++-Small purple, in clusters. 
285 du Roe .......+.0...-+06. Very large deep red. 
286 Gourgoux ..........++++..Large pale red. 
287 ——— Thiare ..................Fine small dark purple, in clusters 

Valmore......++++++eee+-.Purplish blood red. 
289 George the Fourth................Rich large purplish crimson. 
290 Geunnier .......-00e0eeceeeeeesFine red. 
2OT Gil Blas. es cev ce sccecsccce cee Large pink. 
ZOD —" Pereses ci cidsisisvicccccccsccees Dark crimson, tinged with purple. 
293 Glaceese sisi ese veces cc esseoces Fine scarlet.and pink. 
294 Gladiator .......+e+eee+e8--+~+ Beautiful crimson and purple. 
295 Globe, white hip ...,......+..... Beautiful white globe. 
296 Gloire de Pourpre.........+++++++-Changeable purple. 
297 ——-— des jardins ........+++..+.++»Purple and dark scarlet. 
298 - du Peuple .........++.+.+.+.-Semi double scarlet purple. 
299 Gloria Mundi...........++++++..++Pale reddish pink. 
B00 Gocona ....eeeecseeeecsesvees se Pink, 

(TO BE CONTINUED.) 
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PART II. 

REVIEWS AND EXTRACTS. 

REVIEWS. 

A Catalogue of Flower Roots, Plants, §¢. for 1834: comprising 

Ranunculuses, Tulips, Geraniums, Carnations, Picotees, Pinks, 

Dahlias, and Pansies. Grown by the Rev. Jos. Tyso & Son, 

Wallingford, Berks. 

Tue Catalogue is greatly enlarged, having received a considerable addition 

of new varieties of Ranunculuses, Tulips, Carnations, &e. &e. (See y. I. p. 17.) 

EXTRACTS. 

Plants figured in the following Periodicals for January :— 

Curtis's Botanical Magazine. Edited by Dr. Hooxrr, King’s 

Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow. Price 

3s. 6d. coloured, 3s. plain. 

1. Rhododendron arboreum, var album. Tree Rhododendron; white-flowered 
variety. Synonym, R. album. Decandria, Monogynia. Ericex. This 
beautiful variety of the Tree Rhododendron, flowered in great perfection in 
the Conservatory of Ropprt Baxter, Esq. Dee Hills, near Chester, in 
February, 1831. It was raised from seeds sent by Dr. Waxticn to Mr. 
SHEPHERD, of Liverpool, about twenty years ago. Inthe List of Plants of 
the Hon. the East India Company’s Museum, Dr. WaALLICH gives this plant 
asa native of the high mountains of Nepal, where he gathered it in 1821. 
Dr. HamILTon appears to have first discovered the plant on a mountain at 
Narainhatty, in 1803. 1t flowered for the first time in Europe, in Mr. Bax- 
TER’s collection. Rhododendron, from Rhodo, a rose; and dendron, a tree. 

2. Tradescantia pilosa, Hairy Spiderwort. Hexandria, Monogynia. Com- 
melinez. Roots of this plant were sent by Dr. DRuMMonD, from Louisiana, 
to the Glasgow Botanic Garden, where it flowered during the autumn of 1833. 
Stem grows two to three feet high. Flowers numerous in terminal umbels, of 
a bright purplish blue, with yellow showy anthers. Culture—it requires the 
same treatment as the common border T. Viginica, from which plant it differs 
by having extremely hairy leaves. Tradescantia, from Mr. JoHN TRADESCANT, 
Gardener to CHaRzEs I. 

3. Lobelia puberula ; Blue downy Lobelia variety. Syn. Lobelia puberula, 
var. glabella. Pentandria, Monogynia. Lobeliacee. ‘This is a highly in- 
teresting addition to our Garden Lobelias, and was introduced last year by 
Mr. DruMMoOND, who sent the seeds from Jacksonville, in Louisiana. The 
species appears, indeed, to be little known even to the American Botanists, 
and is probably confined to the Southern States. Its nearest affinity is per- 
haps with L. siphilitica, but its spike is less dense, and vastly more elongated, 
its flowers smaller, of a brighter purplish yellow, with two white spots on the 
lower divisions of the corolla. ‘The spike rises about a foot high. Culture— 
The plant is perennial, and increased by division. Lobelia, from M. LopEx, 
a celebrated botanist. 
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4. Opuntia Brasitiensis ; Brazilian Prickley Pear. I[cosandria, Monogynia, 
Cacteez. The peculiar habit and mode of growth at once distinguish this 
species. It rises with a perfectly straight, erect, slender, but firm and stiff 
round stem, to a height of from ten to twenty, or even thirty feet, very gradu- 
ally tapering to a point, furnished all the way up with short, mostly horizon- 
tal or declining branches. The whole plant resembles a straight taper pole, 
artificially dressed up with branches. The main stem is perfectly round. The 
flowers open in long succession, being abundantly produced all over the plant 
from the prominent parts of the edges of the terminal joints. They are of a 
bright lemon yellow, middle-sized. The fruit is rather agreeable, juicy, with 
a fine acid, somewhat resembling an indifferent, hard fleshed, or unripe Plum, 
with asmell and slight flavour like the leaf stalks of Garden Rhubarb, Opun- 
tia, from Opus, a city of Locris. 

5. Libertia formosa ; beautiful Libertia. Triandria, Monogynia. Iridex., 
This species flowered beautifully in Mr. CunnincHaM’s Nursery, at Comely 
Bank, Edinburgh, in May, having been received from Mr. Low, of Clapton 
Nursery, who raised it from seeds imported from near the Southern extremity 
of the continent of America by Mr. ANDERSON. Its root forms a number of 
crowns, by which it no doubt may be propagated, and it probably will ripen 
seeds in the greenhouse. Stem, one foot four inches high. Flowers, numerous, 
in a capitate head, they expand in succession, white. 

6. Helianthus speciosus. Showy Mexican Sun Flower. Syngenesia, Frus- 
tranea. Composite. Division, Helianthee. THomMas GLover, Esq. of 
Manchester, states, Mr. Epwarp LEEDS, of this place, who has lately com- 
menced business as a Nurseryman and Florist, from among a packet of seeds 
from the Botanic Garden, Mexico, sent by W. Hieson, Esq. of Man- 
chester, has raised several plants that are not known in this neighbourhood. 
Only one, (the above named plant) has flowered. Only one seed vegetated, 
and the title upon the paper was Composita speciosa, and it is said to come 
from Jorulla. The plant with Mr. LrEps, rose to the height of about five 
feet, beset with branches very thickly all the way from the bottom to the top, 
the lower ones projecting nearly horizontally from the plant about 18 inches 
long, the rest gradually decreasing in length up to the top, and forming a 
complete cone, each lateral shoot producing a flower at its termination, and 
inclining upwards. Flowers of a deep orange, about three inches in diameter. 
(We suppose the plant is annual.—Cond.) Helianthus, from Helios, sun ; 
anthos, flower—resemblance of flowers. 

7. Cleome dendroides. Tree-like Cleome. Syn. C. arborea. C. atro-pur- 
purea. Hexandria, Monogynia. Capparidea, Though the colour of the 
flowers is rather singular than brilliant, this is a very striking plant, with its 
curious candelabarum-like, flower-spike, and handsome foliage. It was raised 
from seeds imported in 1828, froin the Brazils, by Mrs. PENFOLD, of the 
Achada. For the first two years, this Cleome has quite the appearance of an 
annual or biennial herbaceous plant; rising with a single erect stem, to the 
height of from one to two or three feet, and producing, in the summer of the 
second year, a single, terminal spike of flowers. But after this, it puts forth 
one or two branches below the first spike, and the stem becomes more woody, 
brown and decidedly shrubby, attaining in this state five feet high, and lasts 
from four to five years. Flowers, large and singular in form, of a dark, dull, 
atro-purpureous colour, feetid, with the very unpleasant smell of cabbage- 
water. Cleome, from Kleio, to shut. 

Edwards's Botanical Register. Edited by Joun Linpuxy, Esq., 

Professor of Botany in the London University. Coloured, 

4s.; plain, 3s. 

1. Amaryllis Kermesina ; Carmine Amaryllis. Mr. W. B. Boorn, gardener 
to Sir Cuartes Lemon, of Carclew, in Cornwall, states, “ Roots of this pretty 
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species of Amaryllis were brought from Brazil, in the early part of 1833, by 
Lieutenant HoLianp, of the Royal Marines, who presented them to Miss 
STREET, of Penryn. It appears next to A. advena, and intermedia, but is 
perfectly distinct from either flowers. Scape grows a foot high, flowers pedi- 
celled, three or four in number; pedicels round and slender, from two to 
three inches in length. Perianthemum about 24 inches long, funnel shaped, 
slightly campanulate, of a deep carmine colour, marked with darker viens. 
Culture—Thrives well in a mixture of loam, peat, and sand. Jt has hitherto 
been kept in a warm Vinery. Amaryllis, from a nymph of VirGIL’s. 

2, Hesperoscérdum licteum.  Milk-white Hesperoscordum. Hexandria 
Monogynia, Asphodelez. This plant was found by Mr. Doueras in Cali- 
fornia, whence its roots were sent to the Horticultural Society in 1833; the 
plant bloomed in July. It proves a hardy perennial plant, of but little 
beauty. Flowers, numerous in each umbel, white. They appear very much 
like some white flowered Allium. It seems to grow freely in any sort of soil. 
Hesperoscordum, literally “ onion of the west;” so named from its resem- 
blance to an Allium, and its origin in the western world. 

3. Limnécharis: Humboldli. Humboldt’s Limnocharis. Syn.  Stratiotes 
nympheoides. Polyandria Polygynia. Butumez. An Aquatic Stove Plant, 
originally found by HumBorpT in Marsheso, the West of Caraccas; but it 
seems common over all the east side of South America. The seeds from 
which the plants in the Gardens were raised, were sent to the Botanic Garden, 
Liverpool, from Buenos Ayres. The flowers are very fugitive, opening in the 
morning, and withering up in the course of the day. They are of a bright 
yellow colour, much resembling the well known Escholtzia californica. The 
petals are extremely transparent and delicate; but the chief beauty of the 
species resides in the rich purple fringe of barren stamens which surrounds 
the fertile ones. It flowers all the year round in a tank in the stove. It is 
cultivated in Mr, Lowe’s Nursery, Clapton. Limnocharis, literally, Lake- 
lover. 

4. Pancratium pedale, Long-flowered Pancratium. Syn. Hymenocallis 
pedalis. One of the most beautiful of the Amaryllis tribe, excelling them all 
in the extraordinary length of the flowers, which measure a foot from the base 
of the tube to the top of the segments. ‘he latter are very narrow and wavy ; 
the flowers are white. The bulb was sent by Mr. Barwarp from near ‘Trux- 
illo. Grown by Ricuarp Harrison, Esq. at Aighburgh. Pancratium, sig- 
nifying “all powerful.” It seems to have been originally applied to the squill, 
on account of its medicinal effects. 

5. Lupinus albifrons. A new shrubby Californian Lupine. Flowers of a pale 
purple colour. Cultivated in the Garden of the London Horticultural So- 
ciety. Lupinus (see page 16.) 

6. Helléborus odorus, Sweet Hellebore. Polyandria Polygynia. Ranuncu- 
lacee. A very desirable addition to the scanty store of winter-blowing flow- 
ers, lately introduced from Hungary by the London Horticultural Society. 
The flowers are of a lively green colour, slightly fragrant. It thrives in a peat 
border among bushes, where it is probably quite hardy. Helleborus, the black 
Hellebore of the ancient Greeks, with which it is said that wells were some- 
times poisoned, and which had so great a reputation as a dangerous medica- 
ment, was undoubtedly a species of the present genus. 

7. Corydalis bracteata, Large bracted Corydalis. Syn. Fumaria brac- 
teata. Diadelphia Hexandria. Fumariacee. A very pretty little hardy her- 
baceous plant, found abundantly in damp shady places among the Altai 
mountains, where it appears with the earliest flowers of spring. Flowers, of a 
clear yellow colour. In this country the plant succeeds well in a peaty soil, 
if it is sheltered from winds, and protected from the sun’s direct rays. It is, 
however, as yet extremely rare, for it yields no seed, and increases very slowly 
by its roots. It is grown in the London Horticultural Society’s Garden. 
Corydalis, from the Greek word corudallis, a lark; in allusion to the length- 
ened base of one of the petals, which has been compared to the spur of the 
lark. 

8. Francoa appendiculata, Sowthistle-leaved Francoa. Syn. F. sonchi- 
folia, Octandria Monogynia, Francoacee. A pretty herbaceous plant, found 
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abundantly in various parts of Chili, by the sides of hills and in rather moist 
situations. In this country it grows freely in the open air in the summer, 
but requires protection in the winter, it, however, thrives better if constantly 
kept in a greenhouse, especially if it be planted in the open soil, where it can 
be freely exposed to light and air, without which the beautiful spots of its 
petals are scarcely developed. It is propagated by seeds and offsets. Francoa. 
So called by Cavanilles after a Spanish botanist of the sixteenth century, 
named Francisco Francoa. 

9. Aster puniceus ; var demissus. Dwarf blue Aster. Syn. A. amenus, 
A. hispidus. This variety has long been known in the English Gardens, and 
is one of the commonest and most generally known of all the North American 
species. Its tall hisped racemose stem will at once distinguish it from others 
that are generally met with. Flowers of a violet blue colour. It is a very 
compact herbaceous plant, not exceeding a foot and a half, or two feet in 
height. The flowers appear in August, long before those of the true. A 
puniceus. It is among the handsomest of the genus. Aster, from a Star, 
resemblance of flowers. 

Sweet's British Flower Garden. Edited by Davip Don, Esq., 

Librarian to the Linnzan Society. Coloured, 3s. ; plain, 2s. 3d. 

1. Verbena sulphurea. Sulphur-coloured Vervain. Didynamia Angiosper- 

mia, Verbenacex. This pretty little Vervain was raised from Chilian seeds 

received from Mr. Hue Cumine, by Mr. Witt1aM Curisty, Jun., in whose 

collection of plants at Clapham, it bloomed in August, 1833. The plant is 

apparently perennial, and forms a close spreading patch. It appears to prefer 

a loamy soil, and grows luxuriantly in the open border during Summer, but 

requires the protection of a pit in Winter. Cuttings of it root readily. In 

appearance, the growth and form of the plant is like V. pulchella. Flowers 
of a good sulphur colour. Verbena, from Ferfaen, its Celtic name. 

2. Adesmia uspalatensis. Thorny. Decandria Monogynia. Leguminosae. 

An upright, branched, thorny, shrub, seldom exceeding a foot in height. The 
plant is grown in the Chelsea Botanic Garden, seeds of it had been received 
from Mr. Hug Cumine, having been collected in Chili. It is a very pretty 
little shrub, its small, abruptly pinnate leaflets, mostly in five pairs, with its 
rich yellow papillionaceous flowers, render it a desirable plant. The pods, 
when full grown, are particularly pretty, from the long feathery hairs with 
which they are adorned. The plant is fond of a light loamy soil, it requires 

protection in Winter, and may be increased by cuttings. Adesma, the name 
has reference to the separation of the stamens, and is compounded of a priva- 
tive, and desmos, union. 

3. Francoa ramosa ; white-flowered. Octandria, Monogynia. Francoacee. 
This species grows abundantly on the hills near Valparaiso, in Chili. It has 
been collected by Mr. CuminG and Mr. Brinces. It blossomed in July, 1833, 
in the Nursery of Mr. Knicut, King’s-road, Chelsea. The scape of flowers 
rises from 2 to 3 feet high, erect, and branched, flowers white, occassionally 
a very slight tinge of rose colour. he plant appears to thrive best in a mix- 
ture of sandy peat and loam, and is readily increased by seeds, which it per- 
fects freely. Francoa, (see page 41.) 

4. Petromarula pinnata, wing-leaved, Candiot Rampion. Syn. Phyteuma 
pinnata. Rapunculus creticus, Petromarula, Rapunculo, Candiota. Pen- 
tandria, Monogynia, Campanullacew. ‘This remarkable plant is frequent 
on the rocky shores and mountainous parts of Candia, and also on Mount 
Baldo, in Italy. Itis now cultivatedin the very rich collection of Messrs. 
Younc, of Epsom, where it blossomed in September, 1833; it was there 
planted in the open ground in May, in a rich loamy soil, where it grew vigor- 
ously, throwing up 40 to 50 stems, which began to blossom towards the end 
of August. Stems, erect, branched from 3 to 4 feet high, or more; branches 
ong erect; Flowers fasciculate, disposed in very long, terminal, loose, spiked 

Vor. II. G 
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racemes, of a pale azure blue. The plant requires the protection of a frame 
or greenhouse in winter. Increased slowly by division. Petromarula, from 

petra, a rock, and maron, an herb, from the plant growing on rocks. 

The Botanical Cabinet. Edited by Messrs. Loppiexs’s. Coloured, 

5s.; partly coloured, 2s. 6d. 

This work is now completed. The Proprietors state that it was originally 
their intention to give figures of two thousand plants, which now being done, 
their work is completed. 

The Botanic Garden. Edited by Mr. B. Maun, F.L.S. Price 

1s. 6d. large; 1s. small, coloured. 
1. Ovalis crenata, notched-petalied Wood-Sorrell. Decandria, Pentagynia, 

Oxalidece. This variety is a far more robust plant than any other of the 
genus; it is not on account of its flowers or herbage that it becomes an object 
of peculiar interest, but from its tuberous roots, which bear a great resem- 
blance to those of the Potatoe, their form and colour being precisely similar 
toit. A’native of Lima; introduced in 1829; grows to the height of three 
feet; perennial; flowers in July and September; colour yellow. In regard to 
the culture of this newly-introduced vegetable, very little knowledge has yet 
been acquired; but it will grow well in the open border, providing the’ soil is 
rich. Oxalis, from the Greek Oxys, signifying sour, taste of the leaves; 
Crenata, from the Latin, notched, in allusion to its flowers.—(See Flo. Cab. 
Vol. I. plate 1, and page 45.) : 

2, Erica cinerea, grey Heath. Octandria, Monogynia. Ericex. This 
hardy British Heath is highly ornamental in the garden, and deserves general 
cultivation. There are several varieties, as deep crimson, pure white, and in- 
termediate tints. It grows one foot high ; flowers in July and September; 
native of Britain. Erica, from Ereico, to break, referring to the fragility of 
the branches ; and cinerea, signifying ash coloured. 

3. Alstremeria pelegrina, spotted flowered. Hexandria, Monogynia. Ama- 
ryllidez. This plant has usually been treated as a greenhouse plant; it is, 
however, half hardy, requiring only the cold frame. If it be treated as a 
border plant, the situation should be warm and dry, and the soil made very 
light with leaf mould, sand, and the sifted mortar rubbish of an old building. 
Flowers rosy white, spotted-with black; the stems grow one foot high; blooms. 
from June to September, and is a perennial plant. Alstraemeria, named by 
Linneus, in honour of Baron Alstremaer, who sent him seeds from Spain. 
Pelegrina is itscommon name in Peru, which signifies a superb flower. 
~4. Aconitum versicolor, Shaded Monk’s Hood. Polyandria, Trigynia. Ra- 

nunculacea. ‘This species is of upright growth, and its flowers are ornamental, 
it grows three feet high, flowers in July and August; is a perennial border 
plant. The flowers are blue and white. All the species of Aconitum’s are 
poisonous. Aconitum, from the Greek acon, signifying a dart, because its 
poison was used upon darts, to render them the more deadly. 

Soor destroys or drives off from pink beds those common and voracious 
grubs of gardens, the larve of the moths of the family Noctuade.—Last 
summer I was troubled with the grub in a bed of pinks: [ then made some soot 
water, and with it watered the bed well, and the bed was soon freed from the 
grubs. The precise mode of the soot’s action on the grubs I cannot state; but 
I believe that the ammoniacal matter which it contains destroys some, and 
disperses the remainder. I shall gladly receive any information on this head. 
I have not found the soot injure the soil at all; and [ name this because I had 
been told it would.—W, Drenyer, Gard. Mag. 
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PART IIL. 

—— 

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE. 

—— 

QUERIES. 

Query TO THE Rev. JosEPH TyYSO, ON RAISING Ranuncutuses.—Allow 

‘me throngh the medium of your excellent work, to ask my good friend the 

Rey. J. Tyso, who has been and still is one of the most successful growers of 

that beautiful Florist’s flower the Ranunculus, to inform the lovers of that 

flower of his method of raising seedlings. He is well aware that the day is 

gone by for keeping anything secret that is for the pleasure or happiness of 

our fellow-creatures. Will he be so kind as to answer the following queries, 

in as plain and familiar a manner as possible. 

1. To name a few of the best flowers in each class to be impregnated ? 

2. The kind of flowers proper for the work of impregnation, whether single 

or semi-double? 
3. The time most proper to perform the work of impregnation, with the 

manner of performing it? 

4. The future management of the flower impregnated ? 

5. The best time for gathering and sowing the seed, with the compost in 

which it is to be sown, and whether it is best to sow it in pans or boxes ? 

6. The best plan of preserving the roots till the planting season? 

I should not have taken the liberty I have, if 1 had not known something 

of the kind disposition of my good friend ; and shall wait with no small 

degree of impatience for his reply to my queries, 

Now that I feel an inclination for scribbling, I wish to ask you the best 

situation and soil for the Weeping Willow, as I have succeeded in striking a 

cutting given me by a friend who took it from the tree that grows and spreads 

its sweeping branches o’er the tomb of ; 

« Him who rode war's fiery billows 

Once, and ruled their surges wild, 

Now beneath Helena’s willows 

Sleepeth—like a child! 
All bis soaring spirit flown, 

Napoleon! Napoleon! 

In his grave the warrior sleepeth, 

Humbly laid, and half forgot, 

Aud nought, besides the willow, weepeth 

O’er that silent spot! 
Calm it is, and all his own, 

Napoleon! Napoleon!" 

My plant is about fourteen or fifteen inches high, with about five or six 

slender branches bending weepingly from the stem. l intend, as speedily as 

possible, to increase my stock, when (if you have no objection) 1 shall feel 

pleasure in presenting you with a plant—[We shall esteem it a favour.— 

ConvvucrTor. } 
Like our good friend Revext, I certainly feel a considerable portion of 

incredulity relative to the size of “ InnovaTor’s” Pinks. I have for years 

grown that beautiful flower, but never to the perfection spoken of by your 

Correspondent. My blooms were universally admired, and took the first pan; 

but I should think the largest did not exceed six inches, which was taken from 

« William of Walworth.” 1 hope that, in order all scepticism may be 

banished from the mind, INNovaTor will at an carly period give us an account 

of his plan, with the names of the sorts he grows. 

Leicester, Dec. 12th, 1833. Samu. WicGG. 
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On Pings, Carnations, &c.—Will INNovaTor inform me whether any of 
the Pinks “one foot in circumference” can be seen next year within ten miles 
of London, and their names. I must confess a Pink four inches across (which 
of course it must be to be a foot round) is new to me. Last July, at Hoce’s, 
a friend of mine measured a Carnation, which was so much larger than the 
others on his stage as to be on that account peculiarly conspicuous, and found 
it to be four inches and three quarters across, and I think no other there 
could have been more than four inches. But when we hear of Pinks of that 

* size, Carnations may be grown by INNovaTor probably eight inches in 
diameter. At all events he will, perhaps, favour us with his standard size for 
Carnations. With regard to piping, I tried Mr. REVELL’s plau this year late, 
(for my first pipings failed), and I struck every piping under a large hand- 
glass, exceptone. 1 am much indebted to him for communicating it. What 
docs INNOVATOR mean by saying, that by the mode he recommends Mr. 
REVELL may strike one hundred and fifty out of every one hundred? Surely 
that can only be done in Ireland. 

London, Dee, 2d, 1833. 

On DEsTROYING THE WIRE-wWoRM, &c.—Can you or any of your respected 
Correspondents inform me of the best method of destroying the small 
black snail, and wire-worm, which do so much injury in our gardens? I have 
tried lime, which kills them, but have always thought it to do more harm to 
the plants than the destroying of the vermin did good. 

Jan. 3d, 1834. E. R. W. 

On RuopopENDRONS, &c.—I should feel much obliged by being informed, 
through the medium of the Cabinef, which are the best and handsomest sorts of 
Rhododendrons and Azaleas for green-house culture. 

Dee. 9th, 1833. 5..C. A; 

On THE CutTuRE or BrucMANstA.—I should be much obliged if some of 
the readers of the Cabinet would give a paper on the treatment suitable to 
the Brugmansia Arborea, both as a dwarf, or a tall cultivated plant, so as to 
bloom it well, whether in the house or open air. 

Jan, Ath, 1834. Martin. 

»M. 

On Pinks, POMEGRANATES, &c.—I should be particularly obliged if you 
or any of your numerous Correspondents would give me some information on 
the culture of a Pink named “ Davey’s Eclipse;” with me the edges of the 
petals become uneven instead of the contrary! Also the best method of 
producing in the open air, flowers of the Double Pomegranate, in the shortest 
possible period. W. D. 

Beverley, Dec. 13th, 1833. 

ANSWERS. 

On THE S1zEs oF Pots, &c.—In reply to the query of a Subscriber, in 
serted at page 21, we beg to observe that there are eleven sizes usually sold: 
The price is the same for all the sorts, viz. two of the largest cost the same 
price as eighty of the smallest. The following scale gives the distinguishing 
sizes in inches, as requested by our Correspondent :— 

In. dr. In. dp. 

Ist size, has 2 to the cast, called Twos, and are 18 and 18 
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ier 
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AnswER TO 8. A. H., RESPECTING Tuiirs.—The reason why bulbs are 

taken up every year, appears to be in order to accommodate them as nearly 

as possible to their natural state. In most hot countries the variation of sea- 

sons gives them a period of rest, during which the bulb is in a dry inactive 

state. Tulips, if left all the year in the ground, degenerate and become foul, 

the beautiful stripes and feathered markings become suffused, and the bulbs 

“ break into small increase ;” or, as my friend Mr. T. K. Snort (to whom I 

am under peculiar obligations,) says of Hyacinths, “ produce nothing but off- 

sets.” If the Tulips S. A. H. mentions, were originally good, i. e. fine roses, 

byblomens, and bizards, they may probably be brought back to their original 

state, by taking up the bulbs at the usual time and well harvesting them. I 

should then recommend that a different bed be prepared for them, at the 

greatest distance possible from the one they now occupy. The new bed should 

be made of good fresh loam, or at least good garden mould without dung, and 

this should be at least two feet deep. If, however, the Tulips be really bad, 

or only common border flowers, any trouble bestowed on them will be labour 

lost. 
SNOWDROP. 

November, 1833. 

On a Dwarr YELLOW FLOWERING Pxant.—In reply to the query of Am1- 

cus, in the November number of Vol. 1. of your truly interesting, useful, and 

cheap publication, I beg to say, that I think the Winter Helebore would suit 

his purpose for a yellow, and the Helleborus niger, or Christmas Rose, for a 

rose-coloured flower; they both grow from three to six inches high. I have 

grown them with success in a stiffish soil, that has been broken with decayed 

leaves and decayed wood. 

Jan. 3d, 1834. 
E. R. W. 

[We suppose our Correspondent means by Winter Helebore the Eranthis 

hyemalis, common Winter Aconite; this plant flowers from January to April 

—the Christmas Rose, Helleborus niger, from January to March. Of course 

either would have to be replaced after that period, by some other plant which 

‘would continue to the end of the year.—ConDUcTor. | 

REMARKS. 

Tvunips.—Wishing to purchase a few tulips, I procured the catalogues of 

the present year, from two of the most eminent florists, Brown, of Slough, 

and Groom, ef Walworth. On comparing them, I was much surprised at the 

great disparity of prices of many of the bulbs, and as this is a matter of im- 

portance to all purchasers, it may be generally useful to know the reason of 

this very great difference in the price of the same bulbs. I have selected a 

few with the prices, and find there is a difference in the two columns of up- 

wards of £40. Brown. Groom. 
3... Stee B: 8:)'D. 

Agamemnon, bZ....-sseseeeeereeeeee ort 3. Si Oinwise Din 6 
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Fabuis, bz. ..s0-scecseeccceeersseeees O 5 10F 6s 8.8: -0 

Gresdelin, Jew]. by. be sseeeeeeceee vers VT 1 Oreo 0 5 0 

Leonardo da Vinci, bz. s.seeeseeeeesees lO 10 0....5 5 O 
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Uly pes, bDZ-seeecevcscceeerscceeeseces BS Ue eo. ee 

Sal wcrte, T0..- 2 snast Mintase Cantante Gest dee 

Warsaw, bz. . «+. ee eae LO LOO wee LO LO. O 

In Brown’s Catalogue, “La Pulcelli de Dort,” a byblomen, is marked One 

Guinea, and in the same Catalogue “ Pucelle de Dort,” a byblomen is marked 

Half a Guinea. Are not these the same flowers? SNowbRop. 

November, 1833. 
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-1. The stem should be strongjielastic, 
high. ; 

0, inches and a half in di meter ; 

ON THE PROPERTIES OF THE P1 
and erect, and not less than twelve ingl 

2. The flower should not be less tk 
the petals should be large, broad, and antial, and free from large, coarse, 
deep notches, or indentures; in short, #hey_epproach nearest to ction 
when they are rose-leaved, 4, e. without anyefringe at all. : 

3. The broad end of the petals should beerfectly white and distinct from 
the eye, unless it be a laced pink, which should be bold, clean, and distinct, 
leaving a considerable portion of white imtheeentre, perfectly free from any 
tinge or spot. eee GN 

4. The eye should consist of a bright richtdark ctimson or purple, resembling 
velvet; but the nearer it approaches to black,theumiofe it is esteemed; its pro- 
portion should be about equal to that of the.whitesthabit may neither appear 
too large nor too small. + ee & 

REMARKS By Pansy.—Having been a subscribé#’ anid’ well-wisher to the 
Floricultural Cabinet from its commencement, I with satisfaction the 
progressive improvement in this cheap and useful little work. I hope 
you will continue occasionally to favour your readers with the characteristic 
marks by which we may know some of the most popular flowers, in the manner 
you have described the Carnation at page 187, Vol. I, as it is no less strange 
than true, that many of the admirers of the Dahlia are unacquainted with 
the points required to form a perfect flower. A proof of this was lately given 
at one of the local Horticultural Meetings not far from town, where, after the 
examination was over, and the prizes awarded, it was discovered that some of 
the gardeners (who had selected flowers from their master’s garden for the 
show) had unluckily left the best specimens in the anti-room, and when pointed 
out by a good judge, it was too late to rectify the error !—I am glad to observe 
you purpose issuing another Edition with the plates better coloured; not that 
I think there is just reason to complain at present, considering the price of the 
work. By the bye, it would be well, if possible, to avoid changing the names 
of new flowers, as it too often occasions offence and disappointment. The 
Nierembergia has had three several names since it was first introduced—first, 
Salpiglossis; second, Petunia integrifolia.—l shall be impatient to see your 
valuable correspondent’s promised paper on the cultivation of the Salpiglossis, 
and only regret that he seems inclined to confine it to the greenhouse, knowing 
from two years’ experience that few flowers delight more in the open ground, 
where at this moment I have a bed containing seven varieties, all sparkling 
in the sun, and I trust will continue to do so until the end of the month, if 
not longer.—Will you pardon me, Mr. Editor, for saying, that you would 
act wisely to give only one article in any Number on the same flower. 
“One at atime, they will last the longer;” and you know that “ variety 
is charming.”—One word more of advice, and I have done for the 
present. It is, I think, bad taste to allow any sparring, or the use of 
hard names, between correspondents, to sully your floral pages; and 
you may safely venture to believe, that no one will complain if you apply 
the pruning knife pretty freely on any future occasion, before you go to press. 
Surely the chief object in contributing ought to be to afford information, and, 
as far as possible, aid and encourage you in the conduct of a work, in which 
you have shown such zeal and ability.—I hope soon to be able to furnish you 
with Flora’s Dial, Calendar, and Barometer, for the amusement of your fair 
readers, and remain, yours, &e. PANSY. 

The Grove, Oct. 8th, 1833. 

_[We shall be obliged by receiving the promised favours at an early conve- 
nience.—ConDUCTOR. | 

On Dauxtas.—Observing you sometimes give descriptions of new Dahlias 
in your Floricultural Cabinet, I send you a notice of two or three raised in 
the neighbourhood of Sevenoaks, Kent, viz.:— 

Beauty of Surrey, a white, prettily tipped and tinged with rose colour, 
feathering into fine filaments towards the middle of the petals; a very fair 
formed middling sized flower, the petals ratherspointed, growing about three 
feet and a half high, showing the flowers well dake the foliage. This is a seed- 
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_ ling of last-year’s, and first sent out this spring ; raised by Mr. HarDINoE, 

Gardener, Sydenham, Kent. 
Guttata Major, spotted variety, raised by the same person, and first sent 

out thisspring; a@ldtge well formed white, very prettily spotted with purple 

towards the end of the petals, which are well rounded, sometimes much more 

spotted than at others; rowing about four and a half feet; flowers a little 

dant. 
Seale’s Invincible, : e variety), a most beautiful this year’s seedling, not 

yet sentouf; raised by Mr. W. Szaxe, jun. Gardener, Sevenoaks, Kent. Rich 

dark maroon at the edges of the petals, with a broad bright crimson stripe up 

the centre, grows about four and a half/feet ; flowers erect, well shown above 

the foliage; a perfect double flower, bearing none otherwise; a free bloomer, 

beginning to blow when about 18 inches high, and continuing in good bloom 

the whole season; considered by many eminent growers the best stripe known. 

These three are well worth the attention of those who wish for the new’ 

Varieties of these flowers, though I am fearful I have not given a very scien- 

tific deseription ; but being very fond of descriptions of new and good flowers, 

as also where they are procurable, I thought some of your readers might be 

the same. If you think it worth insertion, it is much at your service ; if not, 

I pray you throw it amongst the rejected addresses. 
7th Dec. 1833. AN ARDENT ADMIRER OF GooD FLOWERs. 

Fancy Frower Borper.—I lately saw (a novelty to me) in a little flower - 

garden in the front of a house on the Marine Parade, at Dover, which pleased 

me much. The situation is very exposed, and the soil rather chalky and un- 

sightly. To remedy these evils, the border had been covered with moss, much 

of which was in a growing state; and the effect of the flowers growing out of 

the moss was very pretty; and at the same time, the surface of the bed was 

kept in astate favourable to the growth of the plants, which was very evident 
from their appearance. The flower gardens of Dover and the neighbourhood 
are kept in very neat order. SNOWDROP. 

November, 1833. 

REFERENCE TO PLATE. 

1. Gilia aggregata. Tufted-flowered Gilia. Synonyms. Gilia pulchella, 
Cantua aggregata, Ipomopsis elegans. ‘This plant is a native of the north-west 
coast of America, whence it was introduced to the garden of the London 
Horticultural Society, by Mr. Douaras, in 1827. Ona careful comparison 
of the native sample in Pursh’s Herbarium, collected by Captain Lewis at 
Hungry Creek in 1806, which although but partially developed, and more 
copiously clothed with hairs than the cultivated ones, we are satisfied that 
there cannot be a doubt as to the identity of the two plants: It appears to 
delight in a loamy soil, and is increased by seeds. When in blossom, few 
plants of this family surpass it in beauty. It is very nearly allied to Gilia 
coronopifolia, but differs in its more copious pubescense, and in the narrower, 
concave, acuminate segments of its corolla. It is cultivated by Mr. KNIGHT, 
of Chelsea Nursery. It keeps in bloom for several months, beginning in June, 
The plant is biennial, but will bloom the first season, as well as the second. 

2, Calandrinia grandiflora. Great-flowered Polyandria Monogynia. Por- 
tulacew. A beautiful succulent kind of plant, introduced by Mr. M’Rax in 
1826 to the garden of the London Horticultural Society, from Chile. It is a 
handsome herbaceous plant, very suitable for flower borders, or to compose a 
single bed. ‘The plant grows from eighteen inches to two feet high. Itis 
pro agated very readily from seeds, which are produced abundantly ; also by 
dividing the plant towards autumn. It blooms from June to October; requires 
a warm sunny situation, and a rich sandy loam; the old plant wants winter 
protection. Plants or seeds may be obtained at most of the public nursery 
ent. Calandrinia, so named after J. L, CALANDRINI, a Genevese 
otanist, 
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3. Lady Haggerston Pink. A very good Florist Pink. Grown extensively 
by the late Mr. Davey, Florist, King’s Road, Chelsea. 

4. Calceolaria formosum. Handsome Calceolaria. There are two varieties 
which are known by this name; the one here figured is the original kind, and 
much handsomer than its rival. The present variety is something narrower 
in the shape of its flower than the other, but its colours are much deeper, and 
far more clear and distinct. To avoid future confusion, we suggest the pro- 
priety of calling the kind here figured, formosissimus. 

FLORICULTURAL CALENDAR FOR FEBRUARY. 

Pant Stove.—If there be severe weather, fires will be required every night, 
and probably in the day. The plants should be kept perfectly free from dust, 
&c. which otherwise would lodge upon the stems, branches, and foliage, let it 
be immediately washed off by syringing or sponging; this will very much 
conduce to the health of the plants. They must also be kept free from de- 
cayed leaves. Water of the same temperature as the house should always be 
used. Let all plants become dry before a fresh supply is given; and when 
applied, as much given as is likely just to moisten all the soil. Succulents 
will require care so as not to rot them off; better be too dry than otherwise. 
It is essential that the surface of the soil be frequently stirred, never allowing 
it to bind or become mossy. Fresh air must be admitted in all sunny weather. 

GREENHOUSE.—This department should have good attendance during this 
month, similar in its operations to those directed in January, which see.— 
Oranges, Lemons, and Myrtles will require water frequently, they usually 
absorb much. The herbaceous kind of plants will require occasional waterings, 
but less frequent and in less quantities than the woody kinds. Succulents, as 
Aloes, Sedums, &c. should be watered very sparingly, and only when the soil 
is very dry. Airshould be admitted at all times when the weather is favourable, 
or the plants cannot be keptin a healthy state. If any of the Orange, Lemon, 
or Myrtle Trees, &c, have naked, or irregular heads, towards the end of the 
month, if fine mild weather occur, begin to reclaim them to some uniformity, 
by shortening the branches and head shoots, by this attention they will break 
out new shoots upon the old wood and form a regular head; they should also 
be repotted in rich compos?, reducing the old ball of earth carefully, and re- 
placing with new soil. After sifting it would be of great use to the plants, if 
the convenience of a glass case could be had, in which to make a dung bed, 
that the pots might be plunged in, this would cause the plants to shoot 
vigorously, both at the roots and tops; cleanliness (as directed for the Stove.) 

PLEASURE GROUND, FLOWER GARDEN, &c.—Towards the end of the month 
it will be time to sow most of the tender and curious kind of Annuals, which 
require the aid of a hot bed to bring them forward for early blooming. Sow 
also the Week Stocks and Mignonette, both for flower borders, and to bloom 
in pots for rooms. Plant and regulate where required all kinds of perennial 
roots and herbaceous plants, disposing them so as to be regularly intermixed. 
Fork and dress over the beds, and add fresh soil. Dress and add fresh compost 
to the Auricula plants; defend the plants from frost and heavy rain, as the 
flower stems will begin to appear, but admit all possible air on mild days, or 
the stems will be weakened. Auricula and Polyanthus seed must now be sown 
in boxes, using light rich soil. Transplant Carnation layers into large pots 
or borders, towards the end of the month. Defend Hyacinth, Ranunculus, 
aud Tulip beds from severe frost (if such occur) by means of hoops and 
canvass or mats. Finish pruning flowering shrubs, evergreens, &c. ‘Transplant 
also. Turf may be laid. Plant Box Edging, &c. Dahlia roots should now 
be potted, and seeds sown. Lobelia roots should be divided and potted singly 
in rich soil. Tigridia pavonia roots should be potted in rich soil. 

F. F. A. 

RIDGE, PRINTER, SHEFFIELD, 
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ARTICLE I.—On the Culture of the Carnation and 

Picotee. By INNOVATOR. 

I herewith send for insertion in your Cabinet, what I have found 

(after numerous experiments) to be the best method of growing 

those beautiful flowers, the Carnation and Picotee. 

I shall begin with the first purchase. This ought to be made 

the first week in October; and in doing this; be cautious where 

you lay out your money, as I am certain there are no other articles 

in which so much roguery and deception are practiced as in Car- 

nations and Picotees; you had better pay a little more to a florist 

of standing character than risk being cheated by the allurements 

of cheapness. I would also recommend your attending the re- 

moval of the layers from the parent plant where possible, and go 

home with them directly, and pot them in 48-sized pots, in the fol- 

lowing compost :—One barrowful each of rather sandy maiden loam 

and thoroughly decayed hot-bed dung, with a peck each of coarse 

sand and leaf mould, all well mixed together and passed through 

a fine sieve ; put in the bottom of each pot a quantity of potsherds, 

then fill to within two inches or so with the compost, and upon 

this place the plants, and place the compost lightly round them up 

to the first pair of leaves; strike the pot once upon the potting board, 

and give them water. When they are become dry, place a hand- 

light firmly over them for a week or ten days, by which time they 

Vor. II. H 
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will have pushed fresh root, and be able to stand the open air. 

My reason for advising the removal to be made by yourself is, 

that they may not be exposed to the air for three or four days after 

they are taken from the old plant, and before they are sent to you. 

This is acommon practice with knavish florists, that they may 

engender the disease complained of by your Correspondent Ints, 

viz. their dying when near blooming. This exposure to the air 

causes every piece of grass then upon the plant to wither and die, 

and to stick so firm to the main stem that it is impossible to remove 

it without injury to the bark of the stem, where the water gets in 

after every watering, and produces decay just above the earth, and 

ultimately death. The next is the wintering your plants; this 

is generally done in common glazed frames. Having chosen a 

warm south aspect, place your frame upon four bricks, one at each 

corner, along the ends and middle; in the inside lay a row of 

bricks, and upon these splines of inch deal, three inches broad, and 

the length of the frame; set your pots upon these, and give them 

all the dry fresh air possible, by keeping the lights off during the 

day ; when wet, raise the frame upon extra bricks ; do this also 

after you have given them six or eight hours’ gentle rain 5 if it 

should not clear up so soon as you expected, the air passing in 

under the frame will soon dry them, or possibly they might remain 

wet for three or four days, which would certainly produce mildew 

and unsoundness. In severe frosty weather shut down the frame 

close, and cover with mats at night. Give no water whilst it con- 

tinues. Keep them in this situation till the last week in March. 

A week before you pot them into their flowering pots, expose them 

night and day to the open air; this will harden them to meet the 

transplanting, which should now be done. The compost I have 

found the most suitable is as follows :—10 barrowfuls of well rotted 

flag, dug from an old pasture, two years before use, where the soil 

is what farmers call heavy; five barrowfuls of well decayed old 

cucumber bed ; one barrowful of coarse sand, and one barrowful 

of finely ground unburnt sulphate of lime (Gypsum) ; this last 

tends greatly to invigorate their growth, and causes the white to be 

beautifully clear. These should be put together in October, and 

turned frequently during frost in winter. About the last week in 

February put it under cover, that it may get moderately dry before 

use. The flowering pots should be 16 to the caste (sixteens). Over 
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the hole in the bottom of each lay an oyster-shell, and upon this an 

inch thick of fresh horse-droppings ; then fill with the compost til] 

the ball of earth, with the plants placed in centre of the pot, are 

about an inch below the rim; fill up with compost; strike the pot 

smartly once or twice upon the board, and water them; place the 

pots upon the stage, or along the walks, upon boards laid upon 

bricks to keep out worms. About the beginning of June they will 

require sticking with round sticks four feet long thrust into the 

middle of the pot; to these tie the flower-stem with loose collars of 

wet bass. Cut off all the flower-buds but one or two as soon, as 

they appear. About this time some plants will wither and droop 

as if dying. I see Mr. RevELL attributes this to growing them too 

strong in their winter station ; such I can from minute observation 

assure him is not the cause ; it proceeds from there being worms 

in the pots; these destroy its fertility, and render the soil acid. 

The cure is easy: water them three times a week with lime-water 

for a fortnight or so, and they will quickly recover. I had this 

season a plant of Walmsley’s William the Fourth in this state; I 

gave it the lime-water, and I afterwards won the first prize with 

its bloom. About the latter end of July, the buds will require 

girding. This is best done by narrow slips of bladder put two or 

three times round the pod; when wet with gum-water they dry and 

become firmly attached. When they are in full bloom, they 

require cording and shading by means of an awning. As soon as 

the flowers begin to fade, commence layering. I need not enter 

into this, it is too well understood ; but when well rooted, proceed 

as recommended at the beginning of this article. I should advise 

young Florists not to seek variety, but to confine themselves to 

five or six pair of each of the best sorts, particularly if they com- 

pete for prizes. Iam, perhaps, one of the largest Amateur growers 

in the kingdom, having about 325 sorts, and near 1500 plants; I 

can say what no others can, that I have shewn for several seasons, 

and have (with one exception) taken the first prizes. I must 

apologize for the length of this, but I have found it impossible to 

compress it into a smaller compass. 

INNOVATOR. 

You shall hear from me again. [We shall esteem it a favour.— 

Conpuctor. | 
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ARTICLE I1.—On the Culture of Salpiglossises. By 

Mr. THomAs ApPLEBY, Gardener to the Rev. J. A. 

RaovEs, Horsforth-Hall, near Leeds. 

For the information of such of your readers as may be desirous 

of cultivating this singularly beautiful family of plants, I now, 

agreeably to a former promise, send you an account of a method 

practised here, which is perfectly satisfactory to me. 

Some time in March I sow the seed, covering it about one-eighth 

of an inch, in wide-mouthed and hollow pots, well drained, in a 

compost of light yellow loam and heath mould in equal parts, 

adding about one-sixth of fine white sand, and place them on a 

shelf close to the glass in the stove, (a cucumber bed might do, but 

on account of the damp there, I prefer the stove,) watering with a 

fine syringe, so as to keep the soil just moist. As soon as they 

have four leaves each, I pot them into sixties, one in each, in the 

same compost, only adding a little fine vegetable mould, taking 

eare to drain well with broken pots about the size of peas. I 

place them again on the shelf before mentioned, shading them 

until they can bear the light without flagging. 

As the plants advance in growth they are potted into larger pots 

four times. I flower them in pots about six inches wide and 

eight deep. To cause them to flower strong, I remove them after 

the third potting into a cold frame, facing the south, and on all 

fine days expose them, by drawing off the lights, to the full air 

and sun. This makes them grow stiff and bushy. When the 

greenhouse plants are removed into their summer situation, I 

give the Salpiglossises their last potting, and take them into the 

greenhouse, giving every day plenty of air, and I find they flower 

much finer for the previous exposure. 

Salpiglossises will grow and flower in the garden in a satisfactory 

manner, provided they are planted out from the pots about the Ist 

of June, in rich dry soil, and a sheltered situation ; but in my opi- 

nion, and my success bears me out, the situation to shew them to 

the greatest advantage, is in the greenhouse amongst Cockscombs, 

Balsams, Triverania coccinea, and some species of Gloxinia, 

There they will flower admirably, and with proper management 

produce seed in abundance. 

J usually sow a little seed in September, for the purpose of 
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having a few early flowering plants. They require to be kept 

through the winter in the stove, close to the glass, in small pots’ 

and then managed as to soil, potting, &c. as the spring-sown 

plants, and they flower finely in Apri], May, and June. 

I think too rich soil very injurious: the plants often take the pet, 

and die off by the roots, in it. I have frequently seen plants with 

fine healthy leaves and flowers, dying gradually upwards. I cannot 

account for this disease, excepting by the soil being too rich. 

To be certain to procure seed from Salpiglossis atropurpurea 

and Barclayana, it is necessary to impregnate them artificially ; 

whilst picta , straminea, and their varieties, seed freely without any 

care. Upon examination, however, this apparently strange cir- 

cumstance may be easily accounted for: the pistil in those species 

is considerably elongated, and the stigma on its summit is of a 

curious boat-like shape; and as the flowers stand quite erect, the 

pollen falls to the ground without effecting its office, unless by 

chance some friendly insect assist in the business, which whatever 

it may do in their native situation, is not to be expected in our 

greenhouses. 

Out of doors seed is not to be had, at least I never could obtain 

any ; but perhaps in the south of Britain, seed may be procured in 

the open air. 

By impregnating with different sorts, I find they sport into 

various and beautiful shades of colour and size; and I have no 

doubt many sorts will run one into another, which satisfies me that 

most of the kinds now ranking as species, will have to be reduced 

to mere varieties. 

Tuos. APPLEBY. 
Jan. 2, 1834. 

ARTICLE III.—On the Cultivation of British Ferns. 

No. II. By M. 

Having now more than thirty species of British Ferns growing 

healthfully in the open ground, I would suggest the following 

method, which I have practised, to those who wish to form a col- 

lection of this interesting tribe. 

Without remarking on the ornamental disposition of the ground, 

the first thing to be considered is, having the bed in which it is 
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purposed to grow the Ferns elevated above the level of the surface 

of the ground, and giving a perfect drainage to the water from it. 

If the soil be sandy and light, a few stones at the bottom of the 

mound or bed will be sufficient ; but if on a strong, loamy, or re- 

tentive soil, I would place a layer of loose stones to the height of 

eighteen inches, taking care that all superfluous moisture should 

have a free drainage from the bottom. Upon the stones I would 

place pieces of bog earth, not chopped small, to the depth of eight 

or ten inches: then an equal thickness of heath mould, or sand 

and light soil mixed; and then a layer of bog earth mixed with 

sand. When heath mould and bog earth cannot be procured, 

sand and good mould may be substituted, mixing with the upper 

layer some leaf mould, instead of the bog earth; this I have 

found to answer remarkably well. No clay or strong loam must 

be used for the generality of the larger Ferns, such as Aspidium 

dilatatum, Asp. aculeatum, Filix femina, &c.; but for the 

smaller species, such as Asplenium Ruta-muraria, Scolopendrium 

Ceterach, or Aspl. Trichomanes, pieces of some light porous stone, 

(the Derbyshire Tufa is the best,) should be placed for the roots to 

shoot amongst, and but little soil is needed amongst the stones. 

After all the care in preparing the soil and planting the Ferns, but 

little success will be attained without shade, and the cooler the 

situation the better ; for though stagnant water is very prejudicial 

to them, they will bear and enjoy a great deal of moisture, provided 

the soil is such as to admit of its draining away. 

The Ophioglossum vulgatum, or Adder’s Tongue, is somewhat 

impatient of removal, and thrives better in its natural situation in 

grassy meadows, than in any to which I have transplanted it. 

I shall be glad if these observations occasion others from your 

Correspondents, upon the Cryptogamia, and the habitats of 

British Ferns ; they will be desirable information to all who are 

anxious to collect or cultivate so interesting a class, 

In my next paper, I will add a list of the localities of those I 

have gathered. 

Feb. 4. M. 
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ARTICLE IV.—On the Culture of Dutch Bulbs in Pots. 

By Mr. F. F. ASHForp. 

Observing in Vol. I. page 242, of your valuable Monthly Peri- 

odical, that a Querist, Mr. J. B. Denron, asks for a little infor- 

mation respecting the cultivation of Dutch Bulbs, in pots, requi- 

site for their flowering freely, I sit down to the consideration of 

his request, and pen a few remarks, which upon receiving, if you 

deem worthy of admission into the pages of the Cabinet, they are 

entirely at your disposal. In my opinion, there are no plants that 

produce and expand their blossoms at the time when forced 

Dutch bulbs generally do, deserving of general cultivation, and a 

little extra trouble, more than this tribe of plants—Hyacinths, 

Tulips, Narcissuses, Crocuses, &c. of every hue and colour, of dif- 

ferent heights (from three inches to two feet and two feet six 

inches high), and their blossoms so very odoriferous that they 

fully compensate for the care bestowed upon them by their eulti- 

vators. The method I propose to elucidate is not primarily my 

own (though one I shall follow), but Mr. F. Gopauu’s, Gardener 

at Rode Hall, Cheshire, which after a fair trial will be found effi- 

cient, and answer the expectation of every one. 

After a sufficient quantity of bulbs have been procured from the 

nursery early in October, prepare them for potting by removing 

all the loose rind and offsets or side bulbs ; at the same time care 

must be taken not to injure the bulbs in the least by so doing. 

Compost.—This should be prepared the preceding winter, and 

consist of the following :—One barrowful of well decomposed hot- 

bed dung; one barrowful of vegetable leaf mould; two barrowfuls 

of fresh maiden loam; and a quarter of a barrowful of drift sand. 

These materials must be well chopped and mixed together and 

thrown into a heap, that the frost and atmosphere may decompose 

and pulverise the various substances that this mixture may con- 

tain ; and about the middle of September convey it to a dry open 

shed, that it may become dry before using. 

Potting.—The bulbs, after having been prepared as above, must 

be potted in the soil in pots proportioned to the size and 

sort of bulb. Fill the pots and shake the soil down well, but do 

not press it with the hand before commencing to plant the roots ; 

then lay some sand on the top of the soil in the middle of the pot, 
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and placing the bulb on the top, gently, though firmly, press it 

down till within a quarter of an inch of the top. Care must be taken 

not to press with sufficient violence to injure the bulbs, yet it must 

be left firm in the pot, for on these two things much depends as to 

their future success. After they are potted, and named or num- 

bered, place them in an old cucumber or melon frame, prepared 

after the following manner. Take out the soil, and lay upon the 

dung about two inches thick of ashes; level and make them very 

solid; on the top lay a quantity of sifted ashes, in which 

plunge the pots, making the ashes as firm round them as possible. 

When this is finished, cover the whole to the depth of eight or ten 

inches with light dry soil. Always choose a dry day for the purpose, 

and let every thing be dry that is used about plunging. Give air 

at all times, excepting in heavy rains, snows, or frosts, when the 

lights must be put on, and, if very severe, mats must be added. 

In January take them out of the frame, wash the pots, convey 

them to the stove for flowering, supplying them with water at all 

times when required, and air when necessary, which will assist 

them in flowering strong. As the scapus, or flower stalks, advance 

in growth, tie them carefully, and not too tight up, to neat green or 

white sticks, with bass mat finely twisted. When the flowers 

begin to open, remove them to the conservatory or greenhouse, 

where they will almost turn dreary winter into gaudy summer by 

their delightful fragrance and varied appearance. Crocuses planted 

four or five in a pot, and treated as above, look exceedingly well 

when in flower. 

If itis not convenient to make a compost purposely for them, as 

is sometimes the case, old cucumber soil may be used when made 

lighter or richer with dung or sand, according as it may require, and 

will answer very well. If Mr. Denvon will next season adopt the 

above method, no doubt but he will prove successful; and if Mr. 

D. wishes any further information respecting the culture of Dutch 

Bulbs in pots, I will with pleasure answer his queries through the 

medium of the Cabinet. 

I subjoin a list of a few kinds which answer very well when 

treated as above. 

Hyacintus.—l. Henri de Prussie, double blue. 2. Alamode, 

double white. 3. Waterloo, double red. 4. Madame Zoutman, 

double red. 5. Groot Vorst, double red. 6. Ophir, double yellow. 
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7. Heroine, double yellow. 8. Boquet d’Orange, double yellow. 

9. Passetout, double yellow. 10. Sultan Achmet, double white. 

11. Grand Sultan, double blue. 12. Anna Maria, double white. 

13. Dido, double red. 

NaxcissusEs.—l. Grand Primo, white. 2. Grand Monarque, 

white. 3. Double Roman, white. 4. Soliel d'Or, yellow. 5. 

Bazelman Major, white. 6. Bazelman Minor, white. 7. States 

General, white. 8. Juno, yellow. 

Tutrs.—l. Duc van Thol. 2. Florentine. 3. Marriage de 

ma Fille. 4. Perfecta Parrot. Persian Irises, Jonquils and Cro- 

cuses of every colour, single and double. 

Mr. Dxgnron’s other requests shall be answered next month, 

and any other he chooses to propose. 
F. F. Asurorp 

Somerford Booths, January 7th, 1834. 

ARTICLE V.—On the Cultivation of Gloxinia speciosa, 

G. caulescens, and G. maculata. By Mr. W. 

MounrTrorp. 

The Gloxinias are plants that possess considerable beauty, and 

are particularly deserving of cultivation. The following is my 

practice. Some time during the summer, I take a quantity of 

leaves from each sort I wish to propagate, cutting them close off 

at the surface from the parent plant. I then prepare a quantity 

of pots, sixties, with a compost of loam, leaf mould, and peat soil, 

in equal parts, adding as much fine sand as will keep it perfectly 

open. I then insert a cutting (a leaf) jn each pot, half an 

inch deep, pressing the soil pretty firm. After the whole 

is finished, I give a gentle watering from a fine syringe, and 
place them in a hot-bed frame, if I have one at work, or a stove, 
which is nearly as well. Water must now be given with great 
caution, for too much moisture would cause them to rot. I let 

them remain in the same pots, after the bulb is formed, until the 

period arrives for rest, which is easily known by the leaf gradually 

dying away. I then remove them to a dry cool place, taking care 

that they do not get much moisture during the winter. In the 
latter end of February, or beginning of March, I take all the pots 

of roots, and carefully shake all the mould from them, and then 
Vou. Il. I 
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pot the largest in forty-eights, and the small ones into sixty sized 

pots, taking care that they are well drained with broken potsherds- 

After the whole are potted, I give only sufficient water to settle the 

earth to the roots, and then place them in a warm part of the stove. 

As the plants advance in growth, and fill the pots with roots, 

I again remove them out of sixties into forty-eights, and those out 

of forty-eights into thirty-twos. Two or three times during the 

summer months, I find it very beneficial to water them with liquid 

manure. As soon as they begin to flower, I place them in the 

greenhouse amongst the plants, where they bloom profusely, and 

look very splendid. Nothing more is required but occasionally 

supplying with water. When they are become dormant, they are 

put by as before. 
W. Mountrorp. 

Warleigh Gardens, near Bath, Dec. 8, 1833. 

ARTICLE VI.—On the Deterioration of the Dahlia. 

By VERTUMNUS. 

Many important engagements have prevented me sending you 

the few remarks I promised you, relative to the deterioration of 

the Dahlia, by the extensive system of propagation usually pur- 

sued. 

My idea is, that in order to have a good bloom, it is necessary 

that plants raised from some of those shoots which first present 

themselves should be selected for planting. So far as I have had 

any opportunity of proving this idea, I am fully borne out in it. 

Two years ago I observed a plant of the Countess of Liverpool, 

in a first rate collection near London, of which nearly all the 

blooms were single; and, on inquiry, I found that the parties 

having numerous orders, had sold all their early plants, and had 

reserved the latter propagation for their own growth. 

This season I saw three plants of the Queen of Yellows without 

a flower in the slightest degree multiple ; and I discovered that the 

very same occurrence had taken place. 

Further, a flower called Wood’s Triumphant, which had been 

much admired two or three years ago, was rejected by many growers ; 

and in a conversation I had with Mr. Woop, the original raiser of 

it, he told me he had himself rejected it, as it could not be relied on. 
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Now, this very flower went from me to several persons this last 

season, and has in every instance given great satisfaction, which I 

can only suppose has occurred from the fact, that having from the 

first had a large stock of it, I have never had occasion to work it 

so extensively as others have done. 

As this is in a measure at least, after all, only conjecture, ] must 

protest against such attacks as are made on several writers in your 

miscellany, as I conceive it is out of such conjectures, fairly 

argued, the truth will be elicited; and I believe it is an axiom 

generally acknowledged, that invective is a never-failing sign of a 

bad argument. 

I will just observe to some inquirers about Levick’s Incompa- 

rable, that I have seen several instances of success in developing 

the spots, by pulling off the self-coloured flowers immediately they 

show themselves to be such, when a course of tipped flowers gene- 

rally succeeds them. At the same time, Mr. Levicx is perfectly 

correct in his statement, that luxuriant plants are generally self- 

coloured : and, therefore, all manure should be avoided, at least 

until the plant shows itself to be in colour, when it may be applied 

at the top. 

The luxuriant growth may be much retarded, by treading the 

. ground round the plant very firm, if it begins to grow too freely. 

So much for Dahlias: and now I beg to state to Mr. Revex. 

and Innovator, that I have tried with success Mr. R.’s plan of 

puddling the soil in which I inserted my pipings of Pinks ; I con- 

ceive the great loss frequently occurring is occasioned by the 

minute drops of moisture, which will, in spite of all efforts, remain 

in the hearts of the piping; by his plan the soil settles as closely 

as possible about them in a few hours, and the necessity of watering 

is avoided, which I consider a great advantage. 

Mr. Revett, however, may speedily convince himself that the 

Pink is to be grown exceeding thirteen inches in circumference, 

if he will try Tate’s William the Fourth, a flower raised by Mre 

Tare, near Islington Church, from the seed of Ford's Victory, I 

believe ; which has, however, in my opinion at least, hardly any 

other property than its monstrous size to recommend it. 

I conclude by congratulating you on the improvement in your 

work, which I much admire, and which I am happy to hear suc- 

ceeds so well. VERTUMNUS. 

London, Dec. \\th, 1833. 
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ARTICLE VIL.—Remarks on the Colours and Proper- 
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ties of One Thousand Species and Varieties of Roses. 

By Sr. Patrick. 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 37.) 

NAMES. DESCRIPTION. 
(CanNS ese o Gata ge ngde do oscone --Small compact globe blush. 
Grand dore .......2....-..--.++++Dark crimson in clusters. 
Grande Duchesse de Bruxelles........Fine bright red. 

SAYRE cei cialointaieliniatato e/erers »«..Semi-double pale red. 
Junon .....+- p< dmere bob eo Wark scarlet, 

- Sophie .......++000+-++e0e-Maroon. 
Grand George ........ Sah vee ofa Large deep red. 
Grandidier.....0.seccecccece oveeePurple, 
Grand Monarque .....-..+.---eee-- Fine light purple. 

PLAIN. sea © 0 a10: pce: > aoe sie pale Ted. 
Pourpre dour... rsacaccersees Fine mottled purple. 
Sowanof.......eeces-.) ¢e-+Light purple. 
Sultan, 0.» .0.+5000000¢+e.s5mall deep blush. 

——— Triomphe de la ville....... .-Light crimson, changing to pink. 
DUNG crore sedlarmne sien): sade == Large pale red. 

FONG: AAI OT are eens, perl aaiene aie estate a ye\cher Bright pink. 
Grosse JUNON..-+++4+ Sieiapiais veeee «Very pretty red. 
SGU eres baieic ls aerials $f pre djeiest “a's -Semi: double light reddish purple. 

Harphise | ..seccee -ceeree (sages . Light blush. 
FABIEN er rcrare oat > ee ofyinrinqisie's Bien «a «Close double purple, scarlet eye. 
FLED H ICO) a 1a-14 efeceteseldeie te oslenadideeaee Rine deep, blushs 
Henriette 1. seeeseeeeceeeeen .+...Fine light purple. 
Henry I... .eeeceeeee eee eeeeecceee Light purplish crimson. 

=U lore aiasareissP, recele relay Paigiriae.s .-Fine red. 
Dia Wie ras win ed eB, 01:3 jocoqpi 0/9 sug sia Fue’ oleh Large beautiful double red. 

- MULLS dscns! dyin ard isigidcoaietesia .. Beautiful scarlet. 
Heri 4 fleur pleine.......+2+++++-+ +Rosy crimson, 
Heroine noir .....ssee+e+-+0- ++++-Dark purple, nearly black. 
Hersilia ...<seeecesceesseeeeeeeeeeNew, small semi-double blush. 
HESsiOSe «.e9;5)0 «vieja ainda © 9)P 5p riaieesne aut lits DInsits 
Hibride du Bellage ..........+-++-- Beautiful gay deep crims. scarlet. 

— brunne |... .0ese2+s24-+--Pinkish purple. 
= TANEO ie «(cls « ¢ selina «ie ele alSOCaDIUS Hs 

——_—— Luxembourg ........... Very bright red. 
—____—__—__——_ nouveau......Fine deep purple red. 
————— perfecta ..++.-e0+0e--.-Deep scarlet. 
Hibrid perfecta ......+es+sceeeee+- Very large velvet purple, 
Hollandaise nouvelle ........-++--+Beautiful kind of buff. 
Holocirieca nova ..++s..+.ee+++e+4-Bright scarlet and pink. 
HGpine, 230 vitesse St = siamorta4'e-4 URE Dt wed pinks 
Hymenée ...esecevecceeecerecese- New, large fine blush. 
nee eee eseeeeeeee es dtriped light purple. 

(TO BE, CONTINUED.) 
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PART IT. 

EXTRACTS. 

— 

New and Rare Plants figured in the Periodicals for February. 

Curtis's Botanical Magazine. Edited by Dr. Hooxrr, King’s 

Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow. Price 

3s. 6d. coloured, 3s. plain. 

1. Ipomea rubro-ceerulea, Reddish-blue Ipomea. Pentandria, Monogynia. 
Convolvulacez. Of the genus Ipomea, as distinguished from Convolvulus, 
ne less than 165 species are described by RoEMuR and Scuuttes. The spe- 
cies which compose it are chiefly inhabitants of the tropics, and remarkable 
for the beauty of their flowers, which, though they be individually short-lived, 
are succeeded so rapidly by others, that there are few more showy ornaments 
of the forests in warm countries, or of the stoves in our own. One species, 
I. Jalapa, yields the jalap of the shops; whilst another, the I. Batatas, or 
Sweet Potatoe, is an important article of food in the tropical countries, as the 
Potatoe isin Europe. The present species, I. rubro.cerulea, is grown in the 
stoves of Jonn ALLCARD, Esq. and Miss Loxtry, of Stratford-Green, Essex. 
Seeds of it were collected in Mexico, and received in this country by J. D. 
Pow es, Esq. of Stamford-Hill, who liberally distributed them. Flower, in 
bud, white, with the limb of arich lake red, which, when fully expanded, 
becomes of a fine purplish blue; the diameter of the corolla is about four 
inches, and altogether the flower is exceedingly handsome, meriting a place 
in every collection of stove plants. Culture: increased by cuttings or seeds. 
Soil: rich sandy loam. Ipomea, from Jps, bindweed ; and homois, similar. 

2. Epidendrum nocturnum, Night-smelling Epidendrum. Gynandria, Mo- 
nandria. Orchidew. his plant isa native of the West Indies, growing in 
this country in the Liverpool and Glasgow Botanic Gardens. The flowers are 
of a pale greenish yellow, uninteresting in appearance; they are scentless 
during the day, but at night yield a very powerful odour, resembling that of 
the White Lily. Epidendrum, from Epi, upon; and dendron, a tree—growing 
upon trees. 

3. Onopordium Arabicum, Arabian Cotton Thistle. Syngenesia, AZqualis. 
Composite. A native of Arabia, also of the warmer parts of Europe. A 
plant was grown by Mr. Mackay, at the Dublin College Botanic Garden, ten 
feet high. raised from seeds sent in 1832 from Buenos Ayres. It isa hardy 
biennial. Flowers: terminal, solitary, purple. Culture: increased by seeds; 
common, rich garden soil. Onopordium, from Ono, ass; and perdo, effects. 

4. Ceropegia Lushii, Mr. Lusu’s Ceropegia. Pentandria, Digynia. Ascle- 
pidee. This plant was sent from Bombay to the Edinburgh Botanic Garden, 
where it flowered in October 1833. Flowers: yellow green, tinged with purple; 
uninteresting. Ceropegia, from Keropegion, a candelabrum, or Jamp-stand, 
referring to the peculiar shape of the flowers. 

5. Opuntia cylindrica, Round-stemmed Prickly Pear. Synonyms, Cereus 
cylindrieus, Cactus eylindricus. Originally introduced into England in 1799, 
bat has never flowered in this country. Flowers of an orange red, smallish. 
Opuntia, from Opus, a city of Liberia. 

6. Kentrophyllum arborescens, Arborescent. Syn. Carthamus arborescens, 
Carthamus rigidus, Onobroma arborescens. Syngenesia, Aqualis. Compo- 
site, Raised by Mr. Mackay, of the Dublin Botanic Garden, from seeds 
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sent from the South of Spain. It is a singular and very ornamental plant of 
its tribe; it has stood out of doors two winters, flowering freely in autumn. 
Both flowers and leaves have a musky smell. Flowers, yellow. Kentrophyl- 
lum, from Kentros, a spine; and phyllon, a leaf—in allusion to the spiny 
leaves. 

7. Chryséphyllum monopyrenum, Date-shaped, or Damascene Plum, Star 
Apple. This species of Star Apple, which was introduced to the conservato~ 
ries of Britain in 1812, forms in Madeira a rather elegant evergreen tree, 
growing about thirty feet high, with a trunk one foot in diameter. Leaves 
alternate, oval, approaching to oblong, four or five inches long, and two broad. 
Before they fall, the leaves turn to a beautiful deep rich red, variously marbled 
or mottled with yellow or white. The fruit is of a dark brown colour, insipid, 
yet not absolutely disagreeable, being tolerably juicy and sweet, with a fig-like 
flavour. Flowers, yellowish white, small. Chrysophyllum, from Chrysos, 
gold; and phyllon, leaf. 

Edwards's Botanical Register. Edited by Dr. Lrnpiry, Pro- 

fessor of Botany in the University of London. 4s. coloured, 

3s. plain. 

1. Calanthe densiflora, Clustered Calanthe. Gynandria, Monandria. Or- 
chide. A native of the mountains of Sylhet, whence it was obtained by Dr. 
Wantrcu. It is cultivated by Messrs. LoppicxEs’s. The plant is a terrestrial 
species, growing very freely in loam and decayed vegetable matter in a damp 
stove. It is propagated by division of the crown of the roots. Flowers, in a 
dense, many-flowered corymb, pale yellow. Calanthe, from alos, beautiful; 

and anthos, flower. 
2. Gastrolobium retusum, Blunt-leaved Gastrolobium. Decandria, Mono- 

gynia. Leguminose. A native of the south coast of New Holland, whence 
it was received by Mr. Kyicur, of the King’s Road, Chelsea, in whose nursery 
it is now cultivated. It is asmaller plant than the old but rare species, G. 
bilobum. Its flowers are of the same rich orange yellow, but in smaller heads; 
and their keel is not purple. Itis a pretty greenhouse plant, easily propa- 
gated by cuttings. Gastrolobium, from Gaster, the abdumen; and lobus, a 
pod. It might be Englished Bladder-pod, the pods having an inflated ap- 
pearance. 

3. Heliconia pulverulenta, Powdered Heliconia. Pentandria, Monogynia. 
Musacez. A beautiful stove plant, cultivated in the hothouse of Sir ABRAHAM 
Hume, Bart., at Wormleybury, in Herts, where it flowered in July 1833. It 
is impossible to imagine any thing more delicate than the blue bloom which 
thickly covers the under side of the leaves, or more brilliant than the vivid 
scarlet of the flower-leaves or spathes. It is probable this species is a native 
of some of the South American forests. Culture: soil, peat and loam; in- 
creased by division. Heliconia, from Helicon, mountain of the Muses—affinity 
to Musa. 

4. Nierembergia filicaulis, Slender-stemmed. Pentandria, Monogynia. So- 
lane. This new species is cultivated by Mr. Tate, of Sloane-street Nursery, 
Chelsea. It is probably a native of Mexico. It is a very pretty greenhouse 
plant, perennial. Flowers numerous, lilac with a yellow centre, one inch and 
ahalf diameter. It differs from N. gracilis, not only in the colour of its 
flowers, but also in being entirely destitute of the down found on all parts of 
that species. Culture: easily increased by cuttings, and requiring but a mo- 
derate degree of protection in winter, provided it is kept in an airy place; 
soil, rich sandy loam. Nierembergia, in honour of J. E. NIEREMBERG, a 
Spanish Jesuit, who is said to have written a Natural History, in sixteen 
books, of which nothing is now remembered. 

5. Viburnum colinifolium, Quince-leaved Wayfaring Tree. Syn. V. pely~ 
carpon. Pentandria, Monogynia. Caprifoliacez.' This rare plant is a shrub 
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with so much the appearance of Viburnum Lantana, our English Wayfaring 
Tree, that unless the flowers were seen, it would be judged a variety. The 
flowers are, however, much larger, more coloured with pink. It is a native of 
the mountains of Kamaon, one of the northern provinces of British India. 
The fruit it produces is eaten in its native country. Viburnum—the Latin 
word vieo signifies to bind with twigs; and hence, they say, comes Viburnum, 
the shoots of which are used as withies. 

6. Oncidium altissimum, Lofty Oncidium. Syn. Epidendrum altissimum, 
Epidendrum gigas. Gynandria, Monandria. Orchidew. One of the most 
gigantic of epiphytes. It is described by Rrcuarp as frequently attaining 
the height of nine feet, with leaves as long, in its native woods in Guiana. 
Mr. Harrison, near Liverpool, has grown a flower-stem upwards of ten feet 
long. The blossoms are beautifully marked with green, yellow, and scarlet, 
but are rather small, little more than one inch across; they are produced 
numerously. The plant is a native of most of the tropical parts of America. 
Many of the Orchideous epiphytes are found to succeed best if tied to short 
pieces of the branches of trees with rugged bark; none succeed better upon 
that plan than the different species of Oncidium; and provided so large a 
plant as the present species, with its long heavy leaves, can be made fast to a 
branch, we have no doubt it will also be found to like that kind of treatment. 
Oncidium, from Ogkidion, a tubercle—two prominences on the lip. 

7. Scottia levis, Smooth-branched. Decandria, Monogynia. Leguminose. 
A third species of the rare genus Scottia. It has been raised by Mr, KNIGHT, 
King’s Road, Chelsea, from seeds gathered on the south coast of New Holland, 
by Mr. Baxter. It is a delicate greenhouse plant, requiring a cool shelf in 
the winter, and abundant ventilation. The foliage is handsome, like some of 

‘the prettiest Cassias. Flowers, yellow. Scottia, in honour of Dr. Scorr, 
Professor of Botany, Dublin. 

Sweet's British Flower Garden. Edited by Davin Don, Esq.; 
Librarian to the Linnean Society. Coloured, 3s. ; plain, 
2s, 3d. 

l. Zappania nodiflora ; var. rosea. | Pink-flowered Knotted Zappania, 
Didynamia, Angiospermia. Verbenacer. Synonyms, Verbena nodiflora 
Sherardia repens nodiflora. This plant was introduced from Chile by Mr. 
CuMING, and is grown by Mr. Knicut, King’s Road, Chelsea. Itis peren- 
nial, creeping, forming a close patch, resembling a good deal in habit Vero: 
nica officinalis. When in flower it hasavery pretty etfect, being then adorned 
with innumerable heads of pink blossoms, marked with a yellow spot. It is 
tolerably hardy and highly ornamental, whether kept in a pot or planted in a 
rock work. Culture: a mixture of sandy peat and loam will be found to suit 
it well; it is easily increased by slips, for almost every branch is supplied with 
roots. Zappania, so named by Scoponia, after Paut ANTHONY Zappa, an 
[talian botanist. ; 

2. Fabajo major, Greater Bean Caper. Decandria, Monogynia. Zygo- 
phyllew. Syn. Zygophyllum Fabago, Fabago Belgarum, Capparis Fabaginea, 
C. portulacea folia, C. leguminose, Telephium Dioscoridis. This is an old 
inhabitant of our gardens, viz. from 1596, but still uncommon. It is a per. 
ennial plant, quite hardy, growing four feet high. Flowers: drooping, nu- 
merous, whitish and saffron; they are curious and pretty. Culture: it de- 
lights in a gravelly loam; increased by division and seeds. Fabago, from 
pepe, a bean—meaning a plant resembling a bean, which this does in its 
eaves. 
3. Calceolaria arachnoidea ; var. refulgens. Refulgent Slipperwort. Dian- 

dria, Monogynia. Scrophularine, ‘Tribe Calceolariex. This very showy 
plant was raised by Mr. GinLen, gardener to Mr. M‘Inrosn, at the East India 
Docks, by cross impregnation with two of the numerous varieties originated 
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between C. arachnoidea and corymbosa. Mr. GILLEN has raised several 
others equally beautiful. The present variety grows about one foot high. 
Flowers: cymose, numerous, of a bright rufous red colour; the inner side 
of the corolia is whitish. It isa valuable addition to this deservedly esteemed 
genus. A light rich soil suits it best; increased by slips. Calceolaria, from 
Calceolus, a slipper—the form of corolla. 

4. Pericallis Tussilaginis, Coltsfoot leaved Pericallis. Syn. Cineraria Tus- 
silaginis, Senecio Tussilaginis. Syngenesia, Polygamia, Superflua. Compo- 
site. An ornamental plant, native of Teneriffe, whence it was introduced, 
some years ago, by Mr. WeBs. It is usually regarded as an anual, but, if 
kept in the greenhouse during winter, it will survive several years. The stems 
rise about one foot high. The flowers are of a rich lilac on the upper side, 
and whitish beneath, in a numerous corymbose panicle. It is readily increased 
by seeds, and grows freely in any soil. Pericallis, from Perikalles, pretty— 
which alludes to the beautiful ray blossoms. 

The Botanic Garden. Edited by Mr. B. Maunp, F.L.S. Price 

ls. 6d. large; 1s. small, coloured. 

1. Lavatera triloba, Three-lobed Lavatera. Monadelphia, Polyandria. 
Malvacea. A native of Spain, introduced in 1759. It is a hardy perennial, 
growing four feet high, and flowers in July and August. Flowers: rose- 
coloured. This plant will grow well in smoky districts. 'TOURNEFORT, the 
celebrated French botanist, adopted the name of this genus in honour of Dr. 
LavaTErR, of Zurich. 

2. Lupinus ornatus, Adorned Lupine. Monadelphia, Decandria. Legumi- 
nose. This species is a native of Columbia, and was sent by Mr. Douctas 
to the London Horticultural Society. He found it growing abundantly in the 
vicinity of the river Columbia, in gravelly or light dry soils. He considered 
it one of the finest species. Flowers, sky-blue; leaves, silvery. [It is not 
equal to the polyphyllus, and many others.—ConDuctor.| The Lupinus 
ornatus does not increase much at the root, but it is readily increased by seeds. 
Lupinus, from Lupus, a wolf, 

3. Pyrethrum uliginosum, Marsh Feverfew. Syngenesia, Superflua. Com- 
posite. A native of Hungary, growing three feet high, blooming from July 
to September. Flowers, white. The plant is perennial, and was introduced 
into this country in 1816, It spreads freely by underground shoots, and is 
readily increased. Pyrethrum, from Pyr, fire—in allusion to the hot tasted 
root. 

4. Linaria triornithophora, Three Birds Bearing Toad-Flax. Didynamia, 
Angiospermia. Scrophularine. This plant has been long grown in this 
country, butis still rare. It is a native of Portugal, introduced here in 1710. 
It isa perennial plant, growing from two to three feet high, blooming from 
July to September. Flowers, of a crimson red, with a yellow mouth. Cul- 
ture: in the latter part of summer, from its fibrous roots, a foot or more from 
the parent, spring up small young plants; these should be transplanted, or 
potted, to have protection in very severe weather, and in April be turned out 
into the borders. The term Linaria is deduced from Linum, just as Toad-flax 
is from Flax; triornithophora, from ¢treis, three—ornithos, of a bird—and 
phora, carrying or bearing. 

On the Culture of Cape Heaths. 

(CONCLUDED FROM PAGE 15.) 

“ The soil most suitable for the cultivation of Cape Heaths, consists of a 
black sandy peat, that is naturally intermixed with about one-fourth of white 
sandy particles, which is frequently found on commons, where the common 
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Heath or Ling is growing; the top spit of which should not be taken off deeper 
than the soil appears of a free silicioustexture. The turfy or sandy surface 
should be all carted along with it to the compost yard, and thrown up ina 
heap, to decompose and pulverize for two or three months—when the soil will 
be fit for use. The plants that have overgrown their pots, may be shifted into 
larger ones, any time from February to August, or otherwise, after they have 
done flowering, or previous to their coming into flower. If the operation be 
carefully performed, it is immaterial at what particular season. The balls of 
mould should not be reduced, and as few of the roots injured by it as possi- 
ble, observing only to loosen the small fibres at the bottom and sides of the 
pots, which will induce them fo strike freer into the fresh soil. There should, 
also, be plenty of drainage placed in the bottom of the pots, in order to carry 
off any superfluous moisture; and over the drainage a layer of the fibrous 
particles, sifted out of the soil, should be placed, which will also facilitate the 
carrying off the superabundant water. 

“ Mr. M‘Nas, in his valuable treatise on the General Treatment of the 
Cape Heaths, recommends to be mixed along with the soil, ‘a quantity of 
coarse free-stone, broken into pieces, from an inch to four or five inches in 
diameter; of those | always introduce a quantity among the fresh earth, as it 
is putin. This! consider of great advantage to all sorts of Heaths; but more 
particularly so to those that may have been shifted into a much larger pot or 
tub at once, than it had been grown in before, or in what | would call biennial, 
or triennial shifting.’ 
“The Heathery should have large portions of air admitted daily, to be only 

excluded in severe frosty weather, when the plants will require to be kept 
rather in a dry state, and but small portions of water given at once; they 
should be looked over daily, in case any of them are getting too dry, when a 
little water will be necessary. In mild weather, they will require to be more 
liberally supplied, and should have occasional syringings over their foliage ; 
and as the season advances, this element must be more bountifully supplied, 
particularly in dry hot weather, when they should be syringed over head in 
the mornings and evenings, as well as large portions given at the roots. 

“About the latter end of May, or beginning of June, the plants may be 
turned out of doors, and placed in a situation where they can have the benefit 
of the morning and evening sun, but sheltered from the westerly winds, and 
scorching effects of the sun’s rays, in the middle of the day; and arranged so 
as that a free circulation of air can readily pass amongst the whole collection, 
which will prevent their being drawn up in a weak or languid state, as is the 
case when crowded. ‘lhe scarcer, and more delicate growing sorts, should be 
placed in a pit or frame, where they can also be shaded from the mid-day 
sun (by throwing a thin mat over the frame), and protected from heavy rains. 
If the autumn months are at all favourable, the plants may be left out of 
doors, until the middle or latter end of October, when they should be all 
cleaned and replaced in the Heath-house; but if the season is wet, they will 
require to be taken into the house earlier, in order that they may be protected 
from the heavy rains, which would saturate the soil about their roots, and be 
injurious to the plants. When the Heaths are taken into the Heathery or 
greenhouse, they should have as large a portion of air given to them as the 
house will admit of, both night and day, which should never be excluded, 
except in frosty or cold weather, when the Heathery should be shut up at 
night, but re-opened, if only for a couple of hours in the middle of the day.” 
—Hortus Woburnensis. 

On the Chemical Changes of the Sap of Trees. 

The most important information which you will, I think, be able to give to 
the modern gardener, respects the chemical changes which take place in the 
sap of trees, and the motions of the sap at different periods of the year. 
That it descends in our frees through the bark (1 exclude the Palm tribe 
generally) from the leaves, cannot be questioned, or that it ascends through 

Vor. II. K 
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the alburnam into the leaf; but that a portion of the fluid, which has become 
true sap in the leaves, passes from the bark into the alburnam, and there 
joins the ascending current, and feeds the young shoots and leaves, is not 
generally understood by gardeners; nor that the fruit is fed by similar means ; 
nor that the sap is deposited in the alburnam, to afford materials for leaves, 
or to feed the blossoms and young fruit of the succeeding spring. The coa- 
gulum which gives the matter of the new layer of bark in the spring is 
derived from the same source, though the arrangement of the vessels and 
fibrous texture of the bark is given by the fluid which descends by the bark.— 
T. A. Knigut, Ese.—Gardener’s Magazine. 

Evil Effects of Exposing Greenhouse Plants to the Open Air of 

Great Britain, §c. 

The practice of turning greenhouse plants out of doors in summer may be 
necessary under particular circumstances, and with regard to certain species 
of plants; but, in cases where greenhouses are properly constructed, and 
solely devoted to the cultivation of plants, these will generally be found to be 
injured, rather than benefitted, by this treatment, particularly when turned 
ont early in the season. Were it possible to manage greenhouse plants during 
the winter as it could be wished, and as they require, exposing them to the 
open air in summer would no doubt be highly beneficial to them; but in 
winter, fire heat being applied, a considerable degree of excitement is induced, 
and, before the season has arrived at which they can be safely exposed to the 
open air, they are all, or nearly all, in astate of vigorous growth. When at 
once removed to their summer quarters, the temperature at night is often 
so low that a complete check is given to the growth of the plants, from 
which they seldom recover till towards the approach of autumn; but, be- 
coming inured to the open-air climate, they again make an effort to grow. 
From the gross habit which they have, however, now acquired, together with 
the lateness of the season, the shoots are seldom well matured, and the plants 
are unable to resist the effects of frost, mildew, damp, &c., by whieh green- 
house plants are liable to be injured. But when plants are retained under 
glass during summer, both first and second growths are ripened sufficiently 
early in the autumn; and unless very improper excitement be applied, they 
will remain in a state of comparative rest till the following spring, when their 
flowers will be both more perfect, and much more abundant, than such plants 
will produce as may have stood out the preceding summer. 

In keeping them in the greenhouse, I do not recommend the plants to be 
kept crowded together the whole of summer. Duplicates, and the hardier 
kinds, may very properly be removed out of doors. During summer all pos- 
sible air should be given day and night, except during long-continued rain, 
and the plants occasionally be syringed overhead with water, which may be 
done beneficially any hour of the day. I mention this, from having been 
myself sometimes cautioned never to wet the leaves of plants when the sun 
was shining upon them. When the roots of plants thus exposed to the sun 
can be preserved in a tolerably cool and moist state, their tops will not only 
bear the sun, but his full influence is indispensible to their health and vigour, 
and the full developement of their flowers. 

Orange trees, Camellias, &e., are liable to have their foliage injured by the 
sun, but this injufy would seldom accrue to them were they retained in the 
house both summer and winter, and kept cool during the latter season, not 
applying fire heat till the temperature indicated three or four degrees of frost. 
—R. Marnock,—Zbid. 

Method of Transplanting. 
Small plants may be very neatly and safely transplanted from the borders, 

— 
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by making narrow trenches round them, and filling such trenches with plaster 

of Paris, mixed with water to the consistence of a thick cream. This quickly 

becomes hard, and forms a pot, by which the plant may be taken up without 

disturbing its roots. With a little ingenuity, the soil and roots may be so 

encompassed, with the same material, as to greatly facilitate the safe removal 

of a choice plant to any reasonable distance.—Maund’s Botanic Garden. 

To destroy Ants. 

The most effectual method of destroying ants that we have ever tried, is 

the use of the following mixture -—Take equal quantities of loaf sugar, 

arsenic, and finely powdered dried bread; rub them together in a mortar, till 

they are very well mixed. This should be kept ina bottle, in readiness for 

laying small quantities near their haunts. Great care is requisite in the use 

of this mixture, for it is injurious to vegetable as well as animal life.—Jbid. 

Conditions favourable to the Growth and Flowering of the Rho- 

dodendron. 

I am led to infer (observes the author) that, in all sheltered situations, 

where a moderate degree of shade is afforded, and where the soil is of a light 

sandy nature, the Rhododendron will grow and flower well, without any peat 

earth whatever; provided the ground is properly prepared, by trenching and 

breaking the surface, so that all the grass and vegetable matter be properly 

mixed. 1 deprecate the too general practise of pitting and planting without 

the ground being previously well trenched. It may be proper to. state, that 

the Rhododendron is to be seen growing here very luxuriantly, in banks of 

very strong clay; in this case, after the ground had been well trenched and 

broken, I had pits made according to the size of the plants, and a portion of 

peat earth placed under and around each plant (say one or two barrow fuls, ac- 

cording to the size of the plants). Notwithstanding my having filled the pits 

with peat earth, I am satisfied that Rhododendrons, and other American 

plants of the same tribe, usually grown in peat, will grow and thrive even in 

clay, and perfectly well in loam, if it be trenched, and a portion of Jeaf- 

mould and of the serapings of roads be mixed with it; the plants being 

planted in the neighbourhood of large trees, so as to be benefitted by their 

shade. I have planted American shrubs with success at allseasons, but prefer 

from the second week in August to the end of December; always taking ad- 

vantage of a mild day, and always giving, after the planting, a good supply 

of water. 1 would add, thut the same treatment that I have recommended 

for Rhododendrons is here applied to Kalmias, Azaleas, Andromedas, Vacci- 

niums, and Cistuses—and to all with an equally satisfactory result. 

{ would recommend all who may wish to cultivate the Rhododendron pon- 

ticum extensively, to provide their stock of plants by raising them from seeds. 

The mode is a cheap one: and, besides the number of the plants which may 

be obtained by it, a considerable variety of kinds is acquired. In those which 

I have reared, the variety is almost endless, as to the shape, size, and colour. 

The seeds should be sown in February, upon a gentle hot-bed.—Joun Gow, 

Gardener's Magazine. 
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PART III. 

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE. 

QUERIES. 

Own Dryine Frowers.—I am very desirous of knowing how to dry flowers, 
as [am making a collection of Pansies, and wish, instead of drawing them, 
to have a dried specimen of each, that] may not get the same plant twice 
over. I find it difficult to get them to retain their colour—that is to say, the 
blues and purples. If in an early Number you can give me any information 
on this subject, I shall feel obliged. Pansy (2nd.) 

On Potsonous Prants.—I should, and doubt not many other cultivators 
of flowers, who like me have young families, would also, be much obliged to 
any of your Botanical correspondents who would give a few remarks by which 
they might be guided in distinguishing plants possessing poisonous qualities. 
Is it found that the generality of the plants, in any division of the Linnean 
or natural systems, are poisonous or otherwise? Which of the florists’ fowers 
or common greenhouse plants are poisonous? And above all, what is the best 
antidote for vegetable poisons, and how and in what quantities should it be 
used !—I find much difficulty in preventing my little ones from picking and 
tasting leaves of any plants within reach, and [ hope some medical amateur 
of the science will relieve me from my consequent dilemma. 

Jan. 9th, 1834. X. Z. 

On Curtivatine Epacris GRANDIFLORA, &c.—I should be happy if any 
of your numerous readers would furnish me with an account of the means of 
cultivating the Epacris grandiflora and Corroea speciosa; also the various 
species of CEnothera. ALBERT PHILLIPS. 

Jan. 15th, 1834. 

On Fucusras as BoRDER Pants, &c.—Will all kinds of Fuchsias flourish 
under the same mode of treatment as thatadopted by Mr. SHARMAN in respect 
to the F. gracilis, viz. cutting them down every autumn and leaving the roots 
in the common ground, with only a covering of leaf-mould through the 
winter? The sorts I cultivate, besides the Gracilis, are the virgata, micro- 
phylia, elegans, globosa, and bacillaris. Also, will the Double Yellow Rose- 
Tree flower and flourish in the neighbourhood of Sheffield, in tbe open ground ? 
My garden receives all the sun till about one o’clock in the afternoon, and the 
soil is chiefly composed of leaf-mould, decayed wood, &c. An answer to the 
foregoing questions, in an early Number of your very cheap, useful, and 
interesting publication, will greatly oblige 

A CONSTANT SUBSCRIBER. 

ON THE SITUATION OF A GREENHOUSE, &c.—The Floricultural Cabinet 
has been a favorite with me from its commencement: it is exactly the sort of 
book for a practical gardener, and also for the many who like myself are fond 
of flowers, and employ their leisure hours in cultivating the little spot of 
ground at the back of their houses in “ the pent-up city,” which they dignify 
by the name of a garden! I have Loupon, and Maunp, and Curtis, and 
Sowersy, and WiTHERING; and when one of my favorites looks sickly, I 
turn over their pages to ascertain the nature of the disease, whether it is owing 
to soil or situation—to too much or too little rain or sunshine; and after all, 
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I can gather from their voluminous pages but small satisfactory information 

upon the simple, every-day points on which I seek it. I find readily enough 

its class, and order, and genera, and species; that it isa native of such a 

climate, and was introduced into this country by so and so. I attend mi- 

nutely to the instructions under the head of “Cultivation”; nevertheless my 

fragrant favorite gets worse and worse, and ultimately dies, In what particular 

have l erred? If Curtis, or Loupon, or MAunp were at my elbow indeed, 

all would be right; but as it is, my care and attention are thrown away. Now 

in your little book I find perhaps the mode of treatment which this very 

flower requires, minutely detailed by practical men; or if not, 1 have nothing 

more to do than sit down and state my Botanical case, and some one or other 

of your well-informed correspondents solves my difficulty of years’ standing, 

in the next or some subsequent Number of the Floricultural Cabinet. 

I have it in contemplation to erect a greenhouse; but if I do, from the 

nature of my confined situation, I must place it where the plants will have 

but little sun. 1 propose to carry a flue round it, and I shall feel particularly 

obliged to some of your numerous correspondents if they will inform me 

whether, in such a situation, artificial heat will so far answer my purpose as 

to ensure me a reasonable prospect of success in rearing and preserving Gera- 

niums, Myrtles, &c. &e. 
A LovEeR OF FLOWERS. 

P.S. The plan of your correspondent (announced in your July Number) 

for rearing bog plants upon roofs and balconies, was to me worth the price of 

the volume: so precious is space to me in my miniature garden. I shall 

certainly try it. 

On FLOWERING PeLarconiuMs IN W INTER.—I shall feel greatly obliged 

if you, or any of your correspondents, would take the trouble to inform me, 

through the medium of your Magazine, how to flower Pelargoniums (Gera. 

niums) in winter. 
JeTs 

January 25th, 1834. 

On Cuimpinc Roses.—Would you oblige me, as doubtless it would oblige 

many others also, by giving in the next Number of your excellent little Cabinet 

a list of a few of such running Roses as are best adapted for covering trellis- 

work, &c., and will succeed each other in their time of blossoming ? Several 

of the cottages of my poor have been recently repaired, and ornamented with 

rustic porches; and I am anxious to supply them with Roses which are of a 

hardy nature, and will grow and flower freely. 

Jan. 20th, 1834. A Country CLERGYMAN. 

[The following kinds of Climbing Roses are of quick growth, hardy, and 

handsome flowering; and may be had at most of the public nurseries :~- 

Double White Ayrshire, Yellow Ayrshire, Bengal florida plena, Bour- 

soulti rubra, Boursoult alba, Hermite de grand VaJ, Incarnata scandens, 

Knighti scandens pallida, Moschata scandens, Scandens Caroliniensis, 

Sempervirens Double, Seven Sisters Rose, Roxburghii alba, Hyacinthina 

rubra, Grevillii rubra, Russelliana rubra pallida, Banksia lutea, Banksia 

alba, Multiflora alba, Multiflora rubra. —ConDvcrTor. | 

Ow Douste Waite AvyEeMONE, &c.—Can any of your numerous corre- 

spondents inform me where I can purchase the Double White Anemone, and 

the Trillium sessile? J. MILES. 

Ow tux Cucrure or Sepoms.—I should be obliged by information on 

the culture and mode of flowering the genus Sedum in pots. 1 have fifteen 

species, not one of which has yet flowered with me. SNOWDROP. 

On Sous, &c.—The greatest praise is due to you for being the originator 

and conductor of The Floricultural Cabinet and The Gardener and Forester’s 

Record, especially for being careful, when describing new plants, to give the 

synonymous names, where such exist; this is of great service to Gardeners 

as far asl am able to judge; and it is the opinion of other Gardeners, it 
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would be better to incorporate the two works into one, and would answer the 
purpose better, as the separation impedes the sale of the works. You have 
promised us a list and description of the varieties of Camellia Japonica ; it 
has not yet appeared.—[ We had it promised us, but it has not yet come to 
hand.—Conp. |—In respect to InNovaToR on the Pin¥, as far as any one is 
concerned by being troubled with earth worms, I perfectly agree with his mode 
of preventing their injurious effects, having successfully adopted the plan.— 
I wish to know from you the method of placing a piece of window glass over 
a pot of heath cuttings, &c. as given in the Ist Vol., page 19; does it consist 
of one piece placed on the top of the pot,—[it does—Conp. |—or of five pieces 
formed so as to bring them similar in shape to a hand glass in miniature? 
An early answer will oblige. : 

I wish to know of Mr. Hoce, what he means by maiden earth ; does he in 
every instance, where he has occasion to mention it in his Treatise on Florist 
Flowers, mean maiden loam, or the top spit of a loamy pasture field? I 
consider maiden earth an indefinite term, as there is maiden loam, maiden 
peat, maiden wood-earth, and a variety of other maiden soils of tints, tex- 
tures, complexions. &c. A WELL WISHER TO YOUR MAGAZINES. 

Dec. 6th, 1833. 

ANSWERS. 

CULTURE OF THE ANEMONE.—In reply to B. C. L.’s inquiry concerning 
the culture of the Anemone, I beg leave to inform him, through your Cabinet, 
the method I have adopted for the last twenty years. Take two parts of rich 
meadow trenching earth, sward and all, and one of rotten dung from an old 
cucumber bed; let it be turned four or five times, to sweeten and pulverise it; 
then take as much as will be sufficient to make the bed from two and a half 
to three feet deep ; after letting it stay two or three weeks to settle, rake the 
surface of the bed even, and the last week in November, or the first in De- 
cember, plant your roots: take a planting-board, as described in Vol. J. p. 82 of 
the Cabinet; make your holes, and putin your roots with the crowns upward, 
and cover them with the same compost. I prefer planting with the board 
and dibble, because the roots are then all one depth in the ground, and they 
come up all at the same time. As to planting Anemones in the month of 
March, as is the practice of some, J am confident they never can get a general 
good bloom, neither will they have an increase of roots. 

JaMES MILEs. 
Hilperton, near Trowbridge, Jan. 15th, 1834. 

On THE Bicnonta, &c.—A correspondent, at page 21, requests information 
how to propagate the Bignonia. I have a large plant thirty feet high, which 
sends out a sufficient quantity of suckers to supply all the increase that I 
need; but I have propagated from ripened cuttings, and from pieces of the 
roots. A neighbour of mine propagates it from layers, each shoot flowering 
in about two years. I have raised it from seed that was sent me from Ame- 
rica. AN ARDENT AMATEUR. 

On Pinks, &c.—I expected nothing more would have been said respecting 
my mode of growing Pinks, after the authority 1 adduced in proof of others 
producing them as large, or larger, than myself; but I find myself beset by 
two more two-inch growers—one, Mr. Wicc, who declares his maximum 
standard to be two inches, and that he won the first prize with these THINGS ; 
this is really a disgrace upon the Florists of the neighbourhood if there were 
any competitors. It is well known that twenty years ago, 25 inches was the 
minimum standard. Is this not retrograding with a vengeance, when every 
branch of Floriculture is making such rapid strides in advance? Mr. W1Ge 
asks for my plan: I refer him to your First Volume, September Number, page 
146, which, if fully acted upon, will amply repay him, particularly if he at- 
tends to the manner of preparing the pipings. I am the more anxious to im- 
press this upon his mind as he will in the course of three or four years find 
every laced flower come perfect, instead of half the petals plain, which is the 
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ease with half the beds Isee. This defect arises entirely from neglect in this 
matter. I received a plant of Lady Wharncliffe Pink a day or two back ; it 
had a shank under ground of near four inches in length. It is impossible for 
Pinks to thrive and grow lucuriantly when propagated in this careless way. 
This piping must have been cut at least at the sixth joint. It is well known, 
that fruit trees plunged in the ground in this way, never thrive; and why 
should Pinks? Carnations will not submit to it. If I were to reply to B. M., 
I am fearful my observations would be beyond his comprehension; I shall, 
therefore, defer it till his asswres that he has, with the assistance of one of his 
brothers in intellect (one of which adorns most parishes,) solved the enigma 
quoted at the latter part of his Query. 

February 13th, 1834. Innovator. 

REFERENCE TO PLATE, 

1. Emily Tulip—This very fine Bybloemen Tulip was raised from seed, 

by the late Mr. Ciarkx, of Croydon, in Surrey : it broke and became variegated 

in the garden of Mr. Hoce, Florist, Paddington, near London. It is finely 

feathered, and slightly lined with a violet colour, Mr. CLarx’s breeders, 

which are held in the highest estimation by the London Florists, have pro- 

duced some of the finest varieties of Bybloemen, Bizard, and Rose-coloured 

Tulips that are in cultivation. 

2. Cornus capitata.—Tetrandria, Monogynia. Corner. Synonym. Ben- 

thamia fragifera—We are at a loss for words calculated to give expression to 

our admiration of this most truly splendid evergreen shrub. Seeds of it were 

sent by Sir ANTHONY BuLLeER, during his residing in the East Indies, to his 

relative, J. H. TremMayne, Esq., Heligan, in Cornwall, in whose garden the 

plant was raised by the very worthy gardener, Mr. Roperts, who has had the 

honour and pleasure of raising, flowering, and fruiting, for the first time in 

Europe, this unrivalled hardy shrub. The fruit in the figure is from the finest 

on the branch sent us. The flowers are terminal, and surrounded by an in- 

volucre two inches across, of four yellowish parts resembling petals. The real 

flowers are of a whitish green, small. The profusion of both parts, in the 

heads of flowers, render them very showy. The flowers are succeeded by a 

profusion of splendid fruit, which from their weight, are somewhat pendulous: 

the appearance during autumn and winter must form a most delightful ob- 

ject. The flesh is rather insipid and slightly bitter to the taste, but some- 

what agreeable. It is of a yellow colour inside. The plant was raised in 

1825, and has been planted out in the open air; it has not required even the 

slightest protection during winter. It is growing in a strong soil. The bush 

is now seventeen feet high, and spreads proportionably. It is readily increased 
by seeds, layers, or cuttings struck under a hand-glass, using a loamy soil. 

Dr. Wattion has twice published this plant by the name Cornus capitata, as 

this was its first title sent to this country ; we have retained it for the present, 

not having yet seen any just reasons forchanging. Dr. LinpLEy remarks, 

that it differs essentially from Cornus, both in flowerand fruit. During the 

coming svasov perhaps the matter may be set at rest. 
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FLORICULTURAL CALENDAR FOR MARCH. 

Prant Stove.—Many kinds of stove plants will now approach their flower- 
ing season ; they will therefore require an increase of heat, keeping the house 
at 85 degrees by day, and 75 by night. For watering and cleanliness, see 
directions in February Calendar. Cuttings of many kinds of stove plants 
may now be taken off and struck in moist heat, using sand, or very sandy 
loam, to strike in. [Am Article on propagating Exotics is now in preparation, 
and will appear soon. | 

GREENHOUSE.—Admit air as much as possible every mild day, this being ' 
most essential to the health of the plants, and to their flowering satisfactorily. 
If this is not attended to, the plants will not only be drawn up, but be infested 
with insects. As the new shoots are now beginning to push, if air is not given 
as directed, they will become weakly, unsightly, and leafless, and the flower- 
buds will eventually drop off; to prevent which, also, protect in inclement 
weather. Look over the tubs and pots every day, and attend most strictly to 
watering; never allow a plant to flag, nor give it water till the soil appears 
dry. For cleanliness, &c., see February Calendar. The plants, in general, 
should now, if not done last month, have some fresh soil given to the tops of 
the pots, tubs, &c. This will add to the vigour of the plants, as well as give 
a neat appearance. Use the proper soil or compost to each respective plant. 
Do not raise the soil so high, as that the pot will not hold a proper quantity 
of water, or be liable to be washed over. Sow seeds of greenhouse plants, 
annuals, biennials, perennials, &c., in pots, using suitable compost for each 
kind. Let the soil be fine to sow the seeds upon, and also for covering with. 
Press it gently close at the surface. Raise the plants in moist heat, and when 
up admit plenty of air, or remove the pots to the stove, and finally to the 
greenhouse. Propagate plants by cuttings, layers, inarching, &e. 

FLOWER GAaRDEN.—Sow tender and half-hardy annual seeds—(see lists, 
Vol. I., page 21); the tender kinds in pots, using light rich soil, very fine at 
top, and placing the pots in a hotbed frame; the half-hardy ones may be 
sown on a slight hotbed, in drills, or thinly broadcast. Those tender kinds 
sown last month may be potted off into small thumb pots, or be pricked ont 
on a well-prepared slight hotbed. Sow hardy annual seeds on patches or beds 
as required (see Vol. I., page 43); any desirable kind may be sown in pots. 
Remove all dead leaves, &c. from tender perennials potted last antumn, and 
renew with a little fresh soil. Indian Chrysanthemums struck in boxes or 
pots last autumn should now be potted off. Suckers should be taken off the 
old roots, and potted into small pots. Old roots may be divided. If Auricula 
plants were not dressed in February, it should now be done; and protect from 
excessive wet, cold winds, or frost. Let them have all the mild air that can 
be given, and a gentle shower of rain would benefit them, provided no petals 
have expanded. Never sutfer them to flag. Carnation layers may be planted 
in borders or pots. Sow Carnation seed. Protect Tulip, Hyacinth, Ranun- 
culus, and Anemone beds from cold driving winds, rain, &e. Finish planting 
any of these kinds of roots designed for late flowering. Tuberoses should be 
planted in pots, or in beds in a warm situation, using a rich soil; those in 
pots should be forced ina frame or hothouse for a few weeks. Sow seeds, 
plant roots, &c. of Dahlias (see Vol. I., pages 3, 23, 32.) Divide perennial 
roots, ke. Lobelias, Tigredias, &e. (see page 48.) 

SHRUBBERY.—Flowering shrubs may be divided and replanted. Fver- 
greens may be successfully planted. Rose trees should be immediately planted, 
or they will not bloom well this year. Box edging should be planted, also 
Thrift, Double Daisy, and London Pride edgings. 

F.:F..A. 
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FLORICULTURAL CABINET, 

APRIL Isr, 1834. 

PART I. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

ARTICLE I.—On the Culture of the Tulip. By W. 
J.P. 

I hailed the appearance of the first Number of the Floricultural 

Cabinet, and Florist's Magazine, with an unusual degree of satis- 

faction, impressed as I was with the idea of the necessity of a 

publication exclusively treating upon the subject of Floriculture, 

embraeing at once a fair and free discussion, and combining the 

very important advantage of a price placing it within the conveni- 

ence of a numerous class of individuals to obtain it regularly. I 

have anxiously and attentively perused, and watched the rise and 

progress of the Cabinet, and my impartial conclusion is, (leaving 

altogether out of the question its present extensive circulation,) 

that its merits will entitle it to the highest public estimation, and 

be really calculated to produce the most beneficial results to the 

general interests of Floriculture, add a zest to the exertions of the 

amateur florist, and crown with éclat the pursuit of that most 

enchanting recreation. 

As 1 emerged from the dawn of my admiration for flowers, the 

Tulip formed a prominent feature, and each successive bloom 

strengthened and confirmed my devotion to the cultivation of that 

lovely flower, not forgetting or neglecting the Carnation, Pink, 

Ranunculus, Auricula, &c., which may justly rank among the 

“beauties of the creation.” 

Vor, II. L 
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I have hitherto been tenacious to intrude myself upon public 

notice, but as the Cabinet is now in the twelfth month of its 

existence, and numerous Queries have been made upon the sub- 

ject of the Tulip, and but one Article (Vol. I. page 149) has 

appeared, and the season approaching which will so sensibly 

invite the attention of the bloomers of this delightful and graceful 

flower, I am induced to make the following detailed observations 

en its culture, conceiving that itmay be instructive and accept- 

able to a portion of your readers, some of whom, who ardently. 

admire the flower, are doubtlessly wholly or nearly unacquainted 

with the general treatment and nature of the plant, and desirous 

of obtaining information on the subject. To such I address my 

remarks, trusting that the service it may render to some will be a 

sufficient apology for the space I occupy in your pages ; the more 

so, as I observe that a few other subjects have been treated on as 

fully in the Cabinet, and feeling, as I do, a lively interest in the 

success and gratification of my brother florist. 

Soil.—The standard of soil for the Tulip should indisputably be 

a strong, rich yellow loam, laid epen and exposed, previous to 

using, to the action of sun and air, for at least one winter and one 

summer, turned over every few weeks, by which means it becomes 

thoroughly decomposed and divested of all acrid and rank quali- 

ties, and in a state congenial to the natural order of the vegetation 

of the plant. 

Manure.—There is upon this point some little difference of 

opinion, even amongst the oldest and most scientific growers of 

the present day ; but it is, I believe, admitted by a very eonsider- 

able majority of the most inveterate fanciers, that the intermixture 

of manure upon the undermentioned principle is decidedly bene- 

ficial, and is acted upon with the utmost success. It should be 

equal proportions of horse and cow dung, laid up in a heap for at 

least eighteen months, turned about once a month, but in frosty 

weather more frequently, in order to allow the frost well to pene- 

trate it, as it must not on any account be applied to the Tulip bed 

until it has become completely pulverised, and formed positively 

into a substance as fine as mould, when it is entirely freed from 

every pernicious or injurious property, and the existence of insects 

is nearly or wholly annihilated. Then the application of one- 

third part of such manure to two-third parts of loam as above 
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described, will—I speak from the most certain results ‘ef experi- 

ence and adoption—be found highly beneficial in producing a fine 

fuli green foliage, a strong upright stem, and a vigorous and per- 

fect bleom. 

The Bed—Should be about 4 feet wide, of a length proportionate 

to the quantity required to be planted, varying from 12 to 50 feet 

in length, planting seven in a row, the outer root to be about 3 

inches from the edge. The box, as it is termed, to be composed 

of strong wood, not less than one inch and a quarter thick, and 

raised 10 or 12 inches from the surface of the ground, below which 

the soil should be completely removed for at least one foot, filling 

up about one-half of the space so dug out with some rather large 

cinder ashes, or clinkers, or brick rubbish, or any substance which 

will not adhere closely, in order to admit of a good drainage under 

the bed; then over that fill up the remaining space upon a level 

with the regular surface, or bottom edge of the boarding or box of 

the bed, with a good dry, mellow loam which has been exposed 

some months to the air ; and then proceed to fill the box with the 

composition above described, it being first well mixed and united 

together, to within about an inch of the edge on each side, and 

raised gradually from each side towards the centre, so that the 

middle row will be some inches higher in the ground than the 

outside rows, although planted the same depth, being careful to 

plant the largest and tallest growing roots in the centre, and the 

uext size in proportion in each of the other three rows, the small- 

est, or shortest, being outside. Round my bed, when thus arranged, 

I put a neat, lightly constructed, open green fence, made of one- 

foot single laths not too close together, and painted green, so that 

it stands just one foot high above the upper edge of the box of the 

bed, gives a neat, finished, and ornamental appearance to the bed, 

and forms a material protection to the growth and bloom of the 
plants. Where the Tulip stage is then erected over, and properly 

covered in the blooming season, the bed assumes a regular and 

handsome appearance, and forms no inconsiderable scene of at- 

‘traction. 

Planting.—The time to be selected for this purpose is from the 
Jatter end of October to about the 12th of November, choosing 

during that period the most open, dry weather, as that description 

of soil which is used for the growth of the Tulip canuot be dis- 
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turbed with facility except when at least moderately, if not nearly, 

dry ; independent of which, it must be found most inconvenient 

to plant (as very many persons do) a bed of several hundred roots 

in wet, heavy weather. I judge it, therefore, of much advantage 

to avail myself of the earliest time above stated, if the weather be 

fine. 

Dibble, or Dibber, as it is termed.—The best that I have ever 

seen or heard of is one which I and several friends make use of, 

which is madeof block tin, about 6 inches in depth, 3 inches in 

diameter across the top, narrowing to the bottom to about 2 inches, 

with a mark or piece of solder outside 4 inches upwards from the 

bottom. This has a strong handle projecting ever the ‘top, suffi- 

ciently circular and large to be convenient to the hand, and each 

extremity soldered well on the outside, near the top or upper rim 

of the dibble. The material advantage derivable from this dibble 

is at once explained, and easily and quickly comprehended, inas- 

much as by this method the bed (being well settled and sprepared 

for planting, and marked out for the number ef rows intended) is 

not at all compressed and disturbed, because by gently pressing 

and turning this dibble round until the mark above described 

reaches the surface of the bed, every hole is made the precise and 

equal depth (4 inches) throughout the bed, sufficiently large at 

top to admit of the hand to place the root regularly at the bottom ; 

the dibble, as described, being smaller at bettom than top, retains 

the earth, which is quickly turned out into large garden-pots, or 

-on a bed or border close at hand, and then afterwards the roots, 

when in, can be covered, and ‘the holes filled with the same soil as 

was taken out, raking the bed over lightly and regularly witha 

fine rake or spade, to settle the earth firmly and properly. This 

is, by all who have seen and used it, admitted to be the most per- 

fect and convenient system. It is also an additional advantage to 

dib the holes a week previous to planting, by which means the soil 

is well exposed and sweetened, and the bulbs are afterwards less 

liable to the attack of insects. Previous to putting in the roots, 

it is a great advantage, and universally adopted by those initiated 

in the treatment of Tulips, to put a table-spoonful of “ sharp sand” 

in the hole. This is the surest preventive of the attack of the 

earthworm, or any insect whatever, and preserves many a sickly 

or damaged bulb from rotting. 
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From the time the Tulip is planted until the latter end of March, 

or beginning of April, little or no attention is required, where the 

bed is constructed on the principle above described; but at that 

time, as the buds advance in growth, they are more or less sus- 

ceptible of injury from frost, and particularly a superabundance of 

wet. With a bed of choice Tulips, then, it is highly advisable, 

if not indispenable, that a temporary awning or covering, by means 

of large hoops and canvas, should be thrown occasionally over the 

bed, to protect it, as much as practicable, from heavy rains, hail- 

storms, sharp cutting north-easterly, &c. winds, and the chance of 

sharp frosty nights, which not unfrequently occur at this season. 

There are many beds, however, in which the choicest varieties are 

cultivated, that have no such temporary protection afforded them ; 

but by being properly raised and drained as above described, the 

root is kept in a vigorous, healthy state, and the buds sustain in 

general but little injury from such mischances. 

Bloom.—In the beginning of May, when the buds become 

sufliciently matured, and begin to display their various stripes and 

tints, it is time to prepare to place the upper or main awning over 

the bed, which on a regular stage is so constructed as to admit of 

being drawn up at pleasure by means of a roller with pulleys on 

each slope, so that sun and air can be admitted or excluded as 

occasion requires, without which convenience the bloom can never 
be retained so long or in so much perfection, observing always to 

_ give the advantage, if possible, of very early morning sun, until 
the flowers are ail in full bloom, and by all means the refreshing 
air after sunset, if not too cold; but the flowers to be wholly pro- 

tected from the weather, and particularly the operation of the sun 
and wind, with those exceptions. If the season has been dry, and 

the weather be hot, the plants when in full bloom will probably 
exhibit symptoms of drooping; it will then be necessary to apply 
water moderately and cautiously between the rows, by means of a 
fine rose watering pot. 

When the bloom is completely over, let the covering be wholly 
removed, be the weather what it may, and the plants fully exposed. 
When the foliage and stem have become sufficiently brown and 
withered, which will be about the 25th of June, by which time 

the root matures and becomes in a state of rest, take up the roots 
cautiously with a rounded trowel, strong, being careful not to touch 
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or cut the bulbs ; separate the largest offSets, and place them in a 

dry room or shed, where the air has free access constantly, but 

totally away from the effects of sun or fire. When the bulbs are 

dry and hardened, say in about a week or ten days, place them 

carefully away until the time of replanting. 

The method adopted by many famous Tulip bloomers, who 

have many hundred named roots to take care of, is to have shallow 

boxes or drawers, with divisions or partitions in each, only large 

enough to hold one root in each; they contain seven holes or 

divisions from front to back, and may be made any width that is 

fancied.. These rows are numbered from | progressively, by which 

means the roots are placed in them in that order as they are taken 

from the Tulip bed. The Tulips are of course planted in the 

precise order in which they are arranged and written down by name 

in the Tulip book, and if any mistake or error is discovered in the 

course of the bloom, the book is then corrected. So the roots 

are taken up and disposed in these boxes, by which means 

the book and the boxes agree as to order, and any alteration 

or variation of roots for the subsequent planting can be made at 

pleasure. 

But as this, though a most superior and convenient plan, may 

be found objectionable on the ground of expense and trouble at 

first, (as these boxes or drawers should, to be complete, be fitted 

into a case or frame, after the manner of a chest of drawers, with 

open ribbed sides and back, and kept in an airy, dry room, away 

from sun, and where little or no fire is kept,) the best method that 

I am aware of, in the absence of some such convenience, is to put 

the roots singly in what is termed technically “ small hand” paper, 

one root only in a piece of paper, with the name of the Tulip 

written on it. This is the best paper that can be procured for the 

purpose, being soft and pliable, and not liable to injure the shoots 

of the bulbs previous to planting. 

Offsets—Should be planted about three weeks earlier than the 

parent bulbs, and tolerably close in proportion to their size, with 

a layer of sharp sand under them, and covered about two inches 

with fine sifted soil. 

The whole body of soil for the main bed should be first passed 

through a screen, or coarse sieve. 

1 have never known or heard of Tulips treated somewhat upon 
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the aboye principle, with reasonable attention, that ever suffered 

to any material extent from insects or weather, 

Waid Ps 

New North Road, Jan. 7th, 1834. 

P.S. If acceptable, I shall be happy to forward for insertion. in 

a future Number of the Cabinet, some hints and general remarks 

(the result of ardent and unflinching application) upon the pro- 

pagation, wintering, potting, and blooming of the Carnation, 

Auricula, &c.; and some observations calculated to instruct the 

young florist on the management of perennial and biennial plants 

and tender annuals.—[They will be highly acceptable-—Conp.] 

ARTICLE IIl.—On the Propagation of Annuals, §c. 

by Cuttings. By the Author of the “ Domestic Gar- 

dener’s Manual,’ C.M.H.S. 

An annual plant is supposed by most persons to produce its 

flowers and fruit (the seeds), and then to perish; and it is treated 

accordingly. The seeds are usually sown in the borders during 

the months of March or April, and nine-tenths of the young 

plants perish by grubs and worms, or by the acerbity of the ever-: 

varying season. They who have the good fortune to possess 

some erection where a little extra heat can be furnished, frequently 

produce early plants ; and these are placed in their allotted situ- 

ations by transplanting, and thus fulfil the original intentions of 

the gardener. Things must remain pretty nearly as they have 

always existed ; and as long as underground enemies continue to 
live and propagate, we must be content to submit to losses and 
vexations. ‘There is a way, however,of counterplotting the attacks 
of every common enemy, by striking, during the months of Sep- 
tember and October, such choice annual plants as it is desirable 
to preserve throughout the winter, and to retain for the production 
of seed or of cuttings very early in the ensuing summer. I have 
proved that Balsams can be struck in the autumn, and be:made 
to flower in a short time; the cuttings may be taken off any joint 
just below the leaves, and of any length; they strike almost im- 
mediately in common soil. Balsams, however, can scarcely be 

retained during the winter, owing to the absence of light. Schi- 
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zanthus will strike by cuttings six inches long, and flower. I have 

one by me now, that I caused to take root in August, in loam 

and sandy peat, without the aid of a glass; it produced bloom in 

October and November, but failing to bear seeds, it remains a 

stout and healthy plant, with two branches. Clarkia can be struck 

and preserved, so can Calliopsis (late Coreopsis) of several species. 

I mention a few only of the many beautiful annuals that can thus 

be preserved, even in a well protected cold frame of turf, with a 

good glazed light. The object is not one perhaps of much in- 

terest ; and the subjects themselves do not appear very ornamen- 

tal during the dead months, but they may prove very useful even 

to the gardener ; and to ladies, and to young people of taste, the 

practice of raising, or of trying to raise, plants by this process, a 

fund of rational entertainment, and some instruction, may be 

procured. Of biennial and herbaceous subjects, such as Caleeola- 

ria integrifolia, angustifolia, rugosa,—Salvia of many kinds, Wall- 

flowers, some Stocks, &c. &c., numbers may be struck, and kept 

in health for early transplantation. A cold frame, a green-house, 

or even a sitting-room window, will afford to many plants ample 

protection, which would all be lost unless they were annually 

renewed by seeds. 

The soil for such cuttings may, in general, be good border 

earth, or maiden loam and decayed vegetable matter, blended in 

nearly equal proportions. If single plants be raised, a small pot 

should be filled thus, above a good stratum of drainage, and then 

a hole being made two inches deep in the centre of the mould, 

with a round stick, silver sand, to the depth of half an inch, is te 

be poured into the hole; upon this, place the base of the cutting, 

keep it in the middle of the hole, and fill that up with the same 

sand; shade the plants till they appear to have adapted themselves 

to their situation, and stand firm and erect; or cover them with 

small glasses. In raising a stock of plants, Mr. Mrearn’s method 

may be tried. Put the soil into a broad and rather deep pot, so 

deep only that the cuttings, when planted, shall not quite reach 

its rim ; then make as many holes as there are cuttings—apply 

sand as above directed, and finally, cover the top of the pot with a 

suitable piece of flat glass. A gentle sprinkling may at first be 

given over the surface of the soil, and this should be kept rather 

moist, but not wet; air ought to be freely given when the plants 
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appear firm. As the roots emerge, they readily reach the soil, 

which circumstance I think is more conducive to their safety, than 

the removal would be from a bed of pure sand _ into separate pots 

of soil. If these few loose hints—for such only they are,—lead 

to any enquiry, I shall be happy to furnish every kind of infor- 

mation within my power. Go; Le (By 

January 13, 1834. 

HS 

ARTICLE Il1.— Remarks on Sir J. E. Smith’s Arrange- 

ment of the British Ferns—No. III, By M. 

The genera of Dorsal Ferns, or those which have their fructifi- 

cation on the under side of the leaf or frond, have been founded 

upon different characteristics by different writers. 

Ray, and some other systematic botanists, resorted in the first 

instance to the shape of the frond ; but this is so similar in many 

of the species, that it is useless, alone, as a genuine distinction. 

Liynzus depended upon the shape of the sori, or masses of 

eapsules ; whether round, oblong, linear, &c.. This forms.a much 

better distinction, but still is insufficient. 

Sir J. E. Smiru, who purchased the Herbarium of Liynzus, 

and was thus furnished with a vast collection of specimens of 

Ferns, first suggested an additional principle of arrangement, 

arising from the form and insertion of the membrane which in 

most of the Ferns protects the masses of capsules, and especially 

from the manner in which this cover bursts when the capsules 

become ripe. This is found to afford very certain distinctions ; 

to establish the most natural genera ; and greatly to facilitate their 

investigation. 

The numerous species formerly included in the genus Polypo- 
dium, are by this means divided into three genera—Polypodium, 

Aspidium, and Cystea. 

Polypodium contains four species, which have no cover to the 
masses of capsules, 

Aspidium—Shield Fern, thirteen species ; which have a cover 
nearly orbicular, fixed by the centre, and when ripe separating all 
round. 

Cystea—Bladder Fern. This isa name given by SmrrH toa 
delicate little tribe, distinguished from either of the others by the 

Vox. II. M 
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globular shape of the cover or involucrum, as well as from its 

passing underneath the masses of capsules. It contains only four 

species, which are very similar to each other. 

For the two species of Woodsia—Smirx adopts that name as 

given by Brown,—and in the genera Aspleninm, Scolopendrium, 

Blechnum, Pteris, Adiantum, Trichomanes, and Hymenophyllum, 

SmIrTH agrees with the classification of Liynmus, WILLDENow, &c. 

These genera include all the Dorsal Ferns ; and of those which 

remain, I will only allude to the Osmunda, which well deserves 

its title, “The Flowering Prince of British Ferns.” It is, indeed, 

one of the most curious we possess, for the upper leaflets are gra- 

dually transmuted into dense clusters of capsules, more resembling 

a flower than the usual appearance of Ferns. It is a native of the 

fens and marshy situations, but bears transplantation to drier soils. 

I subjoin a list of the British Ferns, arranged according to 

Smith's English Flora, fourteen of which were found at Matlock 

during the last summer. 

Potypopium, Polypody, 4 species. 
P, vulgare Old walls, trees Common in most places 
P. Phegopterus Mountainous places Rare, Westmoreland 
P. caleareum Do. Matlock 
P. Dryopteris Do. Tintern—Somersetshire—Derbyshire 

Aspipium, Shield Fern, 13 species. 
A. Lonchitis Mountainous places Wales—Scotland 
A. CEropteris Healthy do. North of England—Scotland 
A. Filix mas Hedge banks Common in most parts 
A. cristatum Boggy heaths Norfolk 
A. aculeatum Dry banks Do. 
A. angulare Shady places—By some supposed a variety of the preceding 
A. lobatum Hedge banks Norfolk—N ottinghamsh.—Derbysh. 
A. spinulosum  Marshy places Near Birmingham—Nottinghamsh. 
A. dilatatum Woods Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, &c. 
A. dumetorum Bushy, stony places Do. 
A, Filix Foemina Shady situations Nottinghamshire—general 
A, irriguum Clear springs Tunbridge and South of England 

CystEa, Bladder Fern, 4 species. 
C. fragilis Shady rocks Plentiful in Derbyshire 
C. dentata Clefts of high rocks Seotland—Wales 
C. regia Do. Do. do. 
C. angustata Shady rocks North of England 

ASPLENIUM, Spleenwort, 9 species. 
A. Trichomanes Shady, moist rocks |= Dove-dale—Matlock 
A. viride Rocks Carnarvonshire—Craven—Y ork 
A, marinum Do. Hastings 
A, Septentrionale Do. clefts of North of England 
A. alternifolium Do. do. Scotland—but rare 
A. ruta Muraria Rocks and old walls Common in Derbyshire, &c. 
A, Adiantum nigrum Do, Do. do. 
A. lanceolatum Rocks South of England—Tunbridge 
A. fontanum Very rare 
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ScoLoPENDRIUM, Hart’s Tongue, 2 species. 
S. vulgare Shady banks Common everywhere 
S. Ceterach Rocks and walls Bristol—Claverton 

Biecunvum, Hard Fern, 1 species. 
B. boreale Moist, shady hedge-bottoms Nottinghamshire—Derbyshire 

Preris, Brakes, 2 species. 
P. aquilina Heaths Very general 
P. crispa Mount. situations Westmorelaud—W ales 

ApDIANTUM, Maiden Hair, | species. 
A. Capellus Veneris Moist rocks Rare— ? 

Woopsia, Woodsia, 2 species. 
W. Ilvensis Rocks Wales and North of England 
W.Hyperborea Do. Do. 

TRICHOMANES, British Fern, 1 species. 
T. brevisetum Wet rocks Belbank, near Bingley, Yorkshire 

HyMENOPHYLLuM, Filmy Fern, 1 species. 
H. tunbridgense Amongst moss & rocks Wales—Westmoreland—N. of York. 

Osmunba, Osmund Royal, 1 species. 
O.regalis Bogs Holme Fen—Whittlesea Mere 

BoraycuiuM, Moonwort, 1 species. 
B. Lunaria Mount. pastures Nottinghamshire—Derbyshire 

Orutoctossum, Adder’s Tongue, 1 species. 
O. vulgatum Moist pastures Nottinghamshire 

The four remaining genera, though classed with the Ferns, more 

resemble the Reeds and Mosses; they are— 
Lycoropivm, Club Moss, 6 species. 
Eguise1um, Horse Tail, 7 species. 
Pixurakgia, Pillwort, 1 species, 
Is0ETES, Quillwort, 1 species. 

ARTICLE IV.—On the Cultivation of Chrysanthemum 

Indicum, so as to have fine Flowers upon Dwarf 

Plants. By Mr.Grorce Harrison, Nurseryman, 

Downham, Norfolk. 

The different varieties of Chrysanthemums are highly prized 

by the Chinese, who are supposed to be in possession of upwards 

of fifty varieties. Since their general introduction into England, 

they have added a degree of splendour to our green-houses and 

flower gardens, and that at a season when few other plants are in 

flower. A variety of ways have been tried to produce fine flowers 

upon small plants. I have adopted the following plan for five 

years, and it has enabled me to have an abundance of healthy 

dwarf blooming plants. Three years ago I raised in this manner 

about nine hundred plants, of about thirty-eight varieties; the 

whole I placed upon astage in the greenhouse, and they bloomed 
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in December. Several eminent floriculturists came from town to 

see the plants when in bloom, and they declared that they had not 

seen such a sight before, nor was there any thing likely to compete 

against the display of bloom and plants, in the neighbourhood of 

London. Early in May, a quantity of plants are plunged out in 

the open border, where they are fully exposed to the sun, and 

plentifully supplied with liquid manure, so as to get the shoots 

strong by the middle of September ; the greater part of the shoots 

will have by that time shown flower-buds ; these shoots are bent 

down, and laid into pots called “small forty-eights” ; they very 

soon begin to emit a number of roots at the part laid in the pot. 

As soon as the roots have got a little established, the plants are 

disengaged from the parent; afterwards they are tied up and 

watered, and removed into frames or pits, where they are plenti- 

fully supplied with air and water, so as to enable the plants to 

perfect their flowering. The plants will soon establish themselves, 

and begin to expand their bloom, when they are removed into the 

greenhouse. 

Plants raised in this manner are from a foot to eighteen inches 

high, and clothed with foliage from the pot up to the flowers- 

Should more than six buds be formed on each plant, they are taken 

off; consequently, those remaining attain to a larger size, anda 

superior shape and colour, than plants flowered in the ordinary 

manner. 

The compost I use is a rich yellow loam, with a little peat and 

sand added. 

GEORGE Harrison, 

Downham Nursery, Feb. 14th, 1834. 

ARTICLE V.—On the Culture of Calceolarias as Green- 

house Plants. By Mr. Joun Menzies, Gardener 

to Curist. Rawson, Esq., Hope House, Halifax. 

The numerous species and varieties of the above beautiful tribe 

of plants, with their singularly shaped corollas, almost of every 

colour, render them superior to any other for the decoration of 

the greenhouse during the summer months. In winter, the Cal- 

ceolarias are of course in pots, according ‘to the size of the plants, 
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generally about four inches diameter at top. Early in February 

I pot them in a size larger, in a compost of equal parts of sandy 

loam and tree-leaf soil, with a small portion of heath mould: care 

must be taken to have the pots properly drained at this and all 

future shiftings. When the roots fill the pots, they should, be 

again shifted to a size larger, in the same sort of compost as above, 

and placed in the greenhouse, where they should have a plentiful 

supply of water, when they will grow freely. By the first or second 

week in April they will again require a larger pot, adding rotten 

dung to the compost for this and the last shifting ; at this time I 

have it broken finely with the spade, but never use a sieve. I 

then remove them to a pit by themselves, having in it stone shelves 

about eighteen inches from the glass. At this stage of their growth 

they should be liberally supplied with water, and fumigated if 

necessary. In the evening, before the frame is closed, some water 

should be thrown on the shelves, and occasionally over their leaves, 

which greatly accelerates their growth and luxuriance. When their 

flower-stems appear above the leaves, those that require it lremove 

into pots from twelve to fourteen inches diameter; some shrubby 

ones, with C. purpurea and others of similar habit, are not placed 

in so large a pot. They are then removed to the greenhouse to 

flower ; after flowering, they are cut down and turned out of the 

pots, and are then divided and potted in suitable sized pots. 

Many of them may be increased at all times of the year. 

C. purpurea Harrisoniana, &c., with the shrubby kinds, are in- 

creased by cuttings from March till August. The only sorts that 

I am acquainted with that will seed freely, are C. penduliflora and 

corymbosa ; all the other kinds will produce seed by impregnation. 

Many have the anthers hidden under the upper lip of the corolla, 

in which case it will be necessary to cut a small piece out of it, 

which will give a better opportunity to the gardener who wishes to 

procure new varieties. Seeds sown later than August: the young 

plants will have to be kept in a little heat during winter, and 

treated like the others in the following spring. Those that are 

kept in cold frames scarcely require any water; but those that are 

kept in the greenhouse during winter, should be treated as other 

greenhouse plants, 

Joun MENZzIEs. 

30th January, 1834. 
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ARTICLE VI.—On a simple and successful Method of 

Cultivating the Lobelia cardinalis, &c. By Mr. Joun 

WINFIELD. 

I take the liberty to suggest, that the general usefulness of the 

Floricultural Cabinet would be greatly increased, if some of your 

readers who do not possess any great convenience for the cultiva- 

tion of plants, would communicate, for insertion in it, the success 

which attends their simple experiments for that purpose. No 

doubt the generality of your readers have neither stove, nor hot- 

house, nor greenhouse, but only a hand-light or hot-bed, for rais- 

ing their plants; and, therefore, their observations would be par- 

ticularly valuable to those in a like situation with themselves. 

To prove my willingness to act upon the plan which I now pro- 

pose that others should follow, I beg leave to mention my method 

of cultivating the Lobelia cardinalis, as it appears to me to be 

more simple than that mentioned by “ An Ardent Amateur,” at 

page 225 of Vol. I. I would, then, recommend to those who have 

no great convenience for plants, to take their Lobelia roots out of 

the ground in the beginning of November, clean them, and keep 

them dry and protected from the frost (for instance, on a board in 

a dry cellar) till the end of March. ‘Then separate the roots, and 

plant each of them in a small pot; and if the plants cannot be 

put in a hot-bed to start them, keep them in a room with a fire till 

they have fairly taken root. After that strengthen them by degrees 

ina cooler place, and plant them out ina light rich soil, in the 

beginning of June ; and as they grow, trim them up to one stem, 

and water them every night in warm weather. Such is my treat- 

ment of the Lobelia cardinalis, which has been as successful as it 

is simple ; and I may add, I have scarcely seen a more beautiful 

bed than I have had this year, having mixed the Verbena melin- 

dres, which so soon covers the ground, with the Lobelia cardinalis. 

As I profess to write only for the information of those who have 

little or no convenience for their plants, perhaps it may not be 

uninteresting to such persons to hear, that I preserved during last 

winter most of the plants which I had of the Verbena melindres 

in the open border, by putting some coal-ashes over them; my 

situation is a dry one. 

12th December, 1833. Joun WINFIELD. 
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ARTICLE VIL—Remarks on the Colours and Proper- 

ties of One Thousand Species and Varieties of Roses. 

By Sr. PaTRick. 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 60.) 

NAMES. DESCRIPTION. 
343 Imperial Crimson ....see0--+ «- Good crimson. 
344 ———— Purple ..../.......4...Fine purple, 
B45 Isabella .......2..+2s++++e-e0-Very fine curled large lilac. 
346 Jean d’Arc..........06.0-+--- Deep scarlet. 
347 Jenner .........-4..e00e00+e0Singular light lilac blush. 

348 Jnunne Albert ........000.-.+-Small bright red. 

349 Eliza ........-+.++++++..Semi-double light purple. 

350 Henri ss. .0i.sabeeas os oe Fine scarlet, 
351 Jolie rouge changeable ..........Fine blush. 
352 Josephine ... ...2s.4.......+.Deep-blush. 
353, Juliet .......seeeeeeee+s-eeeeeFine curled pink, 
354 Julius Charles ................Fine lilac pink. 
355 Junon......e006  se00eeeee..Salmon colour. 
356 sans epine .........-.+-»Deep purple, variegated. 
357 Jupiter ..............ee00+-+Large fine bright blush. 

358 Kariaskaki ......0++se+0ee,0+.+Fine purple. 
359 Kenlock Cunningham ... ......Purple tinged with blue. 
360 Koratry ....0.0e+sene00000e2sbink, crown scarlet. 
361 King’s Mantle ......++.....+..-Light purple. 

362 La Beaute de Strasbourg .....».«. Fine large pink. 
363 t———— eblonissante ..........Striped red and purple, very splendid. 
364 ————— ethereal..............Beautiful light blue, pink edge. 
365 — Belle Africaine.............. Fine globe scarlet purple. 
366 ———— Enchantresse ..........Bright scarlet purple. 
367 t——— Hollandaise..........-.Large semi-double crimson. 
368 ———— Pourpre ..........-...Red and purple. 
369 — Charmante Adele............Beautiful large pink. 
370 ——— Amelia .....,....Fine small blush. 
371 ———— -—— Antrichienne ......Pale red and pink. 
372 Caroline........-++Fine light blush. 
ras ——_—_—_—_——. Dauphine ........Very fine crimson. 

Francaise ........ Beautiful striped blush. 
375 Louise ...+++ «Small pretty red. 
576 ———_———. - Romaine ........ Fine large blush. 
377 ——— Venuse ... ...... Light scarlet. 
378 — cheriec.......... eveceeseeseeomall pale blush. 
379 — coquette....+....+..++0++--Light purple and red. 
380 — curiosite........ ..-seee++.+Beautiful rose colour. 
381 — Dame Jacinte ..............Blush in clusters. 
382 — delicatesse parfait............Delicate blush. 
B83 — desiree ......e5e0++e0e+00..+Large pale rose colour. 
384 L’Admirable .........+++++.+++Fine semi-double deep crimson. 
385 La Duchesse de Montabello ......Fine deep blush. 
386 ——_—_—_—— d’Orlean ..,.......Blazing crimson. 
387 Lady Broughton ........+.....+Crimson purple. 
388 La Fidelle ....  sesseeeeees+..Light purple. 
389 — Globe blanche ..............Fine large white. 
890 — Gracieuse ......++..+.++6++Large deep blush. 
891 — Grande Chaprone............ Light crimson pink. 
392 —————-~— Therese .........,..New—delicate blush, changing white. 
393 — Haute puissance ......+++....Close bright scarlet. 
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NAMES. DESCRIPTION. 
394 L’Aimable Etrangere............Fine pale red. 
395 La Jolie Felicia.............-.-Light pink, very double. 
396 L? Alliance ... .ee.eeeeeeeee+s~ brilliant red and purple. 
397 Lamentia .........-0+--+-+0-+ beautiful purple, 
398 La mervellieuse .....+.e+--+++-+ Large pale blush. 
399 L’amie de cour .......+++.+-+%~+ Dark rich velvet purple. 
400 ————— Guilliaume ..........Close deep purple. 
401 La Naine ...es..2ee0ee00.-+-Llegant scarlet globe. 
402 — Nouvelle Dauphine..........Small dark purple scarlet. 
403 — Petite Elize ...,..+.++....--Pale blush. 
404 ‘~ Louise ..... .«ee+---Small anemone flag scarlet. 
405 — plus belle des jolies ..........Large globe deep blush. 
406 — Princesse Charlotte ..........New—beautiful large blush. 
407 L’Archeveche de Grenada........Light pinkish red. 
408 Last Tribute ...... seeeesee---.Hlegant scarlet globe. 
409 La superbe ......0¢..e00ee0+-¢+Fine light scarlet. 
410 — surprise .....+....e0eeee++++Fine white. 
411 — tendresse ........eeeee+++-- Bright pink. 
AVQUT ALONG 0:5 « o(a 0 afenwwalsivlsiaie oisie wie e sO TIGHE Ted, 
413 L’Auteur parfait............+...Dark purple. 
414 La variable.......+..0++++-.-..-Blush and pink. 
415 — vertu .....3...-.20000...-..Deep crimson. 

(TO BE CONTINUED.) 

PART ITI. 

——_ 

EXTRACTS. 

Adam the Gardener. By Cuartes CowDEN CxarKE. London, 

1834, pp. 279. Loe 

This is a very interesting publication, and we recommend it to our jnvenile 

readers. The contents consist of excellent remarks on flowers, fruits,” &e 

suitable for each month in the year. As a fair specimen of the work, we have 

selected a portion of the observations for the month of August. 

« August, 
“ ¢CQome to the yellow fields, golden with corn! 

The brawny Aveust, with fast-reaping hand, 
Lays low the earth's tall plumes of pride ; and blithe 
Young gleaners, in bee-swarms, trample the shorn 
Stout stubble down, with naked feet and torn, 
In little laps garnering allowed tithe ; 
And wheaten sheaves are bound with strawy band, 

And to the hungry barn brown Ceres’ wain is borne. 
With no more music than the woods afford, 

No daintier food than is the wild strawberry, 
With water from clear brooks which clean deer ford, 

We may be fed, and pleased, and careless merry; 
And fear not but the day's sweet exercise 
Will bring night's balmiest slumber. to our eyes.’ 

“ Lyric Leaves. 
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“ © Adam, said Mr: Stock, ‘do you remember who Octavius Cesar was 

called—the first of the Roman Emperors?’ * Yes, papa; he afterwards took 

the name of Augustus.’ * Well, then, the title of the present month was 

changed in hononr of him. Before his advancement to the dominion of the 

Roman Empire, July and.August used to be called Quintilis, and Sextilis, or 

filth and sixth months, being the fifth and sixth in succession from March, 

which was, originally, the first of the year: and, in consequence, September, 

October, November, and December were considered, as their names signify 

in Latin, the seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth months. 
“Come, my boy. we must set to work, and prepare yonder bed for: the 

purpose of sowing some winter Spinach for our early spring crop. That bed, 

I mean, under the south wall; it is a good piece of soil, and lies dry and, well 

for the winter sun; Now, you shall do all this yourself; so dig it up in your 

neatest manner, and pext week’you shall sow the seed. Scatter it thinly over 

the surface, then tread it in, and, lastly, rake it over lightly. If we have 

good fortune with the seed, we shall havea fine erop of Spinach for our din- 

ners of early lamb, and many a good supper of it with poached eggs. I will 

now give you full directions for managing this Spinach-bed, in order that [ 

may prove whether you bear in.mind what I tell you. So, remember that you 

get the prickly seeded Spinach for the winter crop, because the plants are 

more hardy. Then, do not forget, when the plants have come up about an 

iuch above the ground, to weed the bed at the same time thinning it, leaving 

a space of about four inches between each plant of Spinach. While you are 

performing this task, | will be preparing two beds for sowing cabbage-seed for 

our next summer and autumn supply; and then I will prepare and manure 

that piece of ground for transplanting some of the young brocoli plants, which 
will be coming into perfection next spring with the lamb and spinach. 1 shall 
plant them about two feet asunder, and you must remind me to water them 
now and then, if the weather continue dry. I must also hoe up the earth 
round the stems of those which we planted out last month. After this job, I 

shall transplant some of those savoys, at the same distance from each other, 
and I expect many a fine dish from them, all through November, December, 
and January. fis! ; 
ft ‘The next thing will be to prepare'a bed or two for onions, to come in 

with our spring sallads, and some carrots. As you and your brothers and 
sisters are fond of radishes and small salad, you may prepare a small bed for 
each. They will be ready for eropping by the time you have consumed the 
last stock. And do not forget to remind me, towards the last of the month, 
that | sow some cauliflower-seed for our spring supply.’ 

“In the course of the present month, both the father and son did not omit 
to clear the young asparagus plants from weeds, and to transplant more 
celery from the beds into trenches; also to keep carefully earthed up those 
which they had planted out a month or two previously, and which were growe 
ing. They were also careful in watering regularly, while the weather was 
dry, those young plants which they had last trenched. In the course of their 
employment, too, they examined every now and then the artichokes, and as 
the fruit began to fill, they cut off the small heads that grewupon the suckers, 
in order that the whole vigour of the plant might be reserved for the principal 
fruit. And as these reached their full size, and were fit for the table, they 
broke the stems down to the ground, after cutting the produce. Then they 
planted out lettuces from the seed beds, and endive upon well-dug ground, 
setting the root» about a foot apart, first trimming ‘the lower ends and the 
roots. ‘Those which had been put out last month, and‘ had grown toa full 
size, they tied up closely with bass, inf order that their inner leaves might 
become white and fit for salads. 

“* Papa,’ said Adam, why are the insides of the endive plants white after 
they have been tied up? * Because,’ said his father ‘ they are deprived of the 
benefit of the light of the sun, which is absolutely necessary for giving to them 
the green tinge which they acquire when growing in a natural state. Have 
you not observed, that the stalks of potatoes, and of other vegetables imme 
diately under the surface of the ground, are always white, and that the parts 
of the same stem above the ground are green, that is, when they are growing 

Vou. II. N ‘ 
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in the openiair?,, To show you that this effect. must arise from the action of 
the sun's rays, you must remember to have noticed the long stalks frony peta- 
toes-that we have’ growing in the cellar where no light could come to.them. 
Theyavere always perfectly white, and.the leaves were paler than the lightest 
straw-colour. All plants become pale and feeble when shut up for a length 
of time in dark rooms. So. earnestly, too, do they seem to desire the light, 
that potatoes and other vegetables, with long stems, when laid in a dark 
corner of a cellar in which there is‘a small window at a distance, will uni- 
formly stretch out aud grow towards the light; and as soon as they reach it, 
the portion presented to the light will become green, while all the remainder 
of the stalk that is still in darkness will continue white. I cannot tell you 
why>the light should make them green, any more than I can explain to you 
why one flower should always be red, another blue, and another yellow. A 
reason ean of course be given for it, as a reason could be given. for every thing 
that happens in mature; nothing takes place without a cause, and this cause’ 
was ordered by the same infinitely-wise Being that created the plant... Some 
chemical philosophers have, with great ingenuity accounted for the different 
colours in flowers and plants, aud when you are a few years older, you will do 
well to make yourself acquainted with their clever reasonings; at your present 
age it would be impossible to make you comprehend them.” ' 

(TO BE CONTINUED.) 

New and Rare Plants figured in the Periodicals for March. 

Curtis's Botanical Magazine. Edited by Dr. Hooxrr, King’s 

Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow. Price 

3s. 6d. coloured, 3s. plain. 

1. Billbergia purpureo-reseo, Rose-purple Billbergia. Class, Hexandria ; 
order, Monogynia; natural order, Bromeliacee. Among the remarkable 
features in a tropical forest, are the numerous and beautiful species of plants 
which attach themselves parasitieally to the trunks of trees, investing the 
stems and branches, and adorning them with adventitious flowers and foliage. 
The chief of these are. the Orchis and Bromelia, or Pine Apple families. 
The Billbergia belongs to the latter of these, a group of vegetables, which not 
only affords the most richly-coloured blossoms, accompanied by foliage armed 
with exceedingly annoying spines; but one of the choicest of prodretions for 
our, desserts, and, according to the information of scientific travellers, a truly 
refreshing beverage in the water that collects in the hollows formed by the 
inflated leaves, and which is eagerly sought after by the natives of those hot 
countries. The present species is one of the most beaatiful of its tribe... It 
is a native of Brazil,,was introduced by that zealous cultivator, Mrs, ARNOLD 
Harrison, and flowered for the first time in this country, I believe, in 1838, 
in the hot houses of the Liverpool Botanic Garden. Flowers: in a compound 
raceme, from eight to ten inches long, bearing numerous rose-coloured 
flowers, the petals alone being purple. Billbergia, from J. G. BILLBERG, a 
Swedish botanist. : af 

2. Ficus comosa, Tufted Fig. Polygamia, Diecia. Urticer. A most ele- 
gant tree, growing in Madeira forty feet high, with gracefully waving, sub- 
pendulous, tressy masses of dark rich evergreen, shining foliage. . Introduced 
into England from Circars in 1808. : 

3. Ornithidium album... Gynandria, Monandria.  Orchidex. _ A native. of 
Trinidad, whence it was sent to the Glasgow Botanic Garden, by Mr, Davin 
Lockuarr. It flowered in November, 1833. Flowers: rather large, white, 
sessile, solitary. Ornithidium, from Ornis, bird; and cidos, like,—the upper 
lip of the stigma being beak-like. ; 

4. Westringia cinerea, Ash-coloured. _ Diandria, Monogynia., Lablate. 
The present species is a very desirable one for cultivation, and was discovered 
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by Mr. Brown On the south’ coast of Australia. " Introduced into this coutitry 

in 1822." Flowers: handsome, solitary, pale purple; with deep purple spots, 

thé lower lip having also yellow spots. Culture: increased by cuttings; soil, 

peat; greenhouse protection. Westringia, from ‘J. P. Westrine, Physician 

to the King of Sweden. ; re 

5: Westringia Dampieri, Damrren’s. Diandria, Monogynia. Labiate. 

This is even a more desirable species than the above’ for cultivation im the 

greénhotse, and very distinct from it. Flowers: solitary, white; upper lip 

without spots; lower lip with yellow and purple spots. Blooms from Septem- 

ber to December. 
, 

6. Francoa sonchifolia, Sow Thistle leaved. Octandria, Monogynia. »'Ga- 

lacine. Synonyms, Llanpanke amplissimo sonchifolia, Panke sonchifolia: 

This species is at once distinguished from Francoa appendiculata by the pre- 

seice of a stem; the flowers being very similar. The present species is'a 

large branching plant. It was first raised by Mr. Joun MENZIES, gardener 

to CurisrorHER Rawson, Esq., Hope House, Halifax, from seeds sent from 

Chili. Flowers, sub erect; petals, lilac coloured, darker in’ the centre.) “Dr. 

Hooker believes that F. appendiculata ‘and sonchifolia are mere varieties of 

the same species. The’ plant is hardy, increased by seeds or divisions, hardy. 

7. Monarda fistulosa (flore maculato ), Spotted flowered.) Syn. M. purpurea, 

M. allophylla, M. undulata, M: altissima, Mv affinis, M. media, M. oblongata, 

M. mollis, M. menthzfolia. This plant was sent from New Orleans, by Mr. 

DrvumMoNnD, to the Glasgow Botanical Garden, and flowered in the open air 

in the summer of 1833. The piant is hardy. Flowers, pale rose-coloured, 

with darker spots. 

Edwards's Botanical Register. Edited by Dr. Linpury, Pro- 

fessor of Botany in the University of London. 4s. coloured, 

3s, plain. , 

1. Bartholina pectinata, Syn. Orchis pectinatus, Orchis Burmannia, Are- 
thosa ciliaris. Gynandria, Monandria. Orchideaw. This plant is a native 
of the Cape of Good Hope, and flowers from October to December. “We 
presume that this, like all the Cape Orchideous plants, is incapable of being 
cultivated permanently by any means hitherto discovered; for the roots, 
altliough when first imported they flower, afterwards disappear. | They'should 
be planted in sandy loam, and kept 1m as light a greenhouse as possible; for 
it is probable that the reason of their disappearing is the want of light during 
their growing season in this country. Flowers: purplish lilac. \ Bartholina,’ 
in memory of the great Danish anatomist and physiologist, THomas Bar- 
THOLIN. eS an 

2. Liatris scariosa, Large flowered. Syngenesia, Polygamia, Ciqualis. 
Composite. Syn. Serrattula scariosa. It is a native of North America, in- 
hubiting sandy woods, aud growing three or four feet high. Flowers: rose, 
with a higher coloured centre; the blossom is about one inch and avhalf in 
diameter. Blooms freely, and is quite hardy. In bloom from July to Oeto- 
ber. 1t well deserves cultivation. x, 
oF P crenata, \cvsandria, Digynia. Pomacex. Syn. Pyrus vestita. 
Phis plant is found naturally in the highest of the mountainous parts of 
Northern India, at from 9,000 to 12,000 feet of elevation, flowering in May. 
lhe fruit is eaten by the bill people. Growing in the garden of the’ London 
Horticaltural Society, Flowers: greenish white. Pyrus, from Peren, its Cel. 
tic bame. MEGS 

4. Aster eminens; var. virgineus. Pure White Lofty Aster. Syngenesia, 
Polygatnia, Superfida. Composite. Syn. A, junceus, A. longifolius, “A. 
albus, An extremely common North American herbaceous plant, foutid 

ing by the sides of canals, aud in marshes from New York to Curolina, 
owering froin September to October. Flowers: white. Plant grows from 
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three to seven feet high. Aster, from Asler, astar,—in allusion to the form 
of the flower, 

5. Beloperone oblongata... Diandria, Monogynia. Acanthacez... Syn. Jus- 
ticia oblongata. |.A pretty species of hothouse plant; native of the Brazils. 
Grown. in this country by Mr. Kyiegur, of Chelsea Nursery.. Flowers: of a 
fine rosy purple. Blooms freely, and deserves general cultivation, | It is cul- 
tivated easily by cuttings. Beloperone, from Belos, an arrow; and perone, a 
strap or band,—in allusion to the arrow-shaped band which holds together the 
two cells of the anther, : 

6, Ribes punctatum, Dotted Currant. Pentandria, Monogynia. Grossu- 
lacee. Syn. R. prostratum. Rather a pretty evergreen shrub; nitive of 
Chile. Itis remarkable for the shining yellowish green appearance of its 
leaves, and the, short bunches of yellowish flowers. It is hardy enough to 
liye in a dry border without protection. Jt flowers in April and May, _ Ribes, 
frum an acid plant, mentioned by the Arabian physicians. 

7, Sligmaphyllon. aristalum. Decandria, Trigynia., Malpighiaceer. A 
handsome stove climber; native of South America. Flowers: yellow, aninch 
across. . It blooms from June to August... Readily propagated by cuttings. 
Grown in Mrs, MAaRRYETT’s collection at Wimbledon, under the name of 
Banisteria auriculata. Stigmaphyllon, so named in allusion to the singular 
circumstance of the stigmas of this genus being expanded into a sort of 
leaf. 

8. Oncidium ciliatum. Gynandria, Monandria. Orchidee. This plant is 
probably not uncommon in some. varts of Brazil. It is cultivated by Mr. 
Knicut, Chelsea Nursery ; also in the garden of Sir CHaRLES LEMON, where 
it has been cultivated for the last three years; flowering in November. It will 
grow in a hot damp stove, but requires to be tied to a piece of the branch of 
atree, Oncidium, from Oghidion, a tubercle,—two prominences on the lip 
of the flower. 

Sweet's British Flower Garden, F.dited by Davin Don, Esq., 

Librarian to the Linnean Society. Coloured, 3s. ; plain, 

2s. 3d. 

1, Rosa indica ; var-nivea. White Noisette Rose. Jeosandria, Polygynia. 
Rosacez. Imported from France by Mr. DENNIS, under the name of Amie 
Vibert; in whose nursery, at Chelsea, it flowered in July last. It is doubtless 
a hybrid production; most probably originated between Rosa indica and 
moschata. It is an extremely free flowerer, often bearing from forty to fifty 
blossoms in a cluster, and on account of most of the young shoots ruuning to 
flower, cuttings are obtained with difficulty. It requires a rich loamy soil, is 
increased by cuttings, and requires the same treatment as the common, Noi- 
sette Rose. Rosa, from Rhodd, red, colour of the flowers, 

2, Adesmia viscosa, Clammy Adesmia. Decandria, Monogynia, Legumi- 
nose. It. was raised from seeds, received from Chile in 1832, by Messrs. 
ALLAN and RoGERs, in whose nursery, at Battersea, it flowered in August last, 
The present is, perhaps, entitled to be regarded as the most showy of the whole 
genus, the flowers being double the size of those of most of the other species, 
and of arich gamboege yellow. Jt forms a small shrub, which succeeds, best 
in a light loamy soil, and may be inereased by cuttings, or by seeds; it re- 
quires the protection of a pit, or frame, in winter. Adesmia, from A, with- 
out; and desmos, a bond,—alluding to the stamina, which are free. 

3. Dianthus Libanotis, Lebanon Pink. Decandria, Digynia. Caryophyllee. 
This rare and very distinct species was discovered on the lofty mountains of 
Lebanon, by LaBiLLarDIERE, who has given a very faithful representation 
of it in his Jcones Plantarum Syrie Rariorum. A plant, almost the only one 
yet in cultivation, was raised in 1831, from seeds received by Mr. LamBERT, 
from Dr. Fiscuer, of the Imperial Botanic Garden at St. Petersburgh, and 
which blossomed at Boyton in August last, The plant is a hardy perennial, 
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growing well iu alight loamy soil, and is sparingly increased: by cuttings. © "To 

its late period of flowering is most probably to be attributed the cireumstance 

of its never having: yet perfected’ seeds ineultivation, » ‘Phe Greek name 

Dianthus beats the 'same meaning as'the ‘Latin slos Jovis, and is ‘compounded 

of die, God, and aoc, a flower, literally “divine flower,” so termed on 

account of the extreme beauty of the flowers. phages 

4. Sollya heterophylla, Various-leaved Sollya. Pentandria, Monogynia. 

Pittosporex. This handsome evergreen twining shrub is a native of Van 

Diemar’s Land, where it was originally detected by LaBILLaRDIERE, who has 

given a figure of it in his work on the plants of New Holland. Although 

usually treated as a greenhouse plant, it proves to be nearly hardy; and when 

planted against a wall, with a favourable aspect, it will be found to thrive 

even more vigorously than if kept in the conservatory. The one in Mr. 

KwNiGur’s nursery is placed against the west wall of one of the houses, where 

it has attained the height of six feet, and is annually adorned during the sum- 

mer and autumn months with a profusion of its'brilliant azure blue blossoms, 

It requires a soil composed of peat and loam, and is readily increased’ by 

cuttings. Named by Dr. LinpLey, after RicuArp HorsMAN Sotty,’ Esq., 

F-K.S., and L.S., &c. , re 

PART. IIT. | mS 

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE): : 

—_—— 

QUERIES. 

Ox THE CuLTurE oF ALSTRaMERIA Licru.—Your useful and. widely cir- 

culated work seems a proper medium for an inquiry as to the best mode of 

treating Alstreemeria Ligtu, so as to ensure its flowering. 
Feb. 1Ath, 1834. A CaMBRIAN. 

On THE AuRICcULA, &c.—I should be extremely obliged if you, or any of 

your correspondents, will inform me how loug the composts for the Auricula 
and Polyanthus should be made up before using, and the best time for making 
them up; also, how long the compost for Pink; beds should be. made, up before 
inserting the plants, and how far the plants should be set apant, Should this 
mwvet the eye of your correspondent Mr, J, REVELL, perhaps. he will/be-kind 
enough to inform me respecting the, Pink, beds. eDoPe ic 

Kennington, February 26th, 1834, ’ .towolt 

Ow Frowgnmne MyrtLe Trexs, &c.—T! shall be much obliged by you, or 

by any of your correspondents, informing me of the best’ manner in which’ to 
wiake Myrtles flower. I have several fine healthy plants in large pots, but they 
never flower. Also, how Heliotropes should be treated? An answer to'these 
questions will very much gratify me. I am charmed with your Floricultural 
Cabinet.—S beg leave to add, that one of your correspondents advises Lobelia 
Cardipalis plants to be taken up and housed every winter. My plants are Jeft 
out every winter, and they increase rapidly, and flower very finely. 
situation of my garden is in a very high part of England, and much exposéd 
to high winds: itis, in fact, accounted a cold situation. Myrrecea.’' 

On CoLtivatTine THE ANEMONE.—Can you, or any of your readers, inform 
me of the best method of cultivating the Anemone, and also of raising it 
from seed? A Constant READER, | 

Feb, 20th, 1834. 

On Raisine THe Ros FROM SEEDS.—Would you, or any of your cor- 
respondents, be kind enough to inform me of the best way to raise the seeds 
of a very beautiful Rose, which I have in my garden. I have not been able 
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to save one pod of seed; but if I succeed in raising them, and find the plants 
to be worth any thing, I shall have much pleasure in sending you a few. 

Feb. 18th, 1834. A ConsTANT READER AND SUBSCRIBER. 

P.S. I am trying the plan of pouring milk (instead of water) on some Auri-_ 
riculas, and shall soon be able to tell you how [ succeed. 

On Destroyine Stucs, &c.—I shall be much obliged by your opinion as 
to the best mode of destroying Slugs in Carnation frames, without injury to 
the plants. Owing to the mildness of the winter, Slugs have been more 
numerous than I ever recollect them te have been. 

Near Bradford, Feb. 17th, 1834. “An OLD CaRNATION GROWER. 

ON THE CULTURE OF AGAPANTHUS UMBELLATUS.— Being a constaut reader 
of your most excellent Work, the Floricultural Cabinet, I shall feel much 
obliged, if you, or any of your correspondents, will inform me through the 
inedium of its pages, the best method of keeping and treating that beautiful 
plant, the Agapanthus umbellatus. Having purchased a fine young plant, I 
was advised to re-pot it into a larger pot, and to use two-thirds sand and one 
of loam; also to keep it well supplied with water, as it would live in water 
alone. This I attended to, and. it bloomed the first year, but not since; 
which I apprehend is an improper method, as it has gone into three large 
roots, besides many small ones I have taken away. The water, I conclude, 
forces itinto offsets and foliage. It being a plant 1 much admire, I should be 
glad to know a proper treatment for it, also the compost. 

A SUBSCRIBER. 

ANSWERS, 

On FLOWERING THE DouBLE POMEGRANATE, &c—A Correspondent in 
your February Number asks, Which is the best method of producing flowers 
of the Double Pomegranate? We have found, that so long as the tree is 
pruned it will not blow ; but when permitted to grow wild, it yields the most 
profuse bloom. From the Ist of June last summer, till November, our tree 
was covered with blossoms, and we never had one while the knife was used. 

In a former Number, a Correspondent, I remember, asks, How the Gentia- 
nella is made to blow well? I have found that profuse watering will have 
that effect. 
And now, perhaps, some of your Correspondents will kindly tell me how 

to make the Bignonia blow? B. E. 

On DeEstroyine Ants.—Being from home some time, I had not the op- 
portunity of reading my December Number, in which | perceive a Query re- 
specting Ants; and if you think my experiment likely to be of any utility, or 
worthy of insertion, I shall feel very glad in having it in my power to tender 
a trifle to so generous and valuable a Work. I have a large garden, two- 
thirds of which is a kitchen garden, the other a flower garden. 1 had some 
valuable apple trees in the larger one, from which, for three years, I could 
obtain no fruit; the bloom was abundant, but as soon as it set, and got a 
little size, it nearly all fell off; and on very strict observance one day, I per- 
ceived the trees were all infested with thousands of Ants; and on speaking of 
it to a clever old gentleman in gardening, he said that tar was the only pre- 
ventative to those insects, and that I must tar the trees about three or four 
feet high from the ground. Accordingly, the next day, I had it attended to, 
by having a pot of tar brought into the garden, and an old paint brush; fear- 
ing this might injure the bark of the tree, | had a ring made of it quite round 
the trees next the earth; and when it was getting dry, had a ring pressed down 
hard on the earth, close to the tree, which answered as well. I soon per 
ceived the Ants would not touch it, the smell seemed to annoy them, for 
scarce any was caught onit. ‘The next thing was to destroy the insects; and 
as‘I knew lime would kill small insects, I had a large tub of lime (finely sifted 
with a hair sieve) brought and kept there; their haunts are easily traced, but 
will require for the first time dressing, a man and a boy. Where there is a 
great quantity of these marauders, they make their roads, and very frequently 
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across the paths, which is soon perceived, which will direct you to their 
unts. Where they enter, by small apertures in the ground, having ready a 

sievé*full of lime, and a water-pot full of strong lime water, take a spade and 
ge turn up the earth till you come to the Ants, which will be found in 
immense numbers; sift the lime over them immediately; this confuses them. 
Rake the earth on them quick, and water over well with the water pot; this 
first dressing is some trouble, but afterwards a boy can do it as well, if shewn 
how to leave the earth neat. The next summer we pursued the same plan, 
but did not find half the number of insects, and the next a very few; and after- 
wards had no further annoyance from them, but plenty of fruit. The white 
currant trees they attacked, when in full bloom, which nearly all fell off; the 
flowers did not suffer much from them, except the succulent kind. As to 
Balsams, I could not get one to bloom; in my observations of them, I per- 
ceived they attacked the stalk of the fruit or flower, next to the tree, and by 
sapping out the juice which should nourish the fruit or flower, caused it to 
decay and fall off. Upon taking up some of the fresh-fallen apples, and 
cutting through the stalks, I found them dry and spungy. 

A SUBSCRIBER. 

REFERENCE TO PLATE. 

1. Lupinus mutabilis ; var. Cruckshankii. This very beautiful and showy 
variety was discovered by Mr. CrucksHANKS, not far from Paseo, on the 
Peruvian Andes, near the limit of perpetual snow. The plant is only biennial, 
but assumes an arborescent habit; and, if kept in the conservatory, will con- 
tinue to flourish for several years. It is increased by seeds. 

2. Thysanctus junceus; Rush-like Thysanotus. Hexandria, Monogynia. 
Asphodelee. A native of New Holland, growing near Port Jackson. The — 
flowers open only once, remaining for a few hours, but more are produced 
for a considerable time in succession. The plant must be kept in an airy 
greenhouse, potted in sandy peat earth. 

3. Tropewolum pentaphyllum. This has been lately introduced from Buenos 
Ayres. it produces abundance of flowers during summer, climbing two or 
three feet high. Jt hasa tuberous root, and requires the greenhouse protec- 
tion. Increased readily by cuttings. Requires a rich loamy soil. 

4. Nierembergia ficaulis ; Slender-stemmed. ‘his is a pretty and entirely 
new species; we presume it is a native of Mexico. Mr. Tate flowered it in 
May 1833. It is a greenhouse perennial, easily multiplied by cuttings, and 
requires but a moderate degree of protection in winter, provided it is kept 
in an airy place. 

5. Chorizema spartioides. A native of New Holland ; raised by Messrs. 
Loppices from seed in 1832, and flowered most abundantly the following 
spring, the plants being two or three inches high, and the flowers large and 
splendid in colour. Requires to be kept in the greenhouse; increased by 
euttings; potted in sandy peat soil. 

a 

FLORICULTURAL CALENDAR FOR APRIL. 

Ptaxt Srove.—Still support the requisite degree of heat by fires at night, 
as the plants will now begin to show theit blossoms, which should be en- 
couraged as much as possible at this season. Fresh air, when the weather is 
favourable, is very necessary, and should always be admitted when required ; 
this will greatly assist their flowering, and cause the new shoots to be strong 
aud healthy. This month is the most proper time to pot such plants as may 
require it, taking great eare to use such compost as is congenial to them. Any 
that do not require shifting into larger pots may have the surface soil re- 
newed with fresh compost, which will greatly invigorate them, and also add to 
their neatness. The same directions respecting watering and cleanliness may 
be observed, as given last month. Still propagate all kinds of exotics by 
means of seeds, cuttings, layers, or suckers, according to the nature of the dif. 

a 
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ferent kinds; insert them in pots, and plunge them in hot-beds, which will 
promote their vegetating and rooting quickly and certainly. 

GREENHOUSE.—These plants will now require large admissions of air at 
all times when the weather is mild, for as most of them will now be shooting 
freely, they must not be kept too close. The plants must now be looked over, 
to see when water is wanted, and let all the plants be properly supplied 
therewith, as this is now a very necessary article, particularly when they are 
in the house; be careful of the succulent kinds. Let no decayed leaves or 
shoots be allowed to remain, but let such be taken off as soon as perceived ; 
and all shoots that are of a weak straggling growth must be pruned more or 
less, as appears necessary. Let no weeds, moss, or litter, be seen on the tops 
of the pots or tubs ; and if any foulness be contracted on the plants, let it be 
instantly removed. Inarch shrubby exotics of any particular kinds—sow 
seeds in pots, placing them in a hot-bed ; sow seeds of orange, lemon, &c. for 
stocks ; also propagate by cuttings, layers, or otherwise, and if placed in a bark 
bed in the pine-stove or hot bed, they will be greatly facilitated in their 
rooting. 

PLEASURE GROUND, FLOWER GARDEN, &c.—Plant out in a gentle hot- 
bed, all kinds of tender and half-hardy annuals, raised from seed the two last 
months; also sow more seeds to succeed them ; a little air should regularly be 
given to prevent the plants from being weakly. Hardy annuals may still be 
sown in the borders or other parts of the garden, where they are to remain. 
Sow Ten-week Stocks and Mignonette in pots for rooms, and borders for nuse- 
gays. The more curious and valuable varieties of Hyacinths, Tulips, Ranun- 
culuses, and Anemones, which are planted together in beds, require particular 
attention, or heavy rains, cutting winds, and sharp frosts, will do them much 
harm ; and the sun, if permitted to shine on them fully, will bring on the de- 
cay of their blossoms in a short time. The best Carnations in pots should 
have a good share of attention, and their growth encouraged as much as pos- 
sible; as their flower-stalks advance in growth they should be carefully tied 
up to neat sticks; keep the pots perfectly free from weeds, and the plants 
from decayed leaves; those not yet planted out in pots, beds, or borders, 
where they are to remain, should now be done. Sow seeds of both Carnations 
and Pinks. Polyanthuses may still be planted, also increased by sowing the 
seeds and by rooted slips. Give fresh earth to such pots of perennial plants 
as may require it. Many kinds of perennial and: biennial plants may still be 
planted, and also increased by seeds, offsets, &e. Auriculas will now begin to 
blow; care must therefore be taken to protect the more valuable sorts in pots 
from rain, wind, and too much sun. Evergreen trees, and flowering shrubs, 
may yet be planted, and the sooner the better. Grass walks, lawns, and other 
compartments of grass in the garden, should be rolled. Box, Thrift, and other 
edgings may still be planted; they will root readily if in dry weather they re- 
ceive a supply of water occasionally. Where any edgings have become dis- 
ordered through age, &c. let them be taken up, slipped, and replanted. All 
flowering plants should be attended to, and all straggling, broken and decayed 
shoots should be taken away at all times. ‘Tigridia Pavonia should now be 
planted in pots or borders; the soil should be a richloam. Hepaticas should 
now be divided; Lobelias should be planted out in pots and borders; Pansies 
should now be propagated hy young shoots or slips, which should be pricked 
out under hand-glasses, and well watered; they will soon strike root, when 
they should be planted out into beds where they are intended to flower.—In 
watering tender annuals, care should be taken to give it in a tepid state, and 
if possible, to pots, to flood them over the surface of the soil, and not over the 
tops of the plants, or they will be liable to rot, particularly ten-week Stocks, 
&c. &e.—Some of the early-sown tender annuals will now require to be potted 
off, using rich soil. 

HypraNncrEas.—Plants that have plump end buds, may have the shoots cut 
off a few inches long, and one inserted in a small sixty pot struck in heat, and 
afterwards re-potted; such will bloom singularly fine and unique. One- 
twentieth of steel filings in the soil will cause them to flower blue. 

FF. F. A, 
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FLORICULTURAL CABINET, 

MAY Isr, 1834. 

PART I. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

ARTICLE 1.—On Raising Seedling Ranunculuses. By 

the Rev. Joseru Tyso, Wallingford, Berks. 

Permit me, through the medium of your very interesting Flo- 

rist's Magazine, to reply to the Queries of your respectable 

Correspondent, the Rev. S. Wice, of Leicester, relative to my 

method of raising Seedling Ranunculuses. 

Ist. The flowers which are proper to be impregnated, are those 

which have good properties, and produce pericarps, especially the 

following :— 

Dark.—Admiral Keppel, Hanno, Kempenfelt, Naxara, Niobe, 

Quixos, Roi de Mauritane, Variat, and Viola la vrai Noir. 

Edyed.—Agricola, Artificial, Dr. Franklin, Heu de Fontenoy, 

Plavimorus, Galitzin, Grand Beyer, Grand Monarque, Horatio, 

Julius, Louisette, Nestor, Rose Incomparable, Tendress, and 

Venus. ° 

Spotted.—Andyew, Arbrisseau, Benjamin, Cremona, Esther, 

Fabius, Flora, Isodorus, Lord Cochrane, Pourpre Panache, and 

Princess of Wales. 

Striped.—These flowers seldom produce pericarps, yet I have 
seen Melange in a state to be impregnated, but no other good 
flowers in that class. 

Mottled.—Cora, Karl of Coventry, and particularly Thompson's 
Queen. 

Vou. II, 0 
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Selfs——Any crimson, scarlet, white, or yellow, that shows the 

eye or pericarp. 

2nd. The kind of flowers proper for impregnation are semi- 

doubles of good properties as to colour and shape of their petals. 

The more double the flowers are from which the farina is taken, 

the greater is the probability of obtaining fine double varieties. 

The perfection of the art of raising seedlings consists in having 

some of the best show-flowers of each class, which produce a peri- 

carp or seed-vessel—namely, dark, white, scarlet, crimson, yellow, 

striped, edged, spotted, mottled, olive, &c. &c., and a number of 

the best semi-doubles of each corresponding class, producing 

anthers as well as pericarps. If a new flower of any particular 

class is desired—for example, yellow-edged,—fertilise Julius or 

Grand Monarque with the pollen of a yellow-edged semi-double, 

or nearly double flower, of first-rate properties. A similar method 

must be pursued in order to obtain a superior flower of any other 

class. 

3rd. The time and manner of performing the work of impreg- 

nation.—Commence the operation when the flowers are in perfec- 

tion. The time of day—from ten o’clock in the morning until 

two or three in the afternoon, in fine sunny weather. The most 

approved method is to gather the semi-doubles, and bring them in 

contact, by lightly pouncing the pericarp of the flower from which 

you intend to save seed. If semi-doubles are scarce, it may be 

performed with a large camel’s hair pencil. Repeat the operation 

once or twice a day, until the petals decay or fall off. 

4th. The future management of the impregnated seed-vessels.— 

Tie them to small sticks, with two or three bandages of matting, 

to prevent the stalk from breaking: they seldom want any other 

care. When they turn brown, gather them and dry them in the 

shade. 

5th. The compost I prefer is rich garden earth, mixed with 

one-fourth of loam, but no dung. I generally sow in boxes 18 

inches by 11, and 5 deep. A butter-tub cut in two, and iron 

bound, does as well. I have sown in Carnation pots, but prefer 

boxes, which I fill with the above compost, press the surface level, 

then sow the seeds about an eighth of an inch apart, and water it 

to make it lie flat.. I then sprinkle it with dry mould, just suffi- 

cient to cover the seeds, and water it with a fine rose or syringe, 
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discharged in the air, so that the water may fall lightly on the 

surface. I put the boxes under a north wall, and protect them 

from heavy rains. The best times of sowing are the middle of 

October, or early in January ; the seed will come up in a month 

or five weeks. They should be put in a cold frame in frosty 

weather, but, at all other times, should have constant exposure to 

sun and air. Clean the boxes from green moss in February, and 

top-dress them with dry mould. About the second week in May, 

plunge the boxes up té the edge in the open ground, where they 

have only the morning sun; water them daily until the grass 

withers, then let the boxes become quite dry, and about the middle 

of July take them up, dry them gradually, and keep them in a 

box in dry sand. I plant them in February, and treat them as 1 

do the old roots. They will flower in great profusion in the fol- 

lowing June. 

I am confident that, if florists would adopt this method, more 

than half the old flowers would soon be thrown into mixture. 

Much has been done in raising seedling Tulips, Carnations, Pinks, 

Auriculas, and Polyanthuses; yet comparatively little has been 

done in the culture of the Ranunculus, though it excels all other 

flowers in the symmetry of its shape, and in the brilliancy and vari- 

ety of its colours. A bed of choice Ranunculuses presents one of 

the most attractive objects Nature can exhibit in her gayest mood. 

There you behold black, purple, and violet of every shade, mingled 

with others as white as snow. There you see crimson, red, and 

rose, of various tints; orange, yellow, and straw, of every dye. 

Many are striped as distinctly as the Carnation: some are red 

and white, and others scarlet and gold. Numbers are edged like 

the Picotee, having white, buff, or yellow grounds: others are 

shaded, spotted, or mottled, in endless variety. The sight of such 

a collection instantly fills the spectator with admiration and delight. 
Wallingford, Feb. \Ath, 1834. JosepuH Tyso. 

ARTICLE IL—On the Culture of Salvias as Border 
Plants. By A Jersey GARDENER. 

As there has been but little said, in the Florist’s Magazine, on 
the culture of the various kinds of Salvias as border plants, [ 
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venture to offer a few remarks: as there is no class of plants more 

beautiful, nor of easier culture, if rightly managed ; and if turned 

out in a clump, with the sorts well contrasted as to size and colour, 

nothing can exceed its beauty at this season of the year, when 

there are so few other flowers in bloom, I have had the following 

sorts in bloom, more or less, this four months past, and now (the 

middle of November) they are most of them in full bloom—viz. 

Salvia splendens, formosa, pseudo coccinea, Grahamii, Chame- 

droides, involucrata, cardinalis, and Doliestachya; all of which, 

with the exception of the three first sorts, are hardy enough to 

bear a mild winter in the South of England, in a sheltered situa- 

tion. But as it respects the general propagation of this beautiful 

genus of plants, I cannot do better than refer your readers to the 

advice given by Mr. Suort, in Article V., page 9, Vol. I., “ On 

the Culture of Salvia Africanus,” as the same treatment is appli- 

cable to nearly all the sorts, where there is the requisite conveni- 

encies, although Mr. Suorr considers it a treatment peculiar to 

itself. I have never found any difficulty im cultivating nearly all 

the sorts by this mode. 

I presume there are but few gardeners at the present day, with 

those conveniences about them, who have not a knowledge of this 

old system; but I think it behoves every one, not only to rise far 

above the level of that system, but also to simplify the art of 

Gardening as much as possible (where their interest is not at stake) ; 

so as to bring it within the reach of every industrious cottager, 

that his little garden may be decorated with those more splendid 

flowers, as well as that of his richer neighbour: for all the above- 

mentioned sorts can be abundantly obtained, by adopting precisely 

the same plan as recommended by me for Fuchsias, in Article IV., 

page 197, Vol. I., excepting involucrata, which is herbaceous, 

and can be easily obtained by parting the roots in the month of 

May: so that, by the above treatment, every cottager, as well as 

every gardener, may, without the aid of a hot-bed, obtain a suffi- 

cient number of plants to put in pots, and keep in his frame or 

window, as a stock of reserve through the winter months ; for, if 

in ease the winter should prove severe, there will be always a young 

supply to fill up the vacancies in the month of May. 

I should be much obliged to you, or any of your correspon- 

dents, for information as to whether the Salvia in the drawing here 

| 
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subjoined is generally extant in England, and if so, under what 

name; for Mr. Saunpers, florist in this island, received the 

parent plant a few years ago from England, under the name of 

“ Sal. coccinea of Linn.” But Don Mariano 1a Gasca, . late 

Professor and Director of the Royal Botanical Gardens of Madrid, 

on seeing it last year, told me it was evidently not coccinea, but 

Doliestachya of his Elenchus, H. R. M., which he described and 

denominated 29-30 years ago in the Royal Gardens of Madrid. 

And if it is not intruding too much on your pages, I will give a 

brief account of the history of this interesting species, as I believe 

it has never yet been published. Professor La Gasca says, the 

first seeds were brought to him from Mexico, by the late authors 

of Flora Mexicana, the celebrated Doctors Don Martin DE 

Sessz and Don Joser Mariano Mocino, in the year 1802; and 

also from seeds sent about the same period, by the late Don Vin- 

cENTE CrervaNnTES, then Professor of Botany in the University of 

Mexico. From that time, he says, its seeds were sent to many 

botanical gardens in Europe, and probably to Mr. LamBarrt, and 

to the Kew Gardens. He published only the name, at page 13 

of his Elenchus, and only by oblivion, the description of this plant 

was omitted in his Genera et Species que ant nove Sant, &c., 

which accompanies his Elenchus ; and we are indebted to him for 

the preceding historical account, as well as for the subjoined Latin 

specific phrase, and short comparative description. 

“ Sal. Doliestachya ; foliis cordatis ovato lanceolatis acutis cre- 

natis, supra rugossimis, glabrescentibus, subtus ad nervos precipue. 

Pubersummis sessilibus, pseudo-verticillis subdiodecim. Floris in 

racemum elongatum terminalem Digestis : bracteis caducis, caly- 

cis labio superiose ovato acute apiculo brevissimo incurvos; corola 

subglabra.” 

Salvia Doliestachya.—La Gasca's Elenchum, H.R.M., page 

13.— Abasque descriptione—Folio colore, virida flavicante, nee 

intense viridia corolla coccinea, fulgentes, calyce subtriple longi-, 

ones glabre, galeatantum apice subhirsutum verticillis saespesa- 

pius, 12 flori.”"—La Gas. MSS. 

‘This new and beautiful species of Salvia grows with us from 

five to seven feet high, and is a handsome bushy plant. It grows. 

wild in the valley of Mexico, At first sight it has the appear- 
ance of Sal. fulgens, Cav.; but it differs from that in. being, 
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twice as high, while the scarlet flowers are only one-third its size, 

and smooth, except the galea, or upper lip, which is somewhat 

-shaggy ; the middle segment of the lower lip kidney-shaped, a 

great deal larger than the two lateral ones; emarginate leaves, , 

very rugose on the upper surface, and broader; the sinus at the 

base deeper, and the two uppermost sessile; the flower-bunches 

longer, with from seven to twenty apparent whorls of pedicellated 

flowers, each of them with ten or twelve flowers, generally twelve ; 

the upper lip of the calyx ovate, acute, with a very short incurved 

point. 

I have no book or specimens to compare this plant with Sal. 

pulchella Decan. and Sal. machrostachya Humb et Bomp., to 

which it seems somewhat alike. According to M. La Gasca, it 

was cultivated in the open air in the Reyal Gardens at Madrid, 

from the year 1814; but the severe frost of December destroyed 

its tender annual shoots. Mine were not at all affected by the 

frosts of last winter. A Jersey GARDENER. 

P.S. Plants of this beautiful Salvia are now selling by Mr. B. 

SaunpeErs, florist, Jersey. 

[An Engraving of this species is in hand.—Conp.] 

ARTICLE II1.— On the Culture of the Garden Anemone 

(Anemone hortensis). By INNOVATOR. 

At the request of your Querist “B.C. L.,” I forward you my 

most approved plan of cultivating that beautiful, but much neg- 

lected flower, the Double Anemone. It is astonishing that it is 

not more generally grown, as its culture is easy, and it invariably 

Tepays us with a profusion of bloom. The practice that has 

answered my most sanguine expectation is as follows :—About 

the last fortnight in September, take out the natural soil of the 

bed to the depth of eighteen inches; in the bottom lay a layer 

of cow-dung three or four inches thick ; then fill up the bed to 

within an inch and a half of the surface, with the following com- 

post :—Take of thoroughly rotted cow or horse-dung, leaf mould, 

and heavy loam, of each six barrowfuls; white pit sand, two bar- 

rowfuls,—which mix well together. Let the bed lay to settle till 

the middle of October; when, having raked over the surface, 

aS 
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the tubers may be planted upon it, in six rows, six inches apart 

from root to root: this distance is absolutely necessary, to allow 

room for their fine flowers to expand and show themselves. Cover 

each tuber with a little white sand, and fill the bed level with the 

surface with light sandy loam ; compact the surface with the back 

of the spade. Protect them from heavy rains, or severe frost, by 

straw mats, supported from the surface of the bed by a wooden 

frame, made like the roof of a house ; but do not continue this 

covering only when absolutely necessary, as nothing is so hurtful 

to them as confined air. Shade them with an awning from sun 

and rain when in full bloom, and give them rain-water every other 

day, poured between the rows. As soon as the bloom is over, 

cease to give water, and admit all the sun possible, but not a drop 

of rain—as the quicker vegetation is destroyed, the better will be 

the bloom next season. Take up the roots as soon as the grass 

dies down. They will answer nearly as well grown in 32-sized 

pots, using the same compost, and plunging the pots in cinder- 

dust. They are a cheap flower. All the best sorts under name 

may be had of Mr. Groom, florist, Walworth, at about 10s. 6d. 

per dozen. INNOVATOR, 

ARTICLE IV.—On the History and Culture of the Tree 

Paony. By AN ARDENT AMATEUR. 

Peony belongs to Polyandria, Digynia—Linn.; Ranunculacee, 

nat. ord. P. officinalis has been in this country ever since 1562: 

it is a native of Switzerland. P. corallina is a native of this 

country; but the only place where, to my knowledge, it is found 

wild, is the Flat Holmes, a rocky island in the Bristol Channel, 

which, by-the-bye, is noted for its natural productions. PLiny 

mentions the Peony as one of the first known plants, and that it 

was called after Pazon, a physician, who is mentioned by Homer, 

in his Iliad, 5th book, 900th line, when Mars had been wounded: 

“ Thus he who shakes Olympus with his nod, 

Then gave to Paon’s care the bleeding god: 

“ With gentle hand the balm he pour’d around, 

‘And heal’d th’ immortal flesh, and clos’d the wound.” 

Puryy also says, that it was called Pentoberan and Glycisides by 
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> ‘sonies? but these names’seem to have been soon dropped ss: Moutan 

isia ‘Chinese wordfor this particular variety of Paony, .which-was 

introduced by Sir JosEpH Banks from China, in 1794; but, 

although introduced then, for the first time, it had been long known 

by hearsay—its beauty had been extolled, and its magnificence 

exaggerated. At first, £100 was thought a fair price for iti; 

hh China, plants of the choice sorts were sold at a high price. - 

“Ys a-most: magnificent! plant, and valuable—as, with the se 

tion of a wallvor hedge, or even wicker-work, it will flower 

sqprofusely in April, .May, and June, and stand. our winters...) The 

o Miffeulty.of- propagating. it .with success occasions it to be. soeld,at 

ofvhight price. .-P. papaveracea — 'y; costs. from; siti t0/20s. 

the single plant. 23 , far bediont 

mot Lo-those, who-are desizous .of spropagating, this sada plant, 

« kveecommend the following operations,, all..of, which I haye; tried, 

5nd very generally with, success; When, the, Peonies jare bud- 

odling (that-is}to, say,.about February), a ring of bark, about)one- 

‘osixteenth|of,an.inch wide, should be.eut, out all round the stem, 

> above-and below-each bud,on, the,stem or stems of the plant to be 

vy operated upon.. (The sap. being. obstructed in this, manner, lay the 

branches, leaying-the leading, shoot, at, the, end. only above,the 

ground. Five or six months after, .the, buds will be seen to-haye 

smade,vigorous/shoots:,..'The earth may then be removed, and each 

»bud, with its fibres, separated from the main layer by taking the 

_ shoot off. with half. the,stem attached to it. The whole length of 

\ the stem -being still entire, it may. be replaced.in the earth again ; 

jand a fresh set of young shoots, more plentiful than the first, may 

ibe Ke piageas 6 

» Lhave also tried grafting with success. The operation is; the 

same as with Dahlias—namely, a portion of the stem is inserted 

‘into one of the tubers of the same, or any other variety.of Pcony. 

yo Cuttings will also strike in light rich soil, in the shade, without 

-cover; but I have never been very successful in that ‘modeof 

‘propagating this plant. If they are. inserted into the soil about 

three inches below the surface, and plunged in a slight hotbed, 

they will soon show themselves above the ground, and make jfine 

plants ;. but it is always a practice with me, to plant.only, one-half 

of the stem, splicing it longitudinally. soissae bite 

» By» these. various-ways, this beautiful plant may, he proponmie’ 

, hy 
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ebundantly, and will most likely be the means of lessening the 

expeuse, which at present must prevent many, from possessing it. 

An ARDENT AMATEUR. 

ARTICLE V.—On the Culture of Gloxinias. By Mr. 

Tuomas AppLeBy, Gardener to the Rev. J. A. 

Ruopes, Horsforth Hall, near Leeds. 

In reply to Mr. B. Denton, I send you a few remarks on thé 

culture of some species of Gloxinias, as greenhouse plants. To 

cultivate these charming plants in a greenhouse, the following 

method will be found practicable :— 

In the spring, as soon as they begin to push out shoots from 

the bulbs, shake them gently out of the soil, and pot them ina 

rich light compost, well drained with small broken pots—the size 

of the pots not to exceed one inch more than the diameter of the 

bulb. Give a gentle watering, and place them in the warmest 

part of the greenhouse. Be careful not to over-water, until the 

plants are of a considerable size; they may then be more freely 

watered, and will require larger pots. I generally flower them in 

pots six inches wide at top, and eight deep. 

When the greenhouse plants are removed into the open air, the 

internal heat may be increased; the Gloxinias will then grow 

rapidly, and will require a proportionate increase of water. Occa- 

sionally it will be advantageous to give them manure in a state of 

solution. Every day sprinkle them gently on the whole herb with 

clear soft water, from a syringe, or the fine rose of a watering pan. 

When, on account of frost, it is needful to bring in the greenhouse 

plants, the sprinkling must be omitted, and the quantity of water 

given every time reduced, until they are almost dry. Place them 

on a dry, airy shelf. Clip (not pull) off all decayed leaves as they 

occur; but never suffer the soil to become dust dry, as, if that be 

the case, the bulb will become farinaceous, and when watered in 

the spring, will rot. 

The following species may be grown, and will flower, by the 

above treatment :—Gloxinia hirsuta, caulescens, candida, speciosa, 

and speciosa alba. 

Gloxinia maculata cannot be grown in a greenhouse to flower: 

Vor. II. P 
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it is decidedly a stove plant, and requires great heat and moisture 

to flower it to perfection even there. 

Jan. 7th, 1834. Tuos. APPLEBY. 

ARTICLE VI.—On Compost for Carnations. By Mr. 

J. Banton, near Oakham, Rutland. 

Being convinced of the utility of the following method, I offer 

it to your notice for the use of such of your readers as may be 

disposed to try it. The chief thing in which I differ from most 

others whose methods of preparing compost I have seen, is the 

substituting turf-ashes for sand. This I find to be much prefera- 

ble ; and I have no doubt it will be found the same by all those 

who, like me, are obliged to use cow-dung as the principal article 

in their compost : by cow-dung, I mean the manure formed by the 

dung and litter thrown from the cow-house, which should be at 

least one year old before it is used. The cold, heavy nature of 

this manure is corrected by the contrary properties of the ashes. 

My method is as follows :—In March or April, I take some turf 

from the best ground I can, considering that the fatter the soil the 

better will be the ashes. I do not take it more than four inches 

deep ; and as soon as the turfs are in order, I burn them. When 

I consider that I have a sufficient quantity of ashes, I mix them 

as hot as possible with my cow-dung and loam. As to the precise 

quantity, I am not very particular: much depends on the nature 

of the loam ; and a trial or two will easily determine the propor- 

tion. Of our red earth, I allow about one part to one part of 

ashes, and two parts of dung. This compost should be turned 

and mixed at least once a fortnight in summer, and once in three 

weeks or a month in summer: for, notwithstanding all that has 

been said about the winter preparation of soil, I believe one sum- 

mer to be worth two winters for the purpose. I do not find it 

necessary to use quick lime in this compost, though, when I used 

sand, I thought lime indispensable. The wire-worm I have not 

seen in the compost, as I now use it; yet I am by no means pre- 

pared to say, that that formidable enemy of the florist will not 

attack plants growing in it. After twelve months’ preparation, it 

will be fit for use. Turf-ashes are used by other florists*in the 
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neighbourhood besides myself, though not in quite the same man- 

ner ; yet all those that use them speak well of them. 

J. Banton, 

Leigh, near Oakham, Rutland, Jan. 9th, 1834. 

SS SS 

ARTICLE VIL.—Remarks on the Colours and Proper- 

ties of One Thousand Species and Varieties of Roses. 

By Sr. Parrick. 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 88.) 

NAMES. DESCRIPTION. 

416 L’Ebloassante vierge ....-..+++..++Very large bright blush. 

BVT. Vebreeics ci soca ses evens eseenpeeseLarge bright red, 

418 Le Grand Duc .....-ee-eeee ...+.+Light purple. 

419. Leicester ...+.-seeeenveee ence o4+eSmall pale pink. 

420 — Crimson ....eeeesse> .... Beautiful light crimson. 

421 Le Marquis......-+.- veeeeeeeesesFine scarlet and blush. 

422 L’Enchanteur......-- Se <elFle ap oles Fine pink. 

423 L’Enchantresse ....-+++++ee+-e+++Bright deep pink. 

424 Le Plus jolie coup d’wiul...-.-....Fine bright red, changing pink. 

425 Les etuiles garnis ......-- .+......Crimson blush. 

426 —— trois nages ...+++.-e- .-++.+-Very fine white. 

427 L’Etoile rouge ....+seeeeeeeeee ee Large red, 

428 L’lllustre.......e++++eeeeeeeeee-sLarge bright red pink. 

429 Cavalier .....se..-ee++~+ Beautiful bright red. 

430 Champion ........-++-..Mottled purple and scarlet. 

431 L’Obscurite...... Salad ueldwes ......Very deep red. 

432 we cewetevecsceseeeeeNew—Small dark purple. 

433 Lodoiski...... dp xia steisinwn <a: .. Pretty light pink. 

434 L’Ombre parfait........-+.++-+-2.Dark shaded purple. 

435 London Pride......- ceeeeeeeeeess Very fine fringed dark. 

436 Louis dix ......- weeeeeeeeeeseePink and purple. 

437 nuveall ..eeeeseeeeesee- Immense large bright red. 

438 united; ba ecicas oars aoe veered. 

439 Louis seizieme ..........+++++... Very large fine pale red. 

440 Lucrece ......... veto esos. Small early blush. 

441 Macbeth ..........+0+++seeee++~+Small crimson purple. 

442 Macrifloram .........+++e+++++.. Superb large blush, 

443 Maculata ...2-cccccrcccvccccece Fine mottled light red. 

444 Madame Lavalette.../............ Large deep scarlet. 

445 Salvin ..........e++-....-.» Beautiful bright red. 

446 Madempviselle..........++++0+++..Small pretty bright red. 

447 — Caroline ............Very pale purple. 

Ais —~ Charlotte............Fine bright red. 
449 ————— de Berri ............Fine pale blush. 
450 — d@Eufrasie .......+..Very fine cream colour. 
451 Esther ............-.Large fine brilliant red. 
452 +— Jencire.........+..++.Very double red. vi 

453. —- Julia .....2+++.++.-Beautiful deep blush. 
454 Madiska ...sseeeeessseeeeeeeeeesFine curled deep red. 
455 Magnifique ............s.e008..+sLarge deep blush. rT se 

456 Maiden’s Blush ...,...-++++++++.-New—Beautiful blush. 
‘AST Malva brilliante..................Anemone flowered, fine deep blush. 
468 Manteau rouge ... ......+2.1..0+Light crimson. Pad hy 
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_ NAMES. DESCRIPTION, nu? 
459 Margin hip.....+-++.+--s-..,.--«Beautiful semi-double cream co: 

lour, scarlet margin, 
460) Margniis ..... . « o.3,9:0,9 ¢.00+ ag.eleee «2 binkish, red. 
461 Marquis of Tavistock .,..........Fine light tinged crimson. 
462 Marshallit ..0.+ssee-eeee¢+.e++e+Pink and purplish crimson, 
463 Martinez. .....ee0005009e000e00eeFine curled rich rosy crimson, 

464 Masterpiece .....+.-e5¢+55-+++-+I!mmense large red. 

465 Maximo palira ...+++.+-++,++++.+Fine crimson purple. 
466 > pourpres ..............,.Fine mottled purple. 
AGT MAY, ciate sxe etaipielol ose see éeceneeeeeeLilac blush, 

(To BE CONTINUED.) 

PART ITI. 

EXTRACTS. 

_—— 

Adam the Gardener.’ By Cuaries'CowDEN Crarke. London, 

1834, pp. 279, 

(CONCLUDED FROM PAGE 90.) 

In the course. of your other engagements, Adam, do not forget your 
weeding. Your hoe and your fingers must both be busily employed through- 
out this month. The young, weeds must be cleared from the beds of young 
plants, and the old ones must be cut down before their seed ripens; since the 
wind would then scatter it all oyer the garden, and your labour next year be 
greatly increased. 
“While you are soemployed, too, look raund, and observe what annuals 

haye ripened into seed; then cut, them off carefully, and Jay them upon a 
sheet under the shed in the sun. As soon as they have become thoroughly 
dry and hard, we will employ, some evening in rubbing them out, and packing 
them away in parcels.. We will also sow some corn-sallad for our winter and 
spring dinners. 

‘“¢* Every evening, solong.as the winter continues dry, you may give each 
of the cucumber plants some water, and our crop will in consequence be the 

more abundant. 
“7 am uot sure that 1 shallsow any more turnips this year; but I must 

make up my mind. before the middle of this month, or it will be too late: 
You, however, may hoe that bed by the medlar-tree, where those young ones 
are; and thin out the smallest plants for the cow, leaving the larger ones;at 
about six inches’ distance from each other,’ 

“ One day, while they were at work, they noticed how much they were 
troubled by wasps: at his father’s desire, therefore, Adam filled some. phials 
about half full of treacle and water, and hung them in various quarters of 
the garden, upon branches of the wall trees, The quickness with which, these 
little creatures discover any sweet provision (of which they are very. fond). is 
truly surprising. Jtis worthy of remark, that at dinner, during the fruit 
season, wasps rarely intrude at table till the pies are opened; when, in the 
course of two or three minutes, they will be found to have made their way 
into the room, and become one of the guests—though uninyited and nomeks 
come. ‘heir scent is as keen as that of a blood hound. 

“ €See if there be any manure.water, Adam,’ said his father; ‘if we iota 
none, get the ‘wo-gallon watering- pots; dip some of the soft pond-water, and 

| 
| 
| 
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put a good handful of salt into each; and then give it to those yines against 
the house: in the meat time, Iwill be removing the young shoots upon them, 
above the fruit; and, after that, | will trim and dispose the peach and necta,. 
rine trees. Remember, also, with your hoe and rake, to clear and remove 
the weeds from the fruit-borders. A neat appearance is not the only benefit 
that will be derived from this step; but*the frait’ itself will be more quickly 
ripened, and its flavour improved, by the rays of the sun being reflected from 
the smooth surface of the ground.’ F 

“ They also, from time to time, attended to their flower garden ; waterin 
the annuals regularly, and putting sticks to support those which require 
them. ‘Those perennials, too, in pots, that had done blowing, they cut down 
the stalks, and at the same time loosened the earth at the top of the roots, 
removing some of it, and replacing it with new mould. They likewise pro- 
pagated many others by dividing the roots; such as the double rose cham. 
pion, catch-fly, double scarlet lychnis, and double rocket, gentianella, and 
polyanthuses. Their choicest auriculas they shifted into fresh pots, and 
sowed fresh seed in pots, sprinkling the seed closely, and covering it about 
an inch deep. They also transplanted bulbous roots, such as lilies, &c., and 
sowed some of the seed of the same. Young seedlings of wall-flowers, stocks, 
sweet williams, and columbines, they transplanted out into the borders. This 
work they contrived when the ground was moist after rain. 
“In the nursery ground they trimmed the evergreens, clearing the ground 

of weeds, and transplanting young seedlings; and those which had made 
strong shoots from the stems near to the ground, they cut away close off. 
Those trees which Mr. Stock had budded about three weeks or a month before, 
he loosened the bass that bound them, to:prevent thesbud \frem>being.too 
closely pressed, as the branches had swelled,” &c. &c. &c. 

qq 

» Plants figured in the following Periodicals for’Aprils—") 

Curtis's Botanical Magazine. Edited by ‘Dr. "Hooker, King’s 

Professor of Botany in the University, of Glasgow... Price: 
3s. 6d. coloured, 3s. plain. ‘tHe 

\ 1. Amaryllis aulica, Courtly Amaryllis. | Class; Hexandria; order, Mond: 
gynia. Natural order, Amaryllidee. Jt seems'liablé to much Variation ; the’ 
present is a splendid variety, with green lines in the centre, running nearly’ 
the whole length of each petal, which are of a fine red, with a very obsolete 
glandular disk, and with long, narrow, glaucous leaves. Another variety ‘is 
the platypetala of Professor LrxpLEY, in the Bot. Reg. t. 1038; ‘while our 
present plant seems intermediate between these and° what is considered the 
type of the species. ‘The bulb was presented to the Botanic Garden by — 
Pearson, Esq., who brought it from the neighbourhood of Rio Jaheiro, in 
Brazil, where itis a native. Amaryllis, a nymph of Vircrt’s. Asm 
2 Alyzia ruscifolia, Butcher’s broom leaved Alyxia. Pentandria, Mono= 

gynia. Apoeynew. The present species was detected in New South Wales, 
within the tropics ; to which, however, its geographical range is not limite¢d— 
for; upon a settlement being established, some nine years since, at Moreto 
Bay, on the same line of coast, but in 27° S. latitude, it was found in’t 
dense woods that clothe the banks of the Brisbane River, growing luxuriant 
among great shade and but little light; yet, under these circumstances, be 
ing its flowers at the termination of each branchlet throughout the coole: 
season of the year. It was originally raised at Kew, from seeds gathered 61 
those intertropical shores, in 1820; and from the Royal Gardens, other ¢ol: 
Jections were enriched by it. It is a hardy conservatory plant, ornamental 
from its babit and dark foliage, and putting forth its fragrant white flowers 
(smelling like Jasmine) freely, and generally during the greater part’ of 
actumy. Alyxia, from the Greek Alyzis, grief, anxiety of mind—in allusion 
te the deep sombre green of several of the genus. oh. ne 

(] 
> 
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3. Alyxia Daphnoides, Daphne-like Alyxia. Pentandria, Monogynia. Apo- 
cynex. Plants of this very distinct Daphne-looking species were introduced 
to the Roya! Gardens by Mr. CUNNINGHAM, in 1831, where they soon after- 
wards flowered, and produced green fruit. It is remarkably hardy, simply 
requiring protection from frost, and is readily propagated by cuttings. It is 
a shrub of strong growth, inhabiting dry shaded woods on Norfolk Island, 
where it is by no means of frequent occurrence. 

4, Caladium fragrantissimum, Delicious-scented Caladium. Monecia, Po- 
lyandria. Aroidee. This new species was introduced into the Liverpool 
Botanic Garden, from Demerara, by C.S. ParKER, Esq. Among other 
plants which invest the stems of trees in the forests of the tropics, the dif- 
ferent species of Caladium constitute a striking feature, both in regard to 
form and colour. Some are stemless; others have long climbing stems, send- 
ing forth thick wiry roots, if they may be so called; for they seem rather 
calculated to imbibe nourishment from the surrounding atmosphere, than to 
fix the plant producing them to their place of growth. We are familiar with 
the general form of their inflorescence, from that of the Arum maculatum 
(or Wake-Robin) of our banks and hedges in England. The floral covering 
is generally of a pale and unobtrusive colour, and scentless; but in our spe- 
cies, and some others, it is in part richly tinged with red; and the whole 
inflorescence yields a fragrance, which, in the present species, can only be 
compared with that of the well-known Olea fragrans, but far more powerful. 

5. Ipomea Horsfailie, Mrs. Horsratu’s Ipomea. Pentandria, Monogynia. 
Conyolvulacee. Seeds of the present species were received by CHARLES 
HorsraL, Esq., either from Africa or from the East Indies, and raised by 
his very skilful gardener, Mr. HENry Evans, at Everton, where the plants 
produced their lovely rosy crimson-coloured blossoms in great profusion 
during the months of December and January (1833-4), a season when so gay 
a visitor is particularly welcome to the stove. Ipomeza, see page 61. 

6. Lonicera Chinensis, Chinese Honeysuckle. Pentandria, Monogynia. 
Caprifoliacee. A native of China; and though treated at first as an inmate 
of the greenhouse, it proves to be perfectly hardy. It produces its beautifnl 
fragrant flowers through a great part of summer and autumn. Lonicera, so 
named in honour of A. LonicER, a great German botanist, who died in 1586. 

7. Streptanthus obtusifolius, Blunt-leaved Streptanthus. Tetradynamia, 
Siliquosa. Cruciferae. This species is a very showy annual plant, and was 
received, under the name of “ Arkansa Cabbage,” from the hot springs of the 
Arkansa territory. It is cultivated in the Glasgow Botanic Garden. It will 
no doubt bear the open air, though Mr. Murray has hitherto kept it in the 
greenhouse. Flowers: fine rose colour, with a very deep lake-coloured spot 
at the base of each limb, Streptanthus, from Sérepho, to turn or twist; and 
anthos, a flower,—in allusion to the twisted petals. 

Edwards's Botanical Register. Edited by Dr. Lixpiey, Pro- 

fessor of Botany in the University of London. Price 4s, 

coloured, 3s. plain. 

1. Cyclobothra alba, White Cyclobothra. Hexandria, Trigynia. Liliaceae, 
A Californian bulbous plant, introduced by the Horticultural Society. It 
forms quite a new class of horticultural objects, of great interest; represent- 
ing, at midsummer, which is their time of flowering, the Fritillaries and 
Tulips of the spring. They are probably quite as hardy as Tulips, like which 
they should be treated; unless it should prove that their bulbs are capable of 
living all the year round in the open ground, a property we can hardly anti- 
cipate, considering how dry and mild a climate is that of California, com- 
pared with England. In the Garden of the Horticultural Society, they have 
been planted in the open border, in a light toamy soil, in a cold frame, where 
they grew with considerable vigour, flowered beautifully, and produced abun- 
dance of seed. Cyclobothra, from KuAlos, a circle; and Bothros, a pit,—in 
allusion to the circular depression from which the petals distil honey. 
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2. Cyclobothra pulchella, Deep yellow flowered. Syn. Calochortus pul- 

chella. Hexandria, Trigynia. Liliacea. We doubt whether this plant likes 

the climate of England so well as the last, for although it grew with appa- 

rently perfect health, flowered freely, and ripened its seeds under the same 

circumstances as C. alba; yet the specimens which were produced could not 

be compared for beauty with the wild ones sent home by Mr. Dovctas. The 

latter consisted of many-flowered and rather dense corymbs of flowers; but 

the cultivated plant hardly exceeded C. alba in the number of its blossoms. 

The flowers of this genus much resemble Fritillarias in form and habit. 

3. Cyclobothra lutea, Pale yellow flowered. Hexandria, Trigynia.  Lili- 

acee. Syn. C. barbata. When this plant was first introduced, it was sup- 
posed to be the same as the Fritillaria barbata. This pretty species of Cy- 
clobothra was obtained some years since from Mexico, by Mr. TaTE, and has 
now become dispersed through many collections. It appears to grow freely 
in a light mixture of peat and loam, and to require no other protection than 
a good pit. 

4, Echites stellaris, Star-flowered. Pentandria, Monogynia. Apocynex. 
A tender stove climber, introduced from Rio Janeiro to the Horticultural 
Society, by the Hon. Ropert Gorpon. In the month of August, its flowers 
perfume the part of the hothouse in which it is placed, with a delightful smell 
of Primroses. It grows readily in peat and loam, but is scarcely to be pro- 
pagated except by cuttings of the root. Dr. LinptEy has named it with 
reference to the coloured eye of the corolla, which, being deep rosy red in the 
centre, with five starry lobes, bordered with a sort of orange yellow, gives a 
striking appearance to the flowers. Echites is the Latin name of the Birth- 
wort, one of the twining species of Aristolochia. Its meaning being “ serpen- 

tine,” from exis, a snake, LINN#ZuS applied it to the present twining genus. 
5. Ismene Amancaes, var. sulphurea, Sulphur-coloured Ismene. Hexandria, 

Movogynia. Amaryllidee. ‘This very ornamental bulb was raised four years 
ago from a seed of I. Amaneaes, which had been fertilized by the pollen of 
1, Calathina. The colour of the flower is intermediate, and the scent, though 
very powerful, is not delightfully fragrant, as in Calathina, nor so disagreeable 
as that of Amancaes. 1. Calathina thrives vigorously out of doors in a border 
of sand and peat mixed, and flowers in July and August, if the bulbs are 
planted out in April, and taken up when the leaves decay in November or 
October. The soil being loose and light, it is easy to avoid breaking their 
strong fleshy fibres, which should not be injured. The bulbs so taken up 
should be put all together in a large pot, or a small tub, according to their 
number and size; and, some light soil being poured over them, they should 
be placed at the back of a greenhouse, or in any shed where they will be pre- 
served from frost, and must have no water. I. Amancaes requires ‘a much 
more sandy soil, and less moisture: if planted out of doors, alarge potful of 
soil should be taken out of the border where it is set, and the hole filled with 
pure white sand, and, unless the summer is very wet, it will succeed well. If 
kept in the greenhouse, it should be potted in very sandy compost, and be 
watered sparingly; and should be left quite dry from the time the leaves 
decay till May. Peat and too much water have caused many cultivators to 
lose this plant, which is not difficult to preserve. Ismene is a classical name 
applied to this genus by Mr. HERBERT. IsMENE waS a daughter of @prrus. 

6. Cypripedium spectabile, Large white Lady’s Slipper. Gynandria, Dian- 
dria. Cypripediew. A native of the low meadows and bogs in North Ame- 
rica, particularly in the mountainous tracts from Canada to Carolina, flower- 
ing in May and June. This remarkable plant is the finest of the North Ame- 
rican Cypripediums, and is not by any means uncommon in the gardens of 
this country, its roots being periodically imported. It has, however, resisted 
all attempts at propagating it, and seldom lives above a year or two after its, 
arrival. Those who manage it the best treat it as a greenhouse plant, keeping 
it very near the light until its leaves have withered, when it is removed to a 
dry shelf till its growing seasun returns. Cypripedium, from Kypris, Venus ; 
und podion, s\ipper,—in allusion to the form of the flower. 

7. Catasetum luridum, Lurid Catasetum. Gynandria, Monandria. Orchi. 
dew, Syn, Anguloalurida. This plant isa native of the woods, not only of 
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. Bahiay) but; probably: of \the greater partcof Brazil!» dsike-allathe specieswith 

. similapyhabitspit grows: freely|in decayed) vegetable matterjmixed! witha little 
) puresloam, among quantities-of-potsherds, and it probably! wilksood become 
-common, Althoughdt:cannot be: compared) for» beauty: with» C: :tridentatum, 
dtiis nevertheless; a-very-interesting species; the spots on the margin’ of the lip 
Jaxe-of the deepest and richest ruddy brown; while the horns of;:thecolumn 
may be compared to the fore legs of some: spider, lurking im the bosom:oftthe 
flower, to seize upon the yi¢tims that may-enter it. - Catasetum isa name the 
meaning of which is unexplained. 

8. Begonia heracleifolia, Parsnip-leaved Begonia. Syn. Begonia radiata. 
Monecia, Polyandria. Begoniacee. A native of Mexico, whete it was met 
with by the German trayellers, SCcHIEDE and DerrE, in. several localities. 
°Ttis.a very free growing hothouse plant, producing its rosy flowers in every 
month of the year. All that it demands at the hand of the cultivator is heat, 
moisture, and a full exposure to the light. If kept too much in the shade, 
ithe-flowers lose the bright rosy,‘tint which is natural to them, and with it their 

e beauty.) Begonia, named in: honour of MicHAaEL BEGON, a Franc — 
of Botany, ’ 
bas , 

Sweet's British Flower.Garden,,. Edited by Davip.Don,,Esq;, 

- ts Librarian ‘to’ the Linnean Society. Coloured, 3s. 5 vite 

i2Qsy 3de , 

sary 

avi “1,.Manettia glabra, Smooth Manettia., Syn, Manettia,cordifolia. " Bettark- 
dria, Monogynia. Rubiacee. This is an exceedingly elegant plants Jts 
delicate and graceful,form,),and its; long scarlet blossoms, contrasted with its 
broad deep green foliage, render.it one of the most beautiful objects thatcan 
well be.conceived., .The plant, appears.to, thrive best in a mixtureoof sandy 
peat and loam, is.of easy culture; and is readily increased by cuttings, planted 
in.sand, aud placed in artificialyheat. .Like,most, of the plants of thesame 
country, it.will doubtlesssucceed well. in. the open border during summer. 
‘The )genus. was named. by Linnzus, at the request of his correspondent 
Motis, after Xavier MANETTI, Professor of Botany at Florence. 

2, Artanena fimbriatum, Fringed flowered. _Didynamia, Angiospermia. 
Scrophularine. Syn..'Torrenia fimbriatum, Torrenia scabra. A. native of 
the banks ofthe, River Brisbane, at Moreton Bay, New Holland; whence 
seeds were transmitted, by the late Mr. C. Frazer, to the Edinburgh Botanic 
Garden, where .the plant blossomed in 1831. Although usually treated as a 
greenhouse plant, it will\be found to succeed very well in the open border 
during. the. summer. months, producing its blossoms and ripening its, seeds 
freely... Flowers: blue, with violet streaks, about an inch Jong, very» showy, 
and. an interesting additiop to our gardens. _ [t should be planted in a mixture 
of peat and.loam ; is increased by seeds, or by cuttings. 
..3. Linaria,circinata, Curve-leayed. Toad-flax. . Didynamia, Angiospermia. 
Sarogbularinc, This curious. species was raised by Mr. ANDERSON, in -the 
Chelsea Botanic Garden, from seeds received from Buenos Ayres;, butat 
seems more. probable that it is a uative of Northerm Africa,,as most-of. the 
species of the section.of the genus to which it clearly belongs, are natives.of 
that country. The plant is apparently somewhat shrubby. Flowers.z, axil- 
lary, solitary, sulphur coloured, dotted with dark red, very pretty. The plant 
requires a light loamy soil, and may readily be increasedeby, cuttings. It also 
requires to be protected during winter,in a pit. Linaria, from Linum, flax 
having similar leaves. _,. 
,A.. Lablavia vulgaris, Egyptian Haricot.. Diadelphia, »Decandria, | Legu- 

minose,, Syn. Lablab vulgaris, Lablab niger, Dolichos Lablab,» Phaseolus 
niger, Dolichos purpurea, D, Bengalensis, D.albus, D, Lablaby Lablab nan- 
kinicus, L..leucocarpus. , This plant is cultivated in India,,China; Egypt, 
and many other-countries of the East, and alsoin the Westdndies; en account 
of. its pods, which. are prepared and. eaten in. the same manner as Kidney: 
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(Beans. itis ah extremely showy plant, and‘is: admirably suited for being 
trained to trellis-work, or over a verandah. Mr. Lirrre, nurseryman, King’s 
» Road, Chelséay has cultivated it for some years’ as an ornamental plant ;and 
+hesfinds it quite asshardy, and to require the same treatment, as the Kidney 
Beais.\> Flowers, in long interrupted clusters, of a pale purple, varying often 
»to:dark purple, or white; blooms from July to October. The name Lablab 
miéans'simply, im Arabic, a twining plant, and is applied indiscriminately'to 
the Convolvulus and many others of similar habit. “T3won 

yest 

M 

“The Botanic Garden. Edited by Mr. B..Maunp, F.LS.. , Price 
Is. 6d. large ; 1s. small, coloured. rhe 

dL. ‘Roswindica, Rose Clare, This Rose partakes of the habit and character 
of the China Rose, and there is little doubt but‘it has ‘been ‘raised from "this 
species; where, or by whom, we cannot with confidence state. Répért, how- 
ever, states, that it originated with a gentleman of the name of CLARE; and 
that it was raised from seeds brought from Italy. It grows very freely 
wherever other Roses flourish, and produces an abundance of fluwers, fr 
thé commencement of the season to the’end of attumn. Flowers: fine*deep 
rose, single, blooming in clusters; deserves general cultivation; grows to the 
height of ten feet. The Celtic word Rhos, a Rose, from the word Rhodd of 
the same language, signifying red, has, with a little variation, been transferred 
into numerous other languages, to convey a meaning similar to the original. 
Indica is-applied as a specific name, to connect ‘the ‘plant with its ‘native 
country. , kone 4 

rit BW Savona Iberica, Iberican Coronilla. Diadelphia, Deeandria. Legu- 
minos#. It is a delightful plant for the foreground of the parterre. | It spreads 
freely, completely covering the surface of the soil with its neat foliage; from 
amongst which, rise its brilliant little coronets of yellow blossoms. | Luxuriant 
foliage and flowers will be yielded by a rich fresh loamy soil; which it requires. 
It should be planted in an open situation, uninfluenced by the shade of trees. 
Coronilla, from Corona, a crown; Iberica, a district bordering’ on Mount 
Caucasus. tal MY 

3. Digitalis laciniata, Cut-leaved Fox Glove. Didynamia, Angiospermia. 
Scrophularine. This plant is a native of Spain, and’ but little known to 
English botanists; and although it has borne the two or three last winters 
without injury, we do not anticipate that it will become a’ plant of so hardy 
a character as to stand unprotected, in severe seasons. Flowers: stalk’ rises 
eighteen inches high; blooms from July to September; ‘colour, a rosy Ted 
and buff. In dry summers, seeds are produced abundantly. It may also’ be 
propagated by cuttings. Loamy soil sould be preferred to’ that which is 
peaty, and a warm situation. Digitalis, from Digitale, the finger of a glove. 

4. Verbena urlicifolia, Nettle-leaved. Didynamia, Angiospermia. Verbe- 
nace. It isan upright plant, of strong growth, rising three feet high; and 
although its flowers, taken separately, are small, they become showy on the 
aggregate. It blooms from July to October. A native of North America. 
Flowers: purple. Culture: increased freely by division of the plant. Vert 
bena, a Roman name for herbs used in ancient sacrifices. 

The Number for March (omitted in our last) contains— 
1. Hedysarum obscurum, Creeping Hedysarum. Diadelphia, Decandria. 

Legamivose. A beautiful little plant for the borders, mounds, or artificial 
rockwork; but it should be so placed that its beauty may not be hidden by 
more diffase sabjvcts. Grows six inches high} flowers in July and August. 
Iewill grow in any common soil, particularly in a sandy one. Hedysarum, 
from the Greek Hedys, sweet; and aroma, a perfume. 
2 Sanguisorba Canadensis, Canadian Great Burnet. Tetrandria, Monogy! 
Bins) Sanguisorbem A native of Canadia, cultivated in 1633; a perennial, 
bearing spikes of white flowers; five feet high; it flowers in August and Sep- 

Vor. Il. Q 
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tember. Sangnisorbia, from the Latin sanguis, blood; and sorbes, to,absorb, 
—from the astringent qualities of the Sanguisorba Se tne 

3, Jasione perennis, Perennial Sheep’s Scabious. Pentandria, Monogynia. 
Campanulacee. A perennial, introduced from France in 1787.. When grown 
to perfection, it is a neat and attractive flower, growing one foot high; flowers 
in June and July; colour, blue. In order to grow it to perfection, plants 
must be raised in autumn, and planted singly, or at Jeast not too closely toge- 
ther. The most suitable soil will be peat, or peat and loam; the situation 
should be tolerably dry. 

4. Lilium pomponium, Pompone Lily. Hexandria, Monogynia. Tulipacee. 
A native of Siberia, cultivated in 1629; a perennial; grows two feet high; 
flowers in May and June; colour, deep orange red, spotted with black towards 
the centre. According to Mr. Loupon, the Lilium pomponium is cultivated 
in Kamtschatka as the potatoe is in Britain, and that its bulbs are in like 
manner laid up for winter store ; they are called savannas, and when bviled, 
taste exactly like a waxy potatoe. Their roots demand no culture; their 
flowering stems grow up independently of the gardener’s care; we need only 
observe, that the bulbs should not be moved when in an active state of growth. 
Lilium, from Zi, whiteness; some of the varieties being of a pure white 
colour. 

On Promoting the Healthiness of Plants, and the Destruction of 

Insects on them. 

Nothing contributes so much to the health of a garden as a number of 
Camomile plants dispersed through it. No greenhouse or hothouse should be 
without Camomile, in a green or in a dried state; either the stalks or flowers 
will answer. It is a singular fact, that if a plant is drooping, or apparently 
dying, in nine cases out of ten it will recover, if you place a plant of Camo- 
inile near it. The flowers should be gathered before they change their colour, 
and spread in a loft, or in a shady place, for four or five w eeks, until they are 
quite dry. The plan I venture to recommend for general adoption is this,— 
to anticipate these troublesome visitors, by having trees, &c. syringed with a 
decoction of Camomile, prepared in the manner I shall describe below, in 
the months of January, February, and March. Diseased parts should be 
properly cleansed and washed with the decoction. It might be accomplished 
at a time when no other work could well be done; and the expense would be 
comparatively nothing. 

Supposing the above preeaution was /aGplected) and the insects really appear 
on your trees, fumigation with Camomile, and washing with the decoction, 
will be found to answer as effectually as tobacco, For the purpose of fumi- 
gating, the dried stalks of the plant may be used; but if you have not the 
stalks, you may burn the flowers. 

The decoction is prepared in the following manner :—Boil a gallon of clear 
rain-water, and pour it into an earthen or wooden vessel, upon a pound weight 
of Camomile stalks or flowers; cover the vessel down, but not too close ; stir 
it occasionally, and when cold pour off the water, and put another gallon of 
boiling water, as above, on the same flowers; to these two gallons of extract, 
when mixed, add six gallons of clear unboiled rain-water. For some purposes 
this mixture might be too strong, and for others not strong enough; but the 
gardener must make use of his own understanding, and act with due caution, 
or as circumstances may point out.—Jrish Farmer’s and Gardener’s Magazine. 

PittaRs oF RosEs.—One of the prettiest floral fancies of the present day 
is that of forming pillars of Roses. These pillars consist of Roses trained on 
iron stakes, from 12 feet to 15 feet high, well painted; and they form the 
most durable, as well as the most picturesque, objects in garden scenery. 
During the &asuing summer, I intend to make an accurate list of all the 
Noisette Roses that are suitable for training in this mode. These, with some 
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of the [le de Bourbon varieties, added to the already numerous and decided 
Climbing Roses, will make a magnificent display. Merely to show how a 
heap of clay may become a mount of beauty, I last spring levelled and made 
circular ‘a large quantity of white and blue clay, dug from a pit to contain 
water: on this, with asmall portion of dung and pit-sand to each plant, L 
planted some of all the hardy Climbing Roses. The effect is now beautiful ; 
and another summer it will be a mount of Rose pillars, each from eight to 
ten feet high —T. Rivers, Jun.—Gardener’s Magazine. 

THE CELEBRATED COLLECTION OF ORCHIDE, which belonged to the late 
Mrs. ARNOLD Harrison, of Liverpool, was purchased by Mr. Knicur, Exotic 
Nursery, in the beginning of February last.—Zbid. 

Toxirs.—A correspondent in the Field Naturalist for March, observes,— 
Last year I had a bed of Tulips of the rare and beautiful sorts, which I 
thought I would protect from chance of frost, by covering them with ¢an. 
They all flowered perfectly black.” 

PART III. 

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE. 

QUERIES. 

ON THE CuINESE Prrmrose.—Will any of your correspondents have the 
kinduess to inform me of the best method of cultivating and propagating the 
Chinese Primrose? Should they be always kept in pots, or occasionally turned 
into the open ground ? GULIELMUS. 

On tHE FLoweRING OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS IN SUMMER.—I observe one 
great horticulturist, Minver, and other writers, speak of these beautiful 
plants flowering in summer. He says,—‘ Cuttings taken from the plants the 
beginning of September, and planted in pots, will readily take root; and if 
they are placed under a hotbed frame, to screen them from, the frost in winter, 
letting them have free air in dry weather, they will live through the winter ; 
and in the spring these plants may be transplanted into the borders of the 
flower-garden, where they will flower in June, and continue in succession till 
the frost puts a stop to them.”—I have practised this method, but have been 
disappointed ; for none of my plants bloomed until the usual time in Novem- 
ber. Can you, or any of your intelligent, correspondents, furnish me with 
any information on this subject? GULIELMUS, 

London, Feb. 25th, 1834. 

On THE Bicnonia.—lI should feel greatly obliged to “ An Ardent Ama- 
teur,” if he would answer the following questions:—Ist. What is the proper 
time to put in cuttings! 2nd. What is the proper soil? 3rd. What is the 
proper aspect? 4th. Whether they require mats in winter, and whether they 
are semi-hardy, or perfectly so? A Lover or fLowers. 

On THe AunicuLta,—* A Lover of Flowers” would esteem it a particular 
favour, if the Conductor of the much-admired and useful little work, the 
Floricullural Cabinet, would inform her of the properties of a choice Auricula.* 
A sketch of one would be a yreat acquisition; but the latter is only a hint 
from a sincere admirer and well-wisher to the Floricultural Cabinet. 

Ow THe Datiuta.—Will any of the readers of the Floricultural Cabinet be 
kind enough to inform me what is the best soil to grow Dahlias in, -and whe- 
ther they require much water !—what are the properties of a choice flower ?— 
and likewise how old seedliug plants are before they blow? 

; A Lover or FLowErs. 
* See page 118 of the present Number.—Con vb. 
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On) PoTSHERDS:—Having) frequently: observed it recommended in’ the Fle: 
ricultural Cabinet, to place:potsherds at the bottoms of pots, I should consider’ 
it a favour if:the Conductor would inform me what is meant by potsherds: 

A LovER oF FLOWERS!» 
{Small pieces of broken garden pot.—Ccnp. } 

On THE Waite Water Lity.—In Loudon’s Encyclopedia of Plants, it is 
stated that the Nymphza alba (White Water Lily) will grow well in large 
pots of water, with a few inches of rich soil at the bottom. Can you, or any 
of your correspondents, inform me what sized pots would be required !—when 
the roots should be planted ?—and what soil would suit them best? An early 
answer would particularly oblige F. W. G. 

Sudbury, Suffolk, March 16th, 1834. 

Own’ Frortis?’s Frowrers.—You will pardon me for intruding myself on 
yourvattention ; but having a great desire for knowledge on cultivating what 
are*termed florists’ flowers, | now presume to address you as follows :— 
Umprimis.—I1 wish to know whether the compost for Carnation, Tulip, Hya- 

einth, Ranunculus, Anemone, and Pink beds, requires to be removed every 
year,—to speak in plain language, I mean whether the old, or last year’s 
compost; isto be all dug out of the excavations, and entirely new compost to 
be substituted; or whether it only requires to be renewed with an addition of 
the same materials as those of which the beds are made. 

I should also like to have a little information respecting the raising of »the 
Carnation, Pink, Auricula, and Tulip, from seed,—whether the three first are 
best raised in heat, or not,—the_ soil,—and best time for sowing the seed...I 
wish to know how long Tulips raised from seed are before they flower, and 
whether it would injure good Tulips materially to allow them to ripen seed. 
Could. youjalso let me know what constitutes a perfect flower in the Auricula 
and Polyanthus? 5. Pinnocx. 

April 3rd, 1834. 
P.S..1,am happy to see your Magazine succeed so well, and heartily wish 

it a future continuance of support. I should like to see it published oftener. 

ON°GIVING THE EnciisH NAMES To PLants, &c.—I have derived much 
information from: your little’ periodical, entitled the Floricultural Cabinet; 
but not so much as 1 might do, were you to give the common English names 
of the flowers after their scientific appellations. In the descriptions of the 
plates, I observe the English names are given, and I hope you may be induced 
to'do the same in the directions for the cultivation of particular flowers, &c., 
as'I dare say many of your readers are of the same class as myself, and not 
more’ acquainted with the botanical names than I am. 

In ‘the Number of the Floricultural Cabinet for March, 1833, you say that 
the Jast year’s layers of Carnations should be planted off into large pots, three 
inveach pot. Why may they not be planted singly in smaller pots?—and if 
they may, I would thank you, or some of your correspondents, to inform me 
of: what size the pots should be in diameter at the top and bottom, and of 
what depth; as I donot understand what is meant by 48's, 60’s, &e. in 
reference to pots. [See page 44 of the present Volume.—ConpD. ] 

Rowner, March 18th, 1834. A Lavy N. 

On Buxsovs Roots, &c.—In looking over my Volume of the Floricultural 
Cabinet, at page 97 I observe an Article by “Snowdrop,” on the culture of 
Hyacinths, which remarks, I should suppose, will apply equally, and) with ‘as 
mueh propriety, to all bulbous roots as to Hyacinths. 1 refer to that part of 
his excellent Article, where he states, “ the bulbs ought not to be removed 
oftener than once in four years.” I, therefore, imagine that he has allowed 
his bulbs to remain in the earth all this winter. If so, J should wish him to 
inform me, when the season is over, whether they have bloomed to his satis- 
faction, or that his stock is very much deficient. 1 fear the latter will be the 
case, Perhaps he may say the last autumn has been a very uncommon one, 
and that so much rain has not fallen before for a very considerable time. Still 
I think some plan ought to be devised to prevent the recurrence of such a 
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loss, (fur it will.be anwery> serious loss: to persons! whov-have a large-eollection 
of-bulbs); and this eanonly -be done 'by:a continuation; of the:old method» 
of taking them ont of the earth every season, after they have finished their *' 
reign-of beautys 

J would here also bear testimony to the many excellent Articles that have 

appeared in the Floricultural Cabinet, and, which have been, the,ymeans of 

imparting much valuable information to amateur gardeners, who, like myself, ,, 

are attached to the culture of nature’s most beautiful productions; and, if 1. 
am not already trespassing too much upon your attention, I would suggest), 
the propriety of advancing the price of your Floral Numbers from 6d, each, 
to Is., whereby you would be enabled tu give us the plate much better co- 
loured, with more information; and surely no one, would object to. givea 
shilling each month for the valuable contents uf one of your Numbers, and 
especially at this time, when the love of flowers is becoming» more) general 
every year, which is fully proved by our having been able, even in this desert » 
aud mountainous part of the country, to form a Floral Society, which: -hasi« 
ouly been in existence two years, yet at the last meeting there were flowers 
and fruit shown which would not have disgraced a much older Society, u 
You must excuse my occupying so much of your notice, but perhaps Ly 

shall not trespass again. Cuas. Kyo: 
Saddleworth, Feb. 8th, 1834. isjedue od 

[We shall be glad to hear from, our correspondent,—ConDs Ju ooise oc: 

Own FLoweRiInc MESEMBRYANTHEMUMS, &c.—I shall be obliged’ if’ you, 
or any of your correspondents, wotild inform me, through the’ ‘pages of the~ 
Floricultural Cabinet, (to which I have been a regular’ subseriber;) ‘the’ best 
method of cultivating the various kinds of Mesembryaithemums, so as ‘to” 
ensure their blossoming. I have had»my plants’ two or three years, and they” 
look very healthy, but have hitherto failed in producing ‘flowers. “I'Have'not~ 
any means of applying artificial heat, but by hotheds. eee? Lise Sede ALE 

I should also be glad to know the most certain method of blooming the 
Caets speciosa with the above means. ! 84 Rte." 

March 4th, 1834, Phe dN 

On a SELECTION OF PLants.—I ‘have been a subscriber to your:Magazine 
from its commencement, and I believe I may say you are indebted to me for: 
a very wide circulation of it in this county...Go, on; Sir, as you have begun, 
and you will deserve a still greater patronage) than, you have yet received 
The duties of a parish prevent me from giving that attention to my fardeny 
that I could wish, and the res angusta domi prevent the erection-of a green=) 
house ; but as | have a Jawn, with beds at intervals on it, to be filled in.sum+ 
mer, and a kind friend’s sheltering greenhouse for! my Geraniums:in winter,: 
I am anxious to improve my stock of plants, both annuals and perennials; 50 
as to rival my neighbours in beauty, if I can. | Would you, or any of your 
numerous correspondents, take pity on a parish priest, and tell him whbateof 
each sort (annual or perennial) would be best to fill two beds. now enxypty—+ 
say of 50 feet by 4. The soil is loamy, and half of the beds in shade.) ; Peat 
and sand are so difficult to procure in our neighbourhood, that:I am obliged 
to forego the claims of their flowers, And if the price of each shrub, and:the 
probable difficulty of procuring the mentioned seeds, were named, the favour 
would be greater; also, the colour and height of each specified flower. It has 
long been my wish to make this request, but I have been deterred frem ‘the 
fear, that however interesting such information might be to me,! it would be 
little to your readers; but as, since the desire was first formed,‘ many have 
applied to me for the request 1 now make, in assisting me you would be als 
assisting many of your other subscribers. Viotet.’” 

Vicarage, Wills, March 87d, 1834. . 
err 

ANSWERS, tt attach 

On Destrroyine tHe Wsae-worm.—Not seeing any reply to“ E. R. W.’s” 
inquiry about the Wire-worm, perhaps, if you have no better, you may think 
the following worth your insertion :—Finding the Wire-worm in my Ranun- 
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culus bed (a very small one), I cut a large potatoe into thick pieces, and 
running a small stick through each, buried them between the rows, about the 
same depth as the roots, leaving the sticks above ground. After two days, on 
lifting up the sticks very gently, I found the potatoes covered with worms, 
which I destroyed, and replanted the potatoes. If I looked two days toge- 
ther, I seldom found above one or two; it is better to leave them two or three 
days betwixt each examinaticn. If the potatoes get dry, fresh pieces should 
be put; but one was quite sufficient for my purpose. Ina fortnight, I de- 
stroyed some hundreds. Nota single Ranunculus was injured, and the bed 
is now perfectly clear of them. If it be too much trouble to examine the 
traps, it is worth while to put them in, as the Wire-worm will choose them 
in preference to the fresh hard roots. Slugs are also caught at the same time. 

March 12th, 1834. Siti 

On THE CULTURE OF THE GENUS SEDUM IN PoTs.—A correspondent, 
“Snowdrop,” wishes to know the most successful method of blooming the 
genus Sedum in pots. I beg to state, that [ have had under my care a num- 
ber of Sedums in pots, which flowered in very great perfection. The soil IL 
used was turf that had lain for the coping of a wall for two or three years, 
and had been fully exposed to the action of the weather. This I chopped 
very small, and added to it a quantity of lime rubbish, mixing about half 
the quantity of lime rubbish to the soil. With this mixture I filled the pots, 
taking care to drain them well from any stagnant water; and my Sedums 
grew and bloomed profusely. Jos: 

March 24th, 1834. 

On Human URINE ss A MANURE.—At page 46, Vol. 1. of the Cabinet, 
“Snowdrop” asks, ** Is human urine a beneficial manure?’ Van OsTEN, in 
his Dutch Gardener, (published in 1703,) at page 125, treating on the Hepa- 
tica, has the following passage:—“ Plant them in sandy ground, mixed 
with dung that is hard and tough; it is also good to water them sometimes 
with human urine, but not when they are in flower ; if you observe this, they 
will so increase that you may fill your garden with them in a short time.” — 
I do not grow the Hepatica, and therefore have never tried the Dutchman’s 
recipe. J. Banton. 

REMARKS. 

ON THE PROPERTIES OF A PERFECT AuRIcULA.—The Plant.—l. The 
stem should be strong, stiff, and erect, about six inches high—2. The foot- 
stalks of the pips should be strong and stiff, and of a proportionable length 
to the size and quantity of the pips, so as to form a close and compact truss, 
without lapping over each other, and not less than seven in number, which 
should be all alike in colour and property.—3. The foliage should be healthy, 
and almost cover the pot. 

The Pip.—1. Should be round, large, lay perfectly flat, and quite smooth 
at the edges, without notch or fringe.—2. Its centre, or tube, should be per- 
fectly round, of a fine yellow or lemon-colour, well filled with the anthers, 
and should not exceed one-fourth of the diameter of the pip.—3. The eye 
should be perfectly round, of a pure white, smooth, without crack or blemish, 
and forma circle, not less than half the width of the tube, all round it—4. 
The ground colour should be dense, whole, and form a perfect circle next the 
eye, and on the outer part be finely broken into a feathery edge. It should 
be equal on every side of the eye. The brighter, darker, and richer the colour, 
the better the flower; but if it be paler at the edges of the petals, or have two 
colours or shades, it is a fatal defect.—5. The margin or outer edge should be 
a fine unchangeable green or grey, and be about the same width as the ground 
colour, which must in no part go through the eye. From the edge of the eye 
to the outer edge of the flower, should be as wide as from the centre point of 
the tube to the outer edge of the eye. 

On THE PROPERTIES OF A PERrect Potyanraus.—The Plant.—1. The 
stem should be strong, upright, and elastic, from four to seven inches high.— 
2. The footstalks of the pips should be stiff, and so proportioned as to length, 
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that all the pips may have room to show themselves, without lapping over 
each other, and form a close compact truss, of not less than seven in number, 
and all alike as to colour and property ; the calyx should not be so Jong as to 
show itself at a front view of the pip.- 3. The foliage should be healthy, and 
almost cover the pot. 

The Pip.—\. Should be large, quite round, and perfectly smooth at the 
edges, without notch or serrature, and lay perfectly flat—2. The tube should 
not exceed one-third the diameter of the pip; it should be of a fine yellow, 
perfectly round, and well filled with the anthers.—3. The eye should be per- 
fectly round, of a bright, clear, rich yellow, forming a complete circle, and 
not less than twice the width of the tube all round it; the petals should not 
eut into the eye.—4. The ground colour should be whole, of a bright, rich, 
dark crimson, and not paler at the edges of the petals; the ground colour 
should not be more than the width of the eye all round the tube, and regular 
on every side of the eye.—5. The edging should be a fine lemon-yellow, not 
more than one-third the width of the tube, and regular on every side of the 
ground colour, and go through the division of each limb down to the eye. * 

On THE Size oF PINK AND CARNATION FLowERS.—As so much has been 
said in your late Numbers of the Floricultural Cabinet, respecting the dimen- 
sions of Pinks and Carnations, allow me to say, in support of “ Innovator’s” 
statement, that last season I flowered the Duchess of York Pink four inches, 
and Hogg’s Penelope Purple Picotee five inches, in diameter. I trust that, 
after these repeated assurances, “ B. M.’s” doubts will be removed, as T have 
no hesitation in attributing his failure of flowering them to a large size, to 
the imperfection of soil. 

Wiitram YOUELL, Nurseryman and Florist. 
Great Yarmouth, March 4th, 1834. 

Ow Ferns.—l have perused with great pleasure the excellent remarks. on 
British Ferns, made by “ M.” in her three papers on the subject... On carefully 
investigating No. III., at page 83, Vol. I1., I perceive that she says that the 
Blechnum boreale is found about moist shady hedge-bottoms in Nottingham- 
shire and Derbyshire. So far, I have no doubt, may be correct; but I can 
unhesitatingly assert-—and confidently assure your correspondent “ M.”? and 
your numerous readers—that I have found it in great plenty in both Stafford- 
shire and Cheshire, and on barren rocks, with but little soil to grow in, par- 
ticularly on a celebrated mountain called Moule Cope, but by the surrounding 
inhabitants Mow and Mow Cop. I shall make a few observations on the 
classification of Ferns in a future Number. F, F, ASHFORD. 

REFERENCE TO PLATE. 

1. Salpiglossis linearis, Linear-leaved Salpiglossis. Synonym, Nierembergia 
intermedia. Class, Didynamia; order, Angiospermia. Natural order, So- 
Janewe. Seeds of this plant, which is exceedingly pretty, and well deserving 
of cultivation, were received by Mr. Nei, from Mr. TWEEDILE, at Buenos 
Ayres, in 1832; and the first specimen brought into flower in the stove at 
Canonmills, in the end of September. It will continue in bloom from. April 
to November. It strikes very readily by cuttings, and will probably thrive 
wellin a dry, light greenhouse. The habit of this plant is wholly that of 
Nierembergia; the flower, in shape and structure, precisely that of Salpiglossis 
integrifolia of Hooker, Nierembergia phcenicea of Don. 

2. Spirea grandiflora, \cosandria, Pentagynia. Roseacee. This most 
beautiful hardy shrub is a native of Kamtschatka. It was raised by Messrs. 
Loppiers’s, from seeds sent by Mr. Buscu, in 1826. It bears a resemblance 
to Spirea salicifolia, but is a much finer plaut, and the flowers are more than 
double the size, and of a fine rose-colour. It isa valuable acquisition to the 
shrubbery. Jt flourishes in the open ground, in light loamy soil, and flowers 
in July and August. May be increased by layers or cuttings. 

3. Ipomea rubro crulea, Reddish-blue Ipomea, Pentandria, Monogynia. 
Consolyulaces. Seeds of this splendid plant were collected by Mrv SAMUEL 
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RICHARDSON, (an officer in the Anglo-Mexican Mining Association,) in the 
province of Guanaxuato, in Mexico, and were by him presented to J. D. 
Powtes, Esq., of Stamford Hill, who liberally distributed them. It isa 
twining smooth plant; the corolla in bud, white, with the limb of a rich lake 
red ; and when fully expanded, becomes of a fine purplish blue. Jt has flow- 
ered in the stoves of Jonn ALLCARD, Esq., of Stratford Green, Essex; and 
of Miss Loxtey, near the same place. Culture: increased by cuttings, and 
requires 2 rich loamy soil. 

FLORICULTURAL CALENDAR FOR MAY. 

Pant Stove.—Very little fire-heat will now be required, only applying it 
in cold weather. The plants will progressively require an increase of air and 
water. If any want an increase of pot-room, it should be attended to as early 
as possible; otherwise, if not watered frequently, the foliage or flowers will be 
liable to suffer, turn brown, or fall off the plant. Keep the plants free from 
decayed leaves, moss, &c. Frequently stir the surface of the soil. When any 
casual irregularities in form occur, prune or tie the shoots as required. It is 
a good time for propagatiug by cuttings, suckers, seeds, &c. placing them in 
moist heat. 
TENDER OR STOVE ANNUALS.—When it is desired to have some plants to 

bloom late in autumn, as Balsams, Cockscombs, Broccallias, &e. Seeds 
should now be sown, and the plants be potted off into small sized pots, as 
soon as they are large enough, using a rich soil. 
GREENHOUSE.—During the early part of May, a few frosty nights generally 

occur; in consequence of which, it is advisable not to take out the general 
stock of plants before the middle of the month, or even in cold situations, 
before the 25th. Whilst the plants, however, remain in the greenhouse, let 
them have all the air that can be given, during the day, and at nights if no 
appearance of frost. Particular attention will now be required to afford an 
ample supply of water to free-growing kinds of plants. Frequently syringe 
them over the tops at evening, just before sun set. If any of the plants 
be attacked with green fly, or any other similar insects, apply a sprink- 
ling of tobacco water, diluted with water, by adding to one quart of 
the liquid five of water; in applying which to the plants, syringe them at the 
under as well as upper surface of the leaves: a repetition will rarely be re- 
quired. This mode of destroying the insects is far preferable to fumigation, 
no injury being sustained by it, even if applied in a pure state. The liquid 
can be obtained of tobacconists at 10d. or ls. per gallon. Inarching Orange 
or Lemon trees may still be performed. It is a good time for increasing 
plants by cuttings, striking in moist heat. Greenhouse annuals—as Salpi- 
glossises, Globe Amaranthuses, Balsams, &c.—should be encouraged by a little 
warmth, and shifted into larger pots, early in the month; so that the plants 
may make a show, to succeed the removal of the general collection of green- 
house plants. Cuttings or suckers of Chrysanthemums should now be taken 
off, if not done before.—See Vol. I., pages 73 and 121; and Vol. IIJ., page 83. 

FLOWER GARDEN.—Continve to protect beds of Hyacinths, Tulips, &c. 
Carnations in pots should be encouraged by manure-water, &c., in order to 
grow them vigorously: care in striking them will be required. By the middle 
of the month, half-hardy annuals—as China Asters, Marigolds, &c.—may be 
planted out in the open borders. Some of the best kinds may be potted, as 
done to the more tender sorts. Many kinds of greenhouse plants—as Petunia, 
Salpiglossises, Salvias, Fuchsias, Heliotrops, &c.—should now be planted out 
in the open border. Dahlias, that have been forwarded in pots, frames, &c., 
may be planted out towards the end of the month. Seedlings may be pricked 
out, ina warm situation, having a deep, fresh, rich soil. When Stocks, 
Mignionette, China Asters, &c. are wished to bloom late in the year, seeds 
may now be sown, either under a frame or on a warm border. Slips of Dou- 
ble Wallflowers should now be put in, under a hand-glass. Seeds of biennials 
—as Sweet Williams, Scabious, Campions, &c.—should now be sown. Tube- 
roses, for late flowering, should now be planted, either in pots or warm borders, 

N.B. See Vol. I., May Number. FPP OA. 
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PART I.” | a 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

ARTICLE I.—An Essay on Flowers. Communicated 
by GULIELMUS. ) 

Having derived both amusement and instruction from the peru- 

sal of your useful and interesting publication, the Floricultural 

Cabinet, to which I have subscribed from its commencement, I 

feel desirous of promoting its object by sending you the following 

elegant Essay on Flowers, which I have transcribed from the “ New 

Monthly Magazine,’ 1828; and wish it may prove the means: of 

stimulating others to support your undertaking, and cause them 

more particularly to attend to the delightful and healthful pleasures 

of the flower-garden, as it has been to GULIELMUS. 

London, 25th February, 1834. | 

‘When summer’s delightful season arrives, rarely in this country 

too warm to be enjoyed throughout the day in the open air, there 

is nothing more grateful than a profusion of choice flowers around 
and within our dwellings. The humblest apartments, ornamented 
with these beautiful productions of nature, have, in my view, a 
more delightful effect than the proudest saloons with gilded ceilings 
and hangings of Genoa velvet. ‘The richness of the latter, indeed, 
would be heightened, and their elegance increased, by the judicious 
introduction of flowers and foliage with them. The odour of 

Vor, II. R 
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flowers, the cool appearance of the dark green leaves of some 

species, and the beautiful tints and varied forms of others, are sin- 

gularly grateful to the sight, and refreshing at the same time. 

Vases of Etruscan mould, containing plants of the commonest kind, 

offer those lines of beauty which the eye delights in following ; and 

variform leaves hanging festooned over them, and shading them if 

they be of a light colour, with a soft grateful hue, add much to 

their pleasing effect, These decorations are simple and cheap. 

Lord Bacon, whose magnificence of mind exempts him from 

every objection as a model for the rest of mankind, (in all but the 

unfortunate error to which, perhaps, his sordid pursuit in life led 

him, to the degradation of his nobler intellect,) was enthusiastically 

attached to flowers, and kept a succession of them about him i in his 

study and at his table. Now the union of books and flowers 4 is 

more particularly : agreeable. Nothing, i in my view, is half 30 “de- 

lightful asa Tibrary ‘set off with these beautiful productions of the 

éarth during summer, or, indeed, any season of the year. Alibrar ry 

or Study, opening on green turf, and having the view of a distant 

rigged country, with 4 peep at the ocean between hills, a small 

fertile space forming the nearest ground, and an easy chair and 

Bédks, is just as much of local enjoyment as a thinking man. can 

desire.” I’ reck’ ndt if undér a thatched or slated roof, to me it is 

the same thing. A favourite author on my table, in the midst. ‘of 

iy bouquets, and I speedily forget how the rest of the world wags. 

T fancy I am enjoying nature and art together, a consummation 

of luxury that never palls upon the appetite—a desert of uncloying 

sweets. 

“There is something delightful in the use which the Eastern 

Poets, particularly the Persian, make of flowers in their poetry. 

‘Their allusions are not casual, and in the way of metaphor and 

simile only; they seem really to hold them in high admiration. 

I am not aware that the flowers of Persia, except the rose, are 

more beautiful or more various than those of other countries. 

Perhaps England, including her gardens, green-houses, and fields, 

having introduced a vast variety from every climate, may exhibit a 

list unrivalled, as a whole, in odour and beauty. Yet flowers are 

not with us held in such high estimation as among the Orientals, 

if we are to judge from their poets. 

Bowers of roses and flowers are perpetually alluded to in the 
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writings of Eastern Poets. The Turks, and indeed the Orientals 

in general, have few images of voluptuousness without the richest 

flowers contributing towards them. The noblest palaces, where 

gilding, damask, and fine carpeting abound, would be essentially 

waating in luxury without flowers. It cannot be from their odour 

alone that they are thus identified with pleasure ; it is from their 

union of exquisite hues, fragrance, and beautiful forms, that they 

raise a sentiment of voluptuousness, in the mind; for whatever 

unites these qualities can scarcely do otherwise. 

Whoever virtuously despises the opinion that simple and cheap 

pleasures, not only good, but in the very best taste, are of no value 

because they want a meretricious rarity, will fill their apartments 

with a succession of our better garden flowers, It has been said 

that flowers placed in bed-rooms are not wholesome. Plucked and 

put into water, they quickly decay, and, doubtless, give out a 

putrescent air; when alive and growing, there need not be any 

danger apprehended from them, provided fresh air is frequently 

introduced. For spacious rooms, the better kinds, during warm 

weather, are those which have a large leaf and bossy flower. Large 

leaves have a very agreeable effect on the senses; their rich green 

is grateful to the sight ; of this kind, the Hydrangea is remarkably 

well adapted for apartments, but it requires plenty of water. Those 

who have a green-house connected with their dwellings, have the 

conveniences, by management, of changing their plants as the 

flowers decay; those who have not, and yet have space to afford 

them light and occasionally air, may rear most of those kinds 

under their own roof, which may be applied for ornament in sum- 

mer. Vases of plaster, modelled from the antique, may be stained 

any colour most agreeable to the fancy, and fitted with tin cases to 

contain the earthen pots of flowers, to prevent the damp from acting 

on them, will look exceedingly well. 

The infinite variety of Roses, including the Guelder Rose ; the 

Rhododendron, and other plants of similar growth, are fitted for 

the saloon, but they please best in the library. They should be 

intermingled with the book-cases, and stands filled with them 

should be placed wherever practicable. They are a wonderful 

relief to the student. There is always about them a something 

that infuses a sensation of placid joy, cheering and refreshing. 

Perhaps they were first introduced at festivals, in consequence of 
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their possessing this quality. A flower-garden is the scene of 

pleasurable feelings of innocence and elegance. The introduction 

of flowers into our rooms infuses the same sensations, but ,inter- 

mingles them more with our domestic comforts; so that we feel, 

as it were, in closer contact with them. The succession might be 

kept up for the greater part of the year ; and even in winter, ever- 

greens will supply their places, and, in some respects, contrast well 

with the season. Many fail in preserving the beauty of plants in 

their apartments, because they do not give them sufficient light. 

Some Species do well with much less light than others. Light is 

as necessary to them as air. They should not be too often shifted 

from one place to another. Those who will take the trouble, may 

quicken the growth of some plants, so as to have spring flowers 

inswinter 1 Thus autumn and spring might be connected 5’ and 

flowers: blooming! in the winter of our gloomy climate ag 

double attractions. 

isFor ‘my own ‘part; ‘I manage very well without the advaisniel 

of ial green-house.°' The evergreens serve me in winter. ‘Then’ ed 

Lilacs:come in, followed by the Guelder' Rose and Woodbine; the 

latter trained in a pot upon circular trellis-work. | After this, thee 

canbe no difficulty im choosing, as the open air offers every vatiety- 

Tvarrange all ‘my library and parlour-plants in a room in ‘my’ 

dwelling-house, facing the south, naving a full portion of light, 

and .a fire-place. I promote the growth of my flowers for the 

early part of the year by steam-warmth, and having large tubs and 

boxes of earth, I am at no loss, in my humble conservatory, for 

flowers of many kinds when our climate offers none, The trouble 

attending theny i 1Ss all. mIny own, and is one of those employments 

which never appear laborious. Those who hare better conveniences 

may proceed on a large scale; but I contrive to keep up a due 

succession, which to a floral epicure is every thing. To be a day 

in the year, without seeing a flower is a novelty to me; and I am 

pérswaded much more might be done with my humble means than 

I have effected, had I sufficient Jeisure to attend to the retarding . 

or forcing them. I cover every space in my sitting-room with 

the beautiful fairy things of creation, and take so much delight in 

the-sight of them, that I cannot help recommending those of 

limited-incomes, like myself, to follow my example and be their 

own nurserymen. The rich might easily obtain them without ; 
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but what they procure by gold, the individual of small means must: 

obtain by industry. I know there are persons to whom the flowers 

of Paradise would be objects of indifference ; but who can imitate, 

or envy such? They are grovellers, whose coarseness of taste is 

only fitted for the grossest food of life. The pleasures ‘des 

Fleurs et des Livres’ are, as Henry IV. observed of his child, ‘ the 

property of all the world.’ 

ARTICLE II.—On the Making and Formation of Gravel 

Walks. By Mr. Ropert Marnock, Curator to the 

Sheffield Botanic Garden. 

The introduction; of Grav el Walks i in Pleasure-Grounds,. bela 

avowed objects of utility, may be said to: be; beantifuld onlyin 

proportion to their fitness for the purposes. for-,which:they:are 

intendeds, In the formation of,a,walk, the firsticonsideration after 

haying determined, on the line in, which.it,ista be. made, oughtsto, 

be the most, eflectual means, \of rendering {it at\all times:as.drysiis! 
possible, When the subsoil is a retentive, clay,q a: drain of: bricks! 
or, stones, according to the inclination of the: ground, or, thecdis+, 

tance the water may require to be conveyed before it is allowed: to! 

escape, is indispensable. When a walk. is to:be made in a.situas) 

tion. of the latter kind, 1 have found the form of which the fein 
is a section, to answer very well. 

Fig, 1. 
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The verges or edgings being accurately laid at the height,they: 

ave intended to remain, and well consolidated by binding or beat: 

ing, to prevent future settling, are next/to be cut in)aisloping' 
direction inwards. The verges ought never to be laid with; turf, 

TNT 
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and the adjoining ground sown with seeds of a different kind of 

grass; when turf is not plentiful, it is always better to sow the 

whole with seeds, and in that case the verges should be made up 

with soil free from stones, occasionally using a little water, so that 

the whole may tread firm and hard. When raised to the proper 

level, and cut as directed above, a drill made parallel with the walk 

on the extreme edge of the verge is filled with seeds, and neatly 

covered with soil. The rest of the ground is then sown rather 

thickly, and raked in in the usual way ; and by attention to rolling 

and mowing, a good turf may be obtained in a few months. From 

the level of the verges (a a) to the bottom, is from six to 

seven inches, with an inclination to the drain (c) of one inch in 

a foot. The excavation completed, and the two sides of the bottom 

made firm and smooth, and the drains set with stones, or bricks, 

broken to the size generally used upon roads, laying a few larger 

pieces on each side of the drain, where the depth will permit. It 

is of importance that the stones or other material of which the sub- 

stratum is composed, be perfectly free from earthy matter of every 

description. I have, therefore, always found it necessary to pre- 

pare these materials in a heap by themselves, and in removing 

jhem to use a strong narrow-pronged fork. This operation 

finished, and the surface made quite level and rolied three or four 

times over, it is then covered about an inch thick with binding 

gravel. To prevent as much as possible the gravel running down 

and mixing with the substratum, the first barrow-load being spread. 

jhe second is put down on the top of the first, the third on the top 

of the second, and so on till the whole is finished. In spreading 

the gravel, it is carefully pushed forward, in a considerable body, 

with the head of a wooden rake—teeth turned upwards. The 

gravel being all on, and neatly levelled and raked with a short- 

toothed wooden rake, to bring the pebbles to the top, the latter 

ought to be equally distributed over every part of the walk. Two 

or three boys, when they are well looked after, will do a good deal 

of this kind of work in a day, aud when neatly performed, adds 

greatly to the beauty and firmness of the work, at very little addi- 

tional expence. Nothing now remains but to give the whole < 

good rolling, which ought to be done when the gravel is between 

wet and dry, and the edges of the walk will be about half an inch 

deep. : 

Seance eee 
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With regard to the thickness which gravel ought to be applied, 

Miller has recommended from ten to twelve inches. Some subse- 

quent authors say from ten to fourteen, and others again from five 

to six inches thick. The numerous gravel beds which are dis- 

persed over the country, though consisting of substances very 

similar in their nature, are exceedingly various in their relative 

proportions to each other. In one bed we may perhaps find sand 
and small pebbles to prevail, in another pebbles and clay predo, 
minates, with very little sand ; while in a,third, we may, probably, _ 
find both sand, pebbles, and clay, all blended together in, pretty 
equal proportions. _ As the kind of gravel to be used,can, therefore, 

seldom. be a matter of choice, it needs but Jittle argument,to prove 
the impropriety of always applying it the same thickness; without 
regard to, the quality... In confirmation.of this, statement, ;J may 
mention as, an instance, that the gravel found, in, this; neighbour, 
hood, though, somewhat defective in colowr,,is,im ether, respects 
equal, to Kensington gravel, which has been, said, to, be the dest, im 
the world 5, yet, if the gravel there, be applied :twelve,.or,eyen, six, 
inches, thick, it becomes as impervious to wet as.if puddled: on. pur, 
pose, te retain the water on the surface: and this must necessarily, 
be the case with all gravels of a binding nature,. when, used in, too 
great a quantity. If the, thickness, be, properly. adjusted. to.,the 
nature of the gravel, a heavy shower. will pass readily through ta 
the substratum, below, without appearing to accumulate on, the 

surface of the walk ; and if walked upon) immediately, after. the, 
shower, the gravel ought not. to. stick to the shoes, nor the least 
impression of the feet. be left. in the walk behind. ;, Gravel..that, 
contains much clay will require,to, be used, thin,,, and such,.as.con> 

tains but little clay in, proportion to the sand and pebbles,,.wilk of 
course require to be thicker, in order, that it may set and. become. 
hard, When binding gravel, cannot, be;obtained, rivet. sand and 
pebbles mixed with clay previously dried and pounded, .to, cause it, 
to blend with the other materials, will forma tolerably good subs 
stitute. boa x aH vith te 
When walks are steep, and. liable. to-be, washed. by heavy tains; 

1 have found a kind of wooden spout, or, trough (Fig,.2), when, 
placed across the walk and sunk level. with. the gravel, to bea very, 
excellent preventive. The two sides (e ¢) are formed, of strong 
onk boards seven or eight inches deep, half an inch apart at. the 
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top, sectired at that width by iron brackets eighteen inches from 

each other. The bottom is six inches ‘wide, and so constructed 

that the water escapes into the drain under the centre of the walk, 

or is allowed to pass off at one end. The distance at which the 

spouts ought to be ‘placed from each other, will depend’on the 

inclination of’ the walk. 

If walks are composed of sand or any other loose material, 

hoeing and raking will always be found the most economical mode 

of keeping; but when covered with binding gravel, weeding and’ 

sweeping will seldom cost one’ half the expense of hoeing and 

raking, to say nothing of the horror which a walk newly hoed and 

raked, and covered with loose pebbles, naturally raises in the minds 

of those who happen to have such things as corns on their feet. 

At the season when the seeds of weeds are most profusely scat- 

tered about by the wind, ‘the surface of walks} if-weeded, are smooth 

and hard, and by oceasional sweeping) the seeds are. removed 

before they have time to strike root; but when hoed, the surface 

is generally’ in a loose uneven state, and any seeds that are de- 

posited upon them, must remain there till they have become perfect 

plants before they can be destroyed. Hoeing and raking, though 

it generally destroys one crop of weeds, is certainly the most effec- 

tual means that could be adopted to secure another, 

Were gardeners, insteadof having one, two, three, or more 

labourers, without the power of increasing them when required, 

allowed a certain number, with a discretionary power to expend a 

given sum, to be called in at particular seasons when most 

wanted,—they would then, by a concentrated force of labour, often 

be enabled to accomplish at the proper time that which, if delayed, 

must frequently be done to disadvantage, and sometimes at double 

the expense. Were this arrangement more generally acted upon, 

the ‘walks could be let to women and children to be kept clear of 

weeds at so much’ for the season, and swept a certain number of 

times, either twice a week, oncé a week, or once a month, accord- 

ing to circumstances. The mowing of low grass could also be let 

at so much for each time going over, including all the details of 
clipping, sweeping, &c.; for such is the toilsome nature of this 

operation, ‘that a man will be better able to give double the quan- 

tity of labour per day, if exempt from mowing, than if he is sub- 

jected to it for two or three hours every morning. I speak from 
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pretty ample experience as to the nature of the labour, and also 

the advantages to be derived both to the employer and the em- 

ployed, that in letting all kinds of work that possibly could be let, 

1 have invariably found it to be attended with very considerable 

advantages to both parties. Men are always willing to give a 

greater quantity of labour for the same money, if, by additional 

exertion on their own part, they are enabled to earn a little more 

per day. Rost. Marnock. 

ARTICLE III.—On the Culture of Geraniums (Pelar- 

goniums), so as to cause them to bloom throughout 

Winter. By Mr. Wi1tt1aM DENYER, Gardener to 

Lady WessteER, Battle Abbey, Sussex. 

Observing, in page 69, Vol. II. of the Floricultural Cabinet, 

that a Querist, “J. T.,” requests information on the treatment of 

Geraniums (Pelargoniums), so as to have them to flower throughout 

the winter season, I am induced to forward the following detail of 

culture, which, if practised by “J. T.,” will, I am confident, fully 

answer every expectation. 

The first week in May put in cuttings to strike, placing them 

in moist heat. As soon as they are rooted, pot them into sixty- 

sized pots, and replace them in the frame for a week, to assist 

them in striking root afresh. At the end of that time, remove 

them to a cool frame, or a sheltered place, where they can have 

plenty of air, without being exposed to strong winds. By this 

means the plants will get stout and bushy. The pots should be 

placed upon coal-ashes, an inch or two deep, in order to prevent 

worms getting into the pots. The second week in August, repot 

the plants into forty-eights. If any flower-buds appear during ~ 

this month, eut or pinch them off, but do not shorten the points 

of the shoots ; for if this be done at any time after the middle of 

June, the plants will not bloom the following winter. 

By the above mode of culture, the greenhouse at Battle Abbey 

has been quite gay with flowering Pelargoniums throughout winter. 

About the end of April, cut down those plants which bloomed 

in winter, and place them in a cool frame: by this means space 

will be given for those that are to bloom in summer. As soon as 

Von. II, s 
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the plants begin to push shoots, repot those that require it, and 

set them out in the open air, on a floor of coal-ashes: the plants 

will then flower in August and September. 

Cuttings should be struck every year, and cast away, by plant- 

ing out in open borders, &c. all the old plants. 

If “J.T.” will attentively adopt the above method of culture, 

he may have Pelargoniums in flower every month in the year. I 

am ready to admit that the blossoms are not equally fine at every 

season: they are, of course, finest during the summer period of 

the year. 

The following sorts will flower freely during winter :—P. glori- 

anum (Queen of Portugal), Moore’s Victory, Red Rover (very 

good,) Paganini, P. lucidum, Brighton Scarlet, La Belle Gabriel, 

Gower’s Masterpiece, P. dipetalum, P. roseum, Anne Boleyn, 

Humeii, P. floribundum, carneum, Grenvillianum, ignescens, 

ardens, coreatum, bicolor, scabrum, candidum, Man of Ross (very 

good). 

If convenient, a few plants should be placed in a warmer place 

than a greenhouse in December, which will help them forward 

for blooming in January and February. 

Wit114mM DENYER. 

ARTICLE IV.—On Reviving Plants. By SNowprop. 

It may perhaps be useful to state the method I have adopted to 

recover withered plants. I iately received some Pinks and Car- 

nations from a friend, which had been packed at least 17 days 

before they came to hand, and had travelled upwards of 160 miles. 

When I opened the parcel, the Pinks were very much withered ; 

- indeed, the grass had nearly become hay, and the earth and moss 

round the roots were perfectly dry : but the Carnations, though in 

a very bad state, were looking a little greener than the Pinks. I 

immediately placed them, as they were, with the moss around 

them, in a pan of spring water, into which I had dissolved some 

nitre—about a small tea-spoonful toa quart. Here they remained 

for 24 hours, at the end of which time the Carnations had entirely 

recovered their fresh green appearance, and in 48 hours the Pinks 

looked nearly as well. I planted them immediately on taking 
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them out of the water, and they are now looking as well as any 

others I possess. A quicker method is stated (Gard. Mag. Vol. 

VIII. p. 339) to be effectual, but this I never tried: it is as fol- 

lows :— Camphor is dissolved in alcohol until the latter is satu- 

rated ; the alcohol is then put into soft water, in the proportion of 

two drops to half an ounce. Withered or apparently dead plants 

put into this liquid, and allowed to remain there from two to four 

hours, will revive if they had not been completely dead before 

being put in.” SNowpDRopP, 

ARTICLE V.—On the Cultivation of the Datura arborea, 

By J. T. 

Having grown the Datura arborea for several years, in a manner 

very superior to what I have seen it elsewhere, I take the liberty 

of sending you a short account of my method of treatment; and 

if you think it will be useful to any of your numerous readers, it 

is at your service for insertion in your very useful Magazine. 

This plant was first cultivated in this country in 1783, and is 

generally treated as a stove plant. It is readily increased by cut- 

tings, and will last for several years by the following mode of 

treatment. In May I pot my plants in a pot sufficiently large, 

as it is not disturbed until the following spring, in a compost of 

rich loam, with a portion of well-rotted fowls’ dung, incorporated 

together—leaving sufficient room for top-dressings of fowls’ dung, 

that has been held in solution four or five weeks at least: this I 

repeat three or four times in the course of the season, for which 

care must be taken to leave plenty of room, as the former dressing 

cannot be removed. If an old plant, I head it down to about 

three feet, to prevent its growing too tall, as it will grow four or 
five feet in one season. I delay this until spring, as it is liable to 

decay if done sooner. I then place it in the greenhouse, where it 
will have the greatest advantage of the sun. I water it twice or 

three times a-week, until it begins to make some shoots ; as the 

season advances, I water more frequently—in dry, hot weather, 

every morning, watering over the top at the same time; if this be 
neglected, the leaves will drop off. I water twice a-week with 
water that has held fowls’ dung in solution, which is of great 

advantage during its growth. After it has done flowering, I remove 
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it to the back part of the greenhouse, and give the water:more 

sparingly during the winter;months. The plant, is generally 

grown in stoves, but my experiments have of necessity been con- 

fined to the greenhouse, in which it flowers from theend of Angus, 

till November ;, but ina stove it will flower as early as June. “Its 

beautiful full foilage, and fine trumpet-shaped flowers, which nea- 

sure seven-or eight inches in diameter, are sufficient recommenda- 

tionto gain ita place in every collection, and will amply pay 

everyylover of Flora, for the extra pains it may require in cultiva- 

tion. Sarde 

athe 12th, 1834, a Ae 

faa 

t 
ML St 

ARTICLE. VI.—On the Culture of rieFbaias aaah. 

Hires BY: Miss Emity ARMSTRONGE. BEtO2 

ov d¥out!cortespondent, Mr. E, Enwarps, of Staines, went to a 

‘very unnecessary trouble in the cultivation of this very beautiful 

“fléwer;/as described by him in the November Number (page 212) 

' of ‘your valuable Cabinet; and your correspondent, “ Syowpror,” 

plants them ‘a month: too soon. My treatment is as follows : _ 

‘The latter end of the month of March, I prepare my beds, con- 

sting of tich loam, leaf-mould, and an eighth part of pit sand ; 

the whole is then-well' mixed up together, and the surface raked 

smiddth and even.’ 7 In! these beds, about the first week in April, I 

if plant niy bulbs about five inches apart and three inches deep, 

\4placing’a little sand under and round each bulb ; they require no 

‘furthér ¢are, except that, if the weather be very dry, they should 

have a little water given them. When the foliage is brown and 

decayed, I take up the bulbs, and spread them on a gravel walk 

till perfectly dry. I then tie them up in bunches of from nine to 

“twelve, ‘according to the size, and hang them up in a store.room, 

“having occasional fires in it in cold and wet weather: here they 

remain till the ensuing season for planting. By the above method, 

the flowers grow very large, and the blossom is abundant. I hope 

this plain statement may gratify your correspondent “M.S. Y.” 

of Hampstead. EmiLy ARMSTRONGE. 

Castlerahan, Ireland, March 21st, 1834. * ay 
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ARTICLE VII.—On the Cultivation of Pinks in Pots. 

By A MrppLesex AMATEUR. 

Should you think the following worthy a place in your Florists’ 

Magazine, I shall feel myself highly honoured by its insertion. 

The soil I grow Pinks in is as follows :—Six barrowfuls of well- 

rotted cow-dung, three do. do. horse-dung, three do. strong loam, 

one do. coarse drift sand ; which, being well incorporated together 

I pass through a coarse sieve some time before using it. I always 

prefer my compost quite dry for potting, which kills the worms. 

My method of piping is the same as Mr. Revetr’s (Vol. I. p. 

102). I commence piping when the flowers are in bloom. When 

the pipings have struck root, I pot them in sixties, placing three 

in each pot. Here they remain till the latter end of March, when 

I commence replanting them in sixteens, and again place three 

plants in each pot, taking care not to disturb the balls of earth. 

After planting, I water them hberally, which makes them bud 

freely. The situation I always keep them: in: has a. southern 

aspect, where there is plenty of pure air. I always. place slates 

under the bottoms of the pots, to prevent worms getting in. I 

would advise all florists to have but one large hole in the bottoms 

of the pots, instead of two or three in the sides; for if the pots 

stand on the slates, worms will get in at the sides. By this mode 

of culture, I am certain I have as good blooms as any one. 

A Mippixsex AMATEUR. 

P.S. I shall forward you my method of growing Tulip seed, if 

you think it worthy of acceptance ; having raised a very many 

breeders, some of which are very superb ones.—[We shall be 

much obliged by it—Conp. ] 

ARTICLE VIIL.—Remarks on the Colours and Proper- 
ties of One Thousand Species and Varieties of Roses. 

By Sr. Parrick. 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 108.) 

NAMES. DESCRIPTION, 
GOR Meddahs.. FIFI slew vie vevccisns Dark purple. e 
aay Meloni sos. chadecn ene at lint. Beautiful light pink. a 
S70 Mercure .scsscvccccscecseses Mottled purple. 
471 Merveille du Luxembourg...... Deep red. 

472 Mialis sceueeeeveceesseeeeees Dark red and purple, 
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NAMES, DESCRIPTION. 
473 Milo ds ivecscccceceveeeseees. Fine light scarlet. 
474 Milurie de Montgan .......... Double white evergreen, | 
475 Min0S ...0cscsccccccens «....Small scarlet and purple... 
476 Miroire Panache..............Curious white and purple variegated, 

semi-double. 
477 Mirror of Fashion ............ Fine light crimson, 
478 Mitchell’s Caroline............ Pale blush. 
479 Mobac ......0..00+0++e0e6++-+ Purple and blue, very double. 
480 NOUVEAU »+++eee+4+--++Fine deep red and purple. 
48] Mogul ............++--.+++--F ine large blush. 
ABD MONSIOUrs Po. eee Soe wee Purplish crimson. 
483 ————— George ............ Brilliant scarlet. 
484 Montabello ..... A Scitig dschane -New. Fine blush. 
485 Mordon L’Amay....... ¢+ees.»Cherry red, 
486 Morning Star .........-2.-..-. New. Deep red. 
487 Morphee...s.eeeeeeeseeee ees Large deep red. 
488 Mort de Virgine ..............Deep blush, 
489 Mount Vesuvius ..............New. Blazing fine red. 
490 Mundi ....ss.0.s+00+--20.-+.Fine blush, changing pale. 
491] Muscat, ....oceeceeeceesseeeetine double white. 
492 Napoleon.......-+.---+e+-+-.- Large flaming red. (I 
493 Ne plus ultra ................Immense large light blush. 
494 Nexon jeeps osicchpraeai » Oilstels . .Blood red. 
495 New Cealestial...........+.+...DLarge semi-double blush. 
496 Ninon de Seneclos............New. Pretty blush. 
497 Nissida bicolor ........ .+e..-.hed and crimson. 
498 Noir de l’Allemagne .......... Dark velvet, semi-double. 
499 North Star ..... veeveeeseee-- Pretty blush, semi-double. 
500 Nouvelle Auguste ............Pale blush, almost white. 

(TO BE CONTINUED.) 

PART II. 

REVIEWS AND EXTRACTS. 

A Botanical Chart; or Concise Introduction to the Linnean, 

System of Botany. By James Ratrray, Surgeon and Lec» 

turer on Botany, Glasgow.—(See Advertising Sheet for our’ 

» May Number.) ma 

The Author observes, “In Dr. Smirn’s Flora Britannica, at the beginning , 

of every class, there is a synopsis of all the genera belonging to that class, . 

digested according to their orders, and again divided or grouped into sec. 

tious by certain affinities or obvious characters; and to his excellent com: : 

pendium we would refer the student for the best generic and specific descrip- 

tion of our British Plants.” iti iil 

The two first columns of this Chart enumerate the various parts of a 

plant, and under their proper heads are given the terms applied to the dif- 

ot ort 

ts 
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ferent forms of these parts, with concise explanations or definitions, illus- 

trated by engraved figures, to which the numbers annexed refer. The re- 

maining four columns give a connected view of the Linnean system; the 

first contains the name of the classes, with a short character of each, and a 

figure in illustration. The next column contains the orders, with cuts illus- 

trative of their characters. In the third column, the genera are arranged 

according to their orders, with their most common English names; the num- 

bers in this column, within brackets, refer to and indicate the commence- 

ment of each order. The other numbers refer to the genera of each class. 

The last column of the Chart contains a complete list of all the species of 

the Phenogamous plants, and of the Felices and Musci in Cryptogamia, with 

the duration, time of flowering, soil, and situation of each, The names of 

the genera in the orders Algw, and Fungi, follow, with such a number of 

the species as could be embraced in this sheet, thus forming a very com: 

plete catalogue of all the indigenous plants of Great Britain. bi 

The object the Author has had in yiew is most amply achieved, the Chart 
contains a mass of Botanical information and description, most fully and 
clearly illustrated by numerous figures. To persons desirous of obtaining 
a knowledge of British Plants, in the smallest space, and at the lowest cost, 

we strongly recommend Mr. Rarrray’s Botanical Chart. We suggest, in 
all future editions, that the Author have the names of the species properly 
capitalled. 

The Flower Garden, or Monthly Calendar of Practical Directions 
for the Culture of Flowers. By Manrin Doytr, Author of 
“ Hints to Small Farmers,” “ Practical Gardening,” &c. &e. 
Dublin, 1834, pp. 170. 

In the preface to the work the Author states, that “a minute application 
of the noble science of Botany in a compendious work would be unsuitable 
and diffuse, each additional page adds to the cost of publishing, and of 
course to the price of the book ;—this is to be of a limited extent and price, 
and should be dedicated to practical matters, rather than to the Decandrias 
and Monogynias, Few ladies (he adds) understand Latin and Greek, and 
the fewer the better. As for myself, I must confess my deficiency in the 
knowledge of any language except my own, anda smattering of Irish,” &c, 
The work contains monthly information on the culture of flowers, and there 
are some plain, practical instructions given. The book contains matter 
worth the cost price, with a good deal that is useless. The Author clearly 
proves that he understands something of the Irish speech and accentuation, 
and that his botanical knowledge is very limited, 

—— 
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Plants figured in the following Periodicals for May: 

Curtis's Botanical Magazine. Edited by Dr. Hooker, King’s 

“© Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow. Price 

_.8s..6d, coloured, 3s. plain. ‘die 

-1.,Celogyne flaccida, Drooping Celogyne. Class, Gynandria; order, 
.Monandria; natural order, Orchidew. The present genus contains no less 
than twenty-one species, all natives of the East Indies; but of which very 

few are at present known in our European gardens; and all that we do 

possess we owe to the liberality of Dr. Watticn. From that source the 

present species was derived, having been received by the Hon. and Rev. 

Wat. HERBERT, who again communicated it, with many other beautiful and 
rare orchideous plants, to the gardens at Wentworth House. There the 
present species flowered in great perfection in February, 1811, Flowers: 

raceme, eight to ten inches long, drooping, scentless; sepals and petals, 

pure white; labellum, white, blotched with yellow at the base of ‘the middle 

of the lobe, and at the base of the disk. 
2. Bletia Shepherdii, Deep purple flowered. Gynandria, Monandria. 

Orchidex, This beautiful plant is a native of Jamaica, having been’ 're- 
‘ceived from that country by the Messrs. SHxPHERD, at the Liverpool'Gar- 
den, where it has been long cultivated. It has flowered there, as als6” at 
Wentworth Gardens. Flowers, both within and without, of an uniform deep 
“purple colour, except the column, which is pale; and the lamella of the ‘disk 
“ofthe lip, which are dirty yellow. Bletia, from Louis Bier, a Spanish 
Apothecary and Botanist. 

3. Arbutus tomentosa, Hairy Arbutus. Decandria, Monogynia. Ericinee. 

For the discovery of this interesting and very distinct species of Arbutus, 

we are indebted to the venerable Menzies, who gathered it near the mouth 

of the Columbia River. Mr. Dovueras noticed it growing in rocky places. 
Tt was presented to the Glasgow Botanical Garden from the London Hor- 
ficultural Society, where it flowered in the greenhouse in December, 1833. 
It is well worthy a place in every collection, bearing copious evergreen 
foliage, and flowers of a snowy whiteness, well contrasted with the green of 
the leaves. Arbutus, from Ar boise, austere bush, referring to the rough 

fruit. 
4. Euphorbia atro-purpurea, Blood flowered Spurge. Monecia, Monan- 

dria. Euphorbiaceew. The present species, though it cannot vie with the 

E. splendens, or punicea, both of which bear such rich scarlet bracteas, is 

yet well deserving a place in every greenhouse, from the deep blood-colour 

of its bracteas and floral leaves, which present a strong contrast to the pale 

glaucous hue of the rest of the foliage. It is a native of Teneriffe, dis- 

covered by M. Brovssonet, and sent to the Glasgow Botanic Garden, where 
it blossomed in March. Euphorbia, from Evurnorsus, Physician to JuBa, 
King of Mauritania. 

5. Cyminosma oblongifolia, Oblong-leaved. Octandria, Monogynia. Ruteis 

affinis, A native of the colony of Port Jackson, inhabiting dark, shady 

woods upon the rivers and immediate coast of New South Wales. It was 

jntroduced to Kew Gardens in 1824. It is treated as a hardy greenhouse 

plant, ,and blooms in the summer and autumn. Flowers: in a corymb, 

white, and pale yellowish green, making little show. Cyminosa, from Aw 

minon, cumin, or cumin-seed ; and osme, smell,—on account of its peculiar 
fragrance, 1 

6. Calythrix virgata, Twiggy. Tcosandria, Monogynia. Myrtacew. ‘Sy- 
‘nonyms, Calythrix ericoides. This plant was originally discovered by Mr. 
“A. CunntNGHAM, in the hilly country around Bathurst, New Sotith Walés, 

and he introduced it in 1823 to Kew Gardens. A twiggy shrub, with’ gla 
‘brous stems and branches. It is a pretty growing shrub. Flowers? axil: 

lary, small, mostly collected in tufts at the ends of the branches, white, very 

fragrant. ‘There are two other species in the English gardens. > Mr/-Cux- 
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NINGHAM has sent the Eons list of species et glabra, virgata, curto- 

phylla, tetra zeri, flayescen gosa, brunioides, scabra, 

ee ait tate nage teehee Heh af rik) Seedy a striv, a 
ble b rminations. 

ney Toes aor ih, ee eay mipaseneg ie ina hid) Wpa- 

side ‘Syme Stsphblie: corniiolia,) Cyathodes; -Gyathodes lauriiasd This is 
an extremely pretty evergreen shrub, having Very oon evergreen leaves, 

with parallel nerves resembling those of they “Of #61 thiBe,’And, like 

Laurus cinnamomun, ‘ of a tine delicate re, wen eer "The enus the I 
‘is onfined fo ‘a single species. A native of ‘Port Jackson.” mea d to 
tb tai Flowers : very Small, white.” "Trochocarpi, Front ibe a 

vhee in Eikisfon’ to the wheel shaped cells of” the frviit. Inows meds 
adiq 38 S18 ws. 

ets sotgoe tac mot’ ; Piri eT mj of 970 Sw 229820 

79H bas .coH ad? bavi f doqe Inoesitq 
8 sande vi rurinroy nisos.o fy x! 

Eatwards's peed Register... Edited ‘by “Dry. Linptey, Bip- 
co faa (Of Botany ‘in’ the’ orb ol es “6 London!» Price>ds. 

alt: ag bee elsq sont mot ot Sdgis .sore08t 

slbb incolouredy: Bs plain. NY dsiv i tidw .orolfodal ; : adictw sIgg 
rit Yo sesd off} Ig bas | sdo 

pple: Calaghortus venustus, Spottedjflowored, Hexandrias, oneal a ehi- 
Ajaces.; A,very remarkable, and, beautiful, dlowering. bw lant, Aept 
ee (California, by Mr. Dowarasy tothe Londow Horgcultural, ‘ sie at 

omeTS .at midsummer, at which season it, contributes, swith some 
Abecies to give | quite a new feature tothe flower garden. /.[tappear oobe 
fultixated without difficulty 5; hitherto it has been planted in the open, 
dn the-summer only; its bulbs haye been, taken apsas;sqon as the. leayes 
were withered; they have been kept dry till they begin, to shoot, whi As 

at Christmas.; 5 and then, haye been, planted, im pots,in.the, greenhoi se, 
® they haye been again, transferred to the open border, .as.seonas 

af spring frosts .were.over., . Jt jsuceeeds,.in.,eommon. garden, 8 
Che stems grow about two teet/high,;; the flowers are, placed) .on/stitf, g 
and remain ;expanded for, several days. ,The,sepals;are green, ;., the » petals 
ere pure white at all the widest pants, and yelloyish,at,the basey where they 
havye.a.deep crimson wedge-shaped stain, terminated ,by 2. ae et 
saboxe.the latter is a deep. blood-coloured) stain,,,bordered, with fe 
between the last and the end of the petal is another paler, spot,o dy witiont 
pad are [We ee the plant may be cultivated with thee sag om 
au atment asthe well-known Tigridia pavonia,, ‘Tiger, Flower. OND. 
yn ma from Kalos, handsome; and pei ih; 2 2 "i 
2. Lupinus leptophyllus, Fine-leaved, Diadelphia, | Decadal, luegainn 

nosew. ‘This species is annual, Mr, BENTHAM observes, “ Atis. pmaaale 
Joritsmarrow leaves and hairy surface. ,, It is,about a foot, high ;..the. spike 
of flomers,is elegantly coloured;with. bluish, lilac, and there,is a deep, crimse 
‘tain inthe middle of the standard, , The spike is, covered with, Fone i 
‘ap irregular, manner, , It i is not so, pretty) a. species as; many others, of; th 
generally beautiful genus.” It probably requires a shady Beato . In 
gid ile sted a wolf, supposed to, destroy the fertility of Revaniy an 
+) Bi, Liparts guineensis, Sierra, Leone Liparis. ..Gynandria, M 
Ovchidew,.;.A matiye-of, Sierra Leone, whence it, was i ao 
Mr. | inn anhal It, is cultivated in: the London Horticultural So¢ 
Garden. . It requires;to be kept in a damp. stove while growing, , Serie 
removed aii and. dry. place, as soon. as its leaves decay.) Flowers: 
ty rari | Liparis, from Liparos, unctuous, >, a 

ortulaca Gilliesii. (See page 144.) yds ane 
» 4. Limnanthes Douglasii, Douglas Limnanthes, » Daca it Mapes nia. 
Limvanthew,, A. neat litle autumn-flowering annual, with 
delicate yellow, bordered with white about an, inch ACTORS, and, sig 
Fr tat It_is rather succulent;in. all its P 

tuly.of hairs, and has all the appearance of being, a natix ‘ikeat’ 
hg Hy oF, of moistand shady places... Lt was sent from, Cali by 

OUGLAS, Wy, the Hortioultural Society, Limnanthes, .apparen + fons 
Vou. II. , 
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Limne, a lake; and anthos, a flower,—in allusion to the supposed habits’ of 
the only species. ge °c 

6. Mimulus Smithii. Didynamia, Angiospermia. Scrophulariné®. “This 
variety was raised by Mr. GEorcr Smiru, nurseryman, Islington, ‘near 
Tiondon, from seed obtained by fertilizing M. variegatus with M. luteus 
riyularis. It is a hardy plant, with all the habit of M. luteus rivularis, and 
no donbt requires the same treatment as that species. Flowers: yellow, 
with five crimson spots, one being upon each division of the petal. Mimu- 
lus, from AJimo, an ape,—seeds being like the face of an ape. 

7. Pernettia mucronata, Pointed leaved. Decandria, Monogynia. Ericee. 
Synonym, Arbutus mucronata. This plant is a native of the Straits of 
Magellan. It isahardy evergreen shrub, of considerable beauty, on account 
of the neat appearance and dark colour of its foliage ; its flowers are pretty, 
white, small. It is grown in the garden of Wm. Harrison, Esq., Ches- 
hunt. It has there already acquired a size which is quite remarkable for 
so'small a plant. Within three years it has formed a bush three feet six 
inches in diameter, and two feet six inches high. Mr. Harrison cultivates 
it in peat,as an American plant. Pernettia, named after Dom PERNETTY, 
the author of the account of a voyage to the Falkland Islands. 

8. Calochortus splendens, Satiny flowered. Hexandria, Monogynia.. Li- 
liacee, Another fine species of Californian bulb, obtained by the Horti- 
cultural Society from Mr. Dovetas. It requires the same treatment as C. 
yenustus. The flowers of C. splendens are somewhat smaller than ,C. 
venustus, and of a purplish lilac colour, The genus Calochortus now con- 
sists of five species, of which the following is a list, viz. C. macrocarpus, 
splendens, luteus, venustus, and nitidus. The four first species only have 
been introduced into this country. 

Sweet's British Flower Garden. Edited by Davip Don, Esq., 

Librarian to the Linnean Society. Coloured, 3s.; plain, 

2s. 3d. 

I. Nierembergea intermedia, Narrow-leaved Purple flowered. Solanez. 
Synonym, Salpiglossis linearis. (See page 119 of the present Volume.) 

2. Peonia Moutan ; yar. variegata. Party-coloured Tree Peony. Po- 
lyandria, Digynia. Ranunculacee. The Earl of Mountnorris, whose 
successful culture of the Tree Peony has been rewarded by the production 
of several splendid varjeties, far excelling any of those imported from China, 
was so fortunate also as to raise the present fine variety, which is remarka- 
ble for its dwarf and almost herbaceous habit. It was raised from seeds of 
the papayaracea, which his Lordship supposes had been accidentally, ferti- 
lized by some of the herbaceous species. The flowers are large and showy, 
six inches across, seldom more than ten petals, white, stained with a deep 
rose-colour in yarious parts, the base marked with numerous radiating 
streaks of violet and purple. The Tree Ponies are propagated by layers, 
which should be twisted a little; and the soil best adapted for them is a 
mixture of vegetable earth. The generic name, Pwonia, is derived, ac- 
cording to some, from P@on, a noted physician of antiquity ;. and by others 
(which is much the most probable), from Pconia, a mountainous country of 
Macedonia, where some of the species grow wild. 

3. Nycterinia Lychnidea, White flowered. Didynamia, Angiospermia, 
Scrophularinee. Synonym, Erinus Lychnidew. This plant forms a pretty 
border flower during the summer months, thriving in a mixture of sandy 
peat and loam, and is readily inereased both by seeds and enttings. | A 
supply of cuttings should be put in, in the autumn, and keptn the greens 
house, or in the propagating pit, until the middle of May, when they are’ to 
be planted out in the open border. Its blossoms are elegant:: the under side 
of the petals of a livid purple, and the upper of a milk white; tube, purple. 

The flowers expand only in the evening, or in cloudy weather, andare:then 
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very highly fragrant. It is cultivated by Mr. Nem, at Canon Mills, near, 

Edinburgh. Nycterinia, from nukterinos, nocturnal—flowering at night. 

4, Alonsoa linearis, Linear leayed. Didynamia, Angiospermia, , Scr9- 

phalarinee, Synonym, Celsia linearis, Hemimeris coccinea. This species 

was, formerly much cultivated in this country, being introduced in 179 a 

but has now become rare, the A. acutifolia haying usurped its, place and 

name in most collections. Flowers: scarlet, with dark red at the base, It 

grows wild in Peru, where it is known by the names of Ricaco and Ricarco, 

meaning mask-flower. It blossoms there from May to September, This 

plant is grown in the Chelsea Botanic Garden, Alonsoa, named after Don 

ZENO ALONZO, Secretary to one of the Spanish Viceroys of New Granada. 

The Cereus speciosissimus at Woodhall Gardens, in Renfrewshire, Scot- 

Jand, attains an extraordinary size and beauty. The late excellent Mx. 

Henperson, gardener there, used soil, composed of two’ parts of rich loam, 

three of decomposed manure, and one consisting of equal quantities of peat, 

sand and broken tiles. The plant is placed in a large pot, and trained to 

the back trellis of a pine stove, where in July, 1833, when I saw it, it occu 

pied a surface of eighty-four square feet, and had three hundred flowers all 

open! at the same time. Mr. Dennotm, the present gardener, gives this 

and other species of the Cactus family, a more ample supply of water than. 

is usually done, while they are maturing their flower buds; and to this he 

attributes, in a great measure, the vigour of the bloom. In winter ;when 

the plant is in a state of rest, little or no water is given.—Gord, Mag. 

eee 

pal PART III. 
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MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE. 

QUERIES. 

Ow THE BELLADONNA Livy.—Can you or any of your readers inform me 

how to make the Belladonna Lily produce flowers, or why they do not blow, 

though the roots appear quite healthy? ‘ EF. Epwarbs. 

Staines, April 17, 1834. 

On PerarconiuM aRDENS—I have had a plant of the Pelargonium 

ardens major for some years, and changed the description of soil it was 

in three or four times, but I have not been able to cause it to produce blos- 

soms; the plant has been generally in a healthy state and I have succeeded 

in increasing my stock, as I have several younger plants. The old plant, 

as well as the young ones, has generally been kept in a hotbed. Perhaps 

some of your readers would assist me. I ought to add, perhaps, that I have 

no Conservatory to turn it out into. HH. 

Ow Earwies.—Will you or any of your correspondents inform a subscri- 

ber the easiest and most effectual method of preserving the Magnolia, when 

in blossom, from the injuries of the Earwig! 
April, 1834, vod 

In your Number of the F’ loricultural Cabinet for November, 1833, Ifind 

an interesting article on the culture, Kc. of the Pansy; but you do not say 

whether or not they can be cultivated with success in pots. My reason for 

d@sking, is, (and probably as [ am a subscriber, you will oblige me by an 

@hswer by post,) that if they can, I think { can by that means protect them 

from the rain which so materially injures their colours, and also from insects. 

oe 
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Please to say what sized pots would be most suitable, and whether a small, 
or large quantity would thrive best together. Several which I purchased, in 
the'spring were taken out of the ground, and since I have had them in pots, 
the flowers hitherto have been quite different to what the plant produced 
prior to its removal; but now they seem to be just recovering their natural 
colour, Is that usual with the Pansey? I fancy, by removing the flowers 
after they have done blooming, as they die down, thongh you deprive your- 
self of their seed, it tends to keep the flowers large and healthy— You would 
much oblige me by an early answer. T. B. 

Shrewsbury, May 7, 1834. 

On Dauuias.—Two very young Florists will be grateful to any of the 
readers of the Floriculiural Cabinet, to inform them which are the best 
Dahlias to choose the seeds from, so as toensure double flowers, and if it is 
possible when seedlings are raised to tell which plants will produce double 
and which single flowers. Evizs AND ELIZABETH. 
Ensham, Oxfordshire, May 10, 1834. 

On FirowerRiIncG DutcH Butss.—In your March Number, are some ex- 
cellent directions for the treatment of Dutch Bulbs in pots; but what I am 
particularly desirous to know is, the management of such Bulbs after they 
hayé been flowered in water. I am particularly fond of these beautiful flowers 
grown in glasses, and generally succeed in having them flower very nicely 
in the winter, as I buy very good roots. But if you, or any of your corre- 
spondents, will inform me how to treat them when they have ceased to 
flower, I shall be extremely obliged. Iam aware they will deteriorate, and 
probably not blow for some seasons again in water, but with me they have 
ceased to flower at all. Diroc Quosee. 

April 18th, 1834. 
On Harpy FLOWERING Sarvuss.—Doubtless, many of your numerous 

subscribers, (like myself), have a shrubbery and lawn, as well as flower bor- 
ders; it would be very useful and interesting, if you would insert in your 
pages more articles on Hardy Flowering Shrubs. I shall feel particularly 
obliged, if you will publish in an early Number, the best mode of culture, 
soil, and situation, of these beautiful and very favourite shrubs of mine, the 
varieties of Rhododendron and Azalea. Also, if you will give some plans 
and elevations of small greenhouses and frames, with the probable expense. 

In your Number for September last, X. Y. Z. stated, that he had not suc- 
ceeded in obtaining flowers from the Glycine sinensis, synonyme, Wistaria 
consequana. In March, 1830, I received from a Nursery man a small plant 
in a pot, eight or ten inches in height. I selected a spot on asouth wall, had 
the earth removed to the depth of 16 or 18 inches, and about four feet over ; 
this space was filled with about equal quantities of light rich loam and bog 
earth, well mixed. I then shifted and planted it; the first summer it made a 
shoot 18 inches in length, the next year a strong vigorous shoot from four to 
Six feet; in 1832 and 1833 it produced some exquisitely beautiful flowers of 
a pale blue colour; and there are now a large number of flower-buds on it, 
in a very forward state, from extreme mildness of the season. 

T have enclosed a specimen of moss or lichen, which is very common here, 
and grows on almost every tree and shrub in my lawn, except the Portugal 
and common laurel, and a few others; also, a specimen of grass, which is 
so abundant, as to become a tronblesome weed, in our gravel walks and gar- 
dens. Will you have the kindness to inform me, through the medium of the 

Floricultural Cabinet, the names of each, and if you can recommend any 
particular method of destroying them ! Weis 
..,P,8, I shall feel much obliged, if you, or any of your subscribers; will in- 
.form me, through the Flosricultural Cahinet, the soil, situation, &c. of the 
Magnolia glauca sempervirens. Within a few years, I have had two plants, 
which, with all my care, have both died. SRY 

{The grass is Poa annua, The mosses in our next.—ConD.]_ 45 

On Compost ror CarRNATIONS.—I like ail Jnnovator's remarks exceedingly, 
but I do not exactly know what he means, page 50, in his Carnation Compost, 
by “ one barrowful of finely ground unburnt sulphate of: lime;?to give Car- 

: 
ak 
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nations a clear white ; for the limestone I have always seen, is as hard asa) 

rock before it is burnt, and I should conceive it would be a most laborions.. 

task to pound finely a barrowful, and, therefore, I conclude it is some other, 

material to which he alludes; but I dare say he will enlighten my ignorance , 

on, this point, and tell me where I can meet with it. IGNORAMUS,, |, 

Ow THE Avricuna, &c.—As you are not determined on the reprint of) 

No. 1 Supplement, perhaps you may not think it amiss to insert the plate: 

of that splendid Auricula in'some subsequent Number. Can you, also, in- 

form me what is meant by a pin-eyed Polyanthus }—[ An answer in ou
r next.) 

April 14th, 1834. D. PEARCE. 

Will Innovator, or some equally experienced cultivator, be so kind as ‘to 

inform me his treatment with Carnations beginning to spindle in their winter 

quarters ; I have consulted, Mappock, Hoce’s Supplement, and Marne, but 

they do not mention the subject,—I mean the particulars under the dif+ 

ferent circumstances. Also, what is the smallest sized pot a two years old 

Auricula plant can be well flowered in, and the largest size (under any cir- 

cumstances) that it would be proper to use for any older plant? ‘( 

Do Auricula and other Composts deteriorate and loose their fertility, by, 

being sun dried in summer, and kept in that state in barrels under cover}, . 

Truro. 
C.wN, pd 

~ 
wWOTR 

ANSWERS. | 

On Destroyinc Stvucs, &c.—The best means, “AN OLD CARNATION, 

GROWER” can use to destroy Slugs, &c. is to dissolve two drachms of corro- 

sive sublimate (poison) in two gallons of boiling water, and water his plants 

with the solution; it will also be necessary for him to take every pot out, of 

the frame, and pour in the hole at the bottom a small quantity of the solu- 

tion, as this is where they generally secret themselves. He need not be 

afraid to use this as it is perfectly innoxious to the plants, indeed I always 

fancy it does them good, as it improves their verdure. This solution will 

alko cause worms to rise out of the ground, if poured upon any bed at the 

close of daylight when they may be gathered up and destroyed. I will now 

correct an error in the article of mine, upon the carnation; the pots used 

should be four to the cast, instead of sixteen, as there stated. 
INNOVATOR, 

Ox Buoominc AMaRyLus Jacope2.—On flowering the Amaryllis 

Jacobew, or (which I take to be the same) the Sperkalia formosissima, of 

Sweet’s British Flower Garden, he recommends planting it in the open border, 

which I have practised with success, in the following manner: : 

In May, I plant my bulbs in a border of sandy peat and loam, in a, shel, 

tered situation, in which place they remain until September. I then take 

them up and dry them, taking care not to injure the roots. When in bloom, 

the flowers must be sheltered from rain or rough winds, I keep the bulbs in 

a dry room until the returning season for planting. 

February 12, 1834. J.T. 

Ow THe Douste Wuite ANEMONE, &c.—Your correspondent J, Mines, 

can purchase any quantity of the Double White Anemone, if he means the 

Anemone nemorosa plena and Trillium sessile, by applying to Mr, Joun 

Cree, Nurseryman, Addlestone, near Chertsey, Surrey. 

April 23, 1834. J,W.D, 
— 

REMARKS. 

Ow Frora’s Dian, CALENDAR, &c.—Your interesting and ably conducted 

little Magazine has done more towards encouraging a love of flowers amongst. 

the fair sex than any work of the kind, which has been published of the 

years. When the first number appeared, it was welcomed by all ranks and 
degrees, and now I rejoice to say, go where you will you are sure to see the 

_groen-covered Cabinet lying on the table. KO 

[thas been wisely said, that life is a flower garden, in which new blossoms 

are oyer openivg as fast as others fade. | ogo’ yd 
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Flowers in all ages have been made the representatives of innocence and 
purity. We decorate the bride and strew her path with flowers; we scatter 
them over the shell, the bier and the earth, when we consign our mortal 
blossoms to the dust as emblems of transient joy—fading pleasures—withered 
hopes; yet rest in sure and certain trust that each in due season will be 
renewed again ! 

The love of flowers indeed, seems a naturally implanted passion without 
any alloy or debasing object asa motive. The cottage has its pink, its rose, 
and polyanthus. The villa its geranium, its dahlia, and its clematis; we 
cherish them in youth—we admire them in declining age. 

It was my wish and intention to have noticed some few of the wonderful 
habits of plants, but want of time (not inclination I assure you) obliges me 
to relinquish the pleasure, I will, however, just mention several instances 
in which, with a little attention, the love of flowers may serve to beguile 
many, spare moments, and I can only hope the idea may be followed up by 
some one amongst your talented contributors. 

It may be observed, that flowers put forth leaves and blossoms regularly 
—they may be retarded or accelerated by artificial means. In every species 
(except man) there is a particular period of the year in which the reproduc- 
tion system exercises its energies, and this may be said to form a sort of 
Floral Calendar. The Dial of Flora may be kept by watching many sorts— 
thus'the day Lily opens at five in the morning, Dandelion at six, Hawkweed 
at seven, Marygold at nine, Mesembryanthemum atten. Many plants prog- 
nosticate the weather, and may be termed Barometers—others may be named 
Equinoctial, as they open and shut at fixed hours of the day. From experi- 
ments made with plants put into a dark cellar, and others lighted by a lamp, 
it was observed, that some flowers followed the clock hours in opening and 
closing—the night blowing plants accelerated their motions. The Sensitive 
plant accommodated itself to the artificial light in three days, and when re- 
stored to the open air, soon recovered its usual habits, This agreeable 
subject might be pursued much beyond the fair limits of your paper, but I 
will not allow my hobby to trespass too far upon your indulgence; so con- 
clude your well-wisher, Pansy. 

The Grove, March, 1834. 

P.S. Can you tell me whether there is such a plant as the Double White 
Hepatica? J have the single white, the blue and pink, double and single. 
[We never saw one.-—ConpD. ] 

CHALLENGE !—Twelve gentlemen amateurs, members of the East London 
Amateur Dahlia Society, held at the Bakers’ Arms Tavern, Warner-place, 
Hackney-road, challenge any twelve gentlemen amateurs, growing Dahlias 
in the county of Middlesex, to shew, the first week in September, twelve 
pans of Dahlia blooms, each pan to contain twelve blooms, for any sum 
above £24—say £24. The blooms to be of their own growth, and the 
plants must have been in their possession two months prior to the show.— 
All communications to be addressed to Mr. I, Ianson, Secretary, at the 
above Tavern. 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

In consequence of the disappointments which the cultivators of florists’ 
flowers have frequently met with at the Society's exhibitions, by reason of 
the censors awarding prizes to flowers that in some cases ought to have been 
set aside as wanting the requisite qualities, and in others by their marked 
preference of flowers that were but lightly esteemed by the most experienced 
cultivators, it was deemed expedient to appoint a Sub-Committee of the 
Cambridge Horticultural Society, who drew up the following rules for the 
guidance of the censors at the Society's future exhibitions; and on their 
being laid before the Society, at a general meeting of the members, they 
were unanimously adopted, with a request that the utmost publicity’ should 
be given, and earnestly calling the attention of the florists of other Societies: 

hoa 
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to them ; as the Sub-Committee expressed a hope that they might be. the 

means of producing a uniformity of taste amongst all the Societies of flo... 

yists in the kingdom. To obtain this very desirable object, they request the, 

insertion of them in your useful and very extensively circulated Cabinet 5, 

and they beg to state that they will be happy to receive, through the same, 

channel, any hints for their improvement. JaMES TWITCHETT. 

Cambridge, April 21st, 1834. 

“The Sub-Committee appointed ‘to draw up rules by which in future 

florists’ flowers should be adjudged,’ beg leave, in submitting their report to 

the Society, to state, that they are well aware of the difficulty of their un- 

dertaking, but have framed the following rules to the best of their ability, 

and trust that in communicating with other Societies, such rules will in time 

be made perfect. 
James TWITCHETT. FREDERICK FINCH. 

« (Signed) RicHarD HEADLY. SAMUEL WIDNALL. 

ApaM FitcH. Epwarp CATLING. 

« Cambridge, 19th March, 1834. 

« Hyactntas.—A fine Hyacinth should be of a compact pyramidal form,) 

strong stem, supporting numerous large bells in a horizontal position, the 

uppermost bell erect, the bells rather convex than flat or hollow; the colours 

clear and bright. Those flowers presenting a contrast of colour in the centre; 

of the bells are most esteemed ; only one stem is allowed to each bulb when 

exhibited for shew. 
“ AuRIcULAS.—The pips should be large, flat and round, with ground co- 

lour equal on every side of the eye, which should be quite circular, as well 

as the edge. The tube a bright lemon yellow, perfectly round, well filled with 

the anthers or thrum, the eye round and large, the body colour black or vio- 

let, the meal fine; the colour, in green-edged flowers, should be a whole 

one, not a shaded green. The stem strong and sufficiently long to bear 

the truss above the foliage—the truss to consist of not less than five full. 

blown pips—only one stem allowed, 

«“ PotyanTHusEes.—The pips large, flat and round, with small indentures 

between each division of the limb, dividing the pip into heart-like segments, 

edged with bright yellow; the edge and the eye ought to be of the same 

colour; the truss to consist of not less than five full-blown pips, supported 

on a strong stem, standing well above the foliage. , 

“Tutres.—The flower large and composed of six petals—these should 

proceed horizontally at the base, and then turn upwards in the form of a 

goblet—rather widest at the top. The three exterior petals larger than the 

interior ones; the edge of the petals well rounded or with a little indenture. 

at the top. The ground colour of the flower at the bottom of the eup, per- 

fect white or yellow; and the various colours, whether stripes, flames, feathers 

or blotches, should be very fine, regular, or bold and distinet, or else elegantly 

pencilled. 
«“ Anemones.—A fine flower should be two inches and a half in diameter 

—the exterior row of petals should be large and well rounded—the centre of 

the flower well filled up—the bloom of a hemispherical form, colours clear 

and distinct, 
“ RanuNCULUSES.—The flower ought to be two inches in diameter—the 

lower tier of petals broad, and gradually diminishing in size, as they ap- 

proach the centre, which should be well filled up with them. The bloom 

ought to be of an hemispherical form—the petals not widely separated, nor, 

too close to appear crowded, and to have a pyramidical direction, in order to 

display their colours—petals broad with perfect edges—colours rich, clear, 

and brilliant, or if of two colours, clear and distinct. Be Pe 

“ Pr~xs.—The petals large and well rounded—edges free from notches 
the colours distinct and clear. In laced Pinks, the lacing must be continues 

round every petal without a break; in plain Pinks, the colouring should be 
confined to the centre, and no portion on the edge of each petal; in rose 

Pinks the dark colour ought, as in laced Pinks, to be continued, without 
@ break, round every petal, oe .dovig 9 
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“CARNATIONS.—The flower large, consisting of a number of well-formed 
petals, neither so many as to give it a crowded appearance, nor so few as to 
make it appear thin and empty—the petals broad and stiff—the guard ones 
well rounded, and should rise a little above the calyx, and then turn off 
gracefully in a horizontal direction, supporting the interior ones, which 
should gradually taper towards the crown. Bizarres must have three colours 
in every petal—flakes two—colours strong and bright—the stripes clear and 
distinct—the fewer freckles or spots the better—all the colours nearly equal, 
or the most brilliant colour should predominate—the white pure and bright. 
“PicorEES.—The same qualities as to size, petals, crown, and clear white 

ground, as the Carnations—edge of petals smooth and well rounded. Those 
flowers which are free from blotch or stripe down the petal, below the colour- 
ed edging, are greatly to be preferred to those which are marked and pouncy,. 
“Dauntias.—A fine flower should be of a perfectly circular form—the 

outer petals stiff, well rounded and cupped—not too much so as to present a 
quilled appearance, and well filled up to the centre—not in the least degree 
showing the eye—neither should the eye be at all sunk or flattened, but 
rather elevated above the other parts when in full bloom—the whole flower 
presenting a true circle when viewed above, but of a hemispherical form 
when observed at the side, Those flowers possessing two colours, to have 
them clear and distinct.” 

REFERENCE TO PLATE. 

1. Manetta glabra. Tetrandria, Monogynia, Rubiacee. This is an ex- 
ceedingly elegant plant; its long scarlet blossoms contrasted with its deep 
green foliage, render it one of the most beautiful objects that can well be 
conceived. It was raised at Mr. NeIL’s, Canon Mills, near Edinburgh, from 
seeds sent from Buenos Ayres. The stems twine to the height of a yard, or 
more, It thrives well in peat and loam, and is readily increased by cuttings. 
It succeeds well in the open border during summer. 

2. Salvia angustifolia. A native of dry mountainous places in the tempe- 
rate parts of Mexico. It grows well in any light soil, is readily increased 
both by seeds and cuttings, and requires protection in winter, being no more 
than an annual if kept in the open border. It blooms very freely in. the 
open border. Grown in most public nurseries. 

3. Portulaca Gilliesii. Polyandria, Monogynia, Portulacee. It is a truly 
splendid plant, and to be seen in perfection, it should be exposed to the 
greatest heat and the brightest light that our summers will supply. It then 
opens its rich rosy crimson flowers in considerable quantity. It grows only 
a few inches high, is a perennial, and blooms most of the summer season. 
It is grown in the London Horticultural Society’s Garden, also at the Glas- 
gow Garden. It is a native of the plains of Mendoza. It requires a dry 
greenhouse or frame for winter protection, 

4, Tropeolum tricolorum, Three-coloured Indian Cress. (Nasturtium of 
many.) A beautiful climbing plant, which will grow and bloom freely in 
the open borders during summer. It is readily propagated by cuttings. | 

FLORICULTURAL CALENDAR FOR JUNE. 

But little general or particular directions are required for this month, as 
most of planting, sowing, and potting will be over. Rootsof Ranunculuses 
or Anemones, whose foliage is decayed, should be taken up. All plants in 
pots must be regularly attended to with a free supply of water, particularly 
on evenings. Carnations and Pinks should be layed or piped at the end of 
the month. Auriculas and Polyanthuses should be potted and placed in a 
shady situation. Cuttings of Garden Roses now put off under a hand-glass, 
shaded, will soon strike root, Seedling Carnations should now be planted 
out in beds, BBrAd « 
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THE 

FLORICULTURAL CABINET, 

JULY Ist, 1834. 

PART I. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

ARTICLE I.—On the Culture of the Ranunculus. By 
INNOVATOR. 

As you have already given your readers two Articles on the 

cultivation of the Ranunculus, perhaps you may consider any 

more superfluous ; but as my mode of treating this beautiful 

flower is so widely different from what is generally practised, I 

send it you, leaving it to your judgment whether you will give it 

a place in your valuable Magazine. I can assure you it is supe- 

rior to any other plan I have seen tried ; and the next to it is that 

of Mr. Carr. 

I prepare my bed, which is three feet wide, in October; but 

any time between this and the day of planting will answer. I 

remove all the natural soil to the depth of a foot. Having pro- 

cured a sufficient quantity of fresh-cut flag from a heavy-land 

pasture, three inches thick and twelve wide, I place it in the tench 

as even as possible, with the grass side down, taking care to fill up 

firmly all the seams with mould. It will take four layers of flag 

to fill the tench. When full, I tread it down as even as possible, 

and let it lay till the time of planting, about the middle of Febru- 

ary ; when I lightly rake over the surface, and place my roots. 

upon it in six rows; these I cover with a little white sand, and 

then cover the whole an inch deep with fine rich heavy loam. If 

severe frost or heavy rains set in before they are well up, I cover 

them with straw mats. When they are throwing) up their flower 
Vou. II. u 
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afore Y “etipply" them with plenty of rain or river water, Hi ae 
bevel the tows, and~ continue it till the bloom is over! Duritig 

tlie “tiie Of Méwering;” it?is Hecessary to protect ‘them “with ‘an 
awit from sun-and rain. “As: soon as the grass turns yellow, T 

take them’ tip, ind, when dry, store them away in paper bags "with 

their® Tespective* tallies. “After I-have taken up my roots, F- ‘Keeff 

the bed free from weeds till October, when I take off the ditch of 

soil that covered the roots; ‘and spread over the bed an inch thick 

of fresh: ‘cowding. This: “gets ‘well washed into the Soil by’ the 

tine af ‘planting, when °T’ again rake over the bed, and plant as 

Before never dig it over, but’when the roots are taken up after 

thé? stead Lae srow ea ‘Tfake’ out all os rotten flag, and storé 

for. which ‘it ‘answers onlay" >] had “sixteen hundred seats 

grown i in this way this last season, and not more than thirty missed 

Aering. ‘Mine were univ ergally allowed, by all those’ who Saw 

them, to be the best they had seen’ last year, but certainly very 

iiferior to’ what they generally ate, as have seldom a root “that 
does not throw ‘up four or five flowers. INNOVATOR. 7 

9" Man) Bird, ° 1834." | would 

aBTICLE. IL—On..the .Culture of Fuchsia cing dbshe 

ae Mr. W. -DeNnyER, Gardener to Lady WEBSTER; 

« Battle Abbey, Sussex. 

bose recently ‘becomé'a subscriber to the Floricultural Ca- 

Binef, and to the Gardener's and Forester’s Record, 1 beg to say, 

that’ have been “uch ‘gratified with the useful information they 

até éalculated to impart, not only to the inexperienced, but to’the 

practical’ gardener also. In perusing the pages of the Cabinet,“t 

have Seen two or thrée good treatises on that gracefill genus thé 

Futhsia$ ‘but’ as no one has said any thing in particular’ on’ F! 

virgata, T wish to say a little in its favour, and to recommend it 

as being far the best of all the genus for the flower garden, and 

for fronts of shribbery gardens. F. gracilis is a noble and grace? 

fal platit when well grown, but it does not commence flowering in 

the Open “border so ‘Soon as’ virgata by three ‘weeks ora month, 

either does it’ flower'so late by six weeks or more; whieh is a great 

eee EEO EO 
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object in the autumn of the year, .F. conica, tenella, micrpphylle, 
&e.. will all flower well in.the borders,..and.make.a. good, VATAEhy § 

but experience has taught me..that they. are all, far,inferior to F, 

virgata for that purpose. Towards the end of April, F, virgata, 

has put on its green robe ; it then begins to,put forth. its beautiful 

scarlet pendant blossoms, and so it continues till, near she.eath 

of December. 

_ Mode of Treatment.—If cuttings were not put.inin anti 

they. should be put in the first week in March. For this purpose, 

take some of the short side shoots; dress/off their bottom leaves, 

and cut them through close under a joint; then insert them into 

a pit, which is drained, and filled up with a mixture of peat.and, 

sand ; water them well, with a rose.on the water-can ; then, put 

them in a hotbed frame, as soon.as their. leaves area little, dry. 

In two or three, weeks. they. will. be fit; to-pot.off in 60-sized 

pots.. The soil for this. purpose should, be.a mixture of. peat, 

loam, and rotten dung. . They. -should..then be, put, mto., the 

hotbed frame again for.a few days ora, week ;.at the, expiration 

of that time, remove them into a -cold. frame, or, greenhouse. 

About the middle of April, repot them into; 48’s,\ using, the 

same sort of soil as above named. The first week in May, 

set them out ina sheltered situation. About the middle of 

May, plant them out in the borders; at the same time, weer 

and tie them up. They will then begin to” flower freely, and 

make fine plants the first season. Towards'the end of November, 

cover their roots with old tan, or Jeafanould. «If the winter 

should. prove severe, put. three stakes, around, the, plants, yand 

tie them at the top in the form ofa triangle; then put a piece 

of mat around, and fasten it with a skewer or two,,which .is ysoon 

done: but this must not be put on except on very sharp nights, 

In March, cut their branches, in, to four, six, or eight) inches, 

ageording to the size and shape of the plant. They make.the 

handsomest plants when they are trained to a single stem, and 

allowed to branch out around. They, present a fine figure when 

put in the centre of a small wire basket, and the wire furnished 

around with Anagallis monelli, Lobelia gracilis, Eschschaltgia 

calafornica, &.. Young plants of Fuchsia virgata will keep; theiy 
leayes.on, but after they are a year old, they become: deciduous, 

Phey. often throw up strewn suckers, which, if, taken off}; in 
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- Mareh; and ie will make fine plants, and és fit to: reat 

in. Mays qT Pts A 

If, you think these remarks worth a place in your Cabinet, they 

are guite at your service. W. Denver. 

February 6th, 1834. 

‘ARTICLE III.—On the Cultivation of Dutch Bulbs in 
Pots. By Mr. Tuomas AppLegy, Gardener to the 

"Rev. J. A. Ruopes, Horsforth Hall, near Leeds. 

_To flower these buibs in pots to perfection, they should, as soon 

as received, be planted in pots five inches wide and six deep,, in, a 

rich compost of loam, yegetable mould, and well-rotted cow-dung, 

in equal parts, well sifted, and mixed with one- eighth of fine sea- 

sand, or, where that cannot be got, fine river-sand, with, a small 

portion of salt added, will do. Procure some oyster-shells, and 

lay. one partly over the hole at the bottom of each pot, and another 

resting upon it, to form a good drain. Then put as much soil in 

(having it rather dry) as will allow the bulb to be just covered 

within the rim of the pot ; press it firmly down in the pot with the 

fingers, or a blunt piece of wood made for that purpose ; this is 

to. prevent the roots going too quickly through to the bottom. 

Place, the bulb, upon the soil, and fill up round it, pressing it hard 

down also, to prevent the bulb from risiag when it begins to throw 

out its roots. Give, them,a gentle watering, and plunge them into 

a cold frame, covering them two inches deep over the bulbs either 

with rotten tanners’ bark or sifted coal-ashes. They must remain 

here until they break through the covering, and then remove them 

into the greenhouse to flower. Should they be wanted to flower 

in February or March, or even earlier, they must.be placed, the 

month before in a stove or forcing-house, to bring them forward. 

Such of your readersas-.may. not -haye-the convenience of 

frames, greenhouses, &c., may place their pots of bulbs in a cellar, 

or any outbuilding, covering them as before described’; and as 

they make their appearance, bring them into the windows to flower 

in suecession—only,do not sufler them to, get aanch) above the 

eovering, before,they ave xemoyed into.the light,ands aing: son rthey 

will be drawn and blanchede. oo. ssor9 (iw vous gaigod eliedi 



ON THY CHINA ROSR—“ON RAISING DAHLTAS'FROW SEED. 149! 

» Phe foregoing treatment applies only to Hyacinths, Natcissuses,’ 

Early Tulips, Jonquils, Crocuses, and Amaryllis J acobaeasy! if: 

imported. Tos. APPLEBY\+ 

January 4th, 1834. 

ARTICLE IV.—On the Culture of the China Rose. 

By Mr. W. Mountrorp, Warleigh Gardens, - near 

Bath. — 

Tn cultivating the Rosa odorata, or Tea-scented Rose, I have 

practised the following method with great success: > Early in 

January or February, I take some pots of plants into a stove, 

which is heated to 60 to 70 degrees of heat. In the course “of a a 

short time, there are some young shoots ready, which, as soon a8 

they have five or six leaves, I take off, and strip some of the under 

leaves from them, finishing them with a clean cut at a joint. 

Having prepared the cuttings, I next prepare some 48-sized pots 

with two parts fine sand, one part sandy peat, and one part leaf- 

mould. TI then insert several in each pot, and, with a fine-rose 

Wit pot, give them water just sufficient to settle the earth. I 

then plunge them into a hotbed frame—or they will strike equally 

well in the stove, provided they are covered with a small bell glass. 

After they have taken root, I pot them off into 60’s, using at this 

time sandy loam and leaf-mould. About the middle of May, I 

tum a quantity out into the beds and borders in the flower garden, 

where they bloom exceedingly well, and fifl the air with that deli- 

cious fragrance that is exhaled from them. The remainder I keep 

in pots, to supply any place that may require them. 

‘If the above is worthy a place in your Florist’s Magazine, you 

tre’ at liberty to insert it. W. Mounrrorp. 
~Warleigh Gardens, Dec. 8th, 1833. 

iO 

rest 

ARTICLE V.—On Raising. Dahlias from Seed......By 
Mr. D. Pearcr. at yaad 

»'Dwo of your Correspondents having expressed a desire for 

information on raising Dahlias from seed, 1 now subjoin'a few 

remarks, hoping they will prove acceptable. tb. od Aly 



160 ON RAISING DAHLIAS FROM SEEDS: 

About the hegineiie of April, a friend of mine gave Me a 

quantity-of Dahlia seeds, which: he ‘informed-ané hadibéén{saved 

from wery fine double; flowers,-and of| various colourss\; yet 

, About the 7th or 8th I sowed the seeds pretty thickly in pots, 

in. a very light and rather sandy soil. 1 then plunged the pots in, 

a hot bed made of about a barrowful of horse-dung. After water- 

ing and plunging the pots into the bed, I covered the surface of 

the pots about four inches thick of horse-dung, and placed a large 

hand-light firmly over the bed to exclude the air. The dung used. 

for the hot bed was not fresh from the stable, but was taken from 

the middle of a large heap, and partly decayed, so that the heat 

of the bed was moderate, but by being made in a part, of the, 

garden exposed to the heat of the sun, the heat was sufficient, . te 

cause the seeds to yegetate. At the end of the first week after, 

being sown, I examined the pots to see if any seeds had appeared, 

by clearing off the dung, but none haying appeared, 1) again, re- 

placed the dung, and covered with the glass. At, the end, of the 

second, week I again examined them,-when about one. or two., of 

the seeds in each, pot. were. just appearing. I then cleared. the 

dung off the surface of the pots, and allowed them to enjoy, the, 

sun and air ever y day till evening, by raising the light at.each 

corner about four inches, but taking care to shut close at night, 

When the first pair of leaves (exclusive of the first large. fleshy. 

ones) appeared, 1 planted them out on, a bed of very light soil 

about four inches apart, taking care to keep the soil moist. They 

have now most_of them made strong little plants ; and, I am now 

about finally transplanting them to remain for flowering ; and 

having about 250 plants, doubt not but that I shall have at least, a, 

few fine ones. The, plants appear fond of moisture ; therefore, 

whenever the surface of the soil becomes dry (which in my garden 

is ev ery morning) the plants should be attended to, With respect 

to impregnating them, I should consider those flowers which form 

the gréatest contrast to be the most proper to be acted upon, such 
as impregnating crimson, scarlet, lilac, rose, &c, on a_pure white, 
or yellow, and the manner of applying the pollen the same as 

recommended by Mr. Tyso for Ranunculuses, 
AALAAALS 

D. Piatier. 

— 
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B 9M svnQ Si! ood Sit tnodé 

ARTICLE. VI. -L6 Fovesriniy Plants, suitable fors@ 

naps ee one Miss EMILy ng enn 

aan ndtned “The Floricultural Cabinet, stiftied Viotet, Vi- 

carage, Wilts, requesting the names of Perennials, ‘Annuals, ‘and 

Shriths, “to” oceupy two beds, in a lawn, soil loamy- “At his re- 

quest, ‘being a Sister Priestess, I transmit this article to the Bae 

tof; “on thé 28th day of the same month, for insertion ; and recon 

wieud fhe follow ing select collection to VioLET’s consideration, as 

uniting peauty “of colour, easiness of culture, long” conta 

in bloom;"and adapted to the soil, as stated by him ; :~ Perennials, 

Donble Ragged Robin, varieties, red and white; Double Catch? 

Pi ted 2 Lychnis, scarlet ; Potentilla (cinquefoil), Russelliana and 

epalentis ; Lychnidea, varieties, lilac and” white ; . “Monaida, 

sédrlet’s Mule Pink, red; Double Rocket, white; Siberian Lark 

spuir, purple, a lively plant ; the above about two feet in ‘height! 

except Mule pink ; Lofty Bee Larkspur, five to six feet ‘Mute, 

#me: Tree Primrose, three feet; Neapolitan Violet, humble i i 

gfowil Spreads freely, flowering during summer and ‘autumn.— 4 

Of Annuals, the Clarkia, pulchella and alba; Sweet Pea varieties; 

Anothera Lindleyii, German Aster, and large white Candy Tuft, 

T' would prefer. Shrubs, moderate in size, elegant in outline,— 

Cytisuses ; Red-flowered Bladder Senna ; Persian Lilac ; Scorpion 

Senna ; Aculba Japonica; Fuchsia gracilis, being hardy ; : Lupin 

tree, together with Moss, Velvet, Blush, Provence, and Corpses 

Piose trees. These are a small portion of what 1 have cultivated 

thes¢ many years past. New varieties may “be Suggested by other 
cotrespondents ; but the question is, will they thrive in the soi 

mentioned by You, or are they more beautiful i in colour than those 
above mentioned ? eae 

“Wrdrer would find Roses trained to wire trellis work or pillars 

of Roses, extremely handsome ; the pillars could be formed of 

wood, less ‘expensive than iron. oe 

pen Emmy Armsrroycr. 
Cavan County, May 24th, 1834. cpg | 
gonen9 
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treatment J can recommend persons to adopt in cases of urgent : Biv 

The only 

(commonly 
to » 1S 

splass of 
ine: 

~ 

a wine ), ima 
x 

r 

composed of about 20 grains-of sulphate of z 

dical man is ‘not to be had 

x 

‘white vitriol and-white copperas 
Vou. IT. 

= etic, 

The foregoing produce (when taken into the Tina giddi- 

ness, confusion of sight, wildness of the eyes, palpitations, loss 

écessity, where a me 

of memory and voice, stupor, nausea, vomiting, with great dis- 

tention of the stomach, and convulsive twitchings. 

em 
galled 

2 : 
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water, every ten minutes, till the stomach is thoroughly cleared Bt 

its contents. A tea-spoonful’ Of hartshorn will frequietitly prevent 

them from falling into\a:stateof stupor. In cases of ‘poisoning: 

from Mushrooms, it will be first proper to empty the bowels by. 

means of Epsom ‘salts, and castor oil, and then take a teaspoonful 

of ether every two or three hours in some mucilaginous. drink. 

Poisonous Mushrooms may generally be known by their substinee: 

being softer, more open, more porous, and moister, than ‘edible ; ‘ 

they have besides a more disagreeable appearance, a more humid: 

and dirty surface: ‘Those which are dusky, or: change-eolour. 

when cut, or exhale an unpleasant smell, or have a, gaudy, colour, 

or very distinct hues; particulatly if they ‘have “been? ) original y° 

covered by amzenvelope;:.and:are found in moist: orisbady-placere 

should not be eaten.” Thosé having short bulbous Stalks, or frag 

ments of skin sticking to. their suitface, or which: grow: wa aaa 

corrupt quickly, ett be rejected. ‘Too mich. ‘caution cannot be: 
given by parents ‘to ‘servants; to prevent” their children” froth: 

gathering the berries of the. two Nightshades, and the Wake: Robin, 

as they are freqnently made’ the ‘playthings of children, whet! out 
taking the air. Your miedical: redders must. excuse my- taking: this: 

upon me, as none, of. them, shew any disposition to answer. a Tame oe 

but they may, if they choose,°eharge me with being an ““™*s!4 ObG 
otal Tho 

Tuatakagot. Bhs 

ARTICLE VIlLeRemarks on the Colours and Proper: 
Tere 

ties of One Thousand Species and Varieties of Roses. 

By Sr. Patrick. : ee; oe 
‘(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 134.) pee oe 

= vO NAMES, | DESCRIPTION. oe | 
501 Nouvelle favourite .....,.+..+,.Fine tinged blush. 088 | 
502 —————Parisienne ....,....,Large blush, ae aa | 
503 ————redonte........,.....Fine small bright red. Seren 
504 —————Valine .............. Light purple and blue, Bae 
505 Nubieunne ............ ....,.New, purple. a 08 
60GB) OGiANIO. FO 5 cela crews s o0'9 ....Fine blush, changing. white. : | 
507 Odeur de drages .......,.......-Immense fine large double plush, aac | 
SOB ONO vereeieie-' cepiirincene.c .....Light blush, grows in large Halla 92 "1 
509 Ornament du Paradis.....,.....F ine lilac. bait Bae. 
510 Orson ..... siete bitisisys' avaralcvells .- Bright blush, ors ee ane 
SU “Ortenton cr aideeeteer gc sins os ... Pinkish blue. Us we Ov% 
512 Pallid a de Marbanne..,.......Beautiful scarlet. rt 
513 Panache superbe.,..+e+++++++,G@ay rosy scarlet, stri ed, ‘with White. 

5l4 Paraquet rereveeeeerceccasysaotniped light scarlet, ai Redomixt ete 
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lo botsslo yitgypaodd 21 doscrose ot [li DEERIPTION, "9 J9isw 

. ia LITHVieF retty., 4 ay 239% 9 2 . 

jana pis PERE potk {Bir « cneees aunt deep 1 blush. | ” . ana 
teary hh 25bi. il ..naqiuie .Bightsurplesai vaillst mont sod 
5l the etetee ert sseebar e scarlet, very double. 
318 Pass Passe V vir cr yay qiagic sb ate “Beauifid ROM RI and red. arott 
220 Patton coos sane cases saFie bright pink froegu 10 2 THOME 

521 P co meccecesenes sass oa urious purple. ; SAP ers ONL TIOTT SND. Ppmeugeb hea” O18 Yt5v9 Toiths: Yo 
523, Pelagi saath tant att Leiice fine deep blush... }/ 
524 Penelope aks wale SASAL Dagan: Fine deep crimson valvel, edged with 

purple. 2 iod 

626, Peri etre he ean eee e see ee ae ++ -Large crimson. oop ee 
rie brilliante’ ss estes e eee Pink red. Raed oan bead, Seah 

a eee eVeldels «ove. <Finemottled crimsony| 552 yirih bre 
+— de Washington ...,...++: Fine large pale blush. ie aha: = 

5a POU Binneha ee F9hs oes Sah whitel® 24 fo Juo codw 
Sollemrretro Caroline, yo... -r44¢+4--<Small bright redef ponijoih yoy to 

1 — Ermeste .....-......4- Fine deep red. 
iste deine sv 0i0.04 000. Simall changeable purple. yo borev00 

——— Mandarin theteneees SD all pale xa ion oa tot hie 
ae meet) Pandehe ose. . is Brae ase red. 
pir-vibig Pourpres) yi) s/. <0). soni Smelt ntrple.c te sole to aloo 
oy tou) — Portugaise Salutes o pate ete -Small light iraniog” Mm: Di herbi ppd 

(QUOS> Ponapres'dé Sti Cloud . Isinall purple.’ HOLE Ne Oe IGLOS 
Sar rouge D’ Aeptsighey oxep -«Curled variegated red,... yd soviv 
S., p deldmistisled weite cle As - Beautiful fine purple. 1% of 

IOS .OS Raa 2a 210 9Superb! ‘purples <o! iT! od mn ate 

ade csteueitteiaare ble cri hse > wort oe 

24) 2 rre Met gran peat Tee oie is Ao oe ea fine bi righ BPP es 
BAB ne 249 Jessel oo \Large: purple red.) ¥ ie 8 ot eoidet 

pernelle... 22 cecreee pros Ver ret, w-colour. tieea 
poe eater TE Ar sec Hh ayaty a sor ME GS at BOG 
SAG Pizarro yop ove we} ab wer <nope soxsomall, red, orf} us dd} igd 
PPPOE sia) a BV ots cic Sal Sutic ce eo Nearly black. 
S48 Polpanttius ............0.000% Rich crimson, tinged with ‘ainda 
549 Pomonia ........... pa cgntn ste iia Mottled purple. 
550 Pourpon Bazarre.............. Small compact pale blush. 
551 CAINS .)5 ocin'e'g arelae aie Pale blush. 
352 Porcelaine .......+.2e00- ....-Large blush. : 
558.Portlandica...+.....+- vate we. Close seep ipurp Pl IV WIOITHA 
554 Pourpre bienfaite ..,......... Fine mottled p 
Saaees de la Grece Sasi baspsance spieenase rane \o asst 

du Prince ............ Large fine e 
557 CUTCOEUX cece eececcne Curious aptae tal .2e va 
558 sanspareil 42/2. 0<. «.++Changeable purple. 
559 Pourpres ANUQMC ys ve peeceecess Curious scarlet and. purple spotted 

semi-double. as 08 
560 *———- logo ooo c ee accew eens Beautifal light purple, | 7” 0¥h char 
“61 ———— le plus Magnifique... --Bright curled purple, oat 
562 ——_—_—_ proxances ne sia wate Large purple. pet ka vneg on 
563 ———— tincelles 020 0! Very fine mottled purple. fe, bs 
564 ——ar fire changeable ...... Dark purple, changing light, | > 
565 — 1 VelG 8 ns ee cen Very fine velvetty red. aoa 566 Premier’ Nope. Sura Seehephers Small crimson. 060 WG 
567 Prince de Salve ss... 2... ..-Large beautiful red, - ae ont 
568 a Ovanies fant eee cs Large deep crimson. ae OS 
569 Henry 2 ove ces awes pane re als 
570 Magnifique....... ae Small pretty pale red. ie an - Dade ee antes tpeceeseeees Large bright scarlet, *” al 81a 

Repth. ee WS 2o ine doable orimeon.’! vie dae Kia 
oe Princesse ....ccecveceseeeees eCTilson. “s . 
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_ NAMES, DESCRIPTION« | iyxee syone 
574 ———— Eglantine ..........Large blush. 
575 ——~—— Elizabeth s..0.22015 Large scarlet. | Sostixe me obser 
576 ———— de Nassau ..........Light blush and ‘ctimsom 2sio¢ olod 
O77 -———— Mama ooo oes cece eye Rosy blush. fs 
Sie Paobhereee essere ee ‘seeeeees-Semi-double light red. ~~ 
579 Proserpine ..... +-eeeeee+6..-Rich velvetty purples 29idelas 
580 ————— nouveau ..... .....Flamed brimstone. 
581 Purple Crown and Crown ...... Very singulay. 
082 Pusselle de Bignion ..... .....Fine deep blush. 

(TO BE CONTINUED.) 

PART II. ga ee 
—— 

REVIEWS AND EXTRACTS))¢ 9022 

A Catechism of Gardening, intended for the Use of Village Sehools 

and Cottages ; containing plain and brief Directions. for. eut- 

tate tivating every kind of Vegetable in Common Use. By ‘An 

«. Otp Practitioner... Pamphlet, 12mo., 50 pages. London 

Ridgway and ‘Sons. 1834. 

“Having carefully read over this very excellent little work, we can. most 

confidently recommend it to our readers; it is well calculated for the pur. 

poses intended. The wealthy part of the Community who are anxious to 

encourage cottagers in a taste for gardening, would be rendering essential ser- 

vice thereto, by presenting to cottagers, schools, &c., copies of this pamphlet. 

The plan of the work is by Query and Answer ; the following chapters treat- 

ing on the various departments of garden operations comprise the contents, 

with a calendar for work to be performed in each month of the year. 

Chap. 1.—Of the operations of gardening, as trenching, earthing up, plant- 

‘ing, weeding, &c, 2,—Cultivation of tubers, as potatoe, turnip, carrot, &c. 

'3.—Cultivation of stems, as asparagus, onion, sea kale,&c. 4.—Cultivation 

of leaves, and leaf stalks, as cabbage tribe, lettuce, &c. 5. Cultivation of 

esculent flowers, as cauliflower, brocoli, &c. 6.—Cultivation of esculent pods, 

“seeds, &c., as peas, kidney beans, &c. ksh © 

Letters on the Consumption of Malt, addressed respectively to the 

Farmer, Labourer, and Labourers Friend. By F. SkRim- 

sHIRE, M.D. Pamphlet, 8vo., 31 pages. 

The observations and instructions addressed to each class are truly Ser. 

yiceable and well written. We wish the pamphlet universal circulation, and 
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more particularly, admission to every dwelling in Britain, ” ‘We would haye 

made an extract from the pamphlet, but recommend the purchase-of it; the 

whole being sovuseful, and, lamentable to add, the rematks so highly neces? 

sary and applicable, by the practices of innumerable multitudes, of persons 

at this enlightened age, -araaord OY 

-_—— - 086 

‘F186 

[ $86 

Plants figured in the following Periodicals for June :— 

Curtis's Botanicat Magazine. Edited by Dr. Hooxer, King’s 

Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow. Price 

3s. 6d. coloured, 3s. plain. 

1. Colvillea racemosa, Splendid Colvillea. Class, Decandria; order, Mo- 
nogynia; natural order, Leguminose., This truly splendid plant, worthy 
of bearing the name of his late Excellency Sir CHARLES COLVILLE, governor 
of the Mauritius, to whom it was dedicated by its discoverer, is probably a 
native of the East coast of Africa; but was only seen by Professor BOJER 
in, 1824, in the Bay of Bombatoe, :on ‘the western \coast» of Madagaacar, 
where a single tree was cultivated by the inhabitants. _ That indefatigable 
“naturalist raised it-from seeds which ‘he took to the Mauritius, where’ it has 
perfeetly succeeded;. and we, may-soon,expéct to, add this, anost ornamental 
plant to the stoves of our own country. Its flowering season P the Mauri- 
tiustis April and May.. ©The tréé grows* from forty’ er fifty feet high, and 
produces its fine red flowers in great abundance. thas the aspect-of Poin- 
ciana regia, but with a thicker trunk and more ample foliagey ~~ 
2. Milla uniflora, Single-flowered Milla, ,, Hexandria, Monogynia, As- 

ele. “The credit of discovering this very pretty plant is due to Dr. 
G@mviEs, from whom we possess specimens, gathered ait $820, on “banks 
near, Buenos Ayres,” and marked “Milla; Noy. Sp;) oIn June,:1882;:Mrz. 
Nei received roots from the same place, gathered by Mr, TWEEDIE, which 
flowered in the greenhouse at Canon Mills, in December of the same year, 
‘and again in March, 1834. Dr. Grama is assuredly correct im keeping 
it distinct from the Mexican Milla biflora the, only other,.species known, to 
exist. The stamens alone would afford a distinguishing character, in biflora 
‘being constantly equal, and in the present plant as regularly alternately 
smaller, The corolla is one inch and.a half acrossavhen expanded; six cleft, 
marked from the base of the tube to the apex of the segments with six dark 
Yines which are purplish green behind, lilac in front. ‘The genus was named 
by CavaniLies, in honour of Jutran MivvA; head gardener at the’ Reyal 
Garden at Madrid. When bruised, our species yields the most:powerfal 
smell of garlic. ere 

' B. Gastrolobium retusum, Blunt-leaved Gastrolobiim, Decandria, Mono- 
gyniea, Leguminose. This pretty little shrub was first raised at the Botanic 
Garden, Edinburgh, in 1831, from seed brought home by Dr. Lane, from 
New Holland, and again 1832, from seed communicated by her Grace the 
Duchess Countess of Sutherland. It first flowered in December 1833, and 
the same plant much more freely in March 1834. ‘The corolla is twice as 
long as the calyx, orange-yellow, of deeper and richer colour before expan- 
sion.  Gastrolobium, from gaster, a belly, and Jobos, a pod. rattel 

4. Catasetum tridentatum, var. Three-toothed Catasetum, var. syn. Catase- 
tum macrocarpum, C. Claveringi floribus majoribus, C. floribundum. This 
Species is exceedingly liable to vary in the size and marking of the flowers, 
(scarcely any two being exactly alike in these respects,) and in the number 
of blossoms upon a raceme. The plant now figured, for which andfor the 
drawing of the foliage we are indebted to Mrs. C. Horsrau, of Ey " 

“Liverpool, was given to Mr, Horsra., by Mr. Henry Haknrson, who 
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imiported ibifrom the Brazils.» Ithas;as Mo; Evans (the able, gardener) GbE 
serves/an aromatic smell, and larger flowers than. C: tridentaturn! | Plawéiss 
showy; greem with purple! spots; and yellow: ; Catasetum, frome. ‘Kata; downs 
ward; ‘and seta, bristle,—alluding to two horns'6f the corollas is at srodtw 

5: Pimelia hy ypericina, Hyperieum leaved:. «:‘Diandriaj. Motng.yaie tye: 
nelee, an ornameiital slender shrub, rising three or more! féet.in ‘height, 
crowned with numerous heads of pale yellow flowers. ‘This spécieswas ‘dis! 
covered by Mr. WILLIAM Baxter, at King George’s Sound,» When! treated: 
asoa hardy greenhouse plant, it thrives vigorously, and: in) its’ seasom 4puts' 
forth-its flower-heads in abundance. It blossoms from April to Janes” The" 
species: was raised in this country from seeds received from N ew bee 
Wiles, to Kew Gardensin 1829, Pimelia, from Pimele, fat. 
-86¢ Arabis-véerna;Early-flowering Wall Cress. Tetradynamia, Seiya 

Crucifere. Synonym, Hesperis verna. An extremely pretty aimual, espe 
cially when cultivated: in tufts, the. very vivid: purple* blossoms making a 
hamdsomé appearance: . The plant grows about fourinches high3''the flowers” 
are tenminal, three to fontin each head. »In the Glasgow Botani¢alGardéii? 
it has ‘flowered thé: same!Season as! in: N aples, It is well suited: to omannent® 
rod] work. ea frome see Sea v1 sbisy szody 

of seis tie eorlosts't cov cdtgr cringe efoode 
to ideiod oii will A 

ti [sig 7wore yisoy Doe 

Bilisavds's Botacibit! Register. Edited by Dr. Lrxpiey, "Pree 

fessor of Botany in the University of London. Price 4s. 

coloured, 3s. plain. 

be Paonia Moutan §\albida,plena, Double, White Tree Prony. Polyany 
dria, Monogynia. Ranunculacee. This noble variety of the Tree Peony 
was “raised by the ‘Earl of MotNtNornis, from seeds of P. papavaracea, 
saved at Arley Hall. It differs from the original i in being semi-double, and 
in having narrower and more lacerated petals. Pceonia, from Pa&on, a phy- 
sigian whofirst.used.it in medicines, |; obos\St. .£ 
2 Platy tystemon Culifornicum. ; Polyandria Polygynia, Papaveracea. tt Ao 

native, of California, whence. it was sent by Mr. Douctas, to the London; 
Horticultural Society, in whose garden it flowered last September; the, few, 
seeds it produced haye failed to vegetate, and the plant is, ther efore, lost to,our; 
gardens,.. The plant is, annual, seldom obtaining above a foot in height; the. 
flower stems are only one flowered, which is terminal. The flower,is small,; 
yellow, with occasionally a reddish tinge outside. The flower is sweet scented, 
it blooms at the end of the summer. Platystemon, from platus, broad ;\.and.. 
stemon, a stamen;,in allusion to the breadth of the filameuts. 
wy ,Eschscholtzia, crocea, Saffron coloured. _Icosandria. Polyandria, Tetra, 

gynia. Papaveracee., In general habit, foliage, and size of the flower; this: 
new,..species closely resembles the E. californica, and introduced. by, Mr; 
Dousias on his first expedition, Eschscholtzia, from Dr, EscHscHOLTZ,..,.,; 
4, Aristolochia Chilensis, Chilian Birthwort. Gynandria, Alexandria, 

Aristolochie. Very common in Chili; Mr, BripcEs sends, it, under, 
name, here adopted, adding that it is called by the Chilenos, Oreja, eae 
Zoera, and that it isan herbaceous plant, found in. stony places near Valpa-, 
raiso and Quillota. The plant.is hardy enough to bear our climate, , Plant, 
twining, flowers green and purple., Aristolochia, from are best, I SAL 
lochia, .parturition,—medicinal qualities. 

.0,,.Bletia gracilis, Slender Bletia. Gynandria, Monandria. A postr 
A native of Mexico, whence it was introduced by Messrs. “LoppicEs's,, of, 
fackney,. . It has bloomed in the collections of JAMES BATEMAN, E: d-s,and, ; 

the, Hon, and Rey. Wituiam HERBERT. Flower stems rise, half-a-yards, 
high Flowers: sepals. yellow, suffused with rose, labellum striped, with rose. 

d yellow. . It probably requires the treatment of Bletia, yerec ada, aeuti,. 
pat » and; Shepherdi, to all. of which it is nearly relat as pm it oughty; 
hen at rest, to be kept. where it,is in no, degree exposed, to, circ 88: 
he are favourable to its growth. Dryness, and a cool. place it a eee of 
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a-green-house, or conten pit} prdtected frorh cold:and wet, would: probably: 
snit.it mntilthe season:returns, at which time itshould be removed: to # hot 
damp‘ stoxe,"among tropical epiphytes, to remain there tillits: leaves decays 
when that happeiis;it should::oncecmore :be restored to: a restingshdusew 

Bletia, from, Louis’ Ber, a Spanish botanist. efae Gare 
6. Gilia: Achilleefolia, Milfoil leaved. | Pentandria,, Monogynias Pdle= 

moniacer,,' A new hardy annual, sent from California to the: London Hors 
ticultwal Society, by Mr. Doveras: It resembles Gilia capitata ‘incits 
foliage, and in the arrangement of its flowers; but its appearance is much: 
more green, and its habit is dwarfish. The flowers, too, are purple, instead: 
of sky blue: It will growin any kind of garden soil, and produces seedime 
abundance, so that it will soon become as common as Gilia capitata, «The 
present species blooms from July to December. » Gilia, from G@1LE0, ‘a Spa- 
nish. botanist, : 17a .wsrstiow1O 
7. Linaria Dalmatica, Dalmatian Toad flax: |. Didynamia, Angiospermias 

Scrophularinew, Synonym. Linaria grandiflora; | Antimhinum: Dalniati 
cantly, Seeds of: this very handsonie plant were gathered in Persiayandsprecs 

semted, by Sir) Huexkx WitcocKks to: the Londom Horticultural Societys cini 
whose garden a plant or two flowered about) Midsmmmer last yearow The: 
shoots spring with very few branches, straight from the ground, and rise to 
the height of two or three feet. ‘Fhe-flewers are large, of a deep yellow, 
and very showy. It has not produced seeds, but it is a hardy perennial; it 

mer Prbabiy, be increased without difficulty, by dividing \the crown of Gts_ 
roots. Li 

: 
aria, from Linum, flax,—similar leaves. 

4 robin lo “ysieisvinU ont ot Vosiod oftt ut mi WosIod 10 22s wb 9 
BLO .ae NSTNOu 

Sweet's: British’ Flower Garden." Edited by Davry Dow, Esq., 
yoos", soil, ; int ssosls isH _sinrygonoM, .gitb 
socoLibrarian to the. Linnean.Societyi; Coloured, 3s. ;.. plain,. 
has 48°34. rt Is edt r11 arohib II fisH tA ts bovse 
-qiqsé (“02 iy i ar 

1, Rhododendron campanulatum, Bell flowered. A’ small’ evergreen. tree,” 
of: fromm threé to five feet high. This spendid species is ‘a tative ‘of Gosa- 
ifgsthan, a high mountain, to the north of the valley of Nepal, and was in 
troduced into the gardens about ten years ago, from seeds sent by Dr: WAL= 
Lien. The flowers are of a milk white, shaded With’ lilac, and surpass in* 
size all others of the genus, with the exception of one discovered in’ Java, 

Dr. Horsrieip, The present species is truly arborescent. It is culti- 
vated by Mr. Knicut, of Chelsea, Rhododendron,’ from Rhodo, & Rose; 
and’ dendron, 2 tree. ine 90 pe ot elt te 

2. Lobelia polyphylla, Leafy Lobelia. Pentandria, Monogynia,” Cain: 
putitlacew. Introduced about four years ago, from seeds etnkataeon by 
Mr.’ Butpers, and more recently by Mr. CumING. It is frequent onthe? 
hillé about Valparaiso, in Chili, This, together with mucronata and Tupa,” 
fromi the same country, are very nearly allied, being found to differ chi xe 
inf the proportionate length of the tube of the ¢orolla, the degree of deve- 
lopement of the bracteas, and in the presence or absence of downiness on 
the stem ahd leaves, The one now under consideration, has the largest 
bracles, the shortest tube to the corolla, and is almost wholly glabrous. It 
thrives best in a light rich soil, and is increased by division, or by seeds." 
Lobelia, from M. Lone, a botanical author. ee 

3. Nierembergia filicqulis, Twiggy Nierembergia, Peritandria, Monogynta. 
Solanew. A native of Entre Rios, a province of the republic of Buenos 
Ayres, and was raised in 1832, from seeds sent by Mr. TWEEprE, to’ dur- 
friend Mr. Nett, in whose collection at Canon Mills, near Edinburgh, i 
flowered to great perfection in the early part of last Autumn, in’ thé open’ 
border. It is taller und more glabrous than'N, gracilis, with the limb of 
corolla about double the size of that species, and the tube rarely exceedi 
the valix is length. The filaments in both are peuired and ino 

ects, the plants are pretty nearly similax, ‘Nierembergia, from J. EF." 
peeeiea! a Spanish Testi UAC chs a oF abtedocrah Sa as 
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AL Caldeblanid “piipuieh 3" var! picta) Painted “Sipp awoke MODia hase, 
' Monogynia. 'StYoplitlainwe.'” An’ accidental variety" of C! tite a, “first 
raised, as We haye been informed, hy Mr: Witten) naiwetyitiany af(Glod- 

‘ eester..” It differs from ‘purpured! in nothing but! coloury ‘andthe greener hue 
‘of the whole herbage.” Its copiduis’ delictite white blossoins, "marked With'a 
broad purple band, render it an ‘agreeable ‘addition to the whieady WiumMerdU s 
cultivated varieties of this genus. The plant requires a light rich soilaiad 
can only be increased by division. Calceolaria, see page 19. 

ce Bas Lis Ae abo’ 

The Botanie Garden... Edited by Mr, B. Maunp, F.L,S,. ., Price 

# 8OOUbAS GE Mtee' 4 ssa Veolduredy! ¢i ov sayall aii a bore 
TILIZIM SIAR os t mofone wotbad dy Jodie tetted nono 

bog! Brigeron asteroides, Astér-like Erigeron. ) Syngenesiaj Superfluasi(Corh- 
‘posite: | This plahit/gréws' one foot high, arid! flowers abundantly from /August 
to Octobéry® ‘the! Mowers! avéf ‘a’ Ylae purple colours! (Phe plant isperen- 
‘hial) increased’ By Uivision Of ‘the’ roots!  Drigevony from! Enisprimgior 
ae ly ;‘and'geron; ‘aii 01d mians“thé allusion isto its béaring! the appearance 
"6! Hoary Headed age} lin sprig) !) to Live ottolog eredaisg ot so beymeru 
1) 9 Cinerarid minitiind) Sea Radwort.” Syngbnesia; (Supettlaac: Compb- 
‘Bite! Its ‘alnibst! white stems, andl Pliage are Very conspicwots imthéopen 
‘garden, And it Vebomes la! showy! plant, independently of! its flowers! (he 
“flowers ire Yellow; dnd Mooi from Tuly'té Septémbero 1 Itais aomoderately 
hardy plant, ctittings: root! readily’ Thésplant “blooms best im poor! isoil. 
© Cineraria, from! e#it#hés}'ashes's! {6° indicate’ the! ashlike|colour of the leaves 
and stern} Lbotrmo ed yoordl ,aelqrori tq 19130 [La oolil loudw cb aseBd oR 

3; Galega' Persicd!* Monadelphias Decanaria. Leguminose: ' Dhis species 
48 an abunddiit flowerii¢ plait, erowing’ four feet high, producing one ofvits 

“White reéemés 4p theaxil Of! cach Jéaf. Tt blooms from \June'to September. 
Tntroducéd into "this cotntiy’ i '1816)"'Galega,’ from gala, «milk 5oto) mark 
the plant’ aS producing it in’animals which feed on its herbage!!! 10 solos 

4, ‘Tris’ Rutheniea Russiaii Tris. \Grows one foot highs | Flowers; dark 
purple and white} Doom’ from! July to’ September. Iris; the Greek ywame 
of the’ heavenly bow?" my iL dD s be, tloidyw ort moqu 

The Number, for, May, (omitted in our last) contains—. * 
1. Cistus acutifolius; ‘Aeuteleaved. \ Polyandria, Monogynia) Cistitier. 

‘Tt is ‘a ‘spreaditig dwarf shrub, not exceeding two feet in height,although its 
‘slender branches, tinpraned, will’ extend three feet wide. The plant-bearsja 
succession Of flowers thrdugh the’ whole of summer; they’ are’ white, "the 
plantas véty hardy! “Tnereased ‘freely’ by seeds, layers, or euttings fromthe 

 ¥outg shoots?” Cistus, from Kise, a box,—in allusion to the seed vesseluy to 
591082 Trachymene eerulea; Ble’ flowered: Pentandria; Digynia. )'Umbelli- 
‘fete. Tt may not on'casval inspection of this new and “interesting.aunual, 
Jn§6 observed’ in’ our ‘natural ‘plants.’ The ‘present’ plant ‘is cannual;\ogtows 
“ eighteen inches high, and flowers from June to October, It requires:to!be 
‘sown early on @ hot bed, and be transplanted into the open ‘ground.)! Tt 'was 
introduced:into' this country in 1827, and is a very pretty addition ‘tor the 
flower garden annuals. Trachymene, from Trachys; rough’}! andomene, a 

“‘membrane,—in allusion to the coat of the seeds. oobi Tore rl 
3. Peoria edulis, Rose scented: Polyandria, Digynia.: (Ranuteuldcee. 

The sweet scented Peony was introduced to this count'y front China, by Sir 
JOsEPa BANKs in 1805, but this is' believed to be the second introduction to 
England? '‘The' flowers area rosy crimson, coming out ‘in Juries’ Theo plait 
is readily increased by dividing the rootsin autumn, '|'Paon, after whomithe 
‘Genus is named, Was One’ of those personages’ known! ‘only’ by the fableslof 
the ahcients.| | {oi tod ini eds feeccidt tonyleok 

4. Citisus argenteus, Silver leaved. Monadelphia, Decandriay egumi- 
nosee. The Cytisus argenteus in its natural mode of growth sallow spread- 
ing shrub, The flowers are yellow, blooming in July and August. This 

. oV 
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ind is sometimes, grafted on single stems of the Laburnum, from four to six - 

ae high, and by forming pendulant heads of drooping branches has a very 

showy, and, pleasing, effect. , Most of the other species of Cytisuses are, treated 

ix the, same, way, and when interspersed amongst, standard roses. produce a 

. picturesque and striking appearance. Cytisus, is derived from ythmus, an 

island, now, called. Thermia;,where,,according to Purny, the plant was indi- 

_ genous. , few has Wige 

Strictures on disposing Plants in Masses. 

Phe system of disposing plants in masses, so frequently anid ‘ably ‘advo- 

cated in this Magazine, is becoming very general, and_ certainly produces a 

much better effect than the tedious monotony of an indiscriminate mixture. 

In the practice, however, of this superior method, it should, be. remembered 

:that the gtowps and masses ought to be considered, as. parts of a ;whole,,and 

as such, should harmonise and unite with each other, with, regard. to hn 

‘and colour, \ Without attention to. this point, the several disunited,and)in- 
sdependent parts will no more form a gardenesque landscape, than, the colours 

arranged on the painter's palette will of themselves, form a picture... Ij have 

_jmown more than one small garden spoiled by, a disregard. of proportion, the 

bs cand flowers being disposed. in gronps of far too large a size.) In,sych 

od Situation, a.single plant, or a group, of two, or, three, must be considered to 

ybean the:same proportion to, the whole, \as much larger, masses or groups, year 
imsthe, ease ofa park. | Although T approye, as I, haye said above, of,the 

_ principle of placing different species in groups and masses, I think that there 
are cases in which, like all other principles, it may be carried too far. ;In a 

esmall flower-garden which I yery much, admire, I)have seem a, group, :com- 
-posed.of myrtles and. China roses, planted alternately, in quincunx ,order, 
thedaxger plants being in the centre ; and, in, my opinion, a better effect was 
{produced than if the two species had been in separate masses ;, the rich green 
colour of the myrtles’ leaves, forming a ground. to, the, beautiful white of the 
ifawer; the light and elegant foliage and pendant bloom of the rose; the 
-mingled colour, and the associations connected with both, made,an impression 
upon me which I shall not easily forget. In the same garden there is a 
group consisting of an acacia, the broader and more shadowy plumes of the 
sumach, and the pendulous clusters of flowers of the laburnum, composing 
little picture of the most highly finished character. ; 

Gardeners might find much instruction, fron an examination of cottage 
gardens; in many of which I haye seen a degree of good taste. that is not 
always found where there is more reason to, expect it... In such gardens, it 
often happens that very striking effects are produced by ajudicious disposition 
of plants of the most common description; and I think it would be, a very 
useful study to endeavour to imitate them with plants of more rare and choice 
species. 1 was once much struck by a particular effect (not, however, of 
-sufficient general interest for a place in your Magazine,) produced by a plant 
0fthe common hop; and it was not until after many trials that I could find a 
substitute for it among more choice plants: at length, however, I succeeded 
to my own satisfaction by means of one of the genus Clematis; the species 
J do, not with certainty know. nol 

In small gardens, nothing can be more unpleasing than a want. of neatness 
and high finish; it reminds me of a flower-painter of the last centuryywho 
tised the mostdingy and sombre colours that he could find, saying .thatshe 
imitated Raphael, and painted for posterity. In the case of a small garden, 
‘ivshould be remembered that, whatever may be the beauty of the design, 
constabt attention, and the frequent removal of plants, are. indispensable : 
ithree or four years of neglect wodld leave nothing, either to posterity, or,the 
designer himself, but a tangled and matted thicket of such plants as might 
tomectl conquerors in the struggle for life incident to want, of suffigient 
Apacee+Gardener’s Magazine. 7 od'T | 'venooont 
eld derrgud vid wo of Souls gil 

Vou, ai, 4 
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undens, Sc., Of the 
List of new and handsome Plants, promised in the prospectus, ! Wishing 
every, success.to the Cabinet, oaaqyv.a10 any ave wuimooasaad anes. 
1 oe Fur h AH Me, pl8s4erios evorssaus “woy 10 VER 10 ois r ti beyilde domo 

») [The wishes of our xespected Friend shall,be complied: with oat anyearly 
opportunity, , We beg to, inform him, that we publish a Supplementy:asche 
suggests, containing the accounts of Horticulturakand BotanicakoMeetings, 
wid; as, faras possible, we; confine ityto,the| plan insiructed+—Con DueTOR. | 

On Ratstne Carnatrons'FRow Seep“ Tf ‘any of Your Cérresponideiits 
(perhaps My. Tyso), would favonr-vour) readers with-an Article om impreg- 
nating and raising Carnations,. similar, to, one. om the Ranunculus, in, this 
month's Magazine, it would: render a considerable: service -to:the | growers of 
that Mowery aicigiT. UnOTAVOuY riavas he Ba Goo 
May 9th, 1834. ores doit? ae avs 

On THE S1zEs-or Pors.—=As the CoOnpUeTOR has given us a standard're- 
lative to the size! of pots it is much to be wished in order to‘our understand- 
ing each other, that the standaid ‘given should be consulted: St, PATRICK, 
in Vol. I. p. 57, talks of growing a Balsam (in a Sin. pot,) Sft, high) and 10ft. 
in circumference!!! _); “wor “O 

Query—Does TyNovaTor, ‘when he speaks of flowering his: Carnations 
in pots 16 to the cast, mean pots of 6 inches diameter, according to the stand- 
wad in the Floricultwal, Cabinet, Vol. 1. p. 444 and if.so, how dveshe 
Manage to support.a, plant .4#t. in length, and what method does he, practice 
in the layering? ;, | , CORRUBINY : 
» ON Propacatine Ftcusta cocernga:—I shall be much obliged if you or 
any. of your correspdndents will inform me the best manner of propagatifig 
Fuchsia coccinea. I have tried striking it under a glass, but have’ not 
succeeded, as with F, virgata, conica, globosa, &e. Also, can you inform 
me if these elegant plants will strike in sand, without any other: soil? if. so, 
will the common silver sand do? ’ olnt ehirohrtoqest 
_ An early answer to these questions, (the first I have, troubled you with), 

.a8,also the last time for striking Fuchsias, will very much oblige, so) boi! 
_, dMay 22d, 1834, Aueustos Lewis. 
1 On Sowine Stock anp GERMAN AsTER SEED.—~HEARTSEASE would feel 
thankful for an answer to the following questions through the ‘Floricullitral 
Cabinet eas crores! Ort ayawits 

o-\When is the proper time for sowing Stock seed, aiid what is thie "best wie 
\thod of preserving the young plant from the fly? peal ont 

‘/ Will the German Aster seed grow in the open gtound, oF must it be gown 
in hotbed? e.g naar 

Devizes, May 3rd, 1834, RESE eset’. 
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Ow THE CULTURE OF THE CARNATION.—We shall be much obliged by Mr. 

REVELL's promised article on th Capea and also the promised conti- 

nuation of the article by Mr. J.'Pricp’ on Soils; perhaps, if you have re- 

ceived them, you will insert them in your next valuable Magazine. 

March 1st, 1834. : S.& T. C. 

Ow Rarstye Carnations, Kc. FRoM SEED.—Will you, or,any of your 

correspondents, inform ‘me what is the best method of rearing Carnations and 

Tulips from seeds? Also, when is the best time of the year for planting 

Coronilla iberica? W.E.F. 

P.S.—I have got a very fine collection of Botanical Plants, among which 

are some very scarce ones, of which T shall feel great pleasure in forwarding 

you some. [We should be yery grateful for the favour,—ConpJ 6 0) 

p ON. Dayz y's Cuamprion, AND A DovBLe YELLOW Auricuna.—L_ have 

lately, bought an Auricula called “ Dayey’s Champion,” and will you,be kind 

enough to inform me through your excellent Magazine, whether, you think 

the seed worth saving, and whether it, is, considered a good flower? The! ¢o- 

lour of it is, black with a, white edge. Wonld you also give me alittle imfor- 

_mation, on. raising, Auriculas from seed. | I haye also, a large) sweet-scented 

Toutle’yellow Auricula: will you inform me whether it bears.any, particular 

Ramet enohisy 197 oe culy ofl) cooe A SUBSCRIBER. 

a 10, 1834. 1 (OY juisld noaboascd bits wan 'lo soil 

Ow THE PELARGONIUM AND THE OLEANDER, Oi Rosé Bay.—T shok dbe 

much obliged if you, or any of your numerous correspondents, would ‘favour 

Hneowith the best method of impregnating the’ seed Vet ‘thé’ Pelargonium to 
dbtain inew varieties, dnd also the ‘imost'suitable 'time, 8 ig 9 ‘Germanic, 

“aBrightony May 12) IS34ydlvottoH to aieuoos Ons yeni M09 ,2293gh 

| PS. Does the Oleander; or| Rose’ Bay;! require’ a ‘pan ‘placed whder' it 

_ filled, with, water, and will it flower well in a roomerra yin) ovrersl 0 

On Rustve Carwations! AND! PYWKs "PROM Seeds, &éL-Sime' Sf the 
«readers“of your very useful and practical Magazine have derived a great déal 
\efusefal infurmation as to the culture of the Pink and Carnation, ae tee 
commlnications of Mr. Revert and Innovator. There is one point how- 
ever, on which some information would be aeceptable—on the mixing of Car. 
nation, beds, .1 have just brought, over a; paeket of foreign Camation seeds, 
and, should be glad of any hints as to the mode of mixing the soil of the bed, 
ang, their treatment up to the time of pottings | co). 00) tn 89 ‘gc 
London, March 31st. A Weut-WisHER, & ConsTANT READER)! 

On some Prize AuricuLas.—I observe that Mr. Grenny'’s Auriculis 
‘teok the first prize yesterday (April 16,) at ‘the’Crown ‘and Anchor, Strand, 
and that Mr. Wittmer, of Sunbury, was oné' of the Judges. Now ‘as [hap- 
pen to know that the same Mr. Willmer' did achially dress Mr. Glenny’s 
flowers, 1 will ask you if you think this a fair way’ of’ proceeding, ‘and if it 
is ttsual to’ send a man in as judge, who previously had the preparing of the 
show belonging to his patron, and customer? , Perhaps you, willogives your 
APANION. 4, ice: $8 JC. A SUBSCRIBERS 
1, Camberwell, April 17, 1834. ww 
ue) » {There can be but one opinion on the snbject.—Conn.] 

~~ Os Dastrovine THE GreEen-rcy, &c.—Will you, or any of your cor- 
respondents, inform me the best maumer to destroy the green fly, with which 
very plant in my garden (in the suburbs of London) is covered,’ IT have 
tried tobaceo-water, which I do not find suceced. | Will smoking them “with 
a tobarco pipe cure them effectually, or only for a short time? Aré hardy 

, annuals, or perennial plants, preferable for growing on a border of my gar- 
den, whieh only has the sun till about ten o'clock in the morning) (It is 
always more damp and cold than the opposite one, on which the sun shines 
til) abont five in summer, and is always the most covered with weeds. | Also, 
which is the best time of the year for transplanting Chrysanthemunis: for 
flowering well the next winter! By anwering these questions you will'very 
much oblige, WILLIAM FREDERICK 

June Sth, 1834. B wl eoerelt 
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On FucustAs.—You would very much oblige an ardent amateur and sub- 
scriber to your Cabinet, if you would give a list of all the Fuchsias Inown 
and cultivated in this country, in your July Number. The favour would 
be much enhanced by your adding the modes required for their propagation, 
and the places where they are to be procured. Do nurserymen object to 
sell cuttings of Fuchsias and other plants? ConvoLvUuLus Masor. 

King’s Road, Chelsea, June 11th, 1834. 
~ [An Article will be given next month on the Fuchsia, &c. The request 
came to hand too late for the present Number.—Conp. } 7 

On GREENHOUSE Prants, &c.—I am exceedingly pleased with your 
publication, and only hope you will meet with that encouragement from every 
lover of flowers which you so richly deserve. ‘The plan by which you review 
the periodicals particularly pleases me. There is, however, one work on 
florist flowers. by RoBERT SWEET which you have never noticed: I fear, 
therefore, the publication of it has been discontinued. [It has.—Conp.] 
Your lists, also, of choice flowers were very valuable, particularly so to sub- 
seribers who, like myself, live at a great distance from London, and have no 
chance of seeing new flowers in bloom. You must give us a few more such 
selection in the second volume of your work; and as my garden (like many 
of your friends in this neighbourhood) is small, a cross or star to denote the 
finest of the fine would be very desirable. I should be glad, for instance, 
if some experienced person would give a list of twelve of the best hardy 
Ericas ; twelve of the best greenhouse Ericas; twelve or more choice herba- 
ceous plants that might easily be procured; and, above all, a collection of 
hardy greenhouse plants that would flower successively the whole year. 
Mine is a very small greenhouse, only fifteen feet long by nine feet wide ; 
and as I am about to remove it soon, I wish to know whether a high or low 
greenhouse is the best for plants, and whether I must exclude vines entirely 
if I-wish to excel in flowers. I am very much surprised that some of the 
London nurserymen do not give catalogues of their plants in your publica- 
tion—not like Youne’s Calceolarias, without prices affixed; but similar to 
the Dahlia catalogues, so many of which you have advertised. I am well 
persuaded they. would find it answer, and that they would considerably in~ 
¢rease the sale of their plants, * 

Bodmin, May 2, 1834. 

ANSWERS. 

On Epacris GRANDIFLORA, &c.—In reading over the March Number of 
the Floricultural Cabinet for 1834,1I see, under the head “ Queries,” a corres- 
pondent wishes for information on the following genus of plants; if my mite 
of knowledge will be of any service to him, or any one similarly situated, and 
you consider it worth occupying a space in your amusing Magazine, you 
are at liberty to publish it in any shape you please. 

Epacris grandiflora, propagation of, from January to Murch.—\st. Take a 
clean 48-sized pot, put a large crock in the bottom, then add a quantity of 
small crocks, or coarse cinders, until the pot is half full; upen this put a 
layer of moss beat down firm, fill up with fine sifted peat mould, and white 
silver sand; an equal quantity mixed together, pressing it down firm to within 
a quarter of an inch of the rim of the pot; fill up with clean sifted silver 
sand, passing a stick over the pot to make the surface level; give a slight 
watering with a fine rose pot or syringe; take a bell glass, press it lightly on 
the sand so as to leave the circumference; then select your cuttings trom 
last year's ripened wood, cut the tops of the shoots about one inch long, strip 
the cutting half its length of leaves, lay it on your thumb nail, with a sharp 
knife cut the base at a joint quite smooth, and when a sufficient quantity to 
fill the pot is prepared, insert the cuttings as far as stripped, keeping the 
tallest, if any, in the centre; give a good watering to settle the sand about 
them; let them stand until dry; cover with the bell glass, and plunge the 
pot in a cold frame facing north; keep the light on, protecting from frost 
with covering, or, for want of a frame, place the pot on a north shelf in the 
greenhouse, but by no means in the sun; wipe the glass once a day; water 
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according to judgment, keeping them rather dry than moist. When the cut- 

tings begin to grow, take the glass off occasionally half an hour, and increase 

with air as the cuttings increase in growth, until it may be left off alto- 

gether; then remove them to the greenhouse, pot them off the following 

March into thumb pots, well drained, using peat mould and sand in equal 

quantities ; place them in a cold frame until rooted; during summer, top 

any long shoot, and by the autumn you will have snug bushy plants, pro- 

dueing in spring beautiful pendant blossoms. 

Correa speciosa, propagation of—May be inereased by cuttings potted early 

in February or March, but the quickest method is by inarching upon Correa 

alba, any time from January to July, and if the plants can have the advan- 

tage of a stove heat, the better, as the jnarched shoot will have united in the 

course of eight or ten weeks ; it may then be cut off, care being taken not 

to disturb the shoot inarched, but by no means head off the stock at present; 

place them in a cold frame, keep them close and shade for a fortnight; ex- 

pose them to the air by degrees, and when the inarched shoot as recovered 

begins to grow again, then head off the stock; loosen the ligature that was 

bound round the plant, otherwise it will cut; bind a fresh piece of bass 

loosely round the plant at the union, tie the plant up to a neat stick in case 

of accident, remove the plants to an airy part of the greenhouse, attend to 

water, and in the spring you will have a bushy plant coyered with handsome 

blossoms. I have not mentioned the mode of inarching, thinking it not ne- 

cessary ; as almost all persons having any knowledge of plants must know 

the process, 
Ginothera may be propagated three different ways.—Ist. All the peren- 

nial species may either be divided at the root, or—2ndly. Pieces of the strong 

roots cut one or two inches long, planted round a pot, will form eyes and 

make plants; some species may be layered, such as missouriensis, taraxaci- 

folia, macrocarpo, &c.—3rdly, The biennials and annual species may be 

raised from seeds. 
J. Mires can purchase any quantity of double white Anemone, if he means 

Anemone nemorosa plena alba, and Trillium sessile, by applying to Mr. 

Joun @rex, Nurseryman, Addlestone, near Chertsey, Surrey. 

{f this should meet with your approbation, and no other abler hand should 

take up the pen, I will give Myrrexta, through the medium of your Cabi- 

net, a little instruction as far as I know, how to flower Myrtles in abun- 

dance, likewise a few hints on the culture of Agapanthus umbellatus. Wish- 

ing every success to the Floricultural Cabinet, §e. J. W. D. 

Great Bookham, Surrey, April 23, 1834, 

, On THE CULTURE OF THE MyRTLE.—I am happy to state, that after pa- 

tience and perseverance I have succeeded in getting all the Numbers of the 

Floricultural Cabinet, and am glad to hear it greatly commended by all my 

senior professors of Floriculture who have seen it, and I have no doubt but 

that it will have a much greater circulation in this part of the country if 

you have more in print. I was obliged to wait till the third edition, which 

shews the rapid progress it is making, and I hope you will continue your 

editions for the benefit of my fellow Floriculturists, as many more wish to 

possess it, and all agree that it is the most useful and cheap publication now 

printed ; it affords me great amusement and knowledge. I beg to inform 

Myere.ta that J haye a plant of Myrtle planted in common garden loam at 

the bottom of a south wall, not trained, which has stood the winter for years 

past, sometimes matted, and sometimes not; but never flowers well if it is 

not matted up in the winter; it has been broken by accident once, but is 

now about three feet high, five or six in circumference, and last year had 

hundreds of blossoms ; cuttings put in a pot in autumn and keptin a green- 

house during winter, grow well in the spring. As to Heliotropes, I take off 

cuttings in autumn, and afterwards keep them in the greenhouse or cold pit 

during winter, and plant them in beds in summer, where they produce their 

fragrant blossoms in abundance. Youne Frora. 
{We have had, for the last four months, a’ constant supply with our 

Publishers of all the Numbers published of the Cabinet. If our friends do 

not receive the Numbers on application, we think the fault will be found to 

rest with the Bookseller—Conpuctor.J 
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On THE CULTURE OF AGAPANTHUS UMBELLATUS.—A Subscriber wishes 
to know the best method of keeping and treating the Agapanthus umbella- 
tus. Being advised by a professional man to plantthem in water, which he 
considered their natural element, I tried it, but it did not answer my ex- 
pectations. I have several plants which flower when planted inlarge pots in 
garden mould, which have little attention, but well supplied with water in 
summer, and placed in a cold frame in winter; they also flower planted 
in a south border, and during winter a hand glass placed over them: but 
the most successful mode of culture is what I desire to know. 

Waltham Cross, Herts. Youne Frora. 

On THE SPINDLING OF THE CARNATION.—The sulphate of lime used, is 
the stone from which plaster of Paris is made by calcination; it is by no 
means so difficult to powder as IgNORAMUS imagines; a boy with a broad 
faced hammer would powder a barrowful in a day to the consistence of coarse 
sand, which is fine enough. It may be bonght of all respectable plasterers, 
and shipmasters trading to France or Arabia. C. N. is informed that the 
practice I adopt with such Carnations as spindle up in winter, is to break 
off the flower stem about a fortnight before planting them to flower. The 
grass then upon the plant will immediately begin to grow. When they have 
made three or four joints, cut them all off but one (the strongest) between 
the third and fourth joint; these stumps will throw out plenty of grass for 
layering; the one left entire may be trained up to flower. I am seldom 
troubled with this complaint, except in fresh bought flowers, which I attri- 
bute to my plan of layering, viz. I divide my flowers into three classes, 
early, middle, and late flowering ; the latter, such as Spitfire, I layer in the 
middle of this month—the middle class in July—and the early, the second 
week in August; by purauing this plan, my flowers are all in bloom at the 
same time. When layers are removed from the old plant, be careful to cut 
them to a level with the nib from which they have struck root; and after 
they have been potted a fortnight, they will have struck from this part also, 
which renders them in no way inferior to pipings. Two-year-old Auriculas 
are best grown in 24’s; and I should consider 12’s large enough for any 
plant. C. N. keeps his compost properly. INNOVATOR. 

June 6th. 

REMARKS. 

On GLADIOLUS PSITTACINUS.—I procured last spring three’ roots of the 
Gladiolus psittacina, each the size of a large nutmeg; these I planted in the 
open border, in a compost of leaf mould and rotten dung. Only one of the 

bulbs produced a flower, which was a very superb one indeed, having twelve 
blossoms on one stalk; a more beautiful Gladiolus I never beheld. 

I dug up the roots in the fall, and instead of the three roots which I 

planted in the spring, I found five, two of the original roots having divided ; 
each of these roots was as large as a middling sized onion; but I was sur- 
prized by finding what I considered an extraordinary number of bulbs ad- 
hering to the roots, eight of them the size of a hazel nut, as many more as 
large as a pea, and above six HUNDRED the size of grains of wheat. 

I do not know whether there is any thing very extraordinary in this re- 
sult, though I cannot but anticipate, that in a very few years this magnifi- 

cent plant (roots of which three or fonr years ago were selling at 7s. each) 
will, from its abundant increase, become the ornament of every cottage 
garden. envy. 
May 20th, 1834. 

On Buppine THE WiLp Roses Growing In HEDGES.—Last year I 
budded a number of the garden variety of Roses, upon the wild ones growing 
in my hedge rows. I selected different shades of colour in the kinds, and 
such as are highly fragrant. They are now in blooming, and to view the 
variety of shades in colour, and to inhale the delightful odoriferous scent 
they impart, is most gratifying. I suggest to the numerous readers of the 
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Cabinet an attention to this mode of cultivating the various kinds of Roses, 
assured, if practised, it will afford much pleasing gratification, and increase 
the beauties of Flora. M. Saut. 

Lancaster, June 7th. 

REFERENCES TO PLATES. 

1. Burnard’s Formosa Polyanthus—A seedling raised in the garden of 
J. P. Burwarb, Esq., Formosa Cottage, Holloway, near London. An Arti- 
cle upon Polyanthuses will appear soon, when this variety will be further 
noticed, 

2. Tpomea Horsfallie, Mrs. Horsratt’s Ipomea. Pentandria, Monogynia. 
Convolvulacee. Seeds of this very beautiful tender evergreen were received 
by Cuartes Horsratr, Esq., either from the East Indies or Africa, and 
raised by Mr. Evans, the gardener, at Everton. He has it under the name 
of J. pentaphylla of Cavantiyes (J. Cavanillesii, Roem. et ScHULTES) which 
is still more at variance with our species. J. Horsfallie, in its inflorescence 
and blossoms, bears the closest affinity wlth J. paniculata, Br. (Convolvulus, 
I..); but their foliage is so different, that the two plants never can be con- 
founded—the former having compound and quinate leaves, while those of 
the latter are simply lobed. The flowers appear to fall off without bearing 
seed, probably owing to the season of the year (December and January) at 
which they are produced. 

3. Salvia dolichostachya,—(See page 101 of the present Volume.) 

4. Eschscholtzia crocea, Saffron-coloured Eschscholtzia. Polyandria, Te- 
tragynia. Papaveracee. In general habit, foliage, and size of the flower, 
this new species of Eschscholtzia closely resembles FE. Californica, intro- 
duced by Mr. Dovetas on his expedition, and now so generally admitted 
to be one of the most beautiful additions to our hardy ornamental plants. 
The present species, however, promises fair to surpass even that in the rich 
orange colour of the petals. It appears to be equally hardy, and, judging 
from the experience of a season, to flower still more freely. It is chiefly 
distinguished botanically from FE. Californica by the widely expanded limb 
of the curious appendage of the peduncle beneath the insertion of the calyx, 
which is characteristic of the genus, and by the long attenuated point of the 
calyx (Hort. Trans.) Like EF. Californica, this is a perennial; but in con- 
sequence of its bleeding copiously when wounded, it is not likely to bear 
propagation in any other way than by seed. It has not hitherto produced 
any seed. The two plants in the Garden of the Horticultural Society are 
all that at present exist in Europe. 

5, Calceolaria arachnoidea, var. refulgens ; Refulgent Slipperwort. Dian- 
dria, Monogynia. Scrophularine., This showy production was raised by 
Mr. GILven, gardener to Mr. M‘Intosu, at the East India Docks, by cross- 
impregnation with two of the numerous varieties, originated between C. 
arachnoidea and corymbosa, A light rich earth suits these plants best; and 
the Se varieties can only be increased by slips from the original 
stock, 

6. Echites stellaris, Star-flowered Echites. Pentandria, Monogynia. Apo- 
eynex. A tender stove climber, introduced from Rio Janeiro to the Horti- 
cultural Society by the Hon. Ronert Gorpon. In the month of August, 
its flowers perfume that part of the hothouse where it is placed with a 
delightful smell of Primroses. Although this is probably not of uncommon 
occurrence in Brazil, it appears to have been hitherto undescribed; the 
obscure E. pubescens of WiLLp¥.NOw, to whose character it nearly approaches, 
having heart-shaped leaves. It grows readily in peat and loam, but is 
scarcely to be propagated except by cuttings of the root. 

7. Royal Sovereign Tulip.—Our drawing of this very beautiful and valu- 
able Bizarre was taken from a bloom which obtained the premier prize at the 
Stockport Exhibition of the last year, and was grown by the Rey. M. Gir- 
iy, of thattown. From the striking resemblance it bears to Strong’s 
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Charles X. and Page’s George 1V., it has been considered by many connois- 
seurs to be the same flower. This, however, is a mistake: for it broke into 
colour on Mr. PEARson’s bed several years previous to the introduction of 
those two Tulips; and, from itsdeep broad freaked, good yellow, and, above 
all, its not being inclined to sport, is decidedly a superior flower, and is held 
in i highest estimation by the Nottinghamshire and Lancashire florists. 

FLORICULTURAL CALENDAR FOR JULY. 

Stove PLanrs.—Similar care is required this month as given for the two 
previous months, taking care to give large portions of fresh air daily, with 
frequent waterings, steaming at night, cleaning, propagating, &e. Ke. 
GREENHOUSE PLants.—Oranges, Lemons, &c. will require particular at- 

tention in dry weather, in order to supply them with water whenever they 
require it: those pots or tubs that have not lately been top-dressed with 
fresh earth, should now be done, by removing the old soil to the depth 
of three or four inches, and replacing it with new; it will be of great service 
in forwarding the growth of the new set fruit, and also greatly invigorate the 
plants. About the middle or latier,end of the month, begin to bud them 
upon stocks raised from the kernels of their fruit, that was sown in the 
spring of three years preceding; those plants that have too great a crop of 
fruit upon them, should now be attentively thinned. In dry weather, the 
plants belonging to this department in general, should be duly and daily 
supplied with water, as the earth in the pots will now dry very fast, and re- 
quire often to be moistened. Those plants that may now require larger pots, 
may still be removed into such, using proper compost. Al! the plants 
should be kept clear from decayed leaves, &e., and the surface of the pots 
from weeds, loose litter, &e. &c. Still continue to propagate by cuttings or 
otherwise, any required kind of plants, as before directed, 
, PLEASURE GrotuND, FLowreR GARDEN, &c.—Those annual plants that 
have not yet been transplanted out, should now be done, in cloudy and 
»showery weather, keeping as much earth to their roots as possible, and 
supporting those with sticks that require it. ‘Tender annuals may now 
be turned out into the tlower borders; they should be refreshed at least 
once a. day with water, and if the sun is very powerful they will require to 
be shaded, till they have taken fresh root: those that remain to flower in 
pots, must be frequently supplied with water, repotting, Xc., as they require 
it. Finish transplanting perennial and biennial plants, sown in spring. 
Double Sweet Williams should now be laid. Those Carnations in pots re- 
quire particular attention in keeping them well supplied with water, and to 
support the flower stems by tying them to neat green sticks with bass ;— 
pipings of the young shoots may still be put in; those cut at the second or 
third joint make the handsomest plants; they should be kept shaded from 
the hot sun, otherwise they will soon get scorched and dried up; they 
should be finished layering by the middle of the month. Pinks may 
still be propagated by pipings as in June. Auricula plants in pots will 
require a little water frequently in hot weather, taking care not to pour it 
on the heart of the plant; all dead leaves should be removed; if any of the 
plants are attacked with the green fly, they should be smoked with 
tobacco. Transplant seedling Auriculas and Polyanthuses, and keep 
them in a shady place. Pansies may still be propagated by slips of the 
young shoots; the seed should be sown either in pots or borders, in a shady 
place, and well supplied with moisture. All sorts of Roses (with the excep- 
tion of the China and its varieties,) should now be budded. Many sorts of 
bulbous-rooted plants,as Ranunculuses, Tulips, Anemones, &e., which will now 
be past flowering, and their leaves decayed, should be taken up, well dried, 
cleaned, and the offsets separated, and put in a cool airy place, till the plant- 
ing season again commences. The double scarlet Lychnis, and such like 
plants, should be propagated by cuttings. Geraniums may now be increased 
by cuttings. Dahlia cuttings will easily take root if placed in a brisk heat. 
Continue to cut box edgings, and hedges, where it was not done last month, 
May 31st, 1834. PF. F. A. 
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daty, “T prefer éow-dung, though perhaps’ horse: dung” is’ “equally 

goad 5 ‘butebout must be quite mould before fitsfor use. T am also 

partial to eats. in the, proportion of about, ‘one-eighth’ of the whole. 

This compost I never sift, but chop wp with | a'spade, and carefully 

pick:over,-to. clean: it.of. grubs and. wornms,, leaving. the fibres, which 

teiid to lighteh the’soil, and which, y Sapuny, rotting, continue 
wsupply of natriment. en 

epot ing. —I repot every year, mare the ball very ¢ caxptully, 

nie the fibres of the _ and every third or fourth 
Vou, II. 

mo 
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year,as| occasion seems to require, wash and trim the roots, and 

Shorten the |taprvooty »This:L perform the last week in Juné,,or 

the/first inJuly,> choosing showery weather, if possible, forsthe 

purpose) asiIchke to get the plants well established before winter. 

Ashtothe autuinn blooin, if the pips be picked off as soon ‘as they 

¢an be! got hold of, never find the spring bloom injured thereby, 

though the contrary certainly occurs when the flower has ‘been 

allowed to bloom. With regard to separating the offsets, without 

‘gestion éarly in March is the best time, for the old plant being 

relieved from: supporting its progeny, will consequently bloom 

stronger, and the young -plants have then time to gain strength 

for:the next season’: but Talway's rub of!’ those offsets which: T do 

\natiwish* to'preserve, when I repot';) if, however, 1) want irooted 

soffsets frony those produced) high upon the stem, I plant-deeper, 

or. earthyup.~ I top-dress with the above compost the lastiweekdn 

February. After repeated trials, I am certainly unfavourably dis- 

posed toward manured water for the Auricula, it certainly having 

a tendency to rot the plants. 

Situation. —This, in my opinion, Is one of the most important 

points, and the most difficult “to determine, in the culturé’of the 

Auricuia ; ‘and’ more depends upon it than upon almost any thing 

-else.¢ Every ‘grower! must be! enided: by local ‘circumstances. 

When IT first took this plant under my care, I adhered most-mi- 

nutely to); EmMERTON’s instructions ; and so far as a southern 

aspect inowinter, and a northern one in summer, were concerned, 

it did very well; but from March to the end of the blooming sea- 

son, the only; chanced found of doing any good was to move 

them about until I found out the best spot, most open’ and «free 

from drafts. | Indeed, “durimg this period, I several times change 

‘both:situation:andselevation.; Easterly and westerly» winds ,are 

greatevils in small gardens between walls, and from these, the 

‘Auricula must be protected ; for if once the pips become-eunpped, 

itvis rarely they can be made to open flat afterwards.|) I giveat 

all times, except during severe frost, all the air possible. Iu No- 

vember; I-put them into-their winter quarters in frames, and keep 

them as near the glass as possible, without their actually touching 

it, allowing them moderate showers, if the weather proves fayoura- 

ble, to the end of the month, During December, January, and 

until the last weekiin: February, I never aliow them adrop/ofwater, 
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and | find my account in it by getting fine bloom for when they 

are kept in a state of excitement during the winter; the foliage tis 

generally fine in the spring, but the bloom is the, reverse. | Abotit 

the last week or ten days of February, if not then frosty, I seé¢them 

to.work sand as 1 like a quick growth, 1 water them everypidax, 

and let them have besides all the mild, moderate showers ‘that fall, 

keeping on the lights as soon as the trusses appear, and ionsfrosty 

nights cover up with two or three mats, and continue to-do! so 

during March and as much of April as may be cold. Butshy 

letting them have all the air possible, without a draft of wind 

prevent their being drawn up. During the March winds, J screen 

them with a curtain of mats at a short distance frony the ftame; 

aud protect them from the sun during the bloom by an awning of 

white'calico,;\and if the sun, shines very hot,, 1-place.a matooter 

the awning. | SNowpRoP.10 

ARTICLE IL.—On the Cultivation of Cactus spectosis- 
simus. By J. B. Denton, Esq, | pee 

~ Two or three queries have appeared in the: Cabinet, requiring 

information on the cultivation of that beautiful plant, Cactus  spe- 

eivsissimus ; in answer to which I beg to forward the following, 

for the information of “C.C.C.C.” and “An, Amateur,’ as 

my mode of treatment, and what I think will be found the “ proper 

eulture of it as a greenhouse plant.” brb 

Three years ago, having two strong, good-sized plants, that, had 

always stood upon a shelf in the greenhouse during) the,winter, 

and were placed in the open air for the summer months, but: had 

never shown blossom, L resolved to try the experiment on. one of 

them, of reducing the shoots, which were then 18 inches long, to 

the length of a foot; and these ends, after being left to dry, were 

struck with my Geranium cuttings, which 1 was just then disjoin- 

ing from the plants receiving their spring pruning. It was after- 

wards taken from the house, and plunged in the border up, to:the 

rim of the pot, to remain till the end of August; when. itiwas 

repotted in fresh loam and lime rubbish, and carried back» to its 

former place. 1 gave it no water till it showed bud in the latter 

énd Of March, from which time, as the season and blossoms: ads 
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vanced, the water it received was gradually mereased.),, It) ulti- 

mately produced eight beautiful flowers.—By similarly. treating it 

last year, this plant now, promises, by its appearance, to expand, 

within, the space of a week, or ten days, eleven buds, which stand 

prominently forward ;, while the fellow plant remains as heretofore, 

a barren specimen of the species. 

These few lines are, I must beg to say, particularly sisi 

to those. who, like myself, are amateur gardeners, and derive a 

pleasure from the occupation, equally salutary to the mind.as ‘the 

body,—and not to professors of the art, who may, by their closely 

wrapt and well cen knowledge, deem the foregoing words an 

«essay of ignorance.” HOLT 

I sincerely thank’ Messrs: Asurorp and AppLeBy, for'so Kindly 

elucidating the points, I requested, and you for so ably conducting 

a work so:congenial to my taste. odebotoi 

‘qoiby J. Battery DENTON, ©! 

oBarkway, Herts, May 16th, 1834. it og 

TE 

ARTICLE III.— On the Cultivation of Campanula 
pyramidalis. By Mr. Lappy, Walworth. 

Seeing an account in your Cabimet on the cultivation of Cam- 

panula pyramidalis, which advises slips to be taken off in the month 

of April, and having cultivated those plants for several years by a 

far, different method, I thought I would trouble you with a few 

remarks on the method I pursue.. As soon as the plants have done 

blooming, I immediately ttm them out of their pots; the root I 

then, break into) as, many pieces as I want plants; I then put five 

or, six of the pieces into a 48-sized pot, which I about half fill with 

mould, then put in the pieces, and afterwards fill the pot with the 

mould. If I have the convenience of a frame or hand-light, after 

watering, I place it over them. In the spring, (about March,)) I 

pot them singly, and so let them remain during the summer imany 

cool part of the garden, where they grow vigorously. On the fol- 

lowing spring, I pot them into 24-sized pots. When Ihave the 

convenience of a light in a frame, or spare room in,a greenhouse; 

I place them, there till they have done blooming. Last season I 

cut a white one up this way, and J now. have, thirty-six \swong, 
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healthy plants for bloom next summer. ‘I beg to observe, that “Hf 

some of the largest pieces of the roots are’ selected)’ and! placed! 

upon any slight heat, they will bloom finely the following Spring: 

the plants making their appearance through the mould in’ two of 

three weeks ; or they mav be increased in the way’ T ‘have béé’ 

mentioning, entirely in the open air, and when strong endiishfor 

bloom, brought into the apartment of a house. | I pot in’ atiy’eoin- 

won garden soil that is light. Henry Lappy: © 

Walworth, April 14th, 1834. | omesalg 
eV bod 

fit IQst v 

ARTICLE IV.—On the Propagation of the Carnation, 

Picotee, and Pink. By GULIELM US.) yloyoonie I 

The ‘simple and convenient niethod of taising the above-wer- 
tioned beautiful flowers from pipings or \slips, \withoutothe zidvor 

glass, as recorded by your valuable correspondent ‘ Snowdrop,” 

in the Cabinet for November 1833, Ihave\practiséd many times 

with tolerable success, not losing more than one in twenty, and 

possess at present a number of fine-healthy plants all reared in the 

one manner. I can, Riaruloa bneielenity recoinmend its adeps 

tion to those who are not skilful in piping or laying. 

I take off slips from the old’ plants about the ‘end of July, as 
jong as I can get them, in order to ensure their better rooting ; 

and either put three or four into a large pot, or in the open grotiidy 

according to convenience, in a shady ‘situation, taking particular 

care to close the earth well round them, and to ‘water! 'theni fre! 
quently in dry weather. They will take ‘a much: longer’ time to 
establish themselves than by piping or laying, and flag mores ‘und 
not unfrequently appear as if they were| dead, so ‘that ‘an impatient! 
or inexperienced person might be tempted to pull thein up 4 ‘but 
as soon as they have become firmly rooted, they’ will ‘erect theif 
heads, and appear healthy and strong. Dem 

If you consider these remarks worthy of your notice, as tending’ 
‘any wise to carry into effect the benevolent’ designs of ‘your! 
esteemed correspondent, who, I observe, in all his communications 

endeavours to meet the wishes, and accommodate the means, ‘6f 

the humble florist, they are at your service with much pleasure! (0° 

Guireimvsy| | 
London, 25th February, 1834. [MM OUO ONLY, Bbiip 
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ARTIC ICLE, v On the Cultivation of ‘Lobeli ias in Pots. 
: AILS 10 

STOME By, Gp H. i 3? i] ,SoMsTs9q(qs sds 

The whole tribe of SL sbcliaits are delightfally nicncaigelinaal 

the greater: part of them are plants of humble growth), ‘Lhe spe~ 

exes T-have cultivated are L. fulgens, L. splendens, L. eardinalis, 

and Losiphilitica. The L. cardinalis has long been an-esteemed 

flowerimout gardens ; the first and second species are of, modern 

inwoduction ; and the last species have long been cultivated aniour 

gardens. ‘The whole tribe are readily propagated either, by seeds, 

suckers, or cuttings; but I prefer raising them from suckers, 

which I take off from the old plants in the regular way im October. 

Afterwards they até plinted oie in each’ small pot, anit put into‘a 

cold frame till the end of January, when’ they are reinovéd into a 

Melon/or Cucumber frame, where» the heat is kept: up:to.64.deg. 

of) Fahrenheit by the:aid of hot dung. A) Pine stove, of the same 

temperature, will suit them equally as well as the frame, provided 

they are not kept too far from the glass, so as to draw them up 

weak, which would greatly injure them for blooming. Towards 

thejend of February, they are shifted, with their balls aS entire as 

possible, into pots a size larger ; and early in April, they areagain 

repotted into larger pots; and towards the end of May, they are 

shifted a third time ;—the pots I use for this last shifting are 12's, 

As soon as the plants have got well established in the last-men- 

tioned pots, they are removed into a greenhouse, in which they 

continue till they flower, and are hardy enough to bear the open 

air. » When they are preparing to throw up their flowering stems, 

and during their growth, they are kept very moist by putting pans 

under the pots, and keeping them constantly filled with water. If 

the plants are managed as already detailed, they will beginito 

flower in July, and the spikes will continue to grow, and, wills be 

covered with flowers through the autumn. The compost Iuse 

consists of equal parts of yellow loam and of leaf-monld, to:whiech’ 

is added sand equal to one-fourth of the previous composition: 

before used, the whole is well mixed together... Specimens: cul+ 

tivated in the above manner have been exhibited at various Flori-’ 

cultural Meetings, which have had spikes of magnificent! flowers 

four feet in height. | When the plants throw up only one'spikeof 

flowers, the end is pinched off. while young, which) willheause 
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saftidin ‘wheat so great a height, but are much more ‘ele ant? 

‘their appearance, the produce of flowers being considétably more 

than: ithen ‘only’one spike is allowed to remain. » loilw oA T 

“IT have adopted various methods in order to. excel: in: bloomimg 

this ‘beautifal tribe; but in none’ have T been’ so suceessfulsas 

With the method now detailed, which I trust, if) imserted,| will 

beoof some benefit to the numerous readers of) the Floricultural 

several spikes to isgue from the same roots. When cr the 4 

Cabinet. Gy Haut 

Downham Market, Norfolk, Feb. Uth, 34.4 00 nobis 

IQA IVE 4 pos PRIUS: 219Aoue 

vecler 

ARTICLE VI.—On the Cultivation of the oe Cactus. 

_ By Mr, D., PEaARCH. ffac inal Lin ae ETS 

» Being an admirer of that beautiful genus of plants, the Cactis, 

Imow'send you a paper on its cultivation, that has just come! under 

my observation, and which, if you think proper, I shall: be:gladato 

see inserted in your Magazine. iqod dom-91s you! 

»All:the species of Caetus may be treated as follows :—-Pot them 

in loam and peat, or sandy loam, mixed »with; about)a fonrthopast 

ofvlime rubbish | Always ‘let the pots in which they are planted 

bevas' small as the plants will allow: large: pots are injurious; 

beeduse the roots are prevented from reaching the: sides for slong 

atime, and the body of soil is liable to retaim too much moisture 

every time the plant is watered. Always: give a good drainage; 

by laying in each pot a good portion of broken potsherds,—as the 

leaststugnation is always injurious, sometimes fatal 5 therefore; 

never/allow water to stand in the pans»or feeders. in which: the pots 

ate sometimes placed. Water very seldom, not more;than twice 

a week when they are flowering, and not so often at other:times 3 

give very little ata time, not more than will just moisten the soil 

allover, particularly if the weather is not fine and sunny. About 

the middle of June, turn them ont of doors into a situation where 

they will not be exposed to winds, but perfectly open to therays 

of the mid-day sun. Place them ona board or floor of any kindy 

to prevent the worms from entering through the bottoms: of) ithe’ 

pots.. ‘This system of exposing them in summer givés them! ia 

check which seldom fails to produce a good bloom: Whilst ont 

of doors, they must not be allowed to receive the heavy dashing} 
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rains, or they will suffer, perhaps die in consequenee ; either a, 

boarded roof, or other shelter, must be provided for them on such 

oceasions. Also, if the pots stand ona floor of slates or flag stones, 

they’should be partly plunged in a little moss, as the sun, by 

heating the pots, sometimes burns the roots of the plants. In 

September, take the plants into the greenhouse, and place them in 

a situation where they will receive plenty of light and air during 

winter. Early in the spring, remove them to the stove in succes- 

sion, ‘as they are required to bloom. Most of the species will 

flower very fine, without being placed out of doors at all; but by 

placing them out as above, the flowers will be much finer, and 

more abundant, than when grown regularly in the house ; they 

may be increased by cuttings, seeds, and grafting. 

By. Cuttings.—Take off the cuttings at the length required, aed 

lay them on a shelfin the greenhouse, to dry and heal the wounds. 

Let them remain on the shelf until they begin to have a shrivelled 

appearance—say a week or fortnight; then pot them in small pots 

in the same compost as recommended for the old plants; set them 

on a shelf as near the glass as convenient, and be particularly 

cautious not to overwater them. 

By Seed.— Sow the seed in the wet state, immediately after being 

gathered from the plant, and rubbed out of the husk. For this 

purpose, fill a pot with a mixture of equal parts of peat earth and 

sand ; cover it lightly, and plunge the pots in a hotbed: if the 

seed be good, it will make its appearance in a month afterwards. 

By Grafting.—The operation of grafting is very simple, merely 

requiring an incision to be made, and fitting in it a fresh cutting 

of another kind, rubbing a little clay over the wound to keep out the 

air. The union is soon effected, and the new branch grows freely. 

April \Ath, 1834. D. PEarcr. 

ARTICLE VII.—A Description of Twenty-six Species 

and Varieties of Fuchsias; with Particulars of the 

Method of Cultivation, &c. By Mr. W. BARRATT, 

Nurseryman, Wakefield. 

In perusing yonr truly interesting work, the Floricultural Cabi- 

net, 1 observe amongst your very numerous Correspondents, that 
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two (if/not more) are desirous of obtaining, some information, 

respecting the number of kinds, propagation, and) subsequent.culeo 

ture of that very desirable, showy;:and much admired genus vol 

plants—the Fuchsia. Being anvardent»admirer of them, and hays || 

ing in cultivation the followmg sorts, which have grown very satis=), 

factorily, Iam induced to send you the following remarks.on;the.- 

deseription of each kind, and the mode of treatment Ihave pursued 

with them. Si 

1, lycioides.—Propagated by cuttings of young wood, (inserted); 

in pots, and placed in a hot-bed frame ; care must be taken:to pre~)|i 

vent it going off by damp, as it is rather succulent.  It\flowers|q 

freely when grown in large pots in the open air during summer, but; 

requires the greenhouse protection in winter.) || i sd yar 

2; coceinea.—The old scarlet, so well known, and cultivated ‘go 

suceessfully in the open ground, as well as in pots, that it aan 

no remarks in this place. Ti nar nel te] 

3, virgata.—A variety of No. 25 it grows with an slid 

number of twigs, which in summer are filled with a:vast profusion, 

of flowers ; the flowers are rather larger than those of No: 2. 

4, gracilis—A slender twigged kind, grows very) tall; the 

flowers are large and hang very pendant. This kind flourishes 

well either in large pots or the open ground, but requires a rich soil: 

5, gracilis erecta.—A fine, upright, growing kind, flowers similar 

to No. 4; it is very suitable for training with a single stem. 

6, gracilis tenella.—Produces long flowers, on slender twigs... 

The length of the flowers and footstalks render this kinda yery 

graceful object, and well merits cultivation. thi ps’ 

7, gracilis multiflora—The foliage is of avery glaucous sii. 

the flowers are middle sized, of a blush red, the lateral branches, 

grow horizontal, and are very firm ; the plant blooms very freely. 
This kind flourishes well in the open border. 

8, Thymefolia.—The leaves are orbicular shaped ; the flowers 

are produced in abundance, but rather hidden in the foliage ; the 

flowers, in an infant state, are of a flesh colour, but change tol 

dark chocolate, they are of a small size. It is well deserving of 
culture in the open border, where it flourishes during summer, and 
is yery pretty, but does not do so well in pots. 1s 

9, Baxterii—A free growing kind, and will bloom when tlie 
plantis very small, but when it is planted in the open ground, and... 

Vou. LI, 24 
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attains three or four years’ growth, it is a most brilliant shrub; the 

flowers are of the shape of F. globosa, but are much larger, and of 

a finer colour. This kind will stand the winter well, and does 

not die down or suffer so readily as most other kinds do. 

10, excorticata.—The leaves are very broad ; it is a shy bloomer 

if planted in the open ground, but ifkept in a greenhouse in a pot, 

it will succeed tolerably well; the flowers are of a bluish grey 

colour. 

11, speciosa.—This kind is most like No. 83; the flowers are of 

a fine deep red, and long; it will flourish well either in pots, or 

the open ground. 

12, hybrida.—A very erect growing plant, having pale red 

flowers ; it will do well in the open border. 

13, Thompsoniana.—This is a very fine variety ; the plant grows 

erect, with numerous lateral twigs, producing flowers in great 

abundance ; the corolla (centre portion of the flower, the outer 

part, red, being the calyx) is not so deep a violet purple as most 

other kinds are. 

14, arborescens.—An upright grower, the foliage large and very 

showy. The plant produces one large branched tuft of flowers, at 

the extremity of a shoot, sometimes a moderate number of such 

will be produced upon a plant; the flowers are small, and of a pale 

colour. It grows best in a pot kept in the greenhouse. 

15, conica.—A very strong growing plant, and flowers freely ; 

the flowers are short and bulky, of a lighter red than either virgata 

or gracilis. 

16, globosa.—A very splendid kind, a most profuse flowerer ; 

very small plants will bloom, even when but two or three inches 

high; the flowers are of a globular, or balloon shape, before they 

wholly expand, of a very bright red colour. The plant will flourish 

either in the open border, or in a pot, and continue in bloom all 

the summer. It is decidedly the best kind for growing in rooms. 

17, lucidum.—This kind has a leaf like a Lauristinus. It has 

not yet bloomed with me. 

18, bacillaris—Very much resembles No. 17, only is ite 

grower ; the flowers are of a light red or rosy colour. 

19, microphilla.—The leaf is very small, as is the flower, but 

the plant is a most abundant bloomer. The plant does very well 

in the open border, where the flowers are produced much larger 

than when grown in a pot. 
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20, Port Antonia.—A very dwarf growing kind, having very 

slender twigs ; it has not yet flowered with me. Low 

21, floribunda. —in growth and appearance the plant resembles 

No. 29, but it flowers very freely either in the open ground or in 

a pot. 

22, mulliflora.—Very distinct from No. 21, having a larger 

leaf, in shape something like a small holly leaf; the flowers are of 

a light red ; the calyx is reflexed. 

23. longiflora.—The individual who raised this variety, states 

that the flower is six inches long ; but it not having yet bloomed 

with me, I am not able to confirm the statement, though the stock 

of plants I possess of it grow very freely. 

24, macrostenma.—This kind rather resembles conica, but it is 

not so stunted in its growth; it is a most abundant bloomer, and 

when trained to a single stem several feet high, having lateral 

branches, it becomes a splendid plant; the flowers are of a bright 

red colour. 

25, adolphina.—A stiff growing plant, with long narrow leaves ; 

the flowers are large, and the corolla of a fine deep violet purple ; 

it blooms moderately free. 

26, elegans.—Vhis distinct and handsome plant is perfectly 

hardy, and flowers abundantly in the open border. 

The above descriptions are from my own observations and 

practice. The tribe of plants is one much admired, and much in 

demand. I uniformly have a stock on hand of one thousand 

plants, some of which are near six feet high, grown in pots. I 

find very little difliculty in propagating the various kinds ; they 

will not all bear the same mode of treatment, but the best and 

easiest methods I have found are as follows :— 

About the middle of August, from plants Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 

8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 24, and 26, I take the cuttings, about 

three inches long, from plants growing in beds. Having cut each 

cutting close off under a joint with a sharp knife, I dress off the 

leaves from about one half the length of the cutting, being careful 

not to wound the bark in the least degree. I then plant them in 

fine soil and sand, in the open ground, choosing a shady situation 5 

having inserted them, I water them freely, in order to settle the 

soil properly round the base of each cutting. As soon as the wet 

is dried from the leaves, I place hand glasses over the cuttings ; I 
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repeat the watering when required, taking care to let the foliage 

dry before again placing the hand glass over them. 

In about six weeks from putting off the cuttings, I find they 

have struck root, and are ready for potting. I pot them into 

sixties, and place them in a cold frame, keeping it closed for about 

a fortnight, shading when required. I then gradually inure them 

to the open air. During winter, I let them remain in the frame, 

sliding the lights down in the day, and closing them at night. 

These sixteen kinds of Fuchsias I find tolerably hardy, if 

planted in the open air, having a deep, light, rich soil. The strong 

branches are tied up in winter, and protected with straw. At the 

spring season the branches shoot forth vigorously ; they are then 

thinned out to three or four of the strongest. If the bed, or border, 

where the plant is, be covered four or six inches deep with mulch, 

as fern, &c. the plants being cut down to within a few inches of 

the ground, they shoot freely in the spring. 

The kinds Nos. 10 and 14 reguire the same mode of treatment 

in propagation as No. 1; they grow freely in the open border 

during summer, but require being planted in the greenhouse in 

winter. 

The kinds Nos. 16, 20, 21, 23, and 25, I find propagate best 

when cuttings are taken off in April or May, inserted in pots, and 

covered close with bell glasses. I place them to strike in a mo- 

derate hotbed; they are, in other respects, treated as the other 

kinds. 

GENERAL CuLTuRE.—Those plants I cultivate in pots I train 

up with a single stem, from one to seven feet high, stopping them 

atany desired height, having them grown in a good rich soil ; they 

produce numerous lateral shoots, which never fail to bloom pro- 

fusely. I keep the plants in a cool greenhouse in winter, and 

prune them to a single stem in spring, and re-pot when the plants 

have begun to push shoots, and not before. 

The sixteen hardiest kinds, enumerated above, are in open beds, 

and are either strawed up, or mulched during winter; and in the 

spring, I add the other, tenderer kinds, taking these latter up, and 

potting them before winter sets in. 

I find all the kinds to flourish in a rich soil, having a portion of 

sand and peat mixed with it. Those cultivated in pots require 
well draining. 
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One of your Correspondents, Convotvutus Mayor, enquires— 

“Do Nurserymen object to sell cuttings of the Fuchsia, &c.?” I 

ask, also, who would purchase cuttings when established plants of 

nearly the whole tribe of Fuchsias are only charged at from 6d. to 

Is. per plant ? 
WILLIAM BaRratvT. 

Wakefield Nursery, July 3d, 1834. 

ARTICLE. VIII.—Remarks on the Colours and Proper- 

ties of One Thousand Species and Varieties of Roses. 

By Sr. Patrick. 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 156.) 

NAMES. DESCRIPTION. 
583 Quatre saisons sans epines......Fine pale blush, 
584 Queen of the Pinks .........-Curled deep pink. 
585 Roses ....++..-.Gay rose-colour. 
586 ———— Violets ......--.--Fine purple blue. 
587 Radians .......+.cee+e+seeeebale red, 
588 Ranunculiflora .....+-++++++--Small compact bright pink. 
589 Reform.....eceeseeeeeeeeeeesbink and lilac mottled. 
590 Reine Clopatre ...-...--....--+Changeable scarlet. 
591 des Blanches .......++.++Very fine white. 
592 ——— d’Espagne.......+++++--Deep pink, 
593 des Roses ..-.++++++++--Crimson. 
594 Renoncule ....-+++++-+++-++ Bright blush. 
595 Robinella......seeeceecceees- Large red, 
596 Roi d’Angleterre ........++++--Red. 
597 —— des Feux ......+++++-+++++Fine deep crimson. 
598 —— de France......-++-+++---Deep red. 
599 —— des Francais.......+++++-+-Purple. 
600 —~ de Rome ...+...++++++++-Déep red. 
601 —— des pays bas.......++-.-...-Large fine bright red. 
602, Rosa flos .....0sececcerereee Scarlet, 
603 Rose bizarre .........-+-.+..+.+-Curious white and pink speckled semi. 

double. 
604 Caroline ...eeeeeeeeeeeeeDeep rose, 
605 de meaux ..++.+++++++esFine small pale rose. 
606 Maria ...6.+eeeeeeeeee ee Light rosy blue. 
607 Matilda ..........+++.+++Fine light crimson, 
608 NOIT oe ee seweeeeeeeeees e+ Dark crimson. 
609 —— sceptre ....eeeeeeeeee4-Curious pink, 
G10 Rosetta. .......e00eeeee++5+-~ Beautiful globe light c1imson. 
OL MINOF see eeeeeeeeeeees Small pale rose. 
612 SuUperD .eeeeeeeeeeee line crimson. 
613 Rouge admiradable..........+-Fine scarlet crimson, 
614 - agreable ....00+++eseee+New, fine red. 
615 ——— formidable ............Beautiful red. 
616 —— luisant .......++.+.....Pinkish red, 
617 ——— nouvean .eeeesseeeeees Large fine light red, 
GIB ——-~ varie. .ceceseeeseeesessl ine curled bright red. 
GID —— Vile eeeeeeeeseseeeessCrimson and blush, 
620 Royale Crimson .eveeseeeee++ Very fine. 
621 —— Purple seccccocesees sLiarge and fine, 
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NAMES. DESCRIPTION.) fray 6 
622. Royal Grandis »..++«++++++++,Small pale blush. i 
623, MADE she ei5 o.cjee eine & ..--Fine bright blush. ; , 
624 Province ..-...........Large fine curled deep blush. hvu 
625+ Rubiflora.«seeese.seseseeee.- Bright red, 
4626 Rubrispina the alls «sb acpyeiasah tates Large fine red. 

(TO BE CONTINUED.) 

PART II. 

EXTRACTS. 

Plants figured in the following Periodicals for July :-~ 

Curtis's Botanical Magazine. Edited by Dr. Hooker, King's 

Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow, _ Price 

3s. 6d. coloured ; 3s. plain. 

1, Epidendrum bicornutum, Two-horned Epidendrum. Class, Gynandrias 
order, Monandria. Natural order, Leguminose. This charming orchideous 
plant is anative of Trinidad, and was introduced to the stoves of Europe 
by Messrs. SHEPHERD, of Liverpool. It was flowered by Mr. Cooper, of 
Wentworth Gardens, in April last: the flowers are large, white, and highly 
fragrant, smelling like those of the Persian Iris. ; 

2. Verbena chamedrifolia, Scarlet-flowered Vervain. Didynamia, Angio+ 
spermia. Verbenacew. Synonyms, Verbena veronicifolia, V. Melindres, 
Erinus Peruvianus. No plant with which we are acquainted exhibits 

“flowers of so brilliant and dazzling a scarlet as the present: and although 
a native of the Banda Orientale, the Plata, and the whole of the Pampas of 
Buenbds Ayres, as far as the provinces of Cordova and St. Luis, it is found 
to flourish in the open air with us, and to bear our moderate winters unhurt. 
It should, however, as we may judge from the character of the soil in its 
native country, and indeed from what we know of the habit of almost the 
whole genus, have its roots well drained. It is then, too, better able to repel 
the effects of our severer frosts. It flowers during the whole summer, and 
if planted in patches of considerable size, or beds, it is impossible to con- 
ceive the splendour of its appearance without seeing it. 

3. Trachymene lanceolata, Lance-leaved Trachymene. Pentandria, Di- 
gynia. Umbellifere. Syn. Azorella lanceolata. A native of Port Jackson, 
where it inhabits dry, barren, rocky situations. ‘“ With us,’ Mr. Aunan 
CUNNINGHAM writes from Kew, “ it is a hardy greenhouse plant, and was 
first introduced to our culture in the King’s Gardens, from a solitary indivi- 
dual springing up in a box of Orchidee received from New South Wales in 
1825, In that collection, it makes a variety among other compatrots; 
where, although it belongs to a family possessing few external attractions to 
the horticulturist, it nevertheless recommends itself to the care of the culti- 
vator, not less by the freedom of its growth, than by the ready disposition 
it exhibits to produce its ample umbels of flowers at various seasons.” The 
petals are five, spreading, white, eliptical, entire. Trachymene, from the 
Greek trachus, rough; and mene, a membrane,—on accownt of the tubercu- 
lated coat of the fruit. 

4. Ribes sanguineum, Red-flowered Currant... Pentandria, Monogynia. 
Grossulariee, Syn. Ribes malvaceum.. Few, if any, of the numerous inte- 
resting and hardy plants introduced to our gardens by Mr, Doueras, from 
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the north-west coast of America, are more truly deserving of cultivation, 
and of a place in our borders and in our shrubberies, than the present spe- 
eies. Its original discoverer was Mr. MENzIEs, and it has since been 
gathered by Mr. Doveras, by Messrs. LEwis and CrarKE, and by Dr. 
ScouLEer, in countries extending from lat. 48°, in Califomia to 52° N, 
Most of the species of this genus hitherto known to us, recommend them- 
selves by the excellence of their fruit; theix flowers being insignificant, both 
as to size and colour :—here we have 
plish red of the numerous clusters of 

a species remarkable for the fine pur- 
flowers, and the delicate green of the 

copiously veined foliage. But in proportion to the beauty of the flowers, 
in this instance, is the worthlessness of the fruit, which, though it has not, 
that I am aware, been produced in thi s country, is described by Mr. Doucias 
as “turbinate, brownish black, bitter, having a tough, leathery, thick skin, 
with numerous minute, angular seeds , adhering together by a small portion 
of limpid, viscid mucus, and completely destitute of the pulpy substance 
common to most species of the tribe.” The whole plant possesses the pecu- 
liar fragrance of our Black Currant (Ribes nigrum). It is easily increased 
by cuttings, thriving well even in the west of Scotland; and in the early 
spring, before the foliage appears, it 
racemes of flowers, which last till the 

is rendered conspicuous by the copious 
full expansion of the leaves. 

5. Mimulus luteus, var. variegatus, Yellow Chilian Monkey-flower, var. 
Didynamia, Angiospermia. Scrophularinee, This is a very beautiful 
plant, quite hardy, and deserving a place in every garden, flowering as it 
does almost the whole summer through. [See Vol. I. plate 9.] 

6, Acacia elongata, Slender curved- leaved Acacia. Polygamia, Monecia. 
Leguminose. This slender and graceful species of Acacia is frequent on 
the Blue Mountains of New South Wales, and, it also inhabits rocky hills 
in the interior to the westward of Port Jackson, where it was! originally, dis- 
covered during the first expedition of Mr, OxLEY on the Lachlanvriver, in 
1817; but was not introduced to the English gardens till 1823, when plants 
were raised at Kew from seeds sent by Mr. ALLAN CUNNINGHAM. 

7. Acacia umbrosa, Shady Acacia, Introduced in 1823 by Mr, A. Gun: 
NineHAM. “It delights in dry shady woods in New South Wales, in the 
mountainous districts on the coast; a t Illawarra, and elsewhere.” It flowers 
in the spring, and its blossoms are powerfully fragrant. uit 

Edwards's Botanical Register. 

fessor of Botany in the U 

coloured; 3s. plain. 

. 
ls 

of 

Edited by Dr. Linptry, Pro: 
niversity of London. Price 4s, 

1. Rhododendron arboreum, var. album, White Tree Rhododendron. The 
previously raised varieties are, Scarlet and Rose. Decandria, Monogynia,. 
Ericew. Never did we behold any flower more perfectly lovely than was 
this, when received from the conservatory of W. WELLS, Esq., Redleaf, 
‘Tunbridge, Kent, in February last. Its leaves of the richest and deepest 
green, mellowed by the warm tone of their under surface—its large clusters 
of bell-shaped flowers hanging loosely, yet compactly, by their slender'stalks 
—and the half-transparent snowy corollas, without a stain or a spot, save 
what Nature had given them to render their whiteness the more pure’ and © 
brilliant,—formed together an effect which few objects could rival, and none 
surpass. It far surpasses the other v arieties. The only way to treat the 
kinds successfully in this country, is as hardy conservatory plants. Rhodo- 
dendron, from rhodo, rose; and dendron, a tree. Bf 

2. Triteleia laxa, Loose-flowering. Hexandria, Monogynia. Asphodélee, 
Mr. Bentuam (fort. Trans. Vol. I. x. 8. page 413) remarks, ‘that this is “a very handsome plant, the scape of which is from a fodt to eighteen inches high. Its flowers are about an inch across, of a deep blue colour; they 
grow in a lax uumbel. It seeds freely, and will soon be common,” It is eusy 
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to, areata, and will grow in any common garden soil, but prefers a mixture 
of peat, loam, and sand; is perfectly hardy ; if allowed to remain, will y pro- 
pagate itself by offsets as well as by seeds. It blooms in June and J ul 
haying about twenty flowers in an umbel, Triteleia, from ¢reis, three; ‘and 
teleios, complete,—in allusion to the perfectly ternary arrangement of its 
parts. 

3, Garrya elliptica, Elliptic-leaved. Dizcia, Tetrandria. Garryacer. A 
hardy evergreen shrub, native of Northern California, where it was disco- 
vered by Mr. Dovetas. It was introduced in 1828, and a plant flow- 
ered for the first time in October last, in the Garden of the London Horti- 
cultural Society, In appearance it is very similar to a Viburnum, and, like 
that genus, is readily increased by layers. It prefers a loamy soil. This 
plant appears to represent a natural order altogether distinct from any pre- 
viously known. The flowers are in long pendulous amentums, of a_ pale 
green colour, Altogether it isa very prettry shrub. Garrya, named by 
Mr. Dovctas in compliment to NicHoLas Garry, Esq., Secretary. of the 
Hudson’s Bay Company, 

/ 4s, Geodorum fuscatum, Painted flowered. Gynandria, Monandria. Or- 
chide. A single plant of this new species of Geodorum sent to the London 
Horticultural Society from Ceylon by Mr. Watson, in 1832, flowered i in the 
Chiswick Garden last July. It thrives in a hot damp stove, but requires to 
be rested after its leaves have withered. The flowers are produced i ina 
pendulous tuft of ten or more together, compact; they are of a rose- colour 
outside, striped with white, about half an inch across; the inside of the 
flower is white, striped with red. Geodorum, from ge, the earth; and doron, 
a gift, 

5. Spherostema propinquum, Small-flowered. Digcia, Polyandria. ‘Ano- 
nacee. Synonym, Kadsura propinqua. <A hothouse climber, found by Dr. 
Watticu, in Nepal, on Mount Sheopore, and on the hills about Sankoo. 
lt flowered last July in the Horticultural Society's Garden at Chiswick. 
The flowers are yellow and brown, about an inch across, produced singly at 
each leaf, or joint of the shoots; they are succeeded by long pendulous 
shoots of scarlet berries, Sphwerostema, so named from sphaira, a globe ; 
and stema, a stamen,—in allusion to the structure of the male flowers. 

6. Lupinus densiflorus, Dense-flowered. Diadelphia, Decandria. Legu- 
minose. Raised in the Garden of the Horticultural Society from seeds 

sent from California by Mr. Douctas. The flowers, which grow in distinct 
whorls, are white, delicately stained with pink; they are also alittle speckled 
at the base of the vexillum. The stem does not grow above six or seyen 
inches high, It is a hardy annual, but rare, hitherto producing few seeds, 
Lupinus, from dupus, a wolf,—in allusion to the exhausting habit of the 
lant. 

3 7. Yucca superba, Superb Adam’s Needle. Hexandria, Monogynia, Li- 
liacew. Synonym, Yucca gloriosa. It has bloomed with the Hon, and Rey. 
Witt1aM HERBERT, who says that he bought the plant twenty years ago of 
Mr. Matcoum, of Kensington Nursery, and that it is unquestionably the 
most magnificent plant in the flower garden. The flower stem rises eight 
er nine feet high; and the profusion of blossom is so great, that as the late- 
ral shoots are rather sub-erect than diverging, a pin cannot be passed between 
the flowers in the centre of the column. The deep crimson of the stalks 
and stem, and the purple stripe on the outer petals of the flower, remind 
one of Crinum amabile. It is a very hardy species, and flowers frequently. 
Yucca, from its name in use in St. Domingo, 

The Botanic Garden. Edited by Mr. B. Maunp, F.L.S. Price 

ls. 6d. large ; 1s. small: coloured. 

1. Rosa rapa, Double Burnet-leaved Rose. Icosandria, Polyginia. Ro- 

sacee. Introduced from America in 1726, It is commonly cultiyated as a 
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straggling bush, in which form it has less to recommend it than many other 
species; but pruned to a head, on its own stem, it assumes the habit and 
appearance of a budded standard. All the strong Roses may be grown on 
their own stems, in precisely the same form as budded stocks, There is no 
general charm in budding, productive of peculiar growth. The compact 
head of small laterals can be produced by pruning alone, and so regulated 
as to be far more ornamental than the loose bushes usually seen. ‘The situ- 
ation and other circumstances should, of course, influence the taste in adopt- 
ing any particular mode of training. Where Rose trees form fence lines, 
the natural fence-like character should be assumed; but where there is no 
attempt at natural grouping—where the charm is dependent on the neatness, 
on the floral elegance, and nicety of keeping in detail, Roses may be so 
pruned as greatly to aid the design. Here it is that dwarf standards should 
embellish the picture. If Roses be already established in proper situations 
for standards, it only remains that attention be paid to pruning, and this 
peculiarity of form may at once be produced. It is true that all Roses are 
not equally suitable for the purpose; but those of the more delicate Chinese 
species, whose stems would not strengthen into a sufficiently firm standard, 
may be budded, and certainly with some advantage to the size of their 
flowers. We aim not af superseding the budding of standards, but at bring- 
ing into view the more easy means of arriving at similar results; of which 
means, from the pressure of fashion, cultivators seem to have lostsight. To 
effect this purpose, young free-growing suckers should in summer be tied to 
upright stakes, and kept quite free of small lateral shoots, When they are 
as tallas is required, stop them by cutting half an inch off their tops. If 
this can be done in the middle of summer, side shoots will be soon emitted, 
all of which should be cut off excepting the three upper ones. In the suc- 
ceeding February, prune each of these three laterals back to within two or 
three eyes or buds of the stem, and they will flower in the summer. If the 
suckers be not tall enough in one season, another season must be taken, 
observing the same general rules. 

2. Geranium Ibericum, Iberian Crane’s Bill. Monadelphia, Decandria. 
Geraniacee. This free-flowering species of Geranium is a native of Iberia, 
from whence it was introduced in 1802, Itis a perennial, grows two feet 
high, and flowers from June to August. It will flourish in almost any soil 
and aspect. 

3. Cryptostemma calendulaceum, Marygold-flowered Cryptostemma. Syn- 
genesia, Frustranea. Composite. Introduced from the Cape of Good Hope 
in 1752. Itis an annual; grows eighteen inches high, and flowers in July 
and August, The seed, if sown in the open border, should not be sown till 
the end of April; but it is far better to sow it three weeks sooner in a hot- 
bed, which will ensure an earlier blossom, and a greater chance of ‘fertile 
seeds, 

4. Sedum oppositifolium, Opposite-leaved Stonecrop. Decandria, Penta- 
gynia. Crossulacee, This is a very ornamental plant for rock-work, both 
when it is in flower and out. Almost any situation will suit it. Itisa 
natiye of the south of Europe. Grows six inches high, and flowers from 
July to September. The Latin word, sedere, to sit, constitutes the root of 
the generic name Sedum; it is intended to apply to the close manner of 
the growth of the plants of this genus on their native rocks. 

Vor, II. on pans, 
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ita PART III. 0 b eer 

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE. olds : 

QUERIES. 

“ON DestroyInc THE Apnis.—What is the most simple and ready 
‘method of destroying the Aphis, or green insect which infests Roses, Car- 
nations, Auriculas, &c. ? 

‘Will InnovaTor be so kind as to inform us the size (in inches) of the 
pot he uses for flowering a single Carnation plant? In his Article on the 
Carnation, he says a “ sixteen,” which, according to the standard given at 
page 44 (Vol. II.), is six inches; and in correcting it in the June Number, 
he says the pots should be “ four to the cast,” which would be a pot 12 in. 
diameter,—leading us, I fear, still further into error; unless, indeed, he 

‘means that a 12in, pot is the size forthree plants. ey Ne 
> Fruro. 

“ON a List oF ‘Prtoxes, &c. &c.—I should feel exceedingly obliged if 
-§ibu! or any Of the ‘correspondents to your very useful Magazine, would give 
ine @ list of from one to three dozen hardy Phloxes, to be placed in the same 
border, the low-growing ones being mentioned, that they may be planted in 
‘the front,—so as to have a succession of bloom, that the border may be gay 
‘throughout the summer. If not quite hardy, is there any way of protecting 
Phloxes in the ground, as I have neither pit nor greenhouse? Also, the 
best way of propagating Phloxes of all species. Is there any way of de- 
‘stroying the blight in Rose bushes? TI went to some expense last year in 
procuring some fine’ sorts of Roses, and am afraid I shall not have a single 
perfect flower. If it would be considered useful, [ have a never-failing 
recipe for making the Yellow Rose tree blow perf fectly, which I would send 
to your Magazine if desired.* TI have no doubt it would succeed with other 
Rose trees; but in the first place, it would be too troublesome for any thing 
less precious than a Yellow Rose, and in the second it would not do for 
_bushes.—Do you know the Lobelia purpurea? I do not mean the common 
purple Lobelia, but a new sort that I raised ‘us seed last year, sent from 

“the Horticultural Society. If you do, can you tell what I should do with 
them during the winter? They are now in a border for bloom.—I have the 
splendid new Gladiolus; it appears healthy, and the foliage fine (though 
raised in a room at the open window): but it has as yet no appearance of 

*ploom. What should I do with it?—I am quite ashamed of being so trou- 
blesome with questions, but I hope the answers will be acceptable to others 
aswell as myself.—I have seen a double white Hepatica, but only in a pri- 
‘vate garden : I could not obtain a plant even for myself.—I delight in your 
Magazine, more especially now that your correspondents appear more peace- 
ably inclined. Hitherto I have been afraid to write a line, or to venture an 
‘opinion, for fear of getting into a “scrape.” Now I shall be happy to con- 
tribute what little experience I have had. My garden, though only a young 
lady’s one, is allowed even by my rivals to be very blooming, considering 
the disadvantages I labour under from want of sun, and exposure to north- 
east and westerly winds. It is said that all gardeners are conceited—so now 
“T have shown the cloven foot, I will leave off. Fanny Enya. 

' June 5th, 1834. ° 
P.S. I can never obtain a bloom of those delightful flowers the Lily of the 

Valley, notwithstanding my shady situation. Can you tell me the reason? 

ON THE Darx Curva Rosr.—I wish some of the readers of the Cabinet 
would have the goodness to inform me what soil will swift, and make flower 
in profusion, the Dark China Rose : also, whether there are two or more varie- 
ties of it; and if so, which would be the kind most likely to answer, so as 

* We shall be much obliged by it—Conp, 
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to make a handsome bed in the flower garden. I had a clump planted, of 
three dozen plants, and although this is the second season from planting, 
they make no growth, or show. Our soil is flint and chalk. We have done 
what we could to improve it. I suppose a mixture of leaf and turf with 
stable-dung will improve any soil, A Greville Rose has grown to a good 
height, but has never borne a flower. Any information calculated to be of 
service to me on the above points, I shall be obliged by. c.S. 

On Batsams, &c.—In your Number for March 1833, some very valuable 
information was given by St. Patrick, for cultivating Balsams. As he has 
been so successful in growing that beautiful flower, I beg to crave his advice 
as to saving the seed, and his opinion why I failed. Last year I had,ex- 
tremely fine DOUBLE flowers of several colours, und carefully saved the seed, 
which I kept very dry and warm. ‘This year, however, all are single, and 
white. How is this to be accounted for? aan 
9th July, 1834, ah 
PS, Where can seed be procured which may be depended on? seat 

» On Mr. Denver's ARTICLE ON GERANIUMS.—Allow me to make afew 
queries and remarks, through the pages of the Floricultural Cabinet, -ow:the 
third Article in the June Number, page 129, entitled, “ On the Culture of 
Geraniums,” c._Preyious to June, does Mr, DeENyYER stop the leading 
shoot or not? What compost does he use! Does he pot, them, after,the 
middle of August, and how does he treat them after that time? , Does, he 
keep them in the open air, cool frame, or greenhouse ?,.Mr, DENYER,,in 
the commencement of his paper on,the subject, wishes to inform J.T, of, a 
detail of culture, which he says will answer every expectation. , Now, from 
this all your subscribers would undoubtedly expect to find the whole routine 
of culture, which he has certainly giyen till the second week in August; 
but after then, nothing further is said about them, which is leaying out the 
principal part. I must say that the whole is a very imperfect communica- 
tion, in respect to giving perfect information; and what makes it moreso is, 
that Mr. D. has sent it in the form of an,answer,to J, '‘—I hope Mr. D. 
who, by the bye, is an old acquaintance) will not ascribe the above remarks 

‘to any rancorous Teeling in me, for that is not the case; but only to solicit 
in fature more perfect observations on so agreeable a subject. ae 

F, F. Asurorp, . 
Ox Compost ror Frorists’ FrowERs.—Writers on. the treatment. of 

Auriculas, Carnations, Pinks, Tulips, Ranunculuses, &c. give lists of certain 
composts which are to be frequently turned and) stirred, during the space. of 
two years, so as to become intimately mixed. Of these composts, many, of 
the ingredients must be exceedingly offensiye; and unless premises be suffi- 
ciently capacious to appropriate a place entirely for this purpose, few persons 
would endure so intolerable a nuisance ;—therefore, those only, who, possess 
roomy premises can derive benefit from the use of them. I wish to inquire, 
amongst your numerous correspondents, if any persons havealready engaged 
in the business of compost-making, and retailing the same in a fit state for 
immediate use: and if so, where they are to be found, If none. such exist, 
(hen I wonld suggest that it might answer the purpose to commence such.an 
undertaking without delay; and if conducted faithfully according to the, dif- 
ferent recipes—using the very materials and quantities recommended by the 
seyeral authors—I apprehend the article would meet a ready sale; for 
doubtless most persons fond of flowers would cheerfully pay a reasonable 
sum, per bushel for any particular compost they might require for immediate 
use, HAS. 

24th June, 1834. ey 

Ow an Annvar List or Prize Frowers.—In Vol. J., page 63; you have 
given. a list of flowers that obtained the leading prizes in the year 1832, I 
hope you mean to render annual a list so truly useful to amateur collectors ; 
and that I shall, in an early Number, have the pleasure of reading a similar 

list for 1833. 
| 1 

ey Cas 
London, July 8th, 1834. li 

(We will attend to the Article-—Conp. ] 
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ON THE GARDEN ANEMONE.—Does not INNOVATOR, in his article on 
the culture of the Garden Anemone (Anemone Hortensis), mean Anemone 
coronaria plena, Hortensis or stellata being the Star Anemone? 

Pt. Ry., Hastings. A SUBSCRIBER. 

On a LIST OF THE BEST PANSIES.—WIill you, or any of your numerous 
correspondents, give me a list of about a dez2n of the very best Heartsease ? 
I mean such as have good properties, and generally take the first prizes at 
Horticultural and Floral Societies’ Meetings. I shall be much obliged by 
anearly answer, as I wish to purchase a few immediately, so as to have 
them in flower the latter end of autumn. Hers Trintry. 

July 11th, 1834. 

On THE RanuncuLts.—I have attempted to grow the Ranunculus these 
last two years, but have been unsuccessful. I observe that most of your 
Correspondents who have written on the cultivation of that Flower, advise 
water to be given between the rows, and not to wet the foliage; which rule 
I have followed; but one says he has frequently observed that a cool and 
showery May has been very conducive to the growth of the plants, and has 
ensured a fine bloom in June. On some former occasions I have admired 
the’ calm reasoning of your Correspondent G. I. T.; now I should take it as 
a particular favour if he would have the goodness to explain, cap ishrictiepesg 
what'effect water has on the leaves of that plant. 

July 9th, 1834. A Counraitnean.! 

On ‘a List or Harpy Borper Fiowers.—You wonld yery materially 
serve your inexperienced subscribers to the Floricultural Cabinet, by givin 
them, in one of your early Numbers, a list of hardy border flowers, annual 
and perennial ; dividing them into four classes as to colour, three as to 
height, and six as to their time of flowering, I annex, by way of explana- 
tion, an attempt at the sort of thing required, which, however, your experi- 
ence will no doubt enable you to improve upon. 

Perennials flowering in February and March. , dy 

Name. Red. White. Blue. Yellow. 

i Tft | 2ft | 3fe| lft | Qe | She) lf | 2 | Sre} Ife | We | 3ft 

Heptica triloba........ HP ce [oon | ES ES SED SSE UO Same Tye? 
Pulmonaria officinalis ..| .. | «+ | ««| e+ | ee] eo] * | eo | ee fee | oe] we 

&e, &e. &e. | 

Annuals flowering in February and March—same as above: 
And so in like manner those flowering in April and May—June—July— 
August—September and October. 

Mr. J. Price, who furnished your Work with a very intelligible Article 
on'soils, was so good as to promise us further observations on the subject. 
If his time would allow of it, he would much increase the former obligation 
by resuming the subject. 

If Amicus has not yet satisfied himself with a yellow trailing plant, per- 
haps the Lysimachia Nummularia would answer his purpose, or else a yellow 
Pansy. 

Cape bulbs, and the prices of them, as well as the address of the person who! 
imports them most largely, or cultivates them? Pray also inform us ,whe- 
ther the Nemophylla phaceloides is an annual or perennial. Lowpon’s 
Catalogue classes it among the latter, but most seedsmen’s lists call itan” 
annual. % W. W.J. 

Crickhowel, 14th July, 1834. 

ANSWERS. 

On Earwics.—In answering a Correspondent’s request,, inserted in’ page 
139, I believe the most effectual method to destroy Earwigs from any trained 
Trees, is to place, in various parts, pieces of reeds between the branches and 

; 

Ta12 

Could you favour your subscribers with a list of the most hardy and. showy: 
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the wall from four to six inches long. They will generally be fowndto: con 
tain a number of these insects every morning; and by taking out the:réeds,) | 
you may blow the insects into a basin of hot water. HW 

On THE CULTIVATION OF Batsams.—As your Correspondent, SNowbkop? 
justly remarks, that St. Parrick, in page 57, May No. of your Magazines 
has said enough to deter any one from cultivating this lovely Annual ;) yet 
Snowprop, a concise, clear, and caustic writer, treats on this flower as if it | 
were a hardy Annual; the fact is, Balsams require to be sown in a hot ‘bed | 
the commencement of April—if the season is not very favourable, the sowing: 
should be deferred till the latter part of the month, or the first week in May: 
At the latter period, a hand glass may then be dispensed with. When, the 
plants are sufficiently strong and hardy, they should be transplanted into 
pots filled with rich loam, and introduced to a stand in a drawing-room ; or, 
if preferable, transplanted in a bed of rich loam on a south border. My 
plants neyer failed by pursuing this system. I hope these remarks will not, 
offend your Correspondents, St. Patrick or SNowpRop, as it is neither my 
wish nor intention to do so, EMILY ARMSTRONGE, ,, 

Castlerahan, Ireland, March 21st, 1834. Fics 

ON THE CULTURE OF THE FUCHSIA IN THE OPEN BorpER—In reply) to!! 
A ConsTANT SUBSCRIBER, in Vol. II., page 68, of -your useful Magazine, » 
I beg leave to refer him to the excellent Article on the above-tiamed w 
brillianttlower, written by A JERSEY GARDENER, page 196) of \Volwd., 
and he will find in the said Article, that cutting down the plants in the 
autumn, as practised, by Mr. SHARMAN, is not so adyantageous to it, as, . 
cutting them close in the beginning of the month of April.” I have ‘tried,, 
both ways, and found spring the best season, for the reasons stated by, your 
Jersey Correspondent. Let A ConsTANT SUBSCRIBER bear in memory, that 
some of the other yarieties of this lovely family of plants are of lower 
growth, and more impatient of cold than the gracilis, and requiring to be 
mulched around the roots during the severe winter months, The cultivator 
of this beautiful flower must be under considerable obligation to your Jersey 
Correspondent for his valuable communication. is 

1 Emiry ARMSTRONGE. 
Castlerahan, Ireland, March 21st, 1832. | 

On THe CULTURE oF THE AvRICcULA—TI collect my compost i" the 
months of July and August. It consists of four barrows of horse-dung, 
the same quantity of cow-dung from the fields, one barrow of leaf mould, 
eight of pasture sods, and one of sand. I lay the whole together, and.tum, 
it over three or four times during the winter. It will be ready. for use the, 
following May. Epwarp. Epwarps,; 

ON BLOOMING AGAPANTHUS UMBELLATUS.—I have’ successfully ‘ulti: 
vated the Agapanthus umbellatus, for some years, by the following treat!! 
ment:—I put my plants under the stage in the greenhouse during’ the winter! 
months, or a dry shed will serve as well. I give them no water while'in this 
state. I take them out in the beginning of April, and part°*them to one! 
stem, then place them in 16-sized pots, (or pots one foot in diameter,) using! 
any vegetable mould with one part sand. They are then watered to’ settle 
the mould, and placed in a warm situation. I water them twice’a day inthe) 
summer months, but do not stand them in water. After they have done: 
flowering, the old stemis are cut down, and placed in a cold, shady spot till’ 
November, when they are moved to their winter quarters. "They will!als6? 
succeed, if turned out into a bed of rich mould, and plentifully watereds'/ 

Epwarp Epwarps.) 
Ow Tax Green Fry.—If by the Green Fly your Correspondent, WiLLIAM 

FREDERICK, means the small green insect (Aphis) which so frequently infests 
the buds of Roses, as well as other flowers, I believe I can inform him ofa very 
simple and effectual mode of destruction; let him water over the heads of 
the plants, with water in which Potatoes have been boiled, and unless hé be 
more unfortunate than I have been, he will find the insects disappear aftet 
the first application. I should say, that though the liquid does not at: all 

igohi 
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injure the plant, it will kill any flower that it touches. Tobacco water has, 
I believe, this latter effect. atl... 

Will you, or any of your Correspondents, have the goodness to inform me, 
which is the best publication on the management of Greenhouse, plants, as 
to the regular routine of their culture, and also as to the most approved 

sorts for cultivation. Your Correspondent from Bodmin, has, in your last 
number, so completely forestalled some reqnests I was about to trouble yon 
with, as also in some observations I had intended to make, that I could fancy 
he must have had a sly peep into my very thoughts; however, all I have 
now to do, is to hope, that his communication may be speedily and effectually 
answered. S.C. 4, 

On Sutenate or Lime, &c,—A< person, calling himself Ignoramus, re- 
quests an explanation of the manner of preparing the sulphate of lime for 
Innovator’s carnation compost. Now, if Ignoramus had just taken the 
trouble to ask one of his neighbours, more enlightened than himself, he might 
have found out that limestone is carbonate of lime—not sulphate of lime, as 
he thinks; for sulphate of lime, when burnt, is plaster of Paris: Sulphate 
of lime, or gypsum, is generally called by masons (who generally keep if) 
plaster; it may easily be powdered in a mortar, and sifted to any degree of 
fineness. fiseh ti 

Another correspondent wishes to know the method of preserving the Mag! 
nolia from earwigs. Does he suppose that there is a particular method for 
every species of plants? Let him look atthe former numbers of = Siete 
he will find two or three methods of destroying them, 

D. Pearce wishes to know the meaning of the term pin- eyed) hed a. 
plied to the Polyanthus. Let him ask the next florist’ he meets, and ‘not 
pike himself on a level with Ignoramms. RoBERTUS, 

REMARKS. - 

To PREVENT SLUGS FROM DESTROYING DAHLIAS AND SEEDLING ANNUALS. 
—I have for the last two years applied finely chopped horse-hair round, the 
young plants, and found that it completely succeeded; the hair I use is that 
which is clipped from the horses’ heels. A SUBSCRIBER, 

Pt. Ry., Hastings. aM 

CAMBRIDGE FLORISTS’ SOCIETY, 

The ninth anniversary of the above Society was held on Monday, July 
14th, in the large Concert Room, at the Hoop Hotel. The Carnations and 
Picotees exhibited on this occasion were very fine; the amateur cultivators 
declaring them to be superior to any previous shew of the same flowers. The 
grand prize stand exhibited 132 beautiful blooms arranged in classes, and 
selected from upwards of 500 sent in for competition. The long range of 
tables down the centre of the room, were graced with several fine specimens 
of Humea elegans, Fuschias, Balsams, Geraniums, Cockscombs, Calceolarias, 
Bouquets of Cut Flowers, &c. &c. My. Widnall’s collection of Pansies: (100 
varieties) was much admired: but his stand of Dahlia blooms attracted all 
eyes, and drew forth the plaudits of every one who had the pleasure of be- 
holding, for the first time, that magnificent and truly beautiful variety, justly 
named “The King of Dahlias,” consisting of a finely formed flower of ‘a 
delicate white ground, and every petal surrounded with a rich crimson 
feathering, much after the style of the Picotee called ‘ Martin’s Prince 
George.” A very select party of about fifty of the members and friends of 
this flourishing Society, after the shew, sat down to a most excellent dinner, 
served in Mr. Ekin’s best manner, and the evening was passed in the utmost 
harmony and conviviality. The following is the award of the judges:— 
CARNATIONS.—Premium Prize.—New Purple Flake, (name not given in), 

Mr R. Headly. Scarlet Bizarres—1, Houseman’s Kinfare Hero, Mr R. 
Headly ; 2, Hepworth’s Leader, Do.; 3, Wilde’s Perfection, Mr Hunt; 4, 
Ditto, Mr Giddings ; 5, Walmsley’s William IV., Mr R.. Headly; -6,, Wilde’s 
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Perfection, Do. Crimson Bizarres.—1, Wakefield’s Paul Pry, Mr R. Headly; 
2, Ditto, Mr Ready; 3, Ditto, Mr R. Headly ; 4, Ditto, Mr Catling; 5, 
Ditto; Mr Ready , 6, Gregory's King Alfred, Mr Hunt. Scarlet Flakes.—1, 
Stearn’s Dr. Barnes, Mr Hatt, sen.; 2, Ditto, Mr R. Headly; 3, Ditto, Mr 
Taylor;'4, Maude’s Rowton, Rev. A. Fitch; 5, Stearn’s Dr. Barnes, Mr 
Nutter; 6, Ditto, Mr Hunt. Purple Flakes.—1, New, (name not given in), 
Mr R. Headly ; 2, Lascelles’ Queen of Sheba, Mr Hunt; 3, Turner's Prin- 
¢ess Charlotte, Ditto; 4, Leighton’s Bellerophon, Mr R. Headly; 5, Knott’s 
Alfred the Great, Do. ; 6, Turner's Princess Charlotte, Mr Widnall. Rose Flakes 
—1, Dalton’s Lancashire Lass, Mr R. Headly; 2, Ditto, Mr Bailey ; 3, Do. 
Mr R. Headly; 4, Ditto, Mr Nutter; 5, Ditto, Mr Green; 6, Fletcher's 
Duchess of Devonshire, Mr Giddings. Seedling Carnations—1, Hunt's 
Teazer, (S.B.) Mr Hunt; 2, Newman’s Beauty of Bourn, (S.F.) Mr Newman. 
‘PrcoreEs.—Premium Prize for the best Picotee of any Colour—Russell’s 

Incomparable, Mr R. Headly. Red Picotees (light edges )—1, Russell's In- 
comparable, Mr. R. Headly; 2, Ditto, ditto; 3, Furze’s Beauty of Bedford, 
Mr Giddings; 4, Woollard’s Miss Bacon, Mr R. Headly ; 5, Wood’s Comet, 
Mr Giddings; 6, Ditto, Mr Nutter Red Picotees (heavy edges)—1, Mar- 
tin’s Prince George of Cambridge, Mr Hunt; 2, Ditto, Mr. Nutter; 3, Dit- 
to, Mr Bailey; 4, Ditto, Mr Nutter; 5, Ditto, Mr. Twitchett; 6, Ditto, Mr. 
Ry Headly. Purple Picotees (light edges)—1, Hufton’s Miss Willoughby, 
Mr Giddiugs; 2, Ditto, ditto; 3, Ditto, Mr Catling; 4, Ditto, My Gid. 
dings; 5, Wood's Countess of Sandwich, Mr Hunt; 6, Hufton’s Miss Wil- 
loughby, Mr Catling. Purple Picotees (heavy edges)—1, Martin’s Linneus, 
My Nutter; 2, Denston’s Dr.Syntax, Mr Hunt; 3, Do., do.; 4, Bailey’s Lord 
John Russell, Mr Nutter; 5, Martin’s Linneus, Mr Bailey; 6, Bailey’s Lord 
Jobn Russell, Mr Nutter. Rose Picotees—1, Wood’s Andromache, Mr Hunt; 
2, Not claimed; 3, Lee’s Matchless Beauty, Mr. Giddings; 4, Howsden’s 
Miss Hill, Mr R. Headly; 5, Purchas’s Granta, Mr. Giddings; 6, Ditto, 
Mr Hatt, sen. Yellow Picotees—1, Louis Phillippe, Rev. A. Fitch; 2, How- 
lett’s Paragraph, Mr Green; 3, Louis Phillippe, Mr R. Headly; 4, How- 
let's Paragraph, Mr. Giddings: 5, Life Guardsman, Mr. Twitchett; 6, 
Maid of Magdeburg, Mr. Green. Seedling Picotees—1, Headly’s Eliza, (red) 
Mr R. Headly; 2, Twitchett’s Regulator, (red) Mr Twitchett; 3, Gidding’s 
Beatty of Hemingford, (rose) Mr. Giddings. 
Dauias.—A Premium Prize for the best Collection, not less than twelve 

blooms, given by the Rev. A. Fitch—King of Dahlias, Queen of Dahlias, Lord 
Liverpool, Lady Grey, Widnall’s Salamander, Alice Gray, Neptune, Alba 
purpurea, Criterion, Widnall’s Iris, and two Seedlings, Mr Widnall. 

WOOLWICH FLORISTS’ SOCIETY, 

The Anniversary Meeting of this Society was held June 12th, at the Bar- 
rack Tavern, Woolwich Common, when prizes were awarded to the following 
persons for Pinks :—1, Stevens’ Hon. G. Cook, Wilmer's John Wilmer, Uns- 
worth'’s Omega, White's William the Fourth, Young’s Marquis of Winches- 
ter, Barnard’s Bexley Hero, Pittard’s Eynsford Beauty, Norman’s Benjamin, 
Norman's Hero, Norman’s Defiance, Barrard’s Conqueror, Norman’s Earl 
Grey, Mr. Norman; 2, Dry’s Earl of Uxbridge, Marquis of Winchester, 
Keen's No, 1, Unsworth’s Omega, Downton's Goliah, Bray’s Invincible, Nor- 
man's Benjamin, Eynsford Beauty, Keen's No. 2, Barrard’s Conqueror, Mann’s 
Dr. Sumner, Eyton’s Beauty of Ware, Mr Ward; 3, Mr Cousins ; 4, Mr Ibbett; 
5, Mr. Creed ; 6, Mr. Martin.—The Seedling Prize was adjudged to Mr, Ward, 
for a tlower which he calls “ Ward’s Jubilee,” which will be no doubt in the 
collection of every Pink grower who can obtain it, being a very superior 
flower. ‘Lhe average diameter of the flowers in the first prize pan was nearly 
2 inches to each flower, notwithstanding the unfavourable season; and one 
flower of Omega which was measured, exceeded 3 inches in diameter. After 
the censors, Messrs. Jeffery, Smith, and Buck, had performed their ‘office, 
about 50 persons sat down to an excellent dinner, J. P. Burnard, Bsq. of 
Holloway, in the chair.—There were three prizes for Ranunculuses awarded ; 
‘but as the dowers which obtained them would have had no chance if ordi- 
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narily decent flowers had been exhibited, we have not noticed them. Uns- 
worth’s Omega is the flower which obtained the single bloom prize at the 
Metropolitan Society’s Meeting this season, and was raised at Woolwich, 
where the principal of the stock is. It was exhibited in every pan, success- 
ful or otherwise, and justly deserves the character of a first-rate Pink. 

REFERENCE TO PLATE. 

1. Village Maid, Rose-—We received aspecimen of this very beautiful and 
highly fragrant striped Rose, in June last, from Mr. W. RoeEr, of the 
Southampton Nursery, which he informs us he purchased from the collection 
of a French florist, under the name of “ Village Maid.” The blossoms are 
entirely double, and it is totally different from the York and Lancaster, the 
one being a Province the other a Damask Rose. Mr. RoGErR says, “if you 
devote a whole page to exhibit the drawing of this Rose, it will then only 
convey a very faint idea, indeed, of its beauty, the magnificent appearance 
of the large full headed plant worked on a standard has drawn forth the ad- 
miration of all who have seen it.” 

2. Lucy.—3. Sir Waller Scott, Pansics.—These two beautiful varieties 
may be obtained of Mr. Hoge, Florist, Paddington; who has a collection of 
all the best flowers now extant. For their culture, &c. see yol. I. page 199. 

FLORICULTURAL CALENDAR FOR AUGUST. 

Prant StovE.—Continue to admit a large portion of air daily, for the 
benefit of the plants in general in this department. Attention to watering, 
eradicating insects, and cleanliness, must be daily attended to. 

GREENHOUSE Prants.—All exotic trees and shrubs belonging to this de- 
partment, that are in want of larger pots, or refreshment of new soil, should 
(if not performed last month) immediately be done. This is the proper time 
to propagate Aloes, Sedums, and all others of a succulant nature, by means 
of suckers or bottom offsets; when detached from the parent, they should be 
potted singly into small pots, using light dry compost, and watering sparingly 
till they have taken root. In the first, or second week at farthest, inoculation 
may be performed on any kinds of the Citrus genus. (See the directions 
in the Calendar for July.) 

FLowER GARDEN.—Due care must be taken respecting watering any kinds 
of annual, biennial, or perennial plants, that may be in pots. Propagate by 
means of slips, and parting the roots, of any double flowered and other de- 
sirable fibrous-rooted perennial plants done flowering. Likewise increase 
by offsets the different kinds of Saxifrage. Auriculas should be cleared of 
all dead leaves, and shifted into fresh pots; prick out of the seed bed, where 
it was omitted last month, Seedling Auriculas and Polyanthuses, in a shady 
situation: seeds may also be sown of both kinds in boxes or pans. Carna- 
tions may still be layered, also Sweet-williams, the earlier in the month the 
better. Those which were layered four or five weeks ago, will now be suffi- 
eiently rooted to be taken away and planted in beds or pots. Also plant 
out Pink pipings, which were put inin June. Sow seeds of all kinds of 
bulbous rooted plants in pans or boxes, such as Spring Cyclamen, Anemo- 
nies, Ranunculuses, &c, &c. Those kind of bulbs wanted to increase should 
be taken up if the leaves be decayed, and the offsets taken off. Transplant 
into nursery beds seedling, perennial, and biennial plants sown in spring. 
In dry weather gather those flower seeds that are ripe of any desired kinds. 
Plant out such kinds of autumn flowering bulbs as yet remain unplanted. 
Heartsease, towards the end of the month, should be propagated by slips, 
put into a shady border, and kept quite moist till they have taken root; these 
will form fine strong plants for blooming the spring following. an 
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FLORICULTURAL CABINET, 

SEPTEMBER Ist, 1834. 

PART. I. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

—_—— 

ARTICLE 1.—On the Cultivation of Heliotrope (Helio- 

tropium peruvianum). By Mr. ASHFORD. 

Perceiving that a Querist (Myrretta) in the Floricultural 

Cabinet, Vol. 11. p. 93, solicits a little information on the culti- 

vation of the Heliotrope, I am induced to pen the following brief 

remarks ; at the same time assuring him that they are not mere 

theoretical suppositions, but the result of long experience and 

practical observations. if 

For the instruction of the juvenile portion of your readers, and 

others who are interested in the study of Botany, I shall add 

a short botanical account of the plant. (OM19T 

Heliotropium peruvianum, or Peruvian Turnsole, is an orna- 

mental trailer of Peru, whence it was introduced into this country 

in the year 1757. The generical name was given it by Linnaus, 

from Helios, the sun, and trope, turning; in allusion to the flowers 

being always turned towards the sun. Both Pury and Diosco- 

RIDES assert the same reason as its Swedish author. The specific 

name, WiLupeNnow derived from its native country. It belongs 

to class 5, order 1, Pentandria (pente, five—aner, a man, or male 

organ,) Monogynia (monos, one—gyne, a woman, or female organ;) 

of the Linnzan classification of plants, and to the order Boraginewe 

of sub-class Corolliflore of the Jussieuean natural arrangement 

The botanical characters of the whole genus, or generical ones, 

twe—a calyx quinquefidus, or five-parted ; corolla hypocrateriform, 

Vou. Li. 20 
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_monopetalous, pentaphyllous, with the sinuses simple ; 5 stamina 

five filaments, furnished with small anthera ; pistillum, four germina, 

slender stylus, and notched, peltate stigmata; pericarpium none ; 

semina four, oval, cohering, and lodged in the calyx. § ecifi 

“characters are—folium lanceolate ovate ; ; caulis frutescent ; floris 

aggregate, corymbose. 

This production of the Peruvian clime is well worthy of culti- 

vation: its delightful fragrance and (by the following manage- 

ment) long continuance in flower, well repay any occasional care 

or extra attention bestowed upon the plants. I have very often 

seen them grown and treated in a similar manner to greenhouse 

plants, but when treated in this manner, I always notice leafless, 

sickly-looking plants. Upon close application to the culture of 

the Heliotrope, in common with others, I find the following me- 

thod to answer best, and produce as fine flowering plants as any I 

ever see. Such being the case, I humbly present the particulars 

of the same for the consideration of Myrreta, and your other 

numerous correspondents and readers, 

Propagation.—Cuttings must be procured about the latter end 

of February or beginning of March, planted in pots of rich, gar- 

den soil, and plunged in a working Cucumber or Melon frame. 

When. the sun is. powerful, that part of the light where the pots 

are under must be covered with something, to shield them from 

the overpowering heat of the solar rays. Water must be given 

when required, and all mouldiness, decayed leaves, &c. should be 

removed as they appear; for if suffered to remain, they will pro- 

ably injure the whole. In two or three weeks, the cuttings will 

be sufficiently struck for potting ; but previously to so doing, remoye 

them to.an airy part of the stove for a few days, to harden. . If_a 

succession of flowering plants for the autumn and winter months 

are required, more cuttings must be put in during May.and June. 

If any plants are wanted for turning out into the flower garden. in 

summer, cuttings must be struck in September for that purpose, 

Cultivation for Flowering in Pots——Provide for a good compost 

equal quantities of maiden loam,, rotten horse-dung, and sandy 

peat ; a little leaf mould might also be added. The whole should 

be well. chopped, and incorporated together, after having been 

ameliorated by the frosts and atmosphere of the preceding winter, 

but should not, be sifted. When the cuttings haye, been in the 
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stove for a few days, pot them off into 48-sized pots, using the 

above compost, and allowing as much soil to adhere to the roots 

as possible. Pinch off the extremities of each shoot, to cause the 

plants to grow bushy ; and after giving them a suitable watering, 

place them in a shady part of the stove till they have taken root 

and begun to grow, when they should be removed to a more ex- 

posed situation in a house of the temperature of from 60° to 70° 

Fahrenheit. Due attention must be paid to repotting thein as 

often as they appear to mat around the outside of the balls, or the 

plants will soon assume a sickly hue, instead of being clothed with 

fine green foliage. These plauts are very subject to the attacks 

of that destructive inmate of the hothouse—that pest to gardeners, 

the green fly (aphis). These should not be permitted to remain, 

but be eradicated as soon as perceiv ed, by syriuging them every 

‘morning with pure water. If the plants “are yemoved’ when “in 

bloom to the greenhouse or conservatory, they will continue in 

flower much longer than when remaining in heat. “When they 

have done flowering, set them in a cool part of the greenhouse 

until the following February, when they should be cut down, their 
balls reduced, themselves repotted in the above soil, and plunged 

ima hotbed, to produce healthy young shoots for propagation ; 

after which the old stools may be either turned out into ‘flower 

borders, or thrown away, as young plants raised onary iba 

far preferable for flowering in pots. 

Cultivation for Flower Borders.—After the cuttings are struck, 
let them be potted off in the same sized pots and sort of soil’as 

above noticed, and wintered in the greenhouse, or in a house I 

have recommended in a former Number. In the following March, 

pot them into pots a size larger, to cause them to produce fresh 
shoots and roots. Towards the middle of April, begin to expose 
them gradually to the open air; so that about the end of May, ‘if 
the weather prove mild, they may be able to bear being planted 
out into beds or baskets, composed of good mellow, rich ‘soil, 
Should cold nights happen after they are turned out;'as is some- 
times the case, they must be defended by means of hoops and mats, 
or canvass ; thus protected, they will grow and flower freely till 
the chilly nights of autumn puta check to their vigour; they 
must then be taken up with their balls entire, and potted in suit- 
‘ably sized pots. If placed in the stove, and shaded fora few days, 
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they will continue to flower till) Christmas, when a few. cuttings 

may be taken off for early propagation, and the old roots thrown 

away. i 

T have thus endeavoured, in as short a space as possible, to pen 

down my process; and I do not hesitate to say that it will, after 

a fair trial, satisfy every grower of this native of the Peruvian 

shores. If you deem the remarks worthy of admission’ into the 

valuable pages of the Floricultural Cabinet, they ave entirely at 

your service. Freperic F. AsHrorp. 

Somerford Booths, April 27th, 1834. 

{H. corymbosum is far superior to the above species for being cultivated in 
the open border.—Conp. ] 

; ; 

ARTICLE IL.—On the Cultivation and Raising of the 

Polyanthus. By Mr. Jonn Reve, Florist, Pits- 

_moor, Sheffield. aD 

Vhe Polyanthus being a flower which [ have grown to a great 

degree of perfection for several years, I herewith forward you my 

mode of treatment. The following is the compost which Ihave 

found to succeed the best:—3 barrowfuls of light maiden soil; 

one do. of horse dung, six weeks old; one do. of decayed leaf- 

‘mould. Those plants that. I intend for show, such as Water- 

house’s George the Fourth, Pearson’s Alexander the Great, Crown- 

shaw’s Invincible, Burnard’s Formosa, &c. &c., I plant in August; 

for if done sooner they are in bloom too soon for the show, which 

takes place about the latter end of April or beginning of May. In 

parting the old roots, I cut off all the leaves, then pot them in the 

above stated compost, and place them in a shady situation, where 

I Jet them remain till November, at which time I remove them to 

their winter situation, which is a pit built of brick, and sunk two 

feet below the level of the surface of the earth, so that when the 

pots are placed in the pit, the rims of the pots are no higher than 

the surrounding surface ; this pit is covered with ‘wooden shutters, 

instead of glass lights, in order to secure the plants from the effects 

of sudden frosts during the winter. I suffer them to receive all 

the gentle showers that fall during February and’ March. When 
the plants have thrown up their flower stems and ‘the truss is 

formed, I eut out the centre small buds, leaving the largest; I 
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neyer leave more than seven or less than five pips. on each stem ; 

if any of the petals are irregular by turning backward, I flatten 

them with a piece of ivory made in an appropriate shape, some- 

what resembling a button-hook: I place the flattener underneath 

the ‘pips and presses it upwards ; but, if the flower is cupped, I 

press it downwards until the petals become quite flat 5 if any of the 

pips are dusty, I brush them with a camel-hair pencil, which gives 

a brightness to the flowers. When in blow, I carefully shade them 

from the sun’s rays; for if I was to suffer them to be exposed, the 

colour of the flower would be damaged, if not totally spoiled. I 

find that if the plants are placed in perfect darkness for two or three 

days previous to the show, the colour becomes much darker than 

if left in the frame. The following kinds possess the best properties 

of any I know :—Cox’s Prince Regent, Lord Crewe, Bang Europe, 

Turner's Princess, Countess, Lord John Russell, Commander-in- 

Chief, Mary Ann, Beauty of Over, Park’s Lord Nelson, and 

Othello. As soon as the plants have done flowering I take’ them 

out of the frame, and place them wpon a bed of coal ‘ashes, that the 

seed’ may be able to ripen; as soon as’ the seed pods begin°to 

burst open at the top and change colour, T carefully cut them off, 

and place them in the seed-drawer till required for sowing. |''' ” 

I always sow the seed about the middle or beginning of Feb- 

ruary, the year after it has been gathered. I sow the seed in paris 

or feeders filled with the compost in which the plants are grown, 

I then sprinkle the soil with water, sow the seed, and cover a 

quarter of an inch deep with the same compost finely sifted.’ “Th 

the course of four or five weeks the plants will be up; I water them 

oecasionally in a morning, and cover them down with a hand-glass 

in the evening. Towards the latter end of May, I transplant'them 

into a border, where I allow them to remain for flowering the 'fol- 

lowing spring. When they are in flower, I mark all ‘the best 

flowers 5 and the ‘pin-eyes’ (or those that show the’ pistilum) TI 

throw away, for although they are generally the brightest colours, 

they are considered to be worth very little ; those called *moss-cyes’ 

(or those that show the anthers) are esteemed the best; the pro- 

perties of a fine flower (which you have given at page 118) are 

very correct. I have seen several new and beautiful — 

which I understand are to come out next year. 

Pitsmoor, July 27th, 1834. Joun REVELL. | 
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ARTICLE I1LOn the Culture of the Dahlia. By Mr. 
_ James Jones, Gardener, Ackworth, near Ponte- 
( fract. 

'T herewith send for your acceptance an account of my method 

of’ growing Dahlias; bnt as others have said a great deal already 

on the subject, I shall be as brief as possible. In the first week 

in March, having a hot-bed ready, I put on the frame, and cover 

thé bed to a depth of six inches with soil. I place my roots close 

'to each other on the top of this earth, and cover them, up with a 

coating of dry moss about three inches thick ; I allow them plenty 

of air in ‘the day time, if the bed be very hot. And when they 

first push out shoots I frequently sprinkle them with warm water. 

By the time’ the shoots are three or four inches long, they have 

generally formed’ new roots ; this may be easily seen by removing 

the moss. I carefully take off with a sharp knife the shoots at’all 

vonniected with roots, and pot them in sixties ; these I plunge into 

the hot-bed again until they have formed strong roots, when 1 

remove them into twenty-four sized pots, and let them remain in 

‘acold frame until I. plant them out. In the last week in May, 

which I consider quite soon enough, I plant them out three feet 

asunder, and in two or three weeks time I have the ground well 

forked over as deep as I can, taking care not to injure the young 

roots; the forking I repeat every month in dry weather. 

I secure each plant with three stakes, placed at equal distances 

from the plant, about eighteen imches apart; I tie one of the 

strongest shoots to each stake, and secure the whole by tying 

strong tar band round all the stakes in different places iannnions 

to the height of the plant. 

In taking up the roots to keep through winter, care shoud be 

taken to choose a dry day, before the frost affects the leaves. *' I 

have found that they are preserved most effectually in barley-chaff; 

out of many hundred roots I have not lost half-a-dozen. ~ By the 

above precautions I never fail to have a very peels il ef 

fine flowers. FY 
JamEs Jonys: 

Ackworth, June 17th, 1834. 199d 10 
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ARTICLE IV.—0On, the. Culture of the Auricula. “By 
A Mippiesex AMATEUR. 

Being a subscriber and well-wisher to the success of your Ma- 

gazine, I herewith send you the details of my mode of cultivating 

that beautiful spring flower, the Auricula—growing them, I con- 

sider, as well.as any one.. As I grow, them merely. for my own 

amusement, (haying little else to do,) I have had leisure to try 

a variety of experiments, many of which I have found to.answer 

Sor a time, but the following is what I can confidently recommend 

as most worthy of adoption. 

My standing compost consists of three barrowfuls of fine ‘Yella 

loam, two ditto two-year-old cow-dung, one ditto two-and-a-half 

year-old night soil,,and one peck of sea sand. , The whole ofjthese 

I mix together at least six months before J use it,, turning it once 

amonth., About the beginning of October, I make choice -of,an 

airy full-south aspect, and stand my pots on slates; placed at, the 

bottoms of the frames. .. ],expose them to all dry weather during 

the, day, putting on the glasses at night ; but at the beginning of 

April, I keep them on day and night, raising them,a little behind 

during the day... When the plants begin to, show. bloom, L take 

great care in order to protect them from frost, for if they get, in 

the least frosted, they will never blow flat, I add extra covering 

to them about the 20th of March, and continue it during their stay 

under the frame. When in bloom, I remove them to,a,northern 

aspect, where I let them remain till October, oil 

Now as to potting, there isa diversity of opinions ; 7 I pot 

them. mostly in June. or thereabouts,, When potting,, if, there, is 

any appearance of canker at the carrot root, I cut it off till soundness 
appears.; If any of the plants appear ina poor dwindling way, 

the carroty stump ought to be closely examined, and a bit cut. off; 

and if a.black speck appears, it should be cut out: when this can- 

not be done, the plant usually dies. 1 am always careful. to, haye 

a good drainage, putting an oyster-shell at the bottom of each pot, 

then some riddlings, and fill up with the compost, I then shake 
the pot twice or more on the board. After that, if the plants have 
not been cut much, I stand them in. some, tubs. till, the surface 

appears black, and then remove them to a shady place, I mostly 
earth my plants up about the iniddle of February, watering them 
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with a fine-rosed watering pot. I also let them haye all the warm 

showers that fall, from the middle of ~ eee to the middle of 

March. 

There area few’points I have not mentioned, as space will not 

permit } but, however, if you deem this worthy ofa placé in your 

extensively circulated Magazine, I shall forward you my method 

of raising seedlings, of which I grow a great many. 

_ February, 1834. A Mippirsex AMaTEuR: 

ARTICLE V.—On, Raising Plants of Double Stocks 
. from Cuttings. By OLIToR. 

*' Tt'has often been a matter of regret and mortifieation to others, 

no doubt, ‘a8 well as to myself, that; in our endeavours to!produce 

double flowers of the Stock by seminal propagation, we wees 

and unavoidably meet with disappointment. gertiibogia 

''fwo yeats ago, the idea occurred to me of propagating this 

favourite by cuttings, from plants producing double flowers: The 

pricti¢e may not be new, but as far I am aware it is not common. 

I hiave practised two inethods of taking cuttings, and with equal 

sticcess in striking them, but I much prefer the one to the/other; 

as I find the two methods produce very different plants; tha't 

which T consider the best, is to take the cuttings when the plants 

are in full bloom. ‘On the side shoots producing the flowers, beneath 

the existing corymb, another—and frequently two other—shoots 

are produced ; take off those shoots at their lower joint, before they 

show flower, with’a sharp knife cut off the two lower leaves, insert 

them in pots half filled with any light, rich compost, and treat 

them as other’soft wooded cuttings. When well rooted, pot them 

off in pots of sizes proportionate with the progress they have made; 

and they will make plants equal in symmetrical beauty to any. 

raised from ‘seed, and flower more abundantly... The idea of 

propagating Stocks from cuttings may at first sight appear tedious 

or-tiresome, but it will not be found so in practice ; besides, there 

areother advantages to be derived from it, which are not so strictly 

within our reach when propagating from seed, viz. the) certainty 

of commanding groups of this lovely flower—all double, and the 

equal ‘certainty of ‘perpetuating any favourite or peculiar vaviety.: 

~~ 
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I,am not particular about the compost I, grow them in, as they 

will gvow and flower well in any soil im common use; but I have 

found from experience, that the fresher our soil the more healthy 

our plants, and the more brilliant the flowers they produce. 

April lth, 1834. OLITOR. 

ARTICLE VI.—On the Impregnation and Raising of 

Dahlias from Seed. By INNovATOR. 

Several applications having been made for a system by which 

double Dahlias may be raised from seed with the least possible 

risk, 1 forward you my mode of cross-impregnating them. It 

matters but little what colours are blended, as two white flowers 

will produce them of all colours and shades; but. still,1 prefer 

getting them as opposite in this respect as possible, except where 

striped or picoteed flowers are required, in which case I should 

say, the nearer you get them alike, the greater will be your chance 

of success, as the preponderance will always be in favour of the 

breeder colour. In applying the pollen, (that is, the yellow dust 

always to be found in the centre of a full-blown, flower,) I use a 

fine camel-hair pencil. The next thing is, where it should be 

applied. If your readers will draw out a petal from any bloom, 

and look into its very bottom, they will there see standing up,a 

small brown-coloured point, called by botanists the stigma, or 

summit of the pistil, which are the female parts of generation in 

flowers. To this stigma they must apply the pollen with the 

brush, till completely covered. I should say, twelve petals are as 

many as should be inoculated in any single bloom, as they then, 

produce finer seed than when too many are fructified.. The third, 

row of petals from the outside are those I prefer for this purpose. 

When the seeds are perfectly ripe, gather them, rub them out of 

the capsules, and keep them perfectly dry till the following Mareh, 

when they may be sown upon a slight hotbed, covered by six 

inches of sandy soil, burying the seeds in this not more than half 

an ineh. Protect them either by hand-lights or a frame from cold: 

winds and night air till the middle of May, when they may be 

planted out to flower, which will not disappoint the cultivator, if 

first-rate flowers were selected as breeders. I haye been tying, 

Vou. II. 2D 
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numerous experiments upon the expressed juice of Dahlia flowers 

in the hope of being able to produce a blue variety ; and I do not 

despair of success, as I have now a Lady Grenville nearly ,ap- 

proaching it, being of a very blue ash colour, and a Lord Liverpool 

perfectly black. I would have sent you a detailed account of my 

experiments, but I am aware it would lead to such a correspondence 

as I have not time to attend to, at least not at present. At some 

future time, perhaps you may hear from me upon this subject ; 

but I do not promise, as it appears I am not endowed with the 

powers of communication, from the many explanations my Arti- 

cles require to enlighten some of your readers. It is more than 

possible this will be my last ; and it should appear in your next, 

for the benefit of your subscribers. INNOVATOR, 

August 5th, 1854, 

ARTICLE VII.—A Select List of Pansies. By Mr. W. 
BarRAtT, Nurseryman, Wakefield. 

I am glad to learn, from a notice on the Cover of your far-famed 

Floricultural Cabinet, that very soon we shall be favoured with a 

fourth reprint of its earlier Numbers. I can assure you I am well 

pleased that so useful and cheap a publication meets with such 

deserved support; but, at the same time, you must pardon me for 

saying, I am a little wearied with the frequent inquiries, “ When 

shall we get our first Numbers of the Cabinet?” In the same 

Number, I also perceive, there is an inquiry (page 188) for a list 

of a few of the best sorts of Pansies; and as J cultivate about 170 

varieties, I have selected a few, and have attempted to class them, 

but I can assure you that itis a very difficult task ; however, it will 

enable those who are unacquainted with them to select with more 

certainty of getting a variety. If you have not received any other 

list, and should think my feeble efforts at all calculated to. suit 

your correspondent, it is at your service, with my very best, wishes 

for a further increase of prosperity to your interesting publication. 

Bicolors, viz. those which are composed of two strikingly different 

colours.—Elizabeth, Barratt’s Floribunda fragrans, Mr. Mapleton, 

Barratt's Odora, Lass of Richmond Hill, Sir F. Burdett. 

Tricolors.—Earl Grey, Queen Bee, Lee’s Fayourite, Princess 

Victoria, Barratt’s Mrs. Tottenham Lee, Barvatt’s Lady Kaye, 

es 

el Si 
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Edged ones, or such as have the upper petals edged with yellow, 

white, §e.—Jane Shore, Mrs. Drake, Silver Belted, Ma favorite, 

Mis. Grimstead, Camelion, Othello, Duke of Northumberland. 

Purple large flowers, but some having a little variety of colour 

in them.—Pluto, Shining Purple, Purple Tricolor, Grand Purple, 

Tippo Saib, Lady Bath, Louis Philippe, Blue Beard. , 

Dark—the upper petals dark, the lower ones spolted, or while, 

or yellow.—Mrs. Bolland, Giovanni, Reform, Prince George, 

William the Fourth, Barratt’s Eimperor, Commander-in-Chief, 

Miss Whitelock, Lady Ackland, Barratt's Lady Pilkington, Alfred, 

Mrs. Heywood, Mr. Hatfield, Barratt’s Mrs. Simpson. 

Ruby coloured.—Mrs. Ladbrooke, Ananda, Ruby, Copper Cap- 

tain. 

Spotled and striped —Maculata, Barratt’s Chancellor, Ajax, 

Barrattii, Lord Gambier. 

Light coloured.—Gyandiflora, Fair, Rosamond, Blanda; Lady 

Grenville, Miss Douglas, Venus, Altaica. 

Sky Blue, with various low petals.—Maid of the Mill, Wibpeic, 

Altaica, Tricolor major, Pallida, Lady Althorp. 

Yellow, some of them spotted.—Lord John Russell, Mr. D. Gas- 

kell, Lady Grey, Lady Oswald, Bang-up, Waverley, George the 

Fourth. 

Changeable.—W eathercock, Phebus, Barratt’s elegans, &c. &e. 

Wituiam Barratt, 

Wakefield, August 1st, 1834. 

ARTICLE VIII.— On Plants which are peculiarly 
adapted for planting in Beds in Masses ; each kind 

being showy and profuse in Flowering. By Fuora. 

Lschscholtzia californica, yellow.—Grows too fect high; blooms 

from June to September. ‘The seed should be sown in pots in 

spring, and placed in a hotbed ; when the plants are large enough, 

they may be transplanted into a bed of rich deep soil, where they 

will begin to bloom about the first of July ; they will endure the 

cold of winter very well, if planted in a bed that has a dry substratum, 

or if the bed be raised a few inches higher than the surrounding 

ground. It is essential to their endurance of winter, that the roots 
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haveadry soil. The plants will bloom still more freely thesecond 

year If required, they may be parted at the roots, and an increase « 

of plants be easily obtained; aud by this means they ‘may ‘be 

perpetuated from year to year. The time when I divide them is 

about the first week in April. Scarcely any plant produces a 

greater degree of splendour ‘than this: when the full sun is upon 

it, it makes a complete blaze of colour. It is a most suitable 

plant for producing a distant effect. “When it is planted out ina 

bed, it requires a considerable number of sticks for support, or the 

weak branches will be liable to lie close to the ground, and then 

the bloom is not so fine. ‘If planted in single patches, they should 

have several sticks placed round, and a string fastened, so as to 

keep the flower-stalks tolerably erect: by this attention a neat and 

handsome effect will be given. I adopt the use of cross strings, 

as-well as a circular one, by which means I have the shoots regu- 

larly disposed. 

Calandria grandiflora.—Grows two feet high ; blooms from 

June to October. The seed should be sown in pots early im spring, 

and_ placed in a hothed.. When the plants are large enough to 

transplant, they should be planted off into small-sized pots, which 

should be well drained with potsherds, as this plant is very 

susceptible of injury from damp. The soil should be a rich loam, . 

with a portion of sand; it should not be sifted fine, but be well 

broken with the spade. The plants should be placed in a frame, 

or other situation where they can be forwarded. About the first 

week in May, a bed of rich soil, mixed with sand, should be pre- 

pared. Care must be taken to have the bed elevated, so that the 

surface be four or six inches above the level of the adjoining 

ground ; and the surface should be slightly rounded, so as to allow 

any excess of water, from heavy showers, to pass away. Unless 

this precaution be attended to, the plants will most probably 

perish, unless an awning of canvass covering be used to prevent it. 

The plants should be turned out of the pots with balls entire, and 

placed a foot or more apart. If it be wished that their flower- 

stems should rise to their highest extent, (viz. two feet,) they 

may be placed a foot apart ; but when it is desired to keep them 

lower, they should be planted more distant, in proportion to their 

prostration. The plant is very well adapted for covering a bed 

only afew inches high, the branches naturally inclining to grow 
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horizontally, or» even pendulons.’ Considerable care is required © 

to keep them well secured, by tying, &c., im ‘consequence ‘of the® 

shoots being succulent, and very brittle. When watering is\re- | 

quired, none should be given to the heart of the plant,’ but it 

should be poured over the surface of the bed. ‘To provide against 

aceidents that may arise, it is advisable to have a few plants kept» 

in pots, in order to replace deficiencies. If a bed is required to.’ 

bleom profusely at alate period of the summer, or even in autumn, | 

seed should be sown at the end of May, or early in June, and the” 

plants: treated in every respect as above directed. The plant pro) 

duces seeds in abundance, but it requires some attention to get it | 

before the capsule bursts. The plants may be taken up and pres" 

served during winter ina cool, dry frame. | In spring, they: may* 

be increased by pinching off the leading shoot, thereby causing « 

the production of laterals, which being carefully taken off, may! be 

struck ; or the main stem, down to the root, may be divided, so‘as” 

to have a shoot to each part. To get them to strike well) ‘a hot- 

bed frame, or stove heat, will be found useful. When the’ fie 

rosy lilac flowers of this very beautiful plant are fully expanded, 

being produced in vast profusion, and continuing for so longa 

season, they make a very pleasing appearance, and never fail to 

give ainple satisfaction. 

Nierembergia phanicea. Syn. Petunia violacea—This plant is 

one of the most valuable additions to the flower garden, and with 

which all admirers of flowers must be pleased. » It will bloom ¢on2 
stantly in the open border from May to the end of October; and’ 
the fine rosy purple flowers being produced in vast profusion, ren | 
der the plant a most pleasing object. When allowed to grow 
upright, and carefully trained, it will rise to six or eight feet high; 
or even more, and be liberally furnished with lengthened lateral: 
brauches.. The plant is readily raised by seed, which should be 
sown in a pot early in spring, and placed in a hotbed framey: 
When strong enough, the plants should be transplanted into small! 
pots, using a rich soil; and by the end of May, they may be} 
planted out in the open border. Such plants will rarely rise higher 
than three feet the first season, but will produce a vast number of! 
side shoots, and bloom abundantly. At the end of October, the! 
old plants, if taken up with care, may be tink. greenhouse! 
through winter. About the end of September) slips should (be 
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taken off, and struck in heat, which they do very freely; ten or 

twenty may be inserted in a pot, and after having taken root, they 

may be kept in a cool greenhouse, frame, or any similar situation, 

during winter. If large plants are desired, some of the cuttings 

should be potted off at the end of February, using a rich loamy 

soi], and well draining the pots. Each plant should have a stick, 

‘to which it should be neatly tied, keeping a principal leading shoot. 

These plants, when properly attended to, in repotting as soon as 

required, and in training erect, will, if kept in a greenhouse, reach 

three or four feet high by the end of May; and if then planted 

out, will reach six feet, or more, by the end of summer. Old 

plants, that have survived the winter as above directed, if turned 

out, will be proportionably fine. A bed of this plant looks, well, 

when the plants are so ranged as to form a cone ; or,.indeed, in 

any shape in which the middle of the bed is the highest; gradually 

lowering to the edges. T he plant is admirably well adapted’ for 

pegging down to the ground, the lateral shoots rising from six 

inches to a foot high. The leading shoots being prostrate, checks 

luxuriance, and causes abundance of bloom. Cuttings taken off 

in autumn are very suitable for this purpose: they readily bend 

to the direction desired. Care is required to have a number of 

short sticks pricked in the bed, to which the shoots, in the early 

part of the season, must be tied, being very brittle ; subsequently, 

however, when there is an abundance of shoots, no tying will be 

required, but the sticks are necessary, in order to prevent strong 

winds from blowing the plants out of proper form. This plant is 

also admirably well adapted for training against a wall, or for 

covering a fence during summer: of course proportionably sized 

plants must be used to suit the purposes. The flowers of the 

original species has a dark-coloured tube, but a variety has been 

raised with a lilac tube: the former is now commonly called WN. 

phenicea, and the latter M. phenicea var. pallida. 

(10 BE CONTINUED.) 

—_—_—__-———- kerr 
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PART ILI. e 

REVIEWS AND EXTRACTS: 

Ladies’ Botany ; or a Familiar Introduction to the Study of the 
Natural System of Botany. By Joun Linptey, Ph. D., 
F.R.S. &c. &e. &c., Professor of Botany in the University of 
London. 8vo. 302 pages, 25 plates. London, 1834. 16s. 
plain, £1 Is. coloured. 

We feel sorry that we have not room this month to make those obserya- 
tions upon the work before us, that we otherwise should have done. But 
we lave much pleasure in stating, that in illustration of the Natural 
System of Botany, the work is unequalled, and each particular is treated in 
the most satisfactory manner; in fact, like all the other works we! have read 
from the pen of Dr. Linpuey, it is done in the most masterly manner. 
Every person desirous of acquiring a knowledge of the Natural System of 
Botany ought to possess Dr, LinptEy’s Work. 

- 
IAA 

Plants figured in the following Periodicals for August :— 
Curtis's Botanical Magazine. Edited by Dr. Hooxerr, King’s 

Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow. Price 
3s. 6d. coloured ; 3s. plain, 

1. Schinus molle, Peruvian Mastic Tree, Class, Diecia ; order, Decan- dria. Natural order, Terebinthacer, This plant, the Molli or Molle of the Peruvians, grows wild not in Peru only, but also in Mexico, according to some authors, where it inhabits dry and sandy places: it is likewise found in Chili, unless the specimens I have received from that country are culti: vated plants. If not possessed of much beauty in the flowers, (which, how- ever, are rarely produced in our collections,) the Molle yields to few trees in the gracefulness of its foliage: added to which, its properties and uses are well deserving our attention. Flowers of a pale yellow green, Schinus, from the Greek Schinos, the ancient name of the Mastic Tree 3 and this is known by the same name in Pern, 
2. Coleonema pulchrum, Beautiful Coleonema, Pentandria, Monogynia, Rutacew, The present graceful and beautiful plant is no donbt a native of the Cape of Good Hope, and has long been cultivated in the greenhouse of the Botanic Garden of Glasgow, under the name of Diosma angustifolia, a name, however, only of the gardens, and implying a character common to others of the genus. It flowers in April and May, and deserves a place in every collection, from its graceful mode of growth, and bright and conspi - cuous rose-coloured blossoms, which continue long in perfection, Coleo- nema, from koleos, a sheath, and wna, a filament,—from the groove in the claw of the petal in some species, in which the sterile filament is partly lodged. 
3. Acacia hastulata, Little Halbert-leaved Acacia, Polygaiuia, Monecia, 
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Leguminose. This very singular and distinct species was disco¥ered by 
Mr. Menzies, in King George’s Sound ; and, in the same country, by the 
late Mr. FRAZER, whence he sent seeds to the Glasgow Botanic Garden, at 
which place it flowered in the greenhouse in 1834. The flowers are produced 
in globose heads, of a lemon colour; they are delightfully fragrant, smefl- 
ing like Hawthorn. Acacia, from akazo, to sharpen; many species thorny. 

4. Silene Virginica, Virginian Catchy. Synonym, Lychnis coccinea. 
Decandria, Trigynia. Caryophyllee. The plant grows about 18 inches 
high, nearly smooth, and panicled above. ‘he flowers are of a fine light 
scarlet, more than an inch across. 

35. Fris tenax, Tough-leaved Iris. Triandria, Monogynia. Iridew. This 
interesting plant is stated by its discoverer to be a common plant in North 
California, and along the coast of New Georgia, in dry soils or open parts 
of woods, flowering in April and May, the same season that it does with us 
when kept in a cool frame. Mr. Dovetas gaye it the appropriate appella- 
tion of tenax, because the native tribes about the Anguilac River make a 
fine cord from the fibres of the leaves, of which they weave their fishing- 
nets, a purpose to which it is admirably suited, on account of its buoyancy, 
strength, and durability. Snares are made of it for deer and bears, of such 
strength, that one not thicker than a sixteen-thread line is sufficient to 
strangle the great stag of California (Cervus Alces), one of the most powerful 
animals of its tribe. It has been recommended for cultivation by Professor 
LINDLEY in England, (where it proves perfectly hardy,) as better suited to 
onr climate than the famous New Zealand Flax, Flowers of a reddish pur- 
ple, solitary. 

6. Alstremeria oculata, Eye-marked Alstreemeria. Hexandria, Monogy- 
nia. Amaryllidee, Various species of this elegant and beautiful genus 
abound in South America, especially on the side next the Pacific. The 
present species can boast of flowers which, though perhaps the smallest of 
the genus, are among the most desirable for gracefulness and beauty, and 
remarkable for the eye-like spots in the centre of each inner petal. Flowers 
yeddish, white centre, surrounded by a purple band. It appears to haye 
been first discovered at Valparaiso, by Mr. CumiNec. Alstreemeria, from 
Baron C. ALSTRG@MER, a Swedish botanist. 
7, Caladium grandifolium, Large-leaved Caladium, or Indian Kale. Syn. 
Arum grandifolium. Monecia, Polyandria. Aroidee. This plant makes 
a truly handsome appearance, with its climbing and rooting stems, its large 
foliage, and pale buff spathas with a dark red line down the middle on the 
back. It flowered in the Glasgow Botanic Garden in April last; the plant 
came from Demerara. 

Edwards's Botanical Register. ‘dited by Dr. Lrxpiry, Pro- 

fessor of Botany in the University of London. | Price 4s. 

coloured; 3s. plain. 

..1..Gilia coronopifolia, Raven-footed Gilia. Pentandria, Monogynia, Po- 
lemoniacee. ‘This very handsome plant is a native of Carolina. Although 
the plant is delicate, it is tolerably easy to cultivate, and produces seed in 

abundance. It is-called in the French gardens, Jpomopsis picta. 
2. Ribes niveum, White-flowered Gooseberry. Pentandria, Monogynia, 

Gyrossulaceee. An undescribed Gooseberry, brought to the Horticultural 

Society by Mr. Doveras, from North-west America, It is nearly allied to 

the common European Gooseberry, from which it is distinguished by its long 
conical stamens. ‘The fruit is about the size of that of a Black Currant, 

and of the same deep, rich purple colour; it has altogether the appearance 

of a small smooth gooseberry, but its flavour is very different. It is entirely 

destitute of the flatness which is more or less perceptible in even the best 

gooseberries, in lieu of which it has a rich sub-acid vinous, rather perfumed 

devour, which is extremely agreeable. The fruit is rather too acid to be 
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eaten raw, but when ripe it makes delicious taris, and would probably form 
an excellent, means of improving the common gooseberry by hybridizing. _ 
3. Diplepappus, incanus, Hoary Diplopappus. Syngenesia, Polygamia 
Superfilua.. Composite. A handsome half-shrubby species, discovered in 
California, by Mr. Doucras, by whom seeds were sent to the Garden of the 
Horticultural Society, in 1832. Its flowers are of a rich lilac, with a bright 
yellow disk. It is rather tender, and should be protected during winter in a 
frame. In summer it grows freely in any hot, exposed situation, for which 
its Californian constitution particularly qualifies it, Diplopappus, so called 
in allusion to the double row of papus of the genus. 
. 4, Pultenea fleviles, Shining-leaved Pultenea, Decandria, Monogynia. 
Leguminose. A native of the country around Port Jackson, where it 
flowers in the spring (Sept.); and according to Hortus Kewensis, has been 
an occasional inhabitant of the English gardens for upwards of thirty years. 

5, Dendrobium aggregatum, Clustured Dendrobium, Gynandria, Monan- 
dria, Orchidee, Received, according to Dr. RoxspurGH, into the Botanic 
Garden, Calcutta, from Mr. Prerarp, who found it growing on the trunk of 
Lagerstremia Regine, on the northern border of Arracan, and observed it in 
the woods exclusively on that tree; it was, howeyer, found to thrive on the 
Mango tree, in the Botanic Garden. Itis also a native of the banks of the 
Chappadony river, in the Gulph of Martaban, whence it was brought, some 
years, since, by Dr. Warten. It appears to require as much heat and 
moisture as any of the Indian species, a circumstance which is explained 
by its imhabiting, when wild, the damp and sultry woods of Martabran. 
We believe it was originally distributed by the Horticultural Society; but it 
has hitherto flowered only in the cultivation of Mr. Harrison and Mr. 
BATEMAN, from both of whom we have received specimens, and blossoms in 
March and April. 

6. Phacelia tanacetifolia, Tansy-leayed Phacelia. Pentandria, Digynia. 
Hydrophyllee. Thisis a more elegant and less weedy plant than the P, ejr- 
cinala, now common in gardens. It is a hardy annual, thriving in any soil 
or situation, it grows two feet high. The flowers are of a light bluish violet 
colour, nearly sessile along one sided spirally ineuryed racems, forming to- 
gether a dense dichotomous panicle placed at some distance from the upper 
leaves. A native of California, where its seeds were gathered by Mr. 
Dovctas. Phacelia, from phakelos, a bundle; in allusion to the flowers 
being collected in close parcels. 

7. Stachys inflata, Bladdery Stachys. Didynamia, Gymnospermia, La- 
biate. This plant was raised in the garden of the Horticultural Society ; 
it is apparently hardy, and grows freely in any common garden soil, and is 
easily propagated by cuttings. Although not a very handsome plant, yet its 
thin half transparent light violet flowers, and neat hoary leaves give it a 
pleasing appearance. 

8. Erica codonodes, Bell-bearing Heath. Octandria, Monogynia. Eri- 
cew, This species of Heath has the general appearance of E. arborea, but 
it seers essentially distinct in its larger flowers, more slender leaves, less 
hoary branches, and trifly bell-shaped corolla, which has by no means the 
#iobular form of that of E. arborea. It is quite hardy, and forms a bush 
from 10 to 12 feet high. It begins to blossom in February, and continues 
till the end of May, disregarding both frost and snow, being often covered 
with flowers from top to bottom, and forming a most beautiful object. Tt 
thrives in light sandy peat, and is increased, but with difficulty, either by 

. Cuttings struck in sand under a bell glass, or by layers bent down in July. 

Sweet's Brilish Flower Garden. Edited by Davin Don, Esq., 

Librarian to the Linnaan Society, Coloured, 3s. 5.) plain, 
ved 28. 3d. ; 
be 

1. Morea tricuspis ; van. ocellata; Trident-leafing Movea. pepe ee 

OF 

Monogynia. Ividew, This yery elegant variety, which ig not surpassed in 

Vou, II. 22 
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beauty by any of its congeners, has been regarded as a species by DE Can- 
DOLLE, SPRENGEL, and others, but we can perceive no difference, except 
colour, whereby to distinguish it from ¢ricuspis, to which in our opinion it 
has been very properly united by Jacquin, THUNBERG, and Ker. It is a 
mistake to suppose, that to cultivate the Cape Iridee, a greenhouse is ne- 
cessary; all that they require is protection from frost, and this can best be 
done’ by a frame, which may be removed entirely in fine weather, A 
warm sunny border should be selected for their culture, and the earth 
removed to the depth of a foot or 18 inches, and replaced by a mixture of 
vegetable mould and river sand. The bulbs should be taken up in the 
autumn, and replanted about the middle of January, the larger ones being 
carefully selected from the rest. The earth will require to be renewed every 
two or three years. 

2. Lophospermum Rhodochiton, Purple Lophospermum. Didynamia, 
Angiospermia. Scrophularine. Seeds of this beautiful new climber, was 
lately received into this country from the Royal Botanic Garden, at Berlin, 
A plant flowered in June last, in Mrs. Marryat’s collection, at Wimbledon. 
The corolla is funnel-shaped, of an intense purple, an inch-and-a-half long, 
clothed with white glandular hairs. The plant requires the same treatment 
as L. erubescens. 

3. Diapensia lapponica, Lapland Diapensia. Pentandria, Monogynia. 
Polemoniacee. This plant was raised at the Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, 
from seeds gathered on the Rocky Mountains, North America, by Mr. 
DruMMonpD, in the last expedition of Captain FRANKLIN, and flowered in 
April, having been kept in the open borden, and occasionally covered with 
a-hand-glass. 

4. Campanula garganica, Garganian Bell-flower. Pentandria, Monogy- 
nia. Campanulacexe. This pretty little Campanula was discovered by Pro- 
fessor TENORE, on Mount St. Angelo, anciently Garganus, in the Kingdom 
of Naples, and named by him after that locality to which it appears to be 
peculiar. It was raised in the Bishop of RocHEsTER’s garden, at Bromley, 
from seeds sent to Miss Murray, from Naples, by the Honourable WILLIAM 
T. H. Fox Srraneways, and thence plants have been liberally distributed 
to various collections. The plant is admirably adapted for a rock-work, and 
appears to thrive best in a mixture of peatand loam. It is readily increased 
by division. 

On the different Modes of Budding ; and of Herbaceous, or Sum- 

mer Grafling. Translated, with some additions and varia- 

tions, from l’Horticulteur Belge. 

(Extracted from the Gardener's Magazine for July, 1834.*) 

I. Bupprne. Greffvs par Gemmes. 
1. Escutcheon Budding, without a Bud or Eye; Greffe en Ecusson sans 

Yeux. (fig. 1.).—The object of this mode of budding is simply to cover a 
| wound or blemish in one tree by the live bark of another. 

Take from a tree of the same sort, or at least of the same 
genus, as the wounded tree, a piece of bark rather larger than 
the wound, and form it into a regular shape; then cut the 
bark round the wound into the exact form and dimensions of 
the piece to be inserted, so that the latter may be let into the 
former with the greatest exactness, ‘The inner bark of the 
graft and that of the stock being fitted so as to joint perfectly 
all round, and the shield closely adhering to the tree in every 
part, it is kept on by a ligature; and the edges of the wound 
are covered with grafting-wax or clay. Itis a remarkable 
fact, which some are, perhaps, not aware of, that the wood 

formed under a piece of bark inserted in this manner, even though that bark 
be without a bud or eye, will be the wood of the tree from which the shield 

(* Since reading this Article in the Gardeners Magazine,” we have procured the ori- 

ginal Work, and intend giving other extracts from it in subsequent Numbers.~Conp.] 
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was taken. In this way several kinds of wood might be formed on one tree, 
without introducing a single leaf belonging to those different woods. The 
portion of wood introduced will always be limited in diameter to the size of 
the portion of bark put on. 

" 2 2. Budding with a Bud or Eye, and a circular Escutcheon; 
Greffe en Ecusson par Inoculation. (fig. 2.)\—With the point 

_g of a grafting-knife, or rather with that of a penknife, cut a 
of small bud out of the tree to be propagated, leaving a narrow 

rim of bark round it, and taking, at the same time, a portion 
of the wood, which is retained. A hole is made in the stock, 
of the same size as the bud and its rim, and of a depth equal 
to the length of the piece of wood left on. ‘The whole is ad- 
justed so that the bud, with its bark and wood, fills up the 
wound exactly; and the edges are then covered with grafting- 
wax. This mode of budding is employed to equalise the 
flower-beds oyer a tree, by removing some, from where there 
are too many, to those parts of the tree where there are too few. 

3. Escutcheon Budding, with Wood under the Bark; Greffe en Ecusson 
boisé. (fig. 3.\—To procure the escutcheon, a deep and transversal incision 

3 is made above a healthy and vigorous bud ; 
then, by withdrawing the blade of the graft- 
ing-knife, and entering it rather higher than 
this cross cut, a narrow strip of bark, three 
or four lines broad, by 1 in, or 14 in. Jong, 
is taken away, terminating in a point at the 
bottom. The eye should be situated about 
a third from the top, and the stipules or other 
appendages that sometimes accompany the 
petiole, as well as prickles, &c., must be taken 
off with caution. With the point of the 

i} grafting-knife, the wood of the escutcheon is 
then taken out, leaving a small piece imme- 

diately under the eye, and about a third of the length of the escutcheon. 
The bud, thus prepared, is inserted in the stock, and then tied as before. 
This mode of budding is that most generally used in European nurseries. 

4. Escutcheon Budding, with a growing Bud ; Greffe en Ecusson avec un 
@il poussant.—The escutcheon is cut and placed in the same manner as by 
the preceding method; but, as soon as it is inserted, the head of the stock is 
eut off, and all the buds that push from it, except that from the escutcheon, 
are rubbed off as they appear. This mode of budding, when done in the 
spring, has the great advantage of forcing the bud to develope itself imme- 
diately, thus gaining a year. However, it sometimes happens that, if the 
bud does not take, the sap of the stock not being able to find a channel, from 
all the shoots being rubbed off as they appear, the stock, or at least a great 
part of its length, dies of repletion. When done in the month of August, 
this mode of budding seldom succeeds, because the young shoot, not having 
time to ripen, perishes with the frost, and often causes the death of the stock. 

5. Escutcheon Budding, with a dormant Bud ; Greffe en Ecusson avec un 
(il dormant.—This mode is similar to the preceding; but it is performed in 
August, and nothing is cut away from the stock till the following spring, in 
order to prevent the developement of the bud before that season. Though 
longer before it takes effect, this mode of budding is more certain to succeed 
than the preceding method. It has also the merit of not hurting the stock, 
if it does not take. The inhabitants of Vitry, who carry on the greatest 
commerce in fruit trees in the neighbourhood of Paris, use it almost exclu- 
sively, This mode is that generally used in the British nurseries. 

6, Escutcheon Budding, without the Wood ; Greffe en Ecusson dénué de Bois. 
—According to this mode, all the wood is taken away except a speck imme- 
diately under the bud; to the life of which bud, however, that speck is essen- 
tial. The rest of the process is as usual, Besides being very suitable’ for 
Orange trees, this mode of budding is used for all trees having hard wood, 
such as Myrtles, Hollies, and all analogous species, whether indigenous or 
exotic, Itcan be done either with the growing bud oy dormant bud, »,, . 

s 
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7. Escutcheon Budding, with Pincers ; Greffe en. Ecus- 
son « Emporte-piéce. (fig. 4.)\—A pair of pincers ought 
to be made on purpose, with which a piece of bark is 
taken off the stock. With the same instrument, or with 
the blade of the grafting-knife, an escutcheon or plate of 
bark, having a vigorous eye in its centre, is taken off a 
young shoot of the tree to be propagated. It must be 
exactly of the same size as the wound made in the stock, 
in order to fill it with the greatest precision. When it is 
properly fixed, it is supported by means of grafting-wax 
or soft wax. This method is excellent for budding old 
trees, the thick and rugged bark of which is not suitable 
for the ordinary modes. 

8. Escutcheon Budding, with the Eye turned downwards ; Greffe en Ecusson 
@ Rebours.—The escutcheon is cut in such a manner that the point of the 
eye, when placed on the stock, is turned downwards, whether the incision in 
the stock is made in the usual manner, or like a T reversed, thus, J. By 
this method, the buds are forced to grow in a direction opposite to that which 
they would have taken naturally; but they soon resume their usual position ; 
and the desired end, viz., that of increasing the size of the fruit by stagna- 
ting the returning sap, is thus by no means attained. , 

9. Reversed Escutcheon Budding; Greffe en Ecusson renversé. (jig. 5.)\— 

Orange trees. 

The escutcheon is prepared in the form of a triangle; but 
instead of bringing it to a point under the eye, it is pointed 
above it. It will be perceived that the incision in the 
bark of the stock must be also reversed; that is to say, in- 
stead of being in the form of an upright T, it must be like 
2 T turned upside down, as in the figure. To effect this, 
the longitudinal incision is made above the transversal 
one, instead of making it below it. It is finished with 
ligaments and grafting-wax, as the preceding modes. In 
comparatively cool and moist climates, like that of Britain, 
the grafting-wax may be dispensed with in such cases as 
this and the three or four preceding ones. This manner. 
of budding is almost the only one used in the south of 
Europe, particularly at Genoa and at Hiéres, to multiply 

It is also suitable for the propagation of trees having abun- 
dant and gummy sap; and it might probably be advan- 
tageously employed to secure the success of buds on resi- 
nous trees. 

10. Budding resinous Trees ; Greffe en Ecusson @ Arbres 
résineux. (fig. 6.)—An incision is made in the form of T, 
as if for an ordinary bud, in the bark of the stock. A 
double incision is then made obliquely, about two lines 
or two lines and a half from the upper part of T: this 
incision should penetrate the bark to the thickness of 
nearly a line, or so as to reach the soft wood. This mode 
of budding succeeds not only on resinous trees, but also . 
on all those that have a gummy and very abundant sap. 

1]. Covered Budding ; Greffe en Ecusson couvert. (fig. 7.) 
—The bud is prepared as usual; but, when it is inserted 

in the stock, instead ofa ligature, the lines of junction are covered with graft- 
ing-wax: a piece of bark is then taken from another tree, — 
and, a small hole being made in the middle of it, itis placed 
on the escutcheon, so as to cover the whole of it except the 
bud, which appears through the hole, as in the figure. A 
bandage is then put over the bark, to keep the whole toge- 
ther. This mode of budding is rather too intricate for ordi- 

" nary purposes; but it may be worth adopting for rare and 
’ delicate trees. 

12. Budding with a square Escutcheon ; Greffe en Ecusson 
carré. ( fig. 8. —Three incisions are made in the stock, one 
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transversal, and thé two others longitudinal, beginning on each side of 
8 the horizontal one, and descending perpendi- 

cularly four or five lines, They are to be four 
or five lines apart, and to represent a long 
square, the bottom line of which is wanting. 

, This square strip or plate is raised and turned 
down, as in the figure, A square escutcheon, 
provided with a good eye, is then cut from a 
branch of the tree which is to be propagated, 
exactly of the same size as the plate stripped 
down the stock; and it is applied to the inci- 
sion, which it must cover with the greatest 
exactness. This being done, the plate of 

bark, which was hanging down on the stock, is raised, and the escutcheon 
covered up to the eye; the line of junction is then coated with grafting. 
wax, and the whole is tied like other buds. It appears that this mode of. 
budding was much used formerly, and that it succeeded perfectly: but, as it. 
is rather tedious in the execution, it is now seldom employed. 

13. Escutcheon Budding, with a Portion of Terminal Buds ; Greffe en Ecus- - 
son par Portion d’Yeux terminaux. (fig. 9.)—A piece, measuring six or eight . 

9 lines in length, cut from the top of a branch, is split im two, 

dividing the terminal bud exactly in the middle. An incision 
is then made in the stock in the form of a T, and the half bud 
is inserted into itin the usual manner, In case of need, the 

} terminal eye might be divided into four equal parts. ‘The 
growing bud ought to be used to insure success, though this 
mode will sometimes succeed with a dormant bud. This me- 
thod may be very useful, if the tree to be propagated has no 
young side shoots strong enough to admit of a bud being taken 
from them. It is particularly suitable for rare trees, \ with 
scaly buds and opposite branches, 1 

14. Annular Flute Budding ; Greffe en Flite en Anneau. ( fig. 
10.)—A branch is chosen on the tree which is to be propa- 

gated, as thick as, or thicker than, the stock, and a ring of bark, including 
10 an eye, is cut from it, and detached by splitting it perpen- 

dicularly on one side, and then separating it from the wood . 
by inserting under it the spatula-like handle of the bud- 
ding-knife. A similar operation is then performed on the 
stock; that is to say, a ring of bark, exactly of the same 
size, is detached from the stem in the same manner, but 
without caring whether there are buds on it or not. In its 
place is put the ring taken from the branch to be propa- 
gated, with the precaution of making the inner barks join® 
together exaetly both at top and bottom. No binding -is 
applied; but the whole is covered with grafting-clay (on- 

quent de St. Fiacre) or grafting-wax. Neither the branches nor the head of 
the stock are to be cut down till the bud has taken. ‘The two periods most 
favourable for this sort of budding are, the time of the greatest movement of 
the sap in the spring, and at the end of its greatest movement in August. 
This mode of budding has the advantage of never mutilating the stock;- 
because, if it does not take, the bark of the ring supplies the place of that, 
taken away. Itis not only suitable for the propagation of Walnut trees, 
but also for the increase of all rare trees with hard wood, such as the Ame- 
rican Oaks and Chestnuts. 

15. Split Flute Budding ; Greffe en Flite fendue.—The only difference 
between this and the preceding mode is, that, if the ring of bark containing © 
the bud is larger than the space prepared for it on the stock, a piece must 
be taken from it longitudinally, so as to make it fit exactly. 

16. Flute Budding by close Contact, Tube Budding; Greffe en Flite par 
Juxtaposition, ou en Sifflet. (fig. 11.)—The head of the stock being gut off, a 
ring of bark, 2 in, or 3 in, long, is removed. A shoot is then taken from the: 
tree to be increased, of exactly the same thickness as the stock, and aring 
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1} or tube of bark is taken off the thick end, without being 
split longitudinally, not quite so long as the piece of bark 
taken off the stock, but provided with two or three good 
eyes. The tube thus formed is placed upon the stock in 
the room of the one taken away, and care is taken to make 
the two edges of bark join below. The part of the stock 
which projects over the ring of bark is next split into shreds, 
and brought down over it all around, so as, when secured 
by grafting-clay, to keep it in its place. This mode of 
budding is chiefly employed in the south of France for pro- 
pagating Walnuts, Chestnuts, Figs, Mulberries, and other 
trees with thick bark aot nas pith. 

17. Common Flute Budding ; Greffe en Flite ordinaire. 
(fig. 12.)—The head of the stock is cut off; but, instead of removing a ring 

of bark, as in the preceding mode, it is cut 
longitudinally into four or five strips, and 

\. turned down as in the figure, being left still 
WN) attached. to the tree. From a shoot of the 
= “tree to be propagated, a tube of bark istaken, 
‘i\\\ furnished with four or five eyes, rather 

| shorter than the strips, though longer than 
Wf! in tube budding. When the tube of the 

/ scion is slipped on the stock, the strips of 
bark are raised over it, and fastened at the 
top by a ligature. This method of budding 
is in very general use both in France and 
Germany. 

18. Flute Budding in Shreds, with the Stock cut obliquely ; Greffe en Flite 
et en Laniére.—This is nothing more than the mode above described, with 
the end of the stock cut obliquely, as shown at a@ in jig. 12, instead of being 
left to be afterwards cut into shreds and turned down over the tube of bark, 
as in tube budding, No. 16, fiz. 11. 

II. Herpackous Grartine. Greffe Herbacée. 
1. Grafting upon fleshy or tuberculous Roots ; Greffe sur Racines charnues 

ou turbuculeuscs. (Jig. 13.)—It not unfrequently happens that a tubercle of 
13 a Georgina root is found without eyes; and, when this 

is the case, notwithstanding all the care of the cultiva- 
tor, it may remain in the ground one or two years with- 
out budding, till at last it rots. This imperfection is 
easily discovered if the neck of the tuber is looked at 
attentively, for it is always there that the buds are 
found. In this case, as soon as a Georgina bud upon 
some other tuber has begun to germinate, it is picked 
out with the point of the grafting-knife, and is taken 
away with a small piece of the tubercle adhering to it. 
On the neck of the barren tubercle a small hole is 
made, in which the bud is inserted, but in such a man- 
ner as that the base of the bud shall be perfectly on a 
level with the surface of the tubercle; and itis cemented 

with grafting-wax. The tubercle is then planted in a pot, taking care not to 
cover the neck on which the graft is, and the pot is plunged in a hot-bed 

14 under glass. When the graft has taken properly, 
the plant is turned out into the open border. 

2. Herbaceous Furrow-Grafling for vertical Shoots ; 
v (i EN Greffe herbacee en Rainure pour les Omnitiges. (fig. 

lame 

a 

=/\14.\—A bud with a triangular slice of bark and 
| wood, when in a soft or herbaceous state, is cut out 

2 of the scion, and inserted in a corresponding groove 
made in the stock, as shown in the figure; a ligature 
is applied, and afterwards grafting-vax. This mode 
of grafting succeeds both with the young wood of 
trees and with herbaceous plants, whether peren- 
nial or annual, M, Tscnovpy gave the arbitrary 
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name of omnitiges to those plants, all the shoots of which have an equal ten- 

dency upwards, and which, of course, are all equally suitable to graft upon. 

3. Herbaceous Grafting for Shoots with opposite Leaves; Greffe herbacée 
15 pour les Bourgeons & Feuilles opposées. (fig. 15.) In 

the middle of the stem, between two opposite eyes, an 
angular and longitudinal incision is made, traversing 

MS the stem from one side to the other, The graft is cut 
ar angularly at its top and bottom, and it is inserted as 

' in the figure. The binding, &c. is then put on as 
usual, This mode of grafting is suitable for those 
species of trees, and annual or perennial plants, the 
buds of which are opposite on the stem, which happens 
most frequently on the central shoots of plants. M. 
TscHoupy gives the name of muilitiges to those plants, 
the central shoots of which have a tendency to rise 

A more vertically than the lateral ones, and which have 

consequently more vigour: it is upon these central shoots that the grafts 

e made. 

ste tateting on the Stem of Annualor Perennial Plants ; Greffe sur Tige de 

Plantes Annuelles ou Vivaces. (fig. 16.)}—The period chosen for this mode 
16 of grafting is that of the greatest vigour of the plant, 

that is, some days before its going into flower. The 
stem of the stock is cut through above a leaf, as near 
as possible to its petiole, and a slit downwards is made 

in the section, A shoot is then taken off near the 
yoot of the plant to be increased, the end of which is 
cut into a wedge shape, and is inserted in the slip 
made in the stock, taking great care of the leaf on the 
latter; for it is that which must nourish the cion until 
it has taken thoroughly, by keeping up the circulation 
of the sap, .A bandage is applied, and the junction 
covered with grafting-wax, as before. When the graft 
is taken, which is ascertained by its growth, the ligature 

is removed, and the old leaf, and the shoots from the 
stock below the graft, are removed. M. TscHoupy 
grafted in this manner artichokes upon cardoons, and 
other plants on their congeners. 

5. Grafting on Succulents ; Greffe des Plantes Grasses. 
(fig. 17.\—Take a young shoot or leaf of a succulent 
plant (for example, of a cactus or opuntia,) and, cutting 
its base to a point or wedge, insert it in a hole or slit 
made in the stem or leaf of another species, but of the 
same genus. 

6. Grafting the Melon ; Greffe du Melon. (fig. 18.)— 
On the stem of a cucumber, or any other plant of the 
family of Cucurbitacew, but having some analogy with 
the melon, choose a vigourous part of a shoot having a 

well-developed leaf. In the axil of this leaf 
an oblique cut is made, of half its thickness. 
The point of the melon shoot, so far deve- 
loped as to have its fruit quite formed, is 
then cut off, and pointed at its end, 2 inches 

. below the fruit. It is inserted in the cleft 
made in the stock, always taking care to 
spare the leaf until the cion has taken. The 
remaining part of the operation is performed 
in the usual manner with ligatures and graft- 
ing-wax. ‘This mode of grafting succeeds 
pretty well; but it has not hitherto been ap- 
plied to any useful end. Tomatoes may be 
grafted in this manner on potatoes, and it is 

, said that potato plants thus treated produce 

good crops both of potatoes and tomatoes. 
Grafting-wax may be formed with turpentine, bees’ wax, rosin, and tallow. 
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QUERY. 

On CARNATIONS.—Amongst the many valuable observations in your ex. 
cellent little work, on the culture of this beautiful flower, I do not meet with 
any remark which affords information and advice on the subject of their 
suddenly withering and dying at this time of the year. In September last I 
purchased several pairs of different eminent Florists, and when they reached 
me, I thought I had never seen any looking more healthy and fresh ; during 
the winter months I adopted the course recommended by your Correspondent, 
Innovator; in April last I potted them in pairs into the flowering pots, and 
until a fortnight since no layers could possibly present a more promising 
appearance, when much to my surprise not less than half a score of them 
rapidly withered and died; they had been regularly watered twice a week 
with soft water. On examining the stems, I found them all decayed imme- 
diately below the surface, and but little increased in roots, the mould, not as 
I expected, containing worms or slugs. The first time I observed the change, 
I followed InNovaTor’s advice by watering them with limewater, but it was 
all to no purpose; and one most remarkable fact is, that in one or two in- 
stances, only one plant in a pot died, the other continuing perfectly healthy. 
If they had all been affected in pairs, I should have suspected the compost : 
such, however, I am satisfied was not the cause; and that plants apparently 
so healthy, and in such an advanced stage, attended with every possible care, 
should so suddenly die, is to me at present unaccountable, and certainly a 
great disappointment; if, therefore, INNovATOR, or any of your experienced 
Correspondents, will oblige me with a few observations on the subject, I can 
assure you it will be conferring a particular and general favour, as I hear 
many of my neighbours have experienced the same misfortune, and are 
equally at a loss. C. W. J. 

22d June, 1834. 

REFERENCE TO PLATE. 

1. Grandissima Pelargonium. Monadelphia, Heptandria. Geraniacee. A 
new and very handsome sort, grown by Mr. WrpNALL, florist, Grantchester, 
near Cambridge, and several other nurserymen in the neighbourhood of Lon- 
don. It requires the same treatment as the other varieties. 

2. Fuchsia Robertsii, Roperts’s Fuchsia. Octandria, Monogynia. Ona- 
graifie. This truly splendid Fuchsia was raised by Mr. Jonn ROBERTS, 
Gardener to J. H. TREYMAYNE, Esq. at Heligan, near St. Austelle, Cornwall, 
from whom we received specimens from whence our drawing was taken.— 
Mr. Rozerts informs us that “it is planted out in the open ground, and is 
now (June 1854) five feet high, spreads fifteen feet in circumference, and is 
loaded with flowers.” It appears to be a vigorous growing plant, having 
been, as we understand, a small plant in the spring of 1833, when it was 
turned out into the open border, 

FLORICULTURAL CALENDAR FOR SEPTEMBER. 

Prant Stovr.—(See last month’s directions.) 
GREENHOUSE Prants.—All the tender plants belonging to this depart- 

ment should now be taken into their winter habitation, giving them a plen- 
tiful supply of air night and day, if the weather will allow it; also, particular 
attention must be paid to watering: the hardiest kinds may remain out till 
the middle or latter end of the month at the latest. 
FLOWER GARDEN, &c.—Towards the end of the month, Tulips, Hyacinths, 

Crocuses, &c, may be planted for early spring lowering in pots of light soil, 
(see the article in the March number), and also in borders, Pinks should 
now be transplanted into beds for flowering, and kept well supplied with 
water till they have taken root. Carnation layers and pipings should now be 
potted. Auriculas should be duly attended to with water. Dig and prepare 
nursery beds for planting biennial and perennial plauts sown in spring.— 
Still propagate fibrous rooted perennials by slips, &e, F. F. A. 
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THE 

FLORICULTURAL CABINET, 

OCTOBER Isr, 1834. 

PART I. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

—_— 

ARTICLE I.—On the Composts suitable for growing 
Florists’ Flowers. By AN ARDENT AMATEUR. 

Once more I trouble you with a few remarks on different com- 

posts, which you are welcome to insert in your very useful little 

Magazine, should you approve of them. Having often experi- 

enced the inconvenience of being obliged to refer from one book 

to another for a description of the composts suitable for different 

flowers, I have collected some of the most approved together, 

thinking they might be useful to many of your readers. 1 will 

begin with 

CARNATIONS. 

1.—Two-thirds fresh loam ; one-third rotten frame-dung, with 

a little sand. 

2.—One-half loam; one-half rotten frame-dung, with a little 
sand. 

3.—Five-sixths of No. 1 or No. 23 one-sixth leaf-mould, good 
for Picotees. 

4.—One-third loan 5 one-third peat; one-third two-year-old 
cow-dung, ¥ 

RANUNCULUSES AND ANEMONIES. 
Two-thirds loam ; one-third rotten cow-dung. 

DAHLIAs AND NARCISSUSES. 
Loam well manured. 

Vou, II, 2¥ 
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HyacinTHus. 

1.—One-third sea or river sand; one-third loam ; one-fourth 

rotten cow-dung ; one-twelfth leaf-mould. 

2.—Two-sixths grey sand; two-sixths well-rotted cow-dung ; 

one-sixth tanners’ bark, quite rotted ; one-sixth tree leaves, well 

rotted. 

Pinks. 

Two-thirds loam ; one-third two-year-old cow-dung. 

TULIPS. 

Good sound loam. 

AURICULAS. 

1.—One barrowful of loam; one do. leaf-mould; one do. old 

frame-dung; one do. two-year-old cow-dung; one peck of river 

sand. 

2.—Two barrowfuls of sandy loam; one do. leaf-mould: one 

do. two-year-old cow-dung. 

3. One-half rotten cow-dung ; one-sixth loam ; one-eighth leaf- 

mould ; one-twelfth sand ; one-twenty-fourth decayed willow wood ; 

one-twenty-fourth peat ; one-twenty-fourth ashes of burnt vegeta- 

bles. 

PoLYANTHUSES. 

1.—One barrowful of sandy loam; one peck of leaf-mould ; 

one do. old cow-dung. 

2,—One barrowful of well-rotted cow-dung, or leaf-mould ; one- 

half do. white sand; two do. good loam. 

HEARTSEASE. 

Three barrowfuls of fresh loam; one do. one-year-old hor'se- 

dung; one peck of sand. Do? 

An ARDENT AMATEUR. 

ARTICLE I1.—An Experiment on the Culture of the 
Erythrina Crista Galli in the open Border. By Mr. 
Wma. Barratt, Nurseryman, Wakefield. — 

Having long thought it possible to make many valuable addi- 

tions to our beds of flowers in the open air, (I mean of such sorts 

as would bear being planted and left there during the winter sea- 

son,) I was induced some years ago to try several kinds of plants 
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whick I had always hitherto seen kept (at least in winter) in the 

stoves and green-houses. Many died, but some have flourished. 

The Erythrina Crista Galli is one which has succeeded: it had 

afar better bloom the second season than the first; and at this 

present moment, which is the third season, it has three stems of 

fine lowers upon it. My method of treatment was as follows :-— 

I planted it out about April 1831, im an east border, against an 

east wall, which gets the sun about twelve o'clock ; it threw up two 

stems, each about two feet high, but flowered rather weakly. In 

October I cut it down, and put a hand-glass over the stem and 

root. In April 1832 it pushed several shoots, which I reduced 

to two; and in August and September it bloomed splendidly, each 

flower-stem reaching about six feet high, and the bloom being 

much finer than I, and several gardeners who happened just then 

to visit my nurseries, had ever seen it in pots. cut it down as 

before, and it remained without any protection from glass, mulch, 

&e. ; and in 1833 it again put out shoots stronger and better than 

ever. When well grown in arich sandy soil, I think it excels 
almost any hardy plant I know. 

Some other green-house, and even stove plants, have lived out 

two winters ; and should they continue to flourish, I will trouble 

you with a few remarks on them also, 

Witiiam Bagragt, 

Wakefield, August 7th, 1834, 

ARTICLE III.—On the Culture of Carnations, and 

Raising them from Seed. By Mr. D. PEARCE. 

Herewith I send you a few practical remarks on the culture of 

the Carnation, hoping that they will prove acceptable to your 

readers. 

From Seed.—Choose such plants as possess the very best pro- 

perties in every respect except being double; that is, let the colours 

be clear and vivid, the petals strong aud well placed, &c, When 

the plants to bear seed are selected, place the pots upon a stage 

in an open situation, sheltering the flowers from rain by a covering. 

Give them a regular supply of water until the seed is perfectly 

ripe, which will be in August, and may be kuowi by the capsules 
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becoming brown, and the seeds nearly black. This must be 

attended to, for if gathered too soon, by far the greater part will 

be unproductive. Take care to extract the petals as they wither, 

for, if left in, they are apt to imbibe and retain the wet, and thus 

rot the base of the seed-vessel, and render it abortive. When the 

seed is gathered, allow it to remain in the capsule till the middle 

of the following May. Fill some pots, or pans, with the compost 

in which the plants are recommended to be potted ; lay on a little 

fine-sifted soil, just sufficient to cover the seeds; place the pans in 

an airy part of the garden, keep the soil moderately moist, and 

shade from sun and dashing rains. When the plants are three 

inches high, and have six leaves, plant them on a bed of rich 

mould, composed of good loam and rotten dung, in equal parts. 

Plant them in rows, ten inches apart in the row, and twelve from 

row to row. Shelter them with hoops from the effects of rain or 

frost. 

Composts.—For the strong and high-coloured Bizarres and Pi- 

cotees, take two barrowfuls of light rich maiden loam, one of old 

cucumber-bed dung, and half a barrowful of river sand. For the 

rose and purple Flakes, and delicate Picotees, take two barrowfuls 

of good rich loam, and two at least of well-rotted dung, and half 

a one of river sand. Mix these well together in the autumn, and 

turn it two or three times during the winter; but never pot in 

sifted soil. The pots should be 12 inches deep, and 10 wide, with 

a good hole in the bottom, and three or four small ones round the 

sides. Pot in the middle of March, putting three plants in each 

pot. In June give the plants a top-dressing of leaf-mould and 

sheep-dung, which will give them a healthy appearance, enable 

them to grow much stronger, and give a greater richness to their 

colours. 

Layering.—As soon as the flowers have turned their height of 

perfection, the plants should be layered. Prepare a quantity of 

hooked pegs, and light soil composed of sandy loam and leaf- 

mould. Cut off the lower leaves of the plants ; stir up the old 

earth in the pots, and fill up with the above soil not sifted 5 then 

make an incision with a sharp penknife, entering about a quarter 

of an inch below a joint, and passing the blade of the knife up 

through the centre of it; continue to one-half or three-quarters of 

an inch above it. . The portion of the stem left below the bottom 

| 

’ 

| 
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of the joint must be cut off horizontally close to the joint, which 

will complete this part of the operation, The incision being thus 

made, the layer must be gently pressed into the mould, and 

secured by one of the pegs, not less than half an inch, nor more 

than an inch, below the surface, raising the extreme point of each 

as upright as possible ; water and shade as the weather may render 

it necessary, and in three weeks they will have struck root, and be 

ready to pot off in six weeks. When the layers have struck root, 

cut them off from the parent roots, without any of the stalk 

below the incision attached to them, and plant in 48-sized pots, 

filled with good loam and leaf-mould,—a single plant in each, if 

strong; if small, two, or even three, may be planted in each pot, 

placing them round the sides. When potted, place them under 

an arch of hoops in an open, airy part of the garden ; in this situ- 

ation, shelter them, by means of mats, from heavy, dashing raius 

and cold winds till winter. About the middle of October, prepare 

a frame for the reception of the plants: set it in a warm situation 

opposite the south, and fully exposed to the sun ; raise it from the 

ground by laying a brick under each of the front corners, and two 

bricks under each of the back ones, which will give a good level 

towards the sun; then proceed to place all rotind the outside of 

the frame not less than a foot thick of soil, well trodden down, and 

raised nearly as high as the top of the frame. Next lay a good 

floor of lime scraps, and on that about six inches of coal-ashes, 

on which the plants are to stand. This will prevent worms from 

penetrating, and add much tothe warmth and cleanliness of the 

plants. Elevating the frame is far preferable to setting it on the 

ground, as it is not so liable to rot, and the more the plants are 

raised above the level of the surrounding earth, by a thick floor of 

ashes, the more easily they will be kept free from damp. The 

frame being prepared, remove the plants to it, and cover with 
glasses in wet or frosty weather. Care must be taken not to shut 
them up too close, if the plants are wet, or they are very apt to 
become infested with mildew. 

Carnations, if dry, will bear a strong frost without material 

injury; but if wet, they usually suffer. When the soil becomes 
green with moss on the tops of the pots, stir up the soil carefully 
halfan inch deep, and sprinkle a little coarse sand upon it. Do 
this as often as requisite. D. PEARCE. 
May 2nd, 1834. 
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ARTICLE LV.—On @ Plan adapted for a Flower Gar- 

den, to be devoted exclusively to Plants indigenous to 

Great Britain. By Mr. F. F. Asnrorp. 

I here present for insertion in the pages of the Cabinet, if deemed 

worthy of admittance, and worth an engraving, the annexed plan. 

It is an intended representation of a native flower garden, or a 

portion of ground appropriated exclusively to plants indigenous 

to Great Britain. Our own native productions are often looked 

over, and, as it were, not observed at all, except by the scrutinising 

eye of the scientific and acute botanist ; while exotics of foreign 

countries are introduced, and suffered to engage our attention, to 

the depreciating and undervaluing of our own: while, if a suitable 

spot of land were allotted for the cultivation of indigenous plants 

alone, I have no doubt but it would form a garden not to be equalled 

for beauty, fragrance, or continuance of flowers, by any similar 

place planted with the picked produce of foreign countries. 

A is intended to be an elevated piece of rock-work, planted with 

dwarf mountainous plants, regulating their appearance and diver- 
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sifying their colours as much as possible ; the short gravel walks 

are intended to lead to some rustic seats fixed in ‘the rock-work, 

with Ivy or other climbing plants about them. BB B B-repre- 

sent grass walks; C C C C, a gravel walk surrounding the whole. 

D DDD are intended for beds retaining all the bulbous-rooted 

plants together, distributing them in each bed, so that they all 

may have plants in flower during the whole season, or they may 

be systematically arranged, so that each bed may contain a single 

natural order—as, for instance, the orders Cruciferee, Composite, 

Leguminosee, or Umbelliferee ; but this can be left to the taste of 

the proprietor. E E E £ are beds for herbaceous plants, the 

colours being mixed in each or kept in distinct beds, as red, blue, 

yellow, white, &c. F F F F are fountains for aquatic plants, sup- 

plied by means of pipes from some neighbouring water. The whole 

may be surrounded, close to the gravel walk, by a neat wire fence, 

or close pales, to exclude yermin: if pales be used, it should be 

further surrounded by a neat, well-clipt edge of native plants, as 

Roses, Privet, Sweetbriar, &c. Where it is wished to be very 

private, the ground G GGG may be planted with native forest 

trees, both decideous and herbaceous. H H H H, the entrance 

gates. F, F. Asurorp. 

April 4th, 1884. 

ARTICLE V.— On the Culture and Preservation of 
Gloxinia maculata and speciosa. By W.K. 

Having seen a Quety in the first Volume of the Floricultiral 
Cabinet, for information on the culture and preservation of the 
Gloxinia maculata and speciosa, and having cultivated these beau- 
tiful plants for a number of years with great success, I take the 
liberty to submit the mode of treatment which T have adopted, and 
which has amply repaid me with a fine show of flowers every year. 
The G. maculata is a plant that requires a strong heat to have the 
bloom in great perfection. It is a perennial plant, flowering late 
in the season, and consequently requires forcing to bring it forward, 
80 as to have a good show of flowers before it be too late ift the 
season. The flower-stems and leaves die every year after flower’ 
ing, but if kept in the stove or the warmest part of the green-housé, 
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a number of offsets will then, or immediately after, make their 

appearance. In February or March, or as soon as forcing of any 

description, is going on, the old root should be shaken. out, of its 

present pot, and the offsets. be divided and planted singly into 

small pots well drained, using light rich loam ; then place them in 

a heat of not less than 70 degrees of Fahrenheit ; a dung hot-bed 

is an excellent situation to bring them on. They will require 

larger pots as they advance in growth, and a plentiful supply of 

water, They will generally be in fine flower in July or August, 

when they may be placed among other tender exotics in the green- 

house where they make a fine display while in bloom; after which 

they may be placed in the stove or the warmest part of the green- 

house, and have very little water given them for the winter. The 

Gloxinia speciosa is a plant much better adapted to the green- 

house than the above ; yet the larger leaves of a full-sized flowering 

plant, generally die in winter, but if kept free from frost, and in a 

dry state, will set up numerously again in the spring, when they 

may be fresh potted into a light loam, reducing the balls a little, 

and paying particular attention to the drainage. When in a free 

growing state, they will require regularly supplying with water, 

and fine healthy flowering plants may be expected. I propagate 

by division of the tubers, striking the young offsets; or leaves, 

with the petioles left the whole length, and put in as cuttings in 

the usual way, make excellent flowering plants. The above plants, 

with various other stove perennials, certainly do much better if 

constantly kept in a stove, than when kept in a green-house ; yet 

they may be had in tolerable perfection in the latter situation, by 

keeping the pots dry in winter, and adding extra heat in the spring. 

If you think, the above observations worth notice, they are en- 

tirely at your service, W. K. 

Kirk Ella. 

ARTICLE VI.—Observations on the Sale of Tulips. 
Communicated by SNowpRop. 

As the season is advancing for London Tulip sales, it may be 

worth while to pat the young and unwary florist on his guard 

against imposition, To this end the following remarks of Mr. 
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Hoce (Supplement, p.33) will, I hope, be useful ; knowing, as 

I do from experience, that they are quite correct. 

Svowprop. 
“Tn the sale of dry bulbs, which frequently take place by pub- 

lie auction, there is always great risk and uncertainty in buying 5 

and let the deception practised be ever so barefaced and roguish, 

there is no redress by law ; for the auctioneer makes it one of the 

conditions of sale, ‘that they are to be paid for, and taken away 

immediately after, with all faults and errors of description,’ so that 

neither he nor his employers are responsible. I have been de- 

ceived, or, more properly speaking, I have been cheated alike in 

Hyacinths, Tulips, Ranunculuses, Dahlias, and Carnations. Tf, 

unawares, you attend a mock auction, and feel inclined to purchase 

any articles of furniture, you trust to your eye-sight and judgment ; 

bat, in the sale of flower roots, you have nothing to guide you— 

nothing to trust to, but the supposed good faith and probity of the 

vender: if they are found to be correct when they flower, it is all 

very well ; and if they are not so, it is useless to complain, because 

there is no remedy. The idea of buying cheap, I suppose, is the 

great inducement with many ; but what is the use of buying cheap, 

if you are dissatisfied with your bargain afterwards. Very few 

young florists are able to detect impositions of this sort; therefore 

the complaint is not so loud and general as it otherwise would be : 

and when they are detected, many are ashamed to confess that 

they have been duped and taken in. My observations here apply 

more particularly to the dry bulbs of Tulips and Ranunculuses.” 

ARTICLE VIL—~On the Propagation and Cultivation 
of Plants. No. II. By My. F. F. Asurorp, Gar- 
dener to H. Martin, Esq., Colston Hall, Bingham, 
Notts. 

Omitted in No. I—Burtonia, so named by Ropert Brown, in 
honour of Dr. Burvon, a collector of plants for Kew Gardens. 

Genera 6. Cyclopia. C. 10, or. 1, sp. 3. This isa very 
pretty genus, raised by cuttings that are very young, being placed 
in pots of sand under a bell-glass, which must oceasionally be 
wiped, or else the cuttings will be liable to damp off, An equal 

Von. IL. 24 | | 
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mixtare,of sandy loam and peat is the best soil for them. Cyelo- 

pia, named by Vewrenar from syhlos, a circle—pous, a foot 3 in 

allusion to the replicate circle found round the base of the seed- 

pods. 

Genera 7.. Chorizema. C. 10, or. 1, sp.4. An equal mix+ 

ture of loam, peat, and sand suits these plants best ; and young 

cuttings, planted under a hand-glass in sand, will root. readily ; 

but they are best raised by seeds, which ripen in abundance... M. 

LaBILLARDINE originally discovered this plant upon the south-west 

coast of New Holland, at the feet of mountains, near a spot where, 

after having been tantalised with finding many salt springs, he had 

the good fortune to meet with an abundant supply of fresh water. 

This welcome refreshment induced him to name this plant upon 

the oceasion ; he named it evidently from choros, a dance—zemia, 

annoyance 3 in allusion to the joy created after so much perplexity. 

/Genera 8. Callistachys. | Cl. 10, or. 1, sp. 4... These) ave 

handsome conservatory shrubs, which grow rapidly, and flower 

freely. , Propagated by means of seeds, which ripen in abundance ; 

or, by cuttings planted in sand under a hand-glass, which will 

readily take root 5 they should ‘afterwards be cultivated ina mix- 

ture of sandy loam and peat.. Named by Ventenar from kalos, 

beautiful—s/achys, a spike; in allusion to the beautiful flowers 

being produced in spikes. 

Genera 9. Daviesia. C. 10, or. 1, sp. 13. Beantiful plants, 

resembling Furze; natives of New Holland. An equal quantity 

of sandy loam and peat is a proper soil for them, and euttings not 

too ripe will root readily in pots of sand placed under a bell-glass. 

D. latifolia is considered a very difficult kind to strike, but will 

root freely by the above method. Named by Suiru in honour of 

the Rev. H. Davies, F.L.S., a celebrated Welsh botanist. 

» Genera 10,, Dillwynia. C. 10, or. 1, sp. 11. Beautiful ever- 

green shrubs ; natives of New South Wales; with the aspect of 

Heaths, and, like them, liable to rot from too much wet; the pots 

must, therefore, be well drained with broken potsherds. An equal 

quantity of loam, peat, and sand ; and young cuttings root freely 

in pots of sand under a hand-glass. Dillwynia, named by Sir 

JE. Swire in honour of Luwrs Wesvow Dittwyn, whose la- 

bours upon Conferva and other parts of British botany are well 

known. 
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Genera 11. Euchilus. ©. 10, or. 1, sp. 1. Ey obcordatas is 

a pretty New Holland plant, and thrives well in an equal mixture 

of turfy loam, peat, and sand.) Propagated by young) cuttings 

planted iv sand, under a hand-glass. Euchilus, so named by 

Brown from ex, well—chilos, alip; in allusion to the upper lip 

of the valyx being very large. 1 ij Au 

Genera 12. Edwardsia. C. 10, or. 1, sp. 5.) These »plants 

are natives of New Zealand, and hardy enough to survive our 

winters when not too severe; but it is best to protect them in case 

of failure. Increased by young cuttings, planted in pots of) sand, 

under a bell-glass ; but if the species are planted ima conservatory 

they generally ripen seed, by which they may be'readily increased. 

Sandy loam and peat is the best soil for them. | Named bySanis- 

pury in honour of SypeNHAM Epwarps, ‘a celebrated botanical 

draughtsman. oj ht.03 Hb iPAI 

Genera 13. Eautaxias, C: 10; ore 1, sp. 2.) A“pretty, New 

Holland genus, thriving well ina mixture of sandy loam and peat, 

and increased by young cuttings, planted in sand, under a bell- 

glass. The plants should frequently be topped, to encourage them 

to grow bushy, or else they are apt to run up naked and unsightly. 

Eutaxia, from the humble, modest appearance of the plant : named 

by Rosexrt Brown. phi Neco LNs Ltaepe 

Genera 14. Macrotropis. C. 10, ors, sp: boo) A) Chinese 

genus of herbaceous plants, growing freely inva light rich soil,/and 

readily increased by seeds, or by dividing at the root. . Named by 

DeeandoLie from makros, loug—tropis, a keel 3 in allusion) to 

the length of the innermost petal of the blossoms. | fyi A 

Genera 15. Gompholobinm. | C. 10; or. 1,:sp. 17.) A beau- 

tiful genus of evergreen shrubs; natives of New Holland... Its 

species thrive best in an equal mixture of very light loam, peat, 

and sand ; taking care not to over-water them, as they are tender, 

delicate plants, and difficult to preserve. Young cuttings root 

freely in pots of sand, under a bell-glass. Seeds will sometimes 

ripen plentifully. Gompholobium, so named by Smuru, from 

gomphos, a wedge—lobos, a pod; in allusion to the tumid shape of 

the legumen, which swells from a narrow base upwards, 

Genera 16, Gastrolobimn, C, 10, or, 1, sp. 1, G, bilebum 

jen very pretty plant, 0 native of New Holland) and sell adapted 

fox the pit of w consebvatovy, Jiviving woll in an oqual mbxtuvorof 
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sandy loam and peat, and inereased by seeds and young cuttings, 

which will root in sand under a bell-glass. Gastrolobium, from 

gaster,| a belly—lobos, a pod ; the seed-pods of this genus. being 

very much swelled. 

Genera 17... Jacksonia. C.10, or. 1, sp. 4. A pretty genus 

of New Holland, increased by young cuttings placed in sand 

under'a bell-glass, or ripened ones under a hand-glass. Sandy 

loam and peat is the compost in which they will thrive the. best. 

Named by Brown in honour of G. Jackson, formerly librarian to 

Ayimer Bourke Lampert, and an excellent practical botanist, 

of whom too little is known. 

Genera 18. Mirbelia.. C. 10, or. 1, sp. 6. A very pretty 

New Holland genus of evergreen shrubs. | An equal mixture of 

sand, loam, and peat suits them very well ; and young cuttings 

root without difficulty in sand under bell-glasses.. Seed sometimes 

ripens, by which they are readily increased. | Mirbelia, named by 

SmiTH in honour of C.F. B. Mrrzer, a distinguished French 

physiological botanist, whose elucidations of the reticulated struc- 

ture! of vegetables make it proper to consecrate to his merits plants 

remarkable for their reticulation. 

Genera 19. Ormosia. C. 10, or. 1, sp. 2. A West Indian 

genus of stove evergreen trees, thriving in a light loamy soil, ora 

mixture of loam and peat. Seeds generally vegetate freely, and 

young cuttings will root freely in sand under a bell-glass. Named 

by Jackson from ormos, a necklace, for making which the hand- 

some seeds (red, with a black eye) of the species are well adapted. 

Note.—All the above genera, with the exception of No. 19, 

which is for the stove, and No. 14 for the flower garden, are 

inmates of the green-house or conservatory. 

I, F, Asurorp. 

ARTICLE VIII.— On Plants which are peculiarly 
adapted for Planting in Beds in Masses ; each kind 

being showy and profuse in Flowering. By FLORA. 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 206.) 

Malope grandiflorum. Monadelphia, Polyandria. Malvacew. 

This very showy plant is of the Mallow tribe ; grows two feet to 
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two feet six inches high. The flowers are produced in great 

abundance, and being of a fine rosy crimson, make a very gay’ 

appearance, rendering it a desirable plant for giving’ a distaut 

attracting effect. It blooms from June. to the end ef October; 

unless cut off by frost. Seed should be sown in pots, early in 

March, and be raised in a hot-bed 5 or may be sown upon a hot- 

bed, under a frame or hand-glass. The plants may be set outjin 

the open border by the middle of May. I find it best to raise 

them in pots, as I can divide the plants without injury to the roots, 

and thus retain all the fibrous ones; this is. essential | for their 

striking again. Plants that are raised upon a_hot-bed, aud: have 

the privilege of extending their roots to any desirable length; run 

toa great extent. The fibrous roots ‘being: very distant frdm the 

stem of the plant, are, in taking up, generally broken off, and itris 

difficult to get the plants to grow again; if they survive) at, all, 

they are generally very weakly: so that, if raised ona hot-bed, 

great care must be given to get all the fibrous roots. The plant. 

blooms most profusely ina good: loamy. soil, mixed witha little 

manure or leaf-mould. | If the soil be very rich, the plant will be 

liable to grow too vigorously, and produce a vast: profusion of 

foliage, which will rather conceal the flowers; but. if moderately 

enriched, it will produce one mass of bloom. I find it profitable 

to give all my flower-beds an addition of fresh soil every winter, 

generally adding about two or three inches deep. If the Malope 

grandiflora is not desired to come into bloom before the beginning 

of August, the seed may be sown in March, in the open border 

where it is desired the plants shall blossom. The plant produces 

seed in abundance, which ripens well from plants that bloom early 

in the summer.—( To be continued.) Ten 

[Nore.—In the former part of this Article (p, 204), for Calandria, read 
Calandrinia.} 

ARTICLE IX.—Remarks on the Colours and Proper- 
ties of One Thousand Species and Varieties of Roses. 
By Sr. Patrick. 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 182.) 

NAMES, DESCRIPTION, 

G27 Salamanque..sseseceeeeeeeseeee+ Beautiful pale scarlet, 
628 dalve seesoveeseveseseveseseest ino red, il J 
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629 

630 

631 

632 

633 
634 

635 
636 

637 

638 

639 
6 40) 

NAMES. DESCRIPTION. 
Sanache ....-csecesevecsese,nimall red. 
Sancho Panza ....e.ee.eeeee.s Flesh colour, 
Sang de Borul...++.+++-ee0.-Purple. 
Sangrado ..-cccceesceeeseceee eCriMson, 
Sanguinea ...+eeeeeeeeee eee mall scarlet. 
Sun Joseph .....0ece+ eee. os Large red. 
Sappho.......- Aasoonedte.atp Very fine scarlet. 
SCipiUSs. essceeccceseevcces oe Might crimson. 
DELUSC voip oe viesisic veces aeegee ee burple. 
Sempervirens alba major ......Exquisitely beautiful white, in clus- 

ters: evergreen, 
Sephine ..... ivislaeielela|'sivinieee LLACHDIDIE. 

superbe .............-Red and blush. 
MOLE DOINE clay «ose © sie ...Pinkish crimson. 

2 Single Cluster Musk .......... White. 
Single, Yellows... srs 4550 0\° «- Brights 
MSITIOUUEA: ejajajeiaiaceis iain «(6 esis \esnle. Scarlet and purple. 
SIVEECON H.C I Pie mietarcetsete stare Curled scarlet and crimson. 

} Sir, Sidney Smith, ........+...Rosy purple. 
SONG ICV AN bonsai yo cpclenaetel= ++ «Blazing pink. 

8 Sophie brilliante ............ .. Large blush. 
Sowanof 1si5 dotlod MUL ese... Large purple. 
Splendens..........00.+-e00-4'ine, deep blush. 
Spongii |, j-fymploisieige ssc oe eles SInAlL compact red. a 
Dt, GeOTZE aia nid «91916 sfacpisareige 99H PE TEC 
ptatutes General 5). v4.6 ecj9 ee <5 Pink, tinged with purple. 

GI4 St. TACKS eee ence cee eee ee mall dark purple. 
Qa i psOUIS oie sein sissasinrsie eros ees - Light red, 
656, St. Patnick ...4.<.0-.+<+e0%+5s Dark blue purple. 
607 Stratholder .....+++0+++0-2++++.Fine large reddish purple. ' 
658 Strasburg .......+20 tse Chee se 2 ale pak, 
659 Suan...cesecceeecceeseeeceeedcarilet, tinged with purple. (294 
GEO Stilt: 6, wiasemerreisie carrot einsie ale ned. 
661 Achmet ('- «ele sisi on4* Pine scarlet. 
662 Superb ambour, .......-+--+-Large pale blush. 
663 DOGHED voce ehcrsictecejqu cn Fy +]5 Pink; grows in clusters. 
664 brunette ..ee+.ss--+++-.omall deep purple. 
665 CATMINE 5 «0,20. sfele o cemiaa Marge glabe, 
GOOG SUDELDE, ip ae, yer piste re dar ... Light crimson, j 
667, Duchesse ......-«....Large bright pink. 
668 Superb Royal ..,......++++....Crimson.. 
669 Wood's: ....eeeeee-+e.Fine purple, semi-double. | 
GLOLSUpre Me 5k bi erdpee de v= vie «ee Link, 
671 Surpass Vulcan .......+. «++... Fine crimson purple. 
672 Surpassante. <2. . sjedje.s/s nee .«.Fine small blush. 
673 Surprenante Beaute ........ .. Purple globe. 
674 Surprise d Angletterre..........Beautiful bright red. 
675 ,———— de Province ..........New, small blush, 
676 —du monde ............Large pale blush, 
GU Susana, sfeererste vistas ext es atte -Curled blush, 
678 - Elizabeth + oxjejeje ee cose inkish, blue, 
G/DL SOW ALLOW» os: treloizisininie #y'd > siehpey Scarlet and light purple. 
680 Sweet William..............+.Small variegated crimson. 
G8}, Dalmay oasis. « tp bie dion ete (Lighted. 
652 nouveau ...., Prsisisie eipi{sts Splendid semi-double searlet. & puxple. 
685 Tavisianum....... ec hy, ....-Pinkish blush, 
634 Degridia, . » s.r piidhseqsiewn sinie eaLO searlet, tipped with erimson, 

Temple d’Apollo..,-ee++eeee+ + Large semi-double crimson, 
} Tendress6 vseeeereeveesrseesbink and purple, 
TDOLESH. pipe viverryeoies vice sr eedaigat blush, 

(70 BE CONTINUED,) . 
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PART IT. Hr 

REVIEWS, AND EXTRACTS, ) 

—— 

Floriculture; comprising the General Management and Propaga- 

tion of Stove, Green-house, and Wardy Herbaceous Plants, 

Trees, and Shrubs. By J. Mantect, F.L.S. 2nd Edition. 

8vo. 52 pages. Price 7s. Gd. 

In Vol. I,, page 34, we expressed our approval of the first edition of this 

work; and we find in the second considerable additions, The matter jis 

practical and useful, and much is compressed into the volume. We think, 

howeyer, that a cheaper edition should be published, in order to extend its 

circulation to alk classes of readers. |We extract the following on } 

THE DAHLIA, 
The Dahlia is a native of Mexico, and was first introduced into this coun- 

try in the year 1789, at which period it attracted but little notice, and the 

species was soon lost, Although this flower was re-introduced’ by Lady 
Ho.tanp in 1804, it is only within the last few years that the attention of 
the florist has been directed to its cultivation and improvement. It is now 
admitted to be the chief ornament of the tlower-garden during the autumnal 
months, and indépendently of the great variety and splendour of its flowers, 
it is valuable to the @orist as filling up a void at that season of the year in 
which but few other plants are in blossom. 

It has been computed that not less than twenty thousand seedling Dahlias 
are raised annually in this country. The facility with which they may be 
raised—the comparatively short period which imtervenes between the time 
of sowing and that of flowering—and the great success which has hitherto 
attended this mode of propagation, will, no doubt, account for the extensive 
cultivation of this highly esteemed flower. 

The Dahlia is propagated by cuttings and by divisions of the crown, and 
new and beautiful varieties are constantly'raised from seed. ‘The seed is 
usually obtained from the finest double flowers, but some successfal propa- 
gators prefer that procured from semi-double varieties, and we believe that 
some of our finest Dahlias have been raised from semi-double seedlings. 
‘The seed should be collected early in the season, as soon as the blossoms 
have withered and the receptacles ure sufficiently dry. 

If desirable, the seed may also be collected late in the season, and when 
the receptacles are in a green state, in which case they should be divided 
and placed in a window or in any dry, warm situation; and if the seeds be 
allowed to remain in the calices, they will retain their vitality better than if 
detached from the receptacles, 

The seed should be sown in large pans or pots, about the middle of Fe- 
bruary, and placed in a hot-bed frame. The young plants require to be 
potted off singly into the smallest-sized pots, soon after the cotyledons are 
above ground, and when the first pair of leaves are sufficiently developed. 
‘They should then be placed in the frame, nearly close to the glass, to pré- 
vent them from being drawn up weakly. When of sufficient size, they may 
be re-potted, placed in a cold frame, and protected at night, till the middle 
of May, Chat being the period of planting them in the open air. 

Those who propagate extensively, sow the seed in hot-bed frames the be- 
ginning of March, aud daring the month of April, instead of potting, set 
out the young plants on a slight hot-bed, covering them at night with mats. 
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With the view of obtaining new varieties, some propagators transfer the 
pollen from one flower to another, by means of a small camel-hair pencil, 
in which case the flower intended to receive the pollen should be covered 
with a fine gauze bag, a day or two before the florets expand, and the coyer- 
ing should be continued a few days after the operation is performed. This 
method is seldom practised, unless for the sake of experiment, as the ordinary 
mode is found very successful in producing fine double flowers. 

Cuttings may be made towards the latter end of February, or beginning 
of March. ‘The old roots should be placed in a hot-house, or in a hot-bed, 
and the tubers should be covered with mould, sand, or finely-sifted tanners’ 
bark, leaving only the crown exposed. They will soon put forth shoots ; 
these should be carefully detached when about two or three inches in length, 
and planted singly in small pots filled with a compost of equal parts of well- 
decomposed leaf-mould, frame manure, and fine sand, to which should be 
added a sufficient quantity of finely-sifted garden mould. After the cuttings 
are inserted, they should be put into a hot-bed, carefully shaded from the 
sun, and protected at night by mats. If, in applying the linings, steam 
should arise, the plants will be liable to damp off, unless the lights be suffi- 
ciently raised to allow the rank steam to escape. In about a fortnight or 
three weeks the young plants may be removed to a cold frame, and gradually 
inured to the open air. 

Where extensive propagation is required from new and choice varieties, 
the roots are usually placed in a hot-bed, and every shoot taken off when 
abont two or three inches high, care being taken not to injure the buds 
which surround the base of the shoot, for if these are injured or broken off, 
fresh buds will not be developed from that portion of the crown. 

Where only a limited supply of strong and vigorous plants is required, 
we have recently discovered that the finest plants are produced by detaching 
the young shoots, when about two or three inches high, so as to include the 
cluster of buds surrounding the base of each shoot. Some care is necessary 
in this process: the shoot should be held near its base by the finger and 
thumb, and by a slight motion of the hand it may easily be detached. If 
the operation be adroitly performed, the base of the shoot will present a 
convex appearance, surrounded by a number of incipient buds, and a corre- 
sponding concayity will be found in the crown of the plant from which the 
shoot has been extracted. Plants raised by this mode not only produce the 
finest flowers, but the crowns invariably break the following spring, which 
is not always the case with plants raised from cuttings in the ordinary man- 
ner: it has been asserted that the cause of failure has, in many instances, 
arisen from the removal of the incipient buds at the base of the leaves of 
that portion of the cutting which is usually inserted in the ground. 

There can be no doubt, however, if the buds be removed, the cutting will 
readily strike root, producing luxuriant foliage and a profusion of flowers. 
But although the tubers are numerous and fully formed, it will, on inspec- 
lion, be found that they are merely attached to a hollow stem, and, conse- 
quently, the crown being absent, no buds can possibly be developed by any 
subsequent treatment. It is therefore important, if the perpetuation of the 
plant be required, that the buds be not removed. Some propagators, indeed, 
on receiving new plants, examine the roots, and unless a portion of the 
crown be attached, they cut off the shoot close to the surface, treating it as 
a cutting, in the ordinary manner. 

The plants, whether raised from seeds or from cuttings, may be planted 
out into the open borders from the middle of May till the beginning of June. 
They are usually planted from three to four feet apart; but if planted from 
four to five feet apart, they will not attain so great a height, and if trained 
to a single stem, will in general produce much finer flowers. The borders 
shonld be well manured every spring before planting, and at the same time 
about an equal part of good fresh soil should be added. The Dahlia will 
succeed in almost any soil, though a light sandy loam produces the finest 
plants: the variegated and striped varieties exhibit their colours more dis- 
tinctly when planted in a peaty soil. The plan of training Dahlias to a 
trellis appears a good method of securing them, for when tied up to stakes 
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the wind frequently twists the plants and destroys their tops, but the former 

mode secures them against all winds, and exhibits the flowers to the greatest 

adyantage ; three or four stakes placed angularly round the plant, and the 

stems tied to them, will also answer the purpose, tre 

To procure fine flowers for floral exhibition some cultivators train the 

plants to a single stem, removing all superfluous side shoots, as well as 

flower-buds, leaving only one or two flowers to expand. The soil should be 
kept constantly moistened, and when the plants come into, blossom manure 
water should be liberally supplied. It has been asserted that some of the 

spotted varieties succeed best ina poor, soil destitute of manure, and that 
success may generally be insured by removing the self-coloured blossoms as 
they appear., The luxuriant growth of the plants may be greatly retarded 

by treading the earth firmly round the roots. When, the soil is vf a loose 

open texture, evaporation should be checked by mulching the plants, and if 
the soil be covered with moss the moisture will be more effectually retained, 
and it will give the borders a neater appearance. y 

When the blooming season is near its close, about, four inches, thick of 
decomposed bark, or leaf soil, should be laid over the roots, extending two 
feet round the stem of each plant, to prevent the crown being injured by 

sharp and sudden frosts. ; al 
The tubers should be taken up on a dry windy day and the soil carefully 

shaken off, so as not to twist the roots. Having been remoyed to an airy 
situation in a shed, they should be placed singly oyer the floor, till the soil 
remaining on the tubers be dry, when they should be laid on shelves secure 
from damp or frost, and. be. covered. with, dry sifted tan or grey sand : they 
will, if so managed, keep perfectly sound till the following spring, 

Choice seedlings or small tender tubers may be preserved during winter by 
placing them in pots of sandy loam, and giving them at the time of potting 
a slight watering, keeping them afterwards ina dry situation, i 

CRITERIA OF A FINE DOUBLE Dauuta.—The flower, should be erect, and 
stand completely aboye the foliage, for if the peduncle be short, so that the 
flower be hid among the leaves, it will not be displayed to advantage. ; ,. 

Form, colour, and size are considered the essential, properties of a fine 
Dahlia, ’ 

1. Form.—All good judges allow that perfection im form consists in the 
near approach to a hemisphere. The Springfield Rival may be given as an 
instance of the nearest approximation to a perfect flower: it is, however, too 
flat in the centre, and the outward petals are reflected. It is essential that 
the outline should form a true cirele, and consequently the petals should be 
regularly disposed, rounded, smooth at the edges or rose-leayed, and. slightly 
concave, but not so much so as to let the back of the petals be seen in the 
front of the flower. Those flowers whose petals are narrow, pointed, notched, 
or fimbriated, as well as those that are flat or convex, however desirable fox 
the flower border, are objectionable as show flowers, as are also those which 
when fully blown exhibit the eye or disk. In some Dahlias the petals near 
the centre converge, and conceal the disk, which when the florets are fully 
expanded becomes exposed: these are, therefore, pronounced by florists im- 
perfect flowers. 

If the hemispherical form be assumed as the point of perfection in. the 
Dahlia, those tlowers would be preferred that rather exceed than fall short 
of this standard. The Countess of Liverpool has been adduced as au illus-, 
tration of the former, and Lady Grenville of the latter, and the mean between 
these two examples constitutes an excellent criterion whereby to judge of 
perfection im the form of the Dahlia, 

2. Colour.—As it regards colour, much must depend upon taste, but selfs, 
of whatever colour they may be, should be bright and distinct. . In striped, 
spotted, tipped, or variegated varieties, the colours should be well-defined. 
and every petal uniformly and distinctly marked. Those that are pounced,, 
blotched, variously or irregularly marked, are inadmissible as show flowers. 

3, Size.—When other properties are equal, size will determine the pre-, 
ference ; but in judging of a good Dahlia, form must have the pre-eminence, 
then colonr, and lastly, size; but in no instance should either form or colour: 

Vox. II. 2H 
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be sacrificed to size. The relative proportions of excellence in these criteria 
have been thus estimated :—form three, colour two, sizeone. Thusa Dahlia, 
possessing the properties of form and colour, would be judged superior to 
one having colour and size, the relative proportions being as five to three. 
By this standard the comparative merits of this class of show flowers have 
been estimated by the censors at the exhibition of the Metropolitan Florists’ 
Society, 

An Inquiry into the Causes of the Fruitfulness and Barrenness of 

Plants and Trees, with Practical Instructions for the Manage- 

ment of Gardens and Farms, and a System of training Fruit 

Trees, Sc., founded on Scientific Principles; arranged as a 

Dialogue. By Josspn Haywarp, Esq., Author of “ The 

Science of Horticulture,” “The Science of Agriculture,” &e. 

Svo. 292 pages. Orr and Smith, London. 1834. 

This work contains much scientific and valuable information, and will be 

found essentially useful. We strongly recommend it to our readers; and 

although no price is stated, we hope it is so low that it may be purchased, 

without inconvenience, by the humblest cottager. 

Plants figured in the following Periodicals for September :— 

Curtis's Botanical Magazine. TUdited by Dr. Hooxer, King’s 

Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow. Price 

3s. 6d. coloured ; 3s. plain. 

1, Acacia lineata, Narrow-lined-leaved Acacia, Class. Polygamia; order, 
Monecia. Natural order, Leguminose. A shrub of bushy growth, frequent 
in the interior of New South Wales, in barren forest grounds lying West 
from Wellington Valley, in long. 148° E.; as also in the country on the 
North from the settlement of Bathurst, where it flowers throughout the win- 
ter months (May—July), and ripens its legumes in December. It was ori- 
ginally discovered, during the progress of the expedition on the Lachlan 
River in 1817, and was two years since communicated by Mr. Arron, from 
the Royal Gardens at Kew, where it flowers with many of its kindred, in the 
months of April and May. 

2. Campanula macrantha, var. polyantha, Uarge-flowered Giant Bell- 
flower; many-blossomed var, . Pentandria, Monogynia. Campanulacee, 
A yery handsome variety, and most worthy of a place in every collection, 
and in the borders of eyery shrubbery. 

3. Indigofera violacea, Purple Indigo Plant. Diadelphia, Decandria. Le- 
guminose, This very handsome shrub has stood for several years in the 
open air in the Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, and flowered for the first time 
in July 1834. 

4. Gardenia florida, fl. simplici, Single-flowered Cape Jasmine. Pentan- 
dria, Monogynia. Rubiaceew. This delightfully fragrant shrub flowered in 
June last, in the noble gardens of Wentworth, where it was received from 
the East Indies, and is treated as a stove plant. Gardenia, so named in 
lronour of I), ArmxaANDER GARDEN, botanist and zoologist, a native of 
Scotland, but who settled as a physician at Charleston, South Carolina. 
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5, Alstremeria aurea, Golden-flowered Alstreemeria. Hexandria, Mono- 
gynia. Amaryllidew. This species, imported by Mr. AnpERsOoN from 
Chiloe, was received at the Botanic Garden at Edinburgh, from Mr. Low, 
of Clapton, under the specific name here adopted; and is now in flower in 
the green-house. In habit it approaches nearly to Alstremeria pulchella, 
but probably will always be a much smaller plant. 

6. Morinda jasminoides, Jasmine-like Morinda. YVPentandria, Monogynia. 
Rubiacee. A volubilous suffruticose plant, rare in shaded brushes of the 
Colony of Port Jackson, where it was detected by Mr. ALLAN CUNNINGHAM, 
bearing its orange-coloured berries, in the month of March, 1821, by whom 
it was introduced to Kew, where it flowered in April. In habit it resembles 
a Jasminum: and as a species, it approaches very near to M, parvifolia. A 
Native of the Island of i-uconia, one of the Philippines. 

7. Datura ceratocaula, Horn-stemmed Stramonium. Pentandria, Mono- 
gynia. Solanew. This fine annual is a native of Cuba, whence it was in- 
troduced to our gardens through the medium of Spain, and blossoms in the 
open air during the months of July and August, The plants are best raised 
in a frame, transplanted into the open border in the spring months, and if 
into a poor soil, they will have less of the rank and weedy character which 
all the annual species of this genus exhibit. Datura is from. the Arabic 
word Tatorah (Yorskael), In some parts of the East Indies it is called 
Daturo, 

Edwards's Botanical Register, Edited by Joun Linpxey, Ph.D., 

F.R.S., L.S., and G.S., Professor of Botany in the Univer- 

sity of London, &c. &e. Price 4s. coloured; 3s. plain. 

1. Oncidium ampliatum, Broad-lipped Oncidium. Gynandria, Monandria. 
Orchidew, First found in central America by Mr. Cumrne, and afterwards 
procured in a living state by Ricnarp Harrison, Esq., from whom the 
beautiful specimen now figured was received in March last. Peculiar as 
are its flowers, and distinct as the species is in most respects, it is curious 

that its leaves and pseudo-bulbs should be so like those of O, Papilio, that 
we have known the latter to be mistaken for it. Like all the rest of its 
genus, it requires the hot damp atmosphere of a stove, in which, if we may 
judge by Mr. Harrison's specimens, it finds itself perfectly at home. We 
have not yet heard of it in any other collection. It is well known that the 
most considerable part of the Epiphytal Orchidee is found in the greatest 
vigour in damp sultry woods of tropical countries; and accordingly we en- 
deavour in our artificial cultivation, to form an atmosphere for them as 
nearly as possible that which they would naturally breathe in such stations. 
That this is attended with very great success is obvious from such plants’ as 
the one now figured, and from the numerous splendid specimens which are 
from time to time appearing in the collections of Earl Firzwitusam, Lord 
Grey, of Groby, the Messrs. Harrison, Bateman, Huntiry, Loppicss, 
and Kwicur, and the Horticultural Society. But it is sufficiently evident 
that although this kind of treatment is admirably suited to a considerable 
number, there are others which grow most unwillingly, or scarcely survive, 
under such circumstances. For instance, Dendrobium speciosum languishes 
in sittations where the Stanhopeas are in their greatest splendour; and the 
Chinese Blefias almost perish by the side of Eulophia and Zygopetalum. 
This arises from the great difference in their respective constitutions, which 
are each adapted to distinct conditions of life, and our failure arises from 
our mistaking a general principle for an universal law. If a great majority 
of Epiphytal Orchidew swarims in damp tropical forests, there is a considera- 
ble minority which lives in an entirely different climate, of which a few 
‘examples will not be without instruction. ‘Thus in the genus Oncidium 
itself, where almost all the species are of tropical habits, O. nubigenum is 
only found on the cool mountains of Peru, at the height of 14,000 feet; it 
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will therefore’require a treatment altogether distinct from that of the mass of 
the genus. Dendrobium moniliforme and catenatum, again, occur only in 
Japan, as far north as 37° or 38°, or the parallel of Lisbon, and are periodi- 
cally subject to a very low temperature. But the most remarkable instances 
of a disposition of the part of some Orchideous Epiphytes to depart from the 
ordinary habits of the tribe are found in Australia and its dependency New 
Zealand. In some extremely valuable observations upon the geographical 
distribution of the Orchideous plants of New Holland, which have been 
placed in our hands by Mr. ArLAN CUNNINGHAM, we find a passage which 
bears so directly upon this subject, that we cannot do better than quote it 
entire. “There are two, if not three plants of this family,” says this enter- 
prising and scientific traveller, “that grow on trees or rocks in New South 
Wales, whose natural constitution should, in cultivating them, form excep- 
tions to the uniformly adopted mode of treatment of Epiphytes generally in 
our English stoves; namely, that in which high temperature and considera- 
ble humidity are employed. These are Dend. emulum, Br., an Epiphyte 
uniformily found upon the rugged trunk of Eucalyptus resinifera or Iron- 
bark, in the open very dry forest grounds of the older colony at Port 
Jackson ;—Cymbidium canaliculatum, Br., which of late years has been 
observed beyond the tropic, both at Moreton Bay and still farther to the 
southward at Hunter’s River, growing upon the principal limbs of several of 
the Eucalypti in the dry open shadeless forest. These two Epiphytes 
flourish most luxuriantly in an extremely dry atmosphere, and flower 
usually in the summer season in their native wilds, the high temperature of 
which is oftentimes greatly increased by the blighting hot winds, which not 
unfrequently prevail at that period from the north-west. The third is 
Dendrobium undulatum of Mr. Brown, a handsome species, originally dis- 
covered by Sir Josern Banks, at Bustard Bay, and which has been lately 
found on barren hills, naturally clear of timber, upon the banks of the Bris- 
bane River at Moreton Bay, where the plant forms tufts on bare rocks 
exposed to the full heat of the sun, which during nine months of the year is 
very considerable on that part of the coast. These species were some years 
since received alive at Kew, from New South Wales; and with them was 
communicated, as a guide to their culture, a note of the particular situations, 
with regard to exposure to drought, &c. which they naturally occupy and 
delight in, in their native wilds. These particulars were, however, ip all 
probability wholly unheeded in the King’s Gardens—the plauts were associ- 
ated with other Epiphytes of this vast and variable family, from Equinoctial 
America and the West India Islands, desiring a humid air with warmth to 
luxuriate in, amongst whom the Australians soon shewed sickness, in conse- 
quence of the excess of moisture to which they were constantly subjected ; 
and eventually dying, were not only lost to Kew, but I may add to Europe! 
Had they been placed in the dry stove among Cacti, Stapeliw, &c. with but 
an occasional light sprinkle of water afforded them, they would have fared 
better! D. emuum was, | find, notwithstanding, induced to flower, and thus 
shewed by its delicate blossoms that it was well worthy of better treatment : 
and might afterwards have been retained, had the notes communicated with 
the plant from the Colony, and its look and constitution, so to speak, been 
at all consulted. I would just observe, in this place, that it is to be greatly 
regretted, that collectors of these beautiful vegetables in foreign countries, 
are not more careful to note and communicate home with the collections 
they form, the particular localities of the species, which would be of great 
use to the experienced cultivator; inasmuch as it would enable him to treat 
them in a way, as nearly accordant with their habits in their respective 
native countries, as would secure their lives in the Garden, and probably 
induce them to flower when fully established in their new situations.” To 
these instances of Orchideous Epiphytes may be added two others, which 
are worthy of still more attention than those just cited. One is the beautiful 
little Gunnia australis, which has much the aspect of Chiloschista usneoides 
found in the jungle of Nipal; it grows on the branches of shrubs in Emu 
Bay, in Van Diemen’s Land, in about 41° S. Lat. and 146° EB. Long. 
Earina mucronata is the other example. This plant, although occurring as 
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far to the Northward as 35° S, Lat. in humid forests at the Bay of Islands, 

in New Zealand, exists also in abundance in the “ very (permanently) damp 

woods which clothe the shores of Dusky Bay, (Lat. 45° 457 S.) on the 

western side of the Larger or Middle Island of New Zealand,” where it was 

originally observed by Forster, in Cook’s Second Voyage, and where it has 

been since met with by Mr. CunnincHam, whose words we have quoted. 

Considering the lower rate of temperature which prevails in the Southern 

hemisphere, as compared with that of the Northern in corresponding lati- 

tudes, the station of Earina in New Zealand is not naturally different from 

the damper parts of the south-west coast of Ireland. These remarks will we 

trust suffice to cause a greater degree of attention to be paid to the differences 

of constitution of particular species of Orchideous Epiphytes ; for although 

we have only cited extreme cases, we may be assured that minor peculiarities, 

which is not less important to study, exist in abundance. 

2. Azalea Indica, lateritia, Brick-red Chinese Azalea. Pentandria, Mono- 

gynia. Ericew. A new and beautiful Chinese variety, introduced by Mr. 

M‘Kinxican, along with the lovely variegated kind, and with it was pur- 

chased by Mr. Kyicut, nurseryman. The plant is remarkably bushy; its 

foliage is a rich deep green, to which a slight rusty tinge is given by the 

numerous brown hairs of the mid-rib and margin; the leaves are narrow, 

very blunt, and remarkably covered with hairs, which give their surface a 

rough appearance; the flowers are of a bright clear brick colour, a little 

tinged with rose. The habit of the plant is entirely that of the variegated 

kind, and perhaps it is a mere sport from that variety: it is, however, very 

different in the colour of its flowers. It will no doubt require the same 

treatment as the other Chinese Azaleas, and will probably form as striking 

a variety as any of them, on account of the peculiarly bright colour of the 

flowers. 
3. Orchis foliosa, Leafy-spiked Orchis. Gynandria, Monandria. Orchi- 

dew. A fine species of Orchis, native of woods and copses in Madeira; very 

much like the European O. latifolia, from which it differs in being larger in 

all its parts, having a distinctly three-lobed flat lip, instead of a lozenge- 

shaped convex one, a shorter and more slender spur, and a taller stem. It 

has been for some time cultivated by Messrs. Younc & PENNY, of Milford, 

near Godalming, whose collection is so rich in Canary plants. It succeeds, 

we are informed, extremely well either in well-drained pots, or a turf pit, in 

a soil composed of the turfy portions of heath mould, with a mixture of moss 

and sand. Like many others, this species varies with spotted and spotless 

leaves. In this country it flowers in May. 
4. Maytenus chilensis. (Description deferred for want of room.) 

5. Rhodanthe Manglesii, Captain Maneuxs’s Rhodanthe. Syngenesia, 

Polygamia Adqualis. Composite. A charming green-house annual, intro- 

duced from the Swan River Colony in New Holland by Captain MANGLEs, 

RN. It first flowered in the beautiful collection of Ropr. Mancirs, Esq. 
of Sunning Hill, in 1833, and whence it has since been liberally distributed. 

In token of its beauty, it received the distinction of a medal at one of the 

great exhibitions in the Garden of the Horticultural Society. Its season of 

perfection is May and June, at which time there is nothing in the gardens 

that equals it in beauty, for it possesses the brilliancy of the Cape Heli- 

chrysa, without their stifiness and formality. In July it becomes shabby, 

and by the beginning of August its seed is ripe and its life departed. It 
requires to be treated as a tender annual, and to be kept in a cool green- 
house during its time of growth; too much heat seems to be particularly 

offensive to it. Rhodanthe, from podoy, a rose, and avdos, a flower; in allu- 

sion to the colour of the flower buds. 
6. Gilia tricolor, Three-coloured Gilia. Pentandria, Monogynia.  Pole- 

moniacew. A very handsome species, quite hardy, and will grow in any 
kind of soil. The colour of the flowers is white, changing when old toa 
pink, crimson, and yellow. 

7. Lupinus nanus, Dwarf Lupine. Diadelphia, Decandria, Leguminose. 
We have no prettier annual than this little Lupine, which has recently been 
introduced from California by the Horticultural Society, It forms a low 
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tufted plant, from six to twelve inches in height, producing a succession of 
upright shoots, terminated by several tiers of flowers, which continue to open 
in succession for two months. The colours being bright purple, intermingled 
with white and rose, a gay variegated appearance is produced, which is ex- 
tremely agreeable when the plant is grown in masses. It is well adapted 
for covering flower beds, or for forming a compartment in a parterre, or for 
the edge of a small clump, or in short for any purpose which requires neat- 
ness, and a protracted blooming. Jf sown in the autumn, it will flower in 
May and June; if sown in spring, it will be in beauty in August and Sep- 
tember; and by deferring the period of sowing till the beginning of June, it 
may be made to blossom as late as November. 

PART III. 

———_ 

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE. 

QUERY. 

On Hepwortn’s LEADER CARNATION,—Can any of your readers inform 
me where I can buy Hepworth’s Leader Scarlet Bizarre Carnation, and the 
price per pair? INNOVATOR. 

REMARKS. 

RETROSPECTIVE NOTICES AND ANSWERS, BY SNOWDROP. 

On CuRYSANTHEMUMS FLOWERING IN JUNE.—(GULIELMUs, Vol. II. p. 
115).—It seems to be a question whether Minter was acquainted with any 
variety of the true Chrysanthemum Sinense. The Matricaria Indica presented 
by him to the Royal Society “ is preserved in the British Museum. Itissmall 
and not very perfect, but no doubt would be entertained that it is referable 
to one of the varieties of the Chinese Chrysanthemums (perhaps the Rose or 
Buff), did not Mitter’s account of the plant in his Gardener's Dictionary, 
entirely disagree with almost every particular of the Chinese Chrysanthe- 
mum.’* MILLER states that it blooms in July and ripens seeds in Autumn, 
which should be sown in Spring, and treated in the manner of a tender an- 
nual. This certainly could not be one of our present varieties. 

I can give GULIELMUS no hope of success in flowering the Chinese Chry- 
santhemums in June. I have paid a great deal of attention to these plants, 
and have tried many experiments, as well as the one he mentions, without 
success. I have now plants several feet high of the quilled pink, tivo coloured 
red, &c. which did not flower last year, and which seem as far from flowering 
(on examination this morning, August ]5th,) before the usual time as any 
others I possess. 
Carnations.—(A Lavy N. Vol. IT. p. 116)—Carnations are planted in 

large pots for the convenience of layering, and three or four plants are placed 
in each pot to make a shew of bloom, Carnationis(s generally allowing only 
the leading bud of each plant to flower. Single plants will, however, flower 
well in 32’s, and even in 48’s. 
Hyacintus.—(CuHar-es K. Vol. II. p. 116).—I beg to inform CHarLes 

K. that though my Hyacinths bloomed yery well last spring, yet they were 
not equal to what I expected. They certainly had not progressed during the 
last season in an equal degree to that of former years. This I attribute to 
the peculiarity of the weather. On taking them up, however, so far from a 
deficiency, I found a considerable increase both of size and number from the 
time of planting. But after all, perhaps, it is most prudent, particularly for 

2 Sabine, 4 Hort. Trans, 331. 
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eareless florists who omit protection, or where they are planted in clumps, to 
take them up every year. Those who wish for very fine trusses, must be 
content to enjoy it once in three or four years, and in the intermediate sea- 
sons pinch off the blooms before they expand. 

LopeLia FULGENS.—G. H. (Vol. IT. p. 174) has given a useful article on 
the cultivation of Lobelias in pots. With respect to L. fulgens, I beg to 
say that with me it has proved perfectly hardy, and flowered very fine in the 
open border, and all the management required seems to be, to take up the 
old roots in March, separate the suckers and plant them in rich mould, and 
supply them all the summer with plenty of water. 

Lity oF THE VALLEY.—(FaNnNy Enya, Vol. IT. p. 186).—If this Lady’s 
garden happens to be located near London, ina confined situation, or if the 
soil of her garden is very rich, or very dry, she may despair of blooming 
this plant. The converse of these will no doubt have the desired effect. 

BarsamMs.—(C. Vol. II. p. 187).—Balsams only come double from old seed. 
It should be kept from three to ten years—so florists say. To EmiLty Arm- 
STRONGE (Vol. IT. p. 189) I would say that I am perfectly aware that Bal- 
sams are tender, and if she refers again to Vol. I. p. 105, she will be con- 
vinced of it. 
Composts.—(H. 8S. Vol. II. p. 187).—If H. S. procures good loam, very 

rotten horse or cow dung (quite mould), silver or white pit sand, and peat 
or heath mould, he will have all the ingredients necessary for Composts for 
almost every plant that grows. The proportions must of course be adapted 
to the nature and necessities of each particular plant. 

Fucusi1is.—Mr. W. Barrart (Vol. IT. p. 176) has “ done the florist some 
service” by his enumeration and detail of treatment of this beautiful genus, 
which is certainly the delight of all beholders. To extend this pleasure to 
the collage, «and even to the hut, I beg to say that slips root readily of most 
of the varieties from March throughout the summer if planted in a shady 
situation in common garden soil, with or without a hand glass, and kept mo- 
derately damp. When rooted the plants may be potted or placed in the open 
horder or against a wall, a little litter round the roots enables them to stand 
the winter. F. gracilis and macroslema are very hardy. Fuchsias thrive 
well and form beautiful objects when planted at the foot of, and nailed 
against, a south or west aspected wall. F. gracilis and its congenors seem 
best adapted for wall training. 

Inner TEMPLE GARDEN, LonpDON.—This garden is a specimen of very 
high keeping. ‘The flower borders present an extremely judicious display of 
flowering plants, though not quite a la Loupon (variety without mixture), 
The health of the plants is also a subject of admiration, considering the si- 
tuation of the gardens in the centre of London. But what is particularly 
noticeable is, that the ground work of the borders is entirely filled up with 
mignionette, which not only delights the eye, but regales the sister sense in 
an eminent degree. 

DanvtA.—This plant, even the dwarf varieties, generally grow too large 
for the parterre to which they are, howeyer, an almost indispensible addition. 
To keep them within bounds, shoots struck as soon as they are fit in 60's, 
afterwards shifted into 48’s, and then the pots plunged where they are to re- 
main, will bloom well and yet continue dwarf plants. SNowprop. 

REFERENCE TO PLATE. 

1. Jane Ann’s Favourite, Hearlsease-—Specimens of this very striking and 
lovely Heartsease, along with many others equally as handsome and strik- 
ing, were sent to us by Mr. Major, landscape gardener, Knowstrop, near 
Teceds. The colours of some of the kinds were very rich and uncommon, as 
are those of the one we now give. One of the kinds, named “ Negro Boy,” 
is the best dark we ever saw. 

2. Calceolaria Harrisonia, Harrison's Slipper-flower. Diandria, Mono- 
gynia. Scrophularinew, This very handsome variety was also raised by 
Mr. Major, who sent us specimens of this and seyeral other beautiful ya- 
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rieties, raised this year, engravings of which we shall give ere long, We 
understand Mr. Mayor intends sending the whole out by name next spring. - 
It was named in compliment to us by Mr, Masor. 

3. Lophospermum Rhodochiton, Purple Lophospermum., Didynamia, 
Angiospermia. Scrophularinee. “This very beautiful new climber is a 
native of Mexico, and was introduced to Germany about two years ago, and 
from the Royal Botanic Garden, at Berlin, it has found its way into collec- 
tionsip. this county rofessor a ee has named it, pedpg onevolu- 
bile, bat * ord wees unable to find any Udecri ptién of it byt Fobsee 
The’ plant is clearly a legitimate species of Lophospermum, and differs in no 
respect from the other two species, both also natives of Mexico, except in its 
less deeply divided calyx, and in the more cylindrical tube of its corolla,”— 
D.Don. We find the plant to be quite as hardy as the L. erubescens, and to 
require altogether the same kind of treatment as that species. 

FLORICULTURAL CALENDAR FOR OCTOBER. 

Prant STovE.—Continue to admit portions of fresh air into the house 
every fine calm day, from ten o'clock in the morning till two or three in the 
afternoon. Fires will now begin to be required, keeping the internal air at 
nights to about 60 degrees Fahr, Plants of Cactuses that have been kept in 
the open air or gréenhouse, now put into the stove will bloom immediately. 
GREENHOUSE Prants.—Those plants that were removed into the green- 

house last month, should have plenty of air given them every mild day; 
but the lights should be close shut up at night, also when cold, damp, wet, 
or ther bad weathér prevails; excepting'a little at thedoors about the hiaaie 
of the day. Camellias, if wanted to flower early, should be placed in a stove. 
“1 WER GARDEN, &¢.—Anriculas, must now be removed to ¢heir winter 

habitation, all dead leaves must be picked off as they appear, or the plants 
will be liable t9 injury from rotting, &c.—Carnation Layers potted off, should 
be placed for, protection during jvinter, , Offsets of the herbaceous kinds)of 
Calceolarias, should now be potted off, having well drained pots, and a light 
sou. » The plants maybe kept: during winter, in a cool frame, or a cool 
greenhouse ;_yery little water must be given them, or they will damp off. 
Cuttings of all kinds of greenhouse plants that have been grown in the ‘open 
border, in beds, <ci, such as Heliotropes, Geraniums, Shrubby Calceolaries, 
&e., should be taken off as early as possible in the month, and be struck in 
heat; in order to have asupply for beds, &c. the next year. If frost is likely” 
to cut off the tops by the end of the month, the plants should be taken up, 
and placed very closely in boxes, large pots, &c. for preserving during winter. 
Water freely after potting off, but little afterwards at the roots, till the plants 
haye struck root, they may occasionally be sprinkled over the tops. Do not 
place'the plants in‘heat, to cause them to strike, for if this be done, most of 
the plamts) will fail,.a,cool, ground, or greenhouse is suitable... Hyacinths, 
and other bulbs, should be potted early in the month, for forcing, &c. Seeds 
of Schizanthus, Stocks, Salpiglossis, and similar kinds of plants, desired to\' 
haye in flower early next season, should be sown the first week in the month 
in pots, and be kept from frost dnring winter. Seeds of Pansies should be sown 
early in the month, in pots, and be protected in a cool frame; also plants, 
be taken up and protected, unless they be grown in a sheltered dry sitnation., 
Pinks, if not alréady planted off, should be done early. Perennial and bien~' 
nial border flowers: may be divided, and planted off where intended to, bloom 
next year. Flower beds, borders, &c. should be dug, and an addition of fresh 
soil be laid in'them so as to raise the surface, that the roots of all plants 
may be coyered and be a protection during winter; this should be aerate i 
toby the end of the month. Any tender kinds of border plants that are’ 
liable to injury during winter should be potted and be placed for protection. », 
To Dahlias, a cover of soil round the roots should be giyen, lest a sudden _ 
frést coming should injure ‘the crown buds; seed should be cdllectédy’ fore - 
damaged by-frost- Seeds of all kinds of flowers not yet gathered, should be ,. 
collected early in the month, or they will be liable to injury from frost. 
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FLORICULTURAL CABINET, 

NOVEMBER Ist, 1834. 

PART I. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

ARTICLE I.—Several Experiments in Striking Cut- 
tings of Plants in Water. By the Author of the 

“ Domestic Gardener’s Manual,” C.M.H.S. 

T am not a florist—that is, I do not profess to be an adept at, 

or passionately fond of, the culture of the several species of flowers 

which florists exhibit; but I delight in beautiful flowering plants, 

whether they be shrubby or herbaceous: hence I am anxious to 

discover ready and effectual modes of propagation. I do not object 

to the usual methods of raising plants ; on the contrary, I con- 

stantly practice them: but if I can also bring the vital principle 

into action by any unusual plan of operation, and retain it in 

uninterrupted vigour without check, I am more gratified than if I 

had practised merely the usual routine. 

It has long been known that some cuttings will emit roots into 
water, if bottom heat be maintained ; and numbers of persons have 

thus raised Oleanders. By comparing that fact with the singular 

production and vast extension of Melon roots, which had protruded 

a single fibre through a water-tight joint of a brick wall, into a 

small tank built npon a flue, I was led to try experiments freely 
with cuttings of Melon and Cucumber shoots, and clearly ascer- 

tained that I rarely failed to strike any cutting, whether taken at 
4 joint or not, and that in a few days: I even struck a Cucumber 
in November 1833. But though some plants will emit roots late 

Vox, II. 21 
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in the year, I have observed, as a general phenomenon, that the 

rooting process proceeds best, and with the most vigour, in May, 

June, and July. 

Ifa few ounce, or ounce-and-half, phials be filled to sien half 

an inch of their necks, with clear rain, river, or even, well water, 

and then placed in a sunny window of a green-house, or hot room 

of a house,—or, what is better, over a hot-bed, or plunged in a 

bed of leaves, or tan, where a steady temperature of 70 or 75 

degrees exists,—most of the plants now to be named will emit 

roots within the periods of from four to twenty-one days :— 

Balsamina—the Balsam, in three or four days. af 

Cucumis—the Melon, Cucumber, and doubtless all the species, 

in a week or ten days. 

Callicpsis lanceoldta—late Coreopsis, in a fortnight. : 

Alonsca—late Celsia urticifolia, not exactly noted,, readily.) 

Zinnia coccinea—fourteen days. 

Heliotropium peruvianum—ditto. ot 

Gloximia and. Gesneria—leaves with buds at the since or = 

tings at a joint: several species: gradually. . The, process, is 

exceedingly curious : a bulby protuberance first forms ;, a, few 

silky fibres then diverge, and become an inch or more long; and 

finally, though the young bud merely lives, yet it does not decay 

under water. The plants in this state take to soil without any 

delay. 

Petunia phenicea and integrifolia—about ten days. 

Salvia fulgens, splendens, angustifolia, and several others—soon. 

Justicia speciosa and carnea—readily. 

Turnera trioniflora—will root and flower. 

Aloysia citriodora, late Verbena triphylla. 

Ruéllia formosa. 

Melastoma cerulea—in a few days. 

Thunbergia alata—cuttings of two upper joints—very soon, 

Coronilla glauca—takes some time. 

Fuchsia gracilis. 

Erythrina laurifolia—after a certain period, previous to which 

detachable granulations, interspersed with air bubbles, form round 

and near the heel: these rise to the surface, like little masses. of 

pith : finally, the radicles protrude. 

Dahlia evinces the same secretions; as yet roots are, not sent 
forth. 
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“Other subjects have been tried, but all have not been noted, nor 

have the exact dates of several of the final results. As T remarked 

before, I do not think that the old modes of propagation are ‘to 

be disearded or discontinued ; still, there is one great/advantage 

which attends the mode of extension by water-cuttings, in so far 

as the minutest fibres are not injured by removal ; and provided 

cothmon care be used in placing the plant, at’ first, in very light 

rich soil, generally with @ little silver sand about its roots, there 

Will not be any shrinking or failure. Jn several species, particu- 

larly those of shrubby Calceolarias, if struck in pots, unless the 

whole ball be transferred, the plants dwindle, and frequently die. 

I have never found any torpor, if the precaution be observed of 

placing some of the tenderest species under a close striking-frame, 

keeping them excluded from air for a day or two. 

The cuttings should be in a tender, herbaceous state, not woody ; 

and I think that the method applies chiefly to tender, and even 
\\ ‘ 

succulent species, 

T do not'address this paper’ to gardeners—to scientific experi- 

qnenters :| they are aware’ doubtless of all the cirewmstances re- 

corded, and of many more; but'al are not “au fait” of’ every 

particular ; and where scientific instruction is not’ conveyed, nor 

indeed always called for, innocent and rational amusement is a 

thing worthy of some attention, Gor Dy 

September 2d, 1834, 

ARTICLE IL.—On Raising Carnations from Seed, By 

DuWiie. 

Observing, in your Cabinet for July last, that several of your 

correspondents solicit some information on raising Carnations from 

seed, I ain induced, as a tolerably successful cultivator of that 

delightful flower, to offer a few remarks. 

Experience has proved to me the error of sowing seed from self 

colours, or those possessing bad properties, as, by repeated trials, 

[ itn satisfied that the only chance of obtaining superior flowers 

is to Sow your own seed, produced from those acknowledged to be 

first-rate, The course I have adopted, and which I recommend) 

$8, when the petals are dead, to pluck them out of the calyx,’ oF 
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cup containing the seed-vessel, leaving the two. styles, or, what are 

generally called the horns; by remoying the, former, the pods,are) 

kept dry, and more exposed to the sun and air; they should atall 

times be protected from rain, by, placing, over them)the shades; 

used at the time of blooming ; and care should be, taken that,the, , 

vessels wherein the legs of your platform stand, are constantly, 

supplied with water, to prevent the approach of those nocturnal, 

enemies—earwigs. When the seed-vessels become hard, and pre- 

sent a brown appearance at the tip, they should be gathered, and 

in that state preserved, in a perfectly dry situation, until, the fol. 

lowing Apri] or May, which is, the period for sowing in pots or 

boxes filled with rich loam, taking care not to cover the;seed,more 

than a quarter of an inch ; give them a slight, watering before they; 

are plunged into, a,hot-bed of ,about,65 degrees 5, occasionally 

moisten the surface with, soft water, of the same temperature, asthe, 

air in the frame ; and as soon as the plants appear, admit .the.,air 

freely during the day-time, to, prevent their, being | drawn. np. 

When about three inches high, transplant into larger pots or boxes 

of rich turf mould, five inghes apart; place them in a southern 

aspect, at first, protecting during the nights with matting, ;and 

applying moderate. light watering in, dry weather; but invariably 

avoid wetting the plants, as too much moisture frequently decays 

the hearts of the shoots, and prevents their blooming the second 

year. In about six weeks again transplant them, a foot asunder, 

into beds prepared of good sandy loam, mixed with rich garden 

mould; keep the beds clear from weeds, and. water copiously in 

the evenings during the summer. By adopting the above course, 

the plants will be found exceedingly strong towards October, and 

require little or no protection in the winter ; but should any appear 

particularly weak and unhealthy, take them up, and after examin- 

ing the roots, which is generally the seat of disease in plants, 

replant them in a different compost, and during the severe weather 

protect with pots raised about two inches upon pieces of tile. I 

have always found a long bed in the centre of a grass plot, about 

three or four feet wide, so as to admit of two or three rows, by far 

the best situation for seedlings, being more easily protected when 

necessary by mats or hoops, and decidedly less liable to, be injured 

by snails, &c. Inthe following April let the beds be well cleaned, 

and the surface carefully loosened, to receive a thin top-dressing 
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of Yotten tanure; the’ application’ of which will be found materi*’” 

ally‘ to retiovate the mould, as after so ‘many months it necessarily 

becomes ich iiipoverished. | I am not, however, at detvocdie eo" 

plantinig seedlings in very rich compost, ‘as it is much more prac-'"" 
ticable by cultivation to put colour into-a flower, than to ‘exttact ee 

When’ the shoots are grown about afoot high, they should be’” 

supported by sticks; at this time they will also requite'to be'fre-” 

quently’ ‘watered ; and as they bloom, pull up all that'come deci-"’ 

dedly bad’; the best, of course, should be piped ot Tayered atthe” 

proper season. atin ty 

‘Some persons sow the latter end of May,’ allow tlie“ pats'{o” 
reimiin in’the open air, and prick the plants out ‘at once into beds. 

‘The disadvantage’ of this system’ is obvious: for, in the first place! ! 

they'dd not’ come up so soon $ and, Secondly, when planted in bed3” 

at’ so tender'aii age, they are ‘tendered ‘itiore Ifable tobe destroyed 
by worms and slugs. yi tesa ate ' 

As ‘regards: ‘impregnating’ Caimations; Tam of opinion witli! 
many others, that the’ bees and insect tribe extcute that! work, 

much itiore effectually than cai be performed by thé hand. °°)! '° 
‘Should the above observations meet your’ approval, ‘you’ will 

oblige me by giving them insertion in your very ‘useful and’ valu” 
able Cabinet. Ihave enieavoitted to be as’ eXplicit’ ‘as’ passible; 
arid feel an apology is due to you for their length 5 but 1 wa 

anxious to afford information to your inexperienced readers, ‘and 
gall at all times be happy to give then the benefit ‘of any discos 

veries resulting from my own practical exertions, pork cinta & 

“a ie Ort 
Buckingham, Sept. 8th, 1834. busi oils 

Liipst i 

I8Ti 9015 11 “16 

JOLT LEG 

Ww QU 

ARTICLE ILl.—Hints to Juvenile Gardeners... By, the 
Author of “ Rival Crusoes.’’? Communicatedoby 
GULIELMUS. veel 

After your piece of ground has been cleared, dug, and raked 
smoothly, it must be neatly chopped round with the back of the 

spade, properly guided by a garden line, fixed even and tight; just 

above the level of the ground. This may be made ‘of whipeora, 

fastened at each end by a prong of wood, large enough tokeepit 
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steady, When this is done, you may consider what thé border is 
to consist of, Some prefer, as a garden border, what the agricul: 

turists call a dead fence: and this may be made of bent Oziérs, 
or other flexible sticks, put round your ground in little arches’;’ or 

it may be framed ; or stones, or bits of tile, or wood, placed régu- 

larly, Others like better what is called alive fence ; and’ this 

may be made of Daisies, Thrift, Stonecrop, turfs of Grass, or Box. 

I own that I much prefer a union of both a live and dead border. 

A pretty edging may be made with large white sand stones, which 

ate found on the sea-beach, and may be easily collected by those 

who live near the coast.’ In place of these, the odd-shaped' flint 

stones, that are to be found in almost every clay, gravel, or chalk 

pit, if’ placed round a little plot of ground with taste, ‘form! no 
unpleasing border, These must be half-way bedded in’ the earth, 

or they will not hold firm, and an edge of plants proper for the 

purpose must be placed just within the row of stones ; the roots of 

the plants will bind the stones tight in the ground, and the whole 

looks well together.* 

The Stonecrop is called, in some countries, gold dust, and in 

others, wall-pepper; it is one of the numerous tribe of Sedums. 

Like the House-lcek, it grows on the tops of walls, which it covers 

with its bright golden blossoms ; the leaves are little thick three- 

cornered knobs, and have, if bitten, a very pungent, hot taste; it 

grows wild on many parts of the coast, and there are three varie- 

ties of the same plant, yellow, pink, and white. Its advantages as 

a border are, that it is very small—grows thick, and close to the 

ground—is a long time in flower—and blossoms a considerable 

time : like the rest of its tribe, it is apt to spread too much 5 this 

defect is easily remedied, by the edge being now and then cut 

with a knife. Double Daisies form a charming border, and they 

are seldom out of flower at any time of the year. 

Thrift is likewise useful for this purpose. One of the varieties 

is a very bright carmine pink—this is rare ; the common is lilac ; 

some I have gathered in the salt marshes, of a pate flesh colour. 

Like the Stonecrop, this is a marine plant. Tf the seed-vessels of 

the Thrift are cut down when the blossoms fade, more flowers will 
eee tween 

“ Short ctakes driven into the ground, at a few inches apart, to whieh ‘plainvor 
atriped-leaved Ivy, &e, ia trained, make a very neat fenee for beds of Hollyoaks, 
Dahljas, de, Or Larch, Yew, Holly, Arbor Vite, &e, kopt clipped a foot high, ausyer 
#oll—Ep, Cap, : 
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spring, and your border always look neat, and pleasing. Box is 

not, so desirablé, as,it is a long time growing, and produces no 

flowers. _ Grass bordering is very well ona large scale, but it is 

difficult to be kept in order without the scythe. 

Now we have proyided the border, let us give some consideration 

to the interior, 

These little, plots of ground are best suited to, the cultivation of 

small and delicate plants ; and care must be taken that what is put 

therein is not suffered to increase and spread too much, so as to 

draw all the nourishment from its neighbours. It should, be one 

of the amusements of youthful cultivators, to remove carefully 

any superfluous suckers from the plants under their care, leaving 

only two or three stems, which will be far more vigorous and 

beautiful than if the plant is left to throw out eight or nine. There 

is, beside, more room for variety. It is likewise desirable to know 

what plants grow and blossom freely in the shade ; as some change 

their colours, become sickly, and actually die, if planted under a 

tree, or beneath a north wall. 

. Polyanthuses, Violets, Primroses, double and single Cowslips 

and Snowdrops, not only flourish in the shade, but prefer it. So 

do the whole tribe of the Narcissus, the beautiful Lily of the Val- 

ley, Grape Hyacinths, Blue-bells, and Cyclamens. , This last is 

well worthy of attention ; it is a scarce, but aremarkably beautiful 

flower, and singular in all its habits. I do not mean, the large 

Persian Cyclamen, that is commonly seen in pots, in the spring 

of the year, a costly and cherished inhabitant of the green-house,— 

but a small English species, that grows wild in many parts of 

Kngland, It has a large, oblong root, as large as the largest 

Potatoe, and when cut it has the appearance of the flesh of that 

root. The Cyclamen has no footstalk, but every flower and leaf 
ends ina radical filament, by which it is fastened to the large 
fleshy bulb that is its principal root. The leaves are, perhaps, 
more beautifully marked than any other vegetable production ; 
they are irregularly heart-shaped—large—of a dark green,— 
figured all over with a variety of the most beautiful patterns, in 
light green, black, and white ; the reverse of the leaf is of a bright 
carmine colour, veined, and shaded with light green. The flowers 

are delicate, and worthy of the closest examination. Some are 

White, shaded with lilac at the bottom ; and another sort is bright 
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lilac,-shaded with, crimson. in the| same manner, \ They,are shaped 

like, little mitres, and: grow very close together, though their stalks 

ane; not) united... The. flowers spring up after the old leaves ‘die 

away, and,form a, most beautiful group in the autumn. ‘Their 

favourite residence, is at, the roots of am old tree. The seeds are 

likewise, worthy, of remark... They, of course, take the place of the 

flower, and the seed-vessel grows to the size of a small nut, ofia 

dusky-red| brown; but, what is perhaps the most curious of the 

habits of this singular plant, when the seed is ripe, the stalk, which 

supported, the flower, and was before very straight, now begins’ ‘to 

eurl, itself round. like a.corkscrew, till it gets close to the earth, 

and, even, deposits the ripe seed therein, as if forthe purpose 'of 

taking root ! 

»oAsnong small shrubs, the dwarf Almond, all the species of! th 

Mezereon,! the Victory: Laurel, and the small kind of the Laurus- 

tinus} will flourish in-the shade 5 but above all, the Chinese, ‘or 

Monthly. Rose, will produce its long succession of beautiful’ buds 

and blossoms better in\a cold shady place than in the full blaze of 

sunshine. (It:is desirable to know that this charming flower grows 

very readily from cuttmgs, if the'slips are planted in the months 

of June, July, or) August. ~All kinds of the deciduous or Sammet 

Rose are propagated by parting the roots; but this, which is nearly 

evergreen, is only ‘multiplied by pieces cut from the bush,* as it 

neyer throws up suckers: Whenever the wood of a Monthly Rose 

plant looks rough, scraggy, and unsightly, it is a good plan to cut 

it down level with the ground or pot, then divide the branches you 

have cut off into: many slips, leaving on each two or three joints. 

Place these in'very moist loose earth, having one joint out of the 

ground, and one or two beneath it; because, leaves will spring 

from that part of the slip that is exposed to the air, and roots from 

the others. The shade of a wall is the best situation for these. 

The'slips' must be’ well watered, and in a few weeks new leaves 

will appear (a sure sign that the plants have taken root), and the 

‘slip will often bear buds and flowers before the end of autunin ; 

these; ‘however, should be nipped off, as they weaken the youig 

plants. They willstand the winter very well; and. be ‘fine little 

Rose trees in the spring, fit to pot; thus, from the refuse of'an old 

rt 

* Also by Buds, grafts, or inarched —Ep. Cas. ~~ oy 
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iplanty a great titimber of ‘young’ Roses may be reared. “This ope 

attition;i1d0,:|is attended by the greatest benefit'to the ‘plant! that is 
-cotedown, \ds it Wwilbthrow’ out many’ strotig shoots, ‘ofa Dedntifil 
de¢pi red j;whiely will thriye with astonishing rapidity, and ‘pradii¢e 

larger and fairer) Roses’ than vany that grow from‘ old wood!" ‘Phe 

Searlet) Monthly Rose, of every variety; both | aapete and single, 

may be:reared in the same mamnev. bac swolt 

/The-Anemone is 2 costly flower, whose roots pel desing 

pri¢e. | It is a common, but, as I have often proved;'a' very! mis- 

taken notion, that if this plant is reared from seéd,'it requires {four 

or five years of constant attention before the! seedlings! ‘blossom. 

‘Ifthe seeds, which appear like’ tufts of cotton anixed) with? dark 

specks, be gathered, and sown in a box full of light finevearthodit 

rectly they are ripe, they will soon come. -up;\'with two poimted, 

long, slender leaves, | and: before the antuinn'is® over; these wilh be 

succeeded’ by, the leavesiusnal to the'-perfect ‘plant,’ which/iare 

beautifwly,cut in many divisions—something' like. parsley-leaves, 

butsfiner. | The whole plant then dies down: for ithe -winter;! and 

the roots, if examined, have’ the appearance*of ‘small lumpsiof 

earth, and) are very difficult to find ; for this'reason;'they are best 

sown im a box, as they are liable to’ be lost in’ the open ground. 

It is desirable to leave the box undisturbed—only; let »it be care- 

fully weeded. The young Anemones will make their appearance 

in the spring, and seldom fail of blowing the succeeding ‘autumm, 

when they are a year old. I have known some, when’ they liked 

the ground, even bloom the spring after they: were, sown. « vAfter 

they have blossomed, the plants will die down, and the! roots; nvust 

be carefully dug up, and if left undisturbed in the border, will in- 
erease very fast. nO 

It only now remains to say a few words to chissa who disk liven 

and are not so happy as to dwell in. the country to enjoy) them. 

All plants in London need just twice as:much water as: they -dojin 

the country ; because, the acrid nature of the smoky atmosphere 

naturally dries up their moisture... The leaves should likewise; be 

sponged, when they are covered with dust or blacks... Geraniums 

and! Monthly Roses are the plants most desirable for a London 

veranda, because if watered every day, and. placed. level with the 

light, they produce a constant succession of leaves and flowers, 

Hydrangeas, both the pink and the curious, blue variety, are 

Vou. II. 2x 
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flowers often seen in the metropolis: if properly treated, they, re- 

tain their beauty many weeks, but they are generally starved for 

want of water, The Hydrangea is a native of a marsh, and will 

grow luxuriantly half immersed in water, therefore its pot ought 

to be plunged in a large pan, constantly kept full of water; the 

plant will then thrive and flourish, even in London. Pinks, Car- 

nations, and Stocks, though favourite flowers in the windows of the 

metropolis, it must be remembered, yield no second produce of 

blossoms ; they bloom but once in the year, and their beauty lasts 

only a short time. It must be observed as a constant rule, both 

in town and country, to remove instantly all faded blossoms, as 

well as dead leaves ; the plant is then kept in health, and is not 

exhausted by bearing seeds. 

And now, wishing my young friends flourishing gardens, and 

a profusion of beautiful blossoms, I bid them farewell. 

ARTICLE IV.—On the Destruction of Plant-lice and 

Frog-hoppers. By SNowprop. ; 

The plant-lice (aphis) have abounded this year in an unusual 

degree, to the great injury of plants of every description; and 

various means for their destruction have, no doubt, been tried. 

It is very desirable that any successful method should be made 

known ;—not in vague language, but stating the proportionate 

parts, if a mixture, and the number of times it has been used 

before the desired object has been attained. In the use of the 

usual remedies recommended, that is, tobacco-water, (which, I 

think, may be injurious to plants), and fumigation with tobacco. 

smoke, I haye not been successful ; nor has camomile, which has 

been so strongly recommended, either in decoction or powder, had 

the desired effect. It is possible, however, that I have not applied 

these remedies in a proper manner. By camphor-water, how- 

ever—half an ounce of pounded camphor in a pint of water 

allowed to stand for a week—and applying it several times in the 

evening with a large camel-hair brush, I have managed to keep 

my Carnations nearly free from this pest. As this insect has lately 

attacked Tulips in their place of rest, I should recommend cam- 

phor to be placed in the boxes or bags, and renewed once or twice 

until planted. 
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The larvae of the frog-hoppers (Tittigonia spumaria) has’ tS 

been very abundant, and their destructive effects very visible ;— 

a successful plan for keeping them off plants, or for destroying 

then, would also be valuable. The only method by which T can 

get rid of them is, to pick the larve out of the froth and kill them 

at once, which is very tedious work. The death of one perfect 

insect may prevent the ravages of a hundred larve. 
SxowpDRop. | 

er 

ARTICLE V.—On Plants which are peculiarly adapted 

Sor Planting in Beds in Masses ; each kind being 

showy and profuse in Flowering. By FLoRA. 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 229.) 

Bouvardia triphylla. Tetrandria, Monogynia. Rubiacee. There 

are three varieties of this species, viz. Jacquini, glabra, and pu- 

bescens, all of which kinds are very handsome flowering’ plants. 

The flowers are of a fine scarlet, and in shape like, the Trumpet 

Honeysuckle, and the blossoms are produced in clusters of from 

six to twenty in each head ; and some plants which I have a bed 

of, produced this season thirty-five clusters or heads of flowers 

upon each. The plant is a native of Mexico, and is usually kept 

in the greenhouse in this country, but I am of opinion that it may 

be found as hardy as the old Fuchsia coccinea, and stand our 

winters in this part of the world. It will, however, be necessary to 

have it planted where it will have a very dry subsoil, and likewise 

to have protection, in winter over the roots, by means of leaves, 

tan, or something of this nature. TI purpose trying my bed of 

plants the coming winter, and the result shall be forwarded you 

next summer. I have employed this plant for a bed for the last 

three years, and purchased in the first instance, two dozen plants 

at Is. 8d. each. I had previously grown this plant, from which I 

propagated young ones with facility, but I found that it required 

two or three years’ growth before they became bushy enough to 

make show fit for a bed. T therefore, resolved on getting fine 

pisnts calculated to answer the purpose at once ; and these I ob- 

tained of a Nurseryman, at the above named reasonable charg e. 

“The same plants will successively answer for the length of an age, 
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and, in, each season increase in. size and beauty. The plan 1 

adopt in the cultureof this plant is the following :—The soil of the 

bed:is composed of good rich Joam, well: manured with rotten leaves, 

a portion of old hot-bed dung, and charcoal dust, with an addition 

of river sand, Previous to laying in the compost, I had the bottom 

of \the bed, covered to the depth of three inches with some small 

gravel,stones, upon which I had the compost about eight inches 

deep, the surface being raised above the walk and grass verge, four 

inches.,,, On or about the twentieth of May each year, I turned out 

the plants with balls entire, except a careful loosening of the onter 

fibres: ;I;placed them in: the bed, a round one, the tallest in the 

centre, and lowest at the: outer Tow, and so close that the plants 

furnish a covering to the bed, and when in bloom appear a mass’ 

of flowers.,, I, place:the plant so low in the soil that the top of the 

ball is about an inch below the surface of the bed.) “After planting 

and before watering, I placed from four to six sticks round each, 

and to them secured the branches—then water them freely. The 

watering was repeated frequently during the summer season, more 

particularly ‘the present one, and the plants have most amply 

repaid for \ the attention, nothing’ exceeding the delicate splendid 

appearance of the flowers, and which continue from June to 

October. The plant in the greenhouse attains the height of two 

feet or upwards, but in the open bed it does not exceed more than 

eighteen inches (generally about twelve) ; the plant being allowed 

to root or spread without obstruction, becomes bushy instead of 

being drawn up weakly, . About the middle of October, I usually 

take up the plants from the bed, and repot them into the same 

kind of soil, well draining the pots, and being careful to have fine 

soil to shake in among the fibrous roots. I have also kept the 

plants through winter by having them planted in a Mignonette box, 

closely together. In both instances, I kept them in winter in a 

cool frame, sunk below the surface of the surrounding ground, in 

which for the last two winters they have kept well. Cuttings strike 

freely in loam and sand, placed in a hot.bed frame. Suckers are 

readily obtained, many of them rooted, which grow readily. 

Senecio elegans, Ragwort, or Double Groundsel. . Syngenesia, 

Superflua. Jacobee. There are four kinds of this plant, viz* 

double red, double crimson, double white, and double flesh-coloured | 

Each of these kinds will make a most handsome bed. The plant 
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is very pretty in, its foliage, grows freely, and most profusely 3% 

scarcely any thing surpassing it fora neat and handsome show. iy: 

will grow about 18 inches bigh, and continue in bloom from J une’ 

to the end of the season. The soil I grow it in very successfully © 

is fresh loain mixed with Jeaf mould, and about eight inches deep, ' 

upoma dry subsoil. I find that when the:soil is much enriched, 

the plant has a tendency to produce too much foliage ;, but, grown! 

in turf, loam, &c., as above stated, an amazing production of bloom? » 

is the result. The plant is readily increased by ‘slips;\ scarcely" 

one in a hundred failing to grow. | I raise ‘them in pots,’ or under" 

hand glasses, in fine sifted loam. They’ require winter protection’ " 

ina dry, cool frame, or green-house.’I usually takeoff slips i199 

September, and keep them: in the cutting-pots» till) March, ‘then 

separate them, and pot: into small pots. I turn them out’entire,'° 

about) the middle of May, into the: beds. yoloe 60" at (isd 

(T0 BE CONTINUED.) sisw stotsd bis 

sii ot bas 
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ARTICLE Vie Remarks on. the, Colours and Proper, 

__ ties of One Thousand. Species and, Varieties of Roses; 

| By Sr. Parreick. af soqqs 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE, 230.) § 1) idatoO 

NAMES. DESCRIPTION)! “/{j!) TO S99! 
688 Therese dela Chine .......... Blush anemone, 
689 WOANION. sco mice olde is o'sre'e STOLL FEU, re 
690 NOUVEAU .....+e4+-ee- Bluish purple, | joor o8 
691 superbe ....+++s.5¢.+-+Fine crimson. 
692 Tinwell Surpassante ..........Crimson purple. BANS 
693 Tombeau de Napoleon ......,..Small crimson purple. 
694 Toute A faite 4 l’'Anglaise ...... Large purple crimson, 
695 Transcendant ........ s..¥...Bright pink!!! 2 LO JOO 
696 Translucens..... gop eececeenee Palomotiled red. Apc tli 
697 Transparent Pink ............Splendid. 
698 Trafalgar ... 06). eer eer sieves o/s Large deep scarlet.) : intsl 
699 ‘Tres Charmante ..............Fine bright pink. 
700 Tricolor ....................Changeable red and white. 5: 
70) de Napoleon .....,..., Beautiful striated red and yellow.) (oo 
702 Superbe ..........+.+...Crimson, purple, and velvet shaded. 
703 Triomphe de la Faye ........//. Fine crimson. MOTEL! 
704. ———— ville .......,..Light pink. AGcs 
705 —————_— Londres..........Fine blush. 
706 —————— Napoleon ,.......Fine red and blush. (thst 
707 ————— Rouen .......... Large deep blush. 2 
708 —~ des demoiselles ...... Beautiful dark purple, vs 
709 —— Royale ..4.....+++» Light crimson, MPUC 
a0 Tuma cscs ovvveccvcseceseesoCriMsOn, 
TIL Turban. cyeebecsieeseces sss s-Crimson purple, adv te 
712 Tuscany, sssveeeesseeereey ees Semi-double dark purple, lo load 
713 Umbrella seeveveveeeeorresesySemi-double blush, 
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NAMES. DESCRIPTION. 
714 Unique..eecsceccesecseseeees Deep blush. 
715 — panache ........+«++..« Delicate white, striped with rose. 
716 Valeroi...ceeee-0e oevevcee.-Large fine blush. 
717 Valmorea eeeccereescevccceee Light red. 
718 Variegata....seeeeese--eeee-- Red and pink. 
719 Vani... . sccovercccevescess bine scarlet. 
720 Veirge Royal ........-...+-.+Curled blush. 
721 Velours .....cceeeseecccecees Velvetty purple. 
722 Venus. ccacce-esseeeeeeees-eeomall delicate red. 
723 ——— New eeeseeeereeees --.-Fine light pink. 
724. VeSUVE soccer soecceesevecees Velvetty crimson. 
725 VeSUVIUS sose+scceccecccveees Large fine red, 
T2G NAVEL ee. score ccccvecortoce cove uarge red. 
727 Victorie nouvelle ............ .Large purple. 
728 triumphante ..........Flaming red. 
729 Victory .....+eeeeeeeeeeeeee.. brilliant red, 
730 Vienne Charmante ....-....--.Small scarlet, pretty. 
731 Vierge Blanche .............. Blush white. 
732 Blanchede Montrieul.... Delicate blush. 
733 Vierginite .+eese+ese-e +++.---Pale blush, small. 
734 Vilmerin,....-0ee+++eee++++e+e bluish purple. 
735 Village Maid........+++-----+-Beautiful striped rose and white. 
736 Violet ....-e-+s0- wesc cccecece Fine purple violet. 
737 Antonia... .++se+-ee..--Deep purple. 
738 ——— bDlev...sere+esseeeeeee --» Beautiful purple. 
739 ——- Brillante .........-....Fine bright purple. 
740 ——-imperiale ..-.+..-. -+-+-Fine rosy purple. 
7AL JAaCQues, .eeeeeeeeeeeeee small dark purple. 
742 —-—— nouveall.........++---.-Fine velvetty purple. 
743 —-— picotee .....+-.e+-++..-.- Beautiful crimson violet, spotted with 

white. 
744 SUPEID. + eee eee eeeeseeees Nearly black, 
745 triumphant..........-..+. Fine violet. 
746 Von Weber .ose-eoeeeee ++++.-Dark scarlet and purple, 
TAT Vulcan eeceseccevcersceceers .-. Large red, 
748 Waterloo.....-. eevvecececeee.. Bright red. 
749 ————-reale.......+.....+++.Exquisitely fine crimson, tinged with 

purple. 
750 White, Dutch ....++....+......smaill white, 
751 William Alfred..........0+--..Red. 3 
752 Tell .......+..-+....5emi-double, large purple. | 
753 the Fourth............Fine large cherry blush. | 
754 Wood’s Superb Globe.......... Fine red. 
75S Xenophon ...+--.+eeee+----.mall purple. 
756 York and Lancaster ...........Rose and white striped. } 
757 Zephyrus oeveseeeeeeceeeeeeeeemi-double red, 

MOSS ROSES. 

758 Blush .ecccccercecccsveccees Fine. 
759 Common ...+eesereeee eeeeeee blush, 
760 Couleur de Chair..............Pretty flesh-coloured. 
761 Curled Dead... . sce s.cisieesienls ale Fine red. 
762 Dela Fleche ...cccceccavvces Semi-double pale red. 
763 Escarlate .....ccceceeccveseees bright, scarlet, 
764 Moss a fleur pointer .......... Pinkish long buds. 
765 Moss-leaved.....0.++++seee++-5emi-double red, all moss. 
766 Perpetual White .............. ine clear white. 
767 Pompon ...eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee Small bright pink. 
768 Prolific..........e.++++++.+..Large fine globe blush, 
769 Ross's Seedling ............-»Light red. 
770 Sage-leaved Peet esor eres eeeae - Bright red, 
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NAMES. DESCRIPTION. 
771 Virginal.....seeeeeeeeee+eee++Large pale blush. 
772 White ...eseccccccessceeeseeFine double white. 
773 Wild's ....ccceenessseneseeeeSmall white, pretty. 

CREEPING AND RUNNING ROSES. 
774 Adelaide d’Orleans ........--..-Fine deep pink. 
775 Banksia White........-..-+-+.- Beautiful small, in clusters. 

776 WellGw coc cc ce apes + = Ee do. 
777 Double Ayrshire.........2.--.-.Small blush. 
778 Grevillea .......++++ee+e+++++Fine deep pink, in clusters. 
779 Macartany ...........+.....-single white. 
780 Multiflora Italian ..........--Semi-double red. 
781 ———— rubra .............. Fine red, in clusters, 
762 ————— alba.............2.eeFine white, do. 
783 Musk, double ...........-.... White. 
784 —— single ................Ditto. 
785 Red Bourseau...............-Beautiful semi-double red. 
786 Rose de Lille ..............--Beautiful very large blush, in clusters. 
787 Ruga .e.ceccecccesecee-eeeeee beautiful pink, very sweet. 

(TO BE CONTINUED.) 

PART II. 

—— 

EXTRACTS. 

Plants figured in the following Periodicals for October :— 

Curtis’s Botanical Magazine. Edited by W. J. Hooxer, LL.D. 

F.R.A. and L. S., and Regius Professor of Botany in the 

University of Glasgow. Price 3s. 6d. coloured ; 3s. plain. 

1. Mimulus roseus, Rose-coloured Monkey-flower. Class, Didynamia ; 

order, Angiospermia. Natural order, Scrophularine. This beantiful species 

produces flowers of a fine rose-colour, in size fully equal to those of MZ. luteus, 

and clothed with a viscid down which yields as powerful a smell of musk, 

especially towards evening, as the well-known Mimulus moschatus, It in- 

habits Northern California, where it was discovered by Mr. Dovueras, It is 
equally as hardy as any other species, and may be increased either by seeds 

or by cuttings. 
2. Silphium perfoliatum, Perfoliated Silphium. Syngenesia, Polygamia 

Necessaria. Composite. The genus SirpuruM contains fourteen or fifteen 
species, mostly of a stately character, all inhabitants of North America, and 
in general confined to the Southern States. The present species is perfectly 
hardy in our climate, and produces its very large yellow flowers during the 
months of July and August. Silphium, from Silphi, or Serphi, a name said 
to be given to a plant in Africa, which yielded the Laser of the Romans, a 
kind of gum, but which seems to have no connection with the present genus. 

3. Silphium trifoliatum, Worl-leaved Silphiumy ‘This is a less showy 
plant than the preceding species, having smaller and paler coloured flowers, 
and leaves more resembling those of several species of Sun-flower. 

4. Jambosa vulgaris, Rose Apple. Icosandria, Monogynia. Myrtacew, 
The Rose Apple, a natiye of the East Indies, is one of the commonest garden 
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trees of Madeira: but there is scarcely another that combines so eminently 
the beauties of flower, fruit, and foliage. The delicate white tassel-like 
bunches of flowers, contrasting with the thick, dark foliage, enliven the trees 
from February to July or August, when the fruit is principally in season, 
The fullest bloom, however, is in March or April. N othing can exceed the 
loveliness and.delicate appearance of the fruit; its rich clusters half hidden 
bythe dark thick tufts of foliage which clothe the outward branches ; but 
though one or two. may be eaten with some relish, the overpowering perfume 
and taste of rose-water, together with the want of juice or dryness, render it 
generally unpalatable; and it is entirely excluded, except to satisfy occa- 
sional curiosity, from the table or dessert. 1t is produced in the greatest 
profusion; but used for no other purpose than sometimes to feed the pigs, 
which eat it greedily. This tree, by its thick, evergreen foliage, is admira- 
blyjadapted for a screen to exclude buildings, or for shelter. It is.also of 
rapid growth, and extremely tractable, bearing lopping well, or heading 
down to any height ; and produces its flowers at all ages or sizes, whether 
asa tree or bush, , Jambosa, from the Indian name Jamboo, or Schamber.__ 

5. Calandrinia, discolor, Two-coloured-leaved Calandrinia. Polyandria, 
Monogynia, Portulacee. The flowers of this beautiful species, are some- 
thing similar to those of the C. grandiflora. (See Vol. II. plate 2.) It will 
succeed well if treated as a greenhouse plant, or better still if planted during 
the summer months in the open border, where both the flowers and foliage 
will attain a larger size and a brighter hue. It flowers throughout 2 8 
months of July and August. 

6.,Acacia brevipes, Short-pedicelled Acacia. Polygamia, Monecia. Le- 
guminose. A hardy conservatory plant, usually flowering in the earliest 
months of the year, the flowers are small and pale yellow. It is said to be 
a native of New South Wales, 

7. Stanhopea eburnea, Ivory-lipped Stanhopea. Ginandria, Monandria. 
Orchidex. A no less peculiar, though far less beautiful plant than Stanhopea 
insignis. It is a native of Brazil, a country pre-eminently rich in the tribe 
of Orchidex., 

Edwards's Botanical Register. Edited by Joun Linprey, Ph.D., 
F.R.S., LS., and G.S., Professor. of Botany in the Univer- 

sity of London, &c. &c, Price 4s. coloured; 3s. plain. 

OMITTED IN OUR Last.—4. Maytenus chilensis, Chilian Mayten. Syn. 
Celastrus Maytenus, Celastrus uncinatus. Maytenus boaria, Maytenus chili- 
ensis, Senacia Maytenus. Polygamia, Monecia. Celastrinee. A hand- 
some. evergreen shrub, which has been growing in the garden of the Horti- 
cultural Society.. The leaves are smooth, oval lanceolate, flowers axillary, in 
clusters, small, of »a greenish white colour, succeeded by yellowish berries. 
The plant succeeds best trained to the front of a south wall, but it also sur- 
yives the winter without even that slight protection. It would, no doubt, 
proye perfectly hardy in the milder parts of England and Ireland: It is a 
native of Chili, flowers in May. Maytenus, from Maylen, the vernacular 
name among the Chilenos, 

1. Ceropegia elegans, Elegant Ceropegia. Pentandria, Digynia, Ascle- 
piadea. Tt is a small twining plant, with dingy purplish brown stems and 
leaves, and livid flowers blotched with purple. They have little beauty, ex- 
cept when they are open; at that time their orifice is closed by..a number of 
long purple bristles, which converge over the centre, and form a sort of na- 
tural chevaux-de frise, which will prevent the ingress, of insects. It is a 
native of the mountains of India called Nilgherry, and introduced into this 
country in 1826, by Dr. Wallich. It is usually kept in the stove, where it 
flowers from May to October. It is, however, nearly hardy, thrives, in the 
open border in summer, and protection in the greenhouse in winter. In- 

SS 



AREAS ay 
ereased readily by cuttings. Ceropegia, from keropegion, a candlestick, in 
allusion’ tothe reserablaned “hoine Dy the corollas of Some’ species: to? the 
branch of an antique candélrbra. 220°! ; of 
“D. “Pehinocdttus Eypiesii, Swect scented Spiny Cactiis’ -Tedsandridy Mone- 
yuia. Cactew. “This sptcies was’ presented to the’ Horticultural So¢iety 
Soin years Since by Sit Jown Lenbock, who hail ‘procured it from’ Mexico, 
Wheré the genus Seems fo exist ni great nimbdiss! it flowers at various ‘sea- 
sons. "The flowéts are atiout six inchés lone; the rays "aré’ of ‘the séftést 
White, while the disk is ‘of a rich Yellow. ‘They aré remarkable for the'xich, 
delicious odour they exhale'at night!’ Echinocactas, from the’ formror ‘the 
marine Animals Called Echini, which has naturally suggested the application 
of their name to plants which so much resemble them. pat dee tiene 4 
"3. Catasetum semiapertum, Half-open Catasétum. ‘Gynaridria, Monandria. 
Orchidee. First introduced by Mr, Bert EDwArv' Lioxy, Who'sent it from 
Brazil to Miss Fackner of Fairfield, about eight or'niné years ago.’ More 
rééently it has been sent to Mr. Harrison of Liverpool,’ by Dr. DuNDAS, 
a eminent medical gentleman ‘residing at Bahia. Tt is not’so'shewy ‘as 'C. 
tridéntatim, but it ‘is peculiarly fragrant, ‘a ‘quality of whieh 'all the other 
TAoWH species ‘are destitute. The flowers’ aré of ‘a ‘yéllowish ‘green.’ ‘The 
ot flitives' with the usual treatment, but does best if its roots are actually 
flowed to-immerse themselves in’ water. y ads ‘to sded? of naftnais gai 
4° Leptosiphon androsaceus, Androsacé-like Deptosiphon. “Pentandria, 
Monbeviik. “Polemoniattic. © This is’ bushy annual, growing to the height 
of eight of ten inches. The fidivets are™coliected into terminal heads; st 
rounded at their base by a number of floral leaves?" The Tong’ slender tube 
Of the corolla projects beyond these leaves, and bédrs at the'top five spread - 
THe dyal divisions, varying in colour from’ white to palé blve and pink.’ ‘The 

ultitude Of these flowers gives the planta very gay appearance’; ‘and’ as it 
is perfectly hardy, and promises to seed well, there is no’dowbt but that;'in 
& Short time; it will be found an important adUition ‘to our flower beds. It 
ClaM6t bear our summer heat, and only flourishes “in” the spring, “or! more 
particularly the autumn, when ‘the’ ‘sun’ ha8'lost his power,® and the nights 
are cool with heavy dews. It should, therefore, either be sown in the autumn, 
so as to flower early, or in June, in order that it may be ready for blossoming 
in September. Any kind of soil seemsto suit it, but it is not improbable 
that a shaded American border may be best. It is a native of California, 
wheuce it was sent by Mr. Doves. 7 7 

5. Calceolaria polifolia, White-leaved Slipperwort. “Diandria, Monogynia. 
Scrophnlarinew. ‘This is apparently a yery common, plant in the passes in 
the mountains between Valparaiso and St. Jago, for almost every collection 
from that locality contains it. It is a hardy perennial, 'about'a foot high, 
with a woody stem which would probably become shrubby in favourable 
sttuations. Its little hoary leaves, and very numerous pale primrosé-coléured 
lowers, have quite a peculiar appearance, and render it extremely different 
rom all the other species. It thrives with’ the ‘same’ treatmeit as other 
Calceolarias, but is impatient of damp in winter; cuttings readily ranitiply it. 

6. Solanum etuberosum, Tuberless Solanum.  ‘Pentandria,  Monogyniw. 

Solanee.. This curious plant is a hardy perennial, a native of Chili, whence 
it was obiained some years since by the Horticultural Sociéty.  Ttbears ‘its 
rich clusters of deep purple blossoms, with a golden yellow centre, from July 
to Ogtober, and is very easily multiplied by dividing its stout rootitig under- 
ground stems, Although extremely similar to the Potatoe im appearance, 
et its larger and more compact flowers, and its want of the power of pro- 
acing tubers, render it a proper plant for a flower-garden. : 
7. Nemopliila insignis, Shewy Nemophila, Pentandria, Monogynia, Hy- 

drophylew. This elegant species of Nemophila is a hardy annual, requiring 
a rich soil, not damp, and a situation fully exposed to the sun; it must, be 
a ei gm caréfully from wet when forming seeds, or they will not, ripen; 

ced it pr duced its seeds in the garden very sparingly, with all the care 
# it could be given to it. It is readily distinguished from, all other species 

y tie’ size of the flowers, Which are larger even than those of N -phacelioides, 
‘nd of a beautiful light blue colour. W190 ot 78 Mi. cron erawoh 
a) matrre 

elf. . 
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Sweet's British Flower Garden. Edited by Davin Doy, Esq., 

‘Librarian to the Linnean Society. Coloured, 3s. 3) plain) 2s. 3d. 

"TS Lupinus nanis, Dwarf Lupine. Diadelphia, Decandria. Leguminose. 
This pretty little Lupine was gathered in California by Mr. Dovewas; and 
by him introduced to the garden of the Horticultural Society, Seeds have 
been distributed to various places. Tt isto be obtained of most nurserymen 
and seedsmen. The plant i is a hardy annual, and grows about nine inches 
high.’ The flowers are in distant whorls, of ‘tout five together, and altoge- 
ther form’ a spike about five inches long. The corolla is a fine 'sky-blue, 
With white ‘and purple intermixed. It is a very handsome species, and would 
‘make a fine show if sown in masses, or a bed of it. The plant seeds very 
freely, and blooms from June to September. Lupinus, from lupus, a wolf; 
in allusion to the exhausting habit of the plant. 

1D, Rhododendron ferrngineum, var. album, White-flowered Rusty-leayed 
Rosebay: ‘Decandria, Monogynia. Eriacere. Synonyms, Azalea’ maculis 
ferrujineus, Ledum alpinum, Euonymus Theophrastii, Chamerhodendros:mon- 
tana, var. alba.’ A very dwarf shrub, scarcely more than @ foot highis The 
flowers’ ave pure white. |The’ plant hits probably been originally: obtained 
from the Pyrenees, where it is’ frequent: ‘It is cultivated in’ the excellent 
collection of plants of Mrs. Marryar, Wimbledon. It blooms from June to 
the end of August. hododendron, from rhodo, rose, and dendron, a tree. 

3. Pentstemon speciosus, Showy Pentstemon. Didynamia, Angiospermia. 
Chelonexz. This is by far the most beautiful of this showy genus, It was 
‘discovered by Mr. Poveras on the banks of Spoken River, im North-west 
America, and introduced by him to, the garden. of the Hortigultural Society, 
in 1827, The plant is still rare in collections, from the sparing manner in 
which. it, affords slips, and from, its seeds being seldom matured, except under 
favourable circumstances. The flowers are disposed in a long, terminal, 
loose, racemose panicle, with the branches im distant pairs, and bearing from 
seven to eleven blossoms of a beautiful pale blue colour. Tt is found ‘to:sue- 
ceed best in a mixture of peat and loam, and continues in flower the greater 
part of the summer: Pentstemon is derived from the Greek pente, five, and 
slemon, stamen; from the presence of ihe rudiments of a fifth stamen. 

4, Ebenus cretica, Cretan Ebony. Diadelphia, Decandria. Leguminose. 
This is a very elegant little bushy evergreen shrub, growing from a foot to 
eighteen inches high: It has much the habit of an Qnobrychis, and well 
suited to ornament ‘rockwork, being found to be perfectly hardy: \ The 
flowers are of a beautiful rose-colour. It will grow in almost anyikind of 
light earth. It is inereased by seeds and cuttings. The plant is abundant 
on the Spachian mountains, in Candia, and was sent to Prosper Alpinus) by 
a correspondent in that island, as the Lbenus fruticosa of The -ophrastus, 
Which most probably’ meant the. Medicago arborea. The Kbony of commerce 
is well known to be the wood of Diospyros Ebenum. dds 

The Number for September (omitted in our last) contams— _ 
1. Clematis montana, Mountain Virgin’s Bower. Polyandria, Polygynia. 

Ranunculacez. The species was originally collected by Dr. F. Hamitron, 
at’ Chitlong, in the Valley of Nepal, flowering in April, and it appears to be 
a pretty general plant on the mountains, at an elevation of from 5,000 to 
7,000 feet above the level of the sea. The plant proves to be quite hardy, 
and seems to flourish as well in the climate of England ason its native 
mountains. The flowers are very like those of the Anemone sylvestris (Wood 
Anemone). It loves a loamy soil, and is readily multiplied by layers. 

2. Tris Swerlii, SwERt's Iris. Triandria, Monogynia, Ividee,. | A very 
elegant Iris, long cultivated in the gardens, but of its origin and native 
country nothing certain is known. It is very nearly related to J. germanica, 
from which it is chiefly distinguished by the smaller size of all its parts, 
and by the narrow and wavy segments of its perianthinm. , We haye not 
remarked whether the flowers are fragrant. fired 

3. Nierembergia aristata, Bristle-pointed Nierembergia, | Pentandmia, Mo- 
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nogynia. Solanew. A natiye of sandy plains on the banks of the Parana, 
where it was discovered by Mr. Tweepie ; and from seeds transmitted shy 
him to-Mr, Nei, the plant, was raised at Canonmills in 1832. In habit 
it comes very near to gracilis and jicaulis, but it is essentially distinguished 
from, these, as well as from eyery other species of, this section,, by, its, broad 
orbicnlar, uot compressed stigma, which is, entirely that of, the, section 
Petunia. -‘The plant thrives best in a mixture of peat and sand, and, reots 
freely at every joint, if, the branches are allowed to, be on the surface of, the 
earth. ; ; : nebose DIS 

4. Campanula divergens, Spreading Bellflower... Synonyms, Campanula 
cernua, and C.spathulafa. Pentandria, Monogynia. Campanulacea, , This 
plant very much resembles C. medium, but which it greatly surpasses jin 
beauty. By seyeral botanists it has been regarded as the normal state, of that 
species. It occurs wild in Hungary, Transylvania, the, Bannats; of, Temes- 
war, and also in Siberia. It was first taken up by. WILLDENOW, in his 
enumeration of the plants cultivated in the Royal Gardens a‘, Berlin, and 
is principally distinguished from, C, sibirica, by, its more, branching, habit, 
less:wavy leaves, and larger flowers. . Lhe plant delights ina light gravelly 
or chalky soil, and .produces its,seeds abundantly, It occurs frequently, in 
gardens under the name of puleherrima, but whether it is identical with, the 
plant:so called by Seunank, we are pacertain,,; Ly eoostonyd, oh cconk 
1 sant fi YASAM celle ato hog yotloallos 
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The.Botanic Garden... Edited by Mr..B. Mauyp, F.L.S... Price 

1s. 6d. large 51s. smalls’ coloured. \) ’ oh pe Sab 

The Number for September (omitted in owr last) contains” 

1. Rosa. centifolia, vax. Village Maid, Variegated | Proyence,, Rose.,,.,S0 
numerous have the varieties of seedling Roses, become, and, so mingled,are 
the characters of some of them, that it \is difficult to, give them a place.in 
connexion with any distinct species. This beautiful) variety is yery, compact 
in the arrangement of its petals, as; well. as. rich, in its,general colouring ; 
andicannot fail of becoming a great favourite in the )rosary,, -Lt,has lately 
been obtained from France by several English nurserymen,, , B ek ailT 

2. Hyssopus orientalis, Oriental Hyssop... Didynamiay -Gymnospennia. 
Labiatee. This is a remarkably free-flowering ornamental, little shrub,, of 
néat growth; and is more powerfully aromatic, than, the A), oficinalis,.,or 
common Hyssop of our gardens. It may be propagated by division, from 
cuttings, or by seeds. If seeds are, sown) early, in, spring, the. plants wyill 
flower in the succeeding autumn. The systematic, name, Hyssopus, is 
deduced from the Hebrew £zob, signifying, a; herb, for sacred uses. ; Same 
authors have stated, that the original word was compounded, from,the Greek, 
to signify “ showering on the countenance,” in allusion to a custom of that 
people, who, in their religious ceremonies, used powdered Hyssop to sprinkle 
on the heads of worshippers: they either believed that\it purified)those on 
whom it was showered, or they used it as typical of purifications!) 9.) if 

3. Leplostelna maxima, Great Leptostelma. Syngenesia, Superflua. Com- 
posite. This bold herbaceous plant, but for its size, bears most of the gene- 
ral characters of the genus Erigeron ; indeed, the botanical characters also 
of the two genera are very closely allied to each other.| The composite 
flowers of Leptostelma, each composed of such delicate parts, and elevated 
six or seven feet high, make it a desirable appendage: to ‘the herbaceous 
(ground or shrubbery. It may appropriately lave ai place amongst thé tall 
Phloxes, Delphininms, Helianthemums, Asters, and others of the tall,Com- 
‘posite, Notwithstanding it is a native of Mexico, itshas borne, uninjured, 
thre successive winters in England; therefore, doubtless, in the! severest 

‘seasons, it would require but a slight protection.. It may be divided) at the 
root, and will grow in any aspect. Leptostelma, from: the | Greek: depts, 
‘Sendor, wid selma, a crown; in allusion to the slender petals of itgiray, 
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| 4, Digitalis h ybvida, Hybrid Foxglove. Didynamia, Angiospermia, Scro- 
phularine. The species ‘which ‘we now introduce has been propagated be- 

tween the Digitalis ambigua and Gloxinia speciosa, by Mr. ALBXANDER 

CamebeLt, Curator of the Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society’s 
Garden, We. cannot give our readers any information so satisfactory as 
that which Mr, CamMpsBext himself has furnished us. He says—* The close 
resemblance which the flowers of Digitalis bear to those of the Gloxinia, 
suggested the idea that a cross between them was practicable. I selected a 
shoot. of Digilalis ambigua for experiment; half a dozen of its flowers were 
carefully fertilized with the pollen of Gloxinia speciosa; the shoot was de- 
nuded of the remaining of its flower-buds, and no more attention was be- 
stowed ‘till the capsules were ripe. One half of those impregnated, produced 
Be ect seeds, which were sown immediately when ripe, and placed in a warm 
rame All they vegetated, after which they went through the usual process 
of potting, &c.” Mr. CAMPBELL further states, that the whole of them 
flowered in great profusion in the succeeding year, and continued till the 
frosts set in, How far nature will admit this system of hybridization, | be- 
comes a curious and most interesting inquiry. It is evident that the present 
division of genera forms no bar to the production of mules between them. 
In the similarity which the flowers of this genus bear to the finger ofa 
glove, has originated the name Digitalis, and its application to these plants ; 
the root of the word being the Latin digitale, 

PART II. 

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE. 

QUERIES. 

On A Succession Or FrowERrs.—You, or any of your correspondents, 
would oblige me (and many others whose gardens resemble mine) if you 
would favour me with the information required below. My garden is small, 
and consists of little beds cut out in a grass plat in fancy forms, with long 
narrow borders on the outside under the walls. I much wish to have a good 
succession of flowers in the lovely spring, the brilliant summer, and, the 
mature autumn ; but do not know how to manage it. I appropriate a bed 
to each sort of flower, preferring that to mixing various kinds, Of these 
small beds I have about twelve; the outside borders are much shaded by 
large evergreen shrubs. What are the best flowers for my small beds, com- 
mencing with the spring? when should they be planted? when removed, 
and to what situation? by what succeeded for the summer when removed, 
&c. and the same for the autumn? and when one set are planted, what is to 
be attended to in the bringing on of the succeeding Howers? I should 
mention that I have no greenhouse of any description, but have spare ground 
to ¥aise the succession, and plant the removed flowers. What is best to be 
planted in my dry shaded borders? A READER. 

Stoneligh, Warwickshire, July, 1834. 

On Hyacintus, &c.—I shall feel obliged if you will favour a constant 
reader of your Floricultural Cabinet with a list of the best Hyacinths, Car- 
nations, Auriculas, Polyanthuses, Pinks, Tulips, Dahlias, and Geraniums, 
which haye been shown during the past summer, I should also feel obliged 
if you, or any of your correspondents, would inform me whether they have 
used any of ‘ Kemp’s Prepared or Decomposed Salt” as a manure in the 
flower-garden, and what has heen the result, Fora. 

Bolton, Sept, 11th, 1834, 
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Ox rap Avuricuta.—{n the number of your work published last) April, 

your correspondent, W. J. P.; New North Road, promised to give a treatise 

on the best method of raising Auriculas, and treating the old plants.’ Ihave 

taken all the subsequent numbers, but am sorry to say the desired ‘informa- 

tion has not yet appeared; and having suffered severe losses, owing to my 

ignorance on the subject, I intrude myself on your notice, begging you ‘will 

grant me the fayour of your opinion and advice, and thereby much oblige 

Haggerstone, July 24th, 1834. ‘ Wo. Sporks. 

P.S. An early answer will be esteemed an additional favour; the loss 

alluded to is the plants rotting off with the surface of the earth, 

On Grapiotvses, Irises, &c.—Will you, or any of your correspondents, 

inform me, through your valuable Magazine, of the best method of cultiva- 

ting the finer sorts of G ladioluses, Irises, Frittelarias, Martagons, and Txias 

—the time of planting—the best scil—and whether they will thrive in pots? 

Islington, Sept. 10th, 1834. G. AsHLEY. 

(On THE G1anNT Brompron Srock.—Being a subscriber |to the Mloricul- 

tural Cabinet, and not having seen throughout the work the method of raising 

the Giant Brompton Stock, I should feel obliged if any of your correspond- 

ents could, in your next Number, favour me with the method to pursue, in 

order to have a good bloom ; being entirely at a loss to know whether they 

should be kept in-doors or out during winter, and likewise the soil fit.to sow 

the seed in. Ww. B. 

Fenchurch-street, Sept. 3d, 1834, 

On CoMBRETUM PURPUREUM, &c.—TI shall take it asa favour if the 

Conductor, or some correspondent, will inform me of the best mode of 
blooming the Combretum purpureum. The plant I have grows very strong, 
but never shows any appearance of bloom: it is growing in a stove at pre- 
sent.—I am also desirous of some information on the Ardisia excelsior. I 
have seen less plants than mine loaded with fruit, but mine never has more 
than one or two flowers or fruit at once. The plant grows very well, and 
appears in good health. ARDISIA. 

Ow EverGrREENS, &c.—Will you oblige me with the names of a dozen 
different sorts of dwarf evergreens, say from one to three or four feet high, 
fit to make a small shrubbery at the end of a narrow slip of garden ground 
in Pimlico, mentioning the proper time to transplant them, and where they 
are to be got best; also if there are any gardeners that pay exclusive atten- 
tion to growing evergreens, as there are some that grow Tulips, Pinks, Car- 
nations, Pansies, &c. Henry Lippe... 

P.S. Is there any place in London where those Fuchsias mentioned in’ Mr. 
Barratr’s Article, in your August Number, can be procured, for I cannot 
send to Wakefield for a few shillings’ worth of plants? 

{ Nore.—All the kinds of Fuchsias may be procured of Messrs, NoBLE & 
Son, seedsmen, Fleet-street, London. Messrs, LoppicEs have.amost exten- 
sive collection of evergreen shrubs, and a selection of fine plants might 
readily be made in their nursery at Hackney. The following are well worth 
growing, being hardy, varying much in foliage, and of a handsome growth : 
—Prinos glaber, Winter Berry, 2 to 3 ft. high; Kalmia latifolia, 2 to. 3 ft.; 
Ligustrum sinensis, Broawl-leaved Chinese Privet, 4 to 5 ft.; Phillyreas, Holly- 
leaved, 4 to 6 ft.; Angustifolia, narrow-leaved, 2 to 3 ft.; Willow-leayed, 3 
to 4{t.; Rhododendron Catawbiensis, 3 {t., ponticum, do., maximum, do. and 
many other species and verieties; Arbutus, Strawberry Tree, 4 ft, ; Cistus 
Ladaniferus, Rock Rose, 3 to 6 ft.; Daphne laureola, 3 ft., pontica, do.; Erica 
stricta, 2 {t., vulgaris pleno, do.; Double-blossomed Whin, or Furze, 3 to 4 {t.; 
Tree Ivy, 3 to 4 ft.; Cornus eapitata, 4 {t.; the narrow-leaved dwarf Laure) 
3 ft.; Lonicera sempervirens, Evergreen Honeysuckle, 4 {t.; Acuba japonica, 
Gold Plant, 4 ft.; and Lauristinuses. Some of the above kinds will, in 
some situations, grow higher; but they will bear cutting in, so as to form 
handsome bushes of the heights stated. Common Laurels, and most kinds 
of Hollies, would also answer as common things, and would bear pruning 
to any desired size —Conp.] 
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On RAIsinG THE CALCEOLARIA AND Mimutus FROM SEED, &c.—Could 
you, or any of your readers, give me a little information on raising the Cal- 
ceolaria and Mimulus from seed and from cuttings ? D. Pearce. 

On RosEes.—In your June Number, you state that “cuttings of Garden 
Roses will now strike root under a hand glass.” Is the common Cabbage 
Rose only meant, or the Tuscany and others which are hardy ? 

C.C.'C.'C, 
[All kinds of Garden Roses are meant. The cuttings should be the pre- 

sent year’s shoots, cut off close to the previous year’s wood.—Conp. ] 

On Pittars or Roses, &c. &c.—A contributor to your Magazine wonld 
feel thankful for a more particular description of the way to make the 
“ Pillar of Roses” mentioned in No. XV. p. 114. He would also be glad to 
know if Thunbergia alata is to be raised from seed, and if so, when it should 
be sown, in order to its blooming in the open border inthe summer. Also, 
when the Schizanthus Hookerii and retusers should be sown, and whether it 
is right to plant them in the open border. Isit improper to water them daily 
in the summer? I have found them very apt suddenly to droop and decay, 
both in the border and in a frame. What is the probable cause! Are they 
annuals or biennials !—as they are called both in different catalogues. 
Which is the most probable nursery-ground to obtain the Double White 
Hepatica—(gg it seems there is such a flower, from your last month’s corre- 
spondence, p. 186)—and the Pentstemon pruinosum? The latter I have 
attempted several times to procure, without success. 

August 19th, 1834. 

ANSWERS. 

REPLY TO QUERIES OF * AND S. C. A. on Heatus, &c.—In your No? 
for July is a query by “*,” dated Bodmin. Since no one has taken up his 
pen to reply to the request, and as “S.C. A.” begs in your last No. that 
««*'s” query may be answered, I again, but very reluctantly, take up my pen, 
fearing that some of your Correspondents may wish to throw my communi- 
cation into a “ sea coal fire,” or consider that the “bear's paw” may scratch 
up some of the “Irus’s’ and “ Sxnowprors” who flourish so luxuriantly in 
the pages of the Cabinet. However, I have again taken the liberty of 
forming one of your Correspondents; and if you deem my remarks worthy, 
I shall be happy from time to time to give any information in my power.— 
Your Correspondent requests a list of a few of the best kinds of greenhouse 
Ericas. As we cultivate upwards of 100, I give a list of a few of what I 
consider the best that can be grown :— ' 

Those marked thus (*) will stand any winter, and are very hardy; but 
(+) require a mat, 
Erica aristata. *Erica hartnella. Erica tricolor. 

bicolor. Bowiana. ———_——--. grandiflora. 
ampullacea. —— monsonie. —— mutabilis. 

—— mundula. ——. ventricosa. vernix. 
perspicua. sulphurea. sordida. 

Hardy Ericas I do not cultivate, but send a list of what I fancy are good 
ones, Viz. :— 
*Erica actea. *Erica floribunda. *Erica triflora. 

australis. camea. + multiflora. 
+—— umbellata. vagans. —— vulgaris. 

colluna. stricta. tetralix. 
He wishes for a colleetion of hardy greenhouse plants. If he wishes his 

place to look gay, I would advise him to have a few Camellias, which will 
flower in spring with his Ericas and Hyacinths, and would look very well 
during the spring. When the Camellias and Ericas go out of doors to their 
summer quarters, Calceolarias, Balsams, Cockscombs, Schizanthus of sorts, 
with Epacris grandiflora, and Pimelea decussata, Pimelea rosea, Pelargo- 
niwms of sorts, &c. &c. will furnish him with a list of plants that will make 
his place look beautiful. I would adyise him to exclude Vines, and substitute 
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that king of creepers, the Glycine, which will amply repay him for any 
trouble he may be at in its cultivation; I would plant it out of doors in good 
soil, and bring it through the wall into the greenhouse. I think I have now 
answered “*'s” query. I cannot in my present letter give “S.C. A.” a list 
of the best kinds of greenhouse plants for him to cultivate ; he does not state 
how large his greenhouse is—perhaps Mr. Harrison could not find room 
for a long list? The best work on the cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse 
plants, Ericas, &c. &c. is Forses’s “ Hortus Woburnensis.” I forgot to 
answer “*’s” query as to whether an high or low greenhouse is the best for 
plants. I should say a low one—particularly as he wishes to. cultivate 
Ericas, which should be placed near the “ glass, and have plenty of air and 
water,” vide ForseEs’s “ Hortns Woburnensis,” or the extract Mr. HARRISON 
made from it. I must now thank you for the space you have given me in 
the pages of your Cabinet ; and again add, that I shall be happy at any time 
to give any information I may be possessed of, 

August Gth, 1834. J.C. H. 
Own Carnations.—In answer to C. W. J., I beg to inform him that he 

quite mistook the disease in his Carnations, and, by so doing, hastened their 
death. His plants died either from the bark having been wounded in pull- 
ing oif the decayed leaves, or from their having been taken from unsound 
plants, or his having neglected to shorten that part which connected the 
layer with the old plant to a level with the nib from which it had made root. 
If this were not cut off, it decayed; and retaining a large quantity of mois- 
ture, caused the disease to spread upwards, till it reached the pith, where 
the decay became general, and the loss of his plants was the conseqtence. 
For this disease, when once established, I know of no cure or remedy, as it 
does not show itself till after the plant is dead. It therefore becomes us to 
guard against the causes, such as I have before enumerated: besides these, 
there is another trick which florists resort to, to cause this disease, viz., 
running a red-hot needle up their centre; but as C. W. J. bought his of 
respectable florists, I should say nothing of the sort had been done. I 
would not, for the sake of saving a few shillings, be induced to save layers 
from a plant in an unsound state, as in nine cases out of ten they inherit 
the disease, and repay us for ten months’ care by suddenly baulking our 
expectations. Many florists top-dress their plants in June; others water 
them with a solution of nitre :—to all such practices I am decidedly opposed, 
for if proper compost were used at the outset, they would require nothing of 
the sort; and they only produce disease. I am sorry I can give C. W. J. 
no hopes that he will ever find a remedy ; and next year will be still more 
fatal than this, as I have this season seen few collections where disease did 
not prevail to a great extent. InNovaToR. 

Sept. 3d, 1834. 

On FLowrrinc HELIOTROPES.—In the spring take the plants to the 
potting shed; turn them out of the pots; reduce the old ball, cutting off all 
dead roots; repot them into pots suitable to the size of the plant, in good 
loam and leaf mould; give them a little water to settle the soil; spur in all 
lateral shoots; put them into a stove heat or dung-bed heat; give them air 
occasionally ; and when growing freely,*sapply them with ‘plenty of water; 
and in the summer months they should stand in water, when they will flower 
in abundance to the satisfaction of your Correspondent, MYRTELLA. 

Great Bookham, Surrey, July 2d, 1834. J.W. D. 

REFERENCE TO PLATE. 
1. Duke of St. Alban's Pink. This flower has, as will be seen by the 

drawing, several distinguishing properties, We understand there are several 
varieties on sale under this name ; thefefore, purchasers must be on their 
guard in order to obtain the true variety, of which our drawing gives a cor- 
rect representation, 

2. Delphinium chinensis, var. albiflora, Double White-flowering Chinese 
Larkspur. ‘This very handsome Delphiniam is a hybrid, raised by Mr. 
SHILLING, nurseryman, Northwarmborough, near Odiham, Hampshire, 
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from seed collected from D. chinensis, blue-fiowered, impregnated by some 
other kind not named to us. It is certainly a valuable acquisition, and well 
deserves a situation in every flower-garden. The flowers are of a delicate 
_ white, and, judging from the specimen sent us, will make a very gay 
ani plepsing peepspaney ang be a piling contrast to the ple mndid blue of 

“i 2 , 

= Gilia tricolor, Three- Falenm ed Gilia. Bcstely any thing can bit prettier 
than this plant, when thickly filling a bed a few feet in breadth and length, 
It is quite hardy, and-grows about a foot high, with an erect stem, and 
foliage much resembling the well-known G. capitata; but the flowers are 
‘much longer, and instead of being collected in globose heads, are widely 
spread at the head of long peduncles, which, being very numerous, form a 
large and rather dense panicle, and thus show off to great advantage. It 
flowers from July to September, and will grow in any kind of soil, It may 
be procured of Messrs. WaRNER & Co., and other Londéh seedsmen. 

4, Tropeolum majus, var. Shillingii, SH1tt1NG’s Hybrid Nasturtium. This 
very singular and pretty variety of Nasturtium (Indian Cress) is a hybrid, 
raised from seed collected from 7’, alrosanguineum, dark blood-coloured. The 
plant, in its habit, resembles its female parent, but the flowers are larger, 
and very brilliant and showy. The corolla is quite flat at the surface, ex- 
hibiting the whole of it much more than 7’. alrosunguineum ; the petals are 
very round and neat; the spots at the centre are very dark, and form a 
pleasing contrast to the other colour of the petals. The specimens sent us 
were destitute of the hairy fringe which is seen in the old kind) of | Indian 
Cress, as well as in & atrosanguineum. 

FLORICULTURAL CALENDAR FOR NOVEMBER. 

GREEN-HOUSE Prants.—If any are not yet housed, they should now be 
without delay. All possible air should be admitted to the green-house,,ex- 
cepting when frosty. The plants should not be watered in the ‘‘ broad cast” 
manner, as it is termed; but should be attended to sinyly, so that no plant 
may) be watered» but what is actually dry. Water should not be givenjin 
the evening, but in the early part of the day, so that damps may be dried up 
before the house is closed. If watered in the evening, the damp arising 
during the night will cause the leaves to decay, and encourage moss, lichens, 
Sc. upon the soil. This will invariably be the consequence, unless fire heat 
be applied to counteract the effect. The soil in the pots should frequently 
be loosened at the surface, to prevent its forming a mossy or yery compart 
state. 
FLOWER GARDEN.—All decayed stalks should be cleared away. Seeds of 

all kinds of flowering plants should be collected, if neglected hitherto. “ The 
borders should be dug over, and additional fresh ‘soil be » added where required. 
All kinds of perennial border flowers should be planted. If any plant has 
become too lar ge, it should now be reduced in size, and vacancies filled up. 
Bulbous roots, Ranunculuses, Anemonies, &c., should be planted without 
delay. For Auriculas, Carnations, &e., see last month’s Calendar, where 
suitable directions are given. Evergreen and deciduous shrabs may be 
planted this mouth. Protect beds of bulbous flow ering plants in unfayour- 
able weather. Newly-planted shrubs, in exposed situations, should be secured 
to stakes, All kinds of border flowers kept in pots for winter protection, 
&c., should be remoyed to winter quarters, either in pots, frames, or some 
warm, dry situation. Composts for floricultural purposes should be turned, 
&e. Calceolarias that have been in borders should be taken up, and kept 
in pots, in a cool, dry situation, either in the green-house, frame, or pit. 
Let the plants of Chrysanthemums in-doors have abundance of ‘air. ) In 
taking up Dahlia roots, be careful not to twist or injure, the tubers near to 
the crown: this attention is particularly necessary with small roots. Care 
should be taken to have the names or numbers well secured to the reot by 
means of copper-wire fastenings: it often happens that the stalk perishes 
before spring, and names attached thereto are liable to be removed, ‘and to 
cause confusion, Tubers of Commellina, and bulbs of Tigridias, should, be 
taken up and preserved dry through winter, 

. 
ik 
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PART I. 

——- 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

ae 

ARTICLE I.~On the Cultivation of Ten-week Stocks. 
By A. E. . 

Having cultivated, for my own amusement, with great success, 

for several years past, the Ten-week Stock, (2. e. the scarlet, the 

purple, and the white,) I am induced to inform you of the method 

I pursue, in order to havea fine bloom of them in the spring. 

The last week in October, I remove the frame from a cucumber 

bed, situated in a full south aspect, raking all the old mould from 

the surface, until I come to the old dung. I then replace the 

frame, and spread on the top of the dung about three inches thick 

of good loamy soil, raking it even, on which I sow the seed pretty 

thick (of course keeping each colour separate by a mark). I give 

it a good sprinkling of water, and shut the lights down close until 

the plants appear ; after which, I open the frame every day through 

the winter, except in wet or frosty weather ; but from the time of 

sowing until the middle of March, I never let them have a drop 

of water; in that particular depends their flourishing through the 

winter, for if they once get wet, they are sure to shank off. By 

exposing them to the cold, I make them hardy, so that I can plant 

them in the middle of March, which I always prefer doing when 

the weather is dry; and though at that season the wind is gene- 

rally harsh and frosty, I do not find it affect the plants... By 

planting in dry weather, the plants get hold of the earth before the 

Worms can drag them out. I prefer planting each. sort in a L bed 
Vox. II. 2M - 
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by thentselves, as T fancy they make a much finer show than when 

‘planted about the borders. A. E. dL 

'° Hoxton, Sept. 3rd, 1834. bissoxle 
IT OF ‘ | ive j sort 

ARTICLE TI.-On the Culture and snenbgoniae of tie 

''Auricula. By Pauw Pry. 

_T here send you my method of cultivating the Auricula, which 

I haye practised with the greatest success for several years. The 

following is the compost which I use to pot them in :—two bar- 

rowfuls of cow-dung, one year old; one ditto of sheep-dung, one 

year old; one ditto of maiden ane half ditto of black ‘Jeat- 

mould; and one peck of river sand, I have discontinued ‘the use 

of hot manures, (such as blood, night-soil, pigeons dung, ke) 

as I have more than once proved their “ ill effects.” Many: young 

florists, from a wish to outrival the elder ones, have used this trash 

to such an extent as to, kill their plants altogether. ‘When the 

plants are potted, set them 1 ma shady place till they have taken 

root, at which time be careful to protect them from heavy rains. 

Towards the latter end of September, they should be placed i in a 

frame upon bricks or tiles, in a full south aspect; raise the frame 

by, placing a brick at each comer, to admit a free current of air to 

pass between them, in which situation they may remain till frosty 

‘weather commences. However cold the weather may be, provided 

it is fine, the lights should be taken off during the day, and put 

on again at night. Towards the beginning of February, they must 

be carefully covered up every night, to prevent the buds receiving 

any check, as by this time some of the most forward will begin to 

show bloom. Although I stated above that I had discontifined 

the use of hot manures, I nevertheless think it requisite “that_a 

small portion should be used in top-dressing : to a barrowful of 

the above compost, add not more than a peck of goose-dung, at 

least two years anda half old, With this dress the plants about the 

beginning of February ; remove the old soil clean away down to 

the fibres, and replace it with the new; give to each a good water- 

ing with pure water. Should any gentle rains fall during the 

months of February or March, you may expose them for an hour 

or two, once or twice in the course of each month ; ‘keep them 

closely covered up with mats every night, for one ‘night's frost 
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wonld do them a great deal of injury 5 remove the, mats early eyer ay 

morning, and raise the lights, to admit a small (portion , ba 

should’ the weather prove fine, push, , the lights ae 

Towards the latter end of March, the trusses will begin to rise, 

when those buds that are small, and the over-crowded ones, should 

be:thinned out, leaving from fiveto ten pips upon each stem.) The 

period from the opening of the pips to full bloom, 1 consider the 

most critical—that is, from the end. of March to the end of April ; 

during which time the lights must be kept over the plants night 

and day, raising them a little behind to admit air.  Stouldthe 

sun shine hot, as it frequently does towards the end of April, it is 

advisable to throw a thin mat over ‘the lights about ten o'elock, 

an remove i it again about four. Be careful to ‘Supply them regu- 

Jarly with, water 5 for should they at any time ‘be allowed to flag, 

it will give, thema a serious chieck. a “When the pips begin to expand, 

ey should be removed to an eastern aspect, and covered with 
1 2#T. 

ajerrott 

hand-alasses n andes i a low fence. or ridge i is the most suitable place, 

where they can receive about | two hours of the morning sun. The 

glasses must be raised a few inches to admit air, but the should 

be shut down close at night, and covered with a stout mat or two. 

When the pips are all expanded, the plants may be removed to 

the stage, which should face the north: as to the construction, 

growers differ greatly, but 1 think the most simple method Is 

as here represented ( fig. 1.) 

ai The lights A being taken off a ae 
OG this forms a very good summer 

situation. Cartains should 

be hung on, as shewn at B, 

Bito let down in case of frost 

i: or driving rain. _ Small rings 

ta ite should be fastened on the 

bottom of the curtains, to catch to nails or hooks placed in the 

lowest shelf, and thereby prevent their being wafted to and fro, and 

coming in contact with the plants. When placed upon the stage, 

care must be taken to supply the plants with water, when their 

colours will become more brilliant, and, with their beautiful tints 

and sweet odour, amply repay the careful florist. As soon as the 
gab i 

ips begin togfade, remove them from the stage (for they frequently 
inant 

Feceive great injury, from being kept under cover too Jong), and 
we 
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set thei upon bricks “or tiles’ ina cool! shady’ plice not under'the 
drips’ of trees. ‘Tn warm ‘weather, care must be ‘taken to! supply" 

theif With Water at Teast three times a week ; be careful’ not'to let | 

water touch the leaves in diy het weather; to obviate thisas much’ 

Vig. 2. as ‘possiblé I use a water-pot with the spout 

AV “tamed down (see fig. 2.) Treat them im this 
maniier till the time of potting, which for strong 

old plants signifies little; be careful always to 

place'a good handful of potsherds or stones ‘at 

x the bottom of each pot, to drain off the super’ 

alibi Moisture. Shonld much rain fall during August and’ 

September, it is advisable to’ erect a slight covering over the plants,” 

for have found that continited rains cause them’ to rot and decay. ( 

'Forthe cuidance of those who are about to commence the’ ele 

ture of the Auricula, Tf’ subjoin a = of Sore of the most favourite” 

kinds at present’ cultivated LO at wo. 

(9 @RBEN MpeED!! Crompton’s Admiral Gardiner.» £0 
| diee’s. Colonel. Taylor.) ., Wee’s Bright Venus, Sea ey 

Booth’s Freedom. Wood's Delight. 

) Howard's Nelson. | Pillar‘of Beauty. ii) 

Stretch’ s Alexander, SELFS. pm, 

‘Barlow's King. ; Redman’s Metropolitan. ayes 

, /Pollitt’s Ruler! : Scholes's Ned Ludd. ) 

— Standard. True Blue. 

' -GREY/EDGED. Netherwood’s Othello. Diet 

Grimes’ Privateer, Bury’s Lord Primate. 

Kenyon's Ringleader. Meillor’s Lord Howe. 

Waterhouse’s Conqueror of Burope. ALPINES. rot 

‘Thompson's, Revenge. King of the Alps. = 

Ashford’s Rule-All, Beauty of England. = cm 

Rider's Waterloo, ————— the Alps. 
WHITE EDGED, Queen Adelaide. 

Taylor's Favourite. Ultramarine. 
Glory. Bishop of London. a | 

Should this meet your approbation, I shall at some future Bc! | 

send you my method of cultivating the Carnation. ra 
PAaui,P B¥e;)] 

| 

ARTICLE IIL—A few Observations on Soils and Ma- 

nures. By Mr. F. F. ASHrorp. di 

Considering that a few observations on soils and manures will 

be acceptable to many of your readers, I am induced to send the 

following for insertion in the pages of the Floricultural Cabinet, 

if thought worthy of admittance. hoow wolliw toJvo 
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Loams, peats, dungs, vegetable decayed substances, and, sands,).,, 

aré the principal, kinds, used in, floriculture 5, but various are, the ,/, 

different mixtures and composts that, may be obtained from them, , 

by admixtures, or adding one kind to janother. 

1... Loams are of various. kinds, ;and go by different names, as 

stiff loam, sandy loam, yellow hazel loam, loam of a soapy texture, 

&e.. These differences are caused by the loam, being got out of 

different pastures, and sometimes from being got from different 

depths. Yellow hazel loam is the kind that 1 should recommend 

for floricultural purposes, owing to the openness of its nature, and 

the rich mellow qualities it possesses.. It should be obtained from, 

some neighbouring pasturage that has not been. broken up for some » 

years,,, As, Mr. Pricx has given, in page185, of Vol.L., some 

excellent remarks, concerning the, nature, of soils, I thought it 

would be unnecessary for me to notice that subject. 

2. Peat is in the same respect as loam in haying different names , 

according to its kinds, which are, peat, sandy peat, and bog earth. 

Peat is that collected from commons of a fine lodse’ nature; But 

destitute of silvery sand: | Sandy peat is that collected from where 

the Erica vulgaris groyys spontaneously, and which is’ plentifully 

supplied with the above sand: it is most congenial to the growth 

of tender exotics, with fine fibrous roots, as Ericas, Epacris, Phe- 

nocoma, &c. Bog earth is that obtained either from below the 

others, or from some moss or uncultivated place ; it may be dis- 

tinguished from the above by the blackness of its colour, and the 

closeness of its nature ; it is sometimes found saturated with water : 

this kind, after being duly prepared, answers yery well for what 

are commonly called bog plants, such as Rhododendrons, Azaleas, 

Kalmias, Andromedas, &c. 

yest 

3. Dungs and manures are also of various kinds,’ as those prox 

duced from horses, cows, pigs, and fowls, and each has a different 

nature—as, for instance, dung from cows being the coldest, from 

pigs the hottest, and from fowls the richest ; but I should recom- 

mend to horticulturists well decomposed hot-bed dung, made from 

the produce of the horse-stable, and at least two years old, which, 

in my opinion, will prove the best, as this kind of manure em- 
braces none of the above extremes. 7 on 

1.4. Vegetable decayed substances are also various, as leaf mould, 
rotten willow wood, wood ashes, and also the refuse of the vege- 
table or kitchen garden. 
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5. Sands are either found in beds, or on the aides of rivers ; but 

tlie best’Kitid for florists $s what is ‘penerally termed ‘drift. Maa 

sand washed by heavy showers into ridges. OAHU WO 

Having thus noticed the»primary,kinds, of soils, &c. used in 

floricultune,, it, remains, for me to state the preparations necessary 

before they canbe used. |The, proper time. for collecting the-dif- 

ferent. kinds, of soils, and vegetable manures is unquestionably, in 

autumn, after the beneficial rains and solar influence of the pre- 

ceding summer, and, that they may receive the requisite ameliora- 

ting quality of the forthcoming winter. In getting the various 

kinds,required, care should be. taken not to dig more than mine. or, 

ati the furthest depth, ,twelye inches, below, the surface, as the soil, 

laying lower, is, more concealed, from the sun and atmosphere, and 

consequently, not near.so, good... Let them be carted in, fine, , fair 

weather, and) thrown. up in, the compost, ground in different heaps, 

placing, the, greensward of, the. loams on, the top,, with the roots 

uppermost,.that they, may \the, sooner decay... "Thus; let )them 

remain. till winter, when they should, be at different, times turned 

over, well, chopping and mixing,.the, sward, with the soil, The 

dungs, decayed, vegetables, fallen leaves, and rotten wood, may, be 

treated in, a similar manner. : 

Itisa customary,manner, amongst, old cultivators, to sift their 

composts before using,, , This is, in a great measure, the cause of 

exotics not succeeding, and appearing im health and vigour; for, 

by, the process of,,screening, all the stringy and fibrous rooty part 

of the mould is lost, which is certainly the best part. of it, as, by 

its, means the compostis kept, open and free for the young roots to 

run in, and, without this part, the particles of the soil get close 

together, and often bake as hard as a brick. . Those persons that 

have practised this method think it impossible to improve, but one 

moment's reasoning with themselves will convince them they are 

in error,, Manures, &c, must of course be coarsely screened, that 

the stones, pieces of wood, &c, may be extracted; but this opera- 

tion must only be performed when the said kinds are wanted, 

If this communication be thought worthy of the Floricultural 

Cabinet, it shall be seconded by another on the different kinds of 

compost that may be obtained hy mixtures of the aboyes oo) 

By Fy AsBEORD, |, 
Colston Hall, August 27th, 1834, yee aes 
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ARTICLE. ae — Gleanings fiom Old dachiaaat d By 

SNOWDROP. 7 od yd boclesw bi 

fit beet) 9% OF WATERING (PLANTS. ii gaiveH 

Now for the watering plants ’and ‘flowers observe with me." 

‘eoTf you fear dry weather, do not defer too long before*you 

water, but do it gently before the earth is too dry, consideration 

had to the depth of your roots and’ those’that are deepest! water 

most ; 4nd when you begin to water ‘continue! it as’ long as’ you 

find occasion. TOONS LO. ERP * Bae 

'Use not Well water, for tender plants, for it: 78 'so- strained 

4livo" the earth or rather barren sands or rocks, and for want of the 

Stith $6" chill’ and’ ‘cold, that ‘having ‘no’ Nourishment,’ rather’ ‘the 

contrary, doth more hut't than good 5" Rivers ‘that run quick “and 

loiig on Sharp gravel ‘are Tittle better, ‘but if ‘you are’ forced to wse 

sith, Tet it stand ‘Sometime in’ ttibs ‘in the sun’mixed with dung: 

«Let the quantity’ and ‘quality ‘of the! dung mixed’ with’ i 

Witer! be According to the ature of your ‘plants’ if ‘your’ plants 

be ‘great érowers and require heat, then put horse dang in your 

Water’! If your water be bad, then put dung into help it;) Let it 

stand in the sun and open air uncovered’: If your ‘plants! be’ fine 

anid tender, then put Sheep or Cowes dung, Deer’ or Asses‘ dung 

into the water ; the worse the ground and more barren’ be sure''to 

put in the more dung. Take care you water no plants with stand- 

ing stinking ditch water, nor no water that stinketh; for ‘sweet 

Water, (not too clear) and fresh mould (not musty’ or tamted by 

stinking weeds) is as proper for tender plants'as ‘sweet and ‘good 

food; warm and clean lodging, for tender and fine bred persons.” 

“ Rain water is very good if not too long kept, but if your 

Vessel be large, the oftener you stir it the longer it will keep 

sweet. HO 

“ Large and Navigable rivers, that receive much soil by wash- 

ing streets and the many sinks that ran into it, and which ‘by its 

own motion doth cleanse itself from that which is noxious, both to 

man and plants, is an excellent water for all sorts of plants. 

“The larger the ponds be, the better the water is for plants, 

the opener to the Sun the better, the moré motion they have, ‘by 

Horses washing in them, or Geese and Ducks seem: ‘tis so 

much the better. Re ih) BRR) 
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| «#6 Water all séeds withthe: simallestior raincikerdvopsd you)itan, 

“and nottoommucl at:a time or toorfiercély; lest:yousdiseoverythein. 

«8 Por flawers°and plants! whose leaves lievon thé» ground, water 

thém at'somie distance, by making a hollow circleraboutathemplant 

and pouring water into.it, by which means you avoid annoying the 

leaves by discolouring water, or chilling the roots by, too sudden 

colditess. © JITHA 

“Use not any liquors, for watering either Anaad ‘hot as 

gpivits}cor artificially made so by heating over the fires) ys.) 

brs¢*-Jyp Summer time or all warm seasons, the evening is»best for 

wwatering,*because the water will have time to sink) imtothe,earth, 

vand the plantvattract it, before the’ Sun’s heat exhales, its Bat in 

Winter or coldweather the morning is the most proper time, that 

thé Saperfluous moisture may. be! evaporated, ere the) cold:night 

‘evértake! you, andi chill perhaps: kill a tender plant. oy :j¢uigod hue 

‘oe Wp Plant that delights'in moisture, or a, drooping. plant;;that 

‘you think water will preserve may be watered | by: filtration; ,2,\ ¢. 

‘Set an earthen or woodew vessel on a brick full.of water near, your 

plant; that all the water may be:higher than, the earth 3) wet;a:thick 

woollen list,:put one end with a stone or bit of lead. to ,it intoythe 

Water} that it may keep to the bottom; lay the other endjjon»the 

ground near the root of the plant, and the water will distil jout,.of 

the boul orpot through the list, because that part of it out of the 

pot of water, hangs-lower than that within, &c. ee) ai 

366 \A}) sorts of fibrous roots are assured in their exo wth, se con- 

venient watering 5 but for bulbous and tuberous roots, . the, Gardi- 

ner’s hand ought:to be more sparing.” been 

eae to ha Z SaMUEL GILBERT, — i 

3201 id : preott 

«In the above extract no mention is made of watering, gre oon 

foliage. To newly removed plants it certainly is| most beneficial, 

and*very much promotes their growth, In, smoky,neighbou-, 

hoods, watering or syringing over the leaves, \iny dry, weathers 

cleanses them from soot, and dust, and enables. them » to,perform;: 

their proper functions with vigour, It must, however, be carefully 
borne in mind that the ¢op watering can only be ‘safelysperformed| 

when the sun has left the plants in'the shade, »‘Thej onlysplamts, 

that’ I am aware of: that form an exception to, thig rulexdtiesthe,, 

Chinese Chrysanthemums, the foliage of which is very thttch»bex» 
IT 20¥ 

ate 
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nefitted by being watered in the blazing: suns) In ‘dry weather T 

always remove plants in/the evening, and) water! them) well: over- 

head, and which I continue to do, at the:same: period, ‘as long as 

— necessary. » SnowDRor,/: 

ARTICLE V.—On the Culture of Heliotropes. By Mr. 

Henry Lapps. 

Observing that one of your correspondents requests information 
‘on the cultivation of those fragrant plants, the! Heliotropes;—and 

having’ cultivated them very successfully ‘én pots, ‘so (as, to, have 
them in bloom from March to December,—TI herewith send | you 

my mode of treatment, for insertion in the Cabinet. , 

' About the middle of June, the’ old plants'arein vigorous growth, 

and beginning to bloom. If there are more branches than what 

I'think are necessary, I cut all out excepting five or six on each 

plant.’ If I find I have not suflicient for my supply of cuttings, 1 

now cut'down some of the'old plants to within three inches of the 

bottom: After dressing off the leaves at the lower part of |the cut- 

tings, (which are about four inches ftom the end of each shoot,) I 

imsert them in sand and loam, placing them close: to. the; side of 

the pot, and put them into a frame, where a slight heat is kept, 

shading them from sun. By the beginning of August, the cut- 

tings are well rooted. JI then pot them into sixties, using a rich 

soil, and well draining the pots. By the end of August, the plants 

begin to shew bloom ; as soon as that appears, I cut off the tops, 

leaving each about 2% inches long. The old plants which I raised 

last year, will, by the end of August, be nearly exhausted of flowers : 

from these I take off a good supply of cuttings, and, with those 

I cut from the young plants in heading down, I provide my next 

and last supply for the year. These I insert into seed-pans, as 

close as I can, to strike ; placing them in a strong heat, so as to 

get them well rooted before cold weather sets in. I let them stand 

in these pans through the winter, being a saving of room. 

' By the middle of August, those plants I cut down in June will ° 

bein bloom. After flowering, I cut the whole of them down to 
within a few inches of the bottom: by this means young shoots 

are uniformly produced near the roots, which make the plants 

appear full, and not so unsightly as when they have long naked 

Vou, II. 2N 
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stems, After heading down, I place the plants in cool frames, 

W here - I keep a small wash of tan, for the winter. In this situ- 

ation the plants generally lose most of their leaves, but they tah 

life. pep et 

“About t the first week in May, or even earlier, I pot the plants I 

‘sit ruck last June, and which have been kept in 60’s, into 32-sized 

pots ; and the cuttings I struck in August, into 60's, and ‘When 

grown sufficiently, into 32's. 

~The compost in which I grow the Heliotrope consists of one- 

half well-rotted dung, one-fourth loam, and the remainder river 

“sand and vegetable mould. whee 

i keep no old plants that are more than three years old at ‘the 

utmost, the stems after that becoming ragged and unsightly, ' nor 

do they bloom as well as young plants ; ; but I keep all my plants 

‘young, and therefore they are vigorous and handsome. — ‘The oid 

plants, that I no longer want for pots, I turn out into the’ ¢ open 

border, where their delightful fragrance amply compensates for z any 

‘situation they occupy. They bloom more vigorously in the open 

border than when in pots, but in the latter they furnish a supply 

of bloom for a room, green-house, or conservatory, and they will 

far more ‘than repay for any trouble bestowed upon them with a 

continued bloom from March till December. At the latter end of 

the year, as well as for spring blooming, the moderate heat of a 

stove will be required. pte 

During November and December, when Chrysanthemums are 

in blossom, and intermixed with Heliotropes, young plants of 

Fuchsia microphylla, Alonsoas, white and purple kinds of Chinese 

Primroses, &c., they produce a splendid lively appearance, turning 

this dull season of the year into the gaiety of spring or summer. 

Walworth. Henry Lapps. 

N.B. If room can be spared in a hot-house for the last supply 

of cuttings to strike in, I find them do well there, if shaded for a 

day or two at first. : 

ARTICLE VI.—On the Raising of the Chelone pena 
Jrom Seed. By A. E. | 

Having been a subscriber to the Floricultural Cabinet from its 

commencement, and having therefrom derived much valuable in- 
Aolittien nbs} 
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formation, I feel great pleasure i in contributing my mite of expe- 

rience, and hope it may prove interesting to some portion of y “ 

numerous readers. 

In the autumn of last year, about November, I cut off the prin- 

‘cipal seed-stem of my Chelone barbata, and in paper carefully and 

gradually dried it, at a moderate distance from the fire. In F e- 

bruary 1834, I sowed the seed thus obtained, in soil composed of 

equal portions of sand, leaf-mould, maiden loam, and rotten, ma- 

nure ; covering this small seed, which to some would appear ¢ as 

dust, very slightly, and placing it in the parlour, , having no green- 

house, In May the seedlings were placed out in the ‘open horder, 

and two of them are now (Sept. 9th) in full bloom. 

ne have seen no description of this beautiful plant, except in a 

“work entitled Flora Conspicua, i in which it is stated that this plant 

_gan only be increased by parting the root, or by cuttings. “M ly 

“parent plant blowed so profusely as to prevent the possibility of 

_the former plan, viz. dividing the root 5 and though I tried the 

Tatter one with three cuttings, it completely failed. Fr rom the 

{1 ‘success of my. first experiment, I am induced to believe that ‘the 

_seed of many valuable plants may be pertected i in our climate. , . 

As I think the work. before alluded to, is discontinued, I shall, 

_ for the benefit of your readers, copy the author's remarks on this 

beautiful plant. 

* CHELONE BARBATA. . 

« DIDYNAMIA, ANGIOSPERMIA, 

“Class 14, Order 2. ; 

“ The delicacy and grace of this herbaceous plant will ever be 
found sufficient to induce the lovers of flowers to give it a conspi- 
enous place in the herbaceous border. The singular formation 
_and pendant position of its, little tubular flowers—the handsome 
pyrainidical form produced by each stalk—and the height to which 
the centre stalk of the established plant will rise, (often six feet,) 
surrounded by other stalks of weaker and shorter growth, producing 
«succession of blooms for nearly two months,~render this plant 
truly interesting. , 

., “[t thrives well in. common garden mould, but. will grow luxu- 
Jiantly with a portion of loam, As it does not perfect its seods in 
this country, it must be increased by dividing the root, or by cnt. 
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tings ; which Jatterumethod will answer very well,,by~ taking the 

young shdots, atid! placing: the, éutlings under a hand aah eae 
I $88 

“Tt is a native of Chili,-and was introduced in 1793. Rayne — es 3B 
7 a 

Corndean, near Cliltewhams Sept 9th, 1834.” A Ee. age 

ARTICLE VII. V5 pial on the Colours and ngeba = 
ties of One Thousand Species and Varieties of Roses. 

By Sr. Patrick. 
(CONCLUDED, FROM PAGE 255.) x 

CREEPING AND RUNNING ROSES—(conTinvED; yal Gb? 
«bor ditw bogies.) DESCRIPTION. L woh Obe 

788 Princess Louise «6 ¢i4.2.0.'. 2) Fine -white. ola DIO We 
789 ————— Marie ...........4 4 Beautiful white. TIBMIDIO Bhs 
790 Purple Boursault 1.4 4.4.'s.2/Semi-double purple. loW apt Cks 
791 Queen of the Belgians vues! . 4s Delicate white semi-double. "1! 1 00" 
792 Rose Clare ......./00. 00.) Single bright red. Hofolad 168 
793 Sempervirens ...0. 0000. ¢ 8 00 -Single white. MV ,alqw oe 
794. —_—_—__——- plenov Jv)... Double white. hol &¢ 
795 rosea... .20..2... Double rose. he sh DGC 
796 Seneca ....-..eeeeeesadevee os Single delicate white, HG: Gt 
797 True Crimson Boursault (/¥J../Beanutiful-crimson, 1G OG 
798 Watts’ Climbing Proverice.\...!! Fine-rose: anh AG 
799 Zephyr... 0s. Mees ues Fine resy blush, LW 8Ge 

NOISETTE ROSES. 
800 Aline Chatelain .........,.,...Fine white, 
801 Amenia ..........-ee+ee0-++ Large Tosy blush. 
802 Amerique Blanche '..........'.Semi-double white. I Loe 
803 Amie Vibert.......20......%.'. Fine large white. ‘ 
804 Belle de Woodlands ..........'Fine pink. 
805 ———— Brulor ..............Fine pale blush. 
806 Bouganville.................. Pretty light purple. 
807 Boule de neigo .....,........ Beautiful pure white globe. 
808 Boquet tout fait ..............White and yellow eye. 4 
809 Cadot ...cseeccecesecervieees Large deep lilac. 
810 Camellia pourpre 2 ..... ++... Fine rosy purple. 
811 Caroline .....0.e..0.0. 4.644. Pretty small pink. 
812 Cerise ......+...ee0..0056... Beautiful purple. 
813 Chamagana.....Js0.0........Pale blush. 

814 Charles the Tenth ............Very double fine red. 
815 Charlotte Calper .............. Bright pink. 
816 Comtesse Odoissee ............ Very pretty rosy blush. 
817 Conque de Venus’... ...) 2.2.4. Large blush white. 
818 Countess d’Orleans............¥Fine large blush, 
819 Cramoise .....+eseeeeeseeeees Very double small red, 
820 Delaage ...eeeyesseeseeeee. mall compact white, 
821 Demetrieuse.....eeseeeeeeee «Light crimson. 
822 Duc de Bouflers .......+s/e0+. Small sulphur, 

Broglie ...-++04¢.+.++«Pale rosy blush, 
824 Felicite....ceveesededecieees «.Fine blush. 
825 Grandiflora ....+00++1+s«0,+..Very large blush. 
326 Isabelle d’Orleans ...,......,.Fine globe whites Ya 
827 Jacques .sccoseeccocscecceesd ine Small red, [ofl 
828 La Cherie......eeseeeeeeess Fine large rose, 
829 — Fayette .....«esescee4eeesDeep purple, 
830 °— Jolie 00002 90e ods s eltinee def all rose, 

> 
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a) yoilsi wemelow YIOY TowaLts \liw bovdsemrerion.sloulw ; agai 

831 Lamargue . neces cercnsae ener Very, lage pale sulphur-colouts cro 

832 La NStRE ey ene BRS oo fir delicate ire oe  eloutla) gawoy 

835 — Nymphé(?y {. ai elevaie hoes Small roses [is ) lo ovitsa 6 et31L> 

‘34 —.Petite Angevinne ,.....,,..Small cre -colour. : 

836 Lee «/:.. = vee ee AoE Wery beaintifd arge blush. 9°02 

836 Madame d’Arblay .....-----.-Fine rosy blush. 

837 - —Laffay ...+--ee-+-e +e Beautiful rosy ‘purple. 

838 Mademoiselle d’Eufrasie, --..-- Very, splendid cream-colour. LOITSAL 

ggg le Felicia 2)... 82. )Cream-colour. — : tvis 

840. Marianne... ereenee ees tiiees Very double lilagy oo) \o anys 

eat Me eton Coe eee seo SE Sime globo whi. : 
842 Milarie de Montgoie ..........-Bright red. 49) 1 T/ q ta vd 

843 Milton ......0eeceeeeeeeeee es Bright blush. 

QAM Nand... scccnsocteens teens sina Diae Purple. 

845 Nankin: MiCLEKO2 peo BUKAk, Den. CVA DVTITAATY 

846 New French Yellow,..«....----Fine deep yellow, tinged with red. 

847 Old Blush ....0-.++--esiener en WeTY Jight blush... Gzisod azeorind Bar 

848 Ordinaire ...... ee esiedae lester dinky , . ine ———. O8T 

849 Pink, Wells's ..4<00¢4e00% eine Pine bright pink. jfyszius0 elqusD ev 

850 Pourpre Fence snwmesiedweamoresmall purplesrsigist eft. 10 neosQ, Lev 

851 Pulchella ......-sjeaewewsd ode eomall rosy purple. _. ial) aa0sl Set 

852 Purple, Wells’s .... + ssiele» #4 «Beautiful purple... anstivieqmsa £2 

859 Red .soccecceee+s.ctukn old neliarge, ine pink. cafq——_————~ ev 

$54 Renoncule .......++ «cox <iase¥ery. fine pale blugh, ———__.___. ge 
855 Sir Walter Scott ee Ode eee «4e« bine large rose. nk .. Bo9n0e OeT 

856 St, Pierre ... 24+ wen mneleangaohale purpletnycens G& ooamitD surT , vey 

857 Thelaire ....... wocces composting largetoseerT asnidgrilO ‘aiisW Bet 

858 White, Wells's... s+ yeas oe Beautiful delicate white... ryriqaS Ge 

859 Yellow, Smith’s .....++..«+«- Beautiful pale yellow. BAD 

860 Zobeide ....-.-.-+-- seeeeeesSmnall Gehicate rose, 

PERPETUAL ROSES, (eee eek tor 
861 Belle Fabert -. «icine 0s se0%eee Very, large bright rede it supivoinA G08 

862 Nanette ... 00; seer eed «ee Very. large blush. 14div HimA LOR 

863 Cent feuille ....--.--+esees0esHine red. abriathoo¥ ifo% hOB 

864 Du Roux...cseccientdevevenwtbarge deepired,.. rol _. 208 

865 Four Seasons coseeeeesivcieevieek ine rose. Niteano® BOR 

866 Grand Perpetual.......+s+/e++.Very large deep roses is, Tom COR 

867 Josephine Antoinette ,...+-++ -Small rose, ; 1 torrpomd- BOR 

868 La Mienne «.. ++ -.+s+e4++4-Rosy purple. ohe) COR 

869 Louis Philippe ...-.-.+++++-.Large dark crimsomey iyi) piffome) O18 

870 Monstrous Four Seasons ......Large delicate rose. ifort’) 118 

871 Palmire .....+-+se0-% sere line pale blush, 219!) SIR 

872 Perpetual Scotch. .....s.«++ «+.Blush, very double. ) Efe 

873 Perpetuelle d'Angers.......-++-Large delicate blush, | DIR 

874 Pompone Four Seasons ... «+... Delicate blush, Holand’). ole 

875 Queen of Perpetuals .......+,.Fine pale blush. » o18 
876 Rosa Pestana. ..+4+.-<++++«+».5emi-double crimson, orto’) THB 

877 Rose du Roi......0.0+ 005 0++ 9. Beautiful bright crimson. --4jquo') 418 
878 Sixth of June ....-.+«++++».Very double blush. st), G18 
879 Stanwell Perpetual .......+.+++++Fine flesh-colour, slo(L O&R 
#880 White Four Seasons. ..,.-..... Beautiful white, ot [¢k 

HYBRID ROSES. (1. $A 

881 Amelie Guerin ..............Fine white: - 858 
882 Antiope ...+++++eee+eeeeeeee5mall shaded purple, UisSs 
883 Attelaine de Bourbon..........Beautiful large bright rose. | dpc 
884 Beante Vive....%...s+eee04-.. mall fine rose, eae acl Ob 

885 Belle de Bengal ............+.Bright rose. upon G NES 
886 Bizarre de la Chine ..........Crimson globe. Higt 888 
$87 Bonne Genevieve .......+,..+-Fine dark purple, yn ese 

888 Brennus ped ones teed ay tT etT CODE Tout hots —- 068 
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NWMESL H-inse Lis arevehtieldneb alls abe. 
889 Camuse Came sive sens ii. “Pretty blush colour, vert ——— Vee 
890 Carmin Feu... 000) f050.00.4 Large compact red, 7210 lliy ——— #be 
891 Celine Phamlals iebt o  o rl aepeherne ererolisynsd Ob 
892 Celestial .......ceeve id cn'l's. Beautiful: blush! ssl ——-——-~~ 06 
893 Clair de Crassae’. 230 U0 2000, Pretty cherry-coloury ‘| e'isons 2 fom 
894 Colonel Fabvier ........J..... Large bright rose. Se 
$95 ‘Corohation s.....0..6.0......Shaded dark and light piaplovs 
896 Coupe d’Amour .......3.42...Fine bright rose. ; | 
897 Duke of Devonshire 2.0... Fine large lilac, striped withy white e 
898 Eliza Fenning::...../...2....Smaill fine blush, Ce 
899 Ethereal .....03..0.,00...... Beautiful purple. I 
900 Fulgens: WWW deve. sty vy.. Large fine fiery crimson red. f vce 
901 General Pagetswssss...04.....Fine rosy pink. OLD BCL 
902 Hybride Biane207 Ves} ALY ery double white. 
903 King of Roses....0..0'0...04.. Fine violet, 
904 La Cerisette. 00. S00. a Ws... Large red. ) soibnI foe 
905 Lady Stuart....... 800.4905 Very large globe blush, —-—— Soe 
906 La Grandeur ........¥.J00.. Large fine rosy'crimson.—————~_ ©0 
907 — Tourterelle...... siete Dead- coloured, cupped i eee 
908 Lilac Queen... oy JP A08 ON Deep lilac. jue ~———. GOL 

I aae 909 Miralba .osU ois ued .a.. Small dark crimson/"/ TW BL 
910 Morning Star ....s00.58.00. Very large globe puigtant Ll stte Vor 
911 Ne plus ultra . 4.04 nil wwe Large round red, i sllovsroVt 800 

912 Pourpre Panachee i7V00'2.40.. Rine shaded purple, P stited G0€ 
913 Reine de Belgique’ os...02.00.,. Globe rosy lilac, 
914 Roi de Prusse .200. VIS) v.. Purple. ! ors PVe | 
915 Rose Blairii.........2004.00.. Fine globe rose. iW SX | 
916 —— Chateléine. ti ..s02.00.4 Large rosy purple. WF oN 
917 Montan d’Angers ,.......Fine large dark purple. 
918 Sebastiana ...........++++0e-Fine dark crimson. 
919 Seulisienne ......s0%002 .vsi0.!.Small flesh-coloured. JobA bY 
920 Susette ...........+-sueieeeie.s Fine dark crimson. gh éye 
921 Targelie . siasi. Oeibwwn sscu.) Large reddish. purple. sla ate 
922 Thisbe ..........swidalsdaisiae Pale. blush,. nearly, whiteinigs@ Tie 
923 Thornless Violetis. oidsss sess. Dark puce velvet. ; i 3 
924 Triomphe d’Anger J...) e0ss...Globe rose. uz) 
925 ————— de;Gnerin) 4.4. .4.s..Large rosy blush. i o8e 
926 Laffay.oes e.iwid. Delicate white. at, 16e 
927 Victor Hugo... .siccse sie one J. Large rosy lilac. pil See 
928, ++) Tracy. sewwsiss Jens cic. .Large dark crimson. i gee 
929 Wellington, Lee’s ies sss..<... Purplish crimson. [ 2a 

LISLE DE BOURBON ‘ROSES. ss 

930 Aristide ........+-+-,++ee..,5mall purple lilac. al 
Walethloe Ge ke Gace ae «+s... Large fine blush pink. pagel 
932 Faustine .... 22. sence e. eee ee FleSh-colour. at OF 
933 General Dubourg ............ Beautiful large rose-colour. 
934 Jeanne d’Albrez .......56.%«sSmall-lively rose. j 
935 L’Isle de Bourbon ......,....,Fine rosy crimson, semi- double, Abi 
936 Madame Desprez ............Duarge bright rose. ee ; 
937 Veleda ...e ee ceed. ees « eLarge blush, aes 

CHINA ROSES. pias 
938 Admiral de Regini .........,+,Small semi-double purple. iT hee 

> AAD 
dmona OVe 

939 du Perri.............. Large dark red. 
940 Atropurpurea ....sese++e-++e. Small dark purple, 
941 Barclayana «+jeeeee2séereiees +e 5emi-double rose. ist glisbh BGC 
942 Beau Carmin jos sees eeecie eee line deep crimson, rodanmlt OC 
943 Belle DVAMOSA.roeoes versie eees Beautiful crimson, cusiously,, singeds 

with white, osasmyH see 
944 —o- Amour.» sinaomasiecasitk tne bright TOG, oSdone ad, gaual £ee 
945 ——— de Monza ovsponenevissssE IU crimson and purple, 
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946 Belle de Plaisamces......++++..Small semi-double scarlet. 

947 Traversi: ««lx): sass viwer'lesmall blush whites 159 seums) 088 
948 —— Villoresi pete SOMO orice bETVGL, dark red... vad socom) 002 

949 Bengallensis Pallida: .~,~.++.«.+ Very pale. blush. .. oftile) 108 

950 Rubrasid isis assole Large rose. IniiaolsQ See 

451 Camellia Blanc ...««+4+-ss+s) Beautiful large white, ) BRE 

952 Rouge ««.«seied vesieee Fine red. 1D bOB 

953 Countess of Albemarle. ..).....%s Fine large rosy blush,, -dathr in athe 
centre. ! ‘bh squoD 08 

954 Cramoise Superieure ...+. ++ Large, bright, cnimaon,/ io snd V8 
955 Triomphante .....+.»Large very fine crimsoms'{ »9i[% 408 
956 Duchesse de Berri .....s-ee00. Very compact Feds ew nai 008 
957 Frangrantissima 4 Odeur ...... Beautiful scented large Knots 00e 
‘958 Glorie d’Anteuil ........+..0. Very dark crimsonsone4 [erred 100 
959 Gracile......seeeeeeere0e00- Large delicate, rosy, pike iin oe 

960 Ignescens.....s.++eeeees eosioe Small fiery, red... .29208 to git GOR 
961 Indica Gloriosa .....4.4+++0+% Very large fine rose. sjiacirs) wd POC 
‘962 Minor Blush ....<.+.«./Small blush, tiante ybad coe 
963 Rubra. .«.< +++ .).Small red, obra al oe 

964 ——- natAsees.cveeeune soe sie Small pink, aveimoT — toe 
965 superba .... eessleeeee)eFine bright. rose, rson)) sell B0@ 
966 Lawrenceana 4.400. slew beltaaes Very. small pretty.rose. adievilf 200 
967 Marie Louise ¢ «secs «esos «ei00/ Fine, large rose, si2 anninioM Oe 
968 Nouvelle Pivoine «040 «««ieel Very large blush, oui eulg eV L10 
969 Petite Triomphe ««+ jiseles+eiee Small shining redo cost oiqivod S10 
970 Strombio Rubra 4.41 «0s ««ss Fine globe,red.)iofo of omioHh E{0 
971 Triumph of Ghent...... iss Large bright rose. seeui'l oh ink BIC 
GTZ White 2.6.2... sma «nledy emoics VETY, pure.. & seo fe 
973 Willow-leaved .. «eis cee eevee SEMI- double bright 1086. ey | 

SCOTCH ROSES. ~~ pier reyes: 
974 Adelaide  odwawelsn dead lesw Large. finered. - onnsiaiinse OC 
975 Appollo ....sssesu. Jes yeuaie Large red, iHoana OSA 

976 Blanda.....eseceeeessseeeeeLarge marbled -blush,. ologis! [8 
977 Daphne .......eee000..-26Pinkish. lilac, ani T Soe 
978 Flora veces. .ssuee sees Jau¢hSemi-double darl¥edy cot? ESC 
979 Guy Mannering ..............Large light blush!) os jmont $Su 
980 Ivanhoe seosevedes dsut vids Laxgo very deep binek. : ese 
GB] Juno........cceseseeeeesese Marbled red. <a HSL 
982 La Neige s-+-sssesccsesereec-Fine pure white. 1 vse 
983 Painted Lady ........++...+++.White and crimson, pri striped." 
984 Pluto, 2.0.6 sevasyas Medusa Very-dark red. WF @Se 
985 Purpurea ....... vnc ceeeweeeReddish purple. 
986 Queen of May ........+++++++ Bright carmine. Kose 
987 Sulphurea ....6e0+ee0+++¢+-Straw-colour. oti") ee 
988 True Yellow.........+.+++++-Large fine sulphur-colour, °°) 0, 
9BO Venus .oeeeereeeeseceeveeeeeCrimson red. one) £20 

MUSK ROSES. 2, eer 
990 Blash Hee ewes eee wsee «sees Semi-double pale blush. Ty! abe 

991 Fringed ~egnee se (that dem rash SIDS compact white. Vv se 

992 Nepalensis pleno alba ........ Yellowish white. 
993 rubra ......Light red. 
994 Princess de Nassau,...........White, with a yellowish centre.) ©. 

» DFO 

TEA-SCENTED ROSES. ov ObG 

95 Belle Felix ........4.00,-++++Fine bright rosy lilac, af 128 
996 Bourbon .......0....5460e00. Very large white globes) ) Het She 
‘997 Boutelaaye ...............+..Fine large delicate pink, © 6194 Ube 
998 Hymence.......,44+..++++++Fine white, with a yellowish centre. 
999 Jaune Panache icecessense es kine straw-colour anid gia 7 
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NAMES. DESCRIPTION. 
1000 Large crimson .,........+...+.large splendid crimson. 
1001 La Surprise ...........4..<Smaill delicate rose. 
1002 Reve du Bonheur ............Rosy blush, with a yellow centre. 
1003 Roi de Siam ........--......- Large beautiful pure white. 
1OO4 Strambio ...esescce-senases . Fine cream-colour, tinged with blush. 

Sr. Parriox. 

[The Article on Roses, as sent by our correspondent, to the amount of a 
thousand kinds, is nowclosed. We have had much pleasure in inserting it; 
because we think that it will be a standard to ascertain the correctness of 
kinds cultivated, as well as afford direction to the selecting of sorts for a col- 
lection, so that the various colours may be chosen, and thereby produce the 
greater contrast. ‘Those persons who admire and cultivate this most beautiful 
class of plants will, we believe, appreciate with ourselves the value of the 
above list, however lengthy it has been. A correspondent has just sent us a 
small list of some additional kinds, which we shall insert in some future 
Number; and as new sorts appear, we purpose giving their names and 
colour, and the class to which they belong. This will afford information, as ° 
well as discover imposition, if practised, from persons not selling the correct 
kinds ; and we are sorry that instances of that nature haye been practised,— 
Conp.] 

ARTICLE VIII. — On Plants which are peculiarly 
adapted for Planting in Masses; each kind being 

showy and profuse in Flowering. By Fuora. 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 253.) 

Commelina celestis, Sky-blue Commelina. Triandria, Mono- 

gynia. Commelinew. The splendid blue flowers of this plant 

cannot be excelled, and its profusion of blossoms renders it de- 

serving of cultivation in every flower-garden, With me the plant 

blooms from the middle of June to October: The roots are tuber- 

ous, and keep well through winter, if taken up after the blooming 

season, and preserved like Dahlia roots. Plants from the old roots 

grow, in good soil, from three to five feet high; those from seeds 

reach only from one to two feet. The following is the mode of 

management I have practised for the last two seasons :—I fixed 

upon a circular bed, eight feet in diameter; and the first week in 

May I planted four feet of the centre with the old roots, placing 

the crowns just under the surface of the soil. The outer portion 

of the bed I planted with spring-sown plants, that had been raised 

in pots placed in a frame. Both the roots and plants were planted 

about six inches apart. Thus the centre of the bed being much. : 

higher than the outer part, the appearance was that of a splendid | 

| 

: 
: 
| 
' 

| 

blue cone of flowers, scarcely to be excelled in beauty. Seeds late ' 
YET 

produced in abundance, and may: be obtained of seedsinen, a a 

smnall cost.— (To be continued.) 19,78 duige 
i 
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“I~ our former Numbers, we have always given a complete: list of plants! 

48 figured in the periodicals of the preceding month,” 'T ii Wwe hav ae Niclas 
tte tke Pp PRCERIRE MOREY 9% Be, alibi 16 s8fts 
given/to understand, is an annoyance to the | Conductors ; of. those publigan; 

tions. We'shall, therefore, discontinue it, and in /future'prestnt: ti 
us 2ont} ; qe aioe Wan #8 WA 3 4aHt J 

readers a monthly alphabetical list. of such NEw. plants as may, come ander, 

dur notice duritg the month; and we shall “spare, no! trouble):to makes tlasy 

complete as possible, avoiding what was inevitable in but former’ pte sh 
i-& 

naming and deseribing many old and worthless plants. — 

Acacia plumosa, Yeathery Acacia. (Bot. Mag.) This climbing species of 
Appoie wil require a conservatory en greenhotse-protdcticn ith’ ebuinityy 
{ts fine carvéd plumes of foliage would have an,imposing appearance if 
geownmdn aiconsetvatory, ‘and thie spikes ofits jello Aokersttenlal make it 
additionally attractive... In Madeira, where it is cultivated.in the open air, 
it must be # desirable ahd ornarnental appendage Wa acta de “The plant 
belongs to the class Polygamina, and order Moneeia) natural order, Legu- 
minos@, the pea tribe of flowers. The mamepAcagiacis from, akazv,.to 
sharpen, most of the Acacias being thorny. (0 esos j 

, Adesmia Loudonia, Loudon’s Adesmiz. ;-( Bot! Reg.); Neither, Hhepplansnes 
the flower of this new Chilian shrub are striking;, the Gates are small, of 
a yellow colour. It hasan appearance of the common wish Genistity hat 
not near so pretty. It/belongs to the 10th class, Decandria;, andy|st, ide my 

onogynia; natural order, Leguminose. ~Andesmia is derived fon! thd? 
Greek a, prio, and desmon, atnion; the separation of the stamens. «))Hol 

Azalea indica variegata, variegated flowered. , (Bot, Reg.) Mr. Knteut, 
nufseryman, King’s-road, Chelsea, is in ‘possession’ of this new and finté.” 
‘lowered Chinese Azalea, Its beautiful white dowers, suffused | with anfings 
rose-colour, produce a most pleasing effect. The plant well merits a situ-— 
ation in every collection. Azalea belongs to the 5th class; Pentandria, ande 
Ist order, Monogynia; natural order, Ericew,,, The name.is derived fro 
addted) dry ; habitation. | ; Pov E ha ARP nA HEAD (ROR) 
| Batemannia Colleyii, Colley’s Batemannia. (Bet. Reg:) ‘Thisshandsome:; 

flowering orchideous plant from Demerara, has a singular, and_ striking 
preter , the sepals of the blossoms being brown and purple, tipped with! 

and the labellum white and yellow, ; It, belongs, to ‘the 20th{ classy) 
Gynandria, and Ist order, Monandria; natural order, Orchidew. The name_ 
s+ ram agp 6 Ma | 14] ) daha Jan), BAWOTe Oi 

Billardiera ovalis,. oval-leayed. (Bot. Reg.) ‘This: climbing plant very, 
rm fosemnbles § yx \ sale at but tho Hewes are of a greenish val? 
edlour,,| As it is from Van Dieman’s Land, no doubt it will thrive insthaey) 
ona air in this pantry, if favoured with a warm sitnation. Plants of it 

y be had of Mr. Lowe, of the Clapton Nursery. ‘The plant ellie 4 # 
fei eigen Fentandria, and Ist.order, Monogynia; natural ordery Pitta) ){ 
ee. Bi iera, from LA BiLtarpDrIEre, a French botanist. -, 

Sfialednbelts erwietifeta da Knypersliensis. (Brit. Flow. Gard) "THis! 
me » Taised at Knyperly Hall, Staffordshire, is. yal 

ott 16 «ts pleas ‘tribe of ante The bright yel sup Memes hy 4 
@ spot of chocolate velvet colour, and the corolla being of a) superions” 

Vor II. 20 
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size, render it a striking object. This species is known in some collections 
as C, pendula; and, like it, the present variety will not grow higher than a 
foot, if grown in the open air; but if kept in-doors, it will of course grow 
taller, and, we think, make a better appearance. We hope the kind will 
soon be in the hands of Messrs. Pope & Sons, nurserymen, near Bir- 
mingham, whence it might then be obtained. Calceolaria belongs to the 
2d class, Diandria, and Ist order, Monogynia; natural order, Scrophularine. 
The name is from ca/ceola, a slipper; the flower resembling a shoe or slipper. 

Deuizia scabra, rough-leaved. (Bot. Reg.) This small new Japan shrub, 
with its while blossoms, in racemes, and in appearance like the small flowers 
of a common Syringa, will doubtless be an acquisition to the pleasure- 
ground ;, and as it jyill be quite hardy in this country, we hope it will be 
distributed from the London Horticultural Society's Garden, so, as to be 
spread through the country before long. The plant belongs the 10th class, 
and, 3d order; natural order, Philadelphia, Syringa tribe of flowers, «(> 

Kennedia nigricans, dark-tlowered. (Bot. Reg.) From the report of, the 
‘London Horticultural Society’s Meetings, it appears that this new and 
striking species of ‘Kennedia was exhibited at the Roomin Regent-street, on 
April Ist,, by, Boro Mitrer, Esq., who, had raised, it from_seed. There 
appears to be another new species in cultivation by Messrs. BucHanan & 
C6; of Camberwell Nursery. Tn ‘the ‘species they possess, the’ flowers’ ‘ate 
of a dark purple, with a patch of yellowish green; the foliage lange: The - 
species exhibited by Mr. Boyp Mirrer had smallish foliage, and the Howers 
very dark, said to be black, and a yellow patch. Such is the account we 
chad from a most ‘respectable’ London ‘nurseryman., \ Both’ ‘species ‘are! well 
deserving of cultivation ; and being natives of New South, Wales, will flou- 
rish as a greenhouse twining plant, either to cover a trellis or a supporting 
pillar.’ All ‘the species produce seed freely, as well as strike by cuttings. 
Sandy peat: soil and» well-drained pots are essentials in the culture.: Tlie 
plants belong to the 17th class, Diadelphia, and — order, Decandria; na- 
tural order, Leguminose, pea tribe of flowers. The name Kennedya, after 
Lewis Kennepy, Esq: ; ALB 0 

Malva Munreana,, (Bot. Gard.) This plant is a hardy perennial, grows 
three feet high; the flowers are small, of a brownish red, rather uninteresting, 
compared with other kinds of Mallow. ‘The plant belongs to the 16th class, 
Monadelphia, and 8th order, Polyandria ; natural order, Malvacee. Malva, 
from malake, soft; referring to its medicinal properties. = 

Malesherbia linearifolia, linear-leaved. (Bot. Mag.) This is a very pretty 
Chilian plant, and merits general cultivation in the green-house. The plant 
not growing more than half a yard or two feet high, and producing panicles 
of purplish blue blossoms, each about an inch across, renders it a desirable 
species, As it is grown in the Glasgow Botanic Garden, we doubt not but 
it will soon be im general circulation. The plant belongs to the 5th class, 
and 3d ‘order; natural order, Passifloree, The name is from L. Manes- 
HERBES. 

GEnothera Drummondii. (Bot. Mag.) This is a very pretty Evening 
Primrose, and its fine yellow flowers give a striking effect during autumn, 
‘and'are valuable for the flower-garden. Qnothera belongs to the 8th class, 
Octandria, and Ist order, Monogynia; natural order, Onograrie. The name 
is from oinos, wine, and thera, catching; acquired smell, H 

Rhododendron macranthum, large-flowered. (Brit. Flow. Gard.) This is 
the Azalea indica lateritia, noticed in the Cabinet, Vol. Il, p. 237... We 
cannot avoid recommending it to all the admirers of this tribe of plants. 
Being of alow growth, and blooming profusely, it is very desirable, ,,, Lhe 
plant belongs to the 10th class, and Ist order; natural order, Hricew. »The 
name is from rhodo, arose, and dendron, a tree, moerrst 

Silene chlorefolia, Chlora-leaved Catchfly. (Brit. Flow. Gard.) » A hardy 
perennial plant, with flowers pure white above, and purplish underneath. 
It will be useful to the flower-garden in summer, growing only a foot high. 
The plant belongs to the 10th class, and 3d order; natural order, Caryo- 
phyllee. Silene, from sialon, salvia; in allusion to the viscid, frothy mois- 
ture of the stalks of some species, PA0a 8 NA vhs ee 
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A LIST OF DABLIAS 

AT THE VARIOUS FLORICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS, of 

Our floricultural friends haying ‘sent us’ accounts ‘of 'a' great number of 

Dablia exhibitions that have taken place throughout, England, Scotland, 

and Wales we have selected some. of. the: kinds that have won: the: ptdatest 

tittinber of prizes, in order that our’ teaders may have a knowledge of thse 

which are considered to possess the most superior properties, as to. co. our 

atid form.:' Some of the kinds in each ines of colour ‘are’ very Hew; ' and but 

little’ ‘Spread’ through the country ; consequently, although ¥ very ‘superior in 

phair. aloes the. range of exhibition being, necessarily, limited, has: préventéd 

their’ attaining’ that station ‘in’ the’ list which’ they’ deserve ¢ such: of ‘them, 

however, as we, know to be good ones, are marked w ith an asterisk :(: (*). 

‘The mode of exhibiting the flowers!in acti or'pans containing 4, 165012, 

50, or 100 kinds, having become very général in’ the Sotith of ‘England, and r 

rt of the finest sorts having been thus exhibited, we, ‘have, ‘given. sas 

aceounts, as forwarded to us, of some of the best exhibitions in this matiner, 

We observ e, in the accounts of exhibitions sent us, that the flowers of nk 

class'of colour are shown by themselves whem to any extent, and that flie 

judges select three, six, twelve, &e. of the best flowers ‘out of the lot, Gorlt- 

mencing with the first best flower, second : ditto, &c,;.and from such deci- 

sions the following table is taken. P.p, signifies ‘a premier prize, that is, 

the prize offered for the best bloom of any colour, exhibited. in the whole. 

The table is thus arranged, viz. King of the Whites, one premier prize, seven 

Jirst prizes, five second prizes, five third prizes, &c.; in all, gaining'27 prizes 

pitts WHITE. a Mion 
ma i 7ou wonoyPrigessi? Din soma 

Wig Pp.1) 2, 3.4 6; 6) Tie Bin 910 (Rot 
King of the Whitesst).cobsa iesseds -HinSy0G0l8 ~Sruiell os 
Harpalyce. . 0 oe. o sedge ses oeles Lifodey Qvrohs J8c0 ] 2 mort bil 
Paper White .......0s.eeyee 3 6 2 \AL 
Dennis's Queen of the Whites .. 2 3 Wo Dui 40 
Desdemona ssi eeedecgeegecdes biGind LS 
Mount of Snow ,........00008 1 1 2 Jiivtd 
Alba multiflora ie... ee. 1 ! 1 icalG 
Transcendant ..... cereeveseie tl 1 wiry: 3 
eCamelliafora Mba vysrsysyeere LD ‘Ag 

BLUSH, pp. 
ot 

— < a #4 

wtto — 

@oo- 

Wi LAA ss ervevrrsreyevers 4 | 

LIA vevhveserrerernr vere 9 9 3 

OTMSONSs scree rervveersovece 
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ee ss i. 19) 4 Gre 7 ee Tot, 
Wells's Perfection ....ciiessicicalee 4 4 8 
Lady Ford wich: \c.0:<scalun vse ute 6 2 8 
Marchioness of Abercorn ...... 5, *Bal 8 
Harriet Martineau ............ 1 3 3 7 
J Ui bgy ons he sine 03 oie | alelsteiseiouss 4/2 1 7 

EDGED. 
Queen of _Dahlias! 552.08 .. 10 BS 1" 458 24 
Beauty of Sheffield............ 42°35 It 
Graig) SS. sete vba. cule x ae 3 2 2.2 10 
WR ORGAL) atainiee idbinjaw't wih of clales 1 3 2 6 
Hall’s Ranunculiflora.......... 2 1 2 5 
Andromeda w0).0:.'s o2'cc's «eet e 3 2 a 

SPOTTED. 
Priestley’s Enchantress. ........ 3.2 4 2 1 12 
Levick’s Incomparable ........ 1 5 3 a | i 
MSUREREUB bia. gcse = 0) 010:0/a)nis.0\niane see 2-21, 2 7 

REBUNG Ue ees sso sc aiss,n10 cientie 21 1 4 
FSARGUIAS . 10:6, «:ajei ww yo'd ais] « Sw blaltletche Shi) 1 4 
Queen of Belgium ..<..5...... 301 4 

LILAC 
Royal Lilac.......-.... eevee DAS AAS ol 12 
Neptune .cceccccevcccceevees Ped) eee 9 
Superb Lilac ........--0....-. 3.4 ! 8 
Countess of Harrington ....... 4 2 t 7 
Willison’s Theodore .......... D2 3 
FAWMIG 20 visics uve lelevescocers 3 3 
Watlall’s PRINTS sis vis cin 00/6 10,0 H 1 
SUC Gtanainte = aimnisicle cielo" !elu x cla's/< 1 1 
Wady nano sec. weer ewe c= ee HT 1 
FairBllens) «sicicyi)s)s = sieloeies fetes ] 7 
GrANCMOVA)./,00 veg aiessy succes 1 l 

ROSE. 
Whidnals PerreciOn s..<ccs-s L 8. Goo, bad. t 25 
Lady Grenville .........000.. 5 3 >» 2 15 
Surpasse Triomphe Royale .... 2 Sankt 2 8 
Riise Pela 5 Se tascces sine os 223 1 8 
Young’s New Rose ............ 1 3 jt | 6 
Lord Byron .....seecsecceccee ese 5 
WAS ZADEL «6 u.sco,0.nidee wala Simysid.ol aie 1.3 1 5 
CeHIMNGNON. 9 os lcsehie Sisianaipies 0-< | heal} 1 1 5 

SHADED 
Belladonna... <si:ciiejwfercieleis eis sie 5 3-2 1 Il 
Brewer's Fairy Queen.....-.... 3°3~«CT 1 8 
Calville’s) Perfecta eee. cesses 4 3 1 8 
Levick’s Wilberforce .......... 1 1 
LCM SOOT io) SOU eee 1 1 
Wadaiel is aires orca iis irete we siche. isla 1 1 

BUFF, : 
Maid of St. Leonard’s.. ....... i Legge | tg: Gaga Ye 10 
Flora Macdonald ........... A TM al | 2 
Willison’s John Benson........ I I 

Seedling ....00. .-.- 1 1 

STRIPED. 
Levick’s Commander-in-Chief .. 1 3 5 2 3 i 15 
Picta Formosissima............ 20623°2 2) TR 1am 14 
DEDIGiie's wv viemae me.acts Ate opi Lea 2 je ? 
Widnall’s Black Prince ¢..5...s Y 22 5 

tf 
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8 9 10 Tot, Names. Pp.1 2 3 4 ikGaae 
Crowther’s Zebrina.... s.-0.-. _ ie ie. al | 

Metropolitan Stripe .......... 1 1 
ME EUIEIDG |... lye chcttntels +s it “ed 1 
Lady Dundas ......0.ceccreeee ai | 7 

YELLOW, 
Widnall’s Jason <<.c.ecsus Bele = us, 1 weet ink 
Queen of Yellows ......... as 23 8 1 
Squibb’s Pure Yellow.......... ) is) Di) ok 
Widnail’s Comms .....cecsevcen ee hae 
Bewart Yellow 2. occas necs oe me 2S 
Queen of Sheba .........e02. 4 
Levick’s Seedling ............ i 1 
Emperor ....... Riswles < eae geicint 
Merwe 8 NEIGES.. cs cickclceconeue 1 
Jeaunne Insurmountable ...... 1 

ORANGE. 
Widnall’s Prince of Orange .... 1 45 3 4 21 
Levick’s Lord Milton.......... j Meas 2.2.3 
Widnall’s Aurora ....c.ce-esee 3 
Levick’s Yorkshireman ........ ps i 

Caradoria Joi ...8 2. 1 i 
ot a ee es 2 

RUBY. 
Beauty of Camden ............ 3.2 4 
IIT AGLE. - winisn'w wicipia'elnicie.s eon 
er arnaion 1 1 
Donna Maria .......-2eeeee0e 5a 

PURPLE. 
Lord Liverpool. ....+ssesseceee 7 4 3 
Widnall’s Granta ......s00-00 cael 1 
Purpnrea Elata .......--.-.4. 1 2 2 1 1 1 =421 
Barratt’s Susannah ........0e0. 2 2 ibs kt 
Douglas's Augusta ..-..+-.e0e 2 | re! 
Plant's Purpurea Perfecta ...... 1 2 1 
King of the Purples .......... 1 3 
WEG, bts cis tice, wiere oon inn o0s0 a 

SCARLET. 

Countess of Liverpool..........1 6 5 3 1 3 2 
Coccinea speciosissima ........ a. oho 2 
Connelly’s Queen Adelaide .... 2 2 as 
Lass of Richmond Hill ........ 2 Weel 
AMIOYE 26. sec cceessceecereece 4 
Widnall’s Rising Sun.......... 2 

Duchess of Bedford .. lo. 
Beauty of the Vale.........-++ be A 
Daniel O'Connell ......00e-08 I 2 
Dennissii coccinea ........++.+ Low 

CRIMSON, 

Springfield Rival....+sys-eeee. L 6 2 2 3 1 
Levick’s Shannon .....-..e0s man 1 
Prince George of Cumberland .. 23 ) all HB 
MOvick Bh BLOMECY cosscesccssn ss Lia 

——we RACHAEL) colnecdasseves 1 } 
mepctor Franklin o<,ccecccssecs 2 
Dady Fitzharris .......+..- My 1 1 
Hon, Mrs. Talbot sass. eessees t 4 
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brvw ‘ Nauties py Peay THEE ri “ion, 

ftampedia. .. S19. eb TTI Ay I i a 1 'T. roniait a) 

free aplavicd sancmradatasniidiad & ae 4 
; Newsall's Victory PP eseees eens aa | er me} 
ACEO eile ge ° smehrdt ako spies 1 1 3 
|Beanty, of Hertford ,...04- ss 1 1 I 1} - 73 
Leyick’s Mountaineer... 2006+. 1 qt 
mgt t DARK. - [ / 

Lord Derby . leh salall. opie hie 1 8 | 2.3 hh Wd 
jas Mogul. 9:4 - voree ee 02 ee .08 2,917 2 J yy «C8 
p NESTA, SUVEFD; so.srs0)6f e:eie19:099 ors 3,4 3 pati 7 
MIST BOW pth ecrseeielert neem sinc iho Oo 
1 only send Sibel 2 2, 41 digo 
jRammohun Roy... ses eevee 1 1 el 2 
\ Dawsan’s Victory, «04+ orerice ce 1 ] iG 2 
“Mont Gibberloo svaveesdiergentl id P hector’ 
MRO neki twrecsianeS dared blobucdyez sD .Joogisvand bro 
HOSTS, Niagara tren © aebiek» eamiezizon Liq ant Daan 

ore Tie following Dahliasaere exhibited in stands, or pans : Slats 

if CeskantvieH Horrictrrvurav’ Sociery; Sept. 10TH 14. Stall of twelve 
‘blooms First’ prize, for Springfield Rival, Tevick’s- Incomparable, Brewbt's 
‘Paragon, Foster's Niagaia, Queen of Dahiias, Criterion; King of{the Yellows, 
“Granta; Inwood’s Ariel, Willniott's Superb, Widnall’s Perfection, and: Picta 
‘forthosissima, tb (Mr. "Brewer Sevond prize, for Lord Derby,’ Sir. Robert 
Peel, Jason, Criterion, Granta, Rising Sun, Countess of Liverpool, Phyllis, 

“King‘'of the’ Whites, Black Prince, and two'seedlings, to Mr.' Widnall.— 
“Third prize, ‘for Countess ‘of Liverpool, ‘Queen of Dahlias, ‘King’ of ‘the 
‘Whites, Rising Sun, Jason, Prince’ George of Cumberland, Perfection, 
‘Springfield Rival, Granta, Picta formosissima, Ariel, and Neptane}: ‘to Mr. 
h SeBIE reins of six blooms: — First prize, for Criterion,’ Neptune, 
Granta, Queen of Dahlias, Countess of Liverpool, and Widnall’s Jason,/‘to 

“Mr. R. Headly.—Second prize, ‘for Queen of Dahlias, Queen’ of Sheba, 
Springfield Rival, Perfection, King of Dahlias, and Picta formosissima, to 

~Mr,,Widnall, at Ehivd prize, for Rose d’Amour, Victory, Lady Dundgnlas- 
‘Sinoj and, two seedlings, to Mr. Brewer, ronit 

Doncaster Horticutturar Socrety, Oct. 9tx.—Pans of twelve blooms : 
First prize, for'Queen of Sheba, Negro Superb, Picta formosissima, Camel- 

‘Hiaflora,, Queen’ of Dahlias, Coecinea perfecta, Enchantress, Negro Boy, 
Wells's Perfection, Beauty of Camden, Zamia, and Lord Liverpool, to Mr. 
Stone:—Second prize, for Picta formosissima, Charming Phyllis, Lass ‘of 
Richmond ‘Hill, Negro Boy, Commander in Chief, Queen of Dahlias;‘Au- 
rora; Jason, Lord of Hallamshire, Queen of the Whites, Mrs. Talbot; and 
Prince George of Cumberland, to Mr. Appleby.—Third prize, for Queen of 
Dahlias, Landgravine, Yellow Turban, Lass of Richmond Hill, Quéen of 
the Whites, Barratt’s Susanna, Prince George, Young’s New Rose, Negro 
Boy, Eximia, Picta formosissima, and Cicero, to Mr. “Appleby. Pans of 
‘six blooms :—First prize, for Purple Perfection, Countess of Harrington, 
Seedling, Shannon, Springfield Rival, and Seedling, to Mr. Levick— Second 
prize, for Mrs, Talbot, King of the Whites, Queen of the Yellows, Incom- 
parable, Unknown, and Picta formosissima, to Mr. Jackson.—Third prize, 
for Lady Grenville, Countess of Liverpool, Widnall’s Perfection, Barratt’s 
Susanna, —————-——-,, and King of the Whites, to the Rev. H. Branson. 

Newick HortictLturat Society, Supt, 4,—Stands of twelve blooms : 
First prize, for Granta, Aurea, Countess of Liverpool, Queen of Dahlias, 
Pencillia, Picta Formosissima, Hermione, Widnall's Perfection, Springfield 
Rival, Camelliatlora alba, Levick’s Incomparable, and. Pr a 
tress, to Mr; Mitchell, florist, Sc Piltdown,—Second prizes for Queen of 
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Sheba, Albion, Picta formosissima, “Adeliza, Elphinstone’s Polyphemus, 
Iba purpurea, Negro Boy, Countess of, Liverpool, Queen, of Violets, Wid- 

nall’s- Perfection, Queen of Dahlias, and Fair Ellen, to Mr. Mitchell, florist, 
. Brighton.—Third prize, for Widnall’s Perfection, Marquis, Queen ‘of'Shéba, 
" Countess of Liverpool, Queen of Dahlias, "Elphinstone’s Polyphemus, ‘Nep- 
~ tune, Springfield Rival, Picta formosissinia, Levick’s Incomparable, King’ of 
the Whites, and Priestley’s Enchantress, to’ Mr.’ Hudson, at Mrs! Law's, 

‘Little Horsted.—Fourth prize, for Widnall’s Perfection, Sprin field Rival, 
Painted Lady, Picta formosissima, Alicia, Metropolitan Blush, ‘Wells's Po- 
lyphemus, Elphinstone’s Polyphemus, Forster's Erecta, Granta, Purpurea 

‘ elata, and Lady Fordwich, to Mr, Elphinstone, Holm Bush. 190 biol 

NorrineHaM Frorat anp Horticutturar Society, Sept. 10!—Svahis 
of ten blooms :—First prize, for Lord Derby, Granta, Perfection; Duchéss’ of 
Bedford, Aurora, Emperor of Yellows, Belladonna, Queen Elizabeth, Queen 

_of Dahlias, and King of the Whites, to» Mr. Spencer.—Second ‘prize, for 
Marshall's William, Springfield Rival, Perfection, Countess of Liverpool, 

_ Prince of Orange, Queen of Yellows, Enchantress, ‘Taunton Rose, Quéen of 
Dahlias, and Transcendenta, to Mr. Buckwell.—Third prize, for Negro, 

_ Lord Liverpool, Perfection, Springfield Rival, Countess of Liverpool; Jason, 
Levick’s Incomparable, Picta formosissima,- Julia, and’ Empéror of’ the 
Whites, to Mr. Neville. — ee oe 

SHEFFIELD AMATEURS’ AND FLortsts’ Soctery, SEPT. IT! Pans of six 
blooms :—First_prize, | for, Aldam/s, Yellow, , Widnall’s., Perfection, Levick’s 
Mozart, Hero, Frangaise, Queen jof Whites, and Wilberforce, to;Mr.-Leyick. 
second prize; for, Lord Liverpool, Miss.Pelham,., Countess of Liverpopl, 
King of the Whites, and, two seedlings, to Mx. Alsebrook.—Third prize, for 
Lord John Russell, Queen of. the Roses, Augusta; Lady Grenyille, Queen 
_of the Whites, and Susiana, to Mr. Taylor. .. i19si") -croanl leo 

‘Secoxp, Meetine, Oot. 6ru.—Pans of six blooms :-—First, prize, for 
Harriet Martineau, Mogul, Lord Milton, Shannon, Lady Harrington; and 
Larrecia; to Mr. Leyick.—Second: prize, for Springfield, Rival, Picta, formo- 

‘ sissima,, Lord Liverpool, ‘Harpalyce, Colville’s Perfecta, and: Lord Milton, 
to, Mx. Alsebrook.—Third prize, for Midas, Sir Robert) Peel, Springfield 
Riyal, Daniel O'Connell, Neptune, and Lord Liyerpool,..to Mr.'Turner,— 
Fourth prize, for Picta formosissima, Rammohun Roy, Auroro, Comus, Plant's 
Purpurea, and Tarrecia, to Mr. Davy. > 

' Wootwren Frorists’ Socrety, Serr. 30.—Stands of twelve blooms 
First prize, for Ariel, Augusta, Beauty of Camden, Metropolitan Blush, 
Purpurea elata, Lady Fordwich, Criterion, Lilac Perfection, Metropolitan 
Calypso, Metropolitan Perfection, Glenny’s 105, and Alicia, to Mr. Glenny. 
~Second prize, for Douglas's Prince of Orange, Lady, Fordwich,, Beauty of 
Camden, Ariel, Criterion, Lilac Perfection, , Metropolitan Blush, Widnall’s 

) Rising Sun, Rival Yellow, Springficld, Rival, Metropolitan Perfection, and 
Pencilled White, to Mr. Harding.—Third prize, for Lady Fordwich, Purpu- 

irea elegans, Metropolitan Blush, Polyphemus, Dennissii, Criterion, Granta, 
‘Marehioness of Abercorn, Queen of Dahlias, Springfield Rival, Beanty of 
| Sheffield, and Widnall’s Perfection, to Mr. Newhall. ist 

[We have reecived descriptions, as to colour, form, and height, of about 
twenty of the new Dahlias coming out next season; the particulars of which 
we shall give, along with others, in our Jannary Number.—Conp.] ; haar 

pane) mS ae | 
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OGREEN-EDGED, 

7 Prizes. wa? o Names. Py. 93,42 3. waa 56» Bot. 
an EE A in jo HOt 
He6's 'CHl6nel Taylor 6 i BL Boyedleors 1 16 
Boos Fropdom Vt 08 ees! A! Sills hicks Liev la 

‘s Alexander yy. ert ewreeee 1 3 1 2 3 7 en | 
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OE Ce SRA ae 2s Ma Vile in 
Polhitt’s Highland Laddie.......00/°' 4 2 #1 2 sioek Le 
Uckley’s Jolly Dar w+. .seseeeene 3 2 Hat sdgmong 

Moore's Jubilee |... 6. .e epee cee ees Bae) 901) su pis, onemh 

ae png GREY-EDGED. +4 sa a gn 3 
Grimes’s Privateer .:... yop aeges IG” ght g hg ey ee 
Wayior's Plaughboy {...4..-..-p.. Fo 7 2 re mp 
Kenyon’s Ringleader ....... ieee het Oy ee i 
Conqueror of Evrope......... eee ar 1 9 

lompson’s Revenge’...........+-- BH Qe iB 
Varris’s Union ......+.2eeseeeeee V teed a 422 1ae% <8 8 

WHITE-EDGED. oti 
TSYION'S GIOTY oc o's ccc ee tec ees 0 owe re, Oy Oe OL” ae eee 
SFapres trian of Beauty ccc csts La Ee RO I Bee! 6S 
Lee’s Bright Venus.............8% 4 CaS a Mela rnd | Giten | uetng 3! 
Ashworth’s Rule-All ............., Vane a oA! Gain, bs ah 7 
Potts’s Regalator.......4..... Kise Pe 4 °2 FP ee 

‘Raylor’s Fayourite .5:...9-...--2-- or See Eee ” nar 
ue . FIN: 
vs ¥ SELFS, rience 
Fiéra’s Flag .......4... Se PR a I op 
Redmain’s-Metropolitan........,...- peal iS Ptah Law ¥ 6 
Sehole’s Ned Lad ..... ak es _ a’. 4 sg ejyoniy 16 
Wary yom Lee .ge.. 2... 5. sg Ave eRe 9D) COR OTP PRET 
s——{Lord Primate...5...,..-25- 1h grdeqeetqe Strohing? aesomeng 
ys Seer BESn eae dee ee as. = tales | B #2 £29 1 OW" 

% é " 
se é ' POLYANTHUSES.+ Hatt 

Pearson's URE CCT. os toes s-seb) é.xicce B21 Se hn 99 
Buck’s George the Fourth .......... VG rnb on >. Sree 18 
Cox's Prnco Regent) is). 45s ..0.5.5 4 aleseie Ly ee tee 0 3 15 
Collier's Princess Royal ...........- To 6 Nahar ats bE RO RP 
Crownshaw’s Invincible’.....acese- igi deey ee OF 1 10 
Eckersley’s Jolly Dragoon.......... a a ot | 10 
Wicholson’s Bang Europe ...... ae 4 PRO SES 7 
Lord Crewe (George Canning) ...... BOB MO ay 6 

> ie . tages . 
#5 f 

TULIPS. rr 

BIZARRES, ’ nee 
Surpasse Catafalque ......09@@paee abide 3° 1 6) 6 20 38 
Surpasse La Cantique........ ? 6.9.4 _24) Sei Ree 
Buc de Savoi 0... 8... Gs. e's Swe see ko 6.5. Bp no24 
Wafalear FR. Me RR ES. 4°, 2.5... Sodisee J 2b 
Goud Bours. oF... Fo Ss de oe ce es | eee: Ses a ee 4 ¢9d8 
Prrebrand 7... Fs. . Bin Mis «Kw ochee eyelet Bren Dn wid Die « ne gineeaeiammall 

BYBL@MENS, Fh RO 
IAQUOE 6). wala s eicisiere,e o.c.cie« > -COAASE em ODT I 
Encomparable ......... 4.:8%..4%..,-2.-.6 .. 5 ate3h abehett fees 
Washingtoh ..5.../...%... buster Sid. 2, 0. DopeBet sii 
Bienfait....... Ld Pog de « ale creeee 2 2.1. Ott Slonlene 
Siaystella 5... 7. ee. Peis 1... 3....2.. Svith® elope 
Maitre Partout.......... sobs ssceen 2. 2...1. ourides stage 

AiR pied x i 
_ * The following are superior hinds ; but some being new, hare, as yet, 4 Vinited tena. 
je amoncst the cultivators of Polyanthuses:—Barker’s William the Fourth, B llingsgate 
iden John Russell, Buck’s Black Prince, Beauty of Coven, Burpatge ee PhD e 
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Prizes. 
Names. Ppt 3 Se@ 5 @ Tot 

ROSES. = 
Triomphe Royale (Heroine) ...... 6 1 6 8 oa ae oe oe 

Rose Unique (Princess a'Austurius).. 0° 2 4-38 2) io Ge 
Dolittle (Michael de Lisle)..........  ldoe eo ce newer ae 
Duc de Bronte..... ofa alias Wages ogc © mr eh! DS eae ee 
Rose Vesta (Hebe) ......-+seeeeeee Qe du B Uptaty 21 
IRONED 6 0.00 0. 0.0s/c gai wach! ARRRAG SC A ey RA | 

SELFS 
Mine d’Or......... VAR“ CGe SBEBrc oT Wie: gine 23 
White Flag ....... “She. ABor Cece ee o) [ae a 24 
Mountain of Snow ...-+eeeeeeeeees rT) 1a ea’ ali 21 

PINKS. ; 

DARK LACED. ' 
SUWArrow 2... sececeecescssoecees AQF Ge eer 28 

TABRIRG a. « on.0 8 a 48 AAR isi siel aia oa AS nd 5 25 ' 

Marianne .......cceccccssceeessce oa, ie eG 20 

Mann’s Miss RickettS.......+es-ee- | a 15, 

RED LACED. 
Gee the Boat aia 0c. p0-e4.. 2 10) "2° "S) “4 1 22 

Weimcoss Charlotte <54......0...... 3° 5 4°39 YS yoy 

Lady Green ....... ila six <je, dec aed an le a ro “0 

Humphrey Cheetham.........e00-. 4 7 2 } 15 

BLACK AND WHITE. 
DAS APRRAASRcepenccde EA ae: ee a a ee 20 
Parry’s Union .........- qeaetcdade awa 1 1 17 
Barratt’s Conqueror...........- So a ee i Se kG 
Maveys Belipss’ 2. S..cdeccdseccsey, © OF . Bee Se wud 15 

- CARNATIONS. 

SCARLET BIZARRES. 
Wild’s Perfection..... =) a? Re «2 Wremifiinn miduch) Seventh: bate 
Waterhouse's Rising Sun .......... PS aR RR tt | Sitlt 29 
Ely’s Mayor of Ripon........-+00+ See Ra, Core eho D> oe 
Walmsley’s William the Fourth...... 4 2 4 5 1 5 L @& 
Smalley’s Foxhunter .,.......+. eee 
Tate's Friday Night.......scesceese 

CRIMSON BIZARRES. 
Wakefield's Paul Pry ........ sectece . Glo RE (2 40 
Gregory's King Alfred.............. 2 6 8 9 1 4 3 38 
Cartwright’s Rainbow ...........0 L460? 8.6. 2 whet 
Lee's Duke of Kent....4...2...000- 2. 1:8. 4. 1... Sak hed 
Birmingham....... Biaiaate mate sade «0 ee ie A nels oe 16 
Orson’s Apollo.......... Bee. OE aE es | 2 16 

SCARLET FLAKES. 
Pearson’s Madame Mara .......... 8 23 13 44 
Maude’s Rowton ..........0. oot corrd. 4...2..K.4.. Salil 
Thornicroft’s Blucher ..........2+ 2.12. .7..3..6 due 
ES OS OE a Ae ee: ee ee ee: ae) ey 18 
Serjeant’s Washington..........++- . 3...5. 2... AnwRet del 
Potter's Champion ........... ea lu wee ee ee 17 

PURPLE FLAKES. 
Turner's Princess Charlotte .,...... 6 20 3 b 5S 36 

Vou. II. 2P 
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ae: : Bp 1 2 3) 4) os) gene 
Bellerophon ..... BOO OD 70 SEG DOO UGE SPS 4S) oD eee 
Baies's Wellimetoiaonssttatteeis:s «sisters» 1 2 ims Veco! a Sal oN 
Wood's:Commander,.:Srsrcisssve 6 «'sactelors Oo 2 48> Oe ie 
Wilde's Marianne .........:.sc00% int. * O. 4 wee ree 14 
ATIRE ithe Greater seine cai. eueeleme Bi Leg aie 

PINK FLAKES. 
May AETOOD pi ateiaateyelt ehviee vee aots eiare 4022 ok) 8) 9 fie 33 
Duchess of Devonshire .........+.. O00, MD Be 7 arene 
Clegg’s Smiling Beauty ...... ithacn 6 SBE DI Gin Ba rin Net Gt aa as eee 
Miss Foote (Sir Geo. Crewe) ........ Dee one D>, RINE AD 60 9 ee 
Redfearn’s Miss Ward........-.2- =5 Bir Geir De aA ae ate 
Wonderful (Faulkner's Hliza)........ Sih. De SAUD oes eae 

PURPLE EDGED PICOTEES. ; 
Lee’s Cleopatra .......... sia cinvsrate Spal Wbemet! mta 7s Be aay Me Nees 8 
LIME ESS! Vii CEOLIG joie 's|eieisso/eieiele iets eieto aa ce > LON) Olt) hae mer ovE ete 
Hufton’s Miss Emma........... nes {Joma Cyn es Jaan Bi TS SASS 
Beauty of Northampton ........... Mrte (aac amie Caan) i) oe ate 
Mason's Wellington........ s-eeee 2 Ota may GD Meee a 
Fletcher's Maria ...... eiielel tele see. debuts Gd Oeiaee 20 

RED PICOTEES. 
Hufton’s Will Stukely............ Ae SM ER 3 ier (8 31 
Martin’s Prince George ..... alpiafetess | Ra I i Yiabed ! aats a's) he WE 
Pearson’s Chilwell Beauty ........-- 5 ABRIG OAR ree e. 
Hird!s Alpha, (sejeirjare<jorecievetiele Bie ON SL Oro NRO eee eee es 24 
Kenney’s Incomparable ........ etlsi ne, 1. tg eee. imine Tele 
Bright Star (Ringleader)............ WOK to we Omeag ine 2. WIG uae 

QUERIES. 

On BLoomiInc THE ParTRipGH Breast ALoE.—I should feel obliged 
by you, or any of your numerous correspondents, informing me of the soil 
and treatment required to make the Partridge Breast Aloe bloom. I have 
had it more than six years, and as yet there has not any sign of bloom ap- 
peared, An answer as soon as possible would greatly oblige. 

W. J. Linton. 

ON THE ScHIZANTHUS.—Will you, in your next Number, give a hint of 
the best method of raising and treating the Schizanthus? We have found 
it fail so completely this summer, that 1 fear there has been some error in 
the mode of treating it; and a few hints will be gratefully received, by your 
well-wisher and admirer, VIOLET. 

Shapwich, near Glastonbury, Sept. 8th. 

On Harpy Prants, &c.—You would greatly oblige a very considerable 
number of your subscribers, if you would, in an early number of your valu- 
able and interesting publication, favour them with a list of the principal 
hardy plants now in cultivation, similar to the one of greenhouse plants 
given in the April Number of the first volume of the Cabinet, p. 38. I think 
it would be an improvement if, at the end of each description of plant, it 
were specified whether they were evergreen or deciduous shrubs, herbaceous 
plants, perennials, &c. Ke. A CONSTANT SUBSCRIBER. 

Sheffield, July 3st, 1834. 

ON THE GENUS Musa.—I should feel obliged to you, or any of your nu- 
merous correspondents, to inform me, through the medium of the Cabinet, 
what class and order the genera of Musa properly belongs to, as I find in the 
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twe fth edition of Donn’s Catalogue that it is placed in the 23d elass, Poly- 
gamia, and order 1, Monecia; likewise in Drummond's First Sleps to Botany ; 
but in Loudon’s Catalogue, Hortus Britlannica, it is in the 5th class, Pen- 
tandria, order 1, Monogynia, in the Linnean system; and I shall take it as 
a favour if you, or any of your correspondents, will decide the question, as to 
which is the proper class and order, and which catalogue is the most to be 
relied on; as I am a young botanist, and want the best information about’ 
plants that I can get. An answer will be thankfully received. 

VOLTAIRE. 

SEEDs OF THE ANCHUSA PANICULATA, LUPINUS ELEGANS, &c,—TI should 
be obliged if either you, or some of your correspondents, would inform me 
where I can procure the following seeds, all of which, with the exception of 
the four first, are mentioned in No. XII. of the Floricultural Cabinet :— 
Anchusa paniculata, Lupinus elegans, Nolana grandiflora, Nolana tenella, 
Astralagus trachyceras, Astralagus reticulatus, Calendula Mexicana,Gentiana’ 
humilis, Gilia capitata alba, Gilia gracilis, Andiosace maciocarpa, Eutoca 
Franklinni, Eutoca multiflora, Lobelia bicolor, Lotus arenarius, Lotus 
arabicus and congugatus. D. G. H. 

Oct. 2d, 1834. 

On Turips, VERBENA MELINDRES, LUPINUS POLYPHILLIS, &c.—I have 
recently become a subscriber to the Floricullural Cabinet, and am much 
pleased both with its plan and execution, as it is what I have long wished to. 
see established, particularly with respect to its price, as this puts it within 
the reach of many a poor cottager who, like myself, cannot afford more ex- 
pensive publications, however excellent they may be in their kind. But 
as knowledge and improvement, as well as pleasure and amusement, are 
great objects with me in all that I read, I beg leave for a spare corner in one 
of your pages for the following communications, which I humbly submit to 
the notice of some of your more able correspondents.—In my small bed of 
Tulips this year I have had some much better than I ever saw them before, 
and others much worse; this has been owing to the change in their colours. 
I noticed a many amongst them of the yellow and brown changed to a self- 
brown, and greatly degenerated. Some that were of a pure crimson (double 
ones,) I observed to be changed to crimson and white, Is there any method 
to be pursued that will prevent this change! If there is, I should feel greatly 
obliged to know it.—In what manner must the Verbena melindres be treated, 
so as to be preserved through the winter? I had several plants of it last 
year, which I potted and brought into my little cottage before the winter 
months commenced; but before spring they were dead. This could not be 
through the severity of the weather, because there was no frost within doors. 
A friend of mine also potted nearly a score, and brought them into the 
greenhouse ; and I believe he had only one remaining at spring. This is a 
plant that I am extremely fond of, on account of the brilliancy of its flowers, 
but am totally ignorant of its nature and qualities; therefore a little informa- 
tion respecting it will be highly acceptable. Is it hardy, or tender? Does 
it require to be kept dry or moist? Will it stand a severe winter in the 
open ground, or must it be brought in and sheltered ?—I have a very large 
plant of Lupinus polyphillis which has produced nearly 30 flowering stems, 
but it has changed its beautiful blue colour to a dark white, with a small 
finge of blue ; was I clever enough, I would have sent a drawing of it. Now, 
will this be called a new variety, and worth cultivating? If it is, I willraisé 
a number of plants, as I have preserved a good quantity of seeds from itt 

July 22d, 1834. A Poor CorraGEr. 

P.S. As I am now writing for information, can any of your correspon- 
dents inform me where the following desirable plants are to be obtained,‘and 
also the prices thereof :—Lupinus leucophyllus, Pulsatilla vernalis, Dian- 
thus Fischeri, Digitalis lanata, Dracophylum rutans, Abronia mellifera, 
Hyoscyamus orientalis, Polygala panicifolia, Pentstemon ovatus, Qnothere, 
pallida, Qinothera taraxifolia, i 
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ANSWERS. Lent fgid esdomi 

- y 5 ens Tolisy bas .slqrnq 

“ON STRIKING CuTTINGs OF Brénontsy &e.—“ A. Lover of Plowers” (page 
115) should plant cuttings of the Bignonia either in’ sand or common earth,’ 
under a Hand-glass, placed in heat, either in May or August,’ My plantis! 
against a wall, due south, and never had the slightest covering, ‘09! 07) ion 
ay ese AN ARDENT AwATEUR?«(1) 

‘On, Cactus SPECIOCISSIMUS.—In answer to “ An Amateur” in Vol, I. ’p.' 
141, ;in the Floriculiural Cabinet, 1 inform him that I have the Cacius spe- 
dio¢issimus. flowering in my greenhouse eyery alternate year, without any 
additional heat; it is kept perfectly dry during the winter. : 4 i 
August 11h, 1834, A SUBSCRIBER. |, 

2x BALsAMs:—To the enquiries of your correspondent “ C.” July 9th, re 
specting thé cultivation of Balsams, I beg to reply that on the age of the 
seed T'placé ‘my reliance for the success in flowering. Contrary to, most 
othér plants, balsam seed requires tobe kept some years before;it is sown; 
and I have now some very healthy plants with good double flowers, raised, 
from seed Which I gathered in 1829. F. Mo 
Southampton, August 11th. 

“ON x DwarF YELLOW FLOWERING Prant.~One of, your correspondents, 
some time ago, enquired for information respecting a dwarf yellow flowermg, 
plant, to agree with Verbena mélindres, Lobelia erinus, &c.,; L.wonld-recom; 
ménd to him Gratiola aurea, a hardy herbaceous plant, which, is, something 
like Lobelia gracilis in growth, and would answer every purpose he requires. 
* “Aug, 16th, 1834; sviborroe@oAs sri 

“To Flower. MyrtLes AND HELIOTROPES.—In ‘the’ month’ of April 
select any quantity of Myrtles you may wish to flower; take’ them ‘to the 
potting-shed ; with a pointed stick remove all the old’surface’ mould as deep 
as, possible without injuring the roots; add some fresh mould, half loam), 
half dung, mixed well together, to within ‘one mch of the rim of the pot; 
clean out an.empty pit or frame from all weeds and dirt; add ‘an inch-or two 
‘of sifted cinders oyer the bottom, beating it down firm and’ lével with the 
back of a spade; set your plants in so as to be clear of each other; give them 
a good watering with a rose-pot, io settle the mould; shut up the lights close; 
eyery morning, when the weather is favourable, give plenty of air for one 
hour, by sliding the lights up‘and down, or by taking them off; keep the 
lights close the remainder of the day, so as to draw a good sun heat inside 
the frame ; if the sun should be very bright and powerful shade with a'mat 
for two or three hours in the middle of the day, but not longer; sprinkle 
them over head freely with water; and when they show their blossom buds, 
‘Increase the quautity of air daily; so that by the time the flowers are ready 
to, expand they may be able to stand the open air. By this treatment 
Myrtles from one year old and upwards may be flowered in abun dance. 

Great Bookham, Surrey, July 2d, 1834. J. Woes 

ANSWER TO VIOLET.—In answer to VioLET, Irecommend Annual Russian, 
German and French Stocks ; they look extremely well when growing in a long 
row, and being of all colours make an handsome appearance; they grow 
yabout eighteen inches high, Argemone, (annual kinds,) three or four varieties, 
grows three to four feet high; seeds of the aboye kinds may be obtained of 
most nurserymen, and in sixpenny packets if desired, Dodecatheon Meadia, 

'(perennial,) pink, eighteen inches high, 2d, each, . Phloxes, (perennial,) all 
colours, two feet high, 9d. to 2s. each. Pansies, all colours, 2d. each, for the 
ends of the bed. Commellina tuherosa, two. to three fect high, would, look 

“pretty towards the middle, the flowers being of so fine a blue; seeds may be 
‘obtained of Messrs. WarNER & Co., Cornhill, London, 6d. per packet, and 
‘Foots at 6d. each. Dahlias, at stated distances, down the middle, all colours, 
all/heights, all prices; half-a-dozen, at least, of the white kinds, should be 
selected. | Campanula persicafolia, double blue, eighteen inches high, 9d, to 1s. 
each. | Campanula pyramidalis, two ox three plants of it, three to six feet high , 
“blue ‘and white varieties; 1s. each. Erodium hymenodes,.a plant.or bo, six 

r vasa 
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inches high, spreading, perennial, pink. flowers. Double Rockets, white, 
purple, and yellow kinds, four or six plants, two feet high, ls. each. Tvrade- 
scantia Virginica, congesta, white, one foot high, 1s.,each..., Gentianell Tuye> 
four to six.inches high, two or three tufts, ls, each... Tigridia pavonia, (1 iger, 
Blower,) spotted, orange red with dark,.a few) patches of four or six roots in, 
each, two feet high, 3s. per,dozen, roots... Eschscholizia californica, two. or 
three plants, two feet high, yellow, 9d. each. Double Scarlet Lychnis, ‘two to 
three feet,high, Is, each. Verbena Melindres, scarlet, three inches high, 
spreading, Is.each. Lobelia fulgens, crimson scarlet, two'feét high; 9d) each. 
Coreopsis lanceolata, (Tick-seed Suntlower, yellow,) four feet high;'9di'eathi 

‘osa indica minor, one or two plants, crimson, two feet high, ‘Is. ea¢hv2?An® 
the following kinds of annuals:—Media elegans, yellow, ‘four féet> Sweet 
Peas, Malope trifida, deep rose, two feet. /upines, of sorts. “Prince's ‘Feather. 
Two'or three Gnotheras, (Evening Primrose.) Lobelia erinoides, sixinches, 
Wue.  Callinsia grandiflora, nine inches high, blue. Convolvulus minor, three, 
feet high, blue aud white. Convolvulus major, rose, blue, and »white varieties, 
thrée to six feet high, varying according to the richness of. the soil... Zinnia 
elegans, purplish crimson, one foot high.—(See Vol, I. pages 43-45.).4¢ | bus 

colts Aw ARDENT, AMATEDR.,. 
REPLY To THE QuERY or “ A CountryMAN.”—The' author of theDo. 

mestic Gardener's: Manual regrets that! he-has so, long, overlooked this, query 
addressed to him as “ G)L. T,’ per date July 9th,1834, (No. XVIII,.p, 188,) 
It is his desire to attend to every question which may. be referred, to,him, b 
any one, and at any time; but the fact is, his: occupations.are so, multiform 
arid’ unintermitting, that he occasionally does not,even,see the several anticles 
in the periodicals for some considerable time after they come-to hand... Ina 
recent paper addressed to the Editor, he,observed. that he was not a florist ; 
and in respect to, the Ranunculus in particular, he ,is not. from observation 
enabled to write very minutely. The subject must, therefore, be considered 
generally. The leayes of all plants are provided with oscular pores—termed 
in botanical language sloma/a, (from, the Greek stoma, a mouth.) ~ Thesp 
organs in. tree leaves abound chiefly on the under surfaces, and are un- 
qnestionably transpiratory, orifices ;—in fact moisture, during hot sunshine, 
is frequently seen to be deposited on other leaves or substances that happen 
to-he nearly in contact with, and below the under surface of a large leaf.” In 
herbaceous plants, both surfaces are generally provided with stomata ; but in 
these, the analogy of facts proves that the upper surfaces only are destined 
to receive water; for all, or nearly, present those surfaces to the falling Train. 
It. may be doubted whether any good results can be traced from waterin, 
avlificially over leayes; and though rain falls on plants and refreshes hen, 
itis quite certain that the atmosphere is in a peculiar electric condition before 
‘vain can be cither formed or fall. This condition no human being can in- 
duce; therefore, to water over leaves is always, an artificial and unnatural 
operation. The under surfaces are peculiarly injured by Waterings ; and Mr. 
Kxicur has proved that a melon crop was once ruined by injudicious 
syringing so applied, to wash away the acarus.’ It should seem that’ the 
anunculus affects a moist, dripping season ; and if so, the watering by rain, 

“(that is during a state of air prepared for tlie application,) did good, invas\far 
‘as it was perfectly congenial to the habit of ‘the plant. In dry seasons it 
has been observed that among a whole bed of the plants, there was scarcely 
“a leafon them that was not yellow and unhealthy! In such seasons the 
water applied by the gardener could only increase the evil, by scorchingo the 
upper surfaces, and closing the pores of the lower, by the splashing andodirt 
which it ¢reated. Light also acts inimically on under surfaces; and/ the 
writer has now before him a healthy fig tree, whereon half-a-dozen leaves;are 
stained de’p brown, and become, as it were, burnt, by merely bending down 
4 brarich ’o ag to expose those surfaces to the sun. Physiologically, «then, 
G.1. T. thinks that water ought always to be applied to the ground onlyy.un- 
less disease or insects require its application to the leaves,—that the Jeayes 
of low growing hardy herbaceous plants ought never to be: sprinkled);-as 

' ‘whatever tends to leave water on them in bright weather, provides the means 
“for the destruction of many pores of the cuticle by obstruction and burning ; 
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and, therefore, if the application of water be indispensibly required, it ought ~ 
always to be given between the plants, so copiously as to reach the lateral 
fibres, and at an hour when it may be aided in its effects by the condensing 
dew. 

REFERENCE TO PLATE. 

Nemophila insignis. A very pretty flowering annual, growing from six 
inches to a foot high, requiring a situation and treatment similar to Calan- 
drinias, (see Cabinet, page 204.) With such attention, and full sun upon it, 
the flowers make a very showy appearance; and by having two sowings of 
seeds, the plants may be had in bloom from June to October. <A bed of it 
would look well. It may be obtained of the principal nurserymen. ‘The 
plant belongs to the 5th class Pentandria, and Ist order Monogynia; natural 
order Hydrophyllee. The name is derived from nemos, a grove, and phileo, 
to love; referring to its natural situation. 

Leptosiphon androsaceus, A very neat flowering annual, and being about 
the same height as the Nemophila, and profuse in flowering, renders it a very 
desirable plant. If sown as directed for the Calandrinia, (see page 204,) it 
may be had in bloom, if shaded from scorching sun, from May to October. 
The plant belongs to the 5th class Pentandria, and Ist order Monogynia ; 
natural order, Polemoniacee. Greek Valerian tribe of plants. The name 
is derived from /eptos, slender, and siphon, a tube ; referring to the slender 
tubular part of the flower. 

Passiflora elegans, This very splendid flowering Passiflora was raised by 
JaMEs CockBuRN, Esq., Guernsey, from seed sent from South America. 
Mr. CockBuRN states that it blooms in the greenhouse in Guernsey, and is 
increased freely by cuttings. It is a valuable acquisition to this beautiful 
tribe of plants, and more particularly so in succeeding well in the green- 
house. We have tried several of the South American species, by planting 
them in a border in the open air during summer, and find them succeed well, 
blooming profusely. At the end of autumn we take up the plants, repot 
them, and protect them in the greenhouse during winter. From the very 
particular description of the plant and flower in all their parts, obligingly 
sent us by Mr. Cocksurn, and having examined the particulars of all other 
hitherto published species, we find the present to be distinct,and haye given 
it the specific name it so highly merits. 

FLORICULTURAL CALENDAR FOR DECEMBER. 

Piant Stove.—Roses, Honeysuckles, Jasmines, Persian Lilacs, Ke. 
required to bloom from January, should be brought in early in the present 
month. The plants should be placed at first in the coolest part of the house; 
never allow them to want water. Pots, or boxes containing bulbous-rooted 
flowering plants, as Hyacinths, Narcissusses, Persian Irises, Crocusses, &c. 
should occasionally be introduced, so as to have a succession of bloom. All 
stove plants will require occasional syringing over the tops, in order to wash 
off any accumulated dust from the foliage. Cactus plants that have been 
kept out of doors, or in the greenhouse, should occasionally be brought into 
the stove for flowering. 
GREENHOUSE.—As much fire as will barely keep out frost will be neces- 

sary; and for the purpose of drying up damp arising from foggy nights, or 
from watering, all possible air in the day time should be admitted; but mind 
to keep the plants from damage by frost. Chrysanthemums will require a very 
free supply of air, and a good supply of water; by the end of the month many 
will be going out of bloom; such should be cut down, and if any kind is 
scarce, the stalks may be cut into short lengths, and be struck in heat; 
always cut the lower end of the cutting close under a joint. If greenhouse 
plants require watering or syringing over the tops, let it be done in the 
morning of a clear day, when air can be admitted; and towards evening a 
gentle fire-heat should be given. 
FLowER GARDEN.—Be careful to protect beds of what are technically 
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called florist flowers, should severe weather occur. Calceolarias that were 
eut down and re-potted last month will require attention not to water too 
much, or they will damp off; keep them in a cool and airy part of the green- 
house or pit-house. Auriculas and Polyanthuses will require plenty of air 
in fine weather, and but little water, (see page 25.) The like attention will 
be required to Carnations, Pinks, &c. kept in pots. Dahlia roots should be 
looked over, to see if any are moulding, or likely to damage; let the roots be 
dry if they are to be laid in heaps. Newly planted shrubs should be well 
secured, so that they be not loosened by the wind. Tender evergreens newly 
planted would be benefitted by a little mulch of any kind being laid over the 
roots. During hard frosts, if additional soil be required for flower beds 
upon grass lawns, advantage should be taken to have it conveyed at that 
time, so that the turf be not injured by wheeling, leading, &c. 

INDEX TO THE EMBELLISHMENTS 
In the Floricultural Cabinet, Vol. 17.—1834. 
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